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PKEFACE.

As a humble worker in the field of modern Indian

education in Southern India, I was in a position to

discern, early enough in iny career as an educator,

that the system of modern Indian education, organised

by the British Indian Government mainly in accordance

with the principles enunciated by Macaulay a system
which has had to be necessarily secular in character and

European in spirit and aim cannot be considered to

have produced in its Indian atmosphere results that

may be taken to be altogether good and flawless.

That system has undoubtedly tended 'to widen the

vision of Indian thought and to give to it a freer

and a fuller scope than ever it had before in its

long history extending over thousands of years : it

has offered to the Indian mind for acceptance and

assimilation much new material of great intellectual

and moral value : and what is even more it has

opened out for Indian students and thinkers wide vistas

of attractive enterprise in the direction of research,

criticism and constructive synthesis in the limitless

fields of modern science and progressive humanitarian

culture in all its varied aspects. Nevertheless, since

modern Indian education has had to be so largely

European in spirit and aim, it has inevitably produced a

yawning gulf between the imported new thought and the

indigenous historic life of the people with its ancient

sanctions and sacred traditions. Where the growth
of thought is from native roots, there both thought
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and life progress together, whatever may be the amount

of alien culture-elements that are received with welcome

feelings and appropriated freely from time to time
;

the practical needs of life and the advancing potency
of the people propel thought here along its progres-

sive course, and thought in its onward movement so tells

upon life as to make it also consistently progressive.

Such, however, cannot be the case where exotic thought
and indigenous life are brought into mutual relation by
force of circumstances like those prevailing now in

India
;
the exotic higher thought of modern English-

educated India receives as little stimulation and

sustenance from the life and potency of the Indian

people as their life itself is influenced in its really vital

parts by this outer higher thought. It is an imperative

need of the hour in the history of modern India to have

this gulf between thought and life bridged securely and

well as soon as possible, as, otherwise, the numerous

evil consequences due to their unnatural separation are

certain to undermine the very foundations of social

stability and moral order. There is ample evidence to

indicate that this need is being keenly felt all over the

country in innumerable sensitive centres that are

generously responsive to exalted ideals of patriotism

and public welfare
;
and one of the forms, in which the

patriotic activity of those centres has been very

naturally making itself manifest, has consisted largely

in an earnest endeavour to bring together and harmonise

by means of suitable and accurate interpretation and

exposition the old thought of the Bast with the new

thought of the West, so that they may as early as

possible become fused into one wisdom. The possibility

of accomplishing a thing like this need not be
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questioned, because the ultimate oneness of truth

demands that all its many aspects should be consistent

with one another. These lectures on the Bhayavadglta

have been intended to serve as a humble contribution

towards the fulfilment of this high purpose of thought-

faarmonisation ;
and it is certainly needless to point out

that this is an undoubtedly ambitious aim, the very

entertainment of which requires more than ample

justification. I have, however, felt in the circumstance

that even the evident ridiculousness of the over-high

ambition of the weak person is not in itself enough to

make that ambition of his entirely inexcusable.

The religious neutrality of the British Indian

Government is responsible for its system of education

in India being markedly secular in character. The

necessities of the Indian situation having rightly

dictated to the Government its policy of religious

neutrality, and the religion of the British people being

different from the religions that have for long been

followed by the Indian people with true faith and

warm earnestness, the organisation of modern Indian

education could not but be made to rest as large-

ly as possible on a secular and rationalistic basis.

This rigid limitation imposed upon the scope of the

foundation has made the system of education erected

thereon not only incomplete but also productive of

certain results that are often apt to be unfavourably

criticised. To exclude the study of religion as largely

as possible from the field qf liberal education is really to

make it narrow and illiberal by withholding therefrom

the operation of the chiefest and the most powerful

among humanitarian influences upon the development
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of thought and the formation of character
;

and

the complaint is not unoften heard that, in the

British-organised system of modern education in India,

the tendency in all its stages from the lowest to the

highest is to encourage a too free rationalism and a

leaning to self-assertion at the expense of faith and

obedience, and to give too great a prominence to the

conceptions of rights and privileges so as thereby to

throw into the back-ground the corresponding correct-

ive conceptions of duties and obligations. This com-

plaint against the type of character that is being

encouraged by the modern system of Indian education

has been for some time very general, and has been put

forward by friends and foes alike of that system in

India and elsewhere. Many Hindus, who have them-

selves received the modern liberal education impart-

ed by the Indian Universities, are of opinion that

the complaint cannot be said to be unfounded
;
and to

Hindus of the old-school-culture in India, no system of

education, which encourages prematurely rationalistic

self-assertion in preference to due obedience to accepted

authority, is likely to appear to be good and praise-

worthy. It cannot of course be denied that it is quite

equally possible to make a system of education possess

too marked a leaning on the side of ready-made faith

and unquestioning obedience to authority ;
and this

error in educational organisation is indeed no less un-

wholesome than the other error on the opposite side,

in so far as the evolution of what may be looked upon
as the perfect type of culture and character is concern-

ed. To encourage the growth of culture and establish

the harmony of life between faith, duty, obligation

and obedience, on the one side, and reason, liberty
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privilege and personal conviction, on the other side, can

never be anywhere an easy task
;
and no endeavour to

bring into existence such an intellectual and moral

harmony and make it flourish well in society and in

individual life can safely afford to neglect the aid, which

a generously conceived course of religious and moral

instruction, as forming a part of liberal education, is

calculated to give in the matter. Those, that are not

sincerely convinced of the inviolability of the moral law

and the naturally consequent imperative obligatoriness of

morality, will rarely try to see that the above-mentioned

kind of intellectual and moral harmony is established

in their own lives ;
and this required conviction can be

built up on no surer foundation than the ultimate facts

and principles of religion. For the purpose of imparting

general non-sectarian religious and moral instruction,

in accordance with the ordinarily accepted principles of

Hinduism, to such Hindus as are desirous of rounding

off therewith their modern liberal education, no better

text-book can be found than the Bhagavadgita, which

is rightly famous as a unique philosophical poem of

sublime value in the whole range of human literature.

To all believing Hindus, it is a holy work of recognised

scriptural authority, and all its religious and moral

injunctions are the mandates of God. Accordingly,

another object kept in view in relation to these lectures

on the Bhagavadglta was to make them serve as a

comprehensive exposition of the Hindu philosophy of

conduct, which is noted for its well-reasoned and well-

balanced adjustment between the various egoistic and

altruistic impulses involved in the moral and spiritual

life of human individuals and the historic welfare and

progress of human communities.
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The standpoint, from which these lectures were

delivered, was naturally that of a believer in Hinduism

addressing a class of believing Hindus, although all such

Hindus and non-Hindus as chose to attend them were

freely allowed to do so without any hindrance of any
kind. In fact, one of the conditions, on which the

delivery of the lectures was undertaken, was that

admission should be made free and easy to all those

who wanted to attend them. Many Hindus of all sects

and some non-Hindus also attended them
;
and all of

them appeared to be really interested in what was

being expounded in the classes. It is needless to say

that the standpoint of the believer adopted in relation

to these lectures has not been the same as the

standpoint of uncritical credulity ;
and it is believed

that a perusal of the lectures will of itself show that

they are throughout sympathetically critical, and that

their chief aim has been to bring to light the

continuity of reasoning and the consistency of thought
found in relation to all the important teachings

contained in the Bliac/avadg'ita. It cannot, however,

be denied that there are certain educated and highly

cultured persons, to whom to criticise means

unfortunately the same thing as to find out flaws.

Censorious persons of this description are certainly not

likely to feel satisfied with the spirit of these lectures ;

and what has to be said to them is that the lectures were

not addressed to secure their approval or satisfaction.

Readers of this volume may observe that the lectures in

it are not all of uniform length, some of them being short

and others considerably longer ;
and this is due to the

fact that, in keeping with the nature of the subject-

matter, the temper and enthusiasm of the audience and
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the warmth and vigour of the lecturer on the occasion,

the time of delivery of the lectures varied from class to

class from one to two hours, and that they have all been,

for publication in this volume, largely reproduced with

the aid of the short-hand notes taken at the time of their

oral delivery to the classes. The short-hand notes have

been subjected to considerable pruning and other similar

processes involved in what is commonly known as
*

editing ',
so that the spoken speech may be made to

approach the written language in manner, to some

small extent. Extra repetitions and super-abundant

explanations are often found to be very helpful in oral

expositions ;
but they are apt to overburden the printed

page. Extreme verbal simplicity and colloquiality and

certain well-recognised forms of laxness in syntax tend

to make the comprehension of the meaning of the

uttered sentence easy ;
but such language rnars too

much the dignity of the written style. Excepting the

changes due to these and other such considerations,

and excepting also a few additions and improvements
here and there, intended to make the meaning clearer

and the reasoning fuller, the lectures have been on the

whole made to agree with the short-hand notes ; and

the ideas and principles enunciated in the course of

the successive class-expositions have accordingly been

allowed to remain intact. In translating the Sanskrit

stanzas of the GUa, care has been taken to see that

the translation is as near to the original as possible,

and that at the same time no serious injury of any
kind is done in consequence to the genius of the English

language. Such additional words and expressions, as

have been needed to make the translation full, clear

and accurate, are introduced within brackets ; and if
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the translated passages are read without these added

words and expressions, their literalness becomes in

most cases easily evident. In the original Sanskrit of

the Bhagavadglta, various differently significant

names and epithets are used in mentioning Sri-Krishna

and Arjuna ;
and in most cases the significations of

these different names and epithets have not been

specifically brought out in the translation, these

personages being mentioned in almost all cases simply

as Sri-Krishna and Arjuna. Another point, which

requires to be noted, is that, in accordance with an

extensively current usage, the BhagavadgUa has very

frequently been spoken of as the Glta in the comments

constituting the lectures. Indeed, among the philo-

sophical
i

songs
'

of this kind known to Sanskrit

literature, the Bhagavadglta is pre-eminently the best

and in every way deserves to be known as the G-lta.

It may also be observed that every succeeding

lecture is almost invariably made to begin with a brief

resume of the previous lecture; this has necessarily

tended to give rise to some amount of repetition of

ideas and thoughts in the lectures. In this respect, the

practice followed in the course of the actual delivery of

the lectures has not been departed from, in the belief

that the repetition of the ideas and thoughts thus

allowed to remain is likely to prove helpful to the

proper understanding and appreciation of the meaning
of the Glta. Similarly, at the conclusion of every

chapter, the teachings given in it have been summar-

ised fairly exhaustively, with the object of presenting

those teachings in their natural as well as rational

relationship to one another, so that thereby their
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general comprehension may be made clearer and more

complete than it would otherwise be. This again, has

become responsible for a further repetition of ideas and

thoughts, although in this latter case special attention

has been directed to the elucidation of the course and

continuity of the reasoning by which the various

teachings are supported and established to be good
and true. The uniquely sublime character of the

philosophical worthiness and religious authority of the

Bhagavadgitti is well-known to be so marked and

note-worthy as to demand a high level of thought in

all those, who earnestly endeavour to understand that

famous poem aright ;
and none will therefore take up

with a light heart the seriously responsible work of

expounding it to classes consisting of earnest and

thoughtful students, unless the force impelling him

to do it happens to be too powerful to be effectively

resisted. For 3
7ears together, I had somehow been

led to entertain a strong desire to see if I could

produce some work that might prove to be of use in

making a course of general non-sectarian religious

and moral teaching in Hindu Schools and Colleges

on strictly Hindu lines easier and more possible than

it had been ordinarily understood to be
;
and an

attempt was being made by me to bring out under

the name of Veda-Vedanta-Sangraha, a collection of

suitable selections from the extensive range of Hindu

scriptures with translation and notes, so as to exhibit in

it the historical development of the Hindu Religion and

present at the same time all its important teachings and

doctrines in a convenient compass. It was then that

Mr. C. P. Anantanarayana Aiyar, who was one of

the Secretaries of the Sri-Parthasai'athi-Svami-Sabha
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in Triplicane, began to put steady pressure on me
to agree to expound the Bliagavadglta to classes held

under the auspices of that Sabha. To the persis-

tency of his pressure I had to yield, and in doing so I

hoped that the proposed exposition of the Gita might
enable me to carry out in a manner my long cherished

desire to do some work of a helpful kind in relation to

the general religious and moral instruction of Hindu

youth on Hindu lines. The delivery of the lectures

in all eighty-seven in number took more than two

years, as they were given week after week on Sundays
for about nine months or so in the year; and the

thought of the Veda-Vedanta-Sahgraha had to be given

up in consequence. The revision and the printing

of the lectures has taken a very long time, partly owing
to my having had much heavy and pressing work of

other kinds to do, partly owing to my failing health,

and in no small part owing to the very great delay

caused in the Oriental Press, to which the printing of

the lectures was entrusted by the Sri-Parthasarathi-

Svami-Sabha ; and in this first volume, covering the

first six, out of the eighteen, chapters of the Glta, only

thirty-one lectures are included. The requisite work

of
'

editing
'

is being carried on in connection with the

remaining lectures, with a view to have them published

in two more volumes as early as possible. What
the usefulness of these lectures is, and how far I

am justified in having them brought out in book-form,

are things about which I can be no correct judge ;
and

yet I consider it but proper to state that I have felt

proud of the opportunity I have had to deliver them.

Such an opportunity came to me mainly through my
having been appointed as Professor of Sanskrit and
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Comparative Philology in the Presidency College at

Madras by Lord Ampthill, when His Lordship was

Governor of Fort St. George ;
and whatever may be

the judgment of competent critics on the value of this

exposition of the Bhagavadgita, there can be no doubt

that I am bound to be highly grateful to His Lordship

for his having made it possible for me to try to serve

my countrymen thus- Accordingly, I offer here my
most sincere and heart-felt thanks to His Lordship.

Similar thanks are due from me to the members of the

Sfi-Pd.rthasarathi-8v5,mi-Sabha and particularly to

its Secretaries for their having worked in so many
ways in behalf of the classes week after week and

arranged to supply me with the short-hand notes of the

class-lectures : and to them also I offer my equally

sincere and heart-felt thanks.

TRIPLTCANE, MADRAS : { n/r T> \ AT/-I A /-ITT * -r>-*r A

nh November. 1914. I
M " RANGACHARYA.





PREFATORY NOTE TO THE REPRINT.

WHEN it occurred to me some months ago, that it was

desirable to bring out these lectures on the Bhagavad-

glta in three volumes, so that the first, second and third

volumes might contain respectively the lectures relating

to the first, second and third six chapters of the entire

work of eighteen chapters, I felt that the first volume,

for which all the required matter had been ready for a

long time, should be issued without any more delay.

To carry out this intention, it became necessary to have

the lectures so far as they were ready reprinted on

my own responsibility, and to depend no longer upon the

Sri-Parthasarathi-Svdmi-Sabha for their publication.

Accordingly, I got them reprinted ;
and in the reprint

the alterations made on revision are mostly of a verbal

character, and the lectures as contained in this volume

do not in any material respect differ from what they

are in the fasciculi already issued by the Srl-Partha-

saratlii-Svami-Sabha. It is commonly known that each

of the three groups, consisting of the first, second and

third six chapters of the Bhagavadglta, forms a whole

in itself
;
and the first six chapters are naturally well

suited to serve as an introduction to the study of the

complete work. They give not only the ground-plan

of the philosophy of conduct, which is built up and

expounded therein, but also the teachings bearing upon
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self-realisation as leading to God-realisation and to the

authoritative formulation of the ethical law of universal

equality as constituting the most appropriate guide to

the conduct of human life. This law is shown besides to

be based fully on realised truth, and to include within its

grasp both the law of duty and the law of love, so as to

make courage and compassion as well as self-sacrifice

and service imperatively obligatory in the morally

well-conducted life of all human communities and

individuals. It is believed that the study of the Hindu

philosophy of conduct even thus far cannot but be

interesting and instructive.

KBIPLICAM. MADMS:
f RANGACHARYA.

8th January, 1915.
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THE

PHILOSOPHY OF CONDUCT ACCORDING TO
THE RELIGION OF THE HINDUS:

BEING

AN EXPOSITION
OF THE

BHAGAVADGITA.

{=( W3 TfeFT ft

MI .1(1 ft

GENTLEMEN,
Before I proceed wifch the work of expounding the Bhagavad-

glta to you, I wish to be permitted to otter a few words of personal

explanation. It is not because I feel that I am in any way specially

fitted to explain to you the sublime lessons of wisdom and philosophy

which are contained in the Bnagavadglta, that I have made bold to

accept the high responsibility of expounding to you that philosophi-

cal poem, which has been most appropriately described by an

English translator of it as the
'

Song Celestial
'

with the insight of

a true poet and philosopher. My main object in venturing to bear

this responsibility is to see, if even I may not be able to induce some

of our country-men to interest themselves more and more in the

study of the Bhagavadgltd with a feeling of genuine earnestness and

sincere devotion ; for, I feel certain that such a study is well calcu-

lated to do them immense good by enabling them to understand the

real meaning and value of life as well as the supreme purpose for

which it has to be lived. I have been more than once asked on

behalf of the Srl-PHrthasiirathi-svami-sabfM to 'deliver some
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lectures
'

; and although I have been of opinion that the members of

this Sabhd are engaged in the work of moral self-culture and social

and religious improvement, still it has not been easy for me to fall

in with the proposal. I have often enough delivered stray lectures ;

and somehow it has appeared to me invariably that the amount of

labour and thought bestowed on such work is disproportionately too

large for any really good results which flow from it. Therefore,

when it was seriously proposed to me that I should hold classes and

expound the Bhagavadglta in them, it naturally occurred to me that

an earnest endeavour to understand and appreciate the value of the

wise guidance, which that uniquely great philosophical poem offers

to man, would undoubtedly be of real use to all those who took part

in the endeavour. However, let me particularly impress upon your

minds at the very commencement that, in agreeing to conduct this

work of class-exposition, I do not and cannot come before you in

the capacity of an authoritative religious preceptor. I desire to

think and to learn with you in our united study of the Bhagavadglta ;

and it is well to remember from the beginning that all of us, who

shall from time to time meet in these classes, have accordingly to

come together in the spirit of humble learners, who are ever ready to

be helpful to one another helpful even to him who has under your

direction taken up the duties of the teacher. I shall spare no effort

to place before you, in as clear a language as I can command, what

I have myself learnt, after some amount of study and thought, from

the Bhagavadglta. You know, quite as well as I do, that all the

various schools of Vedantic Philosophy and Religion in India have

accepted the Bhagavadglta as a work of high scriptural authority.

It has, therefore, been interpreted by these various schools, so as to

be in harmony with the fundamental views and doctrines respectively

held by them. Hence I beg of you to see no sign of vanity or self-

sufficiency in my work, if, in endeavouring to expound the Bhagavad-

glta to you, I do not strictly follow any one of these more or less

sectarian interpretations of that work. While I have no doubt that

it is impossible for any man to have a better guide in life than the

Bhagavadglta, I feel compelled to own that, unless one understands

and appreciates it in the light of one's own reasoning and religious

aspirations, one cannot derive much effective advantage even from

such an unparalleled work on the philosophy of human conduct.
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Without the aid of direct personal appreciation and immediate

personal assimilation, even the grand teachings contained in it

cannot truly become the foundation-principles of man's higher life

and holy destiny. Let us now commence our work here with a ianti

or prayer of peace, with which it has long been our tradition in

this country to commence the study of the Upanishads. And in

the situation in which you and I now find ourselves, the mos.t

appropriate prayer of peace is this which is contained in the

Taitirlyopanishad. Please let me repeat it and translate it.

"
Harih Om ! May (He) protect us together ! May (He) foster

us together ! Let us together strive heroically. Let that which we
learn be full of power. And let us not hate each other, dm !

Peace ! Peace ! Peace !"

The high rank and authoritativeness of the Upanishads have

long been known among us to belong also to the Bhagavadglta ; and

our initial utterance of this prayer of peace is thus in full accord-

ance with our national tradition, even as it is with my desire to

study, to think and to learn with you in performing this work of

teaching the Bhagavadglta, which your friendly partiality has

assigned to me. Let us now begin at once to strive together heroi-

cally. The central story of the Mahabharata relates, as most of

us are aware, to the rivalry between the Pandavas and the Kauravas,

as cousins, entitled to inherit the same common ancestral kingdom

and all its associated privileges of sovereignty ; and I take it to be

needless to narrate to you how this rivalry came to have its culmina-

tion in that great war, at the commencement of which Sri-Krishna is

known to have taught the Bhagavadglta to his relation and friend

and disciple, Arjuna. The author of the Mahabharata. is the

famous seer and sage, known as Krishna Dvaipayana Vyasa ; and

the language of the BhagavadgUa is naturally intended to be under-

stood as being his in all probability. This divine song of philoso-

phic wisdom constitutes a part of the Bhlshma-parvan of the
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Mahdbharata ; and there it is given in the form in which Sanjaya

is conceived to have narrated it for the information of Dhritarashtra.

In the very first chapter of the Bhlshma-parvan it is mentioned

that Vyasa meets Dhritarashtra before the actual commencement

of the war, and wishes to know if he is willing to have his blind

eyes opened, so that be may be able to see with his own eyes the

events of the coming war. Dhritarashtra declines to have his eyes

so opened, as he feels that he cannot bear the sight of the slaughter

of his own kindrei. But he requests Vyasa to arrange that those

events are all fully and accurately reported to him from time to

time. Accordingly, Vyasa bestows the power of supra-normal vision

on Sanjaya, and directs him to report all the details regarding the

progress of the war to Dhritarashtra. In deputing Sanjaya for the

performance of this work, Vyasa commends him thus to the blind old

king :

" O king, this Sanjaya will tell you all about this war. Sanjaya

shall know all things, whatever is open as well as whatever is secret,

whatever takes place during the day as well as whatever takes

place at night ; he shall know even that which is only thought of

in the mind. Weapons of war shall not wound him, and fatigue

shall not trouble him."

It is therefore possible for some to say that Sanjaya, who

was in this manner endowed with the power of supernatural vision,

actually reproduced the dialogue between Sri-Krishna and Arjuna,

which Vyasa incorporated later on into the Mahabharata. The

structure of the work in its general plan does not seem to be

opposed to such a view. But this supposition is not free from

certain serious difficulties and incongruities. It may still be said by
uncritical students that the language of the Gltd is certainly that

which was actually used by Sri-Krishna and Arjuna in their
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dialogue. But so far as our immediate purpose is concerned, it is

enough for us to know that, to whomsoever we may attribute the

language of the Glta, the teachings therein contained are certainly

conceived to be due to the divine wisdom and knowledge of truth

possessed by Sri-Krishna. The acceptance of Sri-Krishna among us

as a divine incarnation is, indeed, in a marked measure due to his

having been the Great Teacher of the BhagavadgUa. It is a lesson

which is easily learnt from the history of man all over the world,

that humanity holds in immortal reverence the memory of only

those persons, who have, by the worthiness of their lives as well

as by the wisdom of their thoughts and utterances, deserved such

reverence. It is in the nature of things impossible for any unworthy

and hence unlawful usurper to occupy in security for any length of

time that consecrated throne of hearty worship and reverential

homage, which is, to the glory of man, firmly established within his

divinely illumined and aspiring heart.

One great peculiarity of the Bhagavadglta may be mentions

here as consisting in the high catholicity and broad toleration and

comprehensiveness of the doctrines which are taught therein by

Sri-Krishna. The line of teaching adopted by Him is, in this respect,

strikingly different from that which has been followed by almost all

the other great religious teachers of mankind. You will see, as we

proceed with our study of the BhagavadgUd, that it fully establishes

the title of its inspired author to the unique distinction of being the

Greatest Harmonizer of human civilisation and its institutions, the

aim of whose teachings has been to organise the various human

communities in India in all their grades of development into one

peaceful, well-ordered and progressive whole. He seems to have

discerned valuable truth as well as worthy utility in all the conflic-

ting views of life and religion that were current in His days in

this country, and has expounded a theistie system of philosophy and

ethics which is singularly striking in respect of its rare power of

synthesis and unification. Other great religious teachers in India and

in other parts of the world have also taught their own doctrines acd

dogmas regarding the great problems of life and death as well as

regarding the problems of God and the universe
;
and naturally

enough almost every one of them has endeavoured to maintain thafc
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his own apprehension of the truth is more correct and more

complete than that of any other religious teacher. The famous found-

ers of what have been called personal religions have invariably so

taught their wisdom to man as to cause their own inspiration and

inner vision of things to become the exclusive basis of the various

faiths and creeds built thereon by their loving followers in the

wide field of human history. This kind of partiality to one's own

conclusions and convictions is a psychological necessity in the

nature of man ;
and all of you ought to be able to see at once that

this natural tendency of the mind is in no way inconsistent with

the thorough sincerity and glowing enthusiasm of any really great

religious teacher to work out a suitable plan of life for the guidance

of mankind. While there is thus nothing wrong or even strange in

many of the great teachers of mankind upholding the particular plan

of life and the particular system of thought, which each of them has

severally propounded for the good of man both here and hereafter, ife

is indeed undeniably uncommon that Sri- Krishna should have proved

a notable exception to this general rule. Like other great teachers,

He also has expounded what He Himself has considered to be the

best plan of life and the truest system of religion and philosophy.

But at the same time He has distinctly pointed out to us that all

other plans of life and all other forms of religion and systems of

thought are also good and worthy, so long as they, by their special

adaptation to particular human conditions, are capable of streng-

thening the character of man and of enabling him gradually to risa

to higher levels of perfection and self-realisation. Man always

realises truth only in proportion to his own capacity to know it,

and in accordance with his own more or less comprehensive vision

of the reality which underlies all things ; and it comes out in con-

nection with all the institutions of civilisation that the very nature

of the way in which truth and perfection are presented to man is as

much determined from time to time by his own capacity to compre-

hend and assimilate them, as that capacity of his is, in its turn,

determined by the picture of truth and perfection which is presented

to him to behold and to admire. The line of Sri-Krishna's teaching

in the Bhagavadglta is thus, in spite of the strangeness of its wide

and inclusive toleration, in full accord with the history of the

development of human civilisation and the growth of man's power
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of thought and moral capacity in all the varied aspects of his life at

all times and in all places.

Looking upon the life of man here on earth as a kind of pilgri-

mage to perfection, one may easily understand how it is that absolute

truth is both unattainable and unassimilable by man, till the holy

goal of this illuminating and purifying pilgrimage is reached at last.

A few inspired souls among us, when blessed with the rare gift of

divine vision, may observe and know a milestone or two in advance

along the road to this goal of human perfection ; but even they

cannot go alone in any unduly great haste to the goal, leaving the

large body of the toiling pilgrims far behind ; for. if they did so, they

would lose their leadership, and, through that loss, miss the very

purpose of their specially endowed earthly life. Therefore it appears

to me that Sri Krishna was perfectly right in declaring that all

plans of life and all forms of religion and systems of thought are

worthy of sympathetic recognition and appreciation at the hands of

all really wise men, so long as there are to be found, at the various

stages on this sacred road to perfection, bodies of pilgrims who are

severally capable of healthily and cheerfully responding to the

moral stimulation of one or other of those plans of life and forms

of religion and systems of thought. Each of these has not only a

more or less marked proportion of realised truth in it, but is also

characterised by a certain amount of special fitness in relation to

those who accept it and adopt it for their guidance in life. It is in

this kind of reciprocal fitnass that we have the true measure of the

power for good, which by right belongs to our knowledge of the

truth of things as well as of the proper aims of life. A plan of life, a

form of religion, or a system of thought may in itself be very good,

very true ; nay, it may even be as perfect as possible under the

circumstances. Nevertheless, if it be wanting in this kind of fitness

in relation to those to whom it is offered for guidance, it would

really be of no use to them. The value of religions and philoso-

phies is thus dependent upon two factors upon the proportion of

realised truth and wisdom which is contained in them, and then

upon their suitability to strengthen and improve anywhere in con-

nection with any community or individual the happiness and purity

of human life and the nobility of human aspirations. If you judge
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in this manner, you may yourselves easily see how all those plans

of life and forms of religion, that have been and may yet be with

advantage adopted by any portion of mankind, have to be considered

to be essentially good ; inasmuch as every one of them has in

association with it this special feature of fitness, this peculiar power

to evoke response and urge on moral as well as spiritual progress

among those who have to guide their lives in the light of its wisdom

and practical discipline. In dealing, therefore, with the various

philosophical and religious systems and institutions in the world,

we have to look upon them not as being antagonistic to each other,

but as being mutually helpful in evolving the good of man as a whole;

here, if anywhere, we have to rise from the lower to the higher, and

from the higher to the still higher, till at last we reach the highest

good. So long as the component communities which make up

mankind cannot all be in the same political or social or moral

condition, so long also it is impossible for all of them to live on the

same plane of religious and philosophical realisation. And when all

these things are well borne in mind, we cannot fail to recognise the

peculiar greatness of Sri-Krishna as one of the most famous

religious teachers known to the history of man. His greatness in

the sphere of religion and philosophy is, as I said, unique, inasmuch

as His woik therein has been one of synthesis, harmonisation and

unification, rather than of separation, self-assertion and antagonism.

That Sri-Krishna has adopted this method of composition and

conciliation ; that He has in His teachings endeavoured to put

together and to co-ordinate the various kinds, classes and conditions

of human life, so as to make it possible for the whole of mankind to

become, in spite of its internal inequalities, organised into an amicable

and interdependent family ; that in matters of religion and philo-

sophy He has affirmed the need and also the justice of the peculiarly

Indian spirit of inclusive toleration, so as to enable men to realise

that, in every form of worthy and widely accepted religion as well as

the plan and discipline of life connected therewith, there is truth as

well as use ; that He has taught us that all such plans of life and

forms of religion and systems of thought, as have proved useful to

man in his upward evolution, are also helpful and complementary to

each other and that, in judging their merit, our business is not so

much to see, which of them is superior to which others and in what
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respects, as to learn how each of them deserves to constitute a rung

in the ladder by which man has to rise step by step from the human

to the divine. All these things, as they are taught in the Glta, will

become plain to you as we proceed with our study of that illustrious

and immortal song of divine wisdom.

Why Sri-Krishna adopted this synthetical and conciliatory

method in his religious and philosophical teaching, while almost

every other great religious teacher is known to have adopted the very

different method of supersession and self-assertion, is indeed well

worthy of being taken into consideration. There is, of course, the

popular way of answering this question, namely, that this synthetical

and conciliatory method is the most appropriate method, and that

Sri-Krishna adopted it uniquely in relation to His teachings, because

He was no less than a human incarnation of God Himself. I do

not say that either of the points in this popular and orthodox way
of answering the question is wrong or untenable. The Glta, itself

will enable you to see on what strong foundation this orthodox
s

conclusion of the faithful followers of Sri-Krishna rests. However,

even those, who are not willing to accept this orthodox view on

trust, ought to be willing to judge fairly the greatness of the teachings

for which He is held to be responsible ; and then if they realise that

that kind of religious and philosophic teaching, which creates

harmony and advocates toleration and conciliation, is superior to the

other kind of teaching which creates inharmony and provokes

isolation and exclusive self-assertion, the greatness of Sri-Krishna

as a teacher of religion and of the philosophy of conduct will at once

be seen by them to be fully capable of rational demonstration. But

the rationalistic enquirer may still wish to know how this special

greatness associated with the teachings of Sri-Krishna is to be

explained and accounted for. A question which he might well ask

is
'

"Were there any contributory circumstances in the ancient

history of India, which led to the manifestation of this kind of

greatness in relation to the life of Sri-Krishna as a religious teacher ?
'

In answer to this question as to what influences might have mould-

ed and given shape to the teachings of Sri-Krishna, it may be well

to point out that racial antagonism also was probably one among
the causes of the great war of the Mahabharata. If this war was

2
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to any extent a struggle between two or more racially different

communities and civilisations. Sri-Krishna could not have failed to

observe and to take note of the humanitarian and progressive forces

that were in operation in those various contending communities and

civilisations. Impressed in all probability in this manner by His

varied racial and social environment, He propounded His religion of

harmony and synthesis, and constructed for the good of mankind a

plan of life, wherein, while the actual differences among men and

among human communities in endowment and colour and creed are

not wholly ignored, as they well cannot be, the way to attain that

highest ethical and spiritual perfection which is possible for man is

freely open to all, irrespective of all such differences. Universal

harmony, cosmopolitan love, and tender concern for, and loving

sympathy with, those weaknesses of man, which are due to unfinished

growth and incomplete development, constitute the conspicuous

moral feature of the grand religious synthesis taught by Sri-Krishna.

Can these noble and comprehensively humanitarian qualities of

harmony and love and sympathetic toleration grow naturally in

an atmosphere of social uniformity and racial isolation and

exclusiveness ? I leave you to answer the question for yourselves.

Let us now turn our attention actually to the Gita.

CHAPTER I.

n ^ n

DHRITARASHTRA SAID

1. The men of my party and the Pandavas, who,

desirous of fighting in war (against one another), met

together on the holy plain of Kurukshetra what did

they do, Sanjaya ?

In this sldka Dbritarashtra asks Sanjaya, who had come to

report to him the events relating to the retirement of Bhishma from

the battlefield, to describe to him from the very beginning the
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details of what the Kauravas and their army as well as of what the-

Pandavas and their army did, when they came together to fight as

enemies on the great battlefield of Kuruksbetra. Please observe

that this battlefield of Kurukshetra is spoken of here as a holy

plain. Elsewhere in the Mahabharata it is described as cFT:^T5r,

that is, as a plain which is sacredly suited for the performance of

religious austerities. To us now the whole of the extensive plain

of Kurukshetra is undeniably holy and ever memorable, because it

was on that plain that Sri-Krishna taught the divine and immortal

Bhagavadglta to Arjuna. But even in those ancient days before

the war of the Mahabharata, the plain of Kurukshecra seems to

have been considered holy. It is situated between the Jumna and

the now dried up river SarasvatI of ancient fame, and forms a

portion of that part of Aryavarta which has been called Brah-

marshidesa by Manu (II. 19 and 20.)

This quotation from Manu makes it plain that the Brahmins of

Kurukshetra were in those ancient days considered to be such as

were worthy to set the example of conduct for other men to follow

in this world ; and thus Kurukshetra deserved even then to be

known as dharmakshetra, that is, as a holy plain whereon the Brah-

minical life of exemplary righteousness and piety was being lived.

Moreover, Kurukshatra is referred to even in Vedic literature as a

holy plain on which the gods performed their sacrifices. And one

may imagine another explanation as to why, in connection with

this great war of the Mahabharata, the plain on which its battles

were fought, deserves to be called holy ; it is this plain which, as it

were, decided by the result of the battles fought thereon, on which

of the two contending sides dharma or justice and righteousness

rested, whether it was on the side of the Pandavas or on the side of

the Kauravas. Indeed every battlefield, on which decisive battles

have been fought in history in connection with really just and
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righteous wars, deserves in this sense to be considered a holy

plain. Anyhow, the very choice of this great and holy battle-field

seems of itself to give to the war a special significance.

To the question of Dhritarashtra, asking for information

-regarding how the Kauravas and the Pandavas began the war,

Sanjaya replies as follows :

SANJAYA SAID-

2. Then the king Duryodhana saw the army of

"the Pandavas drawn up in battle-airay, and afterwards

approached (his) preceptor (Drona) and spoke (to him)

words (to the following effect.)

There are two points in this xloka which seem to deserve

attention. The first of these is that Duryoihana, the eldest son of

Dhritarashtra, is here spoken of as raja or king. Whatever may
be the nature of the title he had for his kingship, there is no doubt

that at the time of the occurrence of this war, as for some years be-

fore it, he was in actual possession of the rights and privileges of

sovereignty ; and it is this fact that largely accounts for Bhishma,

Drona and others, who had recognised the justice of the cause of

the Pandavas, having placed themselves in the service and at the

disposal of Duryodbana, so as to use all their heroism and power
and skill in warfare in his favour and against; the Pandavas. Why
did these worthy and venerable men, who undoubtedly possessed

much wisdom and sincerely loved justice, act in the strange man-

ner in which they did, thereby making it appear that they, by their

action, knowingly supported injustice as against justice? The ex-

planation which they themselves offer in the Mahabharata is that

they had bound themselves to be servants of Duryodhana in return

for the pay which he bestowed on them. Though their explanation

is put in this language, it means clearly enough that the discipline

appertaining to any body of properly co-ordinated public servants
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often demands rightly the subordination of the conviction of the

individual servant to the policy and purpose of the sovereign

whom be has undertaken to serve. Obedience or loyalty to con-

stituted authority forms the main basis of order in the working

of all human institutions ; and in the struggle between the duty of

obedience to constituted authority, on the one hand, and the dictates

of personal conviction, oa the other, human welfare is not always

promoted by insisting that the former should necessarily give way
before the latter. Indeed less danger is seen to result to the safety

of society on the whole from undue obedience to authority, than

from disobedience that may even be justifiable ethically. Do all

the soldiers and their commanders, for instance, who fight on any

aide in a great war, feel fully convinced of the absolute justice of the

policy of their Government in relation to that war ? Can those

among them, who are perhaps not so convinced, decline to fight in

the war, even when they are called upon and bound in duty to do

so? Can complete reliance on individual conviction keep an army

together at all for any length of time in the conduct of any war any-

where ? Obedience to the authority which maintains order, even

though that authority rests on morally weak or imperfectly justi-

fiable foundations, is under all ordinary circumstances a duty ; and

when one has taken service voluntarily under such authority, one's

obligation to obey it ungrudgingly becomes doubly binding. So much
indeed seems to be implied in the open recognition of the

kingship of Duryodhana by Bhfshma, Drona and others in this

connection. The next point is to ascertain if there was any special

reason why Duryodhana drew in particular the attention of Drona

to the arranged army of the Pandavas and made to him his first

remarks about it. It may be because Drona was his guru and had

taught him the use of warlike weapons, and therefore deserved to be

specially appealed to for help at such a critical juncture, that Duryo-

dhana appealed to him thus. But may it not also be that Duryo-

dhana probably wanted to rouse the old grudge of Drona against the

Panchalas, and thus make him fight on hid side with intensified zeal

and devotion ? There does not seem to be anything strange or in-

compatible with truth in the supposition that Duryodhana addressed

Drona now in this manner, chiefly because he was well aware of

Drona's feeling of sustained animosity against the Panchalas.
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3. Master, look at this great army of the sons

of Pandu, as arranged in battle-order by your clever

disciple, the son of Drupada.

Dbrisbtadyumna is the person that is referred to in this sloka

as the clever disciple of Droru and bhe son of Drupada. Being the

brother of Draupadi, he was brother-in-law to the Pandavas. The

reason why Duryodhana drew the attention of Drona to the fact,

that the army of the Pandavas had been arranged by Dhrishtad-

yumna, and that this Dhrishtadyumna was his own disciple in

learning the art of war and was possessed of marked intelligence

seems to be clear enough, seeing that it is quite consistent with the

idea that Duryodhana wanted to rouse the old grudge of Drona

against Drupada and the Panehalas. The sly suggestion of ingrati-

tude in the conduct of Dhrishtadyumna in relation to Drona is so

cleverly made here as to be specially worthy of note. In this array

of the Pandavas there were many heroes of importance, and it was

quite natural on the part of Duryodhana to point them out to Drona

one by one. So he says

4. Herein there are several heroes with mighty

bows, who are equal to Bhima and Arjuna in battle
;

there are Yuyudhana, Virata and Drupada of the great

chariot.
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5. There are, moreover, Dhrishtaketu Chekitana

and the brave king of Kasi ;
there are also Purujit,

Kuntibhoja and Saibya, who is great among men.

6. There are again Yudhamanyu, possessed of

prowess, and Uttamaujas, possessed of heroism, the

son of Subhadra as well as the sons of Draupadl. All

these are indeed warriors of the great chariot.

These represented the various notable warriors on the side of

the Pandavas. Yuyudhana was otherwise known as Satyaki. Virata

was the king of the Matsyas, and Dhrishtaketu was the king of the

Chedis. The son of Subhadra was the renowned Abhimanyu ; and

Prativindhya, Sutasoma, Srutakirti, Satanlka and Srutasena, each of

whom is known to have been born to one among the five Pandava

brothers in the order of their age, were the sons of Draupadl. All

these and the other heroes mentioned in the above slokas are declar-

ed to have been maharathas or warriors of the great chariot ; and it

is worth observing that Drupada also is specially characterised here

as a great warrior. The expression maharatha may mean a warrior

who fights his battles from within a great chariot. In those days

of the Mahabharata war battles must have been fought in a manner

which is very different from what happens to be the practice now.

It appears that in those days every warrior of any note really went

to the battle-field in a chariot and fought bis enemies from within it ;

and it may be that the size and the splendour of the chariots were

generally in accordance with the acknowledged valour and greatness

of the heroes who used them. Technically a maharatha is defined

to be a warrior, who, riding in a great chariot in the battle-field, is

capable of attacking successfully 10,000 foot-soldiers fighting with

bows and arrows. A warrior who, being himself within a chariot,

is capable of fighting effectively against another warrior, who also

has the advantage of being within a chariot, goes by the name of a

samaratha, while the warrior who is capable of fighting well against

many samarathas is described as an atiratha.

After pointing out in this manner the chief warriors in the

army of the Pandavas, Duryodhana speaks about the warriors in his

own army to Drona thus :
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3 fr%5T ^ ^if^ffa fefiT

7. Those who are noted among us, the leaders of

my army, do you know them, excellent Brahmin. I

mention them to you in order that you may well recog-

nise them.

While the leading warriors on the side of the Pandavas were

all pointed out to Drona mainly with the object of enabling him to

understand the strength of the enemy, Duryddhana declared that

his drawing the attention of Drona to the leading warriors in the

Kaurava army was due to his desire to enable Diona to recognise

them all well. Himself being a leader in the Kaurava army,

Drona must have known the leading warriors on his side ; and

that is why Duryodhana says ^sTTST cTF 3ltfa ^ I mention them

to you in order that you may recognise them well and thus remem-

ber them as warriors who have thrown their lot with us and are

on our side.

8. (They are) yourself, Bhishma, Kama, Kripa
the victorious in battle, Asvatthaman, Vikarna and

also Saumadatti :

These warriors are perhaps mentioned here in a special order of

precedence, which was, according to Duryodhana, in keeping with

their rank due to age and acknowledged heroism. Among the

warriors mentioned here Vikarna was the third among the sons of

Dhritarashtra, and thus the second younger brother of Duryodhana.

Saumadatti was the son of Somadatta, the king of the Bahikas,

who are known to have occupied then the outer part of what is now

known as the Punjab. The others are of course well known, and

I need not tell you who they are.
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9. And many other heroic warriors, who have set

apart their lives for my sake and possess many instru-

ments and weapons of war, all of them being well-

skilled in fighting battles.

This sloka is a continuation of the sentence begun in the

previous one ; and it is worthy of note that the expression JFT^f

has been translated as
'

those who have set apart their

lives for my sake'. Since these warriors were all alive at the com-

mencement of the war, it means that they had not yet parted with,

but only had seb apart their lives, which they were ready to risk

and to give up at once for the sake of Duryodhana.

Even though these skilled and heroic warriors, with various

kinds of weapons to use, were Duryodhana's friends, and had elected

to fight on his side and, if necessary, lose their lives in the war,

still his anxiety at this crisis was not unnaturally very great ;
and

accordingly he said

10. Still, our army looked after by Bhishma is

not quite adequate ;
but this army of theirs, which is

looked after by Bhima, is adequate.

There is difference of opinion among commentators and trans-
<*

'

*"*

lators as to what the words H'Hltf*^ and STT^TTH1^ mean in this sloka.

Some hold that STT^TTH*^ means
'

unlimited
'

in strength, and M^IHH,

means
'

limited
'

in strength If these words are interpreted thus,

it would appear that Duryodhana was then speaking to Drona with

a feeling of self-confidence due to his being certain of attaining suc-

cess in the war. The next two slokas do not appear to be in

keeping with the prevalence of such a feeling in the mind of

Duryodhana ; on the other hand they indicate that his mind was

really agitated with great anxiety. It appears to me that what

he wanted to say and did say was, that his own army, led and

looked after by Bhishma, was not quite strong enough to come

off with victory in the impending struggle against his enemies.

3
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This sense of the insufficiency of his army to fight successfully

against his enemies is really what is implied in the expression

aparyaptam. The armies that were drawn in battle-array on the

great plain of Kurukshetra just before the commencement of the

war were altogether, it is said, eighteen akshauhinls in strength,

of which eleven were on the side of the Kauravas and only seven

on the side of the Pandavas. It may therefore seem to some

that the statement which declares the numerically stronger army

to be inadequate, at the same time that it mentions the numerically

weaker army to be adequate, requires both explanation and justifi-

cation. That the adequacy of an army for any particular purpose

does not wholly depend upon its numerical strength is a widely

known fact of history and of observation. Other things being equal,

the numerically stronger army must necessarily be more powerful

and prove more effective. However, Duryodhana seems to have

thought that in his case the other things were not equal. It is more-

over natural on his part to feel very anxious to secure victory for

bis side in the coming war. This very anxiety may have made him

think that the enemies were more powerful than they really could

be. Duryodhana spoke from the standpoint of a man, who was

seriously interested in the issue of the war ; and there can indeed be

nothing strange or inexplicable, even if he purposely exaggerated the

strength of the enemy with the object of rousing the enthusiasm and

intensifying the heroism of Drona and all the other great warriors,

who had enlisted themselves on his side. There is also another

point to be attended -to in the sloka, inasmuch as Duryodhana is

therein declared to have said that his army, under the guidance

and guardianship of Bhlshma, was inadequate for the purposes of

the war. To students of the Mahabharata, it is a well known fact

that, if Duryodhana had the whole matter at his own disposal, he

would have made Karna the first generalissimo of the Kaurava

army in preference to Bhishma, who had openly given out that,

in the contention between the Pandavas and the Kauravas, justice

was really on the side of the Pandavas. Thus Duryodhana must

have been of opinion that Bhishma was partial to the Pandavas ;

and he might have also thought that old Bhishma was not after all

so great a warrior as Karna. It seems to be reasonable enough

under these circumstances for Duryodbana to have declared that
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his army was, in spite of its superiority in numerical strength,

not quite adequate for the purposes of the war on hand. This

view is further strengthened by the statement of Duryodhana, that

the numerically weaker army of the Pandavas was quite adequate,

seeing that Bhima was in command over it. In addition to the

enthusiasm of Bhima on the side of the Pan/lavas being certainly

greater than that of Bhishma on the side of the Kauravas, it is

worthy of remark that, in the whole of the story of the Mahabharata

almost up to the hour of this great war, there had bean incessant

rivalry between Bhima and Duryodhana, and that, in all the previ-

ous contests between them, Bhima had uniformly come off victori-

ous. Thus there were good reasons of one kind or another which

made Duryodhana feel uneasy at heart in regard to the adequacy

of his own army to enable him to win the glories of victory in the

great war that was soon to be fought. That is why I consider that

aparyapta means
'

inadequate
'

and parydpta means
'

adequate.'

With the anxiety thus shown to be natural, and with the

object of stimulating the heroism of Drona and the other leading

warriors of his own army, Duryodhana went on to say -

11. Do you, even all of you, staying in your res-

pective places along all the lines, offer your support

unfailingly unto Bhishma.

It seems to have been a kind of rule in ancient days that the

leading warriors from the commander-in-chief downwards should

all be actually engaged in the work of fighting in the field ; and in

this arrangement the very safety of the person of the commander-

in-chief had a high value in settling the issue of battles. Danger to

him often meant panic in the army which was commanded by him,

and panic led to defeat and discomfiture. How, even in the compara-

tively recent history of India, the unseating of the leader of an

army from his high place in the 'howdah' on the back of an

elephant has been enough to make that army give way in the

struggle, must be well-known to most of you. Apart from this, it is
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necessary that, whoever he happens to be the commander of an

army must be implicitly obeyed by all those who are under him as

subordinate leaders ; otherwise no army can be effective. Thus this

appeal of Daryodhana to the warriors on his own side may be inter-

preted to mean further that they were all called upon to place

themselves fully at the disposal of Bhishma, and to so conduct

themselves as to be always ready to make his leadership and prowess

as effective as possible. Here let us stop for to-day.

11

Obviously with the object of fortifying the heart of Duryodhana,

who was, as we saw in our last class, getting disheartened, and also

with the object of lessening, as far as possible, his fear and anxiety in

regard to the result of the war, Bhishma immediately made a display

of his heroism and valorous spirit of loyalty to duty thus :

12. (Then) the heroic grandsire, the aged Kuru,

mightily roared out the lion's roar and blew his conch-

shell so as (thereby) to produce cheerfulness in him.

The roaring out of the simhanada, or the lion's roar, and the

blowing of the conch-shell obviously served as signs of challenge; and

by the readiness as well as the heartiness of the challenge so thrown

out, Bhishma not only gave Duryodbana to understand that there

was no need for him to be anxious, but also assured him that he

was willing to do his duty and fight on his behalf whole-heartedly

and to the best of his ability. This manner of displaying the spirit

of chivalrous challenge seems to have been widely prevalent among
Indian warriors in ancient days ; and hence the whole army com-

manded by Bhishma at once took the hint, and so acted in its turn

as to accentuate the meaning and force of the challenge.

Accordingly
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13. Then all at once the conch-shells, the kettle-

drums, the cymbals, the drums, and the horns were (all)

sounded
;
and the sound so produced became a tumul-

tuous uproar.

Thus in addition to the various conch -shells owned and sound-

ed by the various heroes and warriors, the musical band attached to

the army must also have contributed to this great uproar and din of

challenge. After such a display of the spirit of dauntless enthusiasm

on the part of the Kaurava army a spirit distinctly indicative of

their full willingness and thorough readiness to fight out the battles

of the war the army on the opposite side responded in a similar

manner to this spirited invitation to commence the fighting. This

terrific uproar of challenge, produced by the army of the Kauravas,

was thus met by an equally terrific uproar of chivalrous response,

produced by the warrior-chiefs and men belonging to the army of

the Pandavas.

And this roar of response was produced in the following

manner :

<: II

14. Then standing in their great chariot, to which

white horses were yoked, (both) Krishna and Arjuna
blew their conch-shells.

15. Krishna blew his
'

Panchajanya ', Arjuna blew

his
'

Devadatta ',
and Bhima of terrible deeds blew his

great conch-shell
'

Paundra'.
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16. Yudhishthira, the king and son of Kunti, blew

his
'

Ananta-vijaya '; Nakula and Sahadeva (respectively)

blew the
*

Sughosha
' and the

'

Manipushpaka'.

: n

^ u

17. And the king of Kasi- the wielder of the

mighty bow, and Sikhandin the warrior of the great

chariot, Dhrishtadyunma, Virata, and Satyaki the

ever unvanquished ;

18. Drupada and the sons of Draupadi, and the

mighty armed son of Subhadra all these on all sides,

king, blew severally their respective conch-shells.

19. That tumultuous uproar made the earth and

also the sky resound, and rent asunder the hearts of

the sons of Dhritarashtra.

This terrific sound, which was thus produced in response to the

challenge of the Kaurava army, was by its heartiness and power-

fulness clearly indicative of the determination of all the soldiers

in the army of the Pandavas to fight to the bitter end ; and it is

natural enough that such sound, so produced and so understood,

made the hearts of the sons of Dhritarashtra quake in fear.

Before actually beginning the battle, Arjuna very naturally

wanted to have a full view of the situation of the armies, and

accordingly addressed Sri-Krishna thus :

: II
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20. Then Arjuna, the Pandava of the monkey-flag,

saw the sons of Dhritarashtra in their condition of

arranged readiness
;
and as the attack with the weapons

of war was (about) to commence, he took up his bow.

21. And spoke the following (words) to Krishna,

king.

ARJUNA SAID :-

Draw up my car, Krishna, between the two

armies
;

22. So that I may, in the meanwhile, see well

these men, who are ready and anxious to fight, and

(may know) who they are with whom I have to fight

in this great work of war :

23. Those who have come together here with

the object of fighting and are desirous of doing good in

battle to the evil-minded son of Dhritarashtra them

1 wish to see well.

Sri-Krishna at once recognised that this desire to know who

they were, against whom he had to fight, was quite natural on

the part of Arjuna. It was partly due to curiosity, and must have

been also prompted partly by the wish to estimate the value of the

heroism that was enlisted on the side of Duryodhana. And the

request of Arjuna was Complied with accordingly.
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BANJAYA SAID:

24. Having been thus spoken to by Arjuna,

Krishna stopped, descendant of Bharata, that most

excellent chariot between the two armies,

25. In front of Bhishma, Drona, and all the kings

(there assembled) ;
and said

'

Arjuna, see these

assembled Kurus'.

26. Then Arjuna saw there, arranged in position

in both the armies, fathers and grandsires, teachers and

maternal uncles, brothers, sons, grandsons, and similarly

friends,

27. Fathers-in-law, and also cordial companions.
On seeing thus all his kinsmen so readily arranged for

battle,

28. Arjuna was overpowered by a strong feeling

of mercy and spoke in grief as follows :

This feeling of mercy, which is said to have overpowered

Arjuna thus, deserves to ba somewhat closelv examined here at
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the commencement of am study of the BkaymvaJ^ita. I hare

heard it said that the Bkag&vadgita does not desenu to be taken

as an authoritativo and scriptural guide in lespaet of man's moral

concoct, in as much as the very first thing that it teaches is that

war is good and that the slaughter of men in battles is right;

while it is everywhere else dearly recognised to be the function

of religion and morality to enforce the lessons of mercy and charity

and love in respect of all human relations. IE will become plain,

as we proceed, that the Bkagmxtdgita itself enforces these

with great emphasis and decisiveness. Bet the lessons of

and charity and love cannot radically contradict the obtigatoriness

of the duty of war, whenever war does really become a doty.

Moreover the kripa or mercy which actuated Arjuna in this

situation was not, as we may easily see, free from the taint of

selfishness. Mercy and charily and love, even when selfishly

exercised, dogood ; even then they are certainly twice-blessed. Messing

him that gives and him that takes. Bat it has to be dis-

tinctly borne in mind that this kind of mercy or charity or

lore, which has a selfish motive behind its manifestation, is deeiJedrjr

low in its character ; for. owing to its snomKon with selfishness,

it is apt to lead us often along wrong paths, so as to prevent as

from making, at the call of duty, the larger and the more complete

ly unselfish sserifica. It may thus become hard for us to exhibit

in our lives that nobler kind of genuinely disinterested mercy and

love and charity which is enjoined by all ferae religions, and which

alone is capable of bestowing on the soul of man the salvation of

everlasting freedom and blissfulness. To love one's own wife and

ohfldren and kindrel is in every way worthy and honourable; and

the man who shows himself to be incapable of even this amount

of love does not deserve to be a man at alL He is worse than

many beasts. But the worthiness as well as the value of one's

love of kindred disappears, as soon as one's attachment to wife

and children and other relations hinders the further expansion of

the heart and checks the larger growth of sympathy and "'<
love. Without this larger love and wider charity none is fit to live

the life of a really great man. , Tha mercifulness of Arjuna in relation

to his kindred is, in this situation, in conflict with the proper per-

formance of his duties as a soldier as a great Kshattrty* hero and

4
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I
warrior. It is for this reison that Sri-Krishna looks upon it as a

weakness. No worthy soldier ought to turn away from a war in

which truth, justice and the progress of humanity are at stake;

and that love of kindred or mercifulness to friends and relatives,

which induces a soldier to slip away from the holy battlefields of

such a war, does not at all deserve to be commended as a true

and valuable virtue. Wars are even now the final arbiters

of justice. That there is a power, higher than human wisdom and

human heroism, which determines the results of wars and the con-

sequent character of the march of human civilisation, is an idea

which is constantly borne in upon the mind of all thoughtful and

philosophic students of history. Divine Providence seems to have

been seated on the edge of the killing sword in all the great battles

known to human history ; indeed the fighting human armies have

been only instruments in the hands of God. This, of course, does

not affect the justice of the contention that one of the chief aims of

civilisation ought to be to work for the cessation of all wars. Human
civilisation cannot be conceived to have become anything like perfect,

unless the very possibility of wars is altogether removed from it.

But till that perfected condition of civilisation is reached, wars are

both necessary and unavoidable : for wars alone now constitute the

best available means by which wars have to be ended. Let us think of

the condition of civilisation at the time when Sri-Krishna taught the

Bhagavadglta to Arjuna, and let us also think of the condition of

civilisation now
; and then let us say honestly whether the call to

battle, which Arjuna then had as a warrior, was or was not on behalf

of justice and goodness. Ic is one thing to be able to conceive that

happy millennium of human perfection, wherein there will be no need

for wars at all
; and it is quite another thing to conduct ourselves

now and here as though that millennium had already arrived. The

inevitableoess of war imposes on man the duty of war
;

and when-

ever war does become a duty, there is to the soldier no moral escape

from having to fight it out. Therefore it is nothing other than

weakness and vacillation for a warrior to allow himself to ba

deterred from doing his duty in war, even if be does so under the

influence of genuine love and sincere sympathy for his own friends

and relations. Please judge in this light whether Arjuna's mercy
was really misplaced or not.
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There is indeed no doubfc that the feeling of mercy, with which

Arjuna became overpowered just before the commencement of the

war, was considered by Sri-Krishna to be misplaced and unworthy.

That such a feeling of mercy is really misplaced, can be established

by examining in a spirit of fairness the question of the place of

war in the evolution of human civilisation. War ought to be avoid-

ed, whenever it can be avoided; but when it cannot be avoided, he that

has to fight out its battles ought to be, under no circumstance,

allowed to decline to do his duty. How this conception of duty in

relation to war is worked out and applied later on to duty in general,

we shall see as we proceed. Meanwhile let us go on and note the

way in which, overpowered by misplaced mercy, Arjuna became

unfit, for the moment, to do the great work before him, as it is

pointed out in the following slokas :

*T*T
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ARJUNA SAID:

28. Seeing these men, Krishna, who are my
kindred and have come here with the desire to fight in

the war;
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29. My very limbs faint away in weakness, my
mouth becomes dry ; my body trembles and the hairs

stand on end
;

30. My bow,
'

Gandiva ', slips down from the hand r

and my very skin is burning ;
I am unable to stay as I

am, and my mind seems to wander.

31. I see also inauspicious omens, Krishna, and

do not see any good in killing my own kindred in battle.

32. Krishna, I do not desire to win victory ;
nor

(do I wish) to have the kingdom, nor pleasures. What
is the good to us now, Krishna, of a kingdom and of

enjoyments and even of our own lives ?

33. Those very men, for whose sake we desire to

have the kingdom and (all) enjoyments and pleasures,

have come here to fight, having set aside their lives as

well as their wealth.

Here it seems to be necessary to make a 'few remarks to bring

out clearly the meaning of what Arjuna says. He evidently means

to say that even those, who selfishly seek pleasures and seek wealth,

cannot enjoy in a wholly selfish way all that they seek and win.

The organization of society everywhere is so based on man's com-

mon human nature that it is not possible for any of us anywhere to

enjoy either pleasures or wealth in an absolutely self -centered

manner. No man is in a position to live absolutely selfishly

and altogether for himself, so as to be totally unrelated to the

persons as well as the social and other institutions around him.

I am here reminded of a remark of Matthew Arnold's, in which

be says that the man who does not marry is undoubtedly free

from certain troubles, but that he is at ihe same time incapable of

experiencing many of the true pleasures of life. That remark should

tell us how our capacity to live well and to enjoy our lives is

largely dependent upon the strength and the intimacy of our rela-

tion to the society wherein we live. Unless we vitally connect

ourselves with the people around us, so that they become thereby
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the sharers of our joys and of our sorrows, our power to enjoy

life and all its worthy opportunities happens to be really next to

nothing. So, man can never be altogether selfish in his aims ; it is

impossible for his life to be wholly confined within himself. Even

a highly selfish man, with his love of kingdom or of wealth or of

enjoyments, cannot find any satisfaction in life without the company

and the sympathy of others ; for it is in sharing our advantages

with others that the essence of most enjoyments in life is to be found.

That being so, and it being a common tendency of human nature to

let our kindred and friends become the sharers of our advantages,

of our joys and of our pleasures, we m*y easily understand why

Arjuna maintans that victory and wealth, obtained through the des-

truction of friends and relatives, are not at all worth having.

f^ft: i%sg M^Htf I)

34. (There are here our) revered teachers, fathers,

sons, and similarly grandsires, maternal uncles, fathers-

in-law, grandsons, and brothers-in-law, and persons who
are related to us (in other ways).

35. I do not like' to kill these, although I am
attacked by them, Krishna (not) even for the sake

of the sovereignty over all the three worlds. Will I

(do so) for the sake of this earthly world ?

The idea of the three worlds goes back to the old Vedic period

of Hindu thought, the three worlds being those wibh which we are

all familiar in the religious formula Om Bhlirbhuvassuvah. They

are the earth, the heaven, and the intermediate world of antariksha.

And these three worlds are conceived to make up the whole uni-

verse, so that trailokyarajya implies the title to exercise kingly

sway over the whole universe.
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36. By killing these sons of Dhritarashtra, what

pleasure will there arise unto us, Krishna ? Surely

sin will cling to us, if we kill (even) these murderous

opponents.

The word translated as murderous opponents is atatayinah ; the

termatatayin is generally explained to mean a man who is engaged

in making a murderous attack. It is, however, used also to signify

incendiaries who set fire to buildings, persons who kill others by

means of poison, men who wantonly attack others with offensive

weapons so as to cause their death, and men who rob others of their

wealth, or of their lands, or of their wives. All these s;x different

kinds of criminals are often denoted by this word. Those of you

that know the story of the Mahabharata are surely in a position to

make out that Arjuna is perfectly justified in speaking of the sons

of Dhritarashtra as atatayins ; for these are shown in the Maha-

bharata to have been guilty of all the six different kinds of crime

referred to now. Therefore there can be no surprise in Arjuna

having spoken of them thus. But what, perhaps, is more surprising,

than his characterisation of the sons of Dhrit.irashtra as atatayins,

is his remark that sin would cling to him if he should kill them.

The erroneous character of this opinion of Arjuna has to be clearly

understood before we proceed any further. Here one is reminded

of the controversy regarding what is known as the doctrine of the

non-resistance of evil, that is, the doctrine which inculcates the

idea of overcoming evil not by resisting it but by yielding unto it.

That, in this manner, some bad men have been converted into

adopting the lifa of love and righteousness, is to be found in the

history of all great religions ; and the truth of such conversions

may often be proved by means of evidence that is fully trustworthy.

Here is a story given by the late Svami Vivekananda in relation

to a sannyasin who was in the habit of practising yoga in Northern

India ; and in it we have a case of conversion through non-resist-

anoe. This sannyasin was in the habit of going into the trance

of samadhi, sometimes for days and sometimes even for weeks

together. When he awoke from the trance he would come up

to a place, where, inside a garden, there was a small room,

in which he kept the images of the God he worshipped, and
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also the utensils needed for the conduct of that worship. It

seems that those vessels and other utensils were made of silver

and had been presented to him. A robber in the neighbourhood

somehow came to know of this ; and he had learnt also that the

sannydsin was in the habit of getting into the trance of samadhi

in a subterranean cave close by, so that, at the time when he was in

the trance, his room would be freely at the disposal of any thief.

One day when the sannydsin was in samadhi in the cave, this

robber entered the room, took up all the silver articles therein, with

the exception of one or two which he perhaps did not see, and

was coolly trying to walk away with the booty. Just at that time,

it so happened that the sannydsin came up from his cave; and on

seeing him, the thief took to his heels. The sannydsin went into the

room and saw what had occurred. He immediately took hold of the

remaining articles, which the thief bad not carried away, and began

to run after him. The thief saw the pursuing sannydsin and ran for

life , and the sannydsin, being well practised in yoga, which gives

one the power of controlling one's breath, could run much longer

and more swiftly than the thief. Soon enough, therefore, the

sannydsin overtook the thief. Then, instead of scolding the thief

and trying to hand him over to the police for punishment, the

sannydsin said
"
My dear man, I have not come to do you harm.

I know that, had it not been for your poverty, you certainly would

not have taken away these vessels and the other articles. You

have not, however, taken away all the things that may prove of use

to you. Here are some more]; take them also. They too will be of

some good to you in your great want." I cannot describe how the

thief must have felt on bearing the sannydsin speak to him thus.

From that moment, however, he is said to have become converted ;

and there-after all through his-life he never robbed, and was a good

man and a devoted disciple of that same sannydsin. Such con-

versions do not appear to be strange at all, but are really, on the

other hand, more possible than many of us imagine.

But this fact of the possibility of such conversions ought not to

blind us to the other fact also, namely, that such conversions are

indeed very rare. We can all easily imagine thieves who, under such

circumstances, would have thought that the sannydsin was a fool,
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and would have readily accepted the offer of the other silver articles

also, and then gone away gaily to rob again elsewhere. Hence this

doctrine of non-resistance is, in so far as the existing conditions of

life in the world are concerned, only capable of a partial application.

Whether any society, as at present constituted and balonging to

any part of the earth, can get on without restraining criminals and

without punishing crimes, is a question which is really worthy of

serious consideration. Judging from tha highest sattvika stand-

point, that is, from the standpoint of the highest love and mercy
and resignation, the doctrina of non-resistance appaars to be ethically

perfect and absolutely good. Even if we, in accordance with this

doctrine, hold that punishment is in itself an evil, whether we can

afford to give up punishment altogether, and make sure at the same

time that man's moral progress is thereby reudered easier, is what I

am indeed very doubtful about. The Hindu religion is well aware

of this doctrine of non-resistance as giving exprassion to the highest

sattvika ideal of conduct
;

but it does not in consequence ignore

altogether the value of punishment. According to Manu, kings

alone have ultimately vested in them the power of punishment,

which he calls danda. This danda is declared by him to have been

created of old by God for securing the welfare of mankind. The

value of punishment as a means to secure the welfare of mankind

is thus openly recognised by him. The place of punishment in

human civilisation is indeed much like the place of war therein.

Just as all wars have to aim at the final cessation of war, so all

punishments have to be so inflicted as to make the need for punish-

ment disappear altogether from human society and civilisation. There

is no doubt that the Indian ideal of the life of nivritti is based on

renunciation and non-resistance ;
and it is an ideal which is beauti-

fully well suited to develop the morality of the isolated individual.

However, even in the case of the individual, unless he has the power

of self-assertion, he cannot lay claim to the merit of self-surrender.

It is impossible to get over the great difference between the non-

resistance of the strong man, who is quite capable of retaliating, and

the non-resistance of the weak man, who cannot retaliate at all.

Even the unwordly sattvika must therefore have the capacity and

strength to punish the wickedness which may ba made to work

against him
; only he should not use that capacity and that strength
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for that purpose. .There, is indeed much moral virtue in this kind of

non-resistance, in. so far as the individual who pcaetisas it is con-

cerned. ;But as a social ideal,, this doctrine of the non-resistance of

-evil inevitably breaks down, for thg reason that no society is either

wholly; or even largely made up of such sdttvika individuals as

have the fitness and the natural inclination to live this life of ready

renunciation and ungrudging self-surrender.

If all the men and women in a society, or at least a great

majority of them, are found to.be actuate 1 by whab is ka:>wn as the

sattvika temperament of calm -serenity and $bselfish unworldliness,

then this doctrine of non-resistance will form the best ethical ideal

for such a society to follow ;
and it will therein prove very effica-

cious in converting the few that may still be morally too weak to

adopt the noble life of non-resistance. Bub I really do not know if

we can at all discover any society anywhere, that may safely do

away with the God-given power of punishing evil for the correction

of evil. So, then, punishment, at its worst, is a necessary evil ; and

it is certain to continue to be necessary in man's common life of

pravritti, that is, in his life of labour and attachment, till a plane

of higher moral perfection is reached by him, when ha might

practically come to know that it is no longer desirable to adopt

punishment as a means for sustaining the progress of social or

individual morality. Arjuna has not obviously realised all this yet.

He is simply captivated by the abstract innocence of the life of self-

less and unworldly resignation. He thinks more of the harm and

the pain associated with punishment, than of the good which comos

out of it. Punishment appears to him very much like a bitter pill,

the bitterness whereof is realised, but not the healing power.

Certainly his judgment on punishment is not impartial. They say

that punishment is of value to man and to society in more than one

way. It, first of all, prevents others from doing the wrong deed for

which any man is punished in their presence or to their knowledgo.

It also has, they say, the power of reformiug the wrong-doing indivi-

dual who is punished. Certain punishments, however, do not soem to

possess this power of reforming, the wrojig-doer.' It is maintained

that in inflicting the punishment of death, for 'instance, there is no

scope. for the reformation of the criminal. According to Hinlu

5
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philosophy even such punishment may well reform those who are-

made to receive it. It may be that this punishment of death will

make it possible for the man, who has duly received it, to come to

be born, iu the next re-incarnation, into a better life and a better

environment, and to inherit a stronger moral capacity than he would

have done if he had nob been so punished. The Hindu doctrine of re-

incarnation gives indeed a new meaning to all punishments. To say,

that the life of the soul on earth is confined only to. one birth and to

one death, is to say really what is more unproved, than to say that

it is not so confined to only one birth and only one death. If we

believe in the reality and in. the immortality of the soul ; if
'

we be-

lieve further that its salvation becomes possible only by means of

the slow and gradual perfection of its embodied life here upon the

earth ; if we realise toac that perfection cannot at once be reached

even by the best of men
;
and if we learn the value and meaning of

heredity as a moral factor in the life of men and of human commu-

nities, and endeavour to account for and understand the origin of

genius and other similar phenomena ; it surely becomes impossible

for us then not to hold that this doctrine need not be untrue in itself.

But there is even stronger evidence in favour of this doctrine of re-

incarnationand that is the evidence of those men who have

successfully performed the great psychological experiment of yoga.

When a person, succeeding in the practice of yoga, gets into what is

known as the state of samddhi, he must have so far and so well con-

centrated his mind upon itself, as to make it become altogether

oblivious of the external world. They say that, in that condition

of extreme mental concentration, it is possible so to rouse and

awaken the memory, as to bring within its field of conscious recog-

nition even such of ttie soul's experiences as appertain to some of

its previous conditions of re-incarnation.

In this statement I see nothing which is in itself impossible or

absurd. Modern psychology is already beginning to recognise the

import and the power of what it speaks of as the sub-conscious

states of the human mind. Every experience of ours, whether we
attend to it closely or not, leaves behind it a certain impression

upon the mind, which in Sanskrit goes by tho name of samskara.

That such impressions are often dormant, and that, under favourable
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circumstances, arising sometimes normally and sometimes abnor-

mally, these dormant impressions of man's previous experience come

up to the level of his wakeful consciousness these are all ideas which

are fairly widely accepted by modern psychologists. If we grant

the existence of such sub-conscious states of the mind, then it is hard

to see why it should be impossible for the ycqin, with his mind so con-

centrated upon itself, to awaken into conscious life the sub-conscious

impressions left upon his mind by the events relating to his previous

conditions of re-incarnation. Mental concentration is known to be

generally helpful in waking up the dormant memory. It is also

known that certain diseases, such as hysteria, exercise a peculiarly

strange influence in rousing the memory, so that forgotten impres-

sions of even unsuspeetel experiences are vividly brought within the

range of the conscious working of tne mind. There are indeed many
more impressions of past experiences left on our mind than we are

a ware of ; and that we do not ordinarily remember an experience

is therefore no proof of its non-occurrenca in relation to us. After

all the yogin alone can verify the yogiu's experiences ; others can

only indirectly argue as to their possibility and reasonableness.

When the sub-conscious impressions left OQ the minJ are, under

favourable circumstances, realised ai conscious experiences of the

past, we say that they are remembered ; but the nature of memory
ioself still remains unexplained. Whau mamory is so possible to the

human mind, and possible also in respact of such impressions of

which the individual is unconscious in his normal and natural con-

dition, then why there cannot be the possibility of such memory
in relation to our previous states of re-incarnation, it is raally very

hard to understand. To my mind it appears that, if sub-conscious

impressions on the memory can, under favourable circumstanjes, be

generally realised as conscious experiences of the past, the mental

impressions left by previous states of re-incarnation may also be

similarly remembered, provided we have tne favourable opportunity

that is needed for it. This favourable opportunity is, it is said by
Indian yogins, produced by the practice of that intense mental con-

centration whereby one gets into the state of samadhi. Strength-

ened will-power and sustained concentration of attention can surely

recall even the faint and faded memories of the past. What the

yogms say about remembering past re-incarnations, we ought not,
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therefore, to discard at once as either improbable or absurd ; for, if

you examine the theory and practice of yoga, as expounded in Sans-

krit worta, it is distinctly seen to be a series of psychological

experiments specially designed to prove the reality and the ever en-

during eternity of the soul.

Whether the mind or the soul or whatever we call that princi-

ple of consciousness, which makes us all conscious beings, whether it

is anything other than the fleeting perceptions of the senses ; whether,

underlying fchese fleeting perceptions of the senses, there is a basic

reality in the form of a unifying will and intelligence that is the

^question which our ancient sages endeavoured to solve by means of

this process of direct psychological experimentation. It is stated

in the Kathdpaniskad that the Creator created the senses and then

turned their activities outwards, but that a brave man turned those

activities inwards and thus saw his own internal self. This

attempt to direco the externally active senses, so as to make them

internally active, is called yoga ; and those who are students of

Patanjali's Yogasutras will be able to see how all its psychological

experiments are directed towards such self-realisation. If the value of

these psychological experiments is to be fairly judged, and if anything

like a final opinion in favour of or against its declared results has

to be pronounced, those alone can do it well and with authority who

are themselves exparts in the practice of yoga. From this I do not

me in that we should entirely abstain from exercising our own

judgment in the matter. I do not say that, because one is not an expert

in a certain field of special knowledge, one ought to believe everything

which is by any one else declared to have been obtained out of that

field as a result of direct exparimentation, even when such result seems

to be radically absurd an^ insuoportable. What I say is that, if

you yourself are not an exoert and cannot by yourself arrive at the

declared results of a process of scientific experimentation, you are

bound to judge the whole question from the probabilities connected

with it, and from the rationality that is discoverable in its explanation.

Accordingly, we cannot say that the yogin's experiences are of no

psychological value, and that his keener and more comprehensive

memory has no relation to truth. It is good for us here and now to

understand and bear in mind that the soul of all beings may go
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through more than one embodied life on earth. Thus the punish-

ment, which is inflicted on an individual for the wrong that he does,

even though it then deprives him of his life, may well be productive

of good to him in relation to the future embodiments of his soul.

So, the idea, that punishment is divine in origin and is capable of

producing much moral good to man is one, in favour of which there

is indeed a great deal to be said.

When I say this, I do not want that you should carry with you

the impression that I do not think well, or that Hindu philosophy and

the Hindu scriptures do not think well, of that peaceful and blissfully

innocent condition of man's social life on earth in the coming

millennium, wherein there will be no crime and no need for punish-

ment at all. Punishment, as I said already, has always to be so

utilised as to take away from human communities the need for

punishment altogether. That millennium, wherein there is no need

for the infliction of any kind of punishment on anybody, is indeed

worthy of the highest; admiration, and has to be aimed at by all those

who have to any extent in their hands the great privilege of working

out the progress of man's humanity. In this matter of punishment,

as in every thing else, it is a serious mistake to suppose that the

millennium is actually with us, when it has not yet arrived at all. To

maintain, therefore, that this doctrine of non-resistance is ideally the

best, is perfectly justifiable ; but to act in accordance with that

doctrine of non-resistance, in the present imperfect condition in

which we find human communities, is not certainly either true

kindness or farseeing wisdom. Not having realised the meaning and

value of the justly inflicted punishment;, Arjuna said that sin would

take hold of him if he should kill even those who were admittedly

death-worthy sinners. Moreover, it is not the action itself that

determines the creation or the non-creation of sin. For instance

the king punishes a murderer by having him hanged. The mur-

derer has taken away the life of a man ;
and the king also, in

punishing the murderer with death, takes away the life of a man.

What, then, is the moral difference between the king and the

murderer? In that lies the solution of the question, whether, by

punishing sinners, Arjuna himself would become sinful. Where

the killing is due to self-seeking motives on the part of the killer,.
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it is wrong and is sure to give rise to sin. But where the infliction

of death is not due to self-seeking motives, but is due to the

doing of duty, with the conviction that, by so punishing him

who is guilty of serious wrong-doing, the good of society and the

improvement of morality are both certain to be accomplished

there surely no sin can arise out of the act of killing. That the

motive mainly determines tbe sinfulness or otherwise of actions

was not obviously well understood by Arjuna. We ought not to

judge all actions in themselves and by means of their immediate

consequences so much, as by means of the motives behind them and

the distant consequences which they are calculate;! to produce. We
must look more into the future than into the present in judging of

the effects of the justly inflicted punishment. Arjuna, neverthe-

less, says again in a shortsighted manner

37. Therefore it is not proper for us to kill the

sons of Dhritarashtra along with their kindred. How,
after killing our own people, may we become happy,

O Krishna ?

I should not kill these men, says Arjuna, for two reasons. Firstly

if I kill tbem, what we Pandavas win by killing, them we cannot enjoy

without them ; and secondly, if I kill them to punish them for tbe

wrongs done to us by them, sin will cling to me and make me un-

happy. If I wish to enjoy the good results of the victory that I may
win in this war, or if I wish to be free from the sin of killing our own

kindred, it becomes incumbent upon me not to kill them at all. Such

is obviously the feeling in the mind of Arjuna. You may, however,

easily see that the mistake which Arjuna commits here is that he

looks upon bis own happiness and that of his brothers and other

near relations as the object, which is to be accomplished by the

successful execution of the great war, with all the fierce fighting and

destruction that are inevitably involved in it. The chief glory of

war is assuredly in the encouragement it gives to selflessness ; even

wars of personal ambition are known to have been hallowed quite

abundantly by the unselfish sacrifice of life made therein at the call
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of duty and under the impulse, of loyalty. Think, then, how holy

-may be a really just war fought on behalf of righteousness.

38. Even if these sons of Bhritarashtra, with

'their minds overpowered by covetousness*, . do not see

the harm arising from the destruction of the family, and

do not see also the sin that there Js in the practice of

treachery as against friends :

39. How is it, Krishna, that we, who see so well

the harm arising from the destruction of the family, are

not to know how to turn away from this sin ?

Arjiiha now begins to give a third reason as to why he and his

brothers should not take part in the war that was then so imminent.

.Before taking this reason of his into consideration, let us observe

how expression is given here to the idea that the responsibility of

an individual to conduct himself aright in life is proportionate to his

knowledge of what is right and what is wrong. If an ignorant man,

through his ignorance, sometimes does what is wron, we generally

feel and say that his conduct is more or less excusable. But if a

man, who is not ignorant, but knows well what is right and what is

wrong, does nevertheless what is wrong, in his case there is certainly

no excuse whatever for the wrong-doing. Arjuna wants to impress

on the mind of Sri- Krishna that he is wiser than hi& opposing cousins,

in that he wishes to turn away from fighting against them as a soldier

and a warrior. But conduct which is baaed on wrong or insufficient

knowledge is often quite as culpable as toonduct which is wantonly

mischievous. Therefore, we have all to friake sure of the truthfulness,

accuracy and adequacy of our knowledge, before we claim the

honoured responsibility which arises from the pos&ession of know-

ledge. Arjuna's knowledge of what is and wbab is not .right for him .

to do in bis present situation is far from satisfactory ;
and yet he

relies on that knowledge, and in the light thereof mentions thus
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what he considers to be fch-e harm arising from kuid&shaya or the*

destruction of family-life:
i: '

- :
' li: '' ''

40. In case the family is ruined, the everlasting

family-virtues are (all) destroyed ;
'aricl

'

when virtue is

(so) destroyed, unrighteousness
:of bourse overoohies the

Whole family. --ti ;

Any barm, which is done to the fatilrily a!s a Social institutiori'
'

is naturally apt to injure all those virtues, which the family has fed-

nourish and to safeguard. Nobody can deny that much of man's; .

advance in morality and in civilisation., is .due to, and is even now
;

dependent upon, the instttujjLpq .of the family. Therefore whatever

leads to the destruction of the^love and the sense of obligation, which

our corporate family-life naturally instils 'into uV, is very rightly

considered to be morally unwholesome.
'

'TL/etme here erf plkin' thd'

word dharma translated by me as virtue. In Sanskrit literature

dharma is defined to be that which is 'done under the prompting off

scriptural commandments, or that through which both prosperity
'

here and salvation hereafter are to be obtained. And now, if We are

asked to say what that thing is by means of which we may obtain

prosperity here and salvation hereafter, or what it is which we do in

obedience to scriptural coinmandmen'ts, it is hard to answer the'

question in the English language by means of any single word other

than
'

virtue*. Dharma means, among other things, religion and

morality, righteousness and duty ; arid most; of you will at once see

that the ideas expressed by these "Btfglish words are so closely related '

to one another that what is expressed byany one of them' cannot be

fully separated from what is expressed by any other, although each i:

of them, when examined in itself, conveys a more o*- le^s definite

meaning. All of them may indeed be brought within the significance

of the comprehensive term 'virtue'. Accordingly I have tran^Uted 1 '

kula-dharma as family-virtue ;
'and'this is said here'to be everlasting.

In other words, the virtues of family-life are conceived to have been

in existence dver since human society began to 'Assume an organised,

familiar form; and it is held that they have to flourish and to ;
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keep growing so long as humanity is destined to live and to prosper.

The development of the social and moral progress of mankind was
not possible-in the past without the aid of this kula-dharma

; and it

will not be possible in the future also wrhout such aid. When
unrighteousness becomes overpoweringly preponderant in family-

life, then the resulting danger to society and civilization is obviously

verv serious.

. 41. Family-women become highly polluted in

consequence of (their) being overpowered by unrighte-

ousness, Krishna
;
and when the women are polluted,

there will arise (the evil of) varnasankara, Krishna'.

Varna-saiikara literally means the mixing up of colours ;

and here it clearly signifies the mixing up of racial colours tferoogh

unwholesome intercrossing between persons of different race-colour

and different capacity for culture and civilization. In a general way
this word signifies a socially, morally, and religiously unregu-

lated state of the relation between the sexes. In connection with

such a mixture of varnas, Sri-Krishna himself speaks later on with

positive disapprobation. And what this mixture means, what its

evils are, and why it has to be avoided by all progressive human

communities, are questions which we may take into consideration

on the next occasion.

iii

Last time we stopped at the third objection raised by.Arjuna to

fight in the great .war of the Mahabharata. The first of the three-

objections to which I drew your attention is that he was unwilling

to kill his kindred, since whatever he might achieve, as the resu.t of

his fighting in the war, nothing of that would he be in a position to

enjoy, owing to the destruction of his own friends and relations

inevitably involved in the war. The second objection raised by him

is that, by killing bis enemies in battle the enemies who had

wronged him and his brothers so much he would himself become

6
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sinful. The third objection is not, however, personal, like these

fcwo ; it relates mainly to the general welfare of society and its ad-

vancement. Arjuna pointed out that, by fighting in this great war

and killing the enemies and their followers, there would assuredly arise

kulakshaya or the destruction of the family-life. This destruction

of the family-life would lead to the destruction of the ever-enduring

kuladharmas, thus causing the ruin of all those virtues which the

regulated family-life promotes. The ruin of the family and the

resulting destruction of the lastingly beneficial virtues of family-life

would give rise to varnasankara, that is, to what is commonly

spoken of as the confusion of castes. Wh*t is meant by this term

varnasankara, it is desirable for us to know fully and clearly before

we proceed any further. Varna, which primarily means colour,

also denotes caste. Varnasankara, which really means the mixing

up of colours, also signifies 'confusion of cistes'. What, than, is

the relation between colour and caste ?

Caste in India has had both a racial and a social origin. In the

early days when the Aryas came to this historic land from somewhere

in the north, they were obviously a powerful people fighting against

those who were already in possession of the country, so as to subdue

them and oust them from their possessions. When these Aryas settled

down by force in the country thus, it was natural for them to have

stood aloof socially from the neighbouring non- Aryan communities.

As soon as the Aryas themselves became pre-eminent in position in

their new home later on, they had to give up entirely their original

nomadic habits, and lead a settled life with a regulated social polity

of their own. When they organised such a social polity, it very

naturally happened here as elsewhere that the Aryas themselves, as

a body, became divided into two great strata, namely, an aristocratic

stratum above and a plebian stratum below. This upper aristocra-

tic stratum itself again became split into two new layers in India,

the priests as the upholders of religion and the warriors as the

upholders of the state representing the two newly created sub-

divisions. That the priest belonged usually in most ancient social

organisations to the aristocratic stratum is borne out by the ancient

history of Rome as well as of Greece. Only in Greece and in Rome,

ihe priest though he belonged to the aristocracy did not rise in
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power and in importance over the sovereign and the soldier. In

India, however, the ancient Aryan priests gradually grew into a

separate class, dividing themselves from the Kshattriyas and making

it evident that these, as warriors and rulers, held their power and

their authority in subordination to the power and the authority

of religioD. Indian politics is, in its earliest conditions, seen to be

distinctly theocratic. In fact in many parts of the world the art

of government has really had a theocratic origin. This theocratic

subordination of the political power of sovereigns and soldiers to the

religious power of the priests made it possible for the Aryan priests

in Indie* to become organised in time into a superior caste. Thus

there arose among the Aryaa themselves a division of the people

into three different classes, namely, the aristocratic priest or the

Brahmana, the aristocratic warrior or the Kshattriya, and the

common frea man or the Vaiiya. Tnis kind of division of the people

appsars to have taken placa in a more or less similar manner in

almost every section of the great Indo-European family of mankind.

In addition to this, in the early days of civilisation all the

conquering tribes and communities of people are also known to have

'held slaves. These slaves sometimes belonged to the race of their

masters, at other times they were of a different race. When the

slaves were of the same race and colour, it was easy for them to

become amalgamated later on with their masters ; but in the case of

the slaves, who were of a different colour, such an amalgamation

could not take place. So there arose first the three different classes

-of the Aryas in the newly organised social polity of ancient India

and then there came the non-Aryan communities, against whom the

Aryas in those early days had struggled and fought, and who had be-

come-later on reconciled to the Aryas so as to live in amicable relation

with them. Obviously some of these associated communities became

constituted into the fournh class. In the absorption of the non-

Aryan communities into the Aryan social polity, they do not seem to

have been always assigned to the fourth class ;
it is ascertainable that

some of them occasionally found their way into the higher classes

as well. That is how the system of four castes probably arose

in this country. Soon enough in the history of the development

of this composite social system, the idea of high and low as
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depending merely upon class-status had to give way. Nevertheless,

it seems to be clear that race-status and class-status are both pre-

eminently responsible for fche original orgaaisation of caste in India,

Here it is perhaps worthy of note that even in communities, where,

there was no possibility of any admixture of highly differing races

and where there was only the possibility of the a Imixbure of different

classes of the same race and colour, strict; regulations prohibiting

intermarriages between the members of those different classes are

known to have been in existence. In the history of Borne, for in-

stance, such intermarriages were prohibited by law. In the same

manner, in India also marriages between classes and races had to

be regulated by law, so as thereby to make the progressive advance-

ment of the common and connected life of the slowly organised

composite community certain as well as secure. If we understand

that, in these regulations relating to marriage, as they are found in

our earlier smritis, special care has been taken to preserve what-

ever capacity for self-culture and self-discipline the Indian classes

and races had already acquired, then we cannot say that those

regulations have merely served the unwholesome purpose of check-

ing the fuller growth of popular freedom and civilisation among us.

As a matter of fact, it has been pointed out by more than one

student of history that, io so' far as it can ba made out from the

survey of history and civilization in general, human progress seems

to have been evolved invariably, not so much by the aggressive efforts

of the people who were weak and down-trodden, as by the insight

and readiness of those, who, being stronger and higher, worked

willingly and out of love for the elevation of those that were sub-

merged below. The benignant force which has propelled man's early

progress in history and civilization has invariably had its origin in

narrow aristrocratic circles. When, however, culture and capacity

become in course of time fairly general among a people, then the

oidinary members of the privileged aristocracy may, out of an

undue regard for its exclusively enjoyed privileges, obstruct some-

times the farther elevation and advancement of the common

people. In such situations even this obstruction helps popular

progress, by stiffening the backbone of the common people as history

amply demonstrates. Culture, character, courage, and the heroism
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of self-sacrifice are like carefully cultivated garden-products in the

extensive field of human civilization. They have grown within

fenced areas under special care and watchful tending. That such

fenced areas, fitted to yield these garden-products of civilization,

have now become wider than ever before, is no reason why we

should consider them to be like the fruit of the wild plants rankly

growing on the uncultivated land. If this is at all well grasped

and understood, it becomes easy to see how the qualifications of

the aristocratic elite of an old society to serve well their fellow-men

happen to be certainly stronger and more numerous than the

qualifications possessed by the common plebian section of that

society to work to elevate its own level of thought and life. Modern

conditions do not of course enable us to realise fully the truth of

this remark ; and we have, therefore, to transfer ourselves in our

imagination to those far away conditions of society which existed in

early days in the history of civilization. In this manner we may
see that it is chiefly the cultured and highly-placed members of

society with special privileges and responsibilities that were truly

able, in the ancient history of most human communities, to win

slowly for their people all that accumulated inheritance of good,

by means of which it became possible later on to uplift the whole com-

munity gradually to higher and higher levels of discipline and thought

and civilization.

Now let us look at the true position of the two sections of the

aristocracy in ancient India, and look also at the nature of the func-

tions which were assigned to them. The Brahminical caste was

held responsible for the maintenance of learning and religion and

moiality, and for the teaching of whatever was valuable in those

days as an element of culture or discipline to all the three originally

Aryan castes. The Kshattriya was responsible for the maintenance

of peace and order in society, and for the achievement of all such

progress as depended upon military valour and upon the due and

effective exercise of political authority. It is clear that the work

for which the priestly caste was made responsible and also the work

for which the warrior caste was made responsible were both intended

to serve the common good of the community as a whole. We have

further to note that there were restrictions placed upon the life of
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both these castes with the object of preventing them from utilising

their power and position for class-advantage or self-aggrandisement.

The Brahmin was religiously enjoined to be always contented and

to lead the life of poverty and purity in preference to the life of

plenty and free enjoyment. The Kshattriya had to discard ease and

pleasure and to ba ever generous, so that all his wealth and power

and achievements of heroism might go to serve the good of the com-

munity of which he had become guardian by birthright. Here was

a responsibility which certainly was not calculated to make either

the Brahmins or the Kshattriyas work for self-aggrandisement.

There is no doubt that many among both of these castes did violate

the obligations of chis wisely planned rule of life. But the original

organization was well aimed and well adapted then to serve the com-

mon good of the people as a whole. It is in fact this composite

nature of the stratified early social life that made the unrestrained

admixture of blood between the various castes unwholesome and

undesirable, and led to the laying down of restrictions on inter-

marriages ia the interest of the good of the community in general.

Whether it is right or wrong to impose such restrictions is a point,

about which modern investigations, bearing on the power of heredity

in determining the character of individuals, leave no doubt. These

investigations establish the potency of heredity in determining even

the many minor details in the character of individuals. It has been

ascertained that both saintliness and criminality run in the blood,

which people inherit from their parents. If that be so, surely we

ought to take particular care to see that there is no such intermix-

ture of blood in composite communities as is not on the whole

conducive to the growth of purity, strength and goodness in popular

character. Otherwise, the already harvested fruit of moral self-

discipline will be slowly but surely made to decay, and there will

be no compensating advantage of any kind in lieu of this loss of the

not easily attained purity and strength and goodness. If such truly

is the valuo of heredity in determining the character of individuals,

and if we further know that the practical preservation of this helpful

power of heredity consists very much more in taking care that the

women of a society are not easily polluted, than in looking after

the personal discipline of the men thereof, then we at once see

what an important influence woman exercises in preserving and
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passing on that endowment of purity, strength and goodness, which

any society may have acquired in the course of its growth in power,

in enlightenment and in civilization.

The influence of the mother in the making of the children and

their future life does not lie solely in the power which she wields

at home and exercises more or less wisely on them ; nor does it

mainly depend on the kind of ideals and aspirations which she

implants early in their young minds. It depends very much more

on that other power which she has of giving to the very tempera-

ment of her children the peculiar impress of her own moral potentia-

lities. The more fully we understand the potency of heredity in

determining character, the more certainly we have to appreciate the

value of the mother's impress on the whole nature of the child. Its

physical constitution is granted to be largely, if not entirely, depend-

ent upon that of the mother ; and this determination of the entire

constitution of the child by the mother is rightly held to be the basis

of all mental and moral progress in society. That the physical

constitution of a man is to a very large extent responsible also for his

mental and moral make-up, is a lesson in teaching which the

Bhayavadglta is quite emphatic. It makes a distinction between the

soul and the material body in which it resides, and declares that; the

manifestation of the activities of the body are not determined as much

by the soul as they are by the qualities of the prakriti, that is, of

the material of which the embodiment of the soul is composed.

This is a distinction which we have to take into account in under-

standing why it is that a particular man is of a particular character,

why it is that here we have a. saint and there we find a sinner.

Anatomically and chemically there may be no obvious or funda-

mental difference between the body of the saint and the body of the

sinner. The soul of the saint and the soul of the sinner are,

moreover, taught to be essentially alike. And still we see that the

sinner sins while the saint does not. What is it then that really

causes the difference between these two types of men ? This

difference is conceived to be due to a difference in the subtle quality

of the prakriti or matter, of which the two bodies are composed. In

the case of the body of the saint the sattea-guna of that matter

predominates, while in the case of the bodv of the sinner it is the
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tamo-guna thereof that preponderates. In the case of men, wbp
are neither sinners wholly nor altogether faultless saints, it is the

rajo-guna of the prakriti which is conceived to be predominant. If,

in this manner, we understand that, between the impressed physical

constitution of an individual and the nature of his life, there

is a close relationship, then the mere physiological culture of man

acquires an ethical value and becomes highly interesting as a problem

closely related to the growth of morality and civilization. They

speak of the breeding of cattle, of horses, of dogs, and of other

animals : and those who endeavour to improve the breed of these

animals are aware of certain rules which they have to observe in

the matter of pairing them. If those rules are not strictly observed,

the breed gradually deteriorates in vigour and in quality. In the

case of man the operation of physiology cannot be different, in so far

at least as his animal body and its native powers are concerned.

Thus the old regulations relating to marriage seem to have distinctly

aimed at the common good, since in them care was evidently

taken to see that the accumulated wealth of character in the

community did not deteriorate through random marriages, but was on

the other hand helped on to grow and to increase.

Whether the free admixture of blood between individuals,

belonging to different communities and living at different levels of

civilization with different ideals and aims and aspirations, is

productive of any good in the cause of general human progress, has

been only recently discussed by Dr. Bryce in his recent Romanes Lec-

ture ; and the conclusion to which he has come cannot but be

interesting to us. He is of opinion that such admixture in the long

run tends to diminish the wealth of character and the potency for

civilization which human communities possess. Although the

weaker community may gain a little in quality and in vigour

by its admixture with a comparatively stronger one, the stronger

community loses a great deal more by its correlated admixture

with the weaker one. The loss of the stronger community being

more on the whole than the gain of the weaker community, such

admixture is clearly not desirable in the interest of the progress of

humanity as a whole. Instead of allowing such a free intermixture,

it would therefore be better for mankind to achieve progress in a
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manner, in which each of the communities which so differ from one

another in point of capacity for culture and civilization, is kept

aloof for marriage purposes, at the same time that it is given free

scope to develope its own power and fitness to grow in worthiness

and to prosper. The enduring worth of every community has always

to be altogether self-evolved. External help by means of education,

example, and preaching may ba given with advantage to any com-

munity ; but that help directly tells very little even upon the easily

changeable mind, and leaves the blood with its hidden potentialities

almost untouched. Herbert Spencer is also known to have been of

opinion that even such communities as, in spite of their racial differ-

ences, occupy similar levels of culture and civilization, will suffer

loss of power through unregulated intercrossing, owing to its tendency

to disturb the stability of what may be called the physiological

equilibrium of all tbeir inherited racial endowments. This whole-

some fear of the degradation of the power of a race through too free

intercrossing is distinctly seen to be operating strongly among
mankind even today in all parts of the world.

Indeed this dread of unsuitable racial intermixture has become

almost instinctive in man; an;i it is through it that he has been able,

not only to maintain as far as possible the purity of his blood, but

also to go on advancing more and more in power and in civilization.

If to-day, in the world as it now is, any universally prevailing

authority promulgated a law doing away with all social and racial

barriers in the matter of marriage, and declared that the men of

races and communities at any level of civilization and moral culture

were perfectly at liberty to marry the women of all races and

communities at any other level of civilization and moral culture,

and that unequally mixed and inter-racial unions alone were good

and legitimate, then, in the course of a few generations, what would

indeed be the condition of human civilization? A little con-

templation, with the help of all the available evidence bearing upon

a question of this kind, will enable us to see at once that the result

will be degradation, and that man will then be seen to be more rapidly

moving down into primitive savagery than ever he moved up to

win the moral worthiness of a truly humanising civilization. It is

thus that we have to understand the dread of varna-sankara, which

7
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is so prominently noticeable in all our ancient law-books. The

purely racial conception of caste is, no doubt, considerably modified

by the teaching given in the Bhagivadglta. But the original idea

underlying caste was surely the race-idea. To induce the various

contiguous and co-existing races of man-kind in the country to live

happily with each other, to enable every one of them to evolve its

own power and achieve its own progress by means of well-ordered

intrinsic efforts, and to make all those races and communities as

largely helpful to each other from outside as possible such

seems to have been the policy of social adjustment and regulation

adopted so early in ancient India. Even without the internal social

intermixture of marriage, it is certainy possible for human com-

munities to be helpful to each other in various ways. It cannot be

rightly denied that the Aryan and the non-Aryan communities in

India have been on the whole helpful to each other in the long

course of the history of India, in spite of there having been no very

free intermixture between them through lawful marriage. The dread

of varna-sahkara has in fact a great deal to be said in its favour ;

indeed it seems to have been largely responsible for the rapid

development as well as the steady maintenance of Hindu civilization.

faro tntf

42. The confusion of castes surely leads into hell

the family (so ruined) as well as those who destroy the

family. Indeed the departed fathers of these will fall,

being deprived of the (religious) offering of food and

water.

This sloka enables us to see that Arjuna is pressing his moral

difficulty on the attention of Sri-Krishna, not from the stand-point

of the Vedanta, but from the standpoint of the Smritis. The com-

mandments of religious law govern the morality of men through the

fear of the punishment, which, it is held, their violation will bring

down upon the wrong-doer. The dread of the angry God, who

punishes, and the worship of the manes of the departed ancestors

have both a prominent place in the legal [or smarta aspect of the
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religion of the Hindus ; and there ara also other religions which

possess these elements in their general make-up in a more or less

marked degree. How, on specified occasions, the Hindus offer even

now oblations of food and water to the manes of departed ancestors,

cannot bub be well known ti all of you. How, again, the birth of

a son is highly valued by Hindus, for the special reason that he

will offer the requisite oblations to the spirit of the father after his

death, is also surely within your knowledge. The confusion of

castes and the consequent destruction of family-life and family-

virtues must lead, as it is rightly believed hers, to the cassation of

ancestor-worship and necessarily also of the associated offering of

these oblations of food and water to the manes of departed ancestors.

It is no wonder that a result of this kind is considered to be highly

harmful. Nowhere have society and civilization passed with easy

steps from promiscuity to partiarchy, at any rate not certainly in

India : and is it any wonder that the family as a patriarchal institu-

tion is held in high honour ?

43. By means of these faults of the family-destroy-

ers, which give rise to the confusion of castes, the

(regulated) duties relating to castes are destroyed, as

also are the everlasting virtues of family-life.

44. We have heard it said, Krishna, that those

men, in whose case the virtues of family-life have been

destroyed, have to live for ever in hell.

Among the taachings which Sri-Krishna has given in the Gita,

there is one which points out to us that man has no greater enemy

or no greater friend thin himself. The plan of urging people to

move on in the right path by holding out before them the terrors of

hell is, in the history of religion, comparatively earlier than the
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plan of insisting upon man's unselfishly doing his duties and thus

delivering himself from his own weaknesses). The real struggle in

the religious life of people is not so much against the possibility

of their getting into an external hell as against the possibility of their

making themselves into a hell. The Upamshads tell us that it is

not the fear of hell that can keep us well in the right path and lead

us unfailingly to the true goal of life
;
on the other hand, it is the

self-discipline, which leads to unselfishness and implants in us the

power and the desire to work out our true salvation, that helps us

to go on to the attainment of the highest good of a really perfected

life. This idea of religious and moral self-culture is a compara-

tively later one in the history of all religions. Fear of punishment

precedes as well as halps the growth of the power of self-control ;

and when, to this fear based on religion, the love of family- pride

and grateful devotion to the memory of departed ancestors are

added, then the impulse in favour of regulated virtue and ordered

morality becomes decidedly so strengthened as to make social life

noticeably pure and praiseworthy.

Now Arjuna summarises his views and says

cT^ |

i: II tf^ II

45. Alas ! alas ! we have begun to commit a great

sin, since, out of the covetous desire to enjoy the

kingdom and (its) pleasures, we have undertaken to kill

our own kindred.

46. If the sons of Dhritarashtra would, with

weapons in their hands, kill me, who am not wielding

(any) weapons and am not inclined to retaliate,

that would be unto me productive of much greater

happiness.
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SANJAYA SAID:-

47. So saying, Arjuna, whose mind was distracted

through sorrow, threw aside his bow along with the

arrows, and sat down within the chariot.

So ends the first chapter, which is called Arjuna-vishada-yoga,

with this sadly desparate determination of Arjuna not to fight in

the war which was then at once to be begun. The very name

given to the chapter shows that in it the chief thing to be noted is the

great grief by which Arjuna happened to be over-taken in the battle-

field just before the actual beginning of the war. Now, before we

commence the study of the second chapter, let me draw your

attention to a point which naturally comes out from the conclud-

ding part of the first chapter. Tnat point is whether, as some

ignorant critics contend, Hinduism enjoins inactivity upon man and

desires him to give up all his duties and responsibilities in society

and fly away from the stern battle-fields of life. We may see that,

when Arjuna was thus overcome by the feeling of misplaced mercy

in relation to his enemies, and declined to fight against them like

a true hero and warrior, Sri Krishna did not say to Arjuna that he

\vas acting rightly ; but on the other hand He earnestly endea-

voured to impress upon the mind of Arjuna that he was in duty
/

bound to fight. InJee 1 Sri-Krishru ultimately succeeded in con-

vincing the unwilling warrior that, through unselfish fighting alone,

he could do his duty in life and thereby accomplish much good unto

himself and unto the community of which be was a noteworthy

and responsible member.

Then how is it, that this idea, that the religion of the Hindus

teaches asceticism, renunciation and passivity, his gained any cur-

rency at all? In the religious scriptures of the Hindus two different

paths of life are taught. One of these paths goes by the name of the

pravritti-marqa, and the other by the name of the nivritti-marga.
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The first is the path of the active life of aggressive achievement,

while the second is the path of renunciation and retirement. Asa
matter of fact, in the early days of the organisation of what is known

as the varnasrama-dharma in this country, every man was expected

to follow at different times both these paths of life. At one

particular stage of his life he was called upon to follow the

pravritti-marga, and at another particular stage to follow the

nivritti-marga. As a brahmacharin or Vedic student, and also as a

grihastha or householder, he was expected to follow the pravritti-

marga of action and of social obligations, as taught in the religious

law-books known as smritis. After having lived the life of the

student and the householder, and discharged well the onerous

responsibilities and obligations attaching to those two conditions of

life, and after having enjoyed all that is good and worthy in

life and having at the same time understooi the snares and pitfalls

of life as well as its numerous great privileges, the ancient Hindu

was called upon to retire from the world of action and achieve-

ment and to adopt the nivritti-marga or the path of renunciation.

Hence in the later stages of his life he had to renounce its privileges

and responsibilities and retire into the forest so as to spend the rest

of his life there in contemplation and complete peace, thinking of the

great problems of life and of the universe with the help of the

experience that he had already gained as brahmacharin and as-

grihastha. Such was the order of life planned of old in Hindu

society ; and out of it came naturally into existence a collection of

very valuable religious literature which laid greater stress upon retire-

ment and renunciation than upon the hard-fought achievements of

the life of action and endeavour. The life of aggressive achievements

came to be considered as inferior mainly on account of its snares and

pitfalls ; and the achievements themselves could not, in the life of

retirement, appear to he of auy real value in enabling one to obtain

the coveted salvation of the soul. The life of attachment is easier

for man than the life of renunciation and non attachment ;
and this

comparative ease of the former kind of life has naturally raised the

value of the latter kind. Thus perhaps arose the popular tempera-

ment inclined to pay more respect and attention to retirement and

renunciation than to achievement and action. Almost every one of

the important Upanishads has some amount of thought directed to
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the teaching that renunciation and selflessness are better than

achievement and attachment.

These two paths appear to be mutually contradictory, when

they are imperfectly understood. Sri-Krishna obviously taught the

Gitd to Arjuna with the main object of pointing out to all those, that

care to know, bow these two paths are not mutually contradictory!

how it is perfectly possible for men to be in the world and yet be not

of it. Indeed, if such a thing is possible, it becomes the duty of

every person, whether he is young or old, whether he is a follower

of the Hindu religion or of any other religion of righteousness, to

work to obtain command over the means by which it actually

becomes possible for men to live in the world this kind of unworldly

life. None of us can, if only we know our situation, afford to

misunderstand what the Glta teaches in respect of how we ought

to conduct ourselves in life so as to be well in the world and at the

same time be not of it. There may perhaps be some, in whose

case the unmixed adoption of the path of renunciation and asceti-

cism is good and helpful for religious realisation. But with

the vast majority of men and women here, in whatsoever civilization

they may have been brought up, the path of renunciation is seen

to be in itself difficult; and unsuitable, even as the path of living

and labouring in society is found to be easier and more fitting.

But this path of living and doing should not tend to burden the

soul with such a weight of worldliness as will keep it pressed

down to the earth and make it impossible for it to aspire to rise at

all above the earthiness of the earth. In learning this lesson of living

in the world without becoming too worldly, we not only help on the

salvation of our own souls, but help on also the progress of civili-

zation towards that divine consummation which God has in His

wisdom ordained for mankind. The Glta is, therefore, a work the

study of which is incumbent upon the young and the old, upon the

learned and the unlearned, upon those who know and believe as

well as upon those who do not know and do not yet believe. Indeed it

teaches one of the greatest lessons of life, the lesson of how we are

to strive and to labour incessantly and be ac the same time altogether

unselfish so as to be freely helpful to our own moral progress and to

the advancement of humanity. That being so, let us not rashly
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misunderstand the purpose of this great and noble philosophical

poem : bub let us earnestly endeavour to know well how Sri-Krishna

practically solves this greatest of all ethical problems known to

man, the problem of reconciling well the life of active work and

achievement with the life of true renunciation and self-surrender.

There is one more point about which I wish to be permitted

to say a few words now. There are some who say that the Glta

does not seem to have formed a part of the original Mahdbhdrat.a,

and that it is in all probability a later interpolation. The

Mahdbhdrata is undoubtedly a work which shows clear signs of

having grown in bulk by being added to from time to time ;
and it is

no easy thing to arrange with absolute certainty the various parts of

this massive epic in the chronological order of their introduction into

the body thereof. But the criticism that the Glta is an interpolation

is evidently intended bo mean something more, namely, that its teach-

ings are too good to be genuinely Indian. One of the chief reasons

for holding that the Glta is an interpolation is that such a long

philosophical discourse could not have been given to Arjuna in the

babtle-lield just before the commencement of the great war. We
find it stated in the Mahabharata, that even after the teaching of the

Glta, was over, Yudhishthira laid down his arms, removed his coat-

of-mail, and covering himself with a cloth moved in silence towards

where the enemy's army was, accompanied by his four brothers and

by Sri-Krishna, went to Bhishma, Drona and other elderly leaders

on the opposite side, and sought from each of them permission to fight

in the war against him, which was accordingly given by all of them

along wish their blessings in addition. Yudhishthira then returned,

put on again his coat of mail, and took up the weapons of war.

Then it was thac Bhlsbma challenged the army of the Pandavas to

fight, and the war actually commenced. Tnis behaviour of Yudhish-

thira ought to tell us how the magnanimously chivalrous rules of

war adopted in those days were such as made it impossible for

either of the fighting parties to aim a blow at the other, when the

men thereof were not yet fully prepared to fight. When such was

the case, there is really no reason why this long discourse, or even

a longer one, could not have bean given in the battle-field, in spite

of the great imminency of the war. Moreover, the idea that
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Sri-Krishna and Arjuna, when so near a great war, could not have

turned their minds to an ordered and earnest examination of the

philosophy of conduct is not at all convincing, in so far as the

situation here is concerned. They often speak of what is known as

death- bed conversion and death-bed repentance. What is really

meant by such things is that, when a man is fully in sight of death,

be realises, more readily than afc other times, how important the

coming life after death is, and how he has to prepare himself at once

for that other life. The very imminence of the crisis is here responsi-

ble for the stimulation of the repentance and the production of the

conversion. There can surely bs no difficulty in our understanding

that Arjuna must have felt that he was then in a highly critical

situation in his life. That, in such a situation, he was prompted

to think seriously about the philosophy of conduct, so as to

ascertain whether, by fighting in the war and inflicting death upon

so many men, he was not going to ruin his own destiny after death,

appears to me to be natural enough. Such is obviously the reason

why he shrank from at once rushing to fight, in spite of his know-

ledge that it was his duty to fight as a warrior in the cause of truth

and justice and social welfare.

Again, it m-ty be that the hereditarily contemplative character

of the Hinlu mind is also, to s)me extent, responsible for this kind

of discussion having arisen at such a moment. The mind which is

not hereditarily contemplative, might not, in such a grave crisis,

think of the future at all, but might simply impel its owner to do the

duty thit lay nearest to his hand, irrespective of all consequences.

But the temperament which, by understanding the serious charac-

ter of an impending crisis, becomes contemplative and tries to

ascertain what is right and wnat is wrong, before actually driving

the soldier on inoo the battle-field and its bloody work, is generally

granted to be peculiarly Indian. If it be true that, in India, the

contemplative temperament has dominated her soldiers more than

the rash or reckless temperament, then we have a particularly good

reason to say that the Gltci, is not at all an interpolation, in the

sense that its teachings are borrowed from elsehewre and incoherent-

ly introduced into the Mahabharata. Moreover, it is worth our

while to ask in this connection whether there is any strong internal

8
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evidence to hold that the G'ttd is in thisjspecial sense an interpola-

tion. The only kind of crucial internal evidence which may

effectively be urged to prove, that the teaching given in the Gltd is

not purely of Indian origin, is to show that it is not harmoniously

in agreement with the teaching conveyed by the Mahabharata as a

whole. I believe that it is impossible to prove any such disagree-

ment. On the other hand it is quite easy to demonstrate that the

Bhagavad-gita constitutes the very heart of the Mahabharata. In

the Mahabharata itself, in the fifth chapter of the Svargarohana-

parvan, there is a summary of the teaching of the Mahabharata

given in four slokas ;
and it is said there that, after finishing the

composition of the Mahabharata, ^
7

yasya, the author thereof, taught

his son Suka the gist of the whole epic thus :

"
Thousands of mothers and fathers, hundreds of sons and of

wives, who have all been lived with in the recurring life of reincar-

nation, are going ; and (suchj others will also go (alike hereafter).

Day after day thousands of the sources of joy and hundreds of the

sources of fear overtake the foolish man, but not the wise man. With

uplifted arms I proclaim and nobody listens to me that wealth and

enjoyments are derived from dharma (i.e., the practice of virtue).

Why is it then that it is not followed ? Never should one, out of the

desire for enjoyment or out of fear or covetousness, give up dharma

not even for the sake of one's life. Dharma is eternal
;
but pain

and pleasure are transient. The soul is eternal, but the reason

of its being thus (in this embodied condition) is transient." Such

is the summary of the teaching intended to be conveyed by the
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Mahabharata as a whole ; and you will be able to realise, as we

proceed, bow completely the Glta is in good agreement with all

the main lessons mentioned in this summary.

We are told, in the Glta also, that we should not do anything

against dharma, even though it be with the object of saving our own

lives. The author of the Mahabharata does not mean that men should

give up all legitimate enjoyments in life and all worthy wealth well

acquired. Both enjoyment and wealth are here pointed out by him

to be derivable from dharma, and to ba legitimately acceptable when

so derived. And the Glta also says that wealth and enjoyment so

derived are always worthy of acceptance. Every man is at liberty to

utilise honourably the opportunities of enjoyment which life affords

to him in greater or less abundance, provided those opportunities

come to him in accordance with a plan of life in which dharma is in

no way violated. Thus what the Glta teaches is fully in agreement

with what constitutes the essence of the Mahabharata, as summarised

by Vyasa. The contention that the Bhagavadgltd is an interpolation

loses, therefore, much of its slily suggestive force. And to the man

who, in spite of this agreement, holds the Glta to be an interpolation

and hance thinks that the operation of extraneous religious and moral

forces is clearly visible in the work, we have no other answer to give

than that this theory of interpolation is always more easily started

than disproved, and that in fact there is no scripture forming the

authoritative basis of any religion, which is not capable of being

criticised as having many such important interpolations in it. I

have read it stated that Christ's famous Sermon On The Mount is an

interpolation in the Bible ; and to those, who know how so much of

the attractiveness of the teachings of Jesus is dependent upon this

Sermon, the thinly veiled motive of iconoclastic destruction, which is

really hidden in this criticism, becomes at once apparent. The Koran

and the Tripitaka are also frequently criticised in this same manner

and with this same object in view. Accordingly, we have to remem-

ber that the intrinsic value of either the Bhagavadglta or the Sermon

On The Mount suffers in no way, even if it is taken to be such an

interpolation : and it is to this intrinsic value of the Glta that we

have really to turn our. attention as earnest and sincere students of

the philosophy of life and its divine consummation.
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CHAPTER II.

iv

The first chapter, the study of which we concluded last week,

is generally denoted, as you have been told, by the name of Arjuna-

vishada-yoga, which means that it is the chapter wherein sorrow

and sadness may be seen to have overtaken Arjuna. In the course

of the exposition of that chapter, I tried to point out to you the

unwholesome and unjustifiable character of Arjuna's pity and grief

in the situation, although those feeling i arose out of his sympathy

and love for his friends and relations. Then we dealt with one or

two extraneous questions not very immediately related to the con-

tents of the first chapter, and book into consideration certain criti-

cisms which are sometimes directed against the Bhagavadgltd as a

whole. Now we pass on to the study of the teachings which are

contained in the second chapter. In this chapter Sri-Krishna

directly tells Arjuna that his sorrow and pity are vulgar and un-

worthy. To prove this to the satisfaction of Arjuna, Sri-Krishna

takes up the question of duty, as determinei in relation to men's

particular positions and responsiblities in life, which are in their

turn dependent upon the power and the fibness which each of them

possesses for serving the various ends of society and civilisation.

In dealing with this question of duty, Sri-Krishni, as you may
presently see, begins his teaching with the exposition of the moment-

ous philosophical problem of the immortality of the soul. To many
people it may appear that this way of dealing with the question of

duty, in the peculiar situation in which Arjuna then was, is rather

strange, the strangeness consisting, not in that Sri-Krishna was

wrong in going thus to the very root of the matter, but in that the

doctrine of the immortality of the soul, which is introduced in this

place to justify the destmct'on of life in war, is aot to lead most

ordinary people to wrong conclusions regarding the obligatoriness of

the virtue of humanity in relation to duty. One of such conclusions

is that, if killing in war is justifiable on the ground that the souls

of those who are killed therein are immortal, then even murder may,
on that sarne ground, be equally capable of justification. I point

out this objection to you now, so that, when the proper time

comes, (see lecture viii), we may ba prepared to meet it and to
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understand how Sri- Krishna, in dealing with the question of conduct

and duty, is right in going at once to the very foundation of all

enduring ethics. Before beginning to expound, with all His

authority, the true philosophy of conduct in earnest, Sri-Krishna once

again appeals to Arjuna's spirit of chivalry and sense of honour.

II % II

Sjq

SANJAYA SAID :-

1. To him, who was thus overpowered by pity,

whose eyes were tearful and disturbed, and who was so

sorry, Krishna spoke this speech (that follows).

S'KI-KEISHNA SAID :-

2. Arjuna, why has this unworthy weakness,

which is loved by those who are ignoble, which prevents

one from going to Svarga, and which gives rise to dis-

grace, (why has this weakness) come upon you in this

trying situation ?

3. Do not get into unmanliness, Arjuna ! That

is not worthy in your case. Cast off the vulgar weak-

ness of the heart and arise, chastiser of enemies !

Observe how Sri-Krisbria still continues appealing to the nobler

sentiments and emotions of Arjuna as a great prince and a heroic

warrior. It is indeed through cultured emotions and sentiments

that men and women are spontaneously led along the noble path of
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high character and true benevolence ; and when a fervent appeal to

the higher sentiments of a chivalrous man of honour fails in evoking

response, it cannot but mean that the inner moral conflict, caused by

the conscience in his heart, is too strong to be easily overcome. Svarga

is the heaven of Indra and the other Veiic gods, and is at the same

time the Valhala of Indian heroes. To die in battle heroically has

hence been conceived to be capable of elevating one almost to the level

of the gods. Even the glory of a grand divine ascent to Svarga

could not enable Arjuna to get over the depression caused in him by

his misconceived and mis-directed pity and sadness.

II * II

ARJUNA SAID:

4. Krishna, how can I, in battle, attack with

arrows Bhlshma and Drona, both of whom deserve to

be worshipped (by me),'0 destroyer of enemies ?

Here let me draw your attention to a slight change in the

attitude of Arjuna. Having understood that Sri-Krishrxa was not

willing to allow him to go on in such a state of mental weakness and

despondency, Arjuna now places before Sri-Krishna, not the harm

of killing his own kindred, nor the possibility of sin accruing to him

from such a deed of destruction, nor again the fear of causing varna-

sankara, but the infamy cf having to kill Bhlshma and Drona, who

truly deserve worship and honour at his hands. Arjuna apparently

thought that, if not out of respect for his contention regarding the

harmfulness and inutility of the destruction of life to be dealt out in

the war, at least out of regard for the feeling of reverence which he

was bound to show to elders and teachers, Sri-Krishria might allow

him to withdraw from doing this undesirable and unattractive duty of

slaughter in the great war. Sri-Krishna's appeal to Arjuna's sentiment

of chivalry, to his heroism and love of glory was thus met by him by

a similar appeal to another sentiment which is no less potent. And

in condemnation of the irreverent slaughter of those who deserved

to be worshipped and honoured, he said further
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5. Indeed, for the sake of not having killed (these)

honoured elders, even to eat of the food of beggary is

preferable here in this world. But after killing (these)

elders, who, however, are attached to wealth, I shall

verily have to enjoy here (only) such enjoyments as are

well dipped in blood.

6. We do not know which of us is the stronger,

whether we shall win or they shall conquer us. Those

very sons of Dhritarashtra, after killing whom we may
have no desire to live (at all), stand firmly in front of

us (ready for the battle).

7. I, with (my very) nature impaired by the fault

of weakness (in will and heart), and greatly perplexed

in mind in respect of the duty (to be done), entreat

you. Tell me with certainty that which shall be good

(for me to do). I am your disciple ;
command me, who

have come unto you (for guidance).

8. Surely, I do not see what can, even after I

obtain on earth a kingdom free from enemies and laden

with abundance, and (obtain) also the supreme rulership

over the gods (themselves), possibly drive away this

grief of mine, which is drying up (all my) senses.
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In this manner Ariuna slowly surrendered himself to Sri-

Krishna, and asked Him to teach him what was right and to guide

him in the performance of the duty he then bad to do. From this it

is evident that the protest of Sri-Krishrn against Arjuua's weakness

did finally tell upon him effectively.
"
My nature", Arjuna seems to

say in fact, "has become clouded with the error due to my mental

weakness ; and having my mind unsettled owing to my inability to

make out what the right thing is for me to do in this trying situation,

I ask you to teach me my duty and to show me the way to do it ".

When he thus granted that his nature had become clouded with the

error due to his mental weakness, he was to a certain extent willing

to own that the conduct, which he proposed to himself, and his then

determination to withdraw from the battle-field were not quite appro-

priate. The reason why his mind became clouded with the error of

weakness is that it was dharma sammndha, that is, perplexed as to

what duty was. You know they often speak in Sanskrit of dharma-

sankata or conflict of duties ; and Arjuna now felb that he had Co face

a conflict of duties in a trying situation. To that conflict he naturally

drew Sri-Krishna's attention. It must be unnecessary to point out to

you that the man who is troubled by a conflict of duties is morally

very different from the man who wantonly ignores his duties. The

former is both earnest and sincere, while the latter is indeed neither.

Arjuna here says that he is Sri-Krishna's disciple, and that he

surrenders himself unto Him to receive teaching and guidance at

His hands. It has been the traditional practice of teachers in this

country to declare that true discipleship consists in the disciple's

serious earnestness to know what dharma is, and also in his firm

and sincere conviction that, till he knows that, he cannot be happy

and cannot have peace. True discipleship further consists in the

disciple surrendering himself unto his guru, so as to place himself

freely at bis disposal and command. The disciple is expected to be

pliable like clay in the hands of the pobter, so that the master may
make of him anything which appaars to him to be good and at the

same time just and beautiful. If, however, a disciple offers, even

though unconsciously, any unnatural resistance to the influence of

the guru on his mind, then the teaching bestowed on such a disciple

cannot be assuredly productive of the best results. In such a resist-

ance there is even a more serious danger, in that it tends to make
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the disciple suspicious and hypercritical. When the relation of the

disciple to the teacher is of a distrustful and intractable character

then, even though the teacher happens to be good as well as great

and wise, it is bard for him to exercise the needed influence and

confer the required illumination on the mind of the disciple. It is

therefore rightly insisted that the mental attitude of the disciple

should more generally be that of the learner than that of the critic.

By this it is not, of course, meant that the disciple should not, in

his relations with the teacher, exercise his own reason and power
of thought and judgment. We shall see, as we go on, how Arjuna

puts questions to Sri- Krishna very frequently, and how He, time

after time, replies calmly to Arjuna's questions, and how, after the

whole teaching of the Glta is over, Sri-Krishna calls upon Arjuna

to consider well all that he was taught and then to do his duty

aright in the light of his own judgment. From this we have to learn

that it is not the surrender of the reasoning power that is expected

of a disciple, but it is the putting aside of that unwholesome

attitude of mind which is recalcitrant or unimpressionably bard

and hypercritical. Reverence for the teacher is therefore a very

highly valuable quality in the life of the disciple who is true

and worthy ; it adds to the efficacy of the educating power of the-

teacher, and helps on the progress of the disciple in the attainment

of such self-knowledge and self-discipline as will enable him to

know his duty aright and also to do it always well. The freedom,

which the ideal teacher has to bestow upon the ideal disciple to

exercise his own judgment, cannot at all be curtailed without weak-

ening thereby the disciple's sense of his own responsibility to know

the truth and to do the right. It is further worthy of note here

that, even after declaring himself to be the disciple of Sri-Krishna

and placing himself at His disposal for guidance, Arjuna again gives

expression to his own conviction that it is not good for him to

fight in the war. This means that he does not surrender his

individuality alogether in becoming a disciple. Ordinarily, if one

has specially strong convictions, one finds it hard to be at the

same time ready to learn also. But, as we have seen, the truly

ideal disciple has to combine well within himself real strength of

conviction with an open readiness to learn. Such a combination

of qualities is distinctly noticeable here in relation to Arjuna ; and

9
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that is why he is so often looked upon as the type of an ideal

disciple.

u s II

SANJAYA SAID:

9. Arjuna, the chastiser of foes, having thus

spoken to Krishna, declared to Krishna
"
I will not

fight
" and (then) became surprisingly silent.

After having placed himself as a disciple at the disposal of

Sri-Krishna, Arjungt grew increasingly emphatic in his own deter-

mination, and ssiid
"
I will nob fight ". Then, after saying so, he

became wonderfully silent. What is the meaning of this ? In this

declaration and in the silence following it, we may clearly see the

strength of his conviction as also the proof of his having placed him-

self freely at the disposal of Sri- Krishna. He made it thus evi-

dent to Sri-Krishria that he was- determined not to fight, and that

he was at the same time earnestly willing to listen to whatever

wise teaching Sri-Krishna might give him for his guidance.

10. (Then), descendant of Bharata, Krishna,

as if smilingly, addressed to him (Arjuna), who was

feeling so sorry between the two armies, these (follow-

ingj words.

Why did Sri-Krishria smile in such a serious situation ? When
a disciple appeals pathetically and in an aggressively assertive

manner for help and guidance at the hands of his teacher, then the

yery assertiveness of the disciple is surely calculated to provoke a

smile. If we understand how Arjuna is so assertive in spite of his

imperfect knowledge, and how at the same time he is also willing to

learn, we cannot fail to make out that the smile of Sri-Krishna is
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perfectly natural and highly significant. Indeed such a smile will

be the more marked, the greater the good temper of the. .teacher.. .

Good temper on the part of the teacher is always of value in making;

his teaching really tell well. It' the teacher is easily irritated by the-

assertive ignorance of the disciple, who has yet to learn much,, then

invariably such a teacher becomes repulsive, and the heart of the-

disciple will not open out freely to him
;
and then it naturally

becomes almost impossible for the teacher to introduce anything of

value into it. Such a relation between the teacher and the taught is

sure to be fruitless and abortive. Sri-Krishna obviously knew the

great importance of what He had to teach to all persons of all court; .

tries and ages through Arjuna ; and He did not therefore want to-

imperil the immediate acceptability of His teaching by weakening

the receptive mood and learning capacity of His then disciple Arjuna

in any manner. The reason why Sri-Krishna smiled is evidently to.

have the heart of Arjuna as widely open as possible to receive His.

momentously important teachings. We may further remember ;hero

that this smile of His could not have been altogether unrelated to
r

the ridiculousness of Arjuna's cocksure ignorance.

II 3? u

SBI-KEISHNA SAID :

11. You are sorrowing for those who do not de-

serve to be sorrowed for
;
and you utter the rationalistic

arguments (of the wiseling). Beally wise and learned ...

persons do not feel sorry either for those whose lives

are lost or for those whose lives are not lost.

With this sloka commences Srf-Krishria's high and mighty

endeavour to teach the philosophy of conduct to Arjuna j and hera

at the very commencement of this teaching, it may well' be asked'*

why there need be sorrow in relation to those who have not tbs'i-

their lives. There are schools of philosophy in which, it is
,
held

that not to be born is the best lot, and that the next best is to dii>
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as! soon- as ona may. But apart from these schools of pessimistia

philosophy, wo often find that, in the life of many men here on

arth, there aviso so many opportunities for suffering and for sorrow-

ing. You may remember bow in that summary of the Mahabharata,

which I quoted to you in our last class, it is declared that

thousands of opportunities for joy and hundreds of opportunities for

fear and sorrow turn up in the life of the fool day after day, but

chat they do not so turn up in the life of the wise man. It cannot

be denied that in life there is often room enough for suffering and for

sorrow. Living is, moreover, in itself a great responsibility ; and

bearing well the burden of life, as it is commonly said, is never a light

affair. The trials that come upon individuals, when they endeav-

our to bear their burden of life aright, are very often exacting, if not

overwhelming. Therefore, even in relation to those, who have not

lost their lives, there may be ample scope for feeling sorry. Neverthe-

less, the wise man ought never to feel sorry either for the living

or for the dead. The idea is that, since, as taught distinctly in the

MahabhUrata, the soul is immortal, immaterial and real, while the

body, within which the soul is encased, and all the feelings of pleasure

and pain, of sorrow and of joy, are all unreal and transient, the

wise man ought not to care much for these transient unrealities in

the conduct of his own life. Such is the real meaning of this sloka.

If the sons of Dhritarashtra are killed, what does it mean ? It

means that the souls, which are now embodied as the sons of Dhri-

tarashtra, become, thereby, separated from their present bodies, and

that, when they become so separated, they suffer nothing in the

way of real or serious loss, for which it is worthy on the part of a

wise man to feel sorry. That this is the meaning conveyed here is

-brought out naoco distinctly in the following ttdkas.

: t

12. it never was when I was not, nor (when) you
and all tJbiese kings (were not) ;

and surely it is not that

a.ll of us shall not be hereafter.

Observe well what this statement means. It clearly amounts

to saying that in the past there was no time when we were not,
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and that in the future there will be no time when we shall not be.

That we are now requires no demonstration. But it is not so easy
to realise that we were always in the past or that we shall be

always in the future. This statement can be true of us only if we
are immortal and eteraaL That we have always been in the past,

even as we are in the present, and that similarly we shall always be

in the future, can, 'therefore, hold true only in relation to 'that,

which, being other than our body, constitutes the veiy essence of

our existence ; for the body is subject to birth, growth, decay aftd

death. Such an essential something is here in the next sloka de-

clared to exist in us. ,

'

^ WK

13. In whatsoever manner the embodied (soul)

has childhood, youth and old age in relation to this

(present) body, in that same manner do.es. _ it. obtain

another body. The brave man does not become faint-

hearted thereat.

The dehin is the embodied soul conceived to be the owner of

the body. In relation to the body owned by the embodied soul,

alterations in condition are actually observed to take place, such as

childhood, youth and old age. These changes in condition occur only

in relation to the body, but not in relation to what constitutes the

soul within the body. In so far as the soul within the body is -con-

cerned, it remains the same unaltered being from the very beginning

to the very end of every one of its embodied states of existence, such

things as childhood, youth and old age being not 'at all conceiv-

able in relation to the soul. The passage of the embodiments of

the embodied soul from condition to condition is quite common and

perfectly natural ; and we are now called upon here to understand

that the passage of the embodied soul- from one emTx>ditnent to

another is also equally natural. If, while all this variation in tho

condition of the embodiment is going on, the unity of the soul can

and does remain unmarred, then why may not this same unity SI

the soul continue to be unmarred eVen
' when the soul passes frbn
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one embodiment to another ? This is a question to which it is

really not easy to give anything like a completely convincing answer.

u Nevertheless MHW3 T *J4jfifT the brave man does not feel faint-

hearted thereat. The really brave man, who has succeeded in

knowing the truth relating to the immortality of the soul and its

enduring reality, cannot feel baffled in facing this problem of the

souW reincarnation. Only he would feel baffled in facing this pro-

blem of the soul's reincarnations-he, who thinks that, with the

<ieath of' the body, there is the death of the soul also. How closely

the doctrine of the immortality of the soul is connected with the

problem of its re-incarnation, it is always well to bear in mind. To

believe in the immortality of the soul and to deny at the same time

its reincarnation requires, as I understand, a much stronger effort of

blind faith than of clear reason. To know that the soul is essentially

Teal and different from the body is to know that it is immutable and

"immortal ; and to know that it is immortal is at least to know that

'it is neither impossible nor unnatural for it to become re-incarnated.

T J f

14. Those things, which give rise to (the sensa-

tions of) heat and cold and to (the feelings of) pain and

pleasure, are, however, of limited contact (in relation to

the soul) ; being transient, they are characterised by

coming and going. Bear them with firmness, O
Arjuna !

The embodiment of the soul is here conceived to be in contact

with the soul ; and it is this contact, which makes the embodiment

the means by which the sensations of heat and cold and the

feelings of pain and pleasure are all experienced by the soul.

.Since that which gives rise to these feelings and sensations

is not constant and eternal, and since whatever is not constant and

eternal is not realn the embodiment which happens to be the reason

of our feelings and sensations is not real. Therefore, we have

patiently and firmly to put up with these experiences as they come,

ought not to make pain and pleasure the criteria of our conduct
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in life. This is, in the philosophy of conduct which Sri-Krishna

has taught us, a nobeworbhy point of importance. From very

ancient times in this country there have been atheistic secularists

known as Charvakas, who have held the opinion, like certain well-

known modern thinkers of their type, that pain and pleasure alone

ought to be the ultimate criteria of conduct. According to this

view, whatever is pleasant has to be good, and whatever is painful

has to be bad. This, of course, is not the ethical position adopted.

in the philosophy of Hinduism.

15. That brave man whom, chief among men,
these (limited material contacts) do not afflict, and to

whom pain and pleasure are alike, he becomes fitted

for immortality.

Here is another point worthy of note. We have already been

told that you and I and every one else are all eternal. But, then,

what is the meanicg of the statement that only he is fit to attain

immortality, who is brave enough to discard pleasure and pain as

the criteria of conduct and to be altogether unmoved by them ? The

soul, in its own nature, is immortal; but, owing to what is known

as karma, it becomes associated with a body, and, in consequence,

subject to the influence of those transient material contacts which

give rise to pleasure and pain. It is owing to this association witb

the body that the soul, which is embodied therein, is often mistaken

to be born and to die. This mistaken apprehension of the soul,

owing to which it seems to be subject to birth and growth and decay

and death, is hence entirely caused by its association with the

material body ; and therefore it is only when this association is

severed, that it becomes possible for the soul to be seen in its own

essential nature, unpolluted by the contact of anything which is of

a completely contrary character. It is such a full freedom of the-

soul from the limiting influences of the material body, that is here

denoted by the term amritatva, which I have translated as
'

immortality '. The soul which is essentially immortal can well
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realise its own immortality, only when mortality ceases to touch

it altogether even as an extraneous and accidental attribute. More-

over, we are told here by imolication, as I have indicated already,

the reason why the soul gets into a material embodiment -at all. If

we know how the soul becomes free from the limiting conditions

of a material embodiment, it ought to be logically easy for us to

learn through inference how it is that it gets into such an embodi-

ment at all. They say that contrary causes necessarily produce con-

trary effects. If to command such an equanimity of mind, as

makes one be free from pain and pleasure and their motive power

in relation to action, happens to be the means by wbich the soul is

liberated from its material imprisonment, then it follows naturally

that our proneness to be agitated by those pleasures and pains,

which result from the transient contact of the material embodiment

with the immaterial soul, must be the cause that imposes the

limitations of the embodiment upon the unlimited soul.

I draw your attention in this manner to this question of the

bondage of the soul, which is only tha other side of the question of

its immortality, with the object of pointing oat to you that, in en-

deavouring to convince Arjuna that there is nothing seriously

wrong in his having to fi^ht in the war and kill tin enemies, Sri-

Krishna does not at all base his argument exclusively on the im-

mortality of th.9 soul. The truth of the immortality of the soul is

indeed one of the basic principles on which His philosophy of conduct

is made to rest. But it is only one of them ; for we have to under-

stand that Sri-Krishna clearly meant to teach Arjuna that the reason

why our soul, which is in itself immaterial and im mortal, continues

to be subject to the limitations of a material embodiment, which is

mutable and mortal, consists in our placing ourselves at the disposal

of the effects of those material contacts, which the soul has come to

experience in consequence of its very association with such an embodi*

ment. When a man freely places himself at the disposal of the tend-

encies arising from these material contacts, then the bondage of his

soul in matter is confirmed, continued and strengthened. When, how-

ever, he so lives his life that the pains and pleasures, resulting from

the contact of his. soul with the material body, do not at all trouble

him and that he throughout exhibits the needed power of will and
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strength of character to look upon all pains and pleasures with

equal indifference, then it is that the bondage of his soul may be

effectively terminated. In brief, we have to know that the soul is

eternal, real and immaterial, that the limiting conditions which its

material embodiment imposes upon it are transient, unessential

and changing, and that it is in the power of the soul either to allow

this material bondage to go on or to make it cease altogether.

16. That, which is not, has no existence
; that,

which is, has no non-existence. The final truth regard-

ing both of these is
'

seen by those who have seen the

reality.

In this sloka the contrast between the transient, unessential

and changing character of material conditions, and the eternal, real

and immutable character of the soul is most clearly brought out. It

looks like a truism to say that that, which is not, does not exist, and

that that, which is, is not non-existent. The intention here is chiefly

that of contrasting the soul, which is real and unchanging and

therefore truly existent, with its material embodiment, which is

mutable and unessential and therefore non-existent. In other

words, what is not real cannot endure, in tbe manner in which that

which is real can endure ;
the soul is real in itself and therefore

endures, while the body is unessential in relation to the soul and

therefore cannot endure like it. This idea may also be expressed in

another manner thus : The body does not endure, and therefore

it is unreal and unessential in relation to tbe soul
;
but the soul

itself endures, and therefore it is both real and essential. We are

told here that that is how wise men understand the truth of

things and discern the ultimate nature of reality and unreality.

The next sloka deals with another important aspect of the nature

of the soul and its relation to matter, an aspect which requires

some amount of careful thought before it can be completely compre-

hended. Let us, therefore, postpone its consideration to our next

class.

1
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You know already how Sri- Krishna began in earnest to meet

the objections of Arjuna to fight in the great war with the enuncia-

tion of the important philosophical doctrine of the immortality and

eternity of the soul. The doctrine of the immortality of the soul

asserts the unchanging reality of the soul as distinct from the

mutability of matter, and thus postulates by implication the imma-

teriality of the soul. In the portion of the GUd, which we have to

study to-day, Sri-Krishna particularly deals with the immaterial-

ity and immutability of the soul. Now it is with this sldlta that we

begin our work to-day :

17. Do you, however, know that that, by which the

whole of this (universe) is pervaded, is indestructible.

No one is capable of causing the destruction of this,

which is (so) indestructible.

Notice that in this sloka there are two things mentioned the

whole of the universe, and something else which is said to pervade

it. Notice also that indestructibility is given as the attribute of

that which pervades, while that which is pervaded is conceived to be

destructible. What is meant by destruction here is not annihilation ;

it is not the conversion of an existing something into a non-existing

nothing. The idea of destruction, in so far as destructible material

things are concerned, implies nothing more than mere mutation or

a marked change from condition to condition. This conception

regarding the nature of the destruction of material bodies is borne

out by modern science also, as you must be well aware of. One of

the cardinal doctrines underlying modern physical science is what

is known as the doctrine of the conservation of matter or of the

indestructibility of matter. It means that matter, as matter, can

never be converted into no-matter. In other words, you can only

modify the conditions in which matter exists, but you can never

destroy it or annihilate it into no-matter. If that doctrine of
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modern science is well kept in mind, there can indeed be no difficulty

in understanding what the Glta means here. Destruction and death

in relation to all embodied entities simply means mutation in

condition in regard to their material embodiments. Now, as

between the pervader and the pervaded, the pervaded is destructible,

inasmuch as it is capable of undergoing mutation, while the

pervader is incapable of undergoing mutation and is therefore indes-

tructible.

Is the whole universe really pervaded by the soul ? And, if

so, is that soul one or many ? You know that these questions are

of very great importance in philosophy. Here it is distinctly stated

that the whole universe is pervaded by the soul ; and ib is worthy

of note thab the words avinasin and avyaya, as referring to the

indestructible pervader, are used in the singular number. That

they are used in the singular number need not, however, necessarily

imply that what pervades the whole universe is only a single soul.

Such an inference does nob seem to be inevitable in the context,

For, in one of the xlokas, which we studied in our last class, Arjuna

was told that there was no time wbeu he and Sri-Krishna and all

the other princes and men assembled there for the war were not,

and that there would be no time in future when all these might nob

be. In this context the plural number is used, and a clear dis-

tinction is made between you and I and others ; and the natural

inference that one may draw from it is that a plurality of souls is

there intended to be postulated. Those who adopt the advaita or

the monistic interpretation of the Vedanta in this country, and

according to whom there is no plurality of souls in reality, urge

that the plural use of the words in this context is not intended to

signify a plurality of fouls in reality. If the plural use of the

terms signifying souls in embodiment need not always represent

a plurality of souls in essential reality, the singular use of avinasin

and avyaya in this xloka, which we are now trying to interpret,

need not also in an exacbly similar manner indicate the unity of

the pervading soul. If we further understand that, in Sanskrit

there is the use of what is called the jdtyekavachana, according

to which the whole of a collection of things of the same ki nd

may be expressed by means of a singular noun, then the singular
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use of words denoting the soul may very \vell imply a plurality

of souls in certain contexts, such as the one now under consider-

ation. Therefore, whether the Gltd upholds the one position of

thought or the other in this respect, ib ig not possible to determine

definitely from considerations like these. Interpretation alone is

not certainly adequate to settle this great question of psycho-

logical research and philosophic enquiry.

In considering how the whole universe may be pervaded by the

soul, we are naturally prompted to ascertain how far it is possible

for even
'

dead
'

matter to be possessed of consciousness. If -the

whole universe is pervaded by the soul, then it is evidently neces-

sary that the universe must be throbbing everywhere with life and

be throughout characterised by consciousness. So far as modern re-

search has been able to ascertain the truth about this, we cannot say

that the universe is not so throbbing with life and is not manifest-

ing consciousness in all its parts, f have stated this position of

modern science advisedly in this negative manner, because I do not

believe that it has been as yet conclusively demonstrated by modern

science that the whole universe is really infilled with consciousness.

However, there is really much less like proof to show that the

universe is not so infilled with consciousness. Professor J. C. Bose

has distinctly demonstrated that it is not only organic, living

matter which responds to electric stimulation, bub that what we

have been considering till now to be dead matter is also capable of

responding similarly to such stimulation. Metals, for instance,

respond to such a stimulation ; and what is remarkable here is that

the manner in which metals respond to electric stimulation is

exactly the same as that in which living organic matter responds

to ib. And more wonderful than even this is that, just as, by the

operation of poisons, the power of living organic matter to respond

to electric stimulation is killed, so also is the power of
'

dead
'

metals to respond to such a stimulation seen to be killed by the

operation of the same poisons. What is the meaning of this experi-

mental result '? I remember having read, ab the time when the

result of Professor Base's researches was published, a criticism in one

of our Madras journals wbioh obviously wanted to belittle the

value of his work and discovery to the effect that it tended to
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give a kind of scientific support to pantheism. We Hindus certainly

need not be afraid of any such tendency. If scientific investigation,

conducted according to tha strict canons of scientific method, gives

rise to such results as will compel us to believe in pantheism, then

by all means we will accept pantheism. By so doing we in no way

endanger our historic religious life or our immemorial sacred insti-

tutions. I am sure people in India are not so very much in dread

of pantheism, as others elsewhere are known to be, particularly

when its chances to prove true happen to improve in value. I do

not mean to say that the result of the investigations conducted by

Professor Bose has conclusively established the pantheistic concep-

tion of the universe to be the only true conception. But what I

mean to point out is that our conception of what constitues life, that

is, of what distinguishes living and conscious beings from inert non-

living beings, must either be modified, or we must grant that even
'

dead
'

matter is in fact alive and conscious. Till now physiologists

were largely under the impression that living organisms alone res-

ponded to external stimulation. Professor Bose's researches either

lead us to the conclusion that metals and other such
'

dead
'

inorganic

bodies are also alive and conscious, or they compel us to find out

some other test of what it is that essentially constitutes life, and

how it is that we should distinguish conscious life from unconscious

no-life. What there is in store for man in the yet undisclosed future of

scientific enquiry, it is not possible for anybody to prophesy.

However, it is fully worthy of note that we have been enabled to

see that there is a certain something resembling consciousness,

which bridges in a marked manner the apparent gulf between

'living' and
'

non-living' matter.

Moreover, the physical analysis of the universe gives us ulti-

mately matter and energy and space and time, as the elements

thereof, while its psychological analysis gives us ultimately the ego

and the non-ego or the subject and the object as its constituent

parts. The subjective world is known in Sanskrit as asmatprapancha

or pratyakprapaiicha, and the objective world is known as yushmat-

prapancha or parakprapancha. Evidently the physicist's analysis

of the universe takes only the objective world into consideration,

and the subjective world is not at all dealt with therein. Therefore
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there is a something else which the psychologist gives us over and

above what the physicist does, and which also we have to take into

account. This other something, the inner
"
ego

"
of the psychologist,

may hence be seen to be certainly other than all that is to be found

in the outer analysis of the universe by the physicist. According to

Sanskrit psychologists the ahampadartha is chaitanyasvarupa.

That is, they maintain that the ego is essentially of the nature of

consciousness. It is ajada or non-inert, and, therefore, svayam-

praTcasa or self-luminous. It is indeed this principle of consci-

ousness which really constitutes the basis of the subjective world

of the psychologist. This principle of consciousness, this basis of

the
"
I
"

in each of us, is after all what is conceived here to be

the root-reality of the soul. By and by we shall learn further

details regarding the characteristics of the soul. The GUa enables

us to see how the reality of the soul may be tested by certain

psychological experiments specially devised for that purpose, and

also how the analysis of the functions of human consciousness

necessarily leads to the postulation of the soul. But, in the mean-

while, it is of great importance for us to know that what is meant

by soul is not in essence anything far different from this principle of

consciousness. In fact it must be this principle of consciousness,

which is here, in the sloka under consideration, declared to pervade

the whole universe. You know that there are schools of philosophy,

which endeavour to prove either that consciousness is a product of

matter and energy or that matter and energy are themselves products

of consciousness. But it is not in any way necessary for us to

reduce either matter into consciousness or consciousness into matter,

so long as it is impossible to arrive at such a reduction in a perfectly

scientific and logically satisfactory manner. Accordingly, we are

bound to consider matter and consciousness to be essentially different

entities, although they are always in close association with each

other, "-in the same manner in which we look upon matter and

energy as being distinct from each other, even though they are always

in mutual association. Hence we have to come to the conclusion

that the principle of consciousness is different from matter and

energy, that, in spite of this difference, it is in universal association

with matter, and that this universality of the association of consci-

ousness with matter does not in any manner imply that they are
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essentially identical. Therefore, this idea that the whole of the uni-

verse is pervaded by consciousness cannot be easily rejected by any

one as being insupportable or unscientific. If, in this manner, the

idea of the universal pervasion of consciousness happens to be satis-

factorily maintainable, the next question that naturally arises is one

to which I have already alluded, namely, whether this principle of

consciousness which pervades the universe is really one in being, or

whether it consists of a multiplicity of separate but essentially similar

souls, through whose pervasion the universe may well be conceived as

being pervaded throughout by the principle of consciousness. But

we need not enter into an examination of this question as it has no

direct bearing on the context which we are now studying, and as

also it has given rise to strong sectarian differences of opinion

among our leading religious thinkers and teachers. In fact It is the

difference between the pervader and the pervaded which is intended

to be explained in this sloka; and we have baen told that we can

distinguish the pervader from the pervaded by knowing that, of these

two, the pervader alone is immutable and indestructible. Who,

indeed, can destroy the indestructible ? When the essential reality

of all living beings is thus by nature indestructible, surely death can

never mean anything like the annihilation of the appointed destiny

of the soul.

%<Z \\
*o

18. These bodies of the eternal embodied (soul), B

which is imperishable and immeasurable, have (all) been

declared to be finite : do you therefore fight, descend-

ant of Bharata !

The word saririn, like dehin, means the owner of the body,

which owner is, as you know, the soul or the indwelling ego-ised

principle of consciousness. This owner of the body is here conceived

to have been in possession of many bodies one after another,

which have all been finite and subject to the process of inevitably

coming to an end, while their owner has not been finite like

jhem but has always been unchangeable and eternal. This ownef
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is also immeasurable, or, in other words, he is not capable of

being comprehended fully and definitely by our intelligence. The

distinction between the soul and bhe body is not merely that

the soul pervades the body, while the body is pervaded by the soul ;

but the soul is further to ba understood as being indestructible,

eternal, and unmeasurable. This knowledge of the essential difference

between the body and the soul is spoken of in Sanskrit as dehdtmavi-

veka ; and it cannot be hard to see how, without it, it is quite impossi-

ble to establish by due demonstration the immortality of the soul.

There is another point in this sloka to which I have to draw your

attention; and that is in reference to the injunction tasmadyud-

dhyasva
''

do you therefore fight ". From this therefore found here,

one may draw the conclusion that Sri-Krishna tried to induce

Arjuna, to fight in the war, basing the whole of his argument on

this single question of the immortality of the soul. That conclusion

would be true, if this sloka really gave us the full and final statement

of the argument urged by Sri-Krishna to induce this unwilling

warrior to fight. But, as we know, the argument is not concluded

here, but is continued still farther. Consequently, as almost all

our commentators on the Glta point out, the therefore here is not

intended to denote the culmination of the whole argument ;
it only

points out that one step in the argument has been fairly brought to

a close. After thus establishing the distinction between the body

and the soul, Sri-K>;ishna proceeds to describe the characteristics of

the soul more fully:

If ^S H

19. Whoever understands this (soul) to be the

killer, and whoever thinks it to be the killed, both of

them do not know (the truth) ;
it does not kill, nor is

(it) killed.

Part of this sloka tells us that the act of killing, of which the

body alone is the object, has also the body for its agent but not the

soul. To see well the truth of this statement, we have to under-

stand the following chain of reasoning. The soul is, in its essential

nature, immortal and immutable. Nevertheless, it is in association
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with mortal and mutable matter. This association is due to what

is commonly called the karma of the embodied soul, arising from the

activities of its previous conditions of incarnated life. That the soul

has had other bodies at other times to dwell in, is thus made to be

responsible for its present association with matter ; and this associ-

ation may also go on in its coming conditions of reincarnation

owing to the karma produced by its present and past lives. Where

the past lives are responsible for the present one, and this as well as

the past lives are in their turn responsible for future ones, we

clearly have a chain of causes which is both beginningless and

endless. Therefore, the question remains unanswered as to why
it is that the soul first came to be at all associated with matter.

In distinct recognition of this difficulty, the Vedanta maintains

that karma is anadi or beginningless, which of course means

that it is incapable of being traced back to its very first origin.

According to the Vedantifi, it is k%rma that is responsible for the

continued association of the soul with matter; and every embodied life

of the soul subjects it more or less to all sorts of material limita-

tions. Although the Vedantin cannot trace karma back to its very

beginning, still ha distinctly declares that, if any embodied soul

chooses as well as manages to live a life of perfect unselfishness and

non-attachment to the fruits of work, then it is possible for that soul

to shake off all these limitations and become free from material bond-

age. There is a passage in one of our Upanishads, which says that,

when all the desires in the heart of a man are given up, then the

mortal man becomes immortal and attains the Brahman even here

in this very life. ^Accordingly, we are now called upon to see that

the agent that kills is really the body which carries with it the power

of work as well as the impress of karma, even as the object which is

killed is in fact such a body. We again have to take up this question

soon for further consideration.

t R ti

20. This (soul) is never born, nor does (it) ever

die
;
not having been brought into being (at any time)

before, it will not (newly) come into existence (at any
11
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time) again. This unborn, immortal, eternal and

ancient (soul) is not killed, when the body is slain.

The distinction between the material body and the immaterial

soul is further emphasised in this sloka. The owner of the body,

the soul, is never born and never dies. What is the meaning of

birth and death ? To be born is to come into the state of existence

from the preceding state of non-existence ; and to die is to pass into

the state of non-existence from the immediately preceding state of

existence. That the soul is never born and never dies, therefore.

means that it does not pass into the condition of existence from any

immediately preceding condition of non-existence, and that it does

not similarly pass into the condition of non-existence from a previous

condition of real existence. That is, having been once before, it never

ceases to be again ; and not having been once before, it never comes

into being thereafter. The soul is, therefore, unborn, immortal,

eternal and ancient. Accordingly this unborn, immortal, eternal and

ancient soul is not killed, when any embodied being is killed ; but it is

merely the body which is then killed, because this is not unborn, or

immortal, or eternal, or ancient. Let it be noted here that, even

in the case of the body, death cannot mean its annihilation, or its

conversion into nothing. On the other hand it only means mutation,

change of collocation and configuration. Similarly the birth of the

body may also be ultimately understood to be a kind of material

mutation. Hence what we are called upon to realise well here in this

context is chiefly the immutability of the reality which we call soul.

Indeed the very reality of the soul is conceived to consist in its

immutability ; and it is this characteristic freedom from mutation,

which differentiates it from all other entities that are found in the

world of human experience.

^ u

21. He who knows this unborn and imperishable

(soul) to be indestructible and eternal, how and whom,

O Arjuna, does that man cause to be slain, and (how

and) whom does 'he slay ?
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To be convinced of the immortality of the soul is to be fully

alive to its unkillability ; and when, along with this conviction, it is

realised that the unkillable soul is the owner of the killable body

and is as such the sovereign reality, the infliction of death under the

dictation of duty cannot mean anything more than merely killing the

killable body and leaving the unkillable soul absolutely untouched,

alive and whole. When death does not thus mean the destruction

of what constitutes the reality of our being, its infliction has very

naturally a less serious import than when it means the destruction,

of such reality. Hence it is that duty may well enjoin the inevit-

able infliction of death in the cause of justice and righteousness.

The unborn, immortal and indestructible soul is incapable of being

the killer of any other soul, which is like itself unborn, immortal and

indestructible ; and the idea that one soul kills another or causes

another to be killed has therefore to be given up as being totally

wrong.

ft^nr ^rfr i^rft TOSTO^ i

! RR It

22. As a man, having cast off worn out clothes,

takes others that are new, even so does the body-owning

(soul) give up worn out bodies and get into others that

are new.

In the way in which a man gives up old worn-out clothes and

puts on new ones, in that same way is the soul, which is the owner

of the body, conceived to give up old worn-out embodiments and take

up new ones. This sloka, therefore, deals with the passage of the

soul from one embodiment to another. If it is possible for a soul to

be always the same in an embodiment which is ever changing it

being at one time young, at another time of middle age, and lastly

worn out and old then it cannot but be possible for that soul, which

is such an unchanging reality, to pass from one embodiment to

another. Death itself is nothing more than a special kind of vari-

ation in relation to the nature of the soul's embodiment, the very

existence of which is intended to bring about the fulfilment of the

destiny of the soul. In other words, the idea here implied is that
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the body is no more than the instrument by means of which the

soul has to work out its own liberation from the bondage of karma.

The object of the embodied human life, looked at from the standpoint

of the doctrine of karma, is that each soul may thereby be enabled to

work out its own destiny and ultimately realise its natural condition

of absolute freedom from the bondage of matter. If the reforming

power due to the discipline exercised in one prison-house of matter is

found to be inadequate and becomes ineffective in securing liberation,

then the soul which is striving to attain freedom has naturally to be

subjected to a new course of discipline in a new prison, the nature

of which is determined by the greater or lesser value of the partial

fitness for freedom which that soul has already acquired. In this

light, death appears to be only a natural and necessary precursor

of a new life. Think how the death of the seed is inevitably involved

in the birth of the new plant and its fresh life ; then it will at once

become clear to you how exceedingly natural it may be for all death

to be, as it were, the gateway that leads to a new life. Even as the

inner potentiality of the dying seed determines markedly the nature

of the new plant and its new life, even so the imprinted experiences

of a soul's dying embodiment are considered to have a determining

effect upon the nature of its new embodiment and its new life.

Pressing this analogy too far may, however, lead us to forget che great

fact of the immateriality of the soul, which migrates from a dying

embodiment to another that is to be newly brought into existence.

Accordingly we are told

: n R3 ii

23. Weapons do not cleave this (soul) ;
fire does not

burn it
;
water does not wet it

;
and wind does not dry it

up.

Cutting, burning, wetting and drying up are all operations,

which are known to be possible only in relation to material bodies.

Therefore that entity, which is uncuttable, unburnable, unwettable,

and undryable, has necessarily to be an immaterial entity. We are

told in the next stanza that it is imperishable, pervades all things
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and is firm and immoveable and everlasting. Here there are ideas

which require a fairly detailed explanation ; and we shall therefore

postpone their consideration to the next class.

vi

In our last class we were going on with the consideration of

the question of the immortality of the soul as taught by Sri-Krishria.

The way in which the truth of the immortality of the soul is demon-

strated in the slokas that we have already gone through is this : First

of all, stress is laid on the fact that the soul is different from the

body, that is, on the fact that it is immaterial and thus incapable of

being dealt with in the manner in which the body may be dealt with.

Then it is pointed out that it is not subject to those changes and

mutations which the body naturally undergoes in consequence of its

materiality. Then again we are taught that, owing to this essential

difference of the soul from the body and the consequent immateriality

of the soul, it is characterised by immutability, which in itself means

freedom from destruction and death. To day also we have to go on

with the consideration of these and other allied characteristics of the

soul.

-HHMH: u Rtf it

24. It is uncuttable, unburnable, unwettable, and

indeed undryable ;
it is eternal, all-pervading, firm,

immoveable and everlasting.

Please observe that the qualities opposed to what are negatively

mentioned in the firsb part of this sldka, namely, the qualities of

being cuttable, of being burnable, of being wettable, and of being

dryable, are all such as are found in association only with material

bodies. The statement that the soul is uncuttable, unburnabla,

unwettable and undryable, therefore, means that the soul is essen-

tially distinct from matter. Here we have therefore certain negative

qualifications by means of which the soul may be distinguished

from matter. Are there any such distinguishing positive qualifica-

tions also in relation to the soul ? Yes, there are ; and some of
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them are mentioned in the latter half of this very sloka. The soul

is nitya or eternal. Is matter eternal ? It is eternal in one sense,

that is, in the sense in which modern science knows it to be

indestructible. If you take the final essence of matter into con-

sideration, that is, if you neglect all the peculiarities which are

impressed upon it owing to certain variations in its proximate

as well as ultimate configurations and conditions, and take into

consideration only that thing, which forms the common substratum

of all material bodies, that substratum also is declared by modern

science to be indestructible. Please note that modern science

does not say that matter is immutable ; it only says that it cannot

be annihilated or converted into nothing. When by destruction we

understand annihilation, then both matter and soul are indes-

tructible. When, however, destruction means only mutation, that

is, a complete change in condition and configuration, then in this

sense the soul alone is indestructible or immortal. Matter, on the

other hand, is mutable and therefore mortal. It has, nevertheless to

be noted that what is here meant by the term nitya, as applied to

the soul, is its freedom from annihilation, that is, from that kind

of destruction which results in the production of nothingness.

The soul is also described here as sarvagata, that is, as that

which has pervaded all things in the universe so as to be found in

every one of them. The question as to whether the soul, which

thus pervades the whole universe, is one or many, naturally crops up

here for consideration. According to the advaita or the monistic

school of the Vedanta philosophy, the principle of consciousness

which, as soul, is in association with individual beings of various

kinds in the universe, is not different essentially from the Universal

Soul. In other words, that school maintains that the all-pervading

principle of consciousness, which is the Supreme Universal Soul, is

in essence the same as the various individual souls. The commonly

experienced individuality of the individual soul is due to the fact

of its not having directly realised its own oneness with the Supreme

Universal Soul, which oneness it is conceived to be possible for every

embodied human being to realise in the state of samddhi at-

tainable through the practice of yoga. The distinction between

the individual soul and the Universal Soul is explained by the
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followers of this monistic school by comparing it to the distinction

between ghatdkdsa and mahakasa, that is, between the spatial

expanse which is limited by the earthy walls of a pot and the great

outer expanse of space which is wholly unlimited. If the pot is

broken into bits, then at once this differentiation disappears.

Similarly the all-filling and unlimited Universal Principle of Consci-

ousness is, in essence, the same as the limited individual soul ; and

the difference between the individual soul and the Universal Soul is

due to the fact of the Universal Soul becoming subject to certain

upddhis or limitations. Since the unconditioned Universal Soul is

thus conceived to become the individual soul under the influence

of limiting conditions, it must happen that, as soon as this limitation

is destroyed, the individual soul becomes one with the Universal

Soul. Now, according to that position, the explanation of the latter

half of this sloka is easy ; and particularly the meanings of the two

expressions sarvagata and sthanu become clear at once. If the soul

is sarvagata or all-pervading, then it must necessarily be sthanu and

achala, that is, firm and immoveable. The term sthanu means that

which is firmly fixed, and the term achala means that which does

not move. These two terms express the same idea ; the former looks

at it from the positive side and the latter from the negative side. It

must be easy to see how such a principle of consciousness as is all-

pervading must necessarily be firm and immoveable. If motion

means passing from one place to another, and if the thing we are

thinking about is all-pervading and exists everywhere, then, so long

as this thing cannot find a place where it already is not, it is surely

impossible for it to move from one place to another. Hence, what-

ever is all-pervading must inevitably be firm and immoveable. In

this manner, we find no difficulty in understanding this sloka in

accordance with the accepted conclusions of Advaita-vedanta.

But how do the other schools of Vedantic religion and philo-

sophy interpret this sloka ? The term sthanu in this sloka is very

generally interpreted by those Vedantins, who are not monistic, as

implying that the soul has been throughout free from all change

The word itself is derived from the root sthd meaning
"
to stay

"
;

and sthanu ordinarily means a pillar. The peculiarity of a pillar may
well be conceived to consist in that it has always been a pillar, for it is
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this firm unchangeable character of the pillar that has made it serve

as a strong and enduring support. If the term sthcinu imports in this

manner freedom from change in relation to past time, the term achala

may be interpreted as indicating the soul's incapability of undergoing

any change in the future. In other words, it is the soul's unchange-

ableness in the past that is here denoted by its firmness ; and its un-

changeability in the future is denoted by its immoveability. Looked

at in this way these two epithets become complementary to each

other, and are explanatory of the meaning of the word sanatana as

distinguished from nitya. The unchanged and unchangeable soul

has to be sanatana or everlastingly the same in nature, and thus be

immutably indestructible and immortal. This epithet sanatana,

which here imports that the soul has always been and shall always

be the same in nature, is thus seen to be intelligble from all stand-

points. These characteristics do not and cannot of course belong to

the material embodiment of the soul.

tl R^ II

25. This (soul) is said to be non-manifest, unthink-

able and unchangeable. Therefore, after understand-

ing it to be such, it is not proper for you (thus) to feel

sorry in relation to it.

Here are certain other characteristics of the soul, which enable

us to distinguish it well from matter. Now the soul is spoken of as

that which is not manifest like matter, and as that which is un-

thinkable and immodifiable. These attributes form, as it were, a

summary of the chief characteristics of the soul ; and they do not at

all belong to matter. Since we constantly perceive it, matter cannot

be said to be avyakta; indeed, it is the one thing which is prominently

vyakta or manifest. Matter cannot be said to be absolutely achintya,

that is, to be unknowable or unthinkable. It is true that, if we try to

get an idea of the ultimate nature of matter and its relation to cons-

ciousness, we approach an impenetrable veil which for the time shuts

off our mental vision. But even then it cannot be said that matter

is unthinkable in the way in which the soul is ; for much of what

constitutes the content of our consciousness, to use the language of
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psychologists, is the result of our perception of matter and material

things. If matter were unthinkable and unknowable as the soul is,

then our mind would be very nearly a blank, having been emptied

of all its external experience, which goes to make up so largely the

substance, so to say, of its inner life. If we thus understand that

matter is vyakta and chintya, the characterisation of the soul as

avyakta and achintya may at once be seen to be clearly intended

to affirm its immateriality. The term avyakta, as applied to the

soul, indicates thus that it is incapable of being modified go as to

pass from condition to condition. It may be, however, said here that

matter also deserves to be called avyakta, because it is not capable

of being modified into anything other than matter, Nevertheless, it

is strictly true that the soul is very much more really immutable than

matter, inasmuch as, in the case of matter, its configurations at least

are seen to be capable of undergoing change. And it is this change in

configuration which is generally spoken of as the vikara or modifica-

tion of matter. Even such a change in configuration cannot be con-

ceived to be possible in relation to the soul. Our very common experi-

ence that we are to-day what we were yesterday in so far as our own

personality and inner individuality is concerned, is obviously under-

stood to be the result of this fact that the soul is altogether

unchangeable. The soul's experiences in relation to the external

world of matter may vary from time to time as well as from place

to place ; still its inner essence and individuality remain for ever and

in all ways unchanged. There is one more point to which we must

pay some attention here. If we maintain that the soul, as it is in

itself, is utterly unthinkable and unknowable, much of what

follows in the GUa will have to be considered to be wholly out

of place. It is declared in the Glta later on that it is possible

for certain persons if they undergo a special kind of psychological

discipline so as successfully to perform a special psychological

experiment to realise their own soul and its immutable reality.

But the statement in this sioka is not made from the standpoint

of those experts, who have undergone the required discipline and

have successfully performed this particular psychological experi-

ment of soul-introspection. The characterisation of the soul, as it is

given here, is from the common standpoint of the ordinary man.

When indeed death cannot accordingly mean the destruction of the

12
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reality or of the appointed destiny of the soul of him who dies, there

is no reason why it should give rise to any sorrow at all. This, of

course, does not mean that the killer is always justified in killing,

because he thereby does not destroy the destiny of any soul. The

innocent killer's justification is ever in the motive which prompts

him to kill, as we shall very soon see. In judging the work of des-

truction done by soldiers through their fighting in wars, the import

of death has to be well understood beforehand both from the

standpoint of him who inflicts death and also from that of him on

whom it is inflicted. Otherwise the judgment is certain to prove

wrong and one-sided. With the next sloka begins another turn in

the argument, which Sri Krishna used with the object of convincing

Arjuna that his sorrow and unwillingness to fight in the war and

do his duty as a soldier were entirely wrong and unreasonable.

n ^ \\

26. And if, mighty-armed (Arjuna), you think

that this (soul) is, on the other hand, constantly born

and constantly dies, even then it is not proper for you
to feel sorry for such (a soul).

27. For, death is certain (to occur) in relation to

whatever is born, and birth also is certain (to occur') in

relation to whatever has died. Accordingly it is not

proper for you to feel sorry on account of a thing which

it is impossible to prevent.

These slokas are intended to show to Arjuna that, even if he

adopted the opposite position and maintained the soul to be transient,

unreal and unenduring in character, the infliction of death in battle

on one's enemies could not be properly a source of grief to any one

who had thus to inflict death. If the soul is ever and anon born

and ever and anon dies, then, since the soul that is born has
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inevitably to die and the soul that dies has inevitably to be born,

neither birth nor death can be avoided by any one. Therefore it ig

not wise even on the part of the man, who holds this view regarding

the nature of the soul, to feel sorry in relation to his having in duty

to inflict death on a being to whom birth after death and death after

birth are both unavoidable. When birth and death necessarily

follow each other, and when neither of them is capable of being

absolutely prevented from occurring, then how can there be any

wisdom in feeling sorry for the death of those, who have anyhow
to die ? It may again be argued that the soul is not immortal,

immaterial and immutable, but is something which is known to

have a short course of life here, and the whence and the whither

whereof are both wrapped up in an undiscoverable mystery. It is

this position which is next taken up for consideration.

28. Arjuna, the beings (in this world) are charac-

terised by an unknown beginning ; (they) have a known

middle, and surely an unknown end. What is the

(meaning of) weeping in sorrow in relation to them ?

"We do not know the beginnings of the beings in this universe ;

only their middle or current course is known to us ; and what their

end is, that also we do not know. Our little life is, as Shakespeare

puts it, "rounded with a sleep "; and we are therefore incapable of

finding out what we were before we came into existence here, and also

what will become of us after we depart from here. Then why should

there be any grief and mourning at all in relation to death and des-

truction of life ? Judging from the standpoint of him who is killed in

war, death may mean no loss of the underlying reality of his being,

or it may prove a mere natural incident in an inevitable and unbroken

succession of births and deaths, or else it may be something the true

meaning of which we cannot clearly understand. Thus, whether we

adopt the view that the soul is immortal, or maintain that it is ever

born and ever dies, or hold in relation to it the indefinite position of

the agnostic, in any case it cannot be established that death causes
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any harm to the ultimate destiny of him who is killed. When no

such harm is demonstrable, there can be no true justification for any

grief or sorrow in relation to the infliction and occurrence of death.

The truth about the soul is, indeed, capable of being stated in general

terms in the following manner :

29. One (person) looks upon this (soul) as a

marvel, and in the very same manner another (person)

speaks of it as a marvel
;
and again another hears of it

as a marvel
;
and there is none at all that, even after

having heard of it, has come to know it.

The word dscharya in this sloka means wonder or marvel.

Unless there is something strange and uncommon acting as the

cause, wonder cannot be easily roused in any of us. To see a thing to

be strange is to know that it is of a more or less markedly peculiar

and uncommon character. In so far as the soul is concerned, Srl-

Kristma says in this sloka that some person it may be one in a

thousand persons succeeds in seeing it, and that, when he so sees

it, he is apt to find it to be something strangely wonderful. In other

words, when any person realises, as a part of his own parsonal ex-

perience, the essential nature of his own soul, then that realisation

of his will be found not to be comparable with any of his other

experiences acquired normally in the ordinary conditions of his life.

This realisation of the soul is therefore a kind of superconscious or

transcendental experience ; and the soul that may thus be realised

is often talked of and described even by such persons as have not

themselves had any experience of self-realisation. Some one, some

great seer, who has realised his own soul, may explain his experience

to others who have not had such a realisation ; and it is but natural

that his explanation should appear strange to them. These others,

who have so learnt from the seer what they are incapable of

realising for themselves, may often undertake to teach the nature

of the soul, as learnt by them, to some others ; and in so doing

they may endeavour to explain what the seer had learnt from
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his own experience, namely, that the soul is something marvellously

strange and wonderful. Those who listen to such a teaching may in

their turn consider the whole thing to be strange and wonderful.

Thus the ultimate result is that really nobody knows fully and

accurately the true nature of the soul. What is the meaning of

this chain of strangeness and wonder ? It surely cannot be made to

convey the idea that we can know nothing of the soul at all. To

know the soul even as a marvel that is, as the yogin knows it is

indeed to blow up the position of the agnostic.

The statement made in the previous stanza, that it is impossible

for us to know either the beginning or the end of beings in the uni-

verse, is not in relation to the beginning or the end of the material

embodiments of beings, but has a special transcendental meaning,

inasmuch as it refers to what the condition of the soul was before it

became embodied, as well as to what its condition would be after it

got out of the embodiment. That things which are transcendental or

superconscious are altogether incapable of being realised by any one

in any circumstance is a proposition which only a very bold man will

assert. Nobody can, in respect of men's superconscious psychological

experiences, claim to stand as a representative in the place of another.

For instance, because one is not a man of genius, one cannot say that

genius is altogether impossible in nature. Lst us understand that

there is difference between man and man in connection with

what may be spoken of as the natural endowment of mental

power : then we shall be in a position to see how it is that we

ought not to declare from our own limited experience that things,

which are not ordinarily possible to us, are not also possible to

others of better and higher endowment and capacity. The position

that, because self-realization is not possible to most of us, it can be

possible to none at all, is what we certainly have no title of any

kind to believe in and to uphold. If we grant that there are at

least a few specially endowed persons who have this power of

self-realization, and believe, moreover, in the recorded statements

found in more than one religious literature in the world that self-

realisation was actually achieved by many great seers known

severally to the history of various great religions in the world,

then the declaration that some may see the self as something
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strange and marvellous becomes interestingly intelligible and quite

full of meaning. You will thus see that this marvellousness relates

truly to the realisation of the soul, but not to its unknowability.

If we want to know the real nature of the soul, we have to practice-

yoga, so as to get into that luminous and informing trance which is

known as samadhi ;
and then we too shall realise how the soul is

something strange and marvellously wonderful.

The teaching, which most men give regarding the soul by means

of their own human language, is not always based upon such personal

transcendental experience. Indeed it cannot be so based. If we

take human languages and analyse their psychological contents so

as thereby to measure accurately their capacity to express human

experience, we shall find that not one among the languages of

mankind is really capable of giving us anything like a definite notion

of an experience which, being transcendental and superconscious, is

necessarily strange and supra-normal. To express such supra-normal

experiences we certainly have no words in any language. Language

grows everywhere out of the normal and ordinary experiences of

human beings to satisfy their common and ordinary needs of mental

expression. Since these common experiences of mankind are so,

very different from such transcendental experience, and since also

the common needs of humanity in the matter of language do not

require expressions to describe supra-normal and transcendental,

experiences, and since again the very nature of language makes it

impossible for it to be the medium for the expression of such

psychologically strange and uncommon experiences, we find that no

language is capable of adequately expressing whatever happens to

be the object of iheyogin's personal experience in his transcendental

psychological condition of samadhi. All verbal descriptions of the

soul are, therefore, apt to be not only strange but also inadequate.

If, in addition to this intrinsic inadequacy of language itself, we

take into consideration the inadequacy of the teacher to explain well

what he has in his mind, as also the inadequacy of those that listen

to him to understand his teaching in the sense in which he gives

them, we at once see how the statement that no one really knows

the nature of the soul, even after hearing it described, is remarkably

true and incontestable.
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30. In the body of all (beings) is this embodied

(soul) ever indestructible. Therefore, in relation to all

(such) beings, it is not proper for you to mourn in grief.

The soul is eternal and indestructible, and is to be found within

the body of all beings. Therefore, when any being dies, it suffers no

loss of its own reality, and its destiny is in no way marred thereby.

Let us now try to understand some of those alternative views in re-

gard to the nature of the soul, which were stated and examined by

Sri Krishna with a view to enable Arjuna to see that his having in

duty to inflict death on others in battle is no sufficient reason for

him to feel sad and despondent in a critical situation in which he

was bound to do his duty as a soldier. When, as now shown, death

imports no loss of essential reality, and implies nothing like the

destruction or even the marring of one's appointed final destiny, then

surely there can be no reason to feel sorry for having to inflict

death, as a duty, on those who, through wanton disregard of justice

and righteousness, make themselves liable to be punished with

death. It must be, I feel quite sure, evident to you all that the

justification for him, who inflicts death in war, is that he does so

under the obligation of duty ; and accordingly Arjuna was further

told as follows.

t

u 3 3 u

31. Considering also (the nature of) your own

duty (in life), it is not proper for you to shake and falter.

Indeed there is no other good (thing) for a Kshattriya

than a just war.

In so far as the Kshattriya is concerned, nothing worthier

can surely happen to him than to have to fight in a war, which rests

on justice and is for the vindication of justice. To be called upon to

fight in such a war is indeed the grandest opportunity that any true
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soldier can ever hope to have in his life. Why do we say so ? Is

it a mere matter of sentiment ? Can the soldier's love of glory and

distinction ba a rational and adequate justification for his deed of

destruction in war ? The soldier's sentiment in regard to the value

of war, as the one event which gives him the opportunity to win

honour and distinction, is in itself neither unworthy nor unsubstan-

tial. However, it goes without saying that the capable soldier may
easily command opportunities to win honour and distinction even in

an unjust war, no much so that we are often apt on this account to

charge military men in authority that they very often needlessly

precipitate war. Although it cannot be denied that many soldiers

are only too frequently actuated by this sort of greed of glory, still,

according to Sri-Krishna, fighting and killing in war is good for the

Kshattriya, only when the war is just, but not otherwise. Therefore

what Sri-Krishna means here is that the dharmyatva or the

righteousness of a war must be made sure of, before pronouncing

that a Kshattriya can have nothing nobler or worthier to do as

duty than to have to fight in that war. I believe I have already

drawn your attention to how it is no part of the duty or the

discipline of a soldier, who has voluntarily taken service in an

army, to make sure beforehand that the cause on behalf of

which he is from time to time called upon to fight is a thoroughly

just one. However, in a war resting on absolute justice, the

opportunity that a good soldier has for achieving the true end of life,

through the unselfish performance of his duty therein, is much

nobler than the opportunity of another soldier fighting quite duti-

fully elsewhere on behalf of a cause not so well based on justice.

Whether it be in a just or an unjust war, fighting is the inevitable

duty of the enlisted soldier ; still, when the war is just, his fighting

becomes undoubtedly the more commendable thereby. It is on this

point that stress is laid here. In undertaking to fight in battles,

every soldier has to ba ready to die at any moment ; and whenever

he goes to the front, he has to be prepared never to return. This

enforced readiness of the soldier to sacrifice his own life is a point

to which we have to pay some attention here. When a war is

really undertaken on behalf of justice, tbis readiness of the soldier

to sacrifice his life in the war is calculated to make that justice

triumph ultimately. Although injustice also is often made to flourish
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through the soldier's readiness to sacrifice his life in war, still there

can be nothing nobler for him than to have the opportunity to show

practically that he values dharma, that is, duty and justice and

righteousness, more than he values his own life. Which student of

history or of philosophy can deny that there is nothing nobler and

worthier for man here to achieve than to help on the triumph of

justice and establish the sovereignty of righteousness ? When the

war, in which it is the duty of the soldier to kill his enemies, is

distinctly made out to rest on justice and righteousness, and when

the justice-loving soldier, fighting therein with an ever willing and

ever present readiness to sacrifice his own life, if need be, to help on

the triumph of justice, kills the lovers of injustice and unrighteous-

ness, bow can it be that he at all does wrong ?

32. Arjuna, it is (only) happy Kshattriyas that

come by a war such as this, which has spontaneously

arisen of itself and is (like) an opened out doorway

leading (one) into (the divine world of) Svarga.

To have to fight in this kind of war, wherein all true soldiers

and princely warriors have ample opportunities to sacrifice freely

their own lives, if need be, so that in the end justice may
thereby become batter established, falls to the lot of only a few

highly fortunate and happy Kshattriyas. Moreover, as Sri-Krishtia

Himself pointed out; to Arjuna here, this war was neither caused nor

sought by the Pandavas themselves ; it was actually forced on them

as the Mahabharata makes it abundantly clear. It is evident also

that the Paridavas were fighbing for a just cause. Sri-Krishria

obviously held this view, and there can be no doubt that Arjuna

also must have felt that the cause of the Pandavas was just, and

that the war was wantonly and very unrighteously forced on them.

Nevertheless, it is often hard to say, in relation to a war, which side

is just and which-unjust, until the war itself ultimately decides the

question practically. Although history has so utilised human wars

as to make^them subserve in the long run the ends of lasting justice

13
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and humane civilisation, men are not exempt from the duty of having

to bring their own ethical thoughts and considerations to bear on

the determination of the justice or otherwise of the cause which

has to be upheld by the result of a war. If we use such ethical

considerations, without waiting for the result of the war itself to

decide the justice or otherwise of the cause thereof, it must be possi-

ble for most of us to arrive at a more or less definite conclusion

in regard to which side it is that is really just in the war, and

which it is that is not so just. It is such a justification from

the standpoint of morality and law that is meant to be postulated

here by the statement that this war is dharmya. To a noble Kshatt-

riya warrior like Arjuna, who knew that the cause, on behalf of

which he had to fight, was just and that his enemies were unjust

atatayins, it should surely have been an exceedingly happy duty in

life to be called upon to fight like a true soldier and hero and to

freely sacrifice his own life for the establishment of justice and the

undoing of evil and injustice. The soldier who declines to serve the

high moral purposes of history and civilisation, by throwing away

even such opportunities as are afforded by a just war, which has

arisen of itself for the vindication of morality and righteousness, is

undeniably like one that foolishly declines to go into heaven, even

when the door is kept widely open for him to enter.

vii

In the last lecture, we were dealing with the question of how

it was the duty of Arjuna as a Kshattriya to fight in a war which

had to serve the great moral purpose of vindicating justice. We tried

to see then how the opportunity to fight in a just war is indeed the

greatest good that may ever befall a Ksbattriya in. life. The reason,

why this is so, is that, in undertaking to fight in a war resting on

righteousness and aiming at the vindication of justice, the true

Kshattriya shows his readiness to sacrifice his own life for the

advancement of righteousness and the establishment of justice.

This very readiness on the part of the soldier to sacrifice his own

life in this manner for the great moral ends of civilisation clearly

indicates that his life is highly fit to be used for such a purpose, so

as to make it serve the cause of the establishment of truth and

the enforcement of justice. It is abundantly demonstrated in
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history that he who lives chiefly, if not wholly, for himself does

not really live at all
;
for his life, through its very selfishness,

becomes almost totally devoid of those noble opportunities, which

would make it notably worthy and widely serviceable. Hence it is

rightly pointed out in the context here that the opportunity to fight

in a just war does not readily come to all Kshattriyas. We have

already seen that we have not as y*?t got into that state of civi-

lisation and moral progress wherein we may do away with wars alto-

gether. Hence we cannot also do away with the difficulty of having

to weigh the justice of wars by simply declaring that they are all

unrighteous and inhuman. War in itself may be good or bad ; that

is not the point which is taken into consideration here. Assuming

that wars are necessary, we have to distinguish the wars that

are just from those that are not just. Although the ultimate

arbitrament of arms is still necessary in deciding certain great in-

ternational issues of civilisation, still the assured finality of morality-

and law, in the valuation and apportionment of righteousness and

justice in relation to those issues, can never be ignored by any*

human community, which aims at progress and the true bettermenfci

of man's moral and material well-being, It is, accordingly, only-

lucky and fortunate soldiers that obtain suoh highly valuable

opportunities of fighting in wars which are really just and free from*

all blame. .

ff^TT

83. If, then, you will not engage in this lawful

war, you will thereby abandon your own (natural) duty
and honoured reputation, and will thereafter acquire sin

also.

In this xloka Sri-Krishna points out how it is that men happen
to commit sin. You remember how Arjuna, in his despondent mood
of pity and sorrow, declared that, if he killed his own kindred, even

though they were atatayins, he would himself be committing sin.
1

Sri-Krishna tells us that it is never the act itself which is either sinful

or otherwise. Consequently the idea of Arjuna that killing in itself
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causes sin is wrong. Even the act of killing, under certain circum-

stances, may not give rise to sin at all, while under other circum-

stances it may very well give rise to sin. The only way in which a

man commits sin is by violating his duty, that is, either by wantonly

not doing his duty or by wantonly doing what is not his duty. If

killing becomes the duty of a man, and he kills accordingly, he does

not thereby commit any sin ; but if, when killing has not become bis

duty, he nevertheless kills, then he surely sins. Thus it is in the

violation of duty that we have to find the real source and cause of

sin. Whatever may happen to be a man's position in life, he has

certain well recognised duties associated therewith. It goes without

saying that all people cannot occupy the same position in life; nor can

all people have to do the same kind of work in life. For the progress

of society, why, for the very maintenance of its life, it is necessary

that all its varied and manifold functions must be performed by

all sorts and conditions of men, possessing various kinds of apti-

tudes and qualifications. If it so happens that a certain man,

in the performance of his duty, has to do a kind of work, which in

itself may not be under all circumstances very desirable, then

to hold that such a man in doing his duty commits any sin

in any manner is altogether wrong and untenable. One of the

most famous episodes in the Nahabharata distinctly gives expres-

sion to this view of duty ; and that episode is that of Dharmavyadha

or the Dutiful Hunter, who lived the life of a butcher and was

still held in honour as a great seer and wise preceptor. So great was

he, that, from him, many are said to have learnt wisdom for the

guidance of their lives aright. To many of us the life of the butcher

will naturally seem to be full of cruelty and harshness and sin.

But if the butcher does his work of butchery under the belief that

he is thereby doing his duty, and that it is his appointed function in

life to do that work, then surely he does not commit any sin. This is

exactly what that story is intended to demonstrate to us. No

action is or ever can be in itself sinful, so long as it is done as duty.

We may now take note of the relation that is, in this sloka, under-

stood to exist between dharma and klrti. It is the performance of a

man's own duties in life, in the very manner in which they ought

to be performed, that really gives him his good name and reputation

for honour. In other words, the good name of a man is dependent
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ultimately upon the goodness of his life, which consists so largely

in his doing all his duties in life in the manner in which they ought

to be done. To lose such a good name, therefore, inevitably means

the giving up or the misdoing of our duties in life. Otherwise, the

loss of one's reputation for honour and worthiness is almost impossi-

ble. It may, however, strike some of you that sometimes unworthy

men manage to acquire a good reputation. It does indeed so happen

sometimes. But it is not this kind of undeserved good name, this

false reputation, which is possessed by an unworthy man, that is

really denoted by the word klrti. By this word we understand thafe

reputation, which a man secures in due accordance with what he

merits, his merit itself being determined by the way in which ha

has been performing his duties in life.

34. Moreover, (all) beings will attribute unto you
eternal disgrace ; and, in the case of a man of honour,.

disgrace (as an evil) transcends (even) death.

I have tried to point out to you what I consider to be the true

relation between one's good name and one's proper performance of

duty in life. Therefore, in the light of this rational relation, there can

be nothing strange in the idea that, in losing our well-merited good

name, we must be in some manner or other courting sin, although it is

true enough that worthy men are often unrighteously censured quite

as much as unworthy men are undeservedly honoured and praised.

Accordingly, the eternal disgrace of an evil reputation for unright-

eousness is what all men of honour are expected to dread much more

intensely than they may ever dread death. We ought not to misa

to note here that Sri-Krishna does not mean to teach that death is a

thing which is after all really to be dreaded ; in fact He urges that,

while there is surely nothing to be afraid of in relation to death, the

infamy of disgrace and dishonour is so much worse than death that

it is not at all easy not to be afraid of it. In the case of the large

majority of men, their death happens generally to be the last thing

-we hear about them ; after that event very little is indeed thought of
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about them. It has also to be remembered that, very often, when

life itself is unpleasant and full of difficulties and hard trials, weak

men manage to get out of such an annoying situation by courting

death, which, they hope, would act as a relief to them. And there

is further the case in which death is courted by the strong and

worthy man of honour in preference to disgrace and dishonour. In

these cases death does not wash off surely either the discredit of th&

failure or the dishonour of the disgrace ;
still it is possible to hold

that, in the oblivion of death, the pangs of failure and dishonour may
not remain to be keenly felt. Whatever may be the true nature of

what is commonly spoken of as the oblivion of death, it is evident,

from what we have been already told, that the unrighteous unduti-

fulness, which gives rise to failure, disgrace and dishonour, does not

become ineffective or inoperative as a matter of course after death.

To dread disgrace and dishonour more than death is not, therefore,

mere sentiment and honourable chivalry ; for, as we have seen, this

greater dread of dishonour is very well founded on reason and on

the well-ascertained truth, that deserved dishonour can indeed

deprive even death of ir,s power of consolation.

3^ II

35. The warriors of the great chariot will think of

you as having kept back from the battle through fear
;

and having been highly thought of by them (till now),

you will (hereafter) meet with disregard (in their estima-

tion).

Once a man begins to lose his reputation, there is no knowing

when those who judge him will do so rightly, that is, give him

only just as much of discredit as he really deserves. Ordinarily

what happens in life is that, when we begin to think ill of a

man, we think very ill of him, and when we begin to think well of a

man, we similarly think very well of him. There is thus a natural'

tendency in most of us to exaggerate the merits as well as the

demerits of others. When the critics, who are in this manner prone

to exaggerate the merits as well as the demerits of those whom
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they judge and criticise, are given to understand that a war-

rior, whose duty it was to fight in a just war, kept back from it

somehow, they will then attribute to the desisting warrior much

.worse motives than those which must really have actuated him. As

a result those, who were in the habit of thinking highly of him, will

thereafter begin to think very lightly of him. Although Sri-Krishna

knew that it was not out of fear and cowardice that Arjuna at that

time declined to fight in the war, still the heroes assembled in the

battle-field would naturally attribute his disinclination to fear and

to cowardice. To a chivalrous man of honour it must always be

very painful to fall in the estimation of his equals. Most of you

must be familiar with the well known Brahminical benediction

, according to which.it is conceived to be one

of the best of blessings to bestow on a man, to wish that he may
have the highest reputation among his equals. They say that it

requires a poet to appreciate poetry well and accurately. Similarly

it indeed requires a true hero to appreciate heroism truly. Therefore

it cannot but be highly painful for any heroic warrior to lose his

reputation for prowess and heroism among his own equals.

36. Your enemies, decrying your prowess, will,

moreover, give out many unspeakable scandals (about

you). Indeed, what is there more painful than this ?

If it is painful to fall in the estimation of our equals, it must be

much more so to become the subject of scandalous talk among our

enemies. An unworldly ascetic, when treated in that manner by

those who hate him for some reason or other, may let them do and

say as they like, feeling all the while that, in spite of them and all

their scandals, he is ever bound to be what he is in reality. But, in

the ease of a chivalrous Kshattriya and warrior of reputation, to be

declared by his enemies to be a soldier, who has no capacity and no

prowess, must certainly be most galling and painful to put up with.

The pain caused by having to kill the enemies in battle is almost

nothing, when compared with the pain due to the disgrace caused
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by the spread of such scandals. We may now observe that, after

drawing the attention of Arjuna to the immortality of the soul and

the unreasonableness of his pity and sorrow, Sri-Krishna very

rightly pointed out to him that the opportunity to fight in a just

war is indeed the grandest that may ever befall a Kshattriya.

Such an opportunity comes to him but rarely ; and when it does

come, the Kshattriya, who misses it, neglects his duty, and

thereby not only incurs loss of reputation but also becomes

assuredly tainted with sin. In this loss of reputation, there is

something which is certain to be so painful to a chivalrous Kshatt-

riya as to induce him rather to die than to suffer in name and fame

in that manner. His equals, who really know his prowess and his

capacity best, will, nevertheless, be apt to declare that he kept back

from the work of war through fear and cowardice ; and what is

worse still, even his inferiors his very enemies will say that, as a

soldier, he has neither courage nor capacity. It is therefore but

natural that Sri-Krishna called upon Arjuna to compare carefully

the effect of his doing his duty in battle with that of his proposed

renunciation and ascetic retirement and surrender of duty.

37. In case you are slain (in battle), you will go to

Svarga ; or, if you prove victorious, you will enjoy (the

sovereignty of) the earth. Therefore, arise, O Arjuna,

with the settled determination to fight (in the war).

There is a direct appeal made to the self-loving instinct of

Arjuna in this sloka. The reference to the possible loss of Arjuna's

reputation among bis equals, who might think that he fled away

from the battle-field through fear and cowardice, and to the unspeak-

able scandals, which his enemies might spread about him, is indeed

much like an appeal to his self-love. And here in this sloka the
f

appeal to self-love is even more direct. Please observe how Sri-

Krishna has come down from the highest and the most unselfish

metaphysical moral position of the immortality of the soul to the

lowest and the most selfish argument that may be urged to induce
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a man like Arjuna to do his duty. The meaning of such a marked

descent from the high platform of the immortality of the soul to this

appeal to self-love is to be found in the great anxiety of Sri-Krishna

to see that Arjuna anyhow did his duty, and thus became free from

the taint of undutifulness and sin. The exhaustion of selfishness

through selfishness is certainly not unknown to the methods of moral

discipline maintained in human societies. Some even hold that sel-

fishness alone can counteract selfishness. Nevertheless, selfishness,

as a motive for the doing of duty, is not certainly so good as the

conviction, arising out of the realisation of the immortality and essen-

tial freedom of the soul, that these alone constitute the foundation

on which the obligatoriness of duty moat securely rests. If you are

convinced of the immortality of the soul and of its essential freedom,

and if you base your reasoning regarding duty on that conviction,

then it logically becomes a matter of absolute necessity for you to do

your duty in life irrespective of all consequences to yourself. Indeed,

the whole course of the ethical conduct of man in life may be

made to rest ultimately on this great truth of the freedom and the

immortality of the soul. Nevertheless, philosophical considerations of

this kind are often so very much withdrawn from actual life, that

many people do not attach much importance to them. So far as the

practical living of life and the performance of its duties are concerned,

what a man has unavoidably to take into consideration is mainly the

relation between his own interests and the interests of the other

people with whom his life is in any manner connected. And so long

as there is no open clashing between his own interests and the

interests of these other people, he may well feel assured ordi-

narily that his own conduct is just and wise and good. Every

man is equally free to make the best use of his own endowments

and opportunities ; and this in itself clearly indicates to us that the

sphere of one man's activities should in no way unfavourably

overlap the sphere of another man's activities. In this way the

selfishness of one man does indeed tend to chock the harmfulness

arising out of the selfishness of another man. Moreover, in the

case of the same man, it is possible for the larger and the more

comprehensive self-interest to supersede the smaller and the more

immediate selfishness. Conduct, therefore, may easily be judged

either from the standpoint of interest and convenience, or from the

14
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standpoint of the metaphysical foundations of morality. The manner

in which men judge it, is generally dependent upon their own predi-

lections as determined by their culture and their natural tempera-

ment. To the truly philosophical mind it will naturally appear

that to judge conduct from any standpoint other than that of its

metaphysical foundations is both unsound and improper. If, on the

other hand, the standpoint of interest and convenience is adopted

in judging conduct, then also it becomes possible for a man to know

how to live a convenient life, which is, as far as possible, free from

strife and from all avoidable endurance and infliction of suffering.

But such a life will be always devoid of inspiration and of the light

of tbe larger love, for the mere reason that the whole structure of it

is based on nothing higher or nobler than mere self-love.

s

Sri-Krishna placed before Arjuna both these ways of looking at

tbe philosophy of conduct. He first told him how he may look at

conduct and judge its worthiness or otherwise from the standpoint

of high metaphysical ethics. And then He drew his attention to

the other standpoint of convenience and interest, from which also

conduct may well be examined and judged to be good or bad. Quite

immediately, however, He pointed out to Arjuna that this latter

standpoint is not always a safe one to adopt. It is too empirical to

be properly correlated to the underlying reality of life and its true

purpose. In one of the previous s/o&as, Sri-Krishna told Arjuna

that he would be committing sin if he did not do his duty, and then

drew his attention to certain motives of self-love which at least

ought to have induced him to do his duty well. Here we have

to remember that it had been clearly declared to him beforehand

that duty is done best only when it is done in its own interest ;

and he had accordingly been given to understand that he would

be committing sin, even if he did well all his duties, when their

doing was due to motives of self-love. The motive in the mind,

with which a man does his duty, is a powerful factor in determin-

ing whether he has committed or avoided sin in the doing of

it. A man cannot rightly maintain that, simply because he has

performed his duties in life well, as judged from outside, he is inevit-

ably free from all sin. To be free from all sin, two things are neces-

sary, namely, the externally proper performance of one's duties in life
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and also the total absence of internal motives of self-love in relation

to such a performance thereof. Therefore, where self-love prompts

one to live the life of duty, one ought to endeavour to rise above its

influence to make sure that that life of his is indeed worthily lived.

Self-love may be permitted to prompt, but should not be allowed to

dominate, the performance of duty in the life of any man who is

earnestly in search of the salvation of self-liberation and God-

attainment.

i ii \t ii

38. Therefore, treating alike pleasure and pain,

gain and loss, and victory and defeat, get ready for the

fight. Thus, you will not acquire sin.

In this connection, one point, which has always struck me as

specially interesting, is to see how, after having descended from the

high platform of the immortality of the soul to an appeal to

Arj una's self-love, Sri-Krishna again endeavoured to lift him up to the

lofty level of absolutely unselfish ethics, and declared to him that, if

he did not do his duty in life with motives that were free from all

selfishness, he would be certainly committing sin. In the case of all

men, whose lives have a more or less marked bearing on public

welfare, there are two things which we have to take into consideration

in judging their conduct in life ; and those two things are, firstly, to

know whether they have actually performed their duties well, and,

secondly, to knoiv with what motives they have performed them.

As long as they do well the actual work which is expected of them

as duty, no harm can arise from their conduct to public welfare,

whatever may be the motive actuating them to do their duty well.

But so far as the future welfare of their own souls is concerned,

it is sure to become wrecked, if that motive is not altogether dis-

interested and unselfish. When Sri Krishna appealed to Arjuna's

lower selfish motives to induce him to perform his duty, He evidently

wanted to impress upon Arjuna that the great work of vindicating

justice, which was to be carried out by means of the war, ought not

to remain unaccomplished for the simple reason that he could not
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understand the nature of duty aright, and therefore would not fighfc

like a true Kshattriya. Sri-Krishna very naturally wanted to see that

this work of vindicating justice was carried out anyhow, even by

means of an appeal, if necessary, to the low selfish motives of Arjuna.

But He felt it to be at the same time incumbent upon Him to let

Arjuna know that, if he undertook to fight in the war with the lower

motives of selfishness, he might well enough be doing what was

expected of him as a Kshattriya warrior, but would, nevertheless,

be causing the degradation of his own soul and endangering the

chances of its illumination and emancipation. Everywhere it so

happens, that socialiwelfare is considerably less affected by the wrong

motives of those who perform their duties well, than by the non-

performance or wrong performance of their duties themselves by

others. It is not of course intended to be denied here that, when

selfishness pollutes the very fountain-source of all good conduct, any

thing like the proper performance of duty, even as judged from a

purely external standpoint, becomes very difficult of accomplishment.

It is almost a contradiction in terms to say that there can be such a

thing at all as the selfish performance of satisfactory duty. Never-

theless, we can easily distinguish the life, the correctness whereof is

due to self-interest, from that other life, the worthiness of which is

the result of the unselfish sense of duty. To acquire such a sense of

duty, one has to rise above all personal desires and aversions by

becoming free from the misleading influence of pleasure and pain,

of gain and loss, of victory and defeat, which do not deserve to be

adopted as trustworthy psychological means for the determination

of the true ethics of conduct. Only thus may one avoid sin.

3RTT cf[j-

39. This, that you have been told (so far), is the

view as relating to Saiikhya ;
and listen (now) to this

(other), as corresponding to Yoga, by adopting which

view (in life) you will get rid of the bondage of karma.

Our well-known commentaries on the Gltoit explain the word

sankhya here by jnana, and the word yoga by batman. It seems
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to be fairly generally understood that sahkhya and yoga do not here

denote the two systems of Hindu philosophy that commonly go by

those names. It appears to me that sankhya and yoga here mean

more or less what are in the English language denoted by 'theory'

and 'practice'. Indeed the two systems of philosophy going by

these names may themselves be conceived to be related to each

other as theory and practice. Up to this point Sri-Krishna was

urging upon the attention of Arjuna what may well be called the

speculative or the theoretical aspect of what He considered to be

the true philosophy of conduct ; and now He begins to teach him

how this theory is to be worked out in practice, how the results of

His speculative reasoning are to be applied to the actual guidance

of man's daily life in society. Merely to justify and urge motiveless

good conduct, such as is absolutely free from all selfishness, is not

enough to enable men to live their lives well in practice. I have

often heard it said that what is known as disinterested action is

utterly impossible. Sometimes, however, some men are seen to be

willing to grant more readily that such a thing as disinterested

malevolence is possible as well as observable in the world of their

own social surroundings. Nevertheless, even these are often prone to

maintain that, so far as the doing of good in life is concerned, such

a thing as disinterested benevolence is both impossible and un-

known. The very fact, that Sri-Krishna has commanded the motive-

less and unselfish performance of duty, as the best means by which

one may become free from sin, shows that He must have believed

in the perfect possibility of such a performance of duty. How,

then, are men to acquire the power to do their duties thus ? This

is the question which is here taken up for consideration.

Sri-Krishna was undoubtedly of opinion that the immortality of

the soul and the possibility of absolutely disinterested action are both

practically demonstrable. If they could not be so demonstrated, the

whole of the speculative teaching of ethics, which Sri-Krishna gave to

Arjuna, would prove to be a baseless fabric of no practical value. If

we hold a metaphysical position, which is incapable of actual demon-

stration by practical application, and build thereon an ethical

theory of conduct that is impossible of being adopted in life, and if

by means of such metaphysical and ethical ideas we try to guide
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our lives aright, then our endeavour cannot but prove to be anything

other than futile altogether. It cannot be therefore hard for us to

see how it is a matter of very great importance to demonstrate practi-

cally the true immortality of the soul and the possibility of motive-

lessness in relation to the performance of duties in life. That is

evidently why Sri-Krishna, after expounding at some length the

theory underlying the ethical problem of conduct, began to give to

Arjuna the teaching in regard to the practical application of that

theory to life, so that thereby men might learn well the art of

living their lives aright, and the truth of the theory itself might

have the scope of being tested by the criterion of actual expe-

rience. Hence it is that, if we understand the yoga, or the

practical application to life, of this theory of sinless conduct,

we become free from the bondage of karma. I have already

mentioned to you briefly what this bondage of karma means. The

Sanskrit word karman commonly means work, and includes also

in its significance the internal impress, which every work that we

do leaves upon our constitution, so as to affect our nature physically*

mentally and morally. This internal impress, which is due to the

life that we live, is further conceived to be transmissible from embodi-

ment to embodiment in the course of the soul's career of reincarna-

tion; and all our inherited internal tendencies and potencies are indeed

explained to arise in this manner. In fact such transmitted tenden-

cies themselves keep the soul imprisoned in matter ; and unless

they are annihilated, there can be no liberation of the soul from the

prison-house of matter and the bondage of karma. Utter unselfishness

alone can cause the required annihilation of these bondage-compelling

tendencies : and to attain the summum bonum of the soul's emanci-

pation, we have inevitably to learn how to live the life of unselfish

virtue and dutiful righteousness. How this is to be done, is taught

in what constitutes the yoga or the practical application of the

philosophy of conduct as propounded by Sri-Krishna.

40. Here, there is no loss of effort put forth, and

there is no reverse through obstruction. Even a little

Of this moral virtue delivers (one) from great fear.
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What Sri-Krishna means here by the word dharma seems to me
to be clearly the moral virtue of the discipline of unselfishness. His

opinion distinctly is that we need not be afraid that, in endeavouring

to put His theoretical teachings regarding the philosophy of conduct

into actual practice, no good will result unto us until we successfully

go through the whole course of the proposed discipline. There are of

course cases, in which we cannot derive the particular good that we

have in view, until we actually reach the very end of the work which

aims at securing it. We are, however, told that, in the case of this parti-

cular moral discipline, it is not so. It is not necessary here to wait

till we reach the very end in our attempt to put theory into prac-

tice, before we begin to see that we have been able to realise some

good from such an attempt. Whatever small success we achieve

in our attempt, and howsoever little we move along in the line of

the moral discipline indicated by this theory of metaphysical ethics,

to that extent our endeavour is sure to fructify in increasing our

moral strength and improving our fitness for freedom and for self-

realisation. There is also another noteworthy point about this

course of discipline, in that there is really no serious obstacle in

the way of our adopting it more or less successfully in practical life,

inasmuch as no obstacle and no opposing force of any kind can here

compel the aspirant to retrace his steps and thus make him lose

the advantage of any progress which he may have already accom-

plished. Since there is no turning back in the march of this moral

discipline, and no step forward that is either aimlessly or uselessly

taken, it surely must have the power of delivering us from great

fear and leading us on nearer and nearer to our divinely appointed

goal of self-realisation and God-attainment. As a matter of fact every

theory of conduct, which rests on the sure foundation of truth

ascertained philosophically, must possess these characteristics in

relation to its fitness to be put well into actual practice by all aspiring

persons. Indeed such a theory, if good and true, must naturally be

well suited for adoption by all sorts of persona who are of varying

capacities and in different conditions of life. From its very nature

having to be such, it follows that it must be capable of strengthening

every man who adopts it to some extent, and of strengthening the

best of men to the [extent of enabling them to win their salvation

through realising the whole truth of all the already mentioned
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theoretical conclusions regarding duty and righteousness. The

philosophy, which is too complex to be securely put into practice

by weak man, may, through its very want of simplicity, be easily

ma8e out to be mostly unrelated to truth and unfounded on reality.

II tf^ II

41. Arjuna, that disposition, the nature where-

of is characterised by persevering effort, is (always)

one (and the same) here. The dispositions of those, who
are wanting in persevering effort, are many-branched

and endless.

With this sloka begins the teaching of Sri-Krishna to Arjuna

as to how it is possible for men to realise in actual life the two-

fundamental theoretical considerations on which the whole of His

philosophy of conduct is made to rest. The first of these two consi-

dered conclusions is, as you know, that the soul is immortal ; and

the second is that absolutely unselfish and disinterested action is

perfectly possible. In speaking of the practical realisabiliby of both

tbese theoretical positions, Sri-Krishna at first took the latter into

consideration. The reason for this is, that that; same discipline,

which is needed to enable us to do well our duties in life in an alto-

gether disinterested manner, if carried to a still higher point of

perfection, will lead us also to the realisation of the immateriality

and the consequent immortality of the soul. The idea that is specially

brought out in this sloka is, that the mind which perseveringly puts

forth effort becomes more andmore capableof concentration, and thus

more and more powerful in discovering truth and in sustaining the

righteous life. The moral value of steady and well-aimed effort consists

in its enabling the mind to be firm and keeping it free from all those

deviations that are caused by temptations. If we use our mental

energy fully for the performance of our duties, it thereby becomes pos-

sible for us to succeed to a large extent in commanding the needed

power 'for concentrating the mind. If the mind is allowed to be

unengaged, the resulting tendency is to make it idly busy and prone to

court and yield to temptations of ail sorts. Therefore, in the case of the
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man, who wishes to maintain his mind in one and the same condition

always, the first requisite is that his mind should perseveringly put

forth well-aimed effort, and should not be allowed to wander from

motive to motive and object to object. Accordingly Sri-Krishna

began to give this teaching of the yoga, or the practical application,

of His theory of right conduct, with the enunciation of the great

moral and intellectual value of persevering mental effort, whereby,

through increased power of attention and mental concentration

and self-control, man is gradually helped on to perceive the reality

of truth and the righteousness of duty. It is indeed wonderful to-

note how so much of human morality and human wisdom is

dependent upon man's power of sustained mental effort and con-

centration of attention. There is no greater enemy to man's moral

progress than having to live an aimless life of indolent inaction.

That strenuous action is necessary for the achievement of man's-

material progress is very generally established beyond doubt by the

experience of all human communities ; and yet it may not be quite

easy to see that, in the absence of well-directed and well-main-

tained mental endeavour, men are apt to miss the very purpose of

their embodied existence, and can never hope to aim at, and achieve

in the end, the emancipation of their enslaved souls. Therefore,

all those, who seek to advance along the path of moral and spiritual

evolution, so that they may in the end reach the divine goal of

soul-salvation through self-realisation and God-realisation, have

at once to take care that their lives are devoted, with a notable

singleness of purpose, to the unceasing performance of high and

noble duties unselfishly undertaken and unselfishly accomplished.

How these ideas are further worked out by Srf-Krishria in His

philosophy of conduct, we shall try to learn in our next class.

viii

In our last class we not only dealt with the concluding part

of the teaching that is denoted hi this chapter of the Gitd by the

name of sdnkhya, but also just began to take into consideration

the teaching connected with what is therein called in contrast aa

yoga. I explained to you then that the words sdnkhya and yoga

are respectively used in that context in the sense of
'

specula-

tive theory" and
'

practical application'. The thing is, that the

15
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speculative theoretical statement of the philosophical doctrines,

which ought to determine conduct, has been first given to us, and the

practical realisation of the truth of those doctrines in the moral and

religious life of humanity is taken up next for examination and

explanation. In this already given theoretical statement of the

doctrines bearing upon the philosophy of conduct, there are certain

important points, which we have particularly to remember. The
first of these is the point with which Sri-Krisbria actually started

the discussion ; it is the great truth of the immortality of the

soul. Then our attention was drawn to the question of why it is

that the soul, which is immaterial, immutable and immortal, and

is therefore intrinsically free and essentially different from matter,

becomes confined in a material embodiment. We have been told,

in this connection, that it is the tendency of almost all embodied

beings to be attracted by pleasure and repelled by pain, and that

this tendency itself is responsible for the imprisonment of their

souls in matter. To yield to this tendency is to strengthen more and

more what we may call the potential involution of karma from

re-incarnation to re-incarnation. The successiva course of the

soul's continued re-iacarnatioa in embodiment after embodiment is

caused by the karma which is so produced and accumulated ; and

this is another point of importance in Srl-Krishria's theory of

conduct. Karma, accordingly, helps the continuance of the soul's

bondage in matter. But what is it that originated this bondage ?

Here naturally crops up the question of the commencement of

karma, and I request your permission to digress a little to be able to

deal with this question. Karma is held to be anadi, which really

maans that we cannot succeed in finding out its beginning. This

fact, that we cannot discover the beginning of karma, is no reason

why we should not believe in its existence and in its effects. For in-

stance, we cannot deny the existence of a river forsthe mere reason

that its origin is not known to us. We are told that, in the same

manner, we cannot deny the existence of karma, the truth whereof is

as we know, so well vouched for by our experience, merely because

we cannot discover how and why it is that the immaterial and im-

mortal soul first came to be materially embodied so as to be affected

by karma. How and why it is that the soul first became entangled
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in a material embodiment, is a problem to which no conclusively

satisfactory answer can be given. But the answer which is some-

times given, and which surely cannot be said to be altogether unsatis-

factory, is well worthy of being taken into consideration by us. And

that answer is, that God, who is responsible for the creation of this

universe and the existence of us all therein our souls and our

embodiments included must have in the beginning conceived that it

was desirable to make the souls stronger and more self-reliant than

they were in their insulated condition of absolute separation from

matter. With the object of subjecting them to the requisite discipline

to make them stronger and more self-reliant, He introduced them

into this material world of pains and pleasures, of temptations and

trials, and of successes and failures, so that by struggling in such a

world it may become possible for them to equip themselves with

the needed capacity to overcome all such obstacles as may stand

in the way of their regaining their innate luminosity and freedom

through complete self-realisation. It is much like sending a young

man to a gymnasium, so that he may therein receive such bodily

training and discipline as will make him strong enough to overcome

physical trials and muscular opposition easily. By placing this

view of the matter before you, I do not want it to be understood that

it is either philosophically conclusive or otherwise well established.

If, however, we believe in a God who is responsible for this universe

being what it is, and if further we believe that, as the very laws of

nature indicate, the organization of the universe is teleologically

purposive, that everything therein works towards an appointed

end, and that unfailing harmony is in fact the underlying plan

of the universe, then this explanation as to why it is that the soul

at first became entangled in a material body cannot be easily pro-

nounced to be unmeaning or absurd. Anyhow, it appears to be

evident that to yield to the tendencies of desire and aversion caused

by pleasure and pain is apt to give rise to that binding influence of

karma, which compels the continuance of the soul's imprisonment in

matter. And yet our tendencies of desire and aversion are themselves

due to the contact of the soul with its material embodiment. Thus

karma, which is itself an effect of the soul being embodied, is further

conceived to be the cause of the continuance of its embodied state,

the causa which carries it from re-incarnation to re-incarnation.
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Whether this way of accounting for the origin of what is called

our karma-pravaha or
'

stream of karma' is satisfactory or not, it is

clear thai; we have ample evidence to show that there is really

such a thing as the 'stream of kanm' observable in the universe.

Its existence and reality may be demonstrated in various ways,

through observation as well as reasoning. We find that in this

world all men are not born with the same advantages, with the

same capacities or the same innate endowments. And we may
well say with the Vedantin that this sort of congenital difference

between different individuals is due to their previous karmi. In

holding such a position we become able, as the Vadanta distinctly

declares, to guard the unerring justice of God, who is our Creator,

from the jarring imputation of unaccountable partialities and predi-

lections. In accordance with the law of karma, it is we that

make or mar ourselves, although that law itself is ordained by God.

There are, moreover, certain things connected with what may be

called the natal potency of man, which heredity alone cannot explain

in a fully satisfactory manner. For instance, the man of genius

is not always born out of a line of ancestors who have themselves

been geniuses ; more often he is what they call a freak of nature.

How are we to account for this freak ? The reign of law in nature

has been recognised to be so universal and so predominant that it

has become quite impossible for us in these days to think of her as

being given to indulge in freaks at all. Therefore, the man of genius

is a freak of nature only in the sense that he comes into existence

very rarely and in a manner which we cannot easily comprehend.

When we understand that nature works always in accordance with

laws, then even her genius-generating freak has to be traced to the

operation of some law other than or over ani above the inadequate

law of heredity. If we conceive the impressed potency of the

endowment of the man of genius to be the result of the accumulated

karma of his previous embodied lives, it will be easy for us to see

how such a potency may occasionally assert itself against the limita-

tions of physical and physiological heredity. Karma can account

for instinct quite as well as heredity does ; and even when heredity

is chosen in preference to karma to explain the origin of animal

instincts, we have inevitably to believe in the transmissibility of

physiologically impressed potentialities from generation to generation.
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It cannot be hard to sea that the value of practice in all our

courses of training, and tha very efficacy of education as known to

us, are dependent upon the fact that every thought we think, every

feeling we experience, and every deed we do, leaves its impress

more or less permanently on our inner nature. Considerations like

these ought to enable us to know that the
'

stream of karma '

really

exists, und that the law of karma may be proved to be well founded

upon ascertained truth.

The next important point in the philosophy of conduct as ex-

pounded by Sri-Krishna relates to the connected problems concern-

ing duty and sin. We have been able to learn that Sri Krishna is

of opinion that it is, under no circumstances whatsoever, possible for

any man to gat over the obligation of having to do his duty. In this

connection we have had to see how the life of every man who lives

in society has necessarily an individual as well as a social aspect.

The former of these two aspects is largely confined to himself,

while the latter is more or less intimately related to the com-

prehensive life of the society as a whole. We have had further to

see in this connection that the obligation of duty arises in the life

of every man in relation to both these aspects of it ; and duty itself

is accordingly classified by some as duty to self and duty to society.

What is demanded of us is that we should understand that the

socially, or the more comprehensively, serviceable aspect of the life

of a man is really more important than the individually, or the more

limitedly, serviceable aspect thereof. In other words, a man's duty
to society should never be allowed to be set aside by his duty to

himself. Now let us examine the position of Arjuna in this light.

He was a Kshattriya born in a royal family and trained to be a

warrior. Moreover, he had to fill an assigned place in an army as

one of its laading commanders, He had thus his duties as a soldier

and a prince. You know that the duties of such a soldier and prince

have necessarily a large social value ; for it is by the performance

of those duties by such persons in an appropriate manner that the

very maintenance of order becomes possible in society. Without

the fighting force of the soldier in reserve and ready for use, none

of the known tendencies of common undisciplined people in favour

of disobedience and disorder can be induced to fall easily into the
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line of restrained order and peaceful progress. Therefore Arjuna's

obligations as a great soldier could not at all be allowed to be

superseded by his obligations as a relation or friend or diaciple.

The man who does not do the duty, which is required of him for

maintaining the welfare of society, and still lives with ease in that

society as one of its protected members, cannot certainly be said to be

leading a really worthy or virtuous life. Hence it is that it became

the inevitable duty of Arjuna to fight in the war. And if he declined

to perform such a duty, which was so obligatory, he would

surely be commibting sin. That sin can and does arise only from

neglect of duty may thus be made abundantly clear. We shall learn

later on that the determination of a man's duties in life is itself

dependent upon the qualifications which he possesses for the per-

formance of one or other of the various kinds of work required for

supporting and sustaining the healthy life of society and civilisation.

But let me now draw your attention to the great fact that the

sdnkhya teaching of the theory of conduct, as given here, declares

emphatically that it is inevitably obligatory on every man to do

whatever happens to be his duty in life, whether it be pleasant or

unpleasant, agreeable or disagreeable, or high or low in the estima-

tion of the common people who are generally unwise and unthinking.

Accordingly, it is only by doing his duty well that a man saves

himself from the danger of becoming a sinner. No work, which is

done as duty, can in itself pollute a man with sin.

There is one other matter of importance in connection with

this question of the intrinsic sinlessness of duty. This other matter

relates to the motive with which a man has to do his duty, if there-

by he wishes to save his soul from sin and enable it to become

emancipated and blissful. We have seen that, so far as externally

ascertainable social welfare is concerned, it is much more important

to see that all men and women do their respective duties correctly

in life than to spy into the personal motives which actuate them in

the performance of those duties. It is not that the example of

selfishly done duty is not unwholesome and infectious ; nor is it

unhesitatingly admitted by this that the perfect performance of duty

is possible even with selfish motives working strongly from within.

Nevertheless, in so far as the outer work of society is concerned, it
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does not matter with what motives people do their duties, so long as

the work they have to do is carried out well enough. But in so far as

securing the sinlessness of man and the salvation of his soul is

concerned, it is certainly necessary for him to make sure that he does

his duties not only in the manner in which they are externally

expected to be done, but also absolutely without any selfish

motive of any kind actuating him from within. Otherwise, even

duty will tend to produce sin and thus strengthen and confirm

the bondage of the soul. In this theoretical exposition of tha

philosophy of conduct, four important principles are therefore to be

taken note of by us : and they are (1) the immortality of the soul,

(2) karma and its work in regard to the soul's material bondage, (3)

the obligatoriness of the performance of duty on the part of all, and

(4) the necessity of utter unselfishness in respect of the motives

actuating the performance of the duty which is so obligatory. After

enabling Arjuna to know that the soul is immaterial, immortal and

eternal, and that pleasures and pains are due to the association of

the immaterial soul with matter in the embodied condition of its

incarnation, and that this association is itself due to karma,

Sri-Krishna taught him how he might, if he chose, destroy the

material bondage of the soul, and thus enable it to realise its own

true and blissful immortality. Our success in achieving this end of life

is dependent upon the power we have to perform all our duties in life

in an absolutely unselfish manner regardless of all resulting pleasures

and pains. By acquiring a strong will-power, it becomes possible for

people to rise above the influence of pleasures and plains. Anyhow,
we have to learn that our title is only to perform our work in life,

whatever that may happen to be, and that we have no title at all to

claim as our own the results which accrue from our performing our

duties well. It is not therefore unnatural that special stress is laid

here on the necessity of selflessness even in connection with the

doing of duty.

It is now the time to answer the objection that the manner, in

which Arjuna was induced to fight in the great war by means of an

argument based on the immortality of the soul, is equally suited to

justify the killing of men even by dacoits and murderers. It has been

said that, if a soldier may kill men in battles because their souls are
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immortal, the murderer also may freely commit murder for the reason

that the soul of the murdered person is similarly immortal. Such an

objection is known to have been raised by a Christian bishop against

the ethical teaching given in the Glta. In the case of the soldier, who

fights in a just war, killing has become his duty. Does the act of

murder ever become the duty of the murderer ? Even the murderer

himself cannot think that it ever does. The next point for us to

consider here is whether the murderer, in actually commit-

ting the murder, is free from all attachment to the results

accruing therefrom. There is invariably in him some unhealthy

motive of some kind roused by anger and selfishness, which impels

him to do his murderous deed. Some acquisition of pleasure or

avoidance of pain or some foul revenge is at the bottom of the act

of murder committed by the murderer. Contrast this condition of

the mind of the murderer with that of the soldier, who kills his

enemies in battle, because it has become his inevitable duty to do so.

Then you will see how Sri-Krishna's argument regarding the ethics

of conduct, which is based on the immortality of the soul and also on

karma and duW and unselfishness, is not applicable at all to the

murderer in the same manner in which it is applicable to the true

soldier. This sort of objection against the teaching given in the Glta

is due to both mental and moral impatience on the part of the

objector, and is invariably raised without taking into consideration

the whole of Sri-Krishna's argument and the continuity of thought

which runs through it. It is an essential part of the ethical teaching

contained in Sri- Krishna's theory of the philosophy of conduct that

duty done as duty without any selfish motive of any kind can never

give rise to sin. It is only thus that the soldier, who does his duty

well and unselfishly in war by killing and routing his enemies, does

not thereby become tainted with sin, even though that duty of his

happens to be nothing short of the free and fierce infliction of death

on others. The demonstrable immortality of the soul and its essential

difference from matter are shown to lead us logically to the obliga-

toriness involved in the doing of duty ; and when that duty happens

to be the infliction of death, the established immortality of the soul

takes away the terror of death very largely, and makes it possible

for men to realise further that, in doing the duty of inflicting death

with absolute freedom from the taint of selfishness, no true soldier
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ever destroys anything like the destiny of the soul of him on whom
death is inflicted ; and it goes without saying that such a soldier

does not pollute himself with sin. Death dealt out justly to him,

who deserves death, does not foil the future of his soul ; nor can such

infliction of death pollute the dutiful death-dealer with sin. Does

Sri-Krishna's theory of ethics, so resting on the immortality of the

soul, really tend to place the sinful murderer on the same moral plane

as the sinless soldier '? Let impartial truth answer the question.

Now in connection with the way, in which these central princi-

ples in this theory bearing on the philosophy of conduct may be

actually realised in life, we meet with two great difficulties. The

first difficulty relates to the practical realisation of the immortality

of the soul ; and the second difficulty is in relation to the actual

possibility of the performance of duties without any attachment to

results. Sri-Krishna has told us that both these cardinal points in

his philosophy, namely, the immortality of the soul and the possi-

bility of the unattached performance of duties in life, can be demon-

strated to be true in the light of the personal experience of all such

worthy and capable investigators as are fit and willing to undergo

the required discipline and to perform the needed psychological ex-

periment. Therefore, smarting with the object of demonstrating

that it is possible for men to realise the immorality of the soul

through their own personal experience, and also to acquire that

state of mental evenness whereby they may do all their duties

without any attachment to the results accruing therefrom, Sri-

Krishna began to teach the yoga or the practical procedure relating

to the application of these theoretical doctrines to men's conduct in

life. The practical endeavour to live up to such an ethical theory

is, He has told us, so valuable and so helpful to the moral progress of

mankind that even a little of it is well calculated to do them much

good. As far as our endeavour goes, and as far as we succeed therein,

so far it is a distinct gain to us. The very first thing which is neces-

sary for attaining any success in such an endeavour is to make our

minds steady ; and it is altogether impossible to have a continuously

steady mind unless we aim at, and are earnestly devoted to, the per-

formance of some work or other which has devolved upon us as our

duty. As I told you the other day, it is the mind of the idle mau

16
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that is most busy in the doing of mischief. Hence this general

proposition that has been laid down here in regard to the moral

value of unselfish endeavour, to the effect that it safeguards the mind

from wandering in response to misleading temptations. And in the

slokas, which we now take up for study, it is rightly pointed out

that it is not every kind of work that can thus steady the mind, and

that the work, the aim whereof is the selfish acquisition of pleasure

and satisfaction, can never produce this desired result. Work, which

is swayed by interest, weakens the mental stability as well as the

moral strength of the worker very naturally, for it is in the nature

of interest itself to vary from moment to moment and so to multiply

the bonds of material attachment. But that other kind of work,

which is guided by pure unselfish reason and a strong sense of duty,

markedly tends to increase the mental as well as the moral power

of the worker. Sri-Krishna has, therefore, declared that interested

work, even when done under the dictates of religion, is not so very

helpful to moral progress, and has explained that position of His by

a reference to the ritualistic religion of the Vedas, in which the per-

formance of certain sacrifices for procuring certain celestial pleasures

and enjoyments is considered to be the chief aim of man's religious

life here upon the earth. To make the mind steady and one-point-

ed, the work we undertake in life must be such as is unassociated

with selfish desires. Even where the association of interested

desires with the performance of duties is due to certain accepted

scriptural commandments even there, it is certain to strengthen

the common human tendency in favour of selfishness and thereby

undermine the high moral purpose of human life itself. This is

exactly what Sri-Krishna declares in the following slokas :

II tftf II
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42 44. Arjuna, in the case of those, who, being
attached to enjoyments and the power of lordship, have

their understanding carried away by that vainly flowery

language, which is (calculated to be) productive of birth

(through re-incarnation) and of the fruit of karma, and

is (very) varied (in import) on account of the (many)

peculiar rites (it inculcates), and which (again) is, with

a view to the acquisition of enjoyments and the power
of lordship, given out by those unwise persons, who are

ever inclined to talk about the Vedas and say that there

is nothing else, and who, with (their) nature characterised

by cupidity, are devoted to (the attainment of) Svarga

(in the case of such), the mind, characterised by

endeavour, is not fitted to be in attentive concentration.

The language which is described here as pushpita vak is that

kind of it, in relation to whioh we may, as it were, see an abundance

of flowering which leads to the yielding of no fruit in the end. It is

such language as at first sight seems to ha beautiful and true, but is,

on further examination, seen to be disappointing. Pushpita vak, I

have therefore translated as
"
vainly flowery language". It is said

that there are certain unwise and unlearned people who speak such

language. They are constantly engaged in talks and discussions

bearing on the Vedas, on their character as divine revelations, on the

value and authoritativeness of the ritualistic commandments which

they give, and so on. The reference here is clearly to the upholders

of Vedic ritualism, as distinguished from those who uphold Vedantic

self-conquest and self-realisation. By speaking of the upholders

of Vedic ritualism as unwise persons, Sri-Krishna does not wholly

condemn them ; His objection seems to have been chiefly against

those people declaring that there is no other path of worthy religi-

ous life than that of rituals and sacrifices. Sri-Krishna has taught

that there are other and even better paths. The religious life of

those who follow the Vedic path of ritualism is not a total failure

according to Him. Even these persons are considered by Him, as

we shall soon see, to be able to derive such results from their life
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of worship as are in keeping with the nature and quality of that

worship. The kind of religion and worship that one adopts here in

this life is held to be invariably a true index of the realisation that

one arrives at in the course of the progress of one's soul to its natural

and ultimate destiny. This law is commonly .spoken of in Sanskrit as

yathakratunyaya. It cannot be denied that it is possible for men to

have a higher or a lower religious realisation. And the unwise persons

here mentioned are those whose religion is such as is apt to bestow

on them a lower realisation. Therefore their ignorance consists, not in

their holding that the worship of Vedic gods by means of sacrifices

is capable of yielding unto them the results they desire, but in hold-

ing that there is no other path of worthy religious realisation, even

though their own religious life is actuated by the selfish desire for

I enjoyments and for power. They aim at Svarga, but not at moksha ;

(and

what they aim at, they achieve. Svarga, you know, is the

celestial world of the gods ; and it is considered to be much like our

earthly world, inasmuch as in it also there are, as here, pleasures

and pains, satisfactions and disappointments. It is, however, said

that the pleasures of the celestial world are more unmixed and

more delicious and ethereal in their character than our comparatively

gross ones here are. But the idea underlying moksha is a different

one ;
it is nothing short of the blissful emancipation arising from a

perfected self-realisation won by the soul which is in itself im-

material and immortal. Here the aspirant's endeavour is not

directed to the attainment of pleasure and power, as they give rise

to that force of karma which compels the naturally free and

self-luminous soul to become limited and imprisoned in matter so as

to undergo one after another a series of countless re-births. Thus

the highest good aimed at by the Vedanta is different from that

which is aimed at by Vedic ritualism. And another thing to be

noted about this path of sacrifices is, that there is an abundance of

peculiarly ritualistic work to be performed in connection with those

sacrifices. This kind of complex and many-pointed work, even when

religiously done, does not give rise to the steadiness and one-

pointedness of the mind. Therefore the minds of those, who are

attached to enjoyments and pleasures and are engaged in bestowing

attention on a multiplicity of details connected with the proper

performance of complex and laborious sacrifices, are altogether unfit
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to get into that state of one-pointed concentration, whereby both

self-conquest and self-realisation are made more and more easy for

all those who strive to attain them. It is in fact the psychological

culture of unselfishness, through the weakening of the tendencies in

favour of selfishness and through the strengthening of the controlling

and restraining power of the will, that forms the main feature of the

practical aspect of the philosophy of conduct as expounded in the

Bhagavadgita ; and it is to this highly practical problem of the

culture of unselfishness that we shall have to direct our attention in

some of our future classes.

IX

On the last occasion we were studying that portion of the Gita

wherein Sri-Krishna pointed out to Arjuna how it is that, in the

conduct of what is often called karma-yoga or the right practice of

duty, the very fact of a man having to do some unselfish work and

devoting himself in earnest to the performance of that work tends to

strengthen his power to concentrate his mind and withdraw it from

distracting influences. Sri-Krishna, you know, has laid great

stress on the fact that a man's attachment to the results of the work

that he performs is apt to distract him and to weaken his power of

mental concentration, even though that work may happen to be

what is religiously ordained. In what follows, you will observe that

this same idea is further developed and explained :

II tf ^ II

45. The Vedas have the three gunas for their

subject-matter. Do you, Arjuna, become free from the

three gunas, free from the pairs (of opposites), ever es-

tablished in sattva, free from yoga and ksliema, and

possessed of self-rnastery.

This sloka reads almost like a riddle. Here the word traigunya

means the three gunas or qualities which are conceived to belong to

the primordial matter which is known under the name of prakriti

in the Sankhya Philosophy of Kapila. These gunas are called, as
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you know, sattva, rajas and tamas. The idea underlying the concep-

tion of these three qualities or attributes is capable of being ex-

plained somewhat in the following manner. Matter is conceived

to be dull and immobile and inert, when under the domination of

the quality of tamas ; that is, all those conditions of matter wherein

inertness is most manifest are held to be due to the preponderance

of tamas. Similarly rajas represents the highly active condition of

matter, wherein it is full of enlivening and aggressive energy. And

lastly sattva represents the steady condition of balanced motion

and even life. The whole of this conception of the gunas of prakriti

is explained well in Kapila's Sankhya Philosophy in relation to the

evolution and the involution of the universe. In this system of

Hindu philosophy, a kind of primordial non -differentiated matter,

which is called by the name of midaprakriti or merely prakriti, is

conceived to form the substratum of the universe and to undergo

modifications and give rise to the various kinds and conditions of

differentiated matter.

This stanza from the Sahkhyatattva-kaumudl gives the view of

Kapila in regard to the ultimate as well as the proximate principles

that one may arrive at on analysing the whole universe as known

to man. The primordial prakriti is thus the unproduced basis of the

external world. Out of this are evolved seven other principles, which,

while they are themselves produced, are also producers of other prin-

ciples. These seven are mahat, ahahkara, and the five tanmdtras, that

is, the subtle bases of the five bhittas or elements as they are called.

Out of these are evolved sixteen other principles, namely, the five

bhlitas or elements, the five organs of action, the five organs of the

senses, and the internal organ or faculty of attention known as manas.

These sixteen principles do not, through any further modification,

give rise to other produced principles. Lastly there is the principle

known as purusha or soul, which is neither a produced thing nor a

producer ; it is a principle which is unmodified and immodifiable. All

the processes of physical and physiological evolution in the universe

are, moreover, conceived to be designed for helping on the ultimate
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emancipation of the soul
; and in connection with these processes

the gunas of prakriti are held to play an important part. They are

described thus in the same work :

"
Sattva is light and illuminating and is desirable. Rajas is sti-

mulating and active. Tamas is wholly heavy and darkening. The
function (of these) relates to the purpose of the soul and is (carried out)

like that of a lamp." The three gunas are therefore to be understood

as three attributes of prakriti or primordial matter, causing all its

processes of evolution and involution, so that in the end the libera-

tion of the matter-entangled soul becomes positively well assured.

Owing to the close relation, which is further conceived to exist be-

tween men's physical constitution on the one hand and their mental

and moral temperament on the other, these gunas are often under-

stood to have certain mental and moral significations also ; and this

we shall learn in detail in the course of our study of the further teach-

ings of Sri-Krishna as given in some of the concluding chapters of

the Bhagavadglta. It is clear from all this that these gunas are

essentially unrelated to the soul, although they are seen to be the

concomitant attributes of all its various material embodiments.

Therefore, that scripture, which has the three gunas for its subject-

matter, cannot deal with that condition of the soul, wherein it is

absolutely free from the bondage of matter. And when a soul

becomes embodied in a material embodiment, it may have any one

of these three gunas markedly preponderant in it. If tamas is

preponderant, the embodied individual on the whole manifests

tamasa characteristics in relation to his moral and intellectual

life; that is, he happens to be dull, stupid, and not much above the

level of animalism in bis aims and aspirations. The preponderance

of rajas in an individual's embodiment makes him rdjasa in charac-

ter, impelling him to be acUve, energetic and aggressively acquisi-

tive. Similarly the preponderance of sattva makes an individual

sattvika in character, so that he becomes prone to be calm, re-

signed, unselfish and dutiful. Some modern psychologists maintain

that the structure and the composition of the Ibrain of a man
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are very largely responsible for the intellectual power and the

moral strength which he possesses and displays in life. Whether

a man's brain itself is or is not moulded, so as to have its pecu-

liarly endowed condition, by some previously existing cause or

causes, why it is that the brain of one man is endowed more or less

markedly with one kind of mental and moral fitness and capa-

city, while that of another man is endowed quite differently, are

questions which we need not now endeavour to answer in detail. We
have come to know already that it is by means of karma and here-

dity that the Vedantin arrives at his answer to these questions.

At all events, this much has to be admitted by all that, in so far

as any individual is concerned, there is a close relation between the

structure and the composition of his brain on the one hand, and

the condition of his intelligence and character on the other. We
may also now see how, according to the quality or guna of the

prakriti, which determines a man's intellectual power and moral

character, his tastes and aspirations are also determined. If his

intelligence and character are of a superior order, he can rarely have

low and unworthy tastes or aspirations in life. It may hence be

seen that what is implied here is that the three qualities of the

prakriti are responsible not only for the intellectual power and the

moral strength of character in men, but also for the nature of the

aims and aspirations which impel them to live and to labour. It

has thus to be understood that the kind of pleasure which a man

seeks to obtain, and the kind of pain which he seeks to avoid, are

both ultimately determined by the preponderant quality of the

prakriti of which his body is composed. If looked at in this light,

the statement, that the Vedas deal with the three gunas and their

tendencies, becomes clearly intelligible. Accordingly, all those that

follow the sacrificial religion of the Vedas are kamatmanah actu-

ated by desires. As such, they cannot free themselves from the

bondage of karma, and can never hope to attain the enduring bliss of

moksha. The Vedic path of ritualism, known as karma-marga, is

therefore declared to be unsuited for self-realisation and the moral

culture of absolute unselfishness.

Let us further note that the injunction given to Arjuna in this

sloka, to the effect that he should become free from the influence
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of the three qualities of prakriti, does not refer to that freedom
from the bondage of matter, which comes to one when one attains

the state of moksha
; for Sri-Krishna did not call upon Arjuna here

to see that bis soul was emancipated at once, although it is obvious

that ho was called upon to know and to believe that moksha is

indeed the true swwnuni bonum of life. What is, moreover, to the

point here is, that Sn-Kyishria wanted Arjuna to bj always estab-

lished in the quality of sattva, at the same time that He advised him
to be free from all the three gunas. In this statement there is really
no contradiction in terms. It is obviously meant that, in the com-
position of the bodies owned by all such individual souls as are em-
bodied, all the thrae qualities of prakriti make themselves manifest,
and that yet it is invariably only one out of these three qualities

which is preponderant in the constitution of every such embodied

being. Which quality it is that preponderates in an embodiment,
is held to be mainly determined by the karma of the soul that is

therein embodied. The quality known as sattva is, as you have

been told, described as ishta
; that is, it is the quality which is

worthy to be acquired and accumulated, while the other two qualities

are not so worthy. The reason for this is to be found in the fact

that it is only the quality of sattva which is helpful in the evolution

of wisdom and internal illumination, as also in the progressive
achievement of moral non-attachmant and selflessness. He, in whom
the quality of sattva is so preponderant, that the other qualities of

rajas and tamas may well be conceived to be almost absent, may
certainly be said to ba nitya-sattvastha, as such a person is indeed

always well established in sattva; and when he is so well established

in sattva, he is naturally as free as possible from the mixed influ-

ence of all the three gunas, and is thus nistraigunya. To be always
well established in sattva in this manner, one has necessarily to be

nirdvcmdva, that is, free from the domination of certain pairs of

opposites. The dvandvas are such physical and psychological pairs

of opposites as are known to have a more or less marked influence

in moulding the life and guiding the conduct of men here upon the

earth. Heat and cold, pleasure and pain, and desire and aversion

are often given as examples of these pairs of opposites ; and to

be free from their operation and influence necessarily implies free-

dom from the bondage of the senses, that is, from the common and

17
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natural love of pleasure and the equally common and natural hat-

red of pain. We have been already told by Sri-Krishna that all

those pleasures and pains, which the embodied being feete in its

embodied state, are not essentially and enduringly related to the

soul, but that they are mostly due to the transient and accidental

contacts of the soul with its material embodiments. To rise above the

dvandvas is, therefore, a matter of urgent necessity, if the embodied

soul is ever to attain its own natural freedom as well as the supreme

bliss of self-realisation.

In the manner in which the man, whose bodily prakriti is

prominently characterised by the quality of tamas, is apt to be lazy,

stupid and bestial, and the man whose bodily prakriti is character-

ised by the quality rajas is apt to be energetic, aggressively acquisi-

tive and fond of pleasures and enjoyments to a marked degree, in

that same manner the man, who is nityasattvastha, naturally lives a

life which is, neither by the pleasures nor by the pains of his embod-

ied existence, turned towards any selfish ends or sinful achievements.

Sri-Krishna makes it clear later on that even the man, who is thus

nityasattvastha, is not expected to be idle and inactive. His is not

a condition of inability to act and to achieve, but a condition in

which, while he has to the fullest extent the power to act and to

achieve, he does not utilise that power for the accomplishment of

selfish ends. The ishtatva or the desirability of the quality of

sattva is therefore due to its enabling us to live such a straight and

steadied life of harmonious action and achievement, as is altogether

undisturbed by persona) desires and aversions, and is thus com-

pletely unpolluted by the taint of selfishness. In the expression

niryogakshcma there are two terms which have a special technical

significance. The word yoga means here 3J55*T55T?T or the acquisi-

tion of such good things and advantages as have not been yet

obtained ; and the other word kshema is interpreted to mean

<A*l*k^PIT or the safeguarding of the good that has already been ob-

tained. These words therefore signify ideas very similar to those

that are denoted by the English words progress and order, as used,

for instance, in the sciences of sociology and politics. The man who

has to be nirydgakshema, that is, regardless of both yoga and kshema,

ought not to direct his endeavour either to maintain intact the good
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things that he has already acquired or to obtain more and more of

such good things for himself. He is hound to take all things as

they come, without grumbling and without exaltation ; and when he

does so, he proves not only that his life is well established in sattva,

but also that he is atmctvan, that is, well capable of being master of

himself. There would be nothing in the outside world which could

disturb the calm serenity of the mind of the man who has in this

manner become master of himself, nothing which could tempt him

to move in any direction in which he himself was not freely willing

to move. To withstand successfully the allurements of the senses,

one must have, as you know, a firm and unconquerable will, holding

sovereign sway over the whole of one's life.

46. As much utility (as there is) in a well, which

is all around flooded with water, (only) so much (is the

utility) in all the Vedas to a knowing Brahmana.

In this sloka here, we are givan a further estimate of the Vedic

religion of sacrifices. I have already drawn your attention to the

fact that Sri-Krishna has not proclaimed that the Vedio religion of

sacrifices is utterly wrong ani useless. To hold that He says here

anything of that sort would be against the whole trend of the teach-

ing given by Him in the Glta. He has upheld in it effectively the

yathakratunyaya adopted in the Vedanta, and has declared that

every form of worship bestows its own results on the worshipper,

and that in relation to all such results there is always something

which is ultimately capable of improving more or less the religious

capacity and moral tone of him to whom those results accrue. No

religion is looked upon by Hiiu to be totally devoid of all moral

utility ; and no worshipper is considered to be qualified to adopt a

form of religion for which he does nob possess the required intellec-

tual and moral fitness. The higher the fitness possessed by a worship-

per is, the higher is the form of religion he adopts : and the higher the

form of religion that one adopts is, the higher is its utility in evolving

the worshipper's moral and spiritual good. If this is understood, there

can really be no difficulty in making out the true meaning of this xloka,
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About the interpretation of this sloka there is, however, some differ-

ence of opinion. Some maintain that Srf-Krishn% altogether discards

here the Vedic religion of sacrifices ; others hold that He does not do

so. How it becomes possible to interpret this slokain both these ways,

we have now to see. Let us suppose that there is a place flooded

with water everywhere. In such a place, what may be the special

utility of the water in a well ? It can have no such special utility ;

indeed the well is not wanted there at all. If, in the light of this

analogy, we interpret this sloka, it would mean that tbe Vedic

religion of sacrifices is entirely superseded by the Vedantic religion

of self-realisation. Bat let us look at the sloka in another way. By
what is the utility of any kind of water determined, whether that

water be taken out of a flood flowing everywhere or out of a small

well ? It is determined by the need which those, who usa that

water, feel for it. Similarly, whether it ba the Vedic religion of

sacrifices or the Vedantic religion of self-realisation, its utility is

determined by the felt religious need of the individual who is in

search of a religion to satisfy it. In other words, we are to

understand by this that there is an appropriate relation between

the condition of the worshipper and the nature of the religion which

he adopts. The knowing Brahmana, therefore, seeks and finds

in the Veclas also the very religion that he actually needs, and for the

adoption of which he is really fit. Others, however, seek and find

therein what they need and what they are themselves fit for. It

must be easy to see that, even according to this way of interpreting

this sloka, it is distinctly implied that the Vedantic religion of

self-culture and self-realisation is superior to the Vedic religion of

I sacrifices. The idea generally expressed as 3T?^r^nf^^ ^HT^: has

a wide application in Hindu religious thought and life ; and the

justice of this idea, that the nature of the religion has to vary with

the nature of the person who adopts it, may easily be made out by

all those who can pay more than a merely superficial attention to the

meaning and efficacy of coarcad religious conformity. The sacrifice

of truth and the destruction of life that have characterised rather

freely, the history of medieval Christianity, for instance, in its

endeavour to bring about by force a simply nominal conformity in

faith and practice, cannot fail to be full of lessons in this respect to

all impartial students of history.
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There is also another reason why the second interpretation is

to be preferred to the first in connection with this iloka ; and that

reason is dependent on the meaning of the word Veda itself. The

meaning which has to be givan to this word here is to make it

denote merely what is called the mantra portion of the Vedas,

although the word has gradually become so expanded in meaning as

to include within the sphere of its import the whole body of the earlier

as well as later Vedic literature, consisting of the Mantras, the

Brahmanas and the Aranyakaa. There is evidence enough to

demonstrate that the term Veda could not have originally denoted

all these things, and that at one time the Mantras alone must have

gone by the name of Veda. The Brahmanas are authoritatively

defined to be commentaries on the Mantras, and the Aranyakas do

not seem to have been known at all as a part of the Vedas to the

great grammarian Panini. The Upanishads are mostly seen to form

the concluding portions of the Aranyakas. Hence in this sloka, as

well as in the context preceding it, the word Veda clearly means the

authoritative colleotion of the metrically composed mantras used in

connection with the performance of Vedic sacrifices. In the case of

the Yajurveda, however, matter other than the metrical mantras

seems to have been early enough denoted by the word Veda.

Moreover, the Upanishads are not at all intended to be utilised in

any manner in connection with the performance of Veiic sacrifices ;

and hence also they cannot be included here in the signification of

the word Veda. If, nevertheless, we include them also in its

meaning, the statement, that a knowing philosopher derives from

all the Vedas only as much good as any person may derive from

a small well, in a place where there is all around an abundance of

flowing water, would tend to make the undoubtedly acknowledged

higher value of the Upanishads fall down to zero. It appears to me

that Sri-Krishna's idea here ia Lo point out that the Vedantic

religion of self-conquest and self-realisation, as taught in the

Upanishads, is really superior to the VSdic religion of ritualism

consisting of various complicated ceremonies and sacrifices. Still it

is true that the good, which a person may derive from either of

them, is not dependent so much upon its intrinsic superiority or

inferiority, as upon the felt need and the tested fitness of him who

has had to use that particular form of religion as his own. An unfit
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and incapable person, even when using a higher form of religion,

will succeed in reaping only comparatively lower results. Similarly,

a superior worshipper of higher fitness and capacity may well suc-

ceed in reaping higher results even from comparatively lower forms

of religion. The value of the results, which people generally obtain

from adopting any religion, is to be measured, as we are given to

understand here, by ascertaining how far those results tend to

strengthen virtue and encourage unselfishness in them. Even if

selfishness and love of power and of enjoyments happen to be

encouraged by what may indeed be a form of religion, still they are

sure to hinder the progress of true morality and the growth of internal

spiritual strength ; and it is therefore in the very nature of these

undesirable qualities to make it increasingly harder and harder for

men to obtain the sublime happiness of the serene and ever-lastingly

blissful self-realisation and soul-emancipation.

47. Your title is only to the work, and never to

the fruits (thereof). Let not the fruits of work be your
motive (for action), and do you not become attached to

inaction.

Now, if the performance of that kind of work, which is in any

manner associated with the desire to obtain pleasure and to avoid

pain, does not tend to make a man's mind steady, strong and one-

pointed, is he, for that reason, to be passively inactive and do no

work at all ? No : he cannot safely become attached to inaction in

that manner. His title is only to do his allotted work in life, but

not to claim, or worry and trouble himself about, the fruits thereof.

This injunction to be unmindful of the fruits of one's own work does

not certainly mean that one is at liberty to discharge one's duties in

an indifferent manner. What it really means is that one ought to

discharge one's duties always well, and be at the same time free

from the attachment of ownership in relation to all the advantageous

results which may accrue from the proper discharge of those duties.

To own and to enjoy the fruit of one's own labour ought never to be
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the motive impelling one to do one's duty. If so done, the duty is,

as you know already, obviously ill done. And yet, on this account,

no man may neglect his duties by being idle and inactive. Let us

imagine that every individual in a society is capable of feeling and

acting in this manner ; then, no individual in that society, taken as

a whole, will suffer from the enforcement of such a relation between

the worker and the fruit of his work. It is only because we are not

generally capable of feeling and acting in this manner, that the

singularly strong man, who may occasionally feel and act thus, is

made to suffer in consequence of the greed and cupidity of his selfish

neighbours. Our great familiarity with the institution of property

has made us blind to the injustice and moral defectiveness involved in

it. If we take into consideration the modern socialistic and other

allied movements set on foot in some European countries, and exa-

mine the underlying forces, which are responsible for the origin of

those movements, we shall find that they have mainly arisen out of

the deep dissatisfaction, which people in those countries feel, in having

to accept the institution of property, as it is, though it gives more to

him who has much, and takes away even the little from him who has

only little, and thus prevents the equitable distribution of the

produce of men's labour among them according to their natural

needs and necessary requirements. To recognise the title of men to

the fruit of the work they do, is to allow practically the superflu-

ous accumulation of wealth in the hands of a few clever and capable

individuals ; and accumulated wealth, in its turn, gives rise to the

inequity of compelling the poor and hungry labourer to labour for the

advantage of the rich, who usually do not labour and are yet very well

fed. In an ideal society, therefore, there should never be any room

for this sort of moral danger arising from selfishness being made to

serve as the stimulus of work. The man, who works with selfish

motives, is rarely satisfied with whal he gets, and is ever on the look

out to enrich himself more and more even at the expense of others.

Sri-Krishna's ideal society is, in respect of the ethics of property, con-

ceived to be so constituted that, in it, every person works honestly

according tohia or her capacity and aptitude, and shares in the com-

mon produce of the labour, so put forth, according to his or her

natural needs and requirements. That is the reason why Ha

evidently holds that that society is most securely organised, in which
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the impulse which makes men work is not that which is caused by

selfishness, but is on the other hand that which is roused by the

sense of unselfish duty. If therefore all selfishness has to be removed

from the many motives which actuate men to do their work in life,

it is necessary to declare emphatically that they have no title at all

to the fruits of their work. If Sri-Krishna's teaching is truly fol-

lowed in this respect, the strong man's strength will always goto

help the weak and to uplift them, but never to make them weaker

and more degraded : it will also prevent that highly vicious waste of

superfluity, whereby the biting hunger of acute poverty is allowed to

remain unappeased at the same time that the great moral depravity

of overfed luxury is encouraged to grow without any let or hindrance.

The best interests of the strong and the weak can therefore be

equally well secured and equally well safeguarded, when the human

mind is so disciplined and human society so organised as to make all

its members feel, as if instinctively, that their title is only to the

work they have to do but not to the fruits thereof. Please observe

here how utterly wrong it is to hold, as soma do, that the Vedanta

bestows its attention so exclusively on the salvation of the individual

as to take no note of the welfare of the corporate life of human

communities as a whole. No other than this Vedantic ideal of society

is capable of cultivating and confirming the sense of human solidarity

so well as it can ; and in it alone is it possible for us to see, as we

shall know by and by, the play of a perfect co-operation and harmony

between the life of the individual taken in itself and the life of society

taken as a whole.

48. Becoming fixed in yoga, renouncing attach-

ment, and being evenly impartial in relation to (both)

success and failure, do (all) your work, Arjuna : (this)

evenness (of mind) is called yoga.
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49. Work (in itself) is far inferior to the disposi-

tion of the mind (with which it is done), Arjuna !

(Therefore) seek refuge in the (appropriate) mental

disposition. They are pitiable (creatures), whose motive

(for action) is the fruit (of their work).

In one of the previous slokas, Sri-Krishna was seen to be of

opinion that the mere performance by Arjuna of his duties in life as

a Kshattriya was not in itself enough to enable him to obtain the

salvation of the soul. And he was therefore further called upon to

become fixed in yoga and do his duty without any attachment to the

results thereof. The work that people do is judged, not merely by

the correctness of the performance of it in all its details, but also

by the character of the mind which they bring to bear upon.it, and J

by the nature of the motives which actuate them while they do it. I

It has to be understood that, in so judging the worthiness of men's

work, the work in itself is, as a criterion, far inferior to the motive

with which it is performed. The same work, which, if done with an

unselfish motive, is helpful in encouraging one's moral progress, is

apt to increase the burden of one's karma, when ib is done with

selfish motives. It is therefore that we have all to seek and find

our refuge in the motive more than in the work itself. In this

connection it will be good for us to note that to enter into and

become fixed in yoga, that is, to put well into practice through

conscious effort the philosophically formulated theory of conduct

as given here, one has to renounce all personal and selfish attach-

ment to the results of one's work, and thus manage to become

evenly and impartially inclined to both success and failure. Such

impartial evenness of mind in relation to success and failure is

yoga ; that is, it is by means of such a mental disposition that the

truth of the philosophy of conduct already taught may well be put

to the tost of experience. It has boon pointed out distinctly that, in

so far as public good is concerned, it does not vory much matter with

what motives a man doos his work, so long as ho cloos woll all that

ho has to do. But, in so far as that individual himself and his soul-

salvation are concerned, he has to do all his duties without any selfish

motives actuating him in their doing. The impartial attitude, which

18
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is here enjoined in relation to success and failure, does not certainly

imply that we are at liberty to court wanton failure ; on the other

hand we are bound to do our duties so well as to succeed in them

unfailingly. This is made clear in the next sloka.

50. He, who is possessed of the (appropriate) dis-

position, leaves behind both sukrita and dushkrita here.

Therefore apply (yourself) to (the practice of) yoga :

(and) yoga is cleverness in (the performance of) works.

The unselfish disposition of the mind which is enjoined here

may well be seen to be capable of enabling men to leave behind them

both sukrita and dushkrita. These Sanskrit words denote the ten-

dencies which are respectively impressed on men by their good and

evil karmas ; and they generally denote the same things as punya
and papa. It is held that sukrita arises as the result of good work

done with selfish motives ; and dushkrita is similarly conceived to

be the result of bad work done with, of course, selfish motives. Ac-

cording to the Vadanta both sukrita and dushkrita are held to lead

to the confinement of the soul within the prison-house of matter.

It must be evident to you all that the work that men do is ofteii

enough judged in itself apart from the motive with which they do it.

Their work, so judged, may sometimes be good, and may at other

times be bad. For instance, any work, which is truly helpful to

others and does them good, may easily be pronounced to be good in

itself, whatever happens to be the motive of the man who does that

work. Similarly, that kind of work which is harmful to the welfare

or to the progress of others, deserves to be judged as being bad in

itself. The common Sanskrit epigram T^TT^vR: JP^TR TT'TR

q^fT3"^l5[ is distinctly in support of this position. We have seen

that the word yoga as opposed to sankhya means in this context the

!

practical discipline by means of which it becomes possible for men to

work out well in their own lives that theory of conduct and

morality which is expounded in the Glta. In this practical moral
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discipline, as explained here, there are two elements, namely, an

internal mental element relating to the control of the motive with

which we discharge our duties in life, and an external physical

element relating to the clever, complete and effective performance of

every kind of work that we have to undertake as our duty. It is in

recognition of the essential importance of both these component

elements in the true practice of virtue, that yoga has bean explained

here to be firstly that kind of mental evenness, which is free from

all selfish attachment and is impartial in relation to both success

and failure, and secondly to be such cleverness in the performance of

work as may ensure the certainty of its appropriate accomplishment.

Lei us therefore remember that, according to the Gltd, duty has to

be done both unselfishly and well.

Last week we went through that portion of the Gltd, wherein,

after the explanation of the general excellence of the Ufa of duty,

Arjuna was told of its chief value by being taught that devotion to

duty has the power of steadying the mind and making it one-pointed.

Our devotion to duty has to be entirely for duty's sake, if it is to

produce unfailingly all the moral effects that may well be expected

of it. If, however, one's devotion do duty happens to be prompted

by selfish motives, it cannot have the effect of strengthening the

will-power and making the mind one-pointed. It is in this connec-

tion that Sri-Krishna referred to the religion of sacrifices as known

to the Karmakdnda of the Vedas, and gave it out as His opinion

that that religion was not absolutely of the highest order. In the

last two classes you were led to recognise the fact that Sri-

Krishna must have distinctly believed in that rule of religion which

is now spoken of as the yathdkratunydya, according to which the

kind of reward which a man reaps from his religion is determined

in nature and in quality by the kind of worship which he conducts

in faith and in earnestness. Srf- Krishna, nevertneloss, told Arjuna

that the Vedic worship of sacrifices was not c*pable of proJucing

the highest good, and accordingly called upon him to follow the

higher religion of unselfish duty and self-reilisation. This higher

religion is free from the operation of the three gunis of prakriti ;

and as it encourages devotion t:> duty for duty's sake, it is fully
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capable of steadying the mind and making ifc one-pointed. Let us

remember here that this kind of devotion to duty for duty's sake

necessarily implies such evenness and impirtiality of disposition in

relation to success and failure as is known by the name of samatva,

and implies also such cleverness in the parform ince of work as is

always well calculate! to load to its appropriate accomplishment.

However, the work in itself is inferior in moral potency to the

motive with which ib is done. Why it is so is made clear in the

following sloka :

fe^Tpr ft TO

i: 73;

51. Indeed, the wise, who are endued with the

(appropriate) mental disposition, give up the fruit that

is born of work
;
and then, becoming free from the

bondage of birth, (they) go to the abode which is free

from (all) ailing.

Those wise men, whose mental disposition enables them to become

devoted to duty for duty's sake, are here declared to be such as

give up the fruit that is born of work. We tried to understand

in our last class the meaning of sukrita and dushkrita. The for-

mer of these two words liberally means anything that is well-done
;

and similarly the latter means anything that is ill-done. These

words are, as you know, used generally in the sense of the agree-

able and disagreeable effects which good and evil deeds respectively

produce in us in the form of samskaras or internally impressed

tendencies. It is these samskaras that operate upon the soul so as

to determine the nature of its future embodiments in its career of

reincarnation. These samskaras of suknta and dushkrita are thus

in a special sense the immediate r jsults which are produced by the

work we do in oar lives. They are purely internal in relation to the

worker. But work is also capable of yielding fruit which is external,

like the harvested crop, which, for instance, is the fruit of the

work of the cultivator of the soil. Since it is the unwholesome

attachment to this kind of external fruit, which gives rise to the

undesirable internal samskaras, both these ought to be given up
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by the man who really possesses the wisdom of being devoted

to duty for duty's sake. And when he thus gives up the fruit of

work and is freed from all the effects of being attached to it

effects which are calculated to impel him to get into further embodi-

ments, he at once becomes fit to be liberated from his imprison-

ment in matter, that is, to be freed from what may well be called the

bondage of birth. Let us clearly bear in mind that our souls

become embodied in matter over and over again owing to the opera-

tion of our stream of karma, that we, in our embodied condition,

acquire certain samskaras or internally impressed tendencies,

which are mainly caused by the feeling of attachment to the fruits

of work, and that these internal tendencies, acting like potent body-

generating forces, compel our souls to enter again and again into

such new embodiments as accord with the nature of those impressed

samskaras. If we know these things, there can be no difficulty in

making out how, when our attachment to the fruits of work is

given up, and when we thereafter live our lives so well and so

disinterestedly as to be completely incapable of producing the

binding samskaras of karma anew, then our souls will no longer be

subjected to the process of birth by reincarnation. Accordingly the

idea of the soul being free from the bondage of birth implies neces-

sarily that it has succeeded in realising its own essential nature

and also in coming into possession of that heritage of luminous

peace and divine blissfulness which is all its own.

52. When your intelligence gets beyond the

(impassable) confusion of illusion, then you will become

disgusted with what is to be heard (as revelation),

as also with what has been (already) heard (as such).

The next point that one naturally has to know here is how a

man may learn to do bis duty for duty's sake, and how it may
become possible for him to acquire the vairdgya or dispassionate

disinterestedness required for the purpose. We are told that such

dispassionate disinterestedness becomes possible for us when our
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mind gets beyond the comnaon confusion of illusion. In one of

the previous slokas, it was pointed out, as you know, that pleasures

and pains are due to the contact of the soul with the matter of its

embodiment, and that these pleasures and pains are transient in

nature, and therefore do not deserve to be looked upon as constitu-

ting the main aim of life. By knowing this well, we get over the
"
confusion of illusion", and thus come to know that pleasures and

pains are not essentially related to the soul, but are simply the pro-

ducts of the body in which it lives. Accordingly, the illusion here

referred to is the illusion of mistaking the body for the soul, and of

considering thereby that the acquisition of pleasure and the

avoidance of pain necessarily constitute the aim of life and of civili-

zation. When one really gets beyond this impassable illusion, one

does not naturally care even for the pleasures of paradise. To

such a person the bliss of self-realisasion is always certain to be

more precious than all the alluring pleasures of paradise or Svarga,

howsoever vividly the scriptures may paint them and promise them

unto us.

II 'A 3 n

53. When your firm mind, which has (thus)

discarded (Vedic and other) revealed teaching, is steady

in samadhi, then you will attain yoga.

Please observe that the word yoga is here used in association

with the word samddhi. From this association we may be led to

draw the inference that yoga in this context means the ashtahgayoga,

which is explained by Patanjali as consisting of eight consecutive

processes in the practice of concentrated meditation, of which samadhi

is the last. We shall see, as we proceed, that Sri-Krishna gradually

takes us on to the study and consideration of this yoga as the surest

means by which aspirants may arrive at self-realisation as well as

God- realisation. It appears to me, however, that the word denotes

in the context here that other yoga, which has already bp.en inter-

preted in two different ways, namely, as samatva or the even

disposition of absolute impartiality in relation to success and failure
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or pleasure and pain, and as karma-kausala or cleverness in

performing well the duties that one has to undertake in life from

time to time. These two ways of defining yoga, or the practical

realisation of the philosophy of conduct, are not inconsistent with

each other ; on the other band they together form a consistent whole

and enjoin conduct which is both efficient and unselfish. The yoga

propounded in full by Patanjali, of which the state of extreme mental

concentration known as samadhi is one of the main parts, may well

be looked upon as the yoga of samatva systemaiised and scientifically

perfected. The killing of selfishness is the immediate moral object

which is to be accomplished by means of the increased will-power

resulting from the practice of steady mental concentration ; its

ultimate aim is to win the wisdom and the inner illumination and

bliss which arise from self-realisation. Without the killing of

selfishness, the performance of duty for its own sake is evidently-

impossible ; and our obligation to kill selfishness completely is

dependent upon the self-realisation by which we learn that the soul

is essentially different from the body, and that the supreme end of

life consists in securing the fulfilment of the enduring destiny of

the soul, but not in the acquisition of fleeting comforts and con-

veniences for the body. Real efficiency and skilfulness in the

performance of our duties consists in our positively making sure

that we do our duties in life in the manner in which we are called

upon to do them, and in the way which is best suited to produce

exactly the desired results. We have been taught what that manner

is in which we have to perform our duties ; that is, we are called

upon, while performing them, to be equally and impartially inclined

to success and failure as well as to pleasures and pains. The

result of doing our duties with this feeling of samatva is, as you

know, freedom from the bondage of karma. Moreover, it is only

when we do our duties in life with this feeling of samatva that we

are able to show real cleverness in their performance ; for samatva

is so well calculated to prevent us from shirking work through the

desire to avoid the pain of steady attention and sustained labour.

That no duty can be performed well by any ono, who is prono to

shirk work and is. unwilling to labour hard and to bo steadily

attentive, requires no demonstration. If, after learning that oven

scripturally ordained deeds aiming at selfish advantage are altogether
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inferior to disinterested duty and the bliss of self-realisation, we strive

well and make our minds persist in the state of samddhi or concent-

rated attention, we obtain easily the power to perform our duties in

life unfailingly, in the manner in wh :ch we are called upon to perform

them, and so as to produce the duly desired results. The greater

the intensity of our mental concentration, the greater is the

perfection of the samadhi which is achieved by our minds
;
and the

greater the perfection of this samadhi, the greater is our capacity to

do our duties efficiently and unselfishly. And whan our mental

samadhi is highly perfected, then both self-realisation and God-reali-

sation are easily accomplished. Salfish activities, the motives

whereof are determined by pain and pleasure, are incapable of

encouraging suoh mental cojcantration on our part as will enable

us to do our duties efficiently and with absolute disinterestedness.

Nor can they bestow on us in the end the blissful illumination of

self-realisation and God-realisation.

\\ <w \\

Arjuna said :

54. What is the language (which is descriptive)

of him who, being in samadhi, is possessed of steady

wisdom ? What will (such) a person of steady wisdom

say ? Will he stay ? (Or) will he get away ?

Tue man of firm mind and steady wisdo n, who is here given

the name of sthitaprajna. is he whose mind has been made one-

pointed through concentration and earnest devotion to unselfish

duty. He is to be distinguished from the Vedavadarata from the

person, who is giveu to discussiois about thu Vedas which deal with

things that aro characterised by tho three r/unas, and who is of

opinion that tnere is no olher good to be aimed at than the power and

the enjoyments which are promised by the Vedic religion of elaborate

sacrifices and rituals. Arjuna very naturally wanted to have more

information regarding such a seer of steady wisdom, the seer, who
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thus believes more in the great value of the religion of self-realisa-

tion than in the power and enjoyments promised by the Vedic

religion of sacrifices. The question as to what he will say is to

know what his attitude is apt to be in relation to the life of men

and women in society, whether it will be the ordinary attitude of

interested endeavour and achievement. Moreover, Arjuna himself

wanted, as you are aware, to give up the life of pravritti and adopt

the life of nivritti instead ; and hence naturally arose his desire

to know whether Sri-Krishna's seer of steady wisdom would stay

in society, subjecting himself to its restraints and obligations, or

whether he would get away from society and become a sannyasin.

5:

Sri-Krishna said :

55. (A person) is then said to be of steady wis-

dom, Arjuna, when he gives up all the desires, which

are in his mind, and becomes satisfied in himself with

himself.

Observe how stress is laid here on the
"
desires in the mind ". It

is a point really worthy of note that, if we compare the potency of

those pleasures and pains, which we actually feel in our lives, wich

the potency of the pleasures and pains, which we simply fancy

in our minds and which still form the ground of our hopes and

fears, we are sure to make out that the actual pleasures and pains,

which we experience in life, are not really quite so powerful in

drawing us away from the right path as the fancied hopes and fears,

which we are all so apt to cherish freely in our hearts. That is, the

sankalpa of a man leads him more powerfully astray than his

anubhava is in itself capable of doing. Indeed, man tempts himself

very much more than the incidents of his own life and its actual

opportunities are all able to tempt him. This is partially due to the

fact that there is in nature a certain amount of correspondence

between what is pleasing and what is good on the one hand, as well

19
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as between what is painful and what is evil on the other. Like the

thing of beauty, goodness also is a joy for ever ; and it is in the very

nature of wickedness to be painful. Nevertheless, it so happens in

life that the ardent search after pleasure often leads a man to ruin t

even as the voluntary courting of suffering and pain may well

lead him to the attainment of salvation. Therefore we cannot say

that this correspondence between pleasure and goodness or between

pain and evil is throughout uniform and unfailing. Notwithstand-

ing this, it is owing to this correspondence that our actual experi-

ences in life and the feelings of pain and pleasure associated with

them do not propel us into the wrong path quite so powerfully as the

desires and fancies which we cherish in our own minds do. Truly,

whatever is good is pleasing and whatever is bad is painful ; but we

cannot say equally truly that whatever is pleasing is good, and that

whatever is painful is bad. Moreover, the force of fancy to create

selfishness has to be recognized as a thing which is much stronger

than the force that is possessed by the actualities of life itself. In life

there are innumerable correctives of selfishness ; but in the abstract

world of free fancy and imaginative ambition there generally is

and need be no corrective at all. That the mind should always be

well guarded from the corrosion of selfishness, is a lesson which no

true lover of righteousness can ever afford to ignore. If all the

desires in the mind are given up, and a man has nothing to cherish

in it as a desirable object of personal attainment, does his mind

become thereby wholly aimless and vacant ? Those, who do not

know what it is to live without what is here called mano-gata-kama,

put this question very naturally. Moralists, who hold that there

must be egoistic motives behind all actions, and that motiveless or

genuinely disinterested actions are absolutely impossible, may well

be of the opinion that, when the mind is freed from all desires,

it necessarily becomes aimless and ethically vacant. Sri-Krishna has

warned as against such a view, and told us that His seer of steady

wisdom becomes, after renouncing all the desires in the mind,

atmanyevatmana tushtah satisfied in his own heart with himself.

This feeling of internal satisfaction is considered to be a noble

and happy experience in itself. It is, morever, helpful to self-

realisation and to the absolutely unselfish devotion to duty. No

vacant and aimless mind can give rise to these results. When a
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soul becomes the object of its own experience, it cannot be said that

that experience is empty and objectless ; nor can we say that such

an experience has no bearing on the determination of what ought

to be the true moral purpose of life. When we know that the soul

is in that state still conscious, the idea, that our mind is apt to be

vacant and aimless, if it be without the external association of sen-

sations and the experience of pain and pleasure, such an idea has

then to be inevitably abandoned. The stimulation due to the various

objects and forces of nature operates of course even upon the person

who is in the state of samadhi ; and yet it produces no effect upon

his in-turned and highly concentrated mind. He is, as it were, dead

to it, owing to the irresponsiveness of his internally concentrated

mind. If, when he is so dead to all external stimulation, he is still

internally conscious of himself and experiences an indescribably

calm and blissful feeling, then it surely cannot be true that the mind

is wholly made up of sensations and their effects only. Undeter-

mined by sensations, there is the essential life of the soul itself.

Hence it cannot be hard for us to see that, when the moral aim of

our lives ia brought into intimate relation with this essential life

of the soul itself, such motives as are determined by pain and

pleasure can have no serious ethical value at all. I have already

told you that the practice of yoga, as expounded by Patanjali, is a

kind of psychological experiment intended to test the reality of the

soul, as against the view that there is no such thing at all as the

soul, and that there is nothing more in the make-up of our mind than

our fleeting sensations and their results. It is the case with all

introspective psychological experiments that it cannot be possible for

others to learn as much from the experiment of the experimenter,

as the experimenter himself is able to learn therefrom. If we want

to realise directly the results of his experiment, we can do so only

by performing that experiment ourselves quite as successfully as

he has done. We have, however, to bear in mind that, when the

reality of the soul becomes experimentally demonstrable even to the

satisfaction of one man, its proof is really rendered strong enough to

arrest the attention of all thoughtful persons, and cannot thereafter

be lightly ignored. Patanjali has described for us in full detail the

various processes connected with the practice of yoga. They may
well be subjected by others to the test of logical analysis as well as
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of direct personal experimentation. If, when so tested, those pro-

cesses are found not to break down, there can be nothing strange or

unintelligible in the statement that, in the state of self-realisation

experienced through yoga-samddhi, the yogin is in himself satisfied

with himself. In the case of such a man the pleasures and pains of

the material world will be of no account in determining the motives

of his moral life. He can never become a low moral cooly for

whom duty is after all nothing more than a mere means for the

earning of wages and the winning of pleasure and power. His life

is sure to be more highly purposeful, inasmuch as his ceasing to work

for pay necessarily implies his willing readiness to work for love.

Therefore true self-realisation can never lead to anything like apathy

or absolute self-centration. On the other hand, it is sure to encour-

age the life of service and self-sacrifice. Sri-Krishna's seer of steady

wisdom has, accordingly, to be unmindful of his own pains and

pleasures in working out the life of unselfish duty, but he cannot

ignore the pains and pleasures of others, seeing that he has so to live

his life of duty as to make it identical with the life of loving service.

These things will become clearer to us as we learn more and more

fully the characteristics of the true sthitaprajna.

56. He, whose mind does not become distressed

when in misery, whose desire for happiness has depart-

ed, and from whom (all) longing, fear and anger have

passed away (he) is said to be the seer of steady

wisdom.

The ancient psychology of the Hindus, of the Buddhists and

also of the Jains may be seen to agree in maintaining that sensations

give rise to pleasure and pain, and that these feelings give rise in

their turn to raga, bhaya and krodha, that is, to longing, fear and

anger. Moreover, it is understood here that, unless external objects

operate upon the mind through the senses, we can have no sensa-

tions. In ordinary life, we all have a large number of sensations

of various kinds. And whenever external stimuli produce sensa-

tions in us, we usually find that some of them are pleasant and that
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others are painful. After experiencing such pleasant and painful

sensations, our natural tendency is to become more and more inclin-

ed to seek the pleasant sensations and to avoid the painful ones.

The longing for pleasure necessarily carries with it the feeling of

aversion in relation to pain ; that is, rdga implies dvesha also.

When we cultivate our will-power and make it strong enough to

withstand the distracting temptations of pleasure and pain, so that

we thereby become free from longings and aversions, only then does

it become possible for us to possess the steady wisdom and the

firm mind, which are the characteristics of a true seer. He, who

has not subdued the natural tendency to feel dejected and sorrowful

in misery, and to feel elated and joyous in happiness, such a man
cannot curb the desire to seek pleasure and to avoid pain. Bhaya is

fear ; when we seek pleasure, and the chances are either that the de-

sired pleasure cannot be had or that pain is apt to be caused, or

again when we wish to avoid pain, and the chances are that the

undesired pain cannot be avoided, then we become prone to be

agitated by the feeling of fear. The man, who is impartial even

in his own personal appreciation of pleasure and pain, can never

become subject to fear or to disappointment. His career in life is

bound to be imperturbable, and it is impossible for him to find an

object with which he may well become angry. Accordingly, we

may completely exhaust the force of desire and aversion in our

hearts by killing our sensitive abhorrence of pain and our fond re-

lish for pleasure ; and when desire and aversion are so exhausted,

both fear and anger are sure to be starved to death. Is it any

wonder that, in the resulting calm of such an absolute dispassion,

the serene mind of the seer becomes possessed of steady wisdom ?

"tfe ^r snrr

57. He, who has, in relation to all (things in the

world) no affectionate attachment (of any kind), and

. who, on coming by such things as good fortune and

evil fortune, does not feel glad (or) become affected
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with disgust (in regard to them), his wisdom is well

established.

This sloka also, like the previous one, gives us a description of

the seer of steady wisdom ; and it is worthy of note that stress is

laid here more upon the working of the will as affected by pleasure

and pain than upon the mere sensations. The idea seems to be

that, unless the commanding power of the will from within succeeds

in counteracting well the tempting tendencies of pleasurable and

painful sensations, one cannot become a seer of steady wisdom.

Therefore to weaken the physiological power of the senses ought

certainly not to be the main aim of the aspirant. The mere weak-

ening of the normal physiological power of the senses through star-

vation can never give rise to any increase in the strength of one's

will-power. It is as true in psychology as it is in physics that the

energy which is put forth in work is generally measured by the

resistance which it overcomes, other things being equaL To weaken

the power of the senses by forcibly deadening them more or less to

sensations is nothing other than weakening the resistance which the

will has to overcome ; and this process is surely not calculated to

make the will strong, seeing that even here, as elsewhere, the weak-

ening of the resistance to be overcome is apt to cause the overcom-

ing energy also to be weak. Therefore what is really required of the

aspirant is that he should endeavour to free himself from all such

internal attachment to things as is prompted by likes and dislikes.

In fact ha has to make his senses subordinate to his will, and ought

not to allow his will to be the slave of his senses. Otherwise, his

effort in the direction of the culture of unselfishness is sure to end

in failure. However, it is a part of our human constitution that, with

us, habit soon becomes second nature. Thus even coerced unselfish-

ness and dispassion are apt to become spontaneous in due course

of time. And it is to this that we owe the disciplinary value of

voluntarily enforced sense-control as the means of acquiring the

power of spontaneous self-control.
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58. When he withdraws (his) senses everywhere
from the objects of the senses, in the manner in which

the tortoise (draws in its) limbs (into itself), his wisdom

(becomes) well established.

After thus giving a general description of the seer of steady

wisdom, Sri-Krishna naturally took up for consideration the next

question of how a man may well manage to obtain sure possession

of such steady wisdom. What is required for this purpose is the

duly directed exercise of will-power. Ordinarily, when external

objects are perceived by the senses, the pleasures and pains result-

ing from the sensations give rise to the tendencies of desire and

aversion in us. We very naturally desire to have more and more

of such experiences as are pleasant and agreeable, and become more

and more averse to those other experiences which are painful and

disagreeable. Moreover, it is in the very nature of our senses that

they project themselves, so to say, into the outer world so as to

come into relation with all the various perceivable objects that are

found therein. Or, it may be said that the external world is ever

prone to operate upon our senses, which are so fashioned as always

to cause the expansion of the sphere of our conscious cognition from

within outwards. One result of this is that, if the sensibility of

our senses is normal and unimpaired, it is hard for most of us to

resist the tendencies of desire and aversion, which are respectively
4

caused by pleasure and by pain. However, through the practice of

mental concentration and the exercise of steady will-power, we may
not only prevent the common outward play of the senses in search

of the objects of the external world, but also make the very percep-

tive power of our senses operate inwards so as to give rise to what

may be called the introspective cognition of the self by the self. It

must be within the experience of most of us that, when the mind

is, with highly concentrated attention, engaged in any kind of

absorbing study or thought or meditation, we fail to see with open

eyes even the nearest and the most prominent objects, and fail to

hear with unimpeded ears sounds which we could not but have

heard under other circumstances. Therefore, even this tendency of

the senses to stretch themselves out, as it were, to come into relation
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with external objects, to perceive them and thereby give rise to the

feelings of pleasure and pain, is capable of being effectively controlled

by the will from within. That being so, it is very necessary for us

to cultivate this power of consciously withdrawing the senses into

ourselves, if we earnestly desire to obtain the steady wisdom of the

true philosopher. Indeed this is the very first thing which we have

to accomplish in the endeavour to achieve that self-realisation,

whereby alone one's wisdom can after all become truly well

established.

59. In the case of the embodied soul, which is

deprived of the (food of sensations), the objects of the

senses turn away (from it), leaving the relish (for them

to remain) behind. On beholding that, which transcends

(them), even (this) relish of that (soul) disappears.

We see from this sloka that Arjuna was called upon to know

that to be merely incapable of sensing external objects, and thereby

to be incapable of experiencing pleasures and pains, is in itself not

enough to enable one to become the possessor of steady wisdom. In

the case of the man, whose senses have been weakened through starva-

tion, what we observe is that he has simply lost the capacity to sense

outside objects and that he therefore does not perceive them. In the

case of the yogin, however, we know that he is quite capable of

sensing them well, and still does not do so on account of his will-

power being effectively directed against such a course. Which of these

two men is the stronger morally, and deserves to be called the seer of

steady wisdom ? Certainly the yogin. His mind is altogether on

a higher plane of power than that of the man of the starved senses.

The mind of the mere sense-starver is characterised by incapacity,

while the mind of the seer of steady wisdom is certain to be highly

capable and potent. By merely depriving the mind of its food

of sensations, we do not necessarily make it strong enough to over-

come the tempting tendencies of pleasures and pains. Even when

such a psychological privation of sensations is effectively carried out
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by the stubborn aspirant, his internal relish for the enjoyable objects

of the senses need not thereby come to an end. Relish can be

counteracted generally by relish. In tha case of all progressive

aspirants the morally lower relish is counteracted by the morally

higher one, while in the casa of retrogressive weaklings the higher

relish either does not exist at all, or is only too well counteracted by

the lower one. Indeed the weakness of the moral weakling consists

in the greater strength of his morally lower relish for tha pleasing

objects of mere sense-enjoyment. Therefore, even after successfully

withdrawing the senses from the objects which they are prone to

perceive, the aspirant has to clear his mind of all the old- instilled

relish for the outer objects of sense-enjoyment. This becomes

possible when the in-turned power of the senses enables him to

perceive his own self. The supreme attractiveness of this intros-

pective perception of the self comes out from the fact that the

blissful delight, which it affords, is declared to be so very much

more worthy of enjoyment than the delight which is due to the

pleasures of the senses. Indeed this latter delight can have no

recognisable value at all in the presence of the former. Since even

the most perfect privation of pleasures cannot bestow the blessing of

intrinsic purity on a heart, which is full of passion, it is impossible

for the aspirant to succeed in his endeavour to obtain the wisdom

that is well established, unless and until he succeeds in winn-

ing that serene bliss of internal satisfaction which is based on

self-realisation. Thus the withdrawing of the senses from their

objects of perception is no more than the first step in the discipline

of self-control, by means of which the aspirant is to bacome tha

possessor of steady and well established wisdom. Hence it can

never be an end in itself. Such practice of self-control is only a

means for the attainment of the eni of self -knowledge. And when

self-knowledge is attained through it, the wisiooiof thj aspirant

becomes niturally steady and wall established. Our difficulty,

however, is so great even in connection with the adoption of this

preliminary discipline of self-control, that most of us are apt to

break down in the very endeavour to withdraw tha senses from

their objects of perception. How difficult it is for us to obtain this

requisite mastery over our senses, we shall try to understand in

our next class.

20
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XI

Last time we were going on with the teaching of Sri-Krishria

in regard to the sthitaprajna, or the seer of steady wisdom, whose

mind does not shake even under the strongest of temptations. To

the question which Arjuna put, as to what kind of man such a seer

would be, Sri-Krishna gave His reply by first pointing out to him

how the wise man of that description had to be one who could over-

come all the desires in his heart and could easily withdraw his senses

away from the objects which they would otherwise ordinarily perceive

and enjoy. And then, to show that the mere incapacity, through

forced outward hindrance, to perceive and enjoy the objects of the

senses does not mean the possession of such steady wisdom, He

gave Arjuna to understand that, in the case of the man, whose senses

are in some manner or other made merely incapable of enjoying their

objects, while the mind within is full of keen hankerings after them,

there is no possibility of his ever acquiring the steady wisdom of

the seer, till all those inner hankerings are quite completely killed.

In the case of such a man, it is not the conquest of the senses by

the power of the duly disciplined will that we observe ; but what we

may notice there is simply the incapacity of the senses to perceive

their objects so as to be well aware of them. It is, therefore, only

be, who, by the power of his disciplined and cultured will, subdues

the senses, that deserves to be called the seer of steady wisdom ; for

he has succeeded in experiencing the peace and the blissfulness of

that higher mental life, in which the temptations of the senses are all

vanquished by the power of the will which is guided by the luminous

inspiration resulting from self-realisation. Many of us know very

well how true it is that to kill the inner relish for pleasure is much

more difficult than to withdraw the senses by force from pleasurable

objects of perception. But even this work of withdrawing the sens-

es is not, as Arjuna was taught, capable of being easily accomplish-

ed, notwithstanding the fact that, without its accomplishment,

the higher achievement of self-realisation is altogether impossible.

Our self-conquest ultimately rests on our conquest of the senses

from within. And how very difficult of accomplishment such sense-

conquest is, we are told in the sloka with which we begin our work

to-day.
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60. Even in the case of the wise man, who is

putting forth effort (to subdue them), the senses are,

Arjuna, impetuous, and carry away the mind by force.

It is found that even in the case of a wise and learned man,

who is constantly endeavouring to subdue his senses, they are too

powerful to be easily subdued by him. If it is seen that they compel

even such a man to move in the direction in which sensual pleasures

and enjoyments lie, it cannot be difficult for us to make out how very

much more powerful they are apt to be in the case of weaker and

less wise men, whose endeavour to control them is often known

to prove futile for want of steady perseverance on their part. That

so many of us so often know the better and do the worse is very

largely due to this uncontrollable sway which our senses exercise

over us in spite of ourselves. With pleasure as the aim of conduct,

it is impossible to kill selfishness ; and with selfishness unkilled, it

is impossible for us to do the better even as we may happen to

know the better.

srrcffa
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61. Having subdued them all, one should be

engaged in meditation, with Me as the supreme object

(thereof)- For, he, who has the senses under control,

his wisdom is well established.

Therefore he, who is desirous of becoming a person possessed of

steady wisdom, should keep his strong and over-powering senses

completely under control. The most appropriate and effective means,

with the help of which men may succeed in this decidedly hard

work of subduing their senses, is here shewn to consist in making

the mind become intensely absorbed in meditating upon God as

the supreme object of devotion and attainment. It is only such

meditation, which, by giving rise to the ineffable bliss of
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self-realisation and God-realisation, can destroy altogether man's

inner relish for the pleasures of the senses
;
and we know how, with-

out the destruction of that relish, man can progress neither morally

nor spiritually, whatever may be the course of practical religious

discipline that he adopts. When the object of man's meditation

happens to be other than God, and when his mind comes to be

actively engaged in coveting the various pleasures of the senses, the

result is bound to be inevitable moral decay. Therefore it has

always to be borne in mind that it is not every kind of meditation

and mental concentration which can lead to true self-conquest.

That meditation, the object of which is nothing other than God, is

alone capable of producing well the great strength which is needed

for self-conquest. All other kinds of meditation, the objects where-

of are ultimately no other than the pleasing objects of the senses, are

not only not productive of this strength, but are also productive of

much moral deterioration. How this happens is clearly explained

in the two slokas that follow :

62. In the case of the man, who keeps meditating

on the objects of the senses, there arises an attachment

in relation to those (objects). From attachment desire

is born, and from desire anger is born.

63. From anger comes bewilderment
;

from

bewilderment, confusion of memory ;
from failure of

memory (comes) loss of intelligence ;
and from loss of

intelligence one becomes completely ruined.

Here, in these slckas, we are given an explanation of how it is

that, if we retain the internal relish for the pleasures of the senses

to any degree, we are sure to go down morally step by step. In
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the case of the man who keeps constantly thinking of, and meditat-

ing upon, the pleasurable objects of the senses, what we notice is

that his mind only too naturally becomes attached to what it

thinks of and is meditating upon. Equally naturally this attach-

ment makes the mind desire that to which it has become so attached.

That we become attached to what we cherish in our hearts is no

less true, than that we wish to enjoy all such pleasurable objects

of the senses as generally happen to command our fond attachment.

Accordingly, first comes attachment, and then comes desire. There-

after, desire gives rise to anger. How this is so, we may easily see,

if we bear in mind that anger is invariably the result of disappoint-

ment caused by the non-fulfilment of a cherished desire. If we are

foiled in our attempt to attain any object that we desire, we become

as a rule so dissatisfied with what happens to be the cause of our

discomfiture as to have our wrath excited against it. The stronger

our attachment is to an object of pleasure or of enjoyment, the

greater surely is our desire to obtain it. The more intense such

desire is in us, the keener is our sense of disappointment at its non-

fulfilment. And the keener this sense of disappointment, the more

violently do we become convulsed with anger. Hence none of us

can deny in the light of our experience that desire is in reality the

unpropitious parent of anger.

It must be, I believe, well known to all of you that anger is

sometimes defined very rightly as a short madness. This means

that, when we are angry, our mind loses, for the time being, its

rationality altogether. There can indeed be no doubt that anger

gives rise to loss of intelligence, and deprives us for the time being

of our power of reasoning. In the madness of anger, the mind be-

comes so full of confusion and bewilderment, that it loses notably

the strength as well as the clearness of its faculty of memory.

Hence, what the angry man does in his fit of anger, he can rarely

remember. The excitement of anger is accordingly incompatible

with the fitness of the mind to receive impressions, and to have

them so recorded within that they may be easily revived by the

conscious exercise of memory. In addition to making the mind unim-

pressionable in this manner, anger takes away from men their power

of mental concentration and steady attention ; and without this
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power it is very hard to recall into open recognition any of the

impressions that are stamped on the memory. If a man becomes

mad, almost all the impressions of his past life are somehow dis-

organised in his mind, owing to the disturbance caused in it by his

madness. And knowing, as most of us do, that there is so much

truth in the statement that anger is a short madness, we cannot

fail to make out how a man is certainly apt to lose his memory,

if he freely and frequently gives way to anger.

The loss of memory, which is so brought about, leads to the

destruction of intelligence. To such of us as know the psychologi-

cal functioning of intelligence, it cannot be difficult to make out how

this loss of memory will necessarily lead to the destruction of

intelligence. Intelligence, as you know, represents our power

of comparing and contrasting the impressions which the various

phenomena of the external world leave upon our mind in the

form of percepts and concepts, so that we may understand by means

of such comparison and contrast what things are similar and what

dissimilar, and what those characteristics are in relation to which

similar things are similar and dissimilar things dissimilar. Corres-

ponding to every object of perception that is perceived, there is

generally an inner mental conception ; and the work of the intelli-

gence is to compare the various mental conceptions so produced, so

as to ascertain the similarity and the dissimilarity that are found

in relation to them. If we understand well the nature of the process

of mental conception and its relation to memory, then how loss of

memory gives rise to the destruction of intelligence becomes clear

at once. In Sanskrit psychology this process of conceiving things

in the mind and the process of stamping impressions on the memory
are both spoken of as samskaras. The idea here is, that, when we

perceive an object, the impression which that act of perception

leaves upon the mind, so as to enable us to have a conception of

the thing which we have perceived, is the same as, or at least very

much like, the impression with the help of which we are enabled to

remember our past experiences. In this way it is evident that

what we have as the basis of both knowledge and memory is an

internal mental impression ; and this it is which goes by the name

of samskara. The samskara, which forms the basis of knowledge,
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is called bhavana ; and that, which forms the basis of memory, is

called smriti. It is worth noting that these words bhavana and

sniriti denote also
'

conception
'

and
'

memory
'

respectively. And

the common fact of human experience, that ideas and impressions

on the memory become, under certain favourable circumstances,

actualised into what is much like direct perceptual knowledge, is

clearly in favour of this view that the conscious conceptual impres-

sion on the mind is not essentially different from the subconscious

impression on the memory. Without memory and without concep-

tual ideas, the mind has necessarily to be very nearly empty. In

their absence there will then be nothing in it for the intelligence to

work upon. Therefore when memory goes, the intelligence is sure

to be starved to death ; and with its death will disappear our

rationality and our power to distinguish right from wrong. And

will this not lead to the ruin of the higher destiny of the individual

who is so affected '? The whole thing is thus a consecutive and

consistent psychological chain, in which every link is complete and

in perfect position. In this psychological exposition of the ruin,

which assuredly follows in the wake of a person's attachment to the

pleasures of the senses, we see what great power for good as well as

for evil is really wielded by the will. When the will is trained to

have mastery over the senses, our sensations and the pleasures and

pains which are associated with them can do us no harm at all.

Their power to prove hurtful lasts only so long as they manage to

hold the will in subjection to them. This is brought out thus in

this next sioka ;

TD

64. But one, who, being possessed of a duly

disciplined self, perceives sense-objects by means of

the senses, which are under one's control and are free

from (inducing) desire and aversion, (such an one)

obtains freedom from distraction.

In this iloka we are taught another important lesson relating

to the ethical discipline that we, as human beings, are called upon
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to undergo in life. We have been already told that merely to starve

the senses, so as to physically incapacitate them to perceive and

enjoy such objects as they may find to be pleasurable, is not to

undergo well that psychological discipline which is so essential for

the building up of a worthy moral life. To go through such a dis-

cipline successfully, we have to be in possession of a really strong

will. Our conquest of the senses must for this purpose be the result

of a voluntarily conscious, sustained and well-directed mental effort

on our part. Otherwise, their power to distract the mind is sure to

continue unabated. Weakening the power of the senses by the use

of outer force may, for the time being, make the inevitable associa-

tion between the senses and their respective objects of perception

free from direct and immediate moral harm. But such a weakening

cannot kill the inner longing for the enjoyment of the pleasures of

the senses. The centre, from which the moral pollution of our

mind is propagated, is within the mind itself. Its purity is certainly

never endangered so much by what is put into it through the senses,

as by its own weakness to withstand the tempting allurement of the

sense-objects which it perceives through them. To run away from

temptations is better than to be actually ruined through yielding

unto them. But resolutely to resist temptations and to overcome

them is even more decidedly better than to run away from them.

Surely, he who never fights a battle can never be a hero. He, who

wishes to become a hero, must therefore fight his battles valiantly,

and thus show that he is made of true mettle. Hence, even in the

matter of acquiring moral strength and displaying moral heroism,

it will not do for us to run away from the battle-field of tempta-

tions. He who perceives and enjoys the objects of the senses

by means of the senses, which are successfully kept under restraint,

so that they do not give rise to the impulses of desire and aversion

the senses which are thus fully under his own control and guidance

he deserves to be called vidheyatman, inasmuch as he thereby shows

himself to be easily amenable to proper internal discipline and

sustained self-control. He acquires what.is spoken of here as prasada,

as the direct result of such sense-restraint and self-control. This word

generally means clearness ; and here it is used to signify freedom

from all such distractions as tend to make the mind excited and

unsteady so as thereby to compel it to lose its clearness. The idea is
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that there is really no harm in allowing our senses to come into

contact with the pleasurable objects which they have perceived : the

harm is not in feeling the pleasures and the pains which arise in

consequence of such perception, but it is really due to tbo vilcshepa or

distraction which is ciused by the desires and aversions arising from

sensations as well as from the pleasures and the pains that are

associated with them. It is surely not impossible for us harmlessly

to perceive the external objects of perception with the help of our

senses, and enjoy the pleasures resulting from such a perception,

provided we take care not to allow our minds to become distracted

by the ordinarily resulting impulses of desire and aversion. That,

ordinarily, sensations and the feelings of pleasure and pain, which are

in association with them, tend to distract the mind, so as to make

it hard for it to become one-pointed, is very clearly demonstrated

by Patanjali in his Yoga-sutras. The very word vikshepa is used

by him to denote such mental distraction ; and he has distinctly

recognized that pleasure and pain, as the determiners of desire and

aversion, are among the notable causes of such distraction. If

pleasures and pains do not distract our minds, even when they are

actually experienced, they surely can do us no harm. It so happens

that there are occasions in our life, when we feel that the control of

our own conduct has been beyond our power. If, on such occasions,

we try to analyse psychologically our own mental condition and

make out what it is that has in that manner made it impossible for

us to control our own conduct, we very often cannot but come to this

conclusion, namely, that we have not been able to keep our senses so

completely under our control as to deprive them of their power to

distract our mind. The acquisition of such conscious and internally

enforced control over the senses is, therefore, absolutely necessary

for all of us, if we wish to succeed in any marked manner in

conducting our lives aright.

05. On (his thus acquiring) mental clarifica-

tion, them arises the removal of all his misery (from

him). (And) in the case of him, whose mind is cleared

21
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(of distractions), the intelligence soon becomes firmly

established.

When the mind of a man becomes clarified and free from all

tempting and misguiding distractions, then all his miseries will

naturally and of themselves disappear. In fact, misery, sorrow and

distress are all due to the distractions which the tempting tendencies

of pleasure and pain cause in us ; and when these are overcome and

our control over the senses is securely established, then all our

miseries very naturally disappear. Such freedom from distraction

and from mental unhappiness has the further effect of strengthening

the intelligence, so as to enable it to do well its work of knowing

and discriminating as well as of thinking and reasoning. Mental

distraction is in itself enough to make the light of intelligence dim

and unsteady ; and when such distraction becomes associated with

the unhappiness, which it is apt to give rise to, then the dim and

flickering light of our intelligence is sure to make our vision of truth

very unreal and highly distorted. That distractions give rise to

unhappiness is as well within the range of human experience, as

that they produce in us many of our prejudices and predilections.

Who is there among us that does not know that our prejudices and

predilections so often lead us to see things otherwise than as they

really are ? If we wish to see things as they are, it is very necessary

for us to remove all prejudices and other kinds of pre-dispositions

from our minds. And when the mind is freed from all bias, then

our intelligence becomes a strong and worthy instrument placed at

our disposal to enable us to know tho truth as it really is. That the

distracted mind cannot be clear and cannot apprehend truth in all

its glory of unsullied purity, is so evident to human experience that it

indeed stands in no need of any explanation or demonstration.

^ t||4<|c|4kl: snrK^UTit^ f^f:

66. There is no intelligence to him who is of

unconcentrated attention, nor is there (any) conceptual

ideation in the case of (such) a person of unconcentrated
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attention. And there is no peace to him who does not

ideate. Whence (will) happiness (come) unto him

who is wanting in peace ?

We were told in 'the previous sloka that the intelligence of

him, who is prasanna-chetas, that is, of clear undistracted mind, is

capable of becoming steady and strong ; and in this sloka we are told

that distraction not only weakens the intelligence and causes it to

waver, but also takas away from man his power of ideation and

continued meditation. According to Patanjali, vikshcpa or mental

distraction can bo counteracted by what ho calls ckataUvUbhi/ayu or

the continued meditation of some one thought, idea or experience.

lie who thus concentrates his attention on one idea, or thought, or

experience is yoga-yukta; and hence he who is of unconcontratcd

attention is ayukta. In the case of such an ayttkta, the mind is apt

to bo distracted, and his distraction is certain to undermine his

intelligence. In the manner in which the faculty of intelligence sutlers

through distraction, the faculty of imagination also is apt to be

injured through it. And for the acquisition of mental tranquillity

and internal peace, four different kinds of bhavanas have baen

prescribed and practised from very ancient days in this country.

They are called maitrl, karuna, mudita, and upeksha. The first of

these means friendly satisfaction ; tha second, merciful sympathy ;

the third, joyous appreciation ; and the fourth, conscious indiffer-

ence. To make the will direct our faculty of ideation or imagination

so as to enable it to defcannina our mental attitude to be one of

friendly satisfaction towards those who are happy and prosperous,

one of kindly sympathy towards those who are unhappy and miser-

able, ona of joyous appreciation towards those who are good and

worthy, and one of conscious indifference towards those who are

bad and unworthy to do this continuously is to practise the

bhavanas. That our attitude towarJs our surroundings determines

the internal paac^fulness or o'lherwisa of our minis really requires

no demonstration. Who among us does not know that the mind

is its own place and can make a IKUVOD of holl or a hell of hoaven '.'

It is by Llio exorcise of his faculty of imagination that nun succeeds

iu makiii;; .1 liu.ivun of hull or .1 hull of hoaven ; and thu practicu of
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tho bhavanas is thus intended to ensure that he more generally makes

a heaven of hell than a hell of heaven. That we often become in

reality what we earnestly and seriously imagine ourselves to be, is

an undeniable fact of human nature; and on it depends to no small

degree our mental peacefulness and our true and imperturbable

happiness.

If a man, therefore, has not gob this power of bhavana, it is

not possible for him to obtain the santi or that blissful peace of

mind, which is indeed the noble mother of all true happiness.

Surely, without the acquisition of such peace of mind, as will in no

case allow us to be disturbed either by the pleasurable or by the

painful sensations, which our constant contact with the external

world produces in us, none of us can have any sukha or real happiness.

The word sukha may, as indicated by more than one context, mean

either pleasure or happiness. Modern English writers on ethics aro

also known to make a distinction between pleasure and happiness.

Although there are some among them who maintain that ultimately

they are both the same, still the idea of pleasure is very generally

recognised to be different from the idea of happiness. The sukha,

which a man acquires through his established peace of mind, is not

the same as the fleeting sukha which the pleasurable objects of the

senses produce in him on their being perceived. The former of

these is not a mere animal feeling like the latter ; it is on the other

hand the happiness of the blissfully peaceful mind, which, while

taking in every impression and experience that the external world

may produce, is not in any manner disturbed by the pleasures and

pains arising from the sensations of the senses, and does not allow

itself to be carried away by either of the impulses of desire and

aversion consequent upon those sensations. So long as we believe

that this supreme happiness, born out of such blissful peace, is a thing

that is really worthy to 'be sought and won, it clearly becomes our

duty to so conduct our lives as to be able to attain that happiness with

an unfailing certainty. For this purpose we have to make our minds

free from the distraction of desires and aversions by the adequate

practice of appropriate meditation and mental concentration.

Success in the endeavour to concentrate our attention steadily,

strengthens naturally our intellectual faculty, and thereby improves

gur power to know and to concuivo and to iinagino. Simultaneously
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with the improvement in the power of the intelligence, thoro

also arises very naturally the increased efficiency of the faculty of

imagination. Thus mental concentration is helpful to the improve-

ment of the intelligence as well as of the imagination ; and when

our improved imagination is appropriately exercised so as to give to

our minds a harmonious attunement in relation to all our surround-

ings, then nothing can have the power to worry or to annoy or to

excite us and thus deprive us of our peace of mind. When we are in

command of such imperturbable peace, and duly appreciate its bliss-

fulness, then our true happiness becomes well-founded and enduring.

A life of steady thought, strenuous action and unselfish achievement,

when freed thus from all possible disappointment, is sure to be

abundantly full of what cannot but be true and lasting happiness.

No happiness of any other kind can bo true or worthy or unchang-

ing like it.

ft ^f^\ ^JTTOgfrsffa^ i

II ^ II

67. For, in his case, that mind (of his), which

works in obedience to the roving senses, carries away

(all) wisdom, as a (stormy) gale (carries away) a ship in

water.

Here we are told why it is that he, who is wanting in peace

cannot have true happiness. His want of peace indicates that his

mind is not free from distraction ; and this means that his roving

senses are still masterful and sway the mind as they like. Any

person who is so situated is naturally apt to confound pleasure with

happiness ; and it is rightly conceiveJ that there can be no greater

unwisdom than to give room to this confusion. How can ho, whoso

wisdom is so far gone as to make it impossible for him to distinguish

between pleasure and happiness, be really happy at all ? Pleasure

is transient, and becomes easily changed into pain ; or, it gives rise

to pain, often as a necessary result. To mistake it to be tho happi-

ness that is roal and enduring is indeed very groat unwisdom. This

unwisdom, which so undermines men's happiness, is indeed inevita-

ble, so loutf ;is they place themselves at tho disposal of their unsteady
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senses. Although the senses are in reality as powerful as a storm,

they have to be subjugated by persistenb endeavour and strong will-

power. Otherwise, one can never hope to become the
'

seer of

steady wisdom'.

1 mr

68. Therefore, mighty-armed (Arjuna), he, whose

senses arc on all sides held back from the objects of the

senses, his wisdom is well established.

Wo have boon already told how tho senses are ordinarily so

powerful and tumultuous that they are apt to baar away by force the

mind of even a wise man who is wide awake. Wo have now learnt

the nature of tha commonly current relation between sensation and

volition. Indeed the powerfulnass of the senses in shaping our

lives and in determining our aims and aspirations is due to the

influence which our sensations very generally wield ovar our will.

To keep the will free from the control of the senses is what we know

as mdriya-jaya or sense-conquest ; and such sense-conquest may
well be taken to be almost the same as self-conquest, even as it is

mentioned by implication in this sloka. He, who cannot hold back

his senses from their objects, can never hope to become the
'

seer of

steady wisdom' ;
and he, who indeed can and doas successfully

hold his senses back from their enjoyable objects, is as a matter of

course led on to become sooner or later such a wise seer. I hope

you will not consider it redundant, if I draw your attention

once again to the fact, that this holding back of the senses from

their objects is not the same as enfeebling and incapacitating them

through forced starvation, so as to make it impossible for them

to perceive things and to become consciously cognisant of what they

perceive. Such a starvation of the senses cannot give rise to

genuine dispassion within the heart. Unless the heart-lodged relish

for the pleasures of the senses is completely dislodged, men can

achieve neither sense-conquest) nor self-conquest. Therefore, all

those, who desire to become blossod with steady wisdom, have to

loam how to control thoir normally strong, healthy and active
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senses by means of a potent and woll-fcrainod will. While their

experience of pleasures and of pains has to he quite normal, they

have to see that these do not necessarily determine their desires and

aversions. It is this kind of conscious and voluntary effort to sub-

ordinate the prompting power of the senses to the guiding control

of the will, which is capable of making one grow into a sage of

steady wisdom, the saga whose characteristics have been described

here in such a clear and unmistakable manner. The answer so far

given, in reply to the question as to what the language is which is

descriptive of the sige of steady wisdom, is fittingly explanatory of

the psychological processes by which such a sage becomes possessed

of such wisdom. His special qualification to attain what is really

the highest and the worthiest object of attainment is brought out in

the remaining slokas of this chapter, which we shall take up for

study in our next class.

Xll

In our last class we were dealing with the characteristics of

the seer of steady wisdom, and with the nature of the psychological

discipline by means of which one may become such a seer blessed

with such steady wisdom. I am quite sure you remember that the

question T^Ttrsrs^T ^>\ *TRT what; is the language which is descrip-

tive of the seer of steady wisdom is the first among those

which Arjuna put to Sri-Krishria regarding the seer of steady

wisdom. The description of such a seer, as given in some of the-

slokas that we have already gone through, is obviously intended to

be the answer to this first question. The other questions as to what

he would say, whether he would stay or whether he would go, are

not, as you may at once see, very different in import from the

question regarding the way in which ha should ha described ; for,

what he would say, and whether he would stay or whether he would

go, are certainly to be included in any description of him which at

all pretends to be full. Nevertheless, we can see that all these

questions do not mean the same thing. The second question, as

to what he would say, really relates to what his attitude would be

regarding life in society and all iis associated duties and responsi-

bilities. It is answered in the xloka with which we begin our work

to-day. Let us now proceed to see how this is done :
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*TT

69. That, which is night to all beings, therein the

self-controlling sage is awake. That is night to the

discerning seer, wherein the (other) beings are awake.

Let us here note that the samyamin or the self-controlling sage

is taken to be the same as the muni or seer who is blessed with the

intuitive vision of inner inspiration. If we remember well that self-

control is the only means by which self-realization can be accom-

plished, and that self-realization, when accomplished, opens out fully

the inner eyes of the soul, we may see at once the meaning of this

identification of the self-controlling sage with the truly discerning

seer. The steady wisdom of the self-controlling sage, who is at the

same time a seer blessed with the divine vision of truth, makes him

look upon life in a manner, which is so entirely different from the

way, in which all those, who are not blessed with such vision and

with such wisdom, are prona to look upon it. It is this fact, which

is brought out in this sloka, although it reads very much like a

riddle. The night is the time of darkness and of sleep ; therein even

beings with wide and op m eyes do no 1

; generally see, and conscious

beings become unconsnou? throug-i sleei). When we are wakeful, we

are conscious and cognisant of the various objects of knowledge.

Accordingly, the statement that, in what happens to be night to all

beings, the seer of steady wisdom is awake, means that he is at all

times cognisant of a certain something, which ordinary beings other

than himself cannot usually cognise. The reference here is to the

seer's power of self-realization and God-realization. The statement

that, in what happens to be night to the seer, all other beings are

awake, means that these other beings concentrate their attention and

love on what he treats with so much real indifference as almost to

be non-cognisant of it. The meaning is that ho completely discards

the worldly love of pleasure and of power. The common worldly

man is naturally as blind to the unworldly wisdom and divine

aspirations of the philosophic seer, as this latter is to the low and

unmixed worldliness of the former. Accordingly, the ways of the
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seer of steady wisdom are not those which are followed by such

men and women as are worldly out of natural necessity. The

question, whether this characteristic unworldliness of the seer

makes it obligatory on him to retire from the world, is dealt with

in the next two tlokas.

n

70. He (indeed) attains peace into whom all

desires enter, in the manner in which the waters enter

the ocean, which is (ever) being filled and is (jet)

of unshakable steadfastness
;
but not he who hankers

after objects of desire.

71. The man who, having abandoned all desires,

lives without hankerings, without selfishness, and with-

out egotism, he attains peace.

These tidkas make it known to us that the seer of steady

wisdom may well he in the world and manage at the same time not

to be of it. Innumerable rivers pour their waters in great abundance

into the great ocean ; and yet it gdoes not overflow it banks, and

its steadfastness is ever firm and unshakable. To guard the great

ocean from overflowing its banks, it is not in the least necessary to

prevent the rivers from flowing into it. In this same manner a

a man may, if he be such a seer, allow all desires to enter into his

mind, and may, nevertheless, manage at the same time to maintain

unimpaired the unshakable steadfastness of his own wisdom. From

the latter of these two slokas it comes out clearly enough that to

give up all desires is really so to live our lives as to be free from

hankerings, from selfishness and from egotism. The giving up of

desires through external restraint or obstruction cannot give rise to

this kind of freedom from hankerings and selfishness and egotism ;

22
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ifc is sure to leave within the mind the polluting relish for the enjoy-

ment of the objects of desire almost exactly in the same condition

in which it was before. What is really required of us in achieving

moral progress is the purification of the mind from the taint of

egotism and selfishness ;
for it is these undesirable qualities that

give rise to karma and its tendencies, compelling the soul to undergo

reincarnation again and again. Therefore the statement Rrl^H fi

^MKWdL 5Wc^*T 3Th=r%<T. is distinctly Vedantic in character ; and

it means that the mind itself is in reality the cause of the soul's

recurring cycle of reincarnations, and that it has therefore to be

purified through effort by all those who seek to obtain the salvation

of moksha. Wherein this purification of the mind consists, comes

out very distinctly from what is declared in one of the well known

minor Upanishads, Therein it is said

ft

From this we gather that, judged morally, the human mind is

of two kinds, namely, that which is pure and that which is impure ;

that the mind which aims at securing the objects of desire and enjoy-

ment is impure, while that which is free from all such attachment

to objects of desire is pure ; that the mind itself is hence the cause

of the bondage of our souls, as it is also of their final liberation from

material bondage, seeing that that mind which is attached to the

objects of sense-enjoyment gives rise to the bondage of the soul in

matter, while that which is free from such attachment leads to the

very salvation of the soul. Let us again observe that what is

given here as the surest means for the attainment of peace, purity

and salvation is not the forced asceticism of mere external

restraint. Such asceticism is of no value at all, so long as the

mind within has not become free from attachment to the objects

of such enjoyment. Sri-Krishna's teaching in this respect is

that the man, who really wishes to be saved, must cultivate
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successfully the valuable moral power of internal self-restraint.

To keep back under compulsion from the objects of sense-enjoyment,

when the mind is in reality inflamed with a burning passion for

them, is no less than to nurse moral weakness within the heart,

so as to make it positively harder to achieve true spiritual advance-

ment. What we have therefore to do is not to run away from the

worldly life of society and civilisation. Such a flight in itself cannot

secure salvation for us. On the other hand, we have to allow

ourselves to come freely into contact with the life of society and

the objects of the senses and also to feel the pleasures and the pains

which are thereby produced : and yet we have to take care that our

wisdom is at the same time steadfast and unshaken, even as the

ocean is steadfast and does not overflow its banks in spite of in-

numerable rivers pouring their voluminous contents incessantly

into it. Clearly the barm here is not in perceiving the various

objects of the senses so as to experience all the consequent pains

and pleasures; on the other hand, it is altogether in becoming

attached to the objects of sense-enjoyment. Indeed it is such an

attachment which is ever the prolific parent of the multitudinous

desires that arise in the human heart
; and freedom from it

necessarily implies freedom from all hankering after sense-enjoy-

ment. How in the presence of this doubly enforced freedom of

our moral nature, neither selfishness nor egotism can erect its head,

it must be easy for all of us to see at once. In the absence of such

internal freedom and moral purity, coerced external asceticism is

wholly incapable of killing either selfishness or egotism. The

foolish ascetic, who, with an unripe and unchastened heart, runs

away from home and from society into the forest, is in no way

nearer to the goal of solf-porfection. His very flight is duo to selfish

four ; and his lifo of asceticism can do him no good, for the simple

reason that it is incapable of doing any good to others. But the

'seer o( steady wisdom, whoso heart is ripe and pure enough to

enable him to live the lifo of genuine renunciation, is sure to live

such a lifo equally well at home and in the midst of society, or away

from home and in tho forest. In any case his lifo is bound to be

absolutely unselfish and abundantly helpful. Thus Sri-Krishna's

reply to Arjuna's question, as to whether the seer of steady wisdom

would stay in society or would go away from it, is that he might
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either stay or go, and that he would in all probability rather stay

than go away. The state of such a seer of steady wisdom is further

characterised in the following manner :

: TT2J- %TT STT^T

72. Arjuna, this is the brahrnl state. After

attaining this, one does not become deluded. By abid-

ing in this (state), even at the time of (one's) end, one

obtains the
'

bliss of Brahman '.

The state of the seer of steady wisdom the state which has

been so fully described in some of the previous slokas is herein

spoken of as brahml. This Sanskrit word is a feminine adjective

derived from the neuter noun brahman, which generally denotes

that infinite and all-pervading Being, who is the foundation and

life and aim of the universe. The state which is brdhml may
therefore be well understood to be that which is divinely philosophi-

cal ; and the declaration, that the state of the seer of steady wis-

dom is divinely philosophical, means that it is different from those

other states which are ordinarily known as laukiki and vaidikl.

The laukiki state is the worldly man's state of worldliness, while

the vaidikl state is the state of the vedavadarata, to whom there

is no higher or nobler object of human pursuit than the attainment

of the power and enjoyments, which may be derived from the

adoption of the Vedic religion of sacrifices. The brahml state is

certainly dillorent from both these, as we have already seen. It is

the steadfast state of the seer of steady wisdom, whose summum

bonum is self-realisation and God-realisation, and whose means for

the attainment of this summum bonum is the living of the absolutely

disinterested life of unselfish duty done well and with concentrated

attention. The delusion, from which one becomes naturally free

after the attainment of this state of divinely philosophical wisdom, is

the delusion of mistaking pleasure for happiness and of looking upon

the acquisition of power and of enjoyments as the chief aim of life.

The worldly man's worldliness is in fact founded on and fostered by

a delusion. To love, even at the sacrifice of some worldly
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advantages, the pleasures of paradise, so well as to seek in earnest

the power which is needed for their acquisition, is really no part of

the purely secular worldlinesa of the common man of the world.

Still, he who aims at winning Svarga with all the pleasures, which

appertain to the life that may be lived therein, cannot be said to

have fully seen through and risen above the delusion. His faith in

his religion of sacrifices and rewards enables him only to substitute

ideal celestial pleasures in the place of actual terrestrial ones in his

own scheme of life. Hence it is only the seer of steady wisdom

who can succeed in getting into that divinely philosophical state

which is here called brahml sthitih that is able to free himself

from the ensnaring entanglements of such a delusive moral ideal.

He will never be led to consider either terrestrial or celestial plea-

sures to be the same as the supreme bliss of the salvation of self-

realisation and God-realisation. The great moral and spiritual

efficacy of this divinely philosophical state of steadfast wisdom,

which aims at self-realisation and God-realisation, has been well

pointed out to us already ; and as we have been told, even a little

of etfort on our part to get into such a state of true wisdom is calcu-

lated to save us from great fear and great danger. This same note-

worthy efficacy of it is now drawn attention to in another way by the

statement that, through abiding in such a state of philosophic wisdom

even at the end of one's life, one obtains the bliss of the Brahman.

This statement does not, of course, mean that one may wantonly

postpone the adoption of this divinely philosophical ideal of life and

its associated moral discipline to the very end of life, even when it is

possible for one to put it into practice very much earlier. Wo shall soo

how it is distinctly declared later on in the Glta, that it is never too

early in life to follow the philosophy of conduct which is taught

therein ; and what we are told here is that it is also never too late

to do so. A man may not have early in life the opportunity to know

and to appreciate the value of this divine philosophy of conduct as

expounded by Sri-Krishna. He may become acquainted with it, or

become able and inclined to appreciate it, only when it is rather late

in life. Even then be has no reason to feel afraid that his following

this philosophy of conduct may not help him in attaining the desired

salvation of his soul. What is wanted of him, whether he has all

his future before him still to live, or whether he is closely nearing
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the end of his life, is such a firm, sincere and unshakable abidance

in the divinely philosophical state of non-attachment and true wisdom,

as is clearly characteristic of the genuine seer of steady wisdom. The

sincerity and the firmness of the abidance therein are in themselves

quite enough to enable him to obtain the eternal bliss of the soul's

emancipation from the bondage of matter, as well as of its reunion

with the divine principle and its life of infinite power and glory and

joy. The expression Brahmanirvana, occurring in the last sloka of

this second chapter of the Glta, is synonymous with Brahmananda ;

and when a soul becomes fit for the attainment of this bliss of the

Brahman, its emancipation from the bondage of matter and from

all its unwholesome limitations has to be really so complete that it

can no longer be possible for that soul to abide in anything which

is other than itself or other than the divinity which has become its

highest object of attainment. We have already seen how the life of

the seer of steady wisdom is naturally directed towards the achieve-

ment of self-realisation and God-realisation ; and a European

exponent of the Glta has endeavoured to bring out the meaning of

Brahmanirvana, as used here, by means of a sentence which he has

quoted in English from one of Plato's dialogues thus :

"
If the soul

take its departure in a state of purity, not carrying with it any

clinging impurities of the body impurities which, during life, it

never willingly shared in, but always avoided gathering itself into

itself, and making this separation from the body its aim and study.

well then, so prepared, the soul departs to that invisible region

which is, of its own nature, the region of the Divine, the Immortal

and the Wise." The parallelism between these ideas of Plato, as

expressed in his Phaedo, and the teachings of Sri-Krishna, as given

in the Glta, regarding the nature and the destiny of the seer of

steady wisdom, is so close and so markedly striking, that we cannot

fail to realise therefrom how accordantly true truth always is in

all places and in all ages and to all those who have eyes to see it in

its native grandeur of unsullied purity.

Thus ends the second chapter of the Bhagavadglta. This

chapter generally goes by the narno of Sdhkhya-yoga. We have

seen how in this chapter the word sahkhya is, as distinguished

from karman, used in the sense of jhana, that is in the sense of a
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theory arrived at in accordance with speculative reason ;
while

karman, translatable as yoga iu one of its many significations, means

the actual carrying out of a theory in practice by means of an appro-

priate process of its application. In the name of the chapter as

Sahkhya-yoya, however, the word yoga means, as it often does, a

connected exposition of any topic or theme. I am sure that most of

you know that every chapter in the Bhagavadgita is made to go by the

name of a yoga. Accordingly, the name of this chapter as Saiikhya-

yoga implies that it gives an exposition of the theoretical doctrines

underlying the philosophy of conduct taught in the Bhagavadgita ;

and our knowledge of the contents of the chapter abundantly justi-

fies this name which has been given to it. Indeed, we have in it the

ground-plan and the basement on which the whole edifice of Sri-

Krishna's philosophy of conduct is erected. A well-known comment-

ator on the Glta has said that the second chapter in it teaches that

the wiseman should, by constantly meditating on God, learn to live

the life of the disinterested performance of duties, and that, other-

wise, his life would prove a mere hindrance to him in respect of

the attainment of the supreme salvation of moksha or soul-emanci-

pation. Another equally well-known commentator is of opinion

that the topics dealt with in this chapter of the Glta are firstly

the speculative foundation of the philosophy of conduct, then the

practical processes of realising that philosophy in life, then the

purification of the mind resulting from the adoption of those practi-

cal processes, and lastly the abiding establishment of one in that

state of steady wisdom which ensures the attainment of the soul's

emancipation from all bondage and from all limitations. Another

commentator, again, of no less eminence and authority, classifies

the contents of this chapter under the three heads of the immorta-

lity of the soul, the life of disinterested du&y, and the state and

destiny of the seer of steady wisdom. According to this last

commentator, the life of disinterested duty seems to be held to

be a logical consequence of the established truth of the immortality

of the soul, at the same time that that life is conceived to

be the means by which, when sufficiently perfected and appro-

priately usei', the truth of the doctrine of the immortality of the

soul may be demonstrated to the satisfaction of^all capable and

earnest aspirants. And the seer of steady wisdom as described her
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is no other than such a capable and earnest aspirant an aspirant who

has striven with notable success to attain the requisite perfection of

internal peace and dispassionate disinterestedness. By putting

together all these views regarding the main items of teaching

which are given in this chapter, we are easily led to see how

it is that herein we have the ground-plan of the whole of the

noble philosophical and religious edifice, which is known to have

been designed and constructed by Sri-Krishna as the divine teacher

of the ever glorious and immortal Bhagavadglta. Although these

commentators differ from one another to some extent in regard to

the way in which they look at the main contents of the chapter,

their views are not really in conflict with one another
; the difference

between them arises almost entirely from the fact that there is a

more or less marked variation in respect of the points to which they

desire to attach importance and to draw prominent attention. The

consensus of opinion among them may, without much difficulty, be

made out to agree upon the following points. And they are :

(i) firstly that the soul is immaterial, immutable and immortal
; that

its association with and limitation by matter is due to karma ; that

karma, which so confines the soul in matter and cripples its powers

for the time being, is caused as well as kept up by attachement to

the objects of the senses and to the results of work ; and that the

enforcement of non-attachment in relation to these annihilates

karma and enables the soul to become so free as to realise itself :

(ii) secondly that the practical enforcement of the lesson of non-

attaehment is possible only where there is absolute unselfishness,

strenuous endeavour, and great concentration of mind in relation to

the performance of religious as well as secular work ; that all duty

has for this purpose to be done for its own sake ; that the title that

men have is in reality only to the doing of the duty both well and

unselfishly, but not to the fruits arising therefrom ; that work in

itself, whatever its nature may be, is incapable of producing the

bondage of karma ; that it is the disposition of the mind of the

worker which is really responsible for the production or non-

production of this bondage ; and that the power to command the

appropriate unselfish disposition, which is in this manner morally

more poteot than the work itself, enables one to live the perfect life

of flawlessness and so to reach easily the goal of the soul's salvation :
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(iii) thirdly that the seer of steady wisdom, whose one aim ia to go

to this goal by living the requisite life of strenuous effort and abso-

lute unselfishness, has to learn by experience that the blias of self-

realisation is so transcendant as to excel all those pleasures and

enjoyments which are in any manner dependent upon external

objects ; that since self-realisation can come only through self-

conquest, the first care of such a seer has to be the subjugation of

the senses, so as to make it impossible for them to tempt him to be

selfish at any time by means of the pleasures and pains which are

naturally experienced in association with sensations ; that, as the

conquest of the senses is not easily achieved, for the reason that

they are in themselves very masterful and can be subdued effectively

only by killing the internal relish for pleasures but not by any kind

of forced external sense-starvation, the seer has to practice yogic

meditation and mental concentration, having God as the one and

only supreme object of devotion ; and that, by so doing, his mind

will become so pure and his wisdom so steady, that it will then be

quite easy and natural for him to reconcile both active achievement

and hearty renunciation in his own life : (iv) and fourthly and

lastly -that this life of unattached and unwordly endeavour and

achievement is representative of that state of philosophic wisdom

which is truly divine: that in this state of philosophic wisdom

there can be no room either for the delusion of interested world-

liness or for that of what is a similar other-worldliness ; and that

earnest and sincere abidance in such a state of divinely philosophic

wisdom, howsoever late in life it may be adopted, unerringly leads

one to the goal of the soul's salvation, which is in the region of the

Wise, the Immortal and the Divinely Blissful.

Of the four main heads under which I have arranged the

contents of this chapter, in general agreement with the analysis of

it as given by more than one orthodox commentator, it is evident

that the topics under the first head deal with what happens to be

the speculative and the rational foundation of a true philosophy of

conduct, and that the topics under the fourth head relate chiefly to

the nature and value of the summum bonum which has to be aimed

at by such a philosophy of conduct. The topics under both these

heads together constitute the aspect of jnana, or what may be called

the rationale of the philosophy of conduct taught in the Gltn.
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Similarly the topics under the second and the third beads may be

seen to relate mainly to the practical carrying out, or to the karman

aspect, of Sri-Krishna's philosophy of conduct, in as much as those

under the second head deal with the principles underlying the

practice of that conduct, while those under the third head are

intended to be descriptive of the nature and the aims of the un-

waveringly wise seer, who has successfully put into practice such a

philosophy of conduct in bis own life. In dealing with the seer of

such unwavering wisdom, it is pointed out, as we have already seen,

that the acquisition and the steady maintenance of his wisdom are

both dependent upon divine devotion and meditation. We thus hit

upon dhyana, which in fact constitutes the soul as well as the life of

bhakti ; it is brought in here as an aid to the practical living of the

philosophic seer's life of steady wisdom. Thus we have in this chapter

a brief statement of jnana-yoga, and karma-yoga, and of dhyana-yoga

in its relation to bhakti-yoga. All these subjects are developed fully

in the later chapters of the Glta, as we are sure to learn, when we

become acquainted with them in the course of our study of the

work ; and the fact that they are all briefly noticed in this chapter

in a clear and unmistakable manner, so that their mutual relations

may be distinctly disclosed, is enough to show that in it we have

I
the ground-plan of the whole of the Bhagavadglta. The true

c jnana-yoga naturally leads to the righteous karma-yoga, which in its

turn leads to the direct and personal demonstration of the truth of

the jnana-yoga itself. This is indeed as it should be ; and in the

Glta they are distinctly shown to be so related to each other.

Every theory of the philosophy of conduct has necessarily to formu-

late a connected course of practical life, which course has to be

logically deduced and developed out of the theory, and has to be at

the same time the means of proving through experience the truth

of the theory itself. Theory has to lead to the logically acquired

knowledge of the nature of the connected practice, and practice has

to lead to the personal realisation in experience of the essential

truthfulness of the theory itself. Where the relation between

theory and practice is otherwise, there both of them are apt to be

wrong and misleading. And although dhydna-ycga and bhakti-

yoga are introduced in this chapter as important aids to karma-

yoga, the doubly intimate nature of the relation of this last
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to jnana-yoga gives to them, that is, to divine meditation and

to loving devotion, much more than a mere subsidiary value. In-

deed the power of karma-yoga to demonstrate to the satisfaction of

personal experience the truth of the corresponding jnana-yoga

is almost entirely dependent upon the successful practice of

dhyana and bhakti. The unselfish life of disinterested duty cannot

at all be lived by man, unless by the practice of meditation and

devotion he acquires the requisite strength of will and peace of mind,

so as not to be led astray by the ever alluring temptations of the

deceiving senses. And it is the practice of this same meditation,

which ultimately gives rise to one's self-realisation and God-

realisation. Accordingly, dhyana and bhakti support and sustain

the righteous life of active disinterested duty, at the same time

they give rise to the illumination of jnana, which leads to the

unerring realisation of soul and God and Truth. Such is a

summary of the teaching contained in the second chapter of the

Bhagavadgita.
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Xlll

CHAPTER III.

To-day, we begin the study of the third chapter of the

Bhagavadgita, which starts with a question put by Arjuna to

Sri-Krishna. The object with which he put the question was

to obtaio a clearer grasp of the teaching he had already received

in respect of the ethics of conduct. I am sure you know that

the readiness to put questions to the teacher, in the spirit of

the true learner, is one of the essential qualities of a typical

disciple, that is, of a disciple who is intelligent enough to bo

rationally inquisitive at the same time that he is pliable enough

not to be unimpressionable or too hypercritical. The great

problem of the philosophy of conduct is expounded in the

Bhagavadgita in the manner of a conversation between the

teacher and the disciple ; and we shall see later on that Sri-Krishna

himself speaks of the Gita as a samvada, which means a dialogue.

There are some critics who find fault with the Bhagavadgita,

saying that it abounds in repetitions. These critics do not obvi-

ously take into consideration that it is a samvada. Generally

speaking, there are three methods in which any subject of real

philosophic interest, like what is dealt with in the Bhagavadgita,

may be expounded. These may be named as the expository, the

dialectic, and the conversational methods. Of these, it is

only in the expository method, as it is followed largely by

modern writers of essays and dissertations in Europe, that

we have as little as possible of repetition in thought or in ex-

pression. The dialectic method is that which is largely followed

by philosophic controversialists in Sanskrit. The essence of

this method consists in first stating the purvapaksha or the

position of such opponents as have to be attacked, then in dealing

out the needed criticism to those opponents, and finally in stating

and proving what is held to be the unimpeachable position of the

author himself. This method of expounding philosophic themes is

not unknown to Europe, seeing that it is so like the method followed

by the school-men of the middle ages. The very nature of this

method enables us to see at once that in it repetition cannot at all

be avoided : indeed a certain amount of repetition is actually needed
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by it. If we examine the third method of exposition, that which I

have called conversational, we cannot fail to see that in it also a

certain amount of repetition is quite necessary. As a matter of fact,

in works like Plato's Dialogues, for instance, the appropriate repeti-

tion of thoughts and expressions constitutes a part of the merit of the

method of exposition adopted in them. Therefore, if we understand

that the Bhayavadgita was not written out in the form of a modern

essay, but that it gives out the teachings of a master to an earnest

disciple in the form of a direct personal conversation, we are certain

to make out the groundless character of the criticism, which attri-

butes demerit to the BhagavadgUa, on the score that certain

thoughts and expressions are repeated therein rather frequently.

The repetition that is found in the Gita is mainly due to its being a

samvada, and is calculated to enhance the clearness and impressive-

ness of the teaching given therein. Many of you may think that

this defence of the method of exposition adopted in the Gita is after

all unnecessary ; but we should not too readily ignore the fact that

there are critics who criticise works like the Glta merely for the

sake of criticism. Such critics tind it often convenient to be blind

even to self-evident facts. The eye sees what it brings with it the

power of seeing ; and it is hence that a certain class of critics see in

the Gita mainly such things as disconnection, inconsistency and

redundancy. We shall see, as we proceed, how these critics only

betray their own bias and hasty precipitancy in thought. Let us

now go on and learn how this chapter begins.

ARJUNA SAID
1. Krishna, if the disposition of the mind is

considered by you to be superior to work, then why do

you order me, O Krishna, to do work which is cruel ?
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2. You seem to be confusing my mind by means
of language which is really mixed up. Therefore, tell

me, after ascertaining well, that one thing by which I

may attain bliss.

The question asked here arises clearly out of the teaching given

by Sri-Krishna, that, in the matter of the proper conduct of life, men

ought to take greater care of their motives and mental disposition

than of the deeds which they actually do from time to time. Arjuna,

you may remember, was told that deeds in themselves cannot create

the bondage of karma, and that what really creates it is the motive

with which men do their deeds. After granting that such was indeed

the case, Arjuna evidently understood Sri-Krishna to mean that men

were at liberty to do any kind of work as their duty, and that no

harm at all would arise unto them out of what might be called an

inappropriate choice of duty, provided that whatever was done as

duty was always done with the proper motive. This interpretation

of Sri-Krishna's teaching is not impossible, although it is decidedly

incorrect. Hence arose the unwillingness of Arjuna to do as bis

duty a dead which was essentially cruel in character ; and hence

also his question here. Slaughtering friends and preceptors and

relations in battle may not, when the motive is right, produce sin ;

but if it is only the motive that we have to take care of, and if wo

may, in taking care of the motive, ignore all obligations in relation to

the choice of the deeds that we have to do, then cruel and unpleasant

deeds like inflicting death on fellow-men in battle need never become

our duty. Arjuna did not obviously understand that, according to

Sri-Krishna, there was an inviolable rule of choice in regard to the

work which men had to do in life. Only that work happens to be our

duty, the doing of which has become incumbent upon us in accor-

dance with such a rule. Even the duty, which is so determined,

will produce the bondage of karma and give rise to sin, if done with

impure motives of selfishness. Our duty, we are told, devolves upon

us in accordance with the nature of our fitness to servo society and

civilisation a fitness which is due partly to heredity and endowments

and partly to education and opportunities. And duty, which has

thus devolved upon us, has to be done by us with absolute die-
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interestedness. Accordingly, in the teaching given by Sri-Krishna

there are two obligatory conditions : the first is that the choice of

our duty is in no way dependent upon our likes and dislikes and

the second is that, whatever may turn out to be the work which is

our duty, we have to do it with utter unselfishness. The unselfish

determination of the mental disposition is undoubtedly the first

necessity, as this in itself leads to the absence of likes and dislikes

in relation to the choice of duty. Our duty is always determined

for us by our fitness for service : and no duty, which so comes to us,

have we any right to reject. For, in that very endeavour to reject

it, we betray a feeling of dislike in relation to it, which dislike is

naturally associated with a feeling of the opposite kind in relation

to something else. Therefore, in taking due care of the required

mental disposition of disinterestedness, we are also taking care to see

that we do not indulge in any likes and dislikes in relation to the

choice of our duty. Still, Arjuna's misunderstanding of the teaching,

as given by Sri-Krishna, is quite excusable. To his question Sri-

Krishna replied thus :

SRI-KE1SHNA SAID-

3. worthy (Arjuna), I have told you already

that there is a double position in this world (in regard

to the philosophy of conduct), that of the sankhyas

(which is determined) by the application of thought,

and that of the yogins (which is determined) by the

practice of work.

In this xloka we have again the same old contrast between

saiikhya and yoga, that is, between theory and practice, brought to

view. To the speculative thinker it would naturally occur that to

take care of the mind that thinks and feels is morally more impor-

tant than to take care of the deed that is to be striven for and done.
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But to the practical worker, to whom the actual living of the life is

more important than to speculate about the ideals of life, the actual

work of life is sure to be of much greater moment than all kinds

of thought and speculation. Sri-Krishna's endeavour here is to

show to Arjuna that neither of these positions is exclusively right or

exclusively wrong. Work without the help of thought is as produc-

tive of harm, as mere thought, which is unassociated with work, is

apt to be barren. Therefore to reason about duty and conduct,

and understand why it is that all duty is obligatory, and how it is

that it has to be performed, are things fully as essential as the

performance of the duty, which has devolved upon us, in the manner

in which it has to be performed. We can none of us be pure and

simple sahkhyas or pure and simple yogins. For, the endeavour to

be either a pure and simple sdnkhya or a pure and simple yogin can

mean nothing other than the attempt to separate theory and practice

from each other completely. Such a separation of theory and

practice is quite impracticable and unphilosophical ; and it is only

ignorant persons that maintain that sankhya and yoga are dis-

connected and different. Every true theory has to lead to the

formulation of the correct practice, and correct practice in its turn

has to give rise to the proper apprehension of the truth of the theory.

Such being always the right relation between theory and practice, it

is hard not to know how, without the light of theory, practice may
often precipitate us into pitfalls, or how, without the support of

practice, theory may end in mere dream or delusion. It is in not

understanding well this inseparable union between theory and

practice that Arjuna's difficulty lay ;
and Sri-Krishna therefore at

once caught hold of the very heart of the questioner's difficulty and

explained to him how the problem of conduct may be examined

either from the theoretical or from the practical stand-point, and

how, when examined from either of these stand-points, it gives no

scope for any man to get out of the obligation of having to do his

duty. Inactivity is utterly impossible for us, in as much as the very

material nature of our bodies compels us to do work ;
and even if

inactivity were possible, inaction would not of itself give rise to the

wished-for freedom from the bondage of karma. When action is

thus inevitable, and the nature of the action is determined by the

corresponding fitness of the agent, there really can be no room for
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choice either between action and inaction or between duty which is

pleasant and attractive and duty which is unpleasant and unattrac-

tive. In some of the following slokas it is these ideas in regard to

work that are brought out step by step.

fit;

4. A man does not attain the state of being

unaffected by karma by not performing work
;
nor

does he attain the accomplishment of the end by merely

giving up (all work).

5. Indeed, no one is at any time without doing

( any) work even for a (brief) moment ; for, every one is

uncontrollably led to perform work by the qualities

which are born of prakriti.

In these two slokas we are told firstly that the non- performance

of work does not lead to the desired freedom from the bondage of

karma, and secondly that absolute non -performance of work is by

nature impossible. The attainment of the enJ, which is spoken of

here as siddhi, is nothing otner than obtaining what 19 mentioned

in the same ttdka as naishkarmya. This last word has been trans-

lated here as the condition in which one is wholly free from the

binding influence of the impressed tendencies of karma. We have

already seen how it is in the very natu "e of our physical constitution.

that all the thoughts we think, tho worJs we uttar and the deeds

we do, leave their impress upon us, ani how this impress, which is so

stamped upon us, determines for us our character and our tendencies

and tastes. Under these circumstances, the statement that the

non- performance of wjrk doe* not in itself enable us to bo free from

all such impressed tendencies cartainly requires to be explained. In

connection with this, impress, which is left on us by what we think

or say or do. we have to see that ifc may be .either physcial or mental

24
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in its aspect. The impress of karma and its correlated tendencies

may get themselves woven into the very constitution of our body ;

they may become such an essential part of our very structure

as will influence all our functions in life, whether these be physical,

physiological, or psychological. Aud these impressed tendencies

may also become, for aught we know, mainly, if not wholly, ingrain-

ed in the mind itself, so that, when the mind is primarily modified

by those tendencies thus, the structure of the body becomes there-

after accordantly adjusted to the nature of the mind within. Even

in modern biology the question of the relation between structure

and function in respect of the evolution of organisms is still

open and largely unsolved. There are some biologists who seem to

hold that it is the modification of the structure which leads to

the change in the function, so that alterations in function are

invariably the result of proceeding changes in the structure.

There are others again who appear to be of opinion that it is the

change in the function which is the true cause of the change in

the structure, and that the force which impels the modification

of the structure comes therefore from within. The statement of

of Sri-Krishna, that the mere non- performance of work cannot

give rise to the freedom from the bondage of karma, distinctly

implies that, in the relation between the mind and the body,

the mind is, according to Him, the master and the body the

servant. If, when the body is inactive, the activity of the mind is

in itself enough to give rise to the bondage of karma, and if again

physical activity, which is unassociated with the mental taint of

selfishness, cannot give rise to that bondage, it certainly must follow

from this that the mind is undeniably the master in the situation.

If a man wants to obtain freedom from the influence of karma, he

cannot succeed in obtaining it by merely being idle and doing no

work. The non-performance of work by the body may well be

associated with the simultaneous production of tho binding force of

karma as engendered by the mind. If the production of this binding

force may thus go on side by side with physical inaction, it results

logically from this that the real cause of the bondage of karma cannot

be the work which is done by the body, but must be something

oiher than such work. This is clearly the view of Sri-Krishna.

What that something is, which, being other than the work performed
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by the body, is directly responsible for the production of the binding

samskcira of karma, we shall see presently.

The first of the two slokas now read is intended to tell us that

what produces in us the bondage of karma is not really the work which

we do with the help of our bodies. Indeed, JT ^4 1%^J% ^ is an impor-

tant statement of doctrine found in the Isavasyopanishad, and it

means that work in itself does not cling to man. Tnat is, the work

which the body performs cannot of itself give rise to the bondage

of karma. After pointing out this truth that work in itself is not

responsible for the production of the bondage of karma, Sri-Krishrxa

further told Arjuna that no embodied being can ever avoid wholly

the doing of some kind of work or other. Why He mentioned this

was obviously to show to him that, even if it were true, that absolute

abstension from work gave rise to freedom from the bondage of

karma, such abstention from work was quite impossible in the world

of embodied beings. How that is so, can well be realise i by all

students of modern physiology. That many of the activities, which

we, as embodied beings, go through from day to day, from hour to

hour and minute to minute, are actually dependent upon the very

nature of our bodily composition, is borne out very well by modern

physiology. Whether we are asleep or awake, whether we are more

than normally active or inactive, so long as we really manage to

live at all, we are all incessantly performing work. This statement

is strictly in accord with molern physical science. Part of

the work that we perform is consciously done by us, and part is

also unconsciously done. Our very life Is capable of being defin-

ed as a continuous course of work done by us consciously or

unconsciously. The starving man does work, the sleeping man

does work, and even the idle m*n does work. The mere deter-

mination in the mind not to do any work can never release us

from this natural necessity of having to live entirely through the

performance of work. The soul that is dissociated from the body

may not perhaps have to live by work in this manner. BUG so long

as the soul is associated with a mat >rial embodiment, it is impos-

sible for life to go on otherwise than through the performance of

work. Therefore, the position of those, who believe that the soul's

salvation may be accomplished by making our lives as nearly as

possible one of absolute passivity and quietism, is unmaintainable,
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for the reason that the cause of the bondage of the soul is not the

work which the body does, and also for the reason that the life of

absolute passivity and quietism is altogether impossible in the case

of all embodied beings. Having thus drawn promiuent attention to

two notable weaknesses in the argument in favour of the life of

passivity and resignation, Sri-Krishna next proceeded to mention

to Arjuna what really is at the root of the soul's bondage of karma.

6. He, who, having restrained the organs of

action, goes on thinking in his mind of the objects of

the senses, (he) is foolish in nature and is spoken of as

a person of false conduct.

7. He, who, having restrained his senses by

means of the mind, begins the practice of work with the

help of the organs of action, (he), being free from

attachment, is superior (to the other person).

In these two xlokas tnere are presented to us two different types

of men. The first type is the man. who, believing in the life of

passive inaction as the means of attaining salvation, does not work

at ail, and is yet not free from the inner attachment to the pleasures

of the senses. The passion in the mind, which seeks the pleasur-

able objects of the senses, is allowed to burn well within him, and

all the control that he exercises is only on the organs of activity.

This man has therefore to be spoken of as the man of attached

mind and inactive body. The other type of man, however, is he,

! whose mind is unattached and whose body is active. In the case

of this latter kind of man, his body performs all such work as is

natural, necessary and inevitable. Here there is no endeavour to

force the body to get into an impossible condition, no attempt to
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compel it to become absolutely passive and actionless. That this

man does not try to accomplish what is by nature impossible, is

certainly much in his favour. And be also endeavours to achieve

what is very possible and highly useful in respect of the attainment

of salvation ; that is, he tries to free the mind from all interested

attachment to the pleasurable objects of the senses. That the mind,

by proper discipline, can really be made to become free from all

such attachment, cannot be doubted ; and all those among us, who

have done anything at all for developing our capacity to exercise

self-restraint, must be in a position to see clearly that it is certainly

quite as possible to make the mind unattached, as it is impossible

to make the body wholly passive and utterly inactive. Therefore

this second type of man is decidedly superior to the man with the

attached mind and the inactive body. The active man with the

unattached mind is on the true road which leads to the goal ; and

his superiority is thus capable of being intelligently understood.

It is from this proved superiority of his that we have to learn the

direction in which we have to pub forth our effort ; and that direction

is distinctly mentioned in the next .s/ofca. It is also in this way
that we have to understand the full meaning of the teaching already

given, that, in relation to conduct in life, the disposition of a man's

mind is far superior in value to the work he does, and that the as-

pirant has accordingly to rely more on his mental disposition for his

salvation, than upon any special form of work. Nevertheless, our

option in regard to the choice of the work we have to do is indeed

very limited.

"I: II II

8. Do you (therefore) perform the work which is

obligatory ; for, work is superior to no-work. Even the

maintenance of the body would become impossible to

you without work.

Here it is distinctly laid down that the life of action is superior

to the life of inaction. This superiority of the active life seems to

be due largely to the fact that without work life itself is impossible.
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No society can manage to maintain itself by adopting the ideal of

pure passivity and absolute renunciation of work. That no individual

can ever live the life of absolute inaction requires no proof. There-

fore work is an essential element in life, and contributes immensely

to the well-being of the individual as well as of society. It is

clearly worthwhile bearing in mind here that this statement, that

work is superior to no -work, does not at all contradict what we

learnt ia the last chapter, to the effect that work in itself is far

inferior to the disposition of the mini with which it is done. The

comparative superiority of the moral potency of the mind, as con-

trasted with that of the work we do, is certainly incapable of

contradicting the greater moral efficacy of work as compared with

that of no-work. But the foolish question may well be asked
'

Why
should men and societies continue to live at all ?

'

That life without

work is impossible to individuals as well as to communities, need in

itself be no reason at all in favour of tha life of work, if utter in-

action and absolute renunciation of all work are shown to ba really

the best means to enable us to obtain the bliss of final freeiom and

perfect self-realisation. From what we have studied in the Glta

already, we have come to know that such is not at all the case. In

the manner, in which work done with inappropriate motives is apt to

cause the imprisonment of the soul in matter, even so work done with

appropriate motives invariably happens to be a means by which the

imprisoned soul may eisily be liberated. This peculiarly double

capability of work, namely, that it can be a source of harm to the

soul, at the same time that it may prove a source of help to it, is illus-

trated in certain Sanskrit writings by the example of a thorn. A

thorn may pierce oar skin and be jome broken thereunder, so as to give

considerable pain to us. And to remove the thorn, which is thus prov-

ing trouble some, we may tako up another thorn and use it cleverly,

so that with the help of this second thorn the troublesome bit of the

other broken thorn buried beneath the skin may be dislodged and re-

moved. Here we see that the trouble caused by one thorn is capable

of being removed by means of another thorn. Similar to this is the

nature of work in life, in so far as the creation and the removal of

the bondage of karma are concerned. Work can cause the bondage

of karina, and it can remove it also. If we bear this well in mind,

we cannot fail to grasp the meaning of the commandment that one
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should certainly do all such duties in life as are found to be obliga-

tory. When people undertake to do work, which is not obligatory,

they often do so out of interested motives. That is why in the Glta

Pi^fl**! or obligatory work is distinguished from *|W(t4 or work

which is usually done out of motives produced by interest and desire.

The performance of this latter kind of work necessarily implies the

existence of motives of selfish attachment in the worker ; and since

every kind of work, which is associated with such motives, is calcu-

lated to give rise to the impressed tendencies of karma, the perfor-

mance of selfishly interested work does not deserve to be encouraged,

and is not therefore commanded. On the other hand, in relation to

work which is obligatory, it is possible for such work to be done

either disinterestedly or with interested motives. When obligatory

work is done with interested motives, it also, like all other kinds of

interested work, produces the taint of karma. Thus the possibility

of giving rise to the undesirable samskara of karma is to be found

in association with obligatory as well as optional work. Neverthe-

less, in the case of work which is obligatory, there is the advantage

of its being at least possible for us to do such work in an absolutely

disinterested manner. That is exactly why the performance of

obligatory work is specially commanded here. To enable Arjuna to

understand distinctly that, even in connection with the performance

of obligatory work, there is always scope enough for the play of

interested motives, and that selfishly directed motives will make

even such work give rise to the bondage of karma, Sri-Krishna

pointed out to him the circumstances under which alone the perfor-

mance of even obligatory work does not give rise to the bondage of

karma. That is what we find mentioned in the next sloka :

9. Man is subject to the bondage of katma in

relation to (every kind of) work, which is other than

what is intended for yajna. Therefore, Arjuna, do

you, being free from attachment, perform work for that

purpose.
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In this context the meaning of the word yajna has to be defi-

nitely made out, before we try to understand what this sloka means

as a whole. The word is derived from the root yaj, which means to

worship. Yajna interpreted in a general way means therefore an

act of worship. The common significance of this word, however, is

to denote such an act of worship as constitutes a sacrificial rite.

The meaning of the English word
'

sacrifice
'

is also of interest to us

here in connection with the appropriate interpretation of the word

i/ajna. In English,
'

sacrifice' means, as you know, a special act of

worship, wherein some offering is offered in accordance with certain

religious regulations to the deity whom the worshipper undertakes to

worship. It has also the moral significance of self-denial, derived

directly from such an act of worship. In a sacrificial act of worship,

the chief part is the offering that is made unto the deity ; and the

worshipper thereby makes over something, which he till then consi-

dered to be his own, to the deity whom he worships in faith.

This transference of the idea of proprietorship, in relation to

the object of sacrifice, from the worshipping sacrificer to the

deity who is worshipped, is the basis of the moral meaning under-

lying the English word
'

sacrifice
'

;
and it is out of the faith in this

idea of the transference of proprietorship, that the morally disciplin-

ary value of all religious has been evolved and made to grow. It

cannot be unknown to most of you that certain recent writers on

ethics, among Europaaus also, have declared that altruism is generally

evolved out of egoism. In other words, they have given clear

expression to the idea that unselfishness is brought forth and made

to grow in the life of man and of human civilisation largely out of

certain suitable selfish promptings and desires. A man may offer a

sacrifice to appease his angry God, or to seek favour at His hands,

or to purify himself from the pollution of illegal or unrighteous be-

haviour in life. In all these cases his motive is seen at once to be

of an interested character. There is no disinterestedness here at

all in relation to this work of sacrifice ; still it is .out of such inter-

ested acts of physical sacrifice that the power to undergo the dis-

interested moral sacrifice is produced in rneu and in societies. Very

few men marry, for instance, purely out of disinterested motives' ;

but 'When they- have married and become heads of families, th.e'y

realise that, during almost every hour of their life, they have; to
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subordinate their own personal interests to the interests of the other

members of the family. Here is a well known means of evolving

unselfishness out of selfishness ; and in the history of religion also

the evolution of man's moral strength and spiritual englightenment

has always been from lower to higher conditions. We find this

same process in operation everywhere in the history of human

civilisation, in enabling man to rise from the lower moral level of

selfishness to the higher one of selflessness. The religion of sacrifice

is invariably seen to precede in history the religion of moral self-

discipline ; and we may observe further that the religion of sacrifices

generally becomes hallowed by the idea of inevitable obligation, before

it is enabled to give birth to the religion of righteousness and moral

self-culture. In other words, the religion of sacrifices has a lower as

well as a comparatively higher aspect. The lower aspect of it is kamya
or desire- impelled ;

the higher is niyata or determined by the sense of

obligation. What I mean is, that, in the lower forms of the religion

of sacrifices, the various sacrificial acts of worship are almost always

conducted out of interested motives of personal or communal

advantage ; while in the higher forms thereof the very same sacri-

ficial acts are largely carried out under the belief, that it is morally

obligatory on the part of the individual as well as of the community

to perform them. And when the religion of sacrifices rises to this

level of the recognition of unselfish obligation, then it naturally and

at once becomes the parent of the higher religion of moral self-

discipline and spiritual self-illumination. Accordingly the statement,

that, elsewhere than in relation to acts of worship, work is calculated

to give rise to the bondage of karma, means finally, that all such

work as is done selfishly compels the soul to become bound in and

limited by matter, and that unselfish work alone is capable of giving

rise to the freedom of the soul. It, in fact, may mean something

more also. The difficulty of practising absolute unselfishness in

life was evidently well recognised by Sri-Krishna. He knew, quite

as well as we in these modern days of comparative religion and

comparative psychology know, that selfishness itself has to be used

as the means for the evolution of unselfishness in man ; and He
therefore seems to have taught here by implication that such selfish-

ness, as may generally be associated with sacrificial and other acts of

religious worship, is to some extent permissible. It is not that

25
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Sri-Krishna declared this kind of selfishness to be altogether free

from harmfulness. What he obviously meant is that the prayer for

the daily bread or for any other such thing is a kind of selfishness

which is capable of becoming ultimately transformed into pure

unalloyed unselfishness. It is probably for this reason that all acts

of sacrifice and worship were declared to be incapable of producing

the bondage of karma. How Sri-Krishna might have meant all this

will become plain to us as we go on.

10. Formerly (in the beginning), the Lord of Crea-

tures created the creatures along with the sacrifice, and

said (unto them)
" Do you breed and multiply by means

of this (sacrifice), and may this be unto you the milker

of your cherished desires.

11. By means of this do you honour the gods, and

may those gods honour you in return. Honouring each

other (thus), may you attain the supreme good.

12. Honoured by means of the sacrifice, the gods

will indeed bestow on you such enjoyments as you desire;

and he who, without offering unto them what they

have bestowed, enjoys it (himself, he) is undoubtedly

a thief.

In these slokas we have the ideas underlying the view, that even

selfishly done work, if directed towards the performance of sacrifice

and religious worship, is incapable of giving rise to the bondage of
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karma. We are told that the institution of sacrifice, as a part of

religious worship, was brought into existence by the Creator simul-

taneously with the various created beings, whom also He has brought

into existence. This of course need not mean that Sri-Krishna con-

ceived creation as having taken place at any particular point of time.

According to the Vedanta, srishti or creation is anadi; that is, it is

beginningless. The meaning of this is that creation cannot be traced

back to any particular point of time, in relation to which we may say

that, before that point of time, the universe was wholly non-existent.

Evolution and dissolution are going on side by side in the universe

as we see it ; and this is supposed to have been the rule from the

beginning of time, and is expected to go on to the end of eternity.

Nevertheless, this idea of the simultaneous creation of sacrifice and

of created beings is intended to point out to us that man has never

and nowhere been without a religion, and that the earliest form of

religious worship consisted mainly in the offering of sacrifices. The

fundamental moral value of the religious act of sacrifice is to be

found in the free gift, that is made by the worshipper, of some

precious and dearly cherished object to the deity he worships. In

such an act there is firstly the recognition, by the worshipper, of a

higher power which he is anxious to propitiate ; and secondly there

is in it the mental discipline, whereby he is enabled to get rid of the

idea of proprietorship in relation to the various precious objects

which he makes over to the deity as an offering. Neither this

recognition of the higher divine power, nor this gradual unfolding of

unselfishness, seems to have been anything of a superior kind in rela-

tion to the earlier and more primitive forms of sacrificial religious

worship ; but it cannot be denied that in all of them both these

elements of virtue have existed more or less markedly. I remember

a somewhat freely thinking Sanskrit Pandit telling me some years

ago that the whole of our Vedic religion was pervaded by what may
be spoken of as the spirit of bribery. The worshipper offers a

gift to the diety he worships ; and in return for the gift so offered,

the propitiated deity bestows on the worshipper one or more of the

objects of his desire. Such is in reality an exact description of

the earlier stages in the development of all sacrificial religions.

Nevertheless, as Sri- Krishna bas taught us, even this mutual

exchange of gifts between the deity and the worshipper is well
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calculated to enable the worshipper to attain in due time the highest

good ; for, from this platform of the openly calculating religion of

sacrifices, it becomes possible for man to rise to much higher levels

of religious and moral realisation. The belief that a divine power

bestows on us the enjoyments that we desire is in itself not at all

irrational or untrue. It is pointed out in more than one place in

the Glta that there is nothing, which man owns and enjoys, that

has not been bestowed on him by God, who is the source as well

as the support of all that lives and moves in the universe. The

Upanishadic maxim %R f^TF rJ<JTT3T*rfa * *K>fo that, without Him,

not even the end of a blade of grass moves only carries to its

culmination this idea, that it is the gods who bestow on their

worshippers all such objects of enjoyment as they happen to possess.

Another lesson of importance, which human communities must have

learnt in the course of civilisation through the moral helpfulness of

sacrificial religions, is the realisation of the obligatoriness of gratitude

in relation to the divine Power which has been to them the giver of

all gifts. The development of this sense of obligatoriness in respect of

the active manifestation of gratitude is in itself capable of becoming

so strong, as to make the honest and faithful worshipper feel that,

if he enjoyed in an exclusively selfish manner all the objects of

desire with which he was well blessed, he would indeed be living

the life of a thief. In this developed recognition of the duty of

worship and communion, we have the foundation of those later

improvements in morality, which have taken place under the inspir-

ing influence of religion ; for it is not very hard to pass from the duty

of making religious offerings to the deity to the other duty of

partaking of the remnants of the offerings with other worshippers

of the same diety. To part gladly with worthy and valuable things

that we call our own, with the object of actively manifesting thereby

our gratitude to the diety that has bestowed such things on us,

is accordingly the first lesson of qualified selflessness that man

learns by means of the religion of sacrifices. The next lesson of

unselfishness that he learns is derived therefrom through the

necessity of his having to distribute the remnants of the sacrifice

among other worshippers, so that he himself may partake only of

what is left after such distribution. This idea is expressed in the

next sldka thus :
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13. The good, who eat of the remnant of the

sacrifice, are freed from all impurities ;
but those

wretched persons, who cook food for their own sakes,

(they) feed upon sin.

In this sloka we may see how Sri-Krishna must have thought

that even this qualified form of selflessness, which is encouraged by

the religion of sacrifices, is ultimately capable of giving rise to

freedom from all sin. What is meant by the statement that

unworthy persons cook food for themselves is, that with them

eating has ceased to be a sacrament and a means of manifesting

hospitality, but has become a purely secular affair wholly intended

to satisfy the animal appetite of hunger. When, however, eating

loses its sacramental character, it loses also its power to serve as a

means of moral education. In all important sacrificial religions of

old, we may notice that eating has had a uniformly sacramental

character. As a matter of fact every religion of sacrifices has

its own sacramental supper so to say. In the Aitareya-Brahmana,

the ancient struggle between the Kshattriyas and the Brahmins

may be seen to be represented as a struggle between those who wanted

tc make eating purely secular and those who wanted to make it strict-

ly sacramental. The Kshattriya, representing the secular power of

society, is conceived to have given his support to the secular

supper, while the Brahmin, as the representative of the religi-

ous power in society, is conceived to have upheld the sacra-

mental supper. Sri-Krishna seems to have held views that inclined

distinctly to the religious side, and to have maintained that the

purely secular supper, whereby a man might feed himself quite well

enough, was nevertheless calculated to make him become tilled with

sin. Of all the acts which men do in response to their animal

appetites, the act of eating is surely one of the most urgent and imperi-

ous ; and when men learn how to exercise self-control and manifest

self-sacrifice in relation to such an act, they at once succeed in

demonstrating that their moral strength is fully worthy of honor-

able consideration. In these modern days it certainly appears to us
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to be too cumbrous to make every act of eating an act of religious

offering and worship. Still, that is how eating is looked upon by

the large body of Hindus even to-day. No pious Hindu ever eats

anything which has not been offered in worship to his God, and

which he is not able to share with other fellow-worshippers. In

spite of certain conveniences, which we may freely derive from

the total secularisation of life, it is surely our duty to examine

whether the loss accruing to society therefrom will not after all out-

strip the advantages. If, without losing the moral meaning and

value associated with the sacramental supper, we succeed in making

the act of eating free from unnecessary restrictions and incon-

veniences, we accomplish thereby what is to a certain extent helpful

to progress. If, however, freedom and convenience in the matter of

eating are to be obtained at the risk of losing the moral discipline,

which the sacramental conception of it gives, the achievement is

calculated to be surely more harmful than beneficial. The under-

lying theory of the Vedic religion of sacrifices, from which the

sacramental conception of supper seems co have been derived, is in

this light explained in the following three slokas :

i fife

14. All beings live by food
;
the production of

food is due to rain
;
rain is caused by sacrifice

; sacrifice

is evolved out of work.

15. Work springs out of brahman ; and brah-

man is born out of the indestructible
;

therefore the

brahman, which is everywhere, is for ever established

in sacrifice.
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16. He, who does not propel here the wheel, so

set in motion, to move on, Arjuna, (he) lives in vain,

himself finding delight in the (pleasures of the) senses

and his life being one of sin.

It is necessary to note here that the word parjanya, which has

been translated as rain, is the name of a Vedic deity understood to

be the god of rain. Since the idea here cannot be that this god

himself is created through sacrifice, we have to understand that it

serves to propitiate him, and that he thereupon sends down the

fertilising rain. It must be thus that he has himself come to stand

for rain. The word brahman literally means any big thing, the

growth whereof is unlimited. Its meaning in this context has to be

determined by the statement that it is born out of the Indestructible,

which of course is the same as the Immodifiable Infinite. Hence

brahman is here the modifiable infinite which is the same thing

as prakriti. It is clearly noteworthy in the theory of sacrifice,

as explained here, that sacrifice itself rests on the recognition

of the full possibility of an interchange of goodwill between the

worshipping sacrificer and the worshipped deity. It seems to

be held that, unless the gods are worshipped by means of sacrifices,

they will not send down the very rain that makes the earth fruitful

for man. That the due downpour of the rains in the due seasons is

dependent upon the favour of the gods, is not exclusively an ancient

Indian notion, inasmuch as such a notion is known to have prevail-

ed elsewhere also. That, without the pleasure of the gods, man
cannot enjoy here on earth favourable seasons and plenty and

prosperity, may appear to some of our modern men a rather strange

and superstitious way of looking at certain very well known natural

phenomena. Those who are inclined to look with disfavour upon

this manner of explaining natural phenomena by means of super-

natural divine agencies even they cannot rightly object to the

statement that no sacrifice can be performed without work, that no

work is possible to an embodied being except through the embodi-

ment, and that the immensely infinite expanse of matter in the

universe, the basis of which we have learnt to speak of as prakriti,

is ultimately derived somehow from a Supreme Source of Power,

which, being above and beyond nature, constitutes at the same
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time the intimate life and the enduring foundation thereof. I am

aware that the last part of this statement is apt to be objected to

by those who are atheistic, and in relation to whom nature acts as a

blinding wall preventing them from realising anything above and

beyond her at all. But to all those, to whom the ascent from nature

to nature's God appears to be both rational and necessary, there can

be nothing strange in the statement, which is made here, that

pralcriti is somehow derived out of Parama-Purusha, the Supreme

Person, who alone is in perfection the Indestructible Being. This

prakriti, which also is in its own way infinite, is, however, immedi-

ately responsible for all the powers and capabilities, which embodied

beings possess for the performance of work. And work, which

embodied beings are so enabled by nature to perform, may be

performed either in the manner of conducting sacrifices and thus

pleasing the gods, or it may be performed in the spirit of those

selfish and sinful persons who earn their wages and cook their food

solely for themselves. When the work, which embodied beings do,

happens to be chiefly selfish, it can no longer be seen' to be capable

of pleasing the gods and of giving rise to plenty and prosperity.

Whether we believe that this absence of plenty and prosperity is

due to the displeasure of the gods, who have not been duly propitiat-

ed by sacrifices, or whether we believe that it is not due to such a

cause, this much is quite certain, that no community, the members

of which are absolutely selfish and do not in the least possess the

power of working with unselfish aims for purposes other than their

own immediate pleasure and advantage, can ever succeed in com-

manding anything like abiding plenty or enduring prosperity. If,

therefore, true plenty and prosperity can be commanded by us only

with the help of unselfish work, and if the performance of sacrifice

is, as we have already seen, conducive to the development of

unselfishness, surely the statement, that, without sacrifice, the food

on which we have all to flourish cannot be produced in abundance,

requires no further justification. Unless unselfishness operates

freely in the civilised life of human communities, it is impossible

for them to feel, with the confirming evidence of their own

experience, that nature is always inclined to be propitious unto

them. What is evidently observed in such cases is that the moral

force of human unselfishness happens to succeed in propitiating
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nature herself, so as to induce her to become the prolific mother of

plenty and prosperity. So far, there is really not much room for

any serious difference of opinion. Nature has, we may say, stored

up within herself all the potency which embodied beings have for

the performance of work. She has also in her own command much

of that plenty and prosperity, which, by propitiating her, man may

always obtain and enjoy through her kindly favour. We have to

bear in mind here that this capacity for work, which nature bestows

upon embodied baings, can never succeed in inducing her to be kind

to man, unless he uses her gift of power to serve other ends than his

own selfish pleasure or advantage. The Supreme Person, who is the

transcendental source and support of the visible universe, has made

prakriti very potent and very capable of kindliness ; only she has to

be duly propitiated through the unceasing sacrifice of selfishness, if

we desire to make her helpful to man's progress and emancipation

from the bondage of matter. Nature gives us our power for work,

and she produces also the fruit of our work. When the moral result

of our work is worthy, it gives us more and more strength to do

good work and enables us to draw more and more from nature all the

useful and valuable fruits of work. But when our power for work

is utilised in wrong ways, when what ought to be the means of en-

couraging unselfishness in us serves only to increase and strengthen

selfishness, then we reap only such a reward as in no way
makes us stronger or purer, or makes the community to which we

belong happier or more prosperous. The wheel of nature which has

been set in motion by the Presiding Power over nature, moves indeed

in this fashion. The capacity for work, which embodied beings

obtain from nature, must be utilised by them unselfishly ; otherwise,

nature herself will become unto them barren and unfruitful in

respect of all the higher purposes of progressive moral life and

enlightened advancement in civilisation. Therefore the idea

underlying this doctrine of the efficacy of religious sacrifice ought to

be easily enough intelligible from such an ethical standpoint. That

sacrifices, as forming an important element in almost all early

religions, have considerably helped the evolution of man's morality

and unselfishness is a fact, which no good student of the history of

religion can confidently contradict. Similarly, no philosophic

student of the history of human civilisation cin gainsay the great
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fact that selfishness weakens in the long run the power of communi-

ties to serve as notable and effective agents of freedom and progress,

while unselfishness and the heroism of self-sacrifice enable them to

produce such enduring and elevating moral forces as will help on

progress even after those communities have themselves disappeared

from all the visible streams in the flowing procession of human

history.

The theory that there are gods, that these are so pleased by

the sacrifices, which their worshippers offer, as to give them plenty

and prosperity in return, may not also appear to some to be literally

true and acceptable. But even to them the main idea underlying

these statements, if somewhat altered in expression, need not appear

to be seriously objectionable. There seems to be no doubt that Sri-

Krishna believed in the reality of the gods, and considered that they

in some manner controlled and guided the workings of nature. The

invariable association, which no good student of history can fail to

observe, between the true unselfishness of human communities on

the one hand and their capacity for achieving progress on the other

such progress as is seen to be determined by the kind propitious-

ness of nature unto them cannot certainly be conceived to be purely

unguided and accidental. If there is design in nature, and if the

philosophic student of history sees the finger of God guiding the

destiny of the world and of civilisation towards that far off divine

event to which the whole creation moves, the idea of Sri-Krishria

in regard to the Devas or gods cannot indeed be safely contradicted.

Although modern science has a tendency, which appears to be in

favour of upholding the view that the phenomenal universe of matter

and energy is a self-sufficient whole in itself, still there is nothing in

this science which contradicts the view that the operations of nature

in this universe may yet be subject to some kind of conscious control

and guidance from within or even from without. Anyhow, there can

be no great uncertainty about the result of the whole of this

discussion bearing on the moral meaning and value of sacrifices.

Sacrifice as an institution of religion has been the first potent seed

sown in the heart of civilisation for producing more and more the

growth of lovely unselfishness therein ; and it is through sacrifice

offered in true faith by human communities that the gods became

pleased with them and increased their moral potency and spiritual
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freedom. It is this power, so acquired by man slowly in the course

of the progress of civilisation, which has enabled him to-day to rise

in thought to the sublime height of absolute unselfishness and com-

plete spirituality, so that he may command from there the vision of

the emancipated and transfigured soul, as it is in its own nature

gloriously free and self-luminous. It is in understanding this that

we have the key to the meaning of the statement that all work,

which is intended to serve any purpose other than that of sacrifice,

is calculated to give rise to the bondage of karma. I have already

kept you too long. So let us here conclude our work for to-day.

xiv

On the last occasion we were dealing with the question of how

it may become possible for man to do his duties in life without attach-

ment to the results accruing therefrom, how it may become possible

for him to live and to work and be at the same time free from creat-

ing for himself the bondage of karma. In the statement ^TlTT^rT^

^j^ns^ra 55j^Ts4 3>fl^R: we have the clue to understand how

such a life of unattached duty and freedom from the bondage of karma

may well be lived. The meaning of this statement is, as you already

know, that all work, which is other than what is intended for a sacri-

fice, subjects the worker to the bondage of karma. In other words,

only such work, as is really intended for the performance of yajna, is

free from the defect of producing the sinful taint of kirma. Here

yajna need not necessarily mean a sacrifice ; it may be any kind of

work, which, taking the place of sacrifice, may serve as a means of

divine worship. That Sri-Krishna used this word in the general

sense of an act of worship will become clear to us in the course of

our study of the next chapter of the Glta. Such an act may be either

physical or mental, as we shall then be able to make out and learn.

When we interpret yajna in this general sense of an act of divine

worship, the idea, that all such work, as is of the nature of

yajna, is incapable of imposing upon the soul the binding limita-

tions of matter, becomes even more easily intelligible, than when

we interpret that word to mean the ritual of sacrifice intended to

propitiate some divine being in a certain prescribed manner We
have seen how, in the early ritualistic religion of sacrifices, the

idea of duty associated with the performance of sacrifice is not in
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itself so strong as to cause the total disappearance of the force of

selfishness from the mind of the worshipper. In fact, in such a

ritualistic religion, the motive of personal advantage is very generally

at the root of the desire to worship and to propitiate the deity. It is

only at a later stage in the development of the ideas and institutions

underlying religion, that the duty-aspect of sacrifice becomes more

prominent than its interest-aspect ; and the subordination of its

interest-aspect to the duty-aspect goes on increasing continuously

in the history of religion, till at last all ideas of self-interest are made

to vanish completely from the whole sphere of earnest religious wor-

ship, and duty alone is then seen to remain and to reign supreme.

In the course of this development, other forms of religious worship

than the ceremonial offering of sacrificial oblations become known

and established ; and these new forms are naturally less and less asso-

ciated with considerations of self-interest, as they are evolved later

and later in the history of religious progress. There can therefore

be no doubt that all forms of religious worship are fitted, some more

and some less, to enable people to learn how to live the life of the

disinterested performance of duty. Let us here bear in mind that

we have been further told that none of us can live a life which is

wholly inactive, absolute passivity being impossible to us in the very

nature of things. If we have all to work for the very reason that

we have all to live, and if all work, other than what is done

as an act of divine worship, is calculated to confirm and enforce

the imprisonment of the soul in matter, the only way in which

we may help our souls to become free and perfect, even as they are

intrinsically in themselves, is in our doing all our obligatory duties

in life as acts of divine worship. Thus a comprehensive under-

standing of the sldkas that we studied in our last class leads us quite

naturally to the conclusion that the whole of a man's life has

to be lived and worked out by him, as though every thing that he

does therein is really a part of a continuous and progressive series

of acts directed to carry out obligatory divine worship. Sri-Krishna

has proved it abundantly in the Gltd, as we shall see by and by,

that in the case of all persons to live well is indeed nothing other

than to serve God and to worship God. To know this is to know

the central secret of success in regard to the moral life ; and to act

it out is to make our journey sure along the path of selflessness to
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the goal of self-realisation and God-attainment. Whoever lives his

life otherwise, is emphatically like the servant, who, in caring

selfishly for bis own personal interests, necessarily betrays the

interests of his very kind and loving master. In calling such a man

by the name of a thief, there is surely no undeserved condemnation.

But the man, whose whole life, with all its attendant duties, is

an offering made unto God what is be like? There can be no

doubt that he serves his God rightly, and thus wins his salvation

effectively. And if we wish to know how the living of such a life

becomes more easily possible to him than to others, we have to under-

stand the next sloka, which shows how, in the case of such a man,
selfishness itself becomes impossible.

17. The man whose delight is wholly in his own

self, and who is (accordingly) satisfied with himself and

is altogether pleased within himself to him there is

nothing that has to be accomplished.

The Sanskrit word dtman generally means the same thing as

soul or self. But it is also used frequently enough as a reflexive

pronoun, and is capable of being translated as himself or herself.

We have to understand here that the man, whose pole delight is in

bis own self, is indeed no other than the man, who is gladly engaged

in the philosopher's endeavour of true self-realization, and has

learnt well that his own happiness and misery are surely in no way
dependent upon anything which is outside of himself. It cannot be

denied that be, whose delight is wholly in himself, may also be

understood to be a person, who is so selfishly self-centred as not at

all to care for any one other than himself. Evidently this sloka

does not refer to this particular type of man as dtmaratih. Although

such a man may be satisfied with himself and be also pleased

altogether within himself, it cannot be said of him that there is nothing

for him to be gained in this world. Such a man has all things to

gain and to accomplish for himself ; otherwise he cannot be the self-

centred selfish man that we have taken him to be. It is of the wise man
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of complete contentment, who is thoroughly convinced that nothing,

which is outside of himself, can ever happen to be to him the founda-

tion of true and lasting pleasure or satisfaction or happiness it is

only of him that we may rightly say that he has nothing to win or

to achieve for himself in this world. Let us now take into considera-

tion the man, with whom to live is necessarily to serve and to

worship God, and who thus does all his duties in life as acts of

divine worship. The question is whether such a man will find any

delight in the acquisition of external objects of enjoyment and feel

that he has many things to accomplish and to gain, or whether he will

be truly self-delighted so as to find all his joy and satisfaction in his

own internal soul. The very statement of this question ought to be

enough to enable us to make out its answer at once. To the man,

to whom life is really of value only as a means of doing unselfish

service and thus conducting divine worship, the object of life can

never be the acquisition of power or pleasure for himself. Please

take care to note that a person of this kind is in no way obliged

either to be a misanthropic ascetic or to live a mere do-nothing life.

His life is expected to be as vigorous and as full of activity as that

of the energetically selfish man ; only the purpose for which he

lives and works has to be different from what it is in the case of

the selfish man. In the case of the wise seer, work serves as the

means of securing salvation through self-realisation and God-realisa-

tion ; but in the case of the worldly man, the very selfishness of his

work tends to strengthen more and more the bondage of his karma,

so as to put off the day of his deliverance quite indefinitely. It is

therefore clearly conceived in this s/o/ca that the man, who lives

his life and works out well all its details with the firm convic-

tion that everything he does is really service rendered unto God,

becomes thereby capable of attaining self-realisation sooner or later ;

and it is only after the attainment of self-realisation in a more or

less marked manner that one's delight io one's self becomes capable

of making one wholly independent of all external objects of enjoy-

ment. By adopting more and more the duty- aspect of life and by

discarding more and more the interest-aspect thereof, we may all

acquire the power to look upon'the whole of our life as a means to

serve and to worship God ;
and life lived with a pronounced tendency

in favour of this conviction that the life of human service and of
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diviue worship is alone the truly worthy life is sure to he helpful

to us in our endeavour to win self-realisation. The earnest practice of

unselfishness, as guided and controlled by the untiring effort of the

will, is a necessary condition precedent of self-realisation ;
and when

this is attained, the continued practice of unselfishness becomes so per-

fectly natural and easy as to be quite spontaneous and as to make

selfishness itself entirely impossible. It is then that we come to know

of how little profit it is to us to gain the whole world, if thereby we

lose our own soul. And the man who has acquired the power of self-

realisation and is also able to appreciate its worth justly such a man

has in fact come into the possession of the worthiest and the most

covetable thing in the world. All other things cease to have any value

in his eyes. The immediate consequence of this is that in his case

selfishness can no longer be the propelling motive of work. It is not

that such a man either need nob, or will not, do any work at all. He
too is bound to work as all others are, and may be seen to be always

ready to bear gladly his burden of duty with undisturbed cheerful-

ness. The difference between him and others of comparatively

lower moral aims consists mainly in the high healthfulness of his

mental atmosphere, which is completely cleared of all selfishness.

Judged externally, the unselfish man blessed with such self-delight

may look very much like the selfish man who has never even dreamt

of any thing like self-realisation. We shall soon learn why it is that the

external aspect of the life of the successful aspirant after self-realisa-

tion may often be similar to the external aspect of the life of the

common man of the world. However, this sloka makes it clear to

us that the internal mental aspect of th successful aspirant's life

is markedly different from that of the common man of the world.

18. To him there is no object whatever to be

gained by doing or by not-doing ;
and there is, among

all the things existing (in this world), not one which is

related to him as an object to be desired (by him).
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We have to a large extent already anticipated the meaning of

this sloka in making out how, to a self-delighted and joyously self-

contained aspirant after moral perfection and spiritual freedom, there

can be indeed nothing that deserves to be won or achieved by him

with motives of personal interest and advantage. To the man, who has

become happy within himself through the great joy appertaining to

true self-realisation, there can be no personal advantage of any
kind to be gained by the doing of any interested work, It is a

commonly observed fact of human life that the selfish man uniformly

distinguishes the work which is advantageous to him from that

which is not so
;
and utilising this distinction in his own life, he is apt

to feel that fully as much is to be gained by the doing of the former

kind of work as by the not- doing of the latter kind. We may thus see

that the omission to do certain kinds of work is quite as apt to be

selfishly useful to him as the commission of deeds which are suited

to serve his own selfish ends ; and such a man may gain what he

holds to be advantageous, both by commission and by omission.

But he who has come to know the totally unprofitable nature of the

gain of even the whole world at; the risk of having to lose the soul

thereby, and who accordingly holds self-realisation in higher esteem

than all kinds of pleasure and power and personal advantage -he

gains nothing at all either by the commission of certain deeds or by

the omission of certain others. If he works, it cannot be because he

thereby hopes to benefit himself personally in a selfish way ; and

similarly, if he does not do any work, it cannot be because he feels that

his abstention from work is in any manner calculated to serve his

selfish ends. This kind of utter unselfishness and absolute indiffer-

ence in relation to work as well as no-work becomes possible only in

the case of the man, whose chief delight is all within himself, and

whose aims and aspirations are not made to rest on anything which

is outside of himself. Therefore nothing in the outer world can

become related to him as an object worthy to be aimed at and striven

for by him for attainment. In relation to him all the external objects

in the world have no utility, and he consequently discards them

quite freely and spontaneously. It becomes a part of his very

nature to do so. This, however, does not mean that he is at liberty

to live a passive do-nothing life. We have been already told fully

emphatically that the living of such a life is altogether impossible in
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this physical world of ours ; and the consequence is that he also has

to live a life of work. What kind of work he has to do in life, and

how he has to do it, are in consequence taken up for consideration

in the next sloka.

19. Therefore, always perform without attach-

ment such work as has to be performed ;
for it is by

the performance of work that the man, who is without

attachment, attains unto the Supreme.

I need not tell you that the Supreme, which is here mentioned,

denotes the Supreme God, and that the attainment of the Supreme
means therefore the same thing as the attainment of God. We have

already learnt enough of the Glta to know that this attainment of God

is the holy goal to be reached at the end of the journey on which

our pilgrim soul has started. It is the final beatitude to which

all true philosophy points, and for the attainment of which all

saintliness strives knowingly and with enduring devotion. In other

words, it is the same as the attainment of what we know by the

name of mdksha in the language of Hinduism. To attain unto God

is to rise altogether above the limitations of matter, to become so

emancipated from all the limiting conditions of life in the physical

world, as to be entirely unencumbered in securing self-realisation

and God-realisation. The state of mdksha is in fact conceived to

be that state wherein both these realisations occur naturally and as

a matter of course. The soul, being then what it is in itself, comes

to know itself as it is in itself ; and in knowing itself as it is in

itself, it comes to know its God also. Such being the case, we have

to see why it is that even the disinterested man of no attachment

to the fruits of work has to do work so long as he cares for the

attainment of mdksha. Knowing, as we do, that the truly wise

man, who is atmarati and atmatripta, does not at all make his bliss

and happiness depend upon anything which is outside of himself, we

may quite naturally but wrongly arrive at the conclusion that there

is no harm if he does not do even such work as he is in duty bound

27
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to do. It is true that such a person can have nothing to gain in the

way of selfish advantage by the performance of any kind of work.

This cannot certainly mean that he need do no work at all ; absolute

inaction is as impossible to him as it is to all others in this mundane

world of ours. Nature has made it obligatory on him also to live a

life of work ; and such work as he is fitted for by nature, and as is

therefore rightly imposed upon him as his duty, he cannot and

ought not to decline to perform. If, nevertheless, he courts

the impossible as well as improper life of passive inaction, he

will thereby be hindering the accomplishment of his own salvation.

We are told here that freedom from all selfish attachment

is not in itself enough to enable one to attain unto God ; while in

possession of such freedom from attachment, one has to live

the life of work, if one really wishes to attain salvation. You

may remember how, on a former occasion, we made out that, if

work creates the bondage of karma, it also helps to remove that

bondage. Indeed, it is the unselfish performance of duty alone that

can cause the removal of this bondage, and fit people for the attain-

ment of salvation ; and it is in this fact that we have the meaning

of the
'

therefore
'

with which this sloka begins. To learn to look

upon life as a means of serving God, and to do everything that we

do in life as acts of divine worship, are conducive to the creation of

unselfishness in us, and may thus help to produce in us the power

for self-realisation and God-realisation. When, through the exercise

of this power, unselfishness becomes perfected and fully established

in our very nature, even then we have all to do the work that has

to be done by us. The acquisition of that supreme internal soul-

delight, whereby all external objects are made to appear as useless

in themselves and altogether unattractive, this certainly kills selfish-

ness ; but we have to see that, in doing so. it only tends to enhance

the obligatoriness of the unattached and unselfish performance of

duty. What kind of work it is, that has in this manner to be obli-

gatorily done by us, will become clear as we proceed. We have

now to take note of the fact that even the most unselfish seeker of

salvation, who is happily well aware of how to gain his own soul,

cannot safely discard the obligation of having to do his duty ; for it

is by doing his duty well that be may be enabled even to gain his

own soul, How the active life of unselfish duty leads to the
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attainment of salvation, is illustrated in the next sloka by the

example of a famous personage known to the history of ancient Hindu

religious thought and life. And let us now take that illustrative

example into consideration.

II Ro (I

20. Indeed, through work itself, Janaka and others

(like him) obtained salvation. At least looking to the

guidance and control of the world, it is proper for you
to do (work).

What has been translated here as
'

the guidance and control of

the world
'

is the compound word lokasangraha. This word has

been somewhat variously interpreted to mean the accomplishment

of the good of the world, the control exercised on the world so as to

prevent it from going astray, the inducement offered to the world so

as to make it adopt the life which we consider to be good for it ; and

I have therefore thought that the full import of the word is best

brought out by translating it here as
'

the guidance and control of the I

world '. Nevertheless, it has to be remarked that, as brought out by

a later (25) stanza in this same context, the expression lokasangraha

really means taking the world along with one. The guidance and

control of the world are of course implied in this. And now let it

be observed that it is only the former half of this sloka which is

intended to illustrate, by means of an ancient historical example,

the philosophical position that the attainment of the salvation of

moksha is possible only through the unselfish performance of duty.

The latter half of the xloka gives a further reason why it is

necessary on the part of even the wisest and the most unselfish

and soul-delighted aspirant to do well all such work as happens to

be naturally obligatory on him as duty in relation to his position

and qualifications in life. The Janaka, who is mentioned here as

the best exemplar of the philosophic life of strenuous and unselfish

duty, was one of a line of famous kings who ruled in Mithila, all

of whom bore the common title of Janaka. The word janaka
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means father literally, and is known to be etymologically allied

to the English word king. There is nothing strange in the

conception of the king as the father of his people, and the Vishnu-

Purdna bears out the statement that in Mithila there ruled a

long line of Janakas from very ancient times, and that they were

generally philosophic kings of high and noble character. My object

in mentioning this to you now is to point out to you, that the

Janaka who is referred to here was perhaps the father of Sita,

the famous heroine of the Bdmdyana, but not that other Janaka,

who is mentioned in the Brihaddranyakopanishad, and in whose

court flourished the great Yajnavalkya, the founder of the new

school of Yajurveda known as the Sukla-Yajurveda. Both these

Janakas are well known to the ancient history of India ; and it is

the former of these, who went also by the name of Siradhvaja, that

is traditionally believed to have lived at a time earlier than the days

of Sri-Krishna. Even from the Rdmdyana, in which this Janaka is

mentioned only incidentally, we may make out that he must have

been in his day famous for his saintly righteousness and strong

sense of duty ; and it is probably this same Janaka to whom
Vasishtha is said in the Mahdbhdrata to have taught divine wisdom.

It has been pointed out that the possession of the divine wisdom,

which is consequent upon self-realisation and God-realisation, made

this Janaka so absolutely unselfish that, even as a king owning so

many things and wielding authority over so many subjects, he felt

that he had no title to call any one person or any one thing as his

own. It is recorded that on one occasion, when he was all on a

sudden told that his capital city of Mithila was on fire, with the

object of putting his unselfishness to practical test, he at once

calmly declared- frfaOTt a^'Mi ^ ^ &!* <t 5TW^T "If

Mithila be consumed in fire, nothing that is mine would be

lost". This statement of Janaka cannot be made to mean that he

was indifferent to the loss or the suffering which others than him-

self might sustain through the fire. For, it is known that, when

the dawning of divine wisdom on his mind made him realise instant-

ly the vanity of all human ambition and endeavour, he too, like

many an other in his situation, felt an immediate preference for the

life of retirement and renunciation, but that on further thought he

refrained from adopting it, and chose to live the active life of unselfish
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duty. Accordingly, his life of action and endeavour and achieve-

ment was emphatically a life of service and helpfulness. How can

such a man, bearing the sovereign responsibilities of a ruler of men,

be indifferent to their loss or to their suffering ? Human ambition and

human endeavour are no more than mere vanity of vanities, so long

as they are directed towards the attainment of purely selfish ends ;

but they become hallowed and helpful to the attainment of the

highest good, as soon as they are turned into the service of man,

which, as we shall soon learn, is the same as the service of God. Of

this, Janaka was well convinced ;
and he therefore lived the life of

the typical karma-yogin. It is well to remember that we cannot be

very certain about who the Janaka was, to whom Sri-Krishna has

referred as the typical karma-yogin ; he certainly must have been a

Janaka that had become famous for his life of disinterested duty

before the days of Sri-Krishna.

Later examples are not unknown in the religious history of

India such as are equally well illustrativ of the ideal life of karma-

yoga. Those of you that are familiar with the life-story of Gautama

Buddha, for instance, may remember the description, which is

generally given therein, of a very highly interesting scene under the

famous Bodhi-tree, where, at last, after a long sustained and weary

quest, wisdom dawned gradually upon his mind during the four

watches of a certain night, so that by the morning he became fully

enlightened. After Gautama thus became truly the Buddha, instant-

ly the tempter Mara is said to have appeared once again before

him to induce him to achieve at once bis own nirvana with the aid

of the knowledge of truth and the consequent enlightenment which

be had just then acquired. Immediately afterwards, when Gautama

was on the point of unconsciously yielding to the tempter, the god

Brahma appeared before him and told him that be ought not to

accomplish his own nirvana, till he had made it possible for all

the creatures in the world to become illumined by the light of his

own enlightenment, so that they too might achieve their nirvana in

due time. Then Gautama at once regained the lost balance of his

mind, and adopted the strenuous life of service, and went about for

many years thereafter preaching wisdom and purity and incessantly

doing good. This episode in the life of Buddha is truly symbolic of
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the great struggle which almost all the saintly servants of mankind

appear to have had to go through, in choosing between what may
be called their self-salvation on the one band and the service of

humanity on the other. The temptation of Jesus by Satan as given

in the New Testament of the Bible may also be taken to be illustra-

tive of this great moral struggle ; and I believe it is on record that

Mahomed also went through some such struggle before he took

upon himself the responsibilities of the messenger of God to man.

These instances, that I have now mentioned, ought to be quite

enough to show to us how universal this kind of heart-trial is, in

the life of all those who have succeeded in the heroic endeavoiir of

renouncing all selfishness to the extent of making their own

salvation both certain and secure. It is out of the ashes of the

lower self of sensuality and selfishness that the higher self of spiri-

tual illumination and divine wisdom is born
;
and the birth of this

higher self is invariably associated with a joyful feeling of self-

contained delight and bliss, which is wholly non-cognisant of the

utility of all outer things. This very natural non-recognition of the

utility of outer things is the source from which the mental impulse

in favour of resignation and inaction arises, and gives rise in the

life of the very best of men to this kind of moral crisis and heart-

trial, which it is never easy even for them to surmount. When

they are under the influence of such a crisis, it is natural for them to

feel a strong repugnance towards living any longer in this world of

trouble and turmoil and temptations, and to wish to fly away, as

early as possible, from it, so as to find enduring peace as well as joy

in the sublime serenity of the soul unpolluted by material contact

and untainted with sin. It cannot surely be hard for us to realise

how such a wish is perfectly natural on the part of such persons. The

immediate tendency of the emphatic recognition of the inutility of

all outer things is to give a strong pessimistic colour to life in nature

and in society. Therefore, to the man, who has won the treasure of

self-realisation, the outer world and its activities are very often apt

to be wholly unattractive ;
and his most prominent impulse then

is certain to be in favour of absolute renunciation and passive non-

achievement. However, this darkening mist of pessimism, which

thus begins to sway his life, is in its very nature evanescent ; for, as

soon as he learns the great value and worthiness of divine and
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human service, this mist of pessimism disappears from his mind

leaving no trace of it at all behind. To the unselfish and truly wise

servant of God, who knows that He is always served best by hearty

service rendered unto His creatures, the outer world of human life

can never have the character of inutility. The more he sees of igno-

rance and impurity, of sorrow and suffering, and of weakness and

injustice in this outer world, the more does it appear to him to be a

fit field for his labour of love. When the world is wholly egoisticafly

viewed and judged, it will inevitably encourage the unamiable

philosophy of pessimism ; but when it is viewed and judged altru-

istically as a world fitted for service, it at once becomes the home of

hope and high optimism. The sorrow and the suffering and all the

other discouraging pessimistic elements in the life of man and

civilisation act as incentives to induce the unselfish saint to wear

himself away in the loving service of God's creatures ; and from his

vantage-ground of established unselfishness, he sees clearly what

chastening and strengthening effect the sorrows and the sufferings

of men have on their lives. He sees that their discipline is well

calculated to do good to those who suffer from them, and that in

relation to others they give the needed scope for the manifestation of

love and benevolence, and for doing accordingly the work of succour

and relief and the spread of enlightenment. Thus an alteration of

the standpoint of our vision is enough to cause a cheeringly complete

transfiguration in our philosophic comprehension of the universe and

its purpose ; and from what we have already learnt from our study

of the Gitd, we ought to be now in a position to see how the heavy

and dolorous pessimism of Arjuna was due to the insufficiency of

his inner light and the incompleteness of his unselfishness.

The great difficulty which so many earnest men feel in regard

to the carrying out of what is real righteousness in conduct is in

making the life of true renunciation fully compatible with the life

of strenuous work. The more we work and achieve, the more

intense is the force of our selfishness apt to become. Almost no

worker among men really fails to feel that he is the agent of the

work which he does ; and this idea of the worker's agency very

naturally gives rise in him to the other idea that he has a right

to be the owner of whatever is produced as the result of his work
t
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These two ideas are commonly denoted in Sanskrit by the two

words ahankara and mamakara, which may respectively be trans-

lated into English as i-ness and mine-ness. It should not be

difficult for us to make out that these ideas are at the very basis of

all our selfishness, and that the temptation of the worker to be

selfish is much stronger than that of the man who neither works nor

achieves. An immediate consequence of this knowledge, that work

and achievement are in themselves apt to induce and strengthen

selfishness, is that many earnest seekers after the salvation of

the soul are led to entertain the belief, that to retire from the res-

ponsibilities of life in society is the easiest as well as the surest way of

securing the qualities of non-attachment and unselfishness, and that

it is therefore better to run away from the turmoils and temptations of

life, than to endeavour to overcome them courageously by means of a

duly regulated life of conscious work and unselfish duty. To com-

bine the strenuously laborious performance of duty with the spirit of

complete renunciation is not therefore an easy matter at all
;
and Janaka

is mentioned here as a particularly notable example of a person, who

successfully achieved the really difficult combination of these two

ordinarily incompatible characteristics in his own life. That, as a

Kshatiriya and a king, he must have found the achievement of this

unique combination of ordinarily incompatible moral characteristics

within himself more than usually hard, nobody can have the courage

seriously to gainsay. Everywhere, it is well recognised that the king's

duties are as onerous as his privileges are high ; and hence it follows

that his i-ness and mine-ness are, when he is inclined to be egoistic

and selfish, apt to be more aggressively assertive and more sweepingly

comprehensive than that of any other person who is not a king.

Similarly we have to note that, when a king's more or less com-

pletely accomplished discipline of unselfishness and the consequent

foretaste of the bliss of self-realisation lead him to look favourably

on the life of renunciation and asceticism, it is not at all good for the

state, of which he is the ruler, to encourage him to follow the bent

of his mind in favour of resignation and retirement. Indeed there

are some old writers in Sanskrit on politics, who are of opinion that

no Kshattriya should be allowed to enter the order of sannyasins so

as thereby to become a mere mendicant ascetic. We should not forget

here the great fact that war and conquest and assertion of authority
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become very frequently the duty of Kshattriyas and kings a duty

which they cannot relinquish without jeopardising thereby the higher

ends of human evolution in individual life as well as in the history of

civilisation. Nor should we fail to understand that, when badly

utilised, war and conquest and assertion of authority are apt to act as

the most powerful incentives to the production of an unwholesomely

aggressive form of selfishness in individuals as well as in communi-

ties. To have to do the duty, which, on our being unguarded even

to the smallest degree, is apt to provoke selfishness in us with an

irresistible force, is in no way a light burden of responsibility to

bear ; and whoever really bears such a burden successfully, without

at the same time endangering his moral purity and spiritual progress,

must certainly be a hero of a very high order. This Janaka evidently

must have been such a hero. He surely must have known the

imperious obligatoriness of duty so very well as to make his own life

continuously full of strenuous action and endeavour. Side by side

with this knowledge of the obligatoriness of duty, he was clearly in

possession of the sincere conviction that he could have no title of

ownership in relation to any of the results which might accrue from

bis work and labour. We may with a little thought see how this

freedom of bis from the feelings of i-ness and mine-ness must have

been the necessary correlative of his realised sense of the imperative

obligatoriness of duty. We often hear people say that no man
deserves any thanks for doing his duty. The underlying idea here is

that, in doing his duty, he does only what he is bound to do. There

is harm as well as discredit in the non-performance of duty. What

is in Sanskrit called 3T3>W JT^PT: is ever the characteristic of duty.

But there is no special merit or consideration, which he, who does

his duty, may rightly claim on that account. Therefore, when our

heart is not freed from the twin feelings of i-ness and mine-ness, our

realisation of the obligatoriness of duty is certain to be very

imperfect ; and a perfectly realised life of duty like that of Janaka must

hence be free from the taint of selfishness completely. We may thus

see how work in itself cannot cause the bondage of karma, but

may very well serve as a truly efficient means of attaining moksha.

Indeed Janaka illustrates to us how, through the life of work and

duty alone, the attainment of the highest bliss of soul-salvation

becomes possible to all embodied beings.

28
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Accordingly the life of work is helpful to the progress of

society and civilisation, and it is also capable of leading the indivi-

dual to the attainment of the highest bliss of soul-emancipation

and God-attainment. Therefore even the wise philosopher with

his true inner illumination cannot do away with work and with

the discipline of duty. If, however, he adopts by mistake the life

of inaction, holding that to be the true life of renunciation and

unselfishness, he not only risks thereby the acquisition of his own

salvation, but also sets a harmful example to weaker and less wise

persons in society. The greater his internal illumination and

philosophic unselfishness, the worse will be the harm of his example

to others, when he adopts tha life of inaction and passive resig-

nation. Most of us, common men, find it exceedingly hard to

distinguish betwean the inaction of the unselfish philosopher and

the indolence of the unwilling worker. Moreover, the unceasing

impulse to work and to produce is rarely/ if at all, an inborn

element in the nature of the generality of men. The commonest

tendency among them is in favour of sloth, idleness and inaction ;

in other words, the large majority of men are tamasa in their

temperament. Men of rajasa temperament are, as you know, given

to be aggressively active in seeking and winning pleasure as well as

power. They are, in reality, born workers ; and the very aggressive-

ness of their activity makes it hard for them to be disinterested

and unselfish. Still we should never forget that work is superior

to no-work. If, under these circumstances, the enlightened

philosopher characterised by the sattvika temperament discards

selfishness, and in consequence declines to live the life of active

fruitful work, are not the men of tamasa temperament apt to justify

their indolence and inertia by referring as an example to such a

philosopher's life of inaction and non-achievement ? The natural

tendency of the common man to be inert and lazy is not the same

thing as the tendency of the enlightened philosopher to be resigned

and to withdraw from the busy activities of the world. The tamasa

drone and the sattvika philosopher would look alike, if judged from

the standpoint of their external behaviour, when the latter chooses

freely to live the life of renunciation and non-achievement. To the

philosopher himself the life of inaction and non-achievement may

produce no harm. He is already in possession of that fruit of-
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discipline, which the disinterested performance of duty is alone able

to produce. But the tamasa type of persons whose life also is one of

inaction and non-achievement, cannot afford to discard the highly

valuable discipline of the life of strenuous work and sustained

achievement. It cannot be denied that, if ever the tamasa man

works at all, he does so under very strong selfish impulses. Never-

theless, it is exceedingly necessary for him to do work, if he is ever

to make any moral progress at all. I remember having mentioned

once before in one of our classes that he, who cannot work and

achieve, can never learn the lesson of sacrifice or unselfishness.

Therefore, it is through the ardent performance of work that the

selfish man is enabled to rise above his selfishness. In the common

technical language of Sanskrit philosophy, the tamasa man has to

become rdjasa before he can grow to be sattvika ; and when the

morally perfected sattvika philosopher of true wisdom sets by his

conduct the example of the life of inaction and non- achievement,

he thereby cuts at the very root of the moral advancement of the

tamasa type of people in society. Apart from causing moral harm

to many individuals in this manner, the philosopher's life of in-

action is further certain to make the production of the things,

needed for the sustenance of life, inadequate for the proper upkeep

of society and for the development of the common good. If the

large body of ordinary men, who are not blessed with the internal

illumination of the philosopher's wisdom, decline to labour and to

do their duties in life, how can any society get on at all even

physically ? Therefore, for the purpose of setting a helpful example

to the world, that is, for the purpose of guiding and controlling, by

means of the example of his own conduct, the conduct and life of

the large body of ordinary persons in society, the enlightened

philosopher is bound to live the life of energetic action and ardent

achievement. The philosophic king Janaka was actively engaged

in carrying out all the duties pertaining to his position as a king,

because be felt sure that he could win his salvation by living the

life of duty, and because also he felt that, if he did not discharge

his duties aright in life, he would be unpardonably disregarding the

good of his subjects and setting a bad example for them to follow.

That the ordinary man is only too prone to follow the example of

the highly placed philosopher, naturally increases the burden of the
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latter's responsibility for the welfare of society ; and the next sloka

tells us that most ordinary people in the world guide themselves by

endeavouring to imitate the conduct of those who are generally

understood to be great and worthy personages.

21. Whatever an eminent person does, that same

thing the other persons (also do). What he makes his

authority, that the world follows.

There seem to be two reasons as to why it is that men so

readily follow the example of those who are known to them to be

great and worthy. One of these is what is often disparagingly spoken

of as the sheepishness of mankind. There is indeed in all men an

amount of intellectual inertia, which makes it bard for them to be

always willing to undergo readily the trouble of new and independent

thought. Those who are willing and able to strike out a new path

for themselves are surely very few in all walks of life. To move

along old and well-trodden paths is therefore always very easy and

attractive ; for, in addition to saving us from the trouble of thought,

it fortifies our sense of comfort by a tranquil feeling of security that

certainly all is well with us. In striking out a new path, we can

never avoid undergoing the trouble of rational and cautious and co-

ordinated thought ;
and then there is also the fear that the new

path may lead us from known and sufferable evils to unknown and

insufferable evils. So long as it is not given to all men to possess

the wisdom of the prophet or the philosopher, this unwillingness of

theirs to strike out a new path for themselves is bound to be helpful

to the cause of goodness and order in society ; and hence it need not

at all be characterised by the unnecessarily opprobrious designation

of sheepishness. Tradition and custom generally contain in them

the silently transmitted wisdom of generations of human experience.

To rely on them entirely may often impede progress. Still none of

us can harmlessly discard them altogether, however high our culture

and freedom of thought may be. That so many of us learn

conduct by imitation is therefore in no way wrong. There is
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another reason which tends to make imitation really an excellent

means of learning conduct ; and that is to be found in man's innate

instinct of hero-worship. It may not be quite easy to explain why
it is that beauty and goodness have a unique power of impressing

the human mind, so as to make it admire them heartily wherever

they may be seen. Whether we are in a position to explain it or

not, there is no doubt that to most, if not all, of us a thing of beauty

is a joy for ever. The poet's power over the hearts of men and

women is dependent upon this natural propensity of theirs to

love and to admire beauty and goodness ; otherwise he can neither

please them nor instruct them. To some it has appeared that the

very unaccountablenees of this innate tendency of our nature to

appreciate and enjoy all manifestations of beauty and goodness is

a proof of both beauty and goodness being among the essential

characteristics of the soul itself. Although we may not be able to

associate the idea of goodness with everything that is beautiful

there can be no clear meaning in saying that a beautiful sunset,

for instance, is morally good still, we cannot dissociate the idea of

beauty from all such things as happen to be really good. There is

a beauty in goodness itself ; and goodness is impossible without

love and without sacrifice. Broadly speaking, the heroism which

we admire in heroes may always be seen to be either the heroism of

achievement or the heroism of sacrifice. And it has to be distinctly

noted further that the former kind of heroism must have a noticeably

large admixture of sacrifice in it before it can really command

admiration and worship, while the latter kind of heroism that of

love and sacrifice and suffering is in itself always able to com-

mand freely our admiration and to compel at once the homage of

our heart. Accordingly, in our spontaneous admiration and generous

worship of heroism, our natural and innate tendency to appre-

ciate goodness is seen to assert itself. Therefore, the weaker man's

propensity to imitate the conduct and behaviour of the stronger

man, who is good and great enough to be looked upon as a hero, is

not altogether due to what may be called intellectual inertia;

on the other hand, we have often to see in it the free and artless

manifestation of man's inborn love of goodness. Thus most people

give more than ample credit to the greatness of the great man ; and

if any person, who is recognizedly great among his neighbours,
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adopts the life of passive inaction, for the reason that, through

action, there is nothing for him to gain as a selfish end, others, who

are not great like him, and in whom the subjugation of selfishness

is not yet fully effected, will nevertheless follow his example and

guide their conduct by its authority. This imitation is unwhole-

some owing to the undoubted unsuitability of such conduct to such

persons. Hence it is the duty of the great man always to see that

his conduct is not only good in itself, but is also fit to be imitated

even by those who are not great like himself. In the next sloka
f

SrI-Krishrxa speaks of His own recognition of this duty in His own

life as that of a man among men.

22. In all the three worlds, Arjuna, there is

nothing that I have to do, nothing which I have not

obtained and (yet) have to obtain
; (still) I surely go

on working.

To understand the full force of Sri-Krishna thus illustrating the

doctrine of the obligatoriness of duty and work in life by means of His

own example, it is necessary for us to bear in mind that He was an

incarnation of God and spoke as such to Arjuna, while delivering to

him that ever memorable discourse which has become for us the price-

less treasure of the Bhagavad-glta. Otherwise, we are sure to fail to

understand how His example is different from that of Janaka, and

what particular point in the teaching His own example is intended

to emphasise and enforce. The nature of divine incarnation and

also the purpose for which God Himself becomes incarnate upon

earth from time, to time we shall have to'take up for consideration in

the course of our study of the next chapter of the Glta. Here it is

enough for us to know the difference between an embodied soul,

which owes its embodiment to its past karma, and the embodied

God, who has, of His own free choice, elected to assume a material

embodiment and to live as a man among men. In Sanskrit it would

be right to speak of Janaka, as he lived on earth, as a baddha-jiva,

that is, as a soul bound down to live in matter. In other words,
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his soul was subject to the bondage of karma, and had to seek and

obtain emancipation from that bondage as its highest object of

attainment. When God becomes incarnate, there is no compelling

power behind Him forcing Him to become embodied in matter. In

relation to Him, embodiment really implies no bondage of karma ;

and His own moksha or final emancipation from bondage is not

therefore an object for which He has to strive. Thus he stands in

no need of using the potentialities of His material embodiment for

the purpose of enabling Himself to free Himself from any necessity

of having to undergo the penalty of a future embodiment. Again in

His case the various processes of common human psychology need not

operate as they do in all men and women of the ordinary human

type. Sensations and the associated physical feelings of pleasure and

pain need not determine His will and His activities in the embodied

life, in as much as He is intrinsically too great and too wise to feel

really attracted by such pleasure or repelled by such pain. Therefore

the pleasing objects of the senses cannot be among the things that He
desires to seek and obtain. For this very reason there is no need for

Him to undergo the discipline of self-restraint so as to obtain that

self-mastery which the commonly human aspirant seeks. Indeed

He is born with full self-mastery ; and the physical and physio-

logical tendencies of the embodiment have no compelling power of

any kind over Him. There is, moreover, no personal advantage of

any kind which He has to win for Himself. In our philosophic

literature we find that, among the attributes of God, these two are

mentioned as being noteworthy in particular, namely, His satya-

sankalpatva and His purnakdmatva. The former of these means that

His sankalpa is always calculated to turn out satya, that is, that

there is nothing which He wills that does not come out to be true.

In other words, His will is law and fact in His universe. The other

attribute means that His kama is always purna, that is, that He
has no unfulfilled desire. I am sure you see at once how these

attributes are related to each other, and how the possession of the

one necessarily implies the possession of the other. If to have no

unfulfilled desire is considered to be logically an essential attribute

of God, it cannot cease to be such an attribute of His, when Ha

spontaneously assumes a material embodiment. Hence it is that

Sri-Krishna may well be said to have had nothing to do and nothing
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to win and obtain. Like the weak man of no self-mastery, He need

not have worked in search of pleasure or of power ; nor did He need

to work for the purpose of securing salvation like the purely human

wise aspirant, who is anxious to rise above the bondage of karma

and attain the salvation of his own soul. Although such is the

natural relation of Him, who is an incarnation of God, to all work
t

that embodied beings do in nature, still Sri-Krishna went on doing

work and living earnestly the true life of duty like any mortal man.

Why did He do so ? And His answer is

HIT

23. If I do not at any time, without indolence,

engage myself in work, Arjuna, (then) men on all

sides will follow my path.

24. If I do not do work, these people (here) will

come to grief. I shall become the creator of confusion

and shall (thus) destroy all these people (in the world).

You remember how we have been already told that, whatever

an exalted personage of notable eminence and worthiness does, is apt

to be followed closely by all other persons of less worthiness and

consequently of less eminence ; and we have also seen how this

tendency of people to imitate the behaviour of the great and the

worthy does not deserve to be looked upon as altogether a mere

weakness. It is natural that the greater the greatness of the

exalted personage of eminence is, the greater will be the extent

and force of the disposition among the less exalted to imitate him.

We have thus to see that Sri-Krishna's personal example was apt to

be followed even more widely and more confidently than the example

of Janaka. If Sri-Krishna, being an incarnation of Him who is, as

we have learnt, satyasankalpa and pltrnakama, felt no need to do any

work, either for the attainment of any unattained good here in this
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world, or for the attainment of the soul's final freedom and salvation,

and accordingly did no work at all in life, ifc could, of course, do Him

no harm wh itsoever. But such a course of passive inaction on the

part of SrI-Krishni would have clothed sloth, indolence, inaction and

non- achievement in all the resplendent glory which belongs to a

great ideal of life, and would have made all sorts of men and women

look up to inaction and non-achievement as the surest means for the

attainment of happiness and salvation. Now imagine the con-

sequences of such a consecration or apotheosis of inaction and non-

achievement. The very first consequence of it is that the people

here will thereby come to grief. Who is there among us that does

not know that the very existence of civilised society is dependent

upon the produce of labour ? When inaction is, either through

teaching or through example, made to become the ideal of conduct

to be adopted by all, then there cannot be much inducement in any

society for any one to labour. When, as a consequence of this absence

of inducement, labour itself lags behind, the produce of labour

cannot surely he adequately forthcoming. The apotheosis of the

life of inaction is thus api to deprive society of the means of supply-

ing its natural wants ; it is certain to give rise to a slow but sure

social suicide among mankind. How then is it at all possible for

any people not to come to grief, when they are taught to cherish

inaction and non-achievement as the supreme rule of life? Work
and achievement often create as well as encourage selfishness ; but

inaction and non-achievement give rise to starvation and popular

decay. The former condition, that is, the possibility of creating and

encouraging selfishness, is nofe wholly incompatible with the require-

ments of progress in material as well as moral civilisation ; but the

latter condition of starvation and consequent popular decay brings

death to the very root; of all progressive life. To allow civilisation

to be swalbwe 1 up in the yawning gulf of starvation is nothing short

of making the very destiny of man become defeated.

But the apotheosis of inaction gives rise to other and even more

form dable evils. Tne example of the great m m's life of inaction

not ooly makes most of the lesser men become inactive and

unproductive drones, but also tends to encourage a spirit of

lawlessness among those undeveloped persons in respect of the

29
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conduct of life itself. Ifc is only when duty is recognised to be

obligatory, that the next question as to the proper choice of duty

arises. When duty itself may be safely discarded, it does not

master what a man do^=!, if indeed he does anything at all.

Consequently, even if nature drives all such men and women, as-

have sincerely subscribed bo the gospel of do-nothing inaction, to

engage themselves in ths performance of some kind of 'productive

work, it is obvious that in a society, which is largely composed of

such parsons, there must be mu^h want of harmony and regulated

order. To believe in absolute inaction as the bast means of attaining

salvation is very much easier than to live even tolerably effectively

the life of such absolute inaction. The apotheosis of inaction can-

not therefore succeed in banishing all productive work and all labour

from society and from civilisation ; but it can certainly succeed in

giving rise to disorder and confusion among workers, in regard to

who is to do which work and how ha has to do it. The old Hindu

ideal of a well organised society is a poluical state which is subject

to the authority of a strong and wise and righteous sovereign, who

is himself subject to the guiding influence and control of religion.

It is conceived that, without the exercise of political power by such

a sovereign, the yoga and kshema of no soaiety can be secure. In

other words, it is the organisation of a society into a state, that in

reality ensures both progress and order therein. And it is declared

in almost all Sanskrit writings bearing on the duties of a sovereign,

that the chiefest among those duties of his is the maintenance of the

varnasramadharmas. This Sanskrit expression is capable of being

interpreted in general terms as the duties belonging to the various

classes of the community as well as to the different stages in the

life of the various members of those classes of the community. In

speaking about the varnas in society already, I remember having

pointed out to you how the word varna, originally meaning colour,

came to denote caste by race and birth, and how then it acquired the

significance of caste by quality. There can be no doubt that the

Glta takes cognisance only of caste by quality, in all matters con-

cerning human life and conduct in society, excepting perhaps

marriage, in relation to which considerations of race and birth can-

not be safely ignored in the interest of civilisation and moral pro-

gress. In any well orgnanised society, the nature of men's duties
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must necessarily vary with the qualifications which they possess

for the doing of duty. Otherwise sooial welfare itself is exceedingly

apt to be endangered. Where we have soldiers without soldierly

qualities, priests without culture, faith, self-restraint and purity,

where the man of wisdom is made to do the functions of a mere

physical labourer, and the mentally as well as morally unendowed

dunce is placed in authority over] affairs that concern the higher

destiny of the community, there surely things cannot be moving

on either smoothly or in the direction of progress. We may take

it for certain that, to every society, in which there is such

discordance between the worker's tifcnass and capacity on the one

hand, and the nature of the work which ha does on the other,

it will become impossible vary soon to move at all in the direction

of progress. Moreover, in regard to the same individual we find

that what he has to do as a boy is different from what he has

to do as a man. The dufcie* of bovhood, youth, manhood and

old age are differentiate! by nature herself; and it is this

differentiation which is taken note of as asramadharmas in Hindu

law and politics. Where, for instance, boys are free to play the

part of men, and men choose to play the part of boys, there also the

true welfare of society is apt to be in ever imminent danger of dis-

ruption and decay. That before learning well the lessons of obedi-

ence, self-help and self-restraint, before acquiring knowledge and

the power of accurate and connected thinking, and before experi-

encing what it really is to live for an ideal, which, at all events, is

certainly other than pure selfishness, none can have any reasonable

title to exercise the privileges of high manhood and responsible citi-

zenship, is a proposition to which no thoughtful person can safely or

sincerely decline to subscribe. Therefore the unconfused mainten-

ance of the varnadharmas is indeed just as necessary as the un-

confused maintenance of the asramadharmas. In planning out the

discipline of social life, no state can afford to ignore the necessary

differentiation of functions amongst its working members, due to

the differences in their class-qualitiea as well as personal qualifica-

tions : nor is there any possibility of the development of social life

and civilization becoming really valuable, without the aid of an

appropriately disposed discipline due to, and maintained by, a duly

diversified and well correlated system of education and training for
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life. More need not be said here to show how fatal it is to social

welfare to allow any room for what may be spoken of as
'

confusion

of duties,' that is, for dharmasankara. And dharmasahkara is

certain to be among the results of a great personage like Sri- Krishna

p-eaehing the gospel of inaction and seising the example of the irres-

ponsible life of non-achievement. Such a confusion of duties, as

we have bae i thinking of, may very naturally lead, among other

things, to the disorganisation of marriage -laws and othpr such social

regulations, and may thus give rise to varnasaiikara also. We have

already dealt with this question of the confusion of castes as caused

by indiscriminate and unregulated marriage, and have been led to

see that it is one of the mist potent means of introducing decay

into the very heart of progress and civilisation. Occasion shall

not be wanting when we might have to refer to this question again.

But now let us understand how true it is that, if Sri-Krishna had

not lived the life of work and duty, and had not also preached

strongly in favour of action and achievement, a great confusion

might have arisen in society in respect of men's duties and obliga-

tions, a confusion that would have tended to bring about the ruin of

all progress and civilisation. It is to obviate, as He said, this

undesirable culmination that Sri- Krishna lived the life of work and

duty, although in His own case such a life had not to serve the pur-

pose of securing the summum bonum of salvation, as it evidently

had to serve in the case of king Janaka. We should not fail to learn

from this what great importance Sri- Krishna attached to the duty

of the service of man and also to the truly noble purpose of accom-

plishing thereby the gradual enlightenment and elevation of man-

kind. According to Him this work of loving human service requires

to be esteemed as grander and more imperative than even the

endeavour to attain the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-

attainment. This will become clearer to us in our next class.

XV

In our last class we were dealing with the important question

of why it is that, even in the case of persons like the well known

royal saint Jauaka, the life of work and labour is bound to be obli-

gatory. It is one thing to say that the do-nothing life of passive

quietism is impossible in the very nature of things ; and it is quite
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another thing to say that the active life of incessant duty is inevit-

ably necessary for the material and moral welfare of society, even

as it is necessary for perfecting step by step the character of the

individual man, so as tofibhim more and more for the attainment of

moral purity and spiritual freedom. These two statements are again

different from the statement that work in itself Hoes not create the

bondage of karma, as also from this other statement that it is not

more possible for selfishly done work to create the bondage of

karma than it is for disinterestedly done duty to help on the final

emancipation of the soul from the limitations of material embodi-

ment. We have seen further how all these various statements are

strictly true, and how they together point out what it is that con-

stitutes the secret of virtue and purity in regard to human life and

conduct in society. Over and above these things, we have been

told that even the sage of pirfect^d chvraster a-nd pure wisdom,,

who has bjcome so unselfishly G.O )d and so nobly worthy as to feel

positively certain of his own spiritual emancipation, has to live the

life of work and duty, at least for the purpo-o of seating a suitable

example for others to follow. Wben unworthy an! incapable men,

whose character is markedly undeveloped, and who have yet to

acquire the virile power of active and energetic unselfishness, adopt

the life of inaction and renunciation, it is, as we have seen, sure to-

give rise to two dangers, which we may, for convenience, characterise

as direct and indirect. The direct danger consists in that it tends to

deprive society of its power to produca the very means of suste-

nance through which it has to live, thus giving rise to what

may prove to be little short of social suicide through starvation.

Toe indirect danger is intimately connected with this, and gives

rise to that very serious kind of social and moral disorder which,

being the result of the non-recognioion ot' the obligatoriness of duty,

is apt to undermine largely the power of self-restraint possessed by

the members of any society, by making it possible and easy for them

to believe that there can be uo higner or more rational motive for work

than what is due to immediata and unalloyed self-interest. We are

all exceedingly prone by nature to mistake interest for reason ; and

any thing, which is calculated to encourage or justify such a mistake

on our part, is certain to retard our moral progress and hinder our

spiritual emancipation. Toe adoption of the life of absolute
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in action by a saint or a seer may be quite harmless, in so far as that

saint or seer of perfected wisdom and established character is him-

self concerned. But even tha certainty of what may be called his

self-salvation does not absolve him from the obligation of helping

on others to obtain their salvation. This duty of service to others

is considered to be so important that Sri-Krishna Himself, though

an incarnation of God, found its performance both worthy and

inevitable. There is no reason at all why what I have spoken of as

self-salvation should be in any w-iy incompatible with service to

fellow-men. On the other hand, kind and helpful human service is

really one of the most efficient means of securing self-salvation.

Moreover, it has been distinctly enjoined upon us that we should

look upon the service of man as an end in itself, which even the

certainty of our self-salvation cannot entitle us to ignore. Indeed

the incarnation of God as man, has, as you will learn, the service

of man for its object. Therefore the perfected man of, wisdom

should, in all that he thinks or says or does, always bear in mind

what kind of life would be conducive to the moral progress and

spiritual freedom of all those in whose midst he is privileged to

live and labour. Love and service have always to be the motive of

bis work, even as selfish interest happens to be the motive of the

work that most others do. Beyond this there can be no difference

between him and others. And that is what we are told in the sloka

with which we begin our work to-day.

25. In the manner in which unlearned men do

work, (themselves) being (selfishly) attached to the work

(they do), in that (same) manner should the learned

man, who is desirous of taking the world (with him), do

work, (himself) being (however) unattached.

In this sloka the learned man is distinguished from the unlearned

man by means of two marked characteristics. The vidvan or the

learned man, as here conceived, is not a man of much book-learning
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or a man of any very specially trained intellectual cleverness ; be

is, on the other hand, the man of true wisdom, who has learnt to

distinguish the real from the unreal, and therefore unswervingly

aims at moral perfection and spiritual emancipation as constituting

the God- appointed goal of life. We have to bear in mind that, in con-

sequence of his being such, he can surely have no interested attach-

ment of any kind in relation to his work and its results, and that he is,

nevertheless, prompted by the earnest desire to take the world with

him as far as possible on the road of moral perfection and spiritual

enlightenment and emaacipation. His freedom from selfish attach-

ment, and his desire to take the world along with him on the road

of purity and progress, thus distinguish him from the unlearned

man, who is selfishly attached to the work he does as well as to the

results that accrue from that work. The selfishness of the unlearned

man is enough to prevent him from bestowing any thought on the

welfare or progress of others ;
and although he is thus unmindful

of the good of others, the ardour of his selfishness makes him work

vigorously for the attainment; of the objects that he selfishly has in

view for his own advantage. Dull drones who are intensely selfish

at heart ure not unknown in the life of society. They are the

tamasa type of men, whom we have had to take into consideration

more than once already, and who abound in society more largely

than it can afford to contain such without sustaining serious harm

and inconvenience. The inert dullness of the tamasa man may
often be not enough to overpower his selfishness, so as to make it

powerless to breel in him envy and attachment. Hence extreme

selfishness and the inactive life of non-achievement may go well

together, as there is no incompatibility of any kind between the

inaction of the body and the impurity of the mind. This type of

man is on the lowest moral plane, as we have already seen. And

yet he is not the unlearned man whom this sloka mentions. The

unlearned man referred to herein is, on the other hand, the man

whom his selfishness goads into energetic and aggressive action. I

remember having drawn your attention to the fact that the life of

energetic action and achievement is apt to create and strengthen in

most men the selfishness that is born of ahankdra and mamakara.

Now we have to see that the reverse relation also holds true between

selfishness and the life of work and achievement. If we take the
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rdjasa type of men into consideration, we notice that they TO not

suffer from any excessive inertia or dullness ; no lazy unwillingness

to work is to be found in their mental composition. They are ever

alert and active ; and in their case selfishness stimulates work and

achievement, even as these in their turn stimulate and strengthen

selfishness. Thus, in the case of some men, selfishness is capable of

existing at the same time both in the condition of cause and in the

condition of effect. The selfish attachment to work and things,

which is given here as the characteristic of unlearned men, refers

indeed to that causal force of selfishness which goads people on

to action and to achievement. It is strictly true to say of such

persons that the more intense their selfishness is, the greater is the

ardour with which they live the life of work and achievement.

Their devotion to the performance of work and duty is determined

by the force of their selfish attachment to the results, which

they expect to reap from the performance of work and duty ; and

when they are markedly selfish in this manner, it is natural for

them to be energetic and active in performing work and in achieving

results. Here, the learned man of true wisdom is called upon to live

the life of work and duty with the same intensity of devotion to effort

and achievement, as is manifested by unlearned and unwise men in

their life of strenuous selfishness. The reason for this is, as you

know already, to be found in the power which the example of the

wise and learned person has on the conduct of the unwise and

unlearned persons around him. He must use their natural proneness

to imitate him and to rely upon his authority so as to enable them

to win thereby the best and the worthiest advantage. This he can do,

only if he leads them on to higher levels of moral perfection and

spiritual power, so that they too may become able to acquire through

the practice of unselfish duty more and more freedom from selfishness

and from the bondage of karma. Mere inaction of itself cannot make

the selfish man turn out to be truly unselfish, for unselfishness has

also to be learnt by the incessant practice of work without attach-

ment. If the wise and learned man lived the life of inaction and

non-achievement, those around him might easily imitate his inaction

and passivity ; but they would not thereby succeed in acquiring his

unselfishness. And yet there is no doubt that what they should

imitate and acquire is pre-eminently his unselfishness. Accordingly
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it becomes incumbent upon the learned man of accomplished

wisdom to live earnestly the life of strenuous labour and unselfish

duty ; otherwise his life can be of no service to his fellow-men.

The obligation of the wise man to serve and to enlighten those, who

are unwise, is hence so great and so imperative that be can never

hope to escape from it. The next sloka clearly prohibits all desire

and endeavour on the part of the wise man to escape from such an

obligation.

26. The learned man (of true wisdom) should not

produce a change of disposition (in relation to work;

in the minds of ignorant persons, who are attached

(selfishly to work, but) should perform well all works

with due attention, and (thus) cause satisfaction (to

them).

Before understanding fully the meaning anJ reasonableness of

the injunction given in this sloka, it is necessary for us to know that

the wise man's duty of service to his fellow-men is looked upon in

two different ways, although it is universally granted that the chief

aim of that service must be to make the weaker and less wise

persons become stronger and more wise, that is, to make them

more and more capable of moral purity and spiritual freedom.

There are some who hold that this aim is best carried out by

coercing the weaker men to live at once the life which is suited for

the stronger and wiser men. Because, in the case of the capable

man of true wisdom, who has overcome all selfishness and is

untainted by the love of pleasure or of power, the life of inaction and

non-achievement may turn out to be not merely harmless but even

helpful sometimes in so far as his own self-salvation is concerned,

some people readily argue that such life must prove quite equally

good in the case of all other persons also. What is, as they say,

sauce for the goose must be sauce for the gander as well.

This is one way of looking at the manner in which the wise

30
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man of high moral power and purity should discharge his duty

of service to his fellow-men. You, however, know how very pos-

sible it is to argue on the other side also. Tbe life, which is

harmless or even specially helpful in the case of the learned man
of true wisdom and established unselfishness, may very well prove

harmful in the case of those who are devoid of that learning and

wisdom and unselfishness. Sri-Krishna seems to have been of

opinion that to disturb the even course of the lives of common,
uncultured and undisciplined men and women, who are not wise

and capable enough to think out the nature as well as the details of

the life which is best suited for their own moral development and

spiritual progress, is in the long run unwholesome and productive

of evil in relation to individuals as well as society. All life in

society has necessarily to be an ordered life. The ordering of the

life of men and women in society may, in some cases, possess a

morally high value ; and in some other cases, it may have a morally

low value. No teacher of the philosophy of conduct will dare to

contradict the statement that it should always be the chief aim of

civilisation to improve the moral worthiness of human life. Never-

theless, it is the duty of the philosophic teacher of correct conduct

to see that, in inducing and encouraging the change from the old

order to the new, the love of orderliness itself is not wrecked on the

rock of reform. There are also other difficulties in the way of such

a teacher doing his work of social service without unconsciously

causing harm. You may have heard it often said that doubt is the

necessary precursor of all intelligent conviction either in religion or

in philosophy. This is true only in the case of those with whom
doubt never amounts to dismay. But we cannot forget the fact that

there are many men and women in all societies, in whose case doubt

at once gives rise to dismay and lands them in great uncertainty as

to what is or is not right conduct. Doubt is always welcome so long

as it is simply the necessary precursor of correct convictions. But

where it unnerves men and women and hampers the ordered pro-

gress of their lives, it is bound to be harmful. Moreover, the creation

of doubt in the minds of men is always easier than the quelling

of that doubt by the force of a newer and more rational faith. Where

the men happen to be ignorant and selfishly attached to work, the

disturbance caused by doubt is very hard to be composed. In
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respect of such men let me remind you of how we saw that, very

often, in human societies selfishness acts as a check on selfishnosa,

and keeps men and women in order within the bounds of an exter-

nally imposed restriction. When the majority of the members of any

society are notably unselfish, what maintains order therein is more

the power of the unselfishness possessed by those members than the

compulsion of any exbernal restraining force. The ideal of selfish-

ness as checked and controlled by selfishness is very different from,

and far inferior to, the ideal of self-restraint as reinforced by free

self-sacrifice and love. It does not follow from this that all those,

who are fitted by nature and by education to follow the former of

these two ideals, may without harm be encouraged to lose faith in

their egoistic ideal of life, before they are in a position to appreciate

the sounder rationality and higher worthiness of the life of love and

sacrifice, so as to adopt it with real gladness and with effective

success. If any such loss of faith is encouraged in any manner, it

means simply that even the lower ideal of ordered life is made to give

way, and social anarchy is invited to undermine the very foundations

of civilisation. Please be careful to note that this does not at all

mean that there should be no impetus given to progress to enable

men and communities to advance from the lower egoistic ideal of

self-assertion to the more developed ideal of self-sacrifice and loving

service. All that is intended to be pointed out here is that this

advance has to be so slow and gradual, that the foothold on the

immediately next higher step should invariably be made quite firm

and secure before the support of the lower step is finally abandoned.

The march of progress is nowhere abrupt in nature and can leap

over no gulfs,

It followd as a matter of course from this that, in all our endea-

vour to praach religion and to teach morality ani philosophy, we

have not only to make sure of the truth and goodness of all that we
teach and preach, but have also to p^y special attention to the

intellectual and moral capacity of those to whom our teachings and

preachings are addressed. Incapable persons undertaking to follow

a discipline of life, for which they are not yet fit, are sure to come
to grief very SODU. This fact has been long recognised in the

religious history of India
; and therefore Indian teachers of religion
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have believed all along more in the toleration of differences than in

the enforcement of uniformity. Buddhism offers a very remarkable

instance of the recognition of the necessity to make due provision

for weakness in relation to what has been conceived by it to be the

ideal discipline of life. You know that both Hinduism and Bud-

dhism believe in the helpfulness of asceticism as a means to attain

freedom from the bondage of karma. It is understood that Buddhism

maintains that one cannot attain nirvana, unless one succeeds well

in living the life of a bhikshu. Certain sects of Hinduism also are

known to maintain that there is a very great religious and moral

virtue in sannydsa, and that without its aid the attainment of

moksha is impossible. In regard to the adoption of the life of

sannyasa by the aspirant, Buddhism, however, differs from Hindu-

ism in a marked way, in that it allows the bhikshu to retrace his

steps, if he finds that the self-restraint of sannyasa is too much for

him to practise. But in Hinduism the sannyasin, who breaks down

under the discipline of the required ascetic self-restraint and yields

to temptations, becomes a patita or fallen man. The Buddhist

bhikshu may revert to the life of the house-holder, with the hope

that after further preparation he may, on a future occasion, be able

to succeed better in commanding the power of self-control and

renunciation. Buc among the Hindus, it is otherwise. If a man
becomes a sannyasin once, he has to be a sannyasin for ever ; or,

he becomes a fallen man and ceases to be an honourable Hindu at

all. We may rouse strong aspirations in favour of sannyasa in the

mind of a morally weak man ; and the result of it may be that he,

quite unconscious of his own weakness, too soon becomes a

sannyasin so far as external forms go. This hurried adoption of the

life of ascetic renunciation and self-restraint may of itself imme-

diately reveal to him bow very unfit he is for such a life. Then, if

he has no means of rectifying his mistake, he is apt to betray the

very ideal of ascetic life and bring discredit upon himself as well as

upon the institution of sannyasa. Now is this desirable ? I am
sure you will all say that it is not. Nevertheless, we need not hold

that the Buddhistic permission of reversion is better than the

Hindu prevention of reversion. The Hindu idea seems to be that

one ought not to be in too great a hurry to follow the ideal life of

renunciation and self-restraint, before one has fairly made sure of
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one's power to bear the trials and responsibilities of such a life well.

But the Buddhistic idea obviously is to encourage always whatever

tendency there may be in a man in favour of asceticism and self-

denial, by allowing him to become a bhikshu as soon as he chooses,

and permitting him at the same time to get away from the restric-

tions of ascetic life, whenever he finds himself to be too weak to

live up to them. In both cases care is taken to see that there is

as little as possible of the adoption of unsuitable life-ideals ;
in one

case hurry is prevented by making reversion impossible, in the

other case the unfcowarl consequences of incautious hurry and

inaptitude are allowed to be corrected as far as possible by reversion.

The reason why I have here explained to you at some length the

nature of the attitude of Buddhism and Hinduism towards the

institution of sannyasa is to impress upon you clearly that the fitness

of the individual for the kind of life, which he is induced or instructed

to live, should not be lost sight of by those, who have the high

privilege of being religious and philosophic teachers among mankind.

If, in conducting their work of teaching, they ignore the inherited

endowment and natural capacity of the individual, they neither do

him good nor help on the general acceptance and adoption of the

teaching of such truth and goodness as have been realised by

themselves in their own lives. On the other hand they may thereby

do much harm by undermining the only possible foundation of

social order and thus obstructing the progress of civilisation.

Tiiis naturally leans us to tho consideration of what may be

spoken of as tha ethics of religious propngandism. Considerably

long after the davs of Sri-Krishna, the history and civilisation of

India have come to bo acquainted with two new religions of foreign

and extraneous development. These are MaHomme^anism and

C irisdanity. The temperament of these religions to be more

correct, the temperament of the followers of these religions is very

different from the temperament of the Hindus and of their

Velant'c religion in the matter of propagandism. Both Islam and

Christianity are supposed to believe that it is possible for the whole

world to become of one religion, and that it is only when mankind

as a whole follows the flag of that one religion that the divine

object of human enlightenment and man's spiritual emancipation
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can be made to approach its accomplishment. Mahommedans hold

that this one religion is bound to be Islam, and Christians maintain

that it must be Christianity. We need not undertake the impossible

task of ascertaining whose faith and hope in this respect are destined

to prevail in the end, whether it is the Mussulman's hope and faith

that will be crowned with success, or whether it is the Christian's

hope and faith that will achieve the expected victory. It is in the

blood of the Hindu, so to say, to believe that the whole world can

never be really of one religion. So long as the inherited endowments

of individuals and communities cannot be the same all over the

world, so long also as their natural opportunities and environments

are apt to vary frooa time to time as well as from place to place, it can

be no more than a mere day dream to believe that the whole world

will, in the end, be of one and the same religion. I have read of

instances in which Christain missionaries from Europe are said to

have taken charge of certain young persons belonging to certain savage

tribe?, to have given them European education, and to have brought

them up for a number of years in the midst of Christian civi-

lisation, in the hope that these Christianised and se-iai-Europeanised

savages, when sent back to their kindred, would render to them loving

service as missionaries of Christianity and of the ethics of European

civilisation. It is said that, when these converted and educated

savages went back to their home-land, they felt an irresistible impulse

in favour of its savage life and gave up without any regret all the

paraphernalia of European civilisation and all the restrictions of

Christian religion and morality. One such instance is enough to

show how hard it is to overcome or alter the inherited innate

tendencies of men and women by means of preaching and teaching

and educative discipline. Compare the Christianity of a person like

Cardinal Newman with the Christianity of a Roman Catholic fisher-

man in South India. The religion professed by both these happens

to be the same nominally. But can the similarity between them as

Christians be ever more than merely nominal ? Or compare the

Christianity of some of our pious and highly cultured Protestant

missionaries in India with the Christianity which the majority of

their
'

black flock' imbibe from them, and then say whether any thing

like a real religious uniformity is possible in the necessarily multi-

form life of human civilisation. The harm here is not that it is simply
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a striving after the attainment of the impossible. The striving injures

more often than not the moral efficiency of those who are led to yield

to its direct or indirect influences. It cuts them off from their old

mooring, and does not land them safely on the new shore, to the

more or less close neighbourhood of which they have been taken

somehow. The generations, born in the interval between the decay

of the old and the effective establishment of the new order, are

therefore inevitably led to live a life of aimless drifting, in which

neither external control nor internal self-restraint has any very

considerable scope to operate. Is this sacrifice of social and

moral equilibrium worth making for the achievement of a merely

nominal religious uniformity ? Again, the self-assertive tendency of

the spirit of the propagandist is almost certain to endanger the

unselfish detachment and sweet reasonableness of his own spiritually

directed life of faith and love. Even in religious teaching, self-

assertion on the part of the teacher gives rise to the decay of charity.

He who feels that the religion of every other man than himself is

untrue such a man cannot at all be conceived to be in a happy frame

of mind either intellectually or mor?,lly. Here is a sentence of

Matthew Arnold's, which I shall quote with your permission, as it

has a bearing on the question which we are now considering. If, runs

thus :

' We shall always appear insolent in the sight of a teligion's

adherents, so long as we look at it from the negative side only, and

not on that attractive side by which they see it themselves ".

This sentence enables us to see that Matthew Arnold believed rightly

that every religion has a positive attractive side and a negative un-

attractive side, and that the propagandist's natural tendency is to look

more at the negative side of other religions than of his own. His

partiality is even apt to make him quite blind to the negative side

of his own religion. This is a clear case of common human

weakness, which is not conductive either to the enlightened establish-

ment or to the steady progress of true spirituality. Accordingly,

excessive zeal in the direction of propagandism may well cause

harm in more ways than one. Indeed such excessive zeal is very

often the unconscious consequence of our obstinate non-recognition

of the fact that, even in the sphere of religion, what is wholesome

food for one man may well turn out to be poisonous stuff in the

case of another.
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Sri- Krishna's teaching, as given bere, does not however, seem

to be intended merely to curb the excessive propagandistic zeal of

the learned man of true wisdom and religious earnestness. Such a

man is here asked to do nothing which may even indirpc^ly induce

others to look upon his soiritually detached life of renunciation as an

example that may readily be imitated at once by all. Since the

life, which in his case is quite rational and entirely harmless, and is

also at the same time in full agreement with his realised wisdom and

established unselfishness, cannot be either safely or advantage-

ously lived by others, who are less qualified, he is asked to bring

his own life down to their level, so as thereby to make their faith

stronger in all that contributes to their love of order and of moral

and material progress in their own level of life. Let us here see

that in this there is no such thing as a compromise of conviction on

the part of the mia of true wisdom. Since he has wholly risen

above all selfishness and can always command the spirit of absolute

non-abtichment, ha mty live the life of work quite as sincerely as

the life of renunciation. If, in his case, there was the danger of the

life of work contradicting bis unselfishness, and if, nevertheless.

he chose to live the selfish life of work, believing all the while in

the obligatoriness of eradicating selfishness, he would be acting

wrongly and thus compromising his conviction. We have already

seen that such can never be his chosen course of life. Moreover,

we shall learn soon that it is an essential oarb of the teachings

of Sri-Krishna that it is always possible for us to make our life

be in the right, whatever may be the form of the faith that we

adopt, and that what is right life at one stage of advancement

in civilisation or in individual spiritual culture need not rece?sarily

be such life at another stage, whether this be higher or lower. The

on'y thing that has to be taken care of, at every stage of advance-

ment in civilisation or in individual spiritual culture, for the purpose

of making sure that life and conduct are therein directed aright, is

to see that selfishness and sensuality are steadily discouraged at the

same time that unselfishness and spirituality are encouraged through-

out as far as possible. There is no doubt that the oossibility of dis-

couraging the two first mentioned undesirable qualities, as well as of

encouraging the two next mentioned desirable qualities, varies from

stage to stage in the continuous march of civilization and the
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progressive advancement of individual moral culture and spiritual

strength. Indeod, it is observable throughout; the whole course of

the history of civilisation that one of the chief aims of progress has

obviously been to kill the ape and tiger in man so as to make

his animalifcy become more and more subservient to his humanity.

In this march of progress there is therefore no stage ia which this

tendency, which is against selfishness and sensuality and in

favour of unselfishness and spirituality, may be said to be totally

absent. The advance here, as it has been well pointed out by the

Swami Vivekananda, is in faot not at all from error to truth or from

unrighteousness to righteousness, but from less completely realised

truth and goodness to more completely realised truth and goodness.

Tha learned man of true wisdom and spiritual insight and power

and purity is therefore called upon to bear this great fact in mind

in measuring the mental, moral and spiritual level of those who

are less blessei with wisdom than he is himself. Indeed, if

he is as wise as we have taken him to be, it is impossible for

him to do otherwise. Consequently, it can never be rightly said

of him, that, when by his conduct he encourages his less wise

and less endowed neighbours to go on living well the life, for

which they are best fitted by heredity and by training, he is

thereby confirming them ia error or is preventing them from rising

to a higher level of purity and righteousness. On the other hand,

the adoption of the teaching given by Sri-Krishna here will surely

enable him to help on the evolution of character in society by

encouraging that evolution to move along easy natural lines. In a

well trained mathematician of power teaching the multiplication

table to those who do not know it, in a 'great linguistic scholar

explaining the parts of speech to a class of young learners of grammar,

or in a wise philosopher of notable piety and purity endeavouring

to impart to his new and untrained disciples elementary lessons on

the practice of self-restraint and mental concentration, we see

nothing that is in any manner strange or incongruous. Every one of

these teachers is surely doing the right thing in relation to those

whom he wishes to educate and improve. If any of them did

otherwise, and led the comparatively untrained and undeveloped

persons to aim and work at whvfc is really too har 1 for them, he

would thereby be forfeiting his own title to be. a teacher, quite aa

31
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much B.S he would endanger the progress of those whose lot ifc was

to receive teaching at his hands. I do not see how the case of

the teasher and exemplar of the spiritual life of purity and unselfish-

ness can be conceived to be different from that of these oiher

teachers. Therefore the life of work and duty, which is enjuined

on the man of accomplished phibsouhic wisdom and unselfishness,

can neither make bis wisdom hollow and insincere, nor prevent

those, whom his teaching and example are intended to influence,

from rising to higher levels of moral and spiritual realisation. On
the contrary, such a life, when livei by him, is sure to manifest

his unselfishness in a very openly recognisable manner. And this

prominent manifestation of unselfishness in association wioh the

wise man's life of truly disinterested work and duty cannot fail to

act as a wholesome example in relation to all those persons, who

have of necessity to live a life of more or less interested work and

duty. Since it is seen that what is good for self-salvation, in the

case of the wise man of established spiritual power, may prove to

be too good for common human service, and since it is also seen

that what is good for the service of man is not at all bad for the

salvation of the wise man, it cannot be anything other than right

to enjoin on such a wise man that he ought not to create doubts

and difficulties and confusing changes of conviction in the minds of

those whose spiritual power is yet to be evolved and made to grow,

but that he should help them to advance slowly and steadily in the

direction of spiritual progress, by himself following the kind of life

which is really good for them and their advancement. Let us now

see why the manifestation of unselfishness is calculated to be more

prominent in association with the wise man's life of work ani duty

than in association wi'h such a life lived by others.

ti ^ u
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27. Deeds are being universally done through the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti. He, whose nature is deluded

by the feeling of i-ness, (he) thinks
'

I am the doer '.

28. But, mighty-armed Arjuna, he who knows

the (correlated) distinctions among
'

qualities
'

and

actions, (he) does not become (thus) attached (to deeds),

because he understands that
'

qualities
'

operate in

relation to
'

qualities '.

29. Those, who are ignorant in regard to the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti , (they) become attached to the

deeds which are determined by the
'

qualities '. Let him

not, who knows the whole, cause those, who are dull and

do not know the whole, to waver.

We have already learnt that the distinction between purusha

and prakriti is much like the distinction between
'

mind '

and
'

matter ', as expressed in the philosophical terminology current in

the English language ; and we know further that prakriti is trans-

latable also as
'

nature
'

and purusha as
'

soul.' We are told here

that prakriti has certain gunis or qualities as its essential charac-

teristics, and that these qualities are really responsible for all the

evolutionary as well as dissolutionary activities which are seen to go

on in nature. It is conceived that, but for these qualities, which are,

as you know, designated as sattva, rajas and tamas, there can be no

activity in nature and no possibility of performing work. Let us

remember that every person here on earth is an embodied soul, that

in his or her composition we find therefore both prakriti and purusha,

and that, when he or she works, it is really the embodiment that does

the work. If the power of doing work, which the matter of the body

thus exhibits, is due to the qualities of prakriti, it follows as a conse-

quence that the soul itself can never be the agent of the work which

the prakriti of the bidy and its gunas do. Nevertheless, men in

general do not understand tho distinction between prakriti and

purusha ; and even whan they understand it more or less, they

do not always bear it in mind. Tue result is that they vary often

mistake the body for the soul, as it is commonly mentioned in
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Sanskrit writings, and hold the soul to be the agent of the work

which the body does in realicy. Such is the blinding power of their

undiscerning feeling of i-ness. I wish to remind you, in this connec-

tion, that we have been already told in a previous slcka, that all

men are inevitably compelled by the gunns of prakriti to perform

work ; for, we may understand therefrom that what really impels

our activities is the need to satisfy the natural or the imagined

requirements of the body. In fact all the work that people do,

and all the activities which they exhibit, are after all physical

and physiological. One of the ways in which European philosophy

distinguishes mind from matter is by pointing out that matter is

characterised by extension, while mind is not so characterised. The

Glta has already taught us that the soul is, in its essence, above the

limitations of time and space. And modern science has faiily

satisfactorily demonstrated that the physical universe of matter and

energy may be looked upon as a fully self-sufficient whole in itself,

seeing that every effect therein is capable of being accounted for by

means of causes which are nob extraneous to it. These various ways

of looking at mind and matter are all distinctly calculated to show

to us that the multiform activities of people, the motives which impel

those activities, and the appetites which are satisfied by the results

of those activities, are all things which belong to the body, but not

at all to the soul. It cannot certainly be difficult in these days of

scientific advancement to see that human activities have all of

necessity to be physical in nature, and have also to serve certain

physiological ends. I have heard it said that the greatest and the

most powerful of all motive-forces in society is the force of hunger.

Whether we consider the force of hunger to ba the most powerful or

not, there is no denying that a very large part of the activities of

mankind is impelled by motives which more or less directly aim at

the satisfaction of this ever urgent appetite. This animal appetite

of hunger is entirely dependent upon the nature of matter and energy,

as they are found in the constitution of animal embodiments. The

energy required for the performance of the work of life is derived

from the oxidation of the tissues
;
and to make up for the wear and

tear of tissues caused by this oxidation, the system demands food

and has to ba supplied with it. Hence hunger has no cannecbion

with the soul, bub is entirely dependent upon the purely physiological
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life of the body. All our animal appetites are in this manner

unconnected with the soul, and it is the felt need for their satisfac-

tion that generally gives rise to that strangely tangled manifestation

of motives, which actuate men and women in society in so many

ways to do work aud to achieve results. Therefore the deeds that

all parsons do are really impelled by the qualities of the prakriti,

and are done in obedience to the needs and the natural tendencies

that are felt by them in relation to their own embodiments.

Now let us try to make sure of the nature of the ego which is

denoted by the word
'

I '. This ego, which is denoted by the word
'

I ', is commonly spoken of in Sanskrit as ahampaddrtha. Almost

the very first philosophic lesson in respect of conduct and duty,

which Sri- Krishna is known to have given to Arjuna, is that which

relates to the essential nature of this ego, I am sure you remember

how in sloka after sloka the true nature of the soul has been step

by step distinguished from that of the body, and how the ego, that

is, the aham, has been shown to be the immaterial, immutable and

immortal soul, but not the material, mutable and mortal body.

Although in this manner, the
'

I
'

of every ouo of us means our

inner principle of consciousness, which we call the soul, and although,

as explained just now, all our work is impelled by the
'

qualities
'

of the prakriti in obedience to our physical and physiological needs

and tendencies, still those among us cannot indeed be many, who

do not, at any time, feel that they are themselves the agents of

the work which in fact their bodies do. Thus, most of us impose

the agency, which really belongs to the prakriti of our bodies, upon

the soul, and hence become subject to the deluding feeling of i-ness

in relation to work. Tne truth in regard to the agency of work,

however, is to be found in the relation between the nature of the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti on tha one band, and the nature of the work

that is done on the other. The work, which is propelled by the

sattva-quni and is done in ob?diene to the n itural naeds and

tendencies of a body which is predominantly satlvika, is necessarily

different from what is don 3 under the impulse of, and in obedience

to, the needs and tendencies caused by any other guna. Similarly

the manner in which tha rajo-guni or the tamo gun i impels action

is, as made out by the kind of action which it impels, different from
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that of the two other gunas. Therefore, the innumerable differences,

which wa observe in relation to the various ways in which men and

women live their lives in society, are all due to the differences in

their respective constitutional needs and tendencies, as determined

by the
'

qualities
'

of the prakriti which makes up their embodiments.

The predominance of a particular
'

quality
'

of the prakriti in an

individual's embodiment impels that individual to perform particular

kinds of work. Thus the very nature of all our life-activities is deter-

mined by the
'

qualities
'

of the prakriti, so that particular kinds of

these activities are correlated to particular qualities of the prakriti.

To know well all the various details in regard to the manner of this

correlation is to know the distinctions among
'

qualities
'

and
'

actions '; and this knowledge will enable us to sea how any activity,

which is impelled by any one of the three gunas of prakriti, may itself

be said to be characters d by that particular guna. As a matter of fact

we may find that, as it is shown in the last chapter of the Glta, all our

life- activities are fit to be classified under three heads assattvika, rajasa

and tamasa. In this way we may easily understand how very right

it is on our part to say that the guna or quality of the work that

we do is determined by the guna or quality of the prakriti which

makes up our embodiments. The guna, of the prakriti is the

impelling cause in relation to the life-activities of all living beings ;

similarly the guna of every one of their activities is an effect produced

by that same impelling cause. It must be evident to you from this

how it is that
'

qualities
'

operate in relation to
'

qualities '. And

be, who knows this, can never fail to be aware that his true

ahampadartha or ego, that is, his soul, is not tbe agent of the work

which is impelled as well as executed by the prakriti of his body.

In other words, he cannot consistently become selfishly attached to

the deeds that he does. But in the case of those, who are not aware

that life's activities are, in relation to all living beings, impelled

by the
'

qualities
'

of that same prakriti, which is known to make

up their embodiments, in their case, selfish attachment to deeds

is quite easy, as they, through ignorance, mistake the deeds, which

are really determined by the
'

qualities
'

of their prakriti, to be the

result of the wiil-diracted activity of their souls. It is worthy

of note that persons such as these, who bestow wrongly the

attribute of agency on the soul, are here spoken of as those who
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do not know the whole truth in regard to where the real agency

of their life-activities lies. Similarly those, who, after realising fully

that
'

qualities
'

operate in relation to
'

qualities ', have arrived at

the conclusion that their soul is no agent of any kind in relation to

their life- activities, and have freed themselves well from the moral

impediments of i-ness and mine-nes?, these are spoken of as the

persons who know the whole truth. This justifies the remark which

I made a little while ago, that, in so far as religious and moral pro-

gress in society and in the history of civilisation everywhere is con-

cerned, the onward march of mankind is never from error to truth,

but always from less completely realised truth to more completely

realised truth. To know that Sri- Krishna understood and appreciated

the religious as well as the moral progress of humanity in this light

cannot but prove a source of very pleasing satisfaction to all impartial

students of comparative religioc, although their satisfaction may not

be wholly free from a feeling of surpriss. Some men are not, some-

how, willing to grant that after all intuition may lead to the dis-

covery of truth at least as effectively as observation and classification

and generalisation do. To most of us the importance of knowing

this aspect of religious progress consists in that it enables us to

understand the rational foundation of the obligatorinass of charity

anil toleration and loving helpfulness in all our religious relations with

all our fellow- beings. And surely there cannot be much charity or

toleration or loving helpfulness in making the weak waver in their

weakness.

Let us now see how far Arjuna's question, as stated at the

very commencement of this chapter, has really been answered.
" O Krishna, if the disposition of the mind is considered by You to be

superior to work, then why do You order me, Krishna, to do work

which is cruel?
"

this, you know, is that question. If Sri-Krishna's

declaration of the superiority of the disposition of the mind to the

work means that, when one takes care of the motive, the work will

take care of itself, then a life of good intentions and pure motives is

ever bound to be a life of perfection, although no result of any kind

may happen to be achieved in it through work. In such a case, ifc

ought not to matter much whether a soldier in the battle-field fights

bravely and does his duty, or whether he goes away from the
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battle-field not doing his duty therein, provided that his motives are

as excellent when he goes away, as they have to be when he tights

heroically. This is of course a wrong view to hold ; the superiority

of motive and mental disposition in comparison with work and duty

does not entitle any person to elect; and adopt the life of inaction,

howsoever excellent his motives and intentions may be in doing so.

The possible choice that people have in life is only between work

which is associated with the proper mental disposition, and work

the associated disposition in relation to which is clearly other than

proper. Moreover the very rectification of the mental disposition

in relation to the work that people do in life is almost entirely

dependent upon the discipline due to the appropriate performance of

suitable work. Therefore there ought to be no misconception and

no doubt at all as to the necessity of doing duty and living the life

of work and achievement. Even those, who are already blessed

with a thoroughly pure mental disposition and find it absolutely

impossible to indulge in any form of unrighteousness, have to live

the life of work
;
because such active life is in their case also as much

compelled by nature as in the case of others, and because agtin they,

as typical exemplars of the truly righteous life, cannot control and

guide the life-aclivities of others, who are not as fortunate as them-

selves, except by living the life of earnest and strenuous duty. There

is another misconception also in this question of Arjuna ; and that

is in relation to the problem of our choice of work, after we have

rightly made up our minds to live the life of action and achievement.

By asking Sri-Krishna why He ordered him to do work, which was

cruel, Arjuna made it evident that he felt that, even if the life of

work and duty was inevitable, there was no reason why he should

be prevented from choosing such work or such duty as was jjleasant

and agreeable to him. Unless the doer of duty thinks that he is

himself in reality the agent of the work he does, there is no reason

why he should at all feel any repulsion in relation to any duty which

he may be called upon to do. But for the selfishness, which is

aroused in him through the feeling of i-ness, no man can experience

either attraction or repulsion in relation to the duties of his life.

Hence an undue reliance on the misguiding feeling of i-ness is the

basis of the second misconception underlying the question put by

Arjuna. His third misconception consisted in that he had not learnt
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that there could be no optionality in relation to duty, the essentially

obligatory nature of which really meant that it was determined for

him by causes other than his own free choice as induced by his likes

and dislikes. The portion of the third chapter, which we have already

gone through, has effectively exploded both the first and the second

of these misconceptions, by demonstrating that, in life,

'

qualities
'

operate in relation to
'

qualities ', and that the quality-less soul

cannot be the agent of the quality-ful work. The third misconcep-

tion will come up for disposal very soon. But before we begin to

study that, we have to understand the nature as well as the value

of an additional means which Sri-Krishna placed at the disposal of

Arjuna to enable him to get rid of the misguiding feeling of i-ness

in relation to work and all its results. That additional means is

thus pointed out in the next sloka :

30. With a mind fixed on (accomplishing the

good of) the soul, make over all work unto Me, and

become free from desire and from the selfish idea of

ownership, and then fight without the fever (of doubt

and anxiety).

In this xloka the compound word adhydtmachetas has been

explained by a well known commentator as atmani yat chetas tat,

that is, as that chetas or mind which is fixed on atman or the soul.

It must be understood that such a mind is necessarily unworldly

and spiritually inclined, and that he who possesses it is naturally

more anxious to seek the salvation of the soul than to secure any of

the worldly objects of pleasure or of power. Here it seems to be

clearly implied that the possession of the mind, which is mainly

fixed on accomplishing the good of the soul, is a necessary condition

to enable a man to make over all his works unto God and thus

become free from desire and from all its selfish promptings. It

is of course worthy of note that in this xloka also Sri-Krisbria is

represented to have spoken of Himself as God. You may remember

32
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how we learnt, when we were studying the latter part of the second

chapter of the Glta, that to meditate upon God as the highest

object of attainment is one of the appropriate means whereby a man

may become a sthita-prajna or the saga of steady wisdom. The

justification for such meditation is to be found not only in the fact

that it is quite capable of producing the desired steady wisdom, but

also in the truthfulness of the religious and philosophic position

that man can have no higher object of attainment than God.

The injunction to make over all works unto God is also capable

of a double justification in this same manner. The chief idea

involved in this injunction is that, when men do whatever

happens to be their work in life, they should not look upon

themselves as the agents of such work, but should look upon God as

the real doer of it. When men d :> fchair work in life as well as it

ought to be done, and at the same time feel sincerely at heart that all

that they do is really done by God, it is then that they make over

their work unto God. The making over of all works unto God, as it

is enjoined here, cannot mean any thing other than the making over

of all our assumed agential rights and responsibilities unto Him, so

that we may sincerely feel that we are mere instruments in His

hand to do His will ; for, we can never be so passive as to free ourselves

from the obligation of having to do our duties both earnestly

and well. The manner of combining the performance of work and

duty, with the acknowledged recognition of God as the real and

ultimate agent of all such performance, is very effective as a

means to do away with man's much too common feelings of i-ness

and mine-ness in relation to work and its results. There cannot

be any doubt as to this. Moreover, it is so true in itself that every

work that is done by any being in this world is ultimately done

by God Himself ; for, as we shall distinctly learn hereafter, He is

seated near the heart of all beings as their Lord and makes them

live and move by means of His own wonderful power. In fact it

is in Him and through Him that we have our very being. There-

fore none of us can have any title to look upon ourselves as the

agents of the work we do, so long as it happens to be a well

established truth that all beings in the world derive their very

capacity to do work from God, who is the source of all power and

the support of all life. Such is the double justification of bhis
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injunction given to Arjuna that he should make over all works unto

God, from whom alone all beings in the universe derive all their

power to live as well as to labour. The undeniable truthfulness of

the position, that God is in reality the agent of alt the works that

all the being* in His universe do, cannot in any manner affect

injuriously the truthfulness of the other position, that all baings

are impalled by their prakriti or physical nature to do work, and

that in the doing of work the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti so operate as

to give rise to the
'

qualities
'

of work. The
'

qualities
'

of prakriti

are in fact the immediate impellers of work in the life of all

embodied beings, and God is the ultimate source whence even

prakriti derives her power to impel work and to produce results.

Hence prakriti also is simply an instrument which God wields

in His hands. He is Himself responsible for this instrument

being what it is, as also for the work that it impels and performs.

An appropriate illustration used occasionally in Sanskrit writings

may ba given here to show to you how prakriti may well

be looked upon as a mere instrument in the hands of God. Imagine

a woodman cutting a tree with an axe. The work of cutting may be

said to be performe 1 by the axe ; it may also ba said to be performed

by the woodman. Both the statements are equally true, and neither

of them contradicts the other. Under the operation of the axe as

directed by the woodman the tree is cut. and it then falls down. May
the tree say

'

I cut myself, and I fell of myself ?' The agency in

relation to these acts of cutting and falling does not and cannot

surely belong to the tree. It may be attributed to the axe, if, for the

time being, we ignore that it is a mere instrument. The real agent

here is of course the woodman. Exactly so is it also in the case of

our life of work and duty. The
'

qualities
'

of prakriti are the

immediate agents in relation to all our activities, and God Himself

is the ultimate agent. Thus the quality-characterised prakriti as

the immediate agent is necessarily an instrument in the hands of

God who is undoubtedly the ultimate agent of all work.

Accordingly, we see that it is possible for us to come to know
the unreasonableness of our feeling of i-uess in relation to our work
and our achievements, by realising either that all our activities are

impelled as well as fulfilled by praknti as the im mediate agent, or
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by attributing their origination and fulfilment wholly to the wonderful

power which is owned by God, who is in fact the ultimate agent in

relation to all the activities that go on in this universe of matter and

energy. Indeed, as an aid to enable us to get rid of our unreasonable

feeling of t-ncss and all its unfavourable consequences, prakriti cannot

be of so much value ; for we cannot direct our devotion to prakriti,

nor can we look upon prakriti as our highest object of attainment. It is

God alone who is quite instinctively made out to be worthy of worship

and devotion ; hence it is easier and more natural to lean on Him

and to make over all works to Him, than to rely upon prakriti, in

our endeavour to get rid of the spiritually unwholesome and also

logically unfounded feelings of i-ness and mine-ness. The intellectual

conviction, that we are not in truth the agents of the work we

do, cannob of itself prevent well the growth of selfishness in the lives

of most of us. And who does not know among us that the power

of the head in moulding character is incomparably weaker than the

power of the heart ? Our intellectual convictions have to be, as it

were, heatetl within the crucible of our heart, before they acquire

the power to burn away the impure and unhealthy tendencies of our

nature. If we bear this in mind, we may easily make out why
Sri- Krishna called upon Arjuna to make over all works unto Him,

and yet go on with the duty of fighting in the war. How helpful it

is to us weak people to feel firmly at heart that, whenever we are

doing our duties, we are in fact doing the work of God in accordance

with His will ! And this feeling, be it noted, rests entirely on truth.

The command to fight, which is given in this sloka, indicates

as before that a line of reasoning is concluded here in the dialogue

between Sri-Krishna and Arjuna in connection with the topic they

had under discussion. The teaching here relates to the clearing of

Arjuna's misconception regarding the statement that, in so far as the

production or otherwise of sin and of the bondage of karma is

concerned, the motive with which a man does his work is a much

more serious cause than the work itself, and that the same work

may or may not give rise to sin according as it is done with evil and

inappropriate or with noble and unselfish motives. This established

superiority of the motive to the work has been shown to be utterly

incompetent to over-ride the obligatoriness of work and duty in life ;
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and the conviction is untenable that they are in reality optional.

To take care of the motives well and at the same time to ignore

work and duty altogether have been shown to be both impossible

and injurious. Thus the only course which is open to the aspirant

is to live the life of work and duty, making sure all the while that

his motives are positively pure and unselfish. Even then the

question of having to do unpleasant and disagreeable duties has to

be finally solved. That there is an obligatoriness in respect of the

doing of such duties also is what Sri-Krishna appears to have

distinctly taught. And from His teaching on this subject, so far as

we have studied it now, we may gather that He was evidently of

opinion that whatever is helpful as a means in correcting the

impurity and counteracting the selfishness in the motive of the

worker, cannot but be helpful also in clearing away the mal-odour of

unpleasantness or disagreeableness from the sacred field of true duty

and loving service. To know that the
'

qualitie3
'

of prakriti are

correspondingly related to the
'

qualities
'

of the work that they

impel in ua, is really to know how our duties are determined for us

in life. The manner of this determination, we shall try to under-

stand more fully in the course of our next class. Now let us

remember how the knowledge of the operation of the yunas of

prakriti in relation to the fjunas of work, and the knowledge also of

the ail-pervading agency of the power of God in relation to life and

work in the universe, are together potent enough to deal the death-

blow to man's feelings of i-ness and wine-ness. Simultaneously with

the death of these morally unwholesome feelings, man's motives of

action are bound to become spontaneously pure and unselfish ;
and

the ascendancy of purity and unselfishness in relation to his motive

is bound to make it impossible for him to associate the idea of

unpleasantness or disagreeableness with the dutifulness of duty.

He, who has been able to realise fully the obligatoriness of duty,

cannot fail to discern a lurking contradiction in terms, whenever

men speak of any duty as being pleasant or unpleasant. Haviag

disposed of Arjuna's doubts and difficulties thus, Sri-Krisbni called

upon him to fight like a true hero and warrior. Srf-Krishna'a

estimation of the great value of the relation of faith to duty happens

to be the next subject for our study and consideration. Let us

reserve it for the next class and conclude here our work for to-day.
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xvi

In our last class we saw how Sri-Krishna tried to clear away

some of the doubts and difficulties which Arjuna felt in regard to

the relative importance of motive and duty. The necessity of

absolute unselfishness in relation to motive is due to its being

the sole determining factor in the production or otherwise of the

bondage of karma ; and since the mere command of unselfish motive

can in no way remove from us our burden of obligatory duty, we

have to combine in our lives the effective performance of work and

duty with complete disinterestedness of purpose. So far as the

quality of the motive is concerned, the moral aspirant after perfec-

tion and purity has no option to choose between selfishness and

unselfishness as he likes. His motive has always to be disinterested

and unselfish. In the manner in which there is no room for choice in

relation to the quality of the motive, there is also no room for choice

between the performance and the non-performance of duty. The per-

formance of duty is as obligatory as the unselfishness of motives is

imperative. The aspirant's freedom in regard to motive and duty is in

fact even more restricted, as we shall see in the course of our work

to-day. His duties also he cannot choose in accordance with his own

likes and dislikes, as those duties are determined for him, as for

others, by the natural relation between the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti

and the
'

qualities
'

of work. This fact that they are so determined

ought to enable him to see that the work of all embodied beings is

really impelled by the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti. And when be sees

this, be can no longer entertain logically any feeling of ahahkara or

i-ness in relation to work and its results. To know the illogicality

of the feeling of i-ness is not, however, the same thing as to become

free from it in practice ;
and what is required is a real practical

freedom from this intellectually illogical and morally unwholesome

feeling of i-ness. In some few cases the mere knowledge of the

saiikhya position, that
'

qualities
'

operate in relation to
'

qualities ',

may in itself be an adequate means to subdue the selfish feelings of

i-ne&s and mine-ness effectively. But in the large majority of in-

stances in human life, this knowledge has to be supported by religious

faith and devotion before it can become really efficacious in curing

the moral malady of selfishness. That is why Arjuna was advised to
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throw upon God the whole burden of agential responsibility in rela-

tion to work, on the ground that He is the source of all pcwer and

the sustainer of all life in the universe. It may appear from this that

faith in God and in His agency in relation to all work is useful only

as an accessory aid to philosophical analysis and intellectual con-

viction, and that the religious reliance of people upon God, as the

ultimate agent of everything that is ever done in the universe, has

no direct and independent value as a means to destroy their common

human tendencies in favour of selfishness. Such is not, however,

Sri-Krishna's opinion. He obviously held that philosophical analysis

and intellectual conviction are rarely, if at all, competent in them-

selves to kill selfishness, and that they therefore invariably

stand in need of religious faith and devotion as aids to enable

them to produce the required moral purification and spiritual

strength in the aspirant. He was at the same time of opinion that

men's religious reliance on God is, even when unassociated with

any intellectual conviction derived from philosophical analysis, quite

capable of encouraging their purity and moral strength, so as to free

them well from all the alluring bonds of selfishness and sensuality.

The s'/o&a, with which we begin our work to-day, gives expression to

this idea. Both reason and faith are factors in the production of

unselfishness in life. Reason alone often fails to produce the required

unselfishness, although faith alone does not so often so completely

fail. Accordingly Sri-Krishna taught as follows :

JTR^T: t

31. Those men, who, with faith and without envy,

adopt this teaching of Mine always, (they) also are freed

from (the bondage of) karma .

The mata or teaching referred to by Sri-Krishna as His in this

sluka is what has been stated in tho immediately preceding s/o&a.

That is why He speaks of it here as this teaching of Mine. It there-

fore refers to the religious reliance upon God as the one and only

independent agent of all work that is in any manner done by any
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being in the universe, so that people may thereby manage to over-

come successfully all their strong internal promptings in favour of

bondage-compelling selfishness and sensuality. Please note that, if we

do not bear in mind distinctly that Sri-Krishna has here spoken of

Himself as an incarnation of God, we are certain to miss the point of

the teaching. In almost every religion, which has a comparatively

high ethical purpose, we may notice that the whole nature of man is

conceived to consist of two different aspects, one of which is spoken of

as his higher nature while the other is spoken of as his lower nature.

The difference between this lower nature and the higher nature

of man is brought out in English in an expressive manner by the

widely recognised contrast between the flesh and the spirit, the flesh

representing the lower and the spirit the higher nature of man. The

flesh is typical of the body, and means very much the same thing as

the prakriti of the embodiment. The spirit stands for the purusha.

Accordingly the lower nature of man is the nature of the flesh, and

the higher nature is the nature of the spirit. Because the nature of

mm is thus compounded of a lower and a higher element, his life

also is subject to the mixed influences of the flesh and of the spirit.

Generally it is the influence of the flesh that is apt to be stronger

in the life of most embodied beings. It is often so strong that it

keeps the higher influence of the spirit wholly in the back ground.

Where the flesh is allowed free scope to assert itself, there the spirit

is forced to retreat behind ; and wherever the spirit is encouraged to

assert itself well, there the flesh is rendered weak and powerless for

harm. It is this antagonistic relation between the lower and the

higher natures of man, that makes the living of the spiritual life very

hard, in as much as the life of the flesh is always apt to be aggressively

strong in the case of most embodied beings. The central problem of

the philosophy of conduct is indeed no other than the problem of

how the influence of the spirit may be helped to assert itself

effectively as against the influences of the flesh ; in other words, it is

the problem of arriving at self-realisation through successful self-

conquest. To this end Arjuna was taught that he should get rid of

the selfish feelings of i-ness and mine-ness, and that he should at the

same time go on living the life of duty and achievement. It is

possible to put this teaching into practice either with the aid of

philosophic wisdom or with the aid of religious faith. Although it
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has to be granted that right reason generally leads us to the ascertain-

ment of truth, still reason in itself is not always reliable or effective

as a help to right conduct, as it is not capable of careful and con-

venient management in the hands of all. I nead not give you any

proof to show that, when we place ourselves entirely under the

guidance of reason and thus conduct ourselves in accordance with

what we hold to be philosophic wisdom, even then we cannot be

altogether free from the danger of badly mistaking untruth for truth

and appearance for reality. Whatever happens to be our reason

appears to us to be right reason, although it may in reality be wrong

reason. Moreover, reason as the sole guide of conduct is quite apt to

be as often unavailable as it is uncertain. Indeed, reason is too much

of an aristocratic guide ; it is not at all easy for common men to

command it and to propitiate ic as required. Only a few born

aristocrats of nature succeed well in commanding the guidance of

reason and in living the higher life of the spirit under its direction.

Nevertheless, none of us can afford to discard the guidance of reason

altogether ; for, if we did so, we would be simply shunning light

and courting darkness. Though the light of reason is too often

uncertain and flickering, it still is light ; and as such it belongs to

the higher spirit-nature of man. To place ourselves voluntarily at

the disposal of the darkness of ignorance is therefore to make

ourselves ready and willing slaves to the promptings of the flesh

and thus miss all the possibilities of our higher nature altogether.

Therefore, the proper course that is left open to us is to live in the

light of reason and to seek at the same time the support of something,

which, being safer and surer than reason, is capable of correcting its

misleading uncertainty and aristocratic unavailability. Sri-Krishna

taught Arjuna that such a corrective of reason is to be found in faith,

in the faith that God is the ultimate agent of every work that is

done in the universe, and that He is therefore the true owner of every

thing that is produced therein as the result; of work. Please do not

interpret my remark, that faith of this kind is other than reason, to

mean that such faith is either incapable of being supported by reason

or that it contradicts reason. I have already drawn your attention

to the fact that faith in God, as the ultimate source of all power and

life in the universe, rests on the solid rock of truth and is fully capable
83
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of being borne out by enlightened reason and religious experience.

Let us note that the field of reason is recognised by all to be confined

to the phenomenal world, and that when we try to pass from the

phenomenal world to its non-phenomenal foundation and support,

we have necessarily to utilise the eye of faith. Hence it is impossible

for true reason to contradict true faith. On the other hand, it is the

function of true reason to lead to the production of true faith, as it is

the function of true faith to make the vision of reason certain, clear

and all-comprehensive. This being so, to believe in God, to transfer

the agential responsibility of all work to Him, and to regard Him as

the real owner of all the things that are produced in the universe

as the result of work, cannot but be complementary to the know-

ledge that, since
'

qualities
'

operate in relation to
'

qualities ', none of

us has any title to be looked upon either as the agent of work or as

the owner of the produced results of work. Accordingly, although

the sankhya position of reason and analysis may alone be capable of

giving rise to the requisite non- attachment in some cases, faith in

God and reliance upon Him as the source of all power and life are

very often required to make the aspirant's life of non-attachment

complete and unfailing. From this we have to gather that reason

and faith together are more effective in destroying the soul's bondage

of karma than reason alone can ever be in itself. It is desirable to

ascertain here what the efficacy of faith alone is in this respect.

To attribute to God, and to none other, all agential responsibility

in relation to work, and to acknowledge Him alone to be the owner

of all things that may ever be owned as property, these are the

lessons of faith that we are here called upon to practise. Seeing

that in the sloka, which we are now studying, Sri-Krishna has

declared in relation to those persons, who live their lives well with the

aid of what I have called religious reliance upon God, that they also

are freed from the bondage of karma, we are bound to draw the

inference that Sri-Krishna was clearly of opinion that such religious

reliance upon God is in itself capable of adequately encouraging the

life of non- attachment, so as to produce thereby the final freedom of

the soul. To rely solely upon the power of the head and upon the

intellectual analysis and exposition of the great problem of life is not

so helpful to the attainment of the salvation of the soul, as to rely upon

the power of the heart and upon the love and devotion and sacrifice
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which the heart as the feeling organ of religious realisation is notably

capable of evoking in almost all worthy persons. Keliance upon

the head alone may save the aspirant's soul sometimes. And yet it

is good in all cases to rely upon the head and the heart together.

Reliance upon the heart alone may further be fully capable of saving

the soul very often from sin and from the bondage of karma. Thus

what we are in effect told here is that religion succeeds where even

philosophy may fail. To see that religion does succeed unfailingly

in this manner, it is necessary that he who seeks its aid must be

possessed of faith and must be free from envy. Hence we are told

in this sloka, that the religious life of reliance upon God has to be

lived with faith and without envy, if such a life is at all to serve

well as a means for the sure attainment of salvation. Let us now

try and understand what this means.

Where a man lives the life of reason, there aannot be much

room for insincerity there. If logic is insincere, it is thereby doomed

to be untrue and unreasonable. It is, however, very different in

connection with the religious life. Insincere religion is seen to be

quite as possible as insincere logic is impossible. The insincerity,

which is noticeable in association with the religious life, is generally

of the conscious kind
; sometimes it may be of the unconscious kind

also. There are always to ba found in every society persons, who are

not really religious but only prebend to be so with a purpose. The

religious life easily lends itself to the practice of such a deception ; and

there is always more than enough of temptation for men to prebend

to be religious when they are not really so. We are all aware how very

possible it is for men to observe with scrupulous care all the outer

forms of religion, while they discard the spirit of it altogether. If,

along with the possibility of this outer pretension, we take into

consideration the fact that even the life, which is religious only in

anpearance, can generally command respect in society, we at once

come to know the impulse which prompts religious insincerity. This

is what I have spoken of as conscious insincerity. But there are

also persons in society, who somehow have come to believe honestly

that they are living the religious life, although true faith, which is at

the root ot all religious, has no place whatever in their hearts. This

frame of. mind in them is what I have called unconscious insincerity
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in religion, although some may see a contradiction in terms in tbo

expression unconscious insincerity ; such insincerity may be due to an

honest idea that religion is more an affair of form and ceremonial than

of faith and devotion. It goes without saying that conscious

insincerity in respect of the religious life is highly culpable ; and I am

sure that you will all agree with me in thinking that Sri-Krishna was

perfectly right in condemning even unconscious insincerity and faith-

lessness in relation to the religious life. In fact, according to Him,

religion without faith is no religion at all. That is why the posses-

sion of faith is strictly enjoined on the aspirant whose aim is to attain

salvation through the instrumentality of the religious life. Moreover,

faith as the foundation of the religious life is subject to be attacked

and undermined in various ways. Although all religions have to

be helpful to one another and look upon want of faith and irreligion

only as their common enemy, still there is really too much of

unfortunate quarrel and contention among religions in the life of

the world as we now know it. And history bears out well enough

that what is known as odium theologicum has been a fairly long-

standing feature of human civilisation. Whether true faith in

God and in the higher life of the spirit is more undermined by the

aggressiveness of irreligion, or by the conflict of religion against

religion, is a question which it is not quite easy to answer at once.

Nevertheless, I am tempted to believe that, in relation to the

higher life that rests on religion, the former of these is not any more

harmful than the latter. In any case the position of faith is made

risky on account of more than one kind of human imperfection ;

and the injunction to take care of faith as the essential foundation

of the religious life is therefore abundantly needed. The other

injunction, which is also impliedly given here in this sloka to

the aspirant, who strives to attain the salvation of the soul through

living well the religious life, is that he should be free from envy.

The Sanskrit word asuya means envy, and is explained as parbtkar-

shdsahishnutva ; that is, as the incapacity to put up with the

superiority of another. You all know how the religious life insists on

a full and heariy recognition of the unrivalldd superiority of God as

the Lord of the Universe. There are some persons whose feeling" of

ahahkcira or i-ness is so great that they cannot, bring themselves

even to look upon God as the real and ultimate agent of all the
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work which they do from time to time with a view to achieve such

results as they desire. The intensity of their ahankara contami-

nates their very blood with anvy, so as to make them rebel at heart

even against the unquestionable superiority of God. It is evident

on the face of it that this kind of envy is inimical to religious faith

altogether. I am led to think that this envy of the irreligious

person in relation to God is not the only kind of envy that is con-

demned here. The envy of the followers of one religion as against

another religion and its followers is also evidently condemned ; for, this

other kind of envy too undermines religious faith quite as effectively

as the envy of the irreligious man of pronounced ahahko.ra does. The

religious life of true reliance upon God is impossible without faith ;

and true faith can find no place at all in the heart which is defiled

by envy. There is, again, the equally condemnable envy directed

against God incarnate as man
;
snd this also is injurious to faith.

The truly religious man, who has to be dominated by faith, should,

therefore, be free from all forms of envy.

It may, however, be urged here that intense faith and very

strong envy may co-exist in the bosom of a devoutly religious

person, when his envy is directed against other religions than

his own. In his case it may well be said that the intensity of

his envy of other religions is a measure of the intensity of his

faith in his own religion. The history of Islam is capable of illustra-

ting the close relation existing between hot iconoclastic zeal and the

fury of propagandism. The history of Christianity is also capable

of illustrating this relation well enough. Even Buddhism does not

seem to have been altogether free from iconoclastic intemperance,

although among the propagandist^ religions of the world it has

shown itself to be the most tolerant and the most markedly sweet

and reasonable in all its relations with other religions. The self-asser-

tion of the propagandist is undeniably based on a kind of faith ; but

that is not the faith which Sri-Krishna has enjoined upon all those

who wish to attain salvation through the life of religious reliance

upon God. The faith of the propagandist, who aggressively asserts

that his religion is the only true religion and that all other religions are

false, makes him intemperate as well as intolerant, and encourages in

hiua the vicious feeling of ahankara. You have been already told that
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he doctrine of the harmony of religions is an essential part of the

teachings of Sri-Krishna as given in the Bhavavadylta. The compara-

tive study of religions conducted in the impartial spirit of scientific

enquiry in these modern days is more and more tending to establish

unequivocally the full truthfulness of this doctrine of the harmony

of religions. Although it is not unknown that blind bigotry tries to

use even the science of religion to serve its own unwholesome pur-

pose, there can be no doubt that truly liberal and impartial modern

culture sees more truth and more good in the tolerant teaching of

Sri-Krishna than in the narrow and contentious blindness of the

bigot. The pious and pure-hearted Mussulaman worshipping his

Allah is quite as capable of high religious realisation as the pious

and pure-hearted Christian worshipping his Christ, or the pious and
r

pure-hearted Hindu worshipping his Siva or Vishnu. When judged

by their best fruits, all the advanced religions known to history

appear to be equally potent in encouraging the holy life of unselfish-

ness and spiritual enlightenment. Therefore the comprehensive

practice of religious toleration is not merely a virtue which rests on

charity and liberal culture ;
it is a duty which is demanded of us by

truth and hence by God Himself. That the witnesses of God in

one age or in one country ought not to think or speak lightly of the

witnesses of God in another age or another country is a natural and

necessary result of the faith in the oneness of God and in His

supreme sovereignty and universal love. The Allah of the Mussul-

man is not and cannot ba different from the Jehova of the Jew or the

Father in Heaven of the Christian or the Brahman or Siva or Vishnu

of the Hindu. Even an endless variety of names cannot make Him

essentially more than one ; and He would be pleased as well and

would smile as sweetly when addressed by any one among these

many names as when addressed by any other. If the ahankdra of

the irreligious man leads him to be envious even of the supremacy

of God, and thus induces him to discard religious faith altogether,

the ahaiikara of the zealous bigot, who is himself religious, is apt to

make him envious of the good name and worthiuess of other religions

than his own. In the former case envy undermines faith ; and in

the latter case narrow and wrongly directed faith gives rise to envy

and uncharity and intolerance. Both these results are injurious to

the healthy developement of the spiritual life. Accordingly, it is our
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duty to see firstly that our own faith in our God is quite firm and

sincere, and secondly that this faith of ours is not antagonistically

disposed towards the faith which others have as the basis of their

religious life. To help and not to hate should always be the motto of

the truly religious man ; and his work has ever to be conciliatory and

constructive, but never to be offensively censorious and destructive.

We have thus seen why it is that the wisely directed and earnestly

sincere religious life has to be based on faith and has to be free from

envy : otherwise, even the religious life may fail to destroy the bondage
of karma and to bestow the blessing of salvation upon the soul

of the struggling aspirant. The non-religious philosopher, who has

succeeded in overcoming, through the power of his luminous wisdom,

the demon of selfishness and sensuality, may have the way to the

attainment of salvation open enough before him. But the position

of those, who are polluted either by the ahaiikara of irreligion or by

the ahankcira of bigotry and intolerance, is, indeed, very different.

It is of them that the next xldka sneaks :

32. But those, who, being envious, do not adopt this

teaching of Mine, understand (them) to be mistaken

in relation to all knowledge, to be senseless and lost.

We have already seen how the guidance of life with the aid of

religion is possible only to those, who are possessed of wise faith

and are free from envy and the consequent irreverence and in-

tolerance. In this tloka we are told what becomes of tiiose, who are,

nevertheless, characterised by envy. The attitude of the non-religious

philosopher towards religion is generally one of agnostic indifference.

The very cautions wariness of his philosophic wisdom enables him

to see at once tha*", in so far as the question of religion is concerned,

the danger of over-negation is not less possible to arise than the

danger of over-assertion. To postulate readily what cannot, from

the stand-point of clear reason, be proved to exist is not more

illogical than to negate what cannot be conclusively proved to be

untrue or non-existent. Therefore his attitude towards faith cannot

be one of envy. The egotistic and irreligious atheist is, however of
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a different temper. To him all religion is an anathema ; and, in

declining to subscribe to what he considers to be the unproved positive,

he betrays a leaning to accept the unproved negative. We may thus

see that his mind cannot be free from that distortion of bias, which

makes him prone to be envious of all religion. Unlike this person,

the egotistic bigot is not faithless or irreligious. Nevertheless, his

very bigotry makes his mind become subject to the distortion of

bias, so that he is led thereby to see good where impartial persons see

barm, and to see harm where they see good. The atheist's intolerance

of all religions is quite as productive of mental bias as the bigot's

intolerance of other religions than his own. Neither the atheist nor

the bigot can therefore judge aright. Accordingly the idea contained

in this tidka seems to be that those, who are envious either as atheists

or as bigots, are sure to be really lost in the end. However, this ruin

comes upon them only step by step. The first step in the process is

that they quite unconsciously come to be characterised by a mistaken

attitude in relation to all knowledge. I am sure'you know very well

that the problem of faith and religion is the crowning problem of

all philosophy. Any kind of mental twist in us, which affects this

crowning culmination of philosophic thought, is certain to cause

a distortion of view on all occasions when our mind attempts to

comprehend the relations existing among the various things that

make up the contents of our knowledge and consciousness.

There can therefore be no doubt that the religious prejudice is one

of the most pervasive of all human prejudices. It gives rise to a

tendency to indulge excessively in the light and inconsiderately

pleasant pastime of depreciating the opinions and convictions and

intellectual achievements of all those, who, in our eyes, are not as

we are; and at the same time it makes excessive self-appreciation the

very breath of our life. Modern European criticism of ancient Indian

thought and learning gives evidence enough to show how the religious

twist in particular can completely upset the balance of even very

highly cultured judgments, which are deliberately based on strictly

scientific principles. Envy and intolerance thus cause the mind to

become permeated with partiality, so as to make it impossible for

it to be fair and just in all its judgments. It must therefore be clear

to us that all things everywhere appear to the envious and intolerant

person as other than what they really are. To lose the power of fair
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and just judgment is to make the mind itself quite useless as an

instrument of true knowledge ; and there can surely be nothing im-

proper in saying that the man whose mind has been made imbecile

thus has in fact become senseless. In other words, he has become

equal to a man who has lost his wisdom altogether, and in whose

case his very mind has ceased to be a trustworthy guide in the matter

of distinguishing between true and false, between right and wrong,

or between good and bad. And, when in this manner he loses the

guidance of his reason so as to be incapable of knowing the truth and

doing the right, he surely becomes lost, as there ia no possibility of

his seeking well and obtaining assuredly that salvation, the attain-

ment of which alone constitutes the true purpose of life. There can

indeed be no greater loss than the loss of the soul.

Such seems to be the reasoning involved in the import of this

stoka ; and yet it has been misunderstood by certain unfair critics

of the Glta. They lay a special emphasis on the word it, meaning
'

my ', which occurs in this and the preceding slokas ; and thereby

they draw the inference that the faith and the envy, which are

mentioned in them, are faith and envy in relation to Sri-Krishna

personally, faith in Him as an incarnation of God and envy of Him as

a great religious teacher. It seems to me that it could never have been

the intention of Sri-Krishna to declare that all those would finally

come to ruin who did not believe in Him personally as an incarnation

of God. My reason for thinking so is not that, in the annals of

history, religious and philosophical teachers have not frequently

attached special importance to their person and to their teachings. As

a matter of fact the general rule with them has been to do so in a

marked manner. But the Glta presents Sri-Krishna to us as a notable

exception to this general rule. To maintain that in the scheme of

salvation, which He explained to Arjuna, He attached any exclusive

importance to faith in Himself as an incarnation of God, is against

the tolerant spirit of the Glta, and is quite inconsistent with the

course of development which Hinduism has passed through in this

country mostly under the guiding influence of the Glta. Moreover

the meaning, which is dependent upon a verbal emphasis so largely

as it is in this case, cannot well be taken to be sufficiently certain

and authoritative. Although the idea that Sri-Krishna attached

34
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some special importance to faith in Himself and in His teachings is

in itself unobjectionable, as it simply makes Him similar in that

respect to more than one religious teacher known to history, still

it cannot at all be accepted by us for the sole and yet suffi-

cient reason that it is not true. It is not that Sri-Krishna lays

no special claim at all to recognition as an incarnation of God. On
the other hand He appears to have insisted that Arjuna should

recognise Him as such, and is also known to have made it impossible

for Arjuna to think of Him as other than divine. Still, what is

pointed out in this and the preceding slokxs is nothing more than

the general usefulness of religious faith as a means for the attain-

ment of salvation. The way, in which man's religious reliance upon

God is calculated to help him in commanding the power to live the

life of purity and active unselfishness, is different from the way in

which philosophic reasoning and conviction may be expected to help

him. Since the flesh is strong and the spirit is weak, so many of us

so often know the better and do the worse. It is not that, whenever

we do wrong, we do so, because we do not know that wrong is wrong.

Philosophic reasoning may tell us which course of conduct is really

the proper one for us to follow ; it may tell us that to be unattached

to the fruits of work, at the same time that we are ardently engaged

in the performance of work, is the best and the surest way to attain

salvation. But can it make us do the right in the same way in

which it enables us to know the right? Philosophic reasoning gives

all its teachings from a high and detached platform ; it does not hold

us by the hand and gently lead us along the path by which we have to

walk. Like a sign-post it simply tells us which way leads whither.

Merely to know this is not enough for our guidance, so long as the

promptings of interest continue to disagree with the teachings of

reason. It is mainly the forces of our lower nature that impel our

action ; they mostly work out our lives. Reason, however, can rarely

prevent this of itself ; it is too weak as a source or stopper of action.

It illumines thought much more than it impels or opposes action.

Therefore reason alone cannot effectively counteract the promptings

of our praknti. Moreover, the endeavour to check the free play of

nature by mere force is ever doomed to end in failure. The next two

slokas point out this fact ; and in so doing they direct our attention to

the greater educative value of mental co-ordination than of coercion.
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33. Even he, who is possessed of wisdom, acts in

accordance with his own nature. (All) beings tend to

(their own) nature. What will coercion do ?

34. Likes and dislikes are invariably established

in relation to the objects of every one of the senses.

One should not come under the power of these (likes

and dislikes) ; for, they are one's enemies.

We have now learnt that man is made up of both prakriti and

purusha. He has his body and bis soul, and is in consequence a

composite being made up of the flesh and the spirit. His soul is, as

it were, kept in confinement in a prison-house, which is made up of

prakriti and is guarded over by prakriti. Under such circumstances

the chief purpose of his life very naturally happens to be the liber-

ation of the soul from this prison-house of prakriti. Hence the main

problem in relation to the soul is to make out how it may be enabled

to obtain fully the freedom which belongs to it by its own inherent

right. By coercing the authorities of the prison and disobeying

the rules of discipline enforced therein, a prisoner can rarely hope

to win back permanently his lost freedom. Even when disobedience

and rebellion may for a time enable a prisoner to get out of the prison,

he is apt to be very soon forced to find his way again into that

same or into another prison, there to live under greater restraint

than before and with the chances of release put off to a much later

date. But the prisoner, who objys heartily all the rules of disci-

pline that are current in the prison and does nothing in the way of

forcing the hands of the authorities, is in a very different situation.

His very obedience tends to mollify the rigour of the restraint to

which he is subjected ;
and he may thereby be even enabled to get

out of the prison soon. Moreover, this same obedience of his cannot
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fail to exercise a reforming influence on his character, so as to make

it more and more impossible for him to become confined in a prison

again. This analogy of the prisoner in the gaol holds true in relation

to all souls which are imprisoned in material embodiments ; and let

us apply the analogy to Arjuna himself. The fear of sin and of the

bondage of karma, which he then so distinctly exhibited, is enough

to show to us that he sincerely believed the salvation of the soul to

be the supreme purpose for which life had to be lived. That is, he

looked upon moksha as the parama-purushdrtha. Nevertheless, he

did not know well how he was -to live his life in order that he might

unfailingly achieve that supreme purpose. He endeavoured to ignore

altogether the limitation which the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti impose

upon an embodied being in respect of the achievement of the final

freedom of moksha. He seems to have felt that the shortest

way to get out of the power of prakriti was directly to disobey that

power by force, and that this shortest way was of course the best

way also. Born as a Kshattriya and possessing in a marked degree

the soldierly qualities of a courageous and heroic warrior, he must

have had a prakriti in which the rajo-guna was characteristically

dominant. Although he was thus born to be a soldier, he still wished

vainly to turn his back upon the battle-field and all its glorious

opportunities, believing that the life of mere inaction and non-

achievement was the same as the life of pure non-attachment leading

to the final liberation of the soul from the bondage of matter. In

other words, he wanted to overcome the dominant tendencies of his

nature, not by discreet obedience and cautious self-guidance, but by

careless disregard and defiant disobedience. Supposing that Arjuna

had been allowed to give up the life of the chivalrous hero and

warrior, and had been at the same time permitted to adopt, as he

desired, the life of the mendicant beggar and the inactive sannyasin,

we have to see how far he would have succeeded in living well this

latter life of his own free choice. All beings tend to nature ; and

what will coercion do? You may remember how we have been

already told that merely to starve the flesh by force is not competent

to kill the inner relish for the things of the flesh. Even those,

who are engaged in taming an unruly horse, for instance, know

that the best way of bringing the animal under control is not by

trying to hold it in forced check from the beginning, but by securely
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giving it scope enough to exhaust itself, so that its power to oppose

rational guidance may thereby be markedly weakened. What we

all have to do with ourselves in the matter of controlling our own

conduct is very similar to the work of the horse-tamer. We have

securely to give scope enough to the operation of the forces of our

prakriti, and make them at the same time by cautious control

more and more amenable to such rational guidance as is calculated

to ensure for us the attainment of the full freedom of the soul. It

is a well known fact in every department of human experience that

to cross the path of nature is to court ruin, and that intelligent

obedience to her laws is ever the best means of so controlling her

as to make her unfailingly helpful to human progress. And when

obedience and agreeable conduct on our part induce nature to be

helpful to our progress, her kindness and bounty are known to be

almost always immeasurable.

What ia it then that the aspirant after moral progress and

spiritual emancipation is expected to do, in order that he may success-

fully enlist the kindly helpfulness of nature on his side ? He has

been distinctly warned against the endeavour to suppress the normal

processes of nature by sheer force, and has been told that he should

not readily place himself under the power of those likes and

dislikes, which are invariably associated with the objects of every

one of the senses. Let us now try to understand well the meaning

of the injunction that he should nob place himself under the power

of those likes and dislikes. It has already been pointed out to you

very clearly that all our aats of sense-perception are associated with

the feelings of pleasure and pain, so that some sensations are

pleasurable while others are painful ; and it seems to have been Sri-

Krishna's view that there can really be no sensation which is neither

pleasurable nor painful. It has therefore to be understood that, in the

very act of perceiving their objects, the senses invariably produce

the feeling of pleasure or pain as the case may be. It is possible to

separate in thought the process of sense- perception from the

associated sensation of pleasure or pain. Nevertheless, the perception

and the sensation are produced together ; and hence as incidents of

human experience they are inseparable. The sensations of pleasure

and pain determine in their turn our likes and dislikes, the general
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rule being that people like what is pleasurable and dislike what is

painful. This association of likes and dislikes with the sensations

of pleasure and pain is as invariable and widely prevalent as the

association of the sensations of pleasure and pain is with the process

of sense-perception. And the result of this is that our love of pleasure

and hatred of pain are quite eisily and almost imperceptibly trans-

formed into the love of such things as give rise to pleasure and the

hatred of suoh things as give rise to pain in the course of their natural

and normil perception. It is in this manner that our likes and

dislikes happen to be invariably established in relation to the objects

of every one of our senses. So far, every thing may be seen to be

perfectly natural. It is natural for the senses to perceive their

objects, as it is natural for the sense-perceptions so arising to give

rise to the sensations of pleasure and pain. Similarly it is quite

natural to love pleasure and to hate pain ; and there is surely nobbing

unreasonable or unnatural in men's love of pleasure producing

the love of pleasure-giving objects, or in their hatred of pain produc-

ing the hatred of pain-giving objects. Accordingly we have to see

that the wise aspirant after the salvation of the soul is not called

upon to deaden his senses or to keap them shut by force, as both

these processes are really unnatural and ineffective. Nor is he, for

the same reason, called upon to so modify his mental constitution

as to make it naturally possible for him to love pain and pain-giving

objects. But what he is actually called upon to do is to see that

he does not make himself into a slave of likes and dislikes, that

is, into a slave of pleasure and pain, but that he manages to main-

tain the mastery of his will over them. The psychology, which

accounts for the origin of the will through these very likes and

dislikes, which are dependent upon pleasure and pain, may

not appreciate the rationality and naturalness of this injunction quite

willingly. But there is also another view in psychology, according to

which the will is the inborn organ of power appertaining to the soul,

and thus happens to be the only means by which the spirit may

assert itself against the tendencies of the flesh. Anyhow, it is

one thing to keep the senses open to perceive their objects and to

produce their sensations of pain and pleasure, but quite another thing

to make pleasure and pain hold 'such sway over us as is apt to place us

wholly at their disposal. You are aware that the longing in the heart
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for pleasure is not killed by forcibly shutting off the objects of pleasure

from the sphere of normal and natural experience. Nor is the dread

of pain capable of being removed from within us in that manner.

On the other ban 1

!, such a process of enforcad sense-starvation is

very well calculated to intensify the longing for pleasure as well as

the aversion to pain. Toe best way, in which the love of pleasure

and the hatred of pain miy be kept unler control, so as not to allow

them to weaken or to overpower the will, is to allow full scope to

the normal coarse of natural experience in respect of the sensations

of pleasure and pain, and to sea at the same time that they do not

produce such dominant likes and dislikes in us as are too powerful

to be easily directed or controlled. It is neither the experience

of pleasure nor the experience of pain that creates karma to keep

the soul in bondage. Wbat really creates it is the selfish attachment

to pleasing enjoyment and the objects of such enjoyment; and that

sort of attachment is undeniably the result of strong likes and dislikes

in relation to pleasure and pain. Therefore it is tbesa likes and

dislikes that are in truth inimical to the spiritual progress of the

aspirant. To keep guard over them and to hold them under control,

while living the natural life of normal experience and energetic

action and achievement, is the only way to foil this foe of man's

moral and religious progress effectively so as to enable him to win

thereafter the valued reward of spiritual enlightenment and

emancipation.

It is probably meant to ba conveyed here that the power of

philosophy to bestow the discipline required for living this kind of

life well is considerably weaker than the power of religion. With

the sole aid of philosophic enlightenment and intellectual realisation

it is nob easy to take care of the strength of the will and to direct it

effectively against the temptations of pleasure and piin. True

philosophy ought certainly to enable the philosopher to live the pure

and perfect life. But all philosophy is not true enough for such a

purpose ; and, even where it is not really wanting in truthfulness, it is

otherwise possible for philosophy to fail as a practical guide of life.

Similarly religion also may prove to be defective and inadequate as a

help to enable weak men and women to live the pure and perfect life.

Nevertheless, we nny make out how, when the intellect alone is

utilised as the guide of life, it is apt to prove impatient so as to
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endeavour to adopt coercion as the best means for the attainment

of the end in view. The discipline of religion, however, covers the

whole- nature of man, and uses the slow and steady processes of

mental as well as moral co-ordination and helpful emotional invigor-

ation for the gradual perfection of the conduct of human life.

Whether this distinction between philosophy and religion as guides

of conduct is implied in this context or not, there can be no doubt

that the spiritually perfect life is here conceived to be a normally

full life, wherein the whole nature of man is trained in its

completeness to fulfil the supreme purpose of the emancipation of

the soul from the bondage of karma so as to release it from all the

limitations which are due to that bondage. No life of any person

can anywhere be either normil or full, as long as it is not planned

and guided so as to be in full harmony with the inner endowment as

well as the outer environment of that same person. The life that

is worked out through coercion loses all its spontaneity ; and with

that loss it ceases to be normal and fails to be full. To cramp life

in any manner is to make it lop-sided ; and the life that is cramped
and lop-sided is indeed the least fit to be perfected. This of course

ought not be interpreted to mean that perfection consists in the

rank exuberance of wild nature. We can never commit this mistake

and misunderstand thus the meaning of a perfect life, if we bear in

mind how very different in fact coercion is from control. We coerce

nature, when we endeavour to force her operations against her own

tendencies ; and we control nature, when we carefully study those

very tendencies and utilise them intelligently so as to make them

subserve well the ends of true progress. Hence coercion is as harm-

ful as guidance and control are beneficial in the moral as well as

the material life of individuals and communities : and life in society

can never be held to be perfectly well guided or controlled so long

as there is even the smallest antagonism between the good of the

individual and the good of the community. I have heard it said that

that society is ideally perfectly organised wherein each is seen to live

for all and all are seen to live for each. No society has as yet been

able to show itself in history as possessing unmistakably all the needed

characteristics of such an ideally perfect organisation. There have been

and are societies in which the individual is more or less sacrificed for

the upkeep of the corporate life of the community. Similarly there
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have been and are societies which are open to be criticised as being

too individualistic in their organisation. It is always hard to draw

accurately the Iin3 of demarcation between due individual liberty

and due social authority ; an! yet it is through the regulation of the

duty of individuals that their good as well as the good of the com-

munity is capable of being encouraged and safe-guarded. And the

way in which our duties are to be regulated for such a purpose is

pointed out in the next sloka ;

35. One's own duty, not well performed, is better

(for one) than another's duty, well performed. To be

discomfited in respect of one's own duty is preferable ;

another's duty is fraught with fear.

Before endeavouring to understand fully the meaning of this

really important sloka, we have to make out clearly how the distinc-

tion between one's own duty and another's duty has been already

shown to arise. Let us remember that we have been distinctly told

that, since the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti operate so as to determine

the
'

qualities
'

of their correlated work, coercion can do nothing at all

to change them. We have tried to see how true this is; and in it we

have the basis of the distinction between one's own duty and

another's duty. It baa coma out, from all that we have learnt so

far regarding the question of the choice of duty, that whatever

work a man is fitted for by nature, that he ought to do as his duty.

It is a well known fact of common observation that all persons

are not born with the same endowments or inherited capacities.

Recent scientific enquiry and research have also shown, as we
have seen, that even the moral character of the lives of people is

determine! by the endowments with which they are born,

and that saintliness runs in the blood as much as criminality does.

The Sanskritio statement, that the f/wrias of the prakriti constituting

a man's embodiment determine the (/Unas of the work that he does

in life, means nothing other than that the character of a man's life

is determined by the natural endowment with which he is born.

35
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There'ore life simply offers opportunities for the inbirn potentialities

of men and women to becoma aotualised in the visible form of work

aid all its varied results ; and e Vacation en hance mean no more

than merely lea iing out the power, which is within, to asseri itself

well without. No such thing as the putting in of powor is consi-

dered to ba a f
i all possible. Theid^a, that men's duties are determined

for them by their natural fir.ness to live particular kinds of life, is

also given expression to in the next ch ipter of the Glta, in the context

wherein it is said, as you will sea, that the division of society into the

four varnas has been arranged by God in accordance with the

'qualities' of the prakriti belonging to the various persons therein,

and in accordance also with the various kinds of work which are

naturally correlated to those 'qualities'. Bufc the most distinct expres-

sion of the idea is to be found in the very lasu chapter of the Glta,

wherein all the important lessons taught ia the work as a whole are

recapitulated in reUtion to their practical application. In this last

chapter, it is clearly declared that the mm, who is devoted to the per-

formance of his own duties, attains easily the mmmum bonum of life,

that one's own duty, even if ill-parformed, is better for one than

another's duty well-performed, and that no man can ever come to

harm by doing the work which is determined for him by his own

nature. Thus it may be more than amply demonstrated that it is

throughout maintained in the Glta, that men's duties are determined

for them by the potentialities of their own nature. Accordingly, it

is the duty of the man, in whose prakriti the sattva-guna prevails,

to live the sattvika form of life, as it is the duty of the man, in whose

prakriti the rajo-guna or the tamo-guna prevails, to live the rajasa

pr the taniasa form of life as the case may be. It is, however, the

larger outline of life with its basic principles and main puipjse that

is determined in this manner. Within the limitation so imposed by

nature, there is of course room enough for choica and for gradation.

But this choice is naturally not of the qualitative kind. According to

what is stated in the last chapter of the Glta, all such duties, as

require for their performance tranquillity, self-control, self-restaint

patience, straightforwardness, knowledge, wisdom and faith in Gou

are Brahminical in nature. That is, those who are born with the

fitness to develop and to manifiesb these characteristics in a marked

way are all entitled to live the Brahminical life. Similarly heroism
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valour, courage, cleverness, firmness in battle and masterfulness

are declared to be tho natural qaalifica lions whicb fit one for living

the life of the Kshattriya. Agriculture, cattle-breeding and com-

merce constitute the life-work of Vaisyas by nature, and physical

labour and personal service form the function in life of all those

who are by nature fitted to be Sudras. The philosopher, the soldier,

the wealth-producer and the servant-labourer are thus considered

to be the typical representatives of the different kinds of functions

which have to be performed for maintaining the welfaro of society ;

and it is evident that the qualifications required for tba proper dis-

charge of these various kinds of functions are so related to the

functions themselves, that eaah out of the four se5s of typical

qualifications, as classified by implication or open statement in the

Glta, can enable its owner to live only a particular kind of life well.

The philosopher's natural qualifications are for the living of the

philosophic life, while the soldier's natural qualifications are for

the living of the soldierly life. In the case of the wealth-producer

and the servant-labourer also there is a similar correspondence bet-

ween a set of personal qualifications on the one hand and the kind

of life that is to be lived on the other. Therefore that duty, which

is determined for one by one's own nature thus, is one's own duty ;

while every other duty, which is determined for another by his

different nature, is another's duty.

After having so ascertained the difference between one's duty

and another's duty, we have to understand the reason why one is

called upon to stick to one's own duty under all circumstances. It

may strike you at once that the chief reason is because it is harm-

ful to coerce nature in any manner whatsoever. As in the case of

the hot-house cultivation of plants, it m*y be possible to coerce

nature so as to mike her yield sometimes such results as she ordi-

narily does not. It is, however, a well known fact that the plant,

which is subjected to hot-house cultivation, yields generally poor

produce, and that the process of coercing nature adopted in relation

to that plant tends to make its very constitution abnormal and there-

fore really unhealthy. This same thing holds true in connection with

what may be conceived as the cultivation of man for the purpose of

gathering in the fruit-harvest of character. By using the process of
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coercing nature, a man may manage to succeed fairly well sometimes

in adopting a form of life for which he is not fibbed by nature. His

success here is of course bound to be inferior to that of the man
who is fitted by nature for the living of such a life ; and even this

inferior success, bhat he may achieve, is apt to injure the vitality of

his nature and weaken the very pobentialibies of bis moral and

spiritual development. Ib is a well acknowledged fact of human

experience in every department of human life that, when people

undertake to do even such things as they have a natural fitness for

doing, their effort is not at once crowned with complete success.

On the other hand they have to progress slowly by means of con-

tinued practice from less complete to more complete success, or, as

it often enough happens, even from failure to success. In the

process of working in accordance with natural endowment and

fitness, it has to be noted that every failure is conducive to ultimate

success; and the greater the number of failures or incomplete

successes in connection with a person's endeavour to accomplish an

achievement, the greater will be the excellence of that accomplish-

ment in the end. Hence, when nature is not opposed and anta-

gonised but is befriended thus, every failure tends to improve the

power of the worker to achieve the desired results, and is thus

calculated to make him grow gradually into a full man. It is there-

fore doubly unwise to coerce unsuited nature to produce abnormal

results ; and yet it is this kind of coercion of nature that Arjuna

proposed to practise in his own case. A Kshattriya, born of Kshattriya

parents and inheriting the Kshattriya blood of many generations,

is, as you know, expected to be possessed of a prakriti, wherein

the rajo-guna is preponderant ; and accordingly Arjuna's prakriti

must have been characterised by the preponderance of the rajo-

guna. In a moment of weakness and under the unconscious

influence of an ignorant and selfish pessimism, he felt an impulse

in favour of renouncing his own natural life of the chivalrous warrior

and of adopting at the same time the unsuited life of mendicancy

and ascetic non -achievement. Such moments of weakness occur

in the life of most persons ; and even the stoutest of hearts is apb to

quake when subjected to the highly trying struggle of a severe

conflict of duties. The life of philosophic calm and absolute resig-

nation is ever incompatible with the preponderance of the rajo-guna
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in one's prakriti ; such a life becomes natural and appropriate

only when it is the sattva-giin-i that is preponderant. Therefore

Arjuna's proposal to adopt the life of mendicant asceticism was

incompatible with his own nature ; it amounted to an endeavour

to prevent the predominant rajo-guna, of his prakriti from effectively

operating and to make it produce such results as the predominance

of the sattva-guna alone can do. He thus wanted to coerce nature,

and was rightly enough told that it would be better for him even

to fail in the perform ince of such duties as he was naturally fitted

for, than to succeed in the performance of the duties for which he

had no natural fitness. This is why we are taught here that it is

safe for us even to meet with discomfiture in doing the duties for

which we possess the required kind of natural qualification, and

that it is highly dangerous to endeavour to perform the duties, for

the doing of which we do not possess the needed natural qualifica-

tion. In such an unnatural endeavour we may be earnest, honest

and thoroughly sincere ; still it is harmful to ourselves and harmful

to society. But our failure to do well the duties, for which we are

naturally qualified, is neither so harmful to ourselves nor so danger-

ous to society, provided that, evan when we fail, we make sure that

we have earnestness, honesty and sincerity fully to our credit.

The life that is unnaturally planned injures, as we have tried

to see, the very growth of good character in the person who has to

live that life, whether the outcome of such a life, measured by

means of its achievements, happma to be success or failure. In

following perforce an unsuited course of life we seriously disturb in

relation to our own progress what may be called its dynamic

equilibrium. In other words, we forca our nature to become un-

balanced, and thus lose all our constitutional advantages in favour of

progress. It may easily be seen thai the society which allows its

members freely to perform the duties, for which they are not fitted

by nature, thereby invites calamity to invade its home. The obvious

want of economy in tha utilization of the available social power is of

course one of the evils to which such a society at once exposes itself.

But this evil in itself is not half so harmful as the shock which the

unregulated freedom of its members gives to social order itself.

What a man is tit for by nature, happens to be invariably so to one
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particular kind of life ; and what he is not so fib for, consists of every

other kind of life than the on3 for which he is .fit. When it is

authoritatively ruled that the members of a society should adopt such

life as they ara respectively fitted for by nature, their career in the

corporate life of the community becomes fairly fixed and adequately

regulated. But if it be ruled that they may adopt courses of life, for

which they have no natural qualification, this very permission might

give rise to disorder in sociaty, owing to the multiplicity of the un-

natural and unsuitable courses of life, which would thus bscome

freely open to thorn. The maintenance of ord^r in socie'y would

become almost impossible, if it ever turned out to be a part of the

recognized function of whosoever is responsible for the safe-guard-

ing of that order to allow an! encourage every person to do whit he

is not naturally qualified to do. The adoption of
'

another's duty
'

is

thus injurious to him who adopts it, and also to the society which

owns him as one of its members. Here it may well be asked what

means there are for us to diagnose accurately the kind of natural

qualifications that we possess, so that we may truly ascertain and

follow that life, for which we ara really fi
h

, and cease to strive after

the adoption of any life for which we are not duly qualified Nature

herself seems to have provi led well for this diagnosis. The influence

of heredity is one among the means by which the qualifications of

persons for the performance of various kinds of duties in society may

approximately ba ascertained. The genuine taste and the sustained

love of individuals in relation to particular kinds of duty and work

are also capable of pointing out the naturalness or otherwise of the

association between a duty and its doer. Like false hunger, however,

there is also a false taste, which is quite apt to deceive us. Of

this we ought to beware, although it is true that soon enough false

taste also gives rise to nausea and disgust even as false hunger does.

Through action and re-action nature almost always succeeds in

making societies and their members find their due level at list.

Indeed there is nothing that human history proves more emphatically

than this. Nevertheless, it may appear that it is not quite equitable

to leave the destiny of individuals so largely at the disposal of nature,

which is seen to bestow its favours on them so very unequally. Let

us note here that the power of nature over the destiny of persons is

in no way amenable to our ideas of propriety regarding it. Moreover,
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from the stand-point of the theory of karma, we are ourselves

responsible for the unequal manner in which nature bestows its

favours on us. Therefore, the seemingly just objection against the

teaching that our duty in life is determined for us by our own

endowment of natural qualifications ihe objection that such a

regulation of life is positively certain to chill individual ambition

unduly and to prevent persons from rising to a higher status than

the one to which they are burn loses much of its force and practical

usefulness. In accordance with the ethical philosophy expounded

in the Glta, there can bst no distinction of higher and lower in

relation to duties in life ; nor can there be any such distinction in

relation to the doers of duties. All true duties are required by

nature, and therefore all of them are necessarily to be performed ;

and when the fib person performs the fit duty, each suoh person is

as good as any other. All duties, when they are adopted according

to natural fitness and are carried out well with motives of absolute

unselfishness, are further shown to be capable of enabling their doers

to obtain the salvation of the soul as their highest good. After

all, it has to be borne in mind that those who manage to rise from a

lower to a higher status in life, as society understands it, do so

through obeying nature and through doing well the so-called lower

duties before they are at all permitted to perform freely what are

commonly held to be higher duties. Under these circumstances

there can be nothing strange or unreasonable in the teaching that

even discomfiture in the performance of one's own duties is prefer-

able to success in the doing of another's duties, as indeed another's

duty is always fraught with fear and gives rise to moral weakness

and spiritual breakdown by interfering with the naturally whole-

some growth of character in him who wrongly adopts that duty as

his own.

The question at the commancement of the chapter having now

been fully answered in this manner, Arjuna came to feel a new

difficulty in regard to how it is that men commit sin at all, when

it so happens that nature prompts them to do all that they do in

life, and that what they are prompted to do by nature turns out to

be the very duty which they have to do in life. So he put this

further question to Sri-Krishna :
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TTT ^JcT f^: t

ft4tf*KT: II ^5 II

AEJUNA SAID :-

36. Krishna, prompted by what, then, does

this (embodied) person, even when unwilling, commit

sin, as if compelled by force ?

Please observe how this new question of Arjuna arises from Sri-

Krishna's teaching that all baings follow their nature, and that the

coercion of nature can do no good to any one. We have already seen

how the nature of embodied beings is made up of a lower anl a higher

aspect, and how man's moral and spiritual progress consists in

encouraging the higher aspect of his nature to assert itself more and

more against its lower aspect. Seeing that the flesh is as much a part

of man's nature as the spirit is, it may well be asked what in the

light of this teaching of Sri- Krishna that all our duties are deter-

mined for us by our nature may be the justification for maintain-

ing that the influence of the flesh should be subdued by the influence

of the spirit. I have already drawn your attention to the fact that

most men know the better and do the worse ; and as it is pointed

out in this sioka, it often happens that, when men sin, they not

only kaow the better but are also mostly unwilling to do the worse.

Under such circumstances they are surely apt to feel that they

are driven to sin by some uncontrollable force from within. How
can it then be said that the life of sin is not impelled by nature ?

If it be granted that the life of sin is also impelled by nature,

how may we blame the sinner for sinning ? Thus the groat problem

of the moral responsibility of man is, as you may see, involved in this

question of Arjuna. If we make man into a mere automaton, whose

activities are all stimulated and controlled by nature, he cannot help

losing at once all cognisance of the obligatoriness of righteousness and

losing also all his sense of moral responsibility for the life he lives. A
little calm thought is, however, sure to enable us to see how these

objections against the teaching of Sri-Krishna, regarding the manner

in which men's duties are determined for them, cannot stand any-

thing like a searching examination. Even their seeming plausibility
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is evidently due to the non-recognition of the exact meaning of the

word nigraha, which we have translated as 'coercion' here in this

context. The nigraha of prakriti really means, as we have seen, the

forcing of prakriti so as to make its predominant guna either

inoperative or operative in producing such results as are not naturally

correlated to that guna. In the endeavour of a rajasa man like Arjuna

to live the sattvika life of peace, renunciation and non-achievement,

there is to be found such a nigraha of prakriti. But there can

surely be no such nigraha of prakriti, when a rajasa hero and warrior

subjects his natural life of action and achievement to the guidance and

control of reason and religion. The fact that the selfish and sensual

tendencies, which are associated with the life-activities of most

persons, are separable at all from those activities, goes to show that

those tendencies are not natural in the same sense in which those

activities are natural. Thera are, as I believe you know, ethical

philosophers who deny this very separability of thesa tendencies from

the life-activities with which they are associated. According to them

no disinterested action is naturally possible. But we have had ample

evidence to show that Sri-Krishna's opinion on this point is very

different. He distinctly believed in the possibility as well as the

naturalness of disinterested action, and the history of humanity can

afford abundant proof to show that such a belief does not contradict

the truth of nature. If the common human tendencies in favour of

selfishness and sensuality are thus made out to be only accidentally

associated with the life-activities of men and women, the endeavour

to repress these tendencies can never be conceived to be the same

thing as the coarcion of nature. Tha Brahmin, the Kshattriya, the

Vaisya and the Sudra, considered as types of the naturally qualified

representative workers in society, can all live the morally pure life of

sinlessness. Virtue, purity and sinlessness have never been and can

never be held as a monopoly by particular classes or by particular

professions or by particular individuals. The philosopher, the soldier,

the wealth- producer and the servant-labourer may all be pure and

sinless or impure and sinful ; and as a matter of fact history can as

easily point out examples of sinful as well as of sinless lives among

philosophers as among soldiers or wealth-producers or servant-

labourers. Therefore it is wrong to conclude, from the teaching of

Sri-Krisrma, bearing on the determination of the duties of individuals,

86
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that prakriti impels them to sin even as she impels them to live a

life of action. If people sin, when indeed no irrepressible impulse

of nature drives them to do so, how at all can they hope to be free

from the responsibility for their sins ? Here again Arjuna's doubt

is due to his misunderstanding the true meaning of the teacher's

teaching ; and the remaining slokas in this chapter are intended to

clear away that doubt. The very next sloka answers directly the

question regarding why it is that men often sin as if in spite of

themselves.

II ^ n

SRI-KRISHNA SAID :-

37. This is the wishful will, this is the anger

which is born out of the
'

quality
'

of rajas and is

highly devouring and highly defiling. Understand it to

be the enemy here.

Please note that I have translated the word kama in this sloka

as 'wishful will '. It means this in the context here, as we shall make

out soon. The word has also other significations, such as desire,

lust, love aad so on. But none of these other significations fits in

well with this context. Please njtica further that krodha or anger,

which is said to be born out of the 'quality' of rajas and to be highly

devouring and highly defiling, is almost identified with kama, so that

the two together are conceived to be the one great enemy of man

leading him to sin even in spite of himself. This putting together

of the wishfulness of the will with the angar that is highly devouring

and highly defiling is due to the fact; that the former is usually the

sole and unfailingly fertile parent of the latter. The wishfulness of

the will owes its very origin to desire and also to aversion, which is

the twin-brother of desire ; and anger is their common offspring born

to help them in asserting their power over all those persons whose

will is too weak to resist them. la the course of our study of the

second chapter of the Gltd, we learot as you may remember, a little
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psychology which is of use to us here also. There we were taught

that attachment to the objects of the senses, which manifests itself

in the form of desire and aversion, gives rise to kama first and

through it to krodha thereafter, and that this krodha leads men

to ruin step by step. Using the Sanskrit terminology more fully,

we may express the psychology of this position thus : saiiga

becomes evident as raga and dvesha ; these give birth to kama in

the will ; and kama, produces krodha. Now what we have parti-

cularly to bear in mind in connection with this continued process of

psychological causation is that the existence of the cau^e inevitably

implies the actual production of the effect. Accordingly, where

kama is found, there krodha also is bound to exist. It is this

sort of inseparable union in their very existence which makes it

possible for them to act conjointly as the one enemy of the earnest

and sincere aspirant after the salvation of the soul ; and that is why

anger is closely identified with the wishful will in this context. It

is a well known fact that anger makes people lose completely their

power of discrimination ; and when this power is lost, there is no

knowing whom they may or may not make the object of their anger.

It is thus highly devouring, in as much as its very operation tends bo

destroy the distinction between those who may and those who may
not be devoured by it. That anger is highly defiling is even more

easily understood. Indeed nothing pollutes the nature of man and

spoils the moral and spiritual effectiveness of his life so much as

anger. This intimate relation between Mwaand krodha makes these

attributes of the latter applicable to the former also. The more you

indu'ge the wishfulness of the will, the more will it grow in strength

and in volume. And the more it grows, the more does it lead men to

feel and give vent to anger and to commit sin through it. The

statement that kama leads to krodha, which, in its turn, impels

people to sin, is true and intelligent enough. But are not kama and

krodha included in our prakriti ? That is, do not our wishfulness and

anger form a part of our own nature? If they did, Arjuna's idea,

that Sri-Krishna's teaching regarding the nature as well as the

choice of duty made prakriti herself the impeller of sin, and thus

relieved men and women of all moral responsibility in relation to

sin, would turn out to be true ; and the ttoka, which we are now

studying, could certainly offer no answer to the question put by
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Arjuna. I remember that, when we were studying the mental and

moral characteristics of the
'

seer of steady wisdom ', we made

out that fancy leads people more powerfully astray in life than the

normal necessities of natural experience. As I put it then, it is the

sahkalpa of people which draws them more forcibly away from the

right path than their anubhava. Sri- Krishna's teaching, as given

here, implies that obedience to the normal necessities of natural

experience can never in itself give rise to sin. On the other hand,

it is only those pleasures and pains, which we fancy in our minds

and which yet form the basis of our hopes and fears, that lead us

to commit sin. Or again, as we have been told, it is only when

the will works in slavish obedience to the roving senses, that the

wisdom of men is carried away by force even as a ship in the sea is

carried away in a stormy gale. Thus it is clear that in the absence of

the willing obedience of the mind to the tempting power of the

roving senses, there can be no loss of wisdom and no life of sin.

That the senses tempt men as badly as they do is undoubtedly a

part of the working method of nature. But man's will is given unto

him as a spiritual instrument endowed with infinite possibilities of

strength with which he may overcome the inimical temptations of

the senses. The will is like a mighty sword presented to a soldier

with the injunction that it should always be used in self-defence

against foes of all sorts. A foolish soldier may use such a well-

meant present to maim himself or even to kill himself. Indeed the

very fact that we are endowed with a will, which, if it chooses,

can decisively conquer the senses and all their temptations, is

enough to show that nature does not irresistibly compel men to sin.

And the consequent conclusion is that men are themselves responsi-

ble for all the sins they commit.

That men sin through the misdirected activity of their will, but

not through the normal necessities of natural experience, may be

very satisfactorily illustrated by means of one or two examples.

For instance, when we feel hungry, our physical nature compels us

to eat some food. In so far as this compulsion, this prompting to

obtain food and to assimilate it, is concerned, our physical nature is

entirely responsible for it. Our very appetite of hunger is the

work of nature ;
it is due, we may say, to the physical exigencies of
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our physiological constitution. Thus the appetite is as much caused

by nature as the need for its satis'action is compelled by her. As

long as our bodies continue to be built up and maintained in accord-

ance with the existing plan of nature, so long it is impossible for

us not to feel hungry. And if, in spite of our feeling hungry, we

do not supply food to the body, we certainly cannot manage to live

long. Hunger and its satisfaction are in this manner among the

normally necessary elements of our nature. Nevertheless, does

our nature insist that the satisfaction of our hunger should always

be produced by means of the most costly and the most delicious

kinds of food ? If we satisfy our hunger by means of less costly

and leas delicious food which, however, is not on that account

the less wholesome or less nutritious does nature in any manner

rebel against such a procedure on our part ? On the other hand

nature may well feel thankful to us for our choosing to eat such

food That our appetite of hunger should be satisfied always with

the particular kind of food, which we specially like or do not

particularly dislike, is thus no part of the true economy of nature, in

relation to us. Similarly, pure cold water can allay our thirst quite as

well as costlier beverages containing specially delicious ingredients of

various sorts. Yet, if we are given the option to choose between

pure cold water and witer which H, let U3 say, mixed with sweet and

fragrant rose-syrup, which are we generally apt to choose ? Here

surely we have not a hard question to answer ; the sweetness of the

sugar and the fragrance of the rose are both so potent that there can

be truly very little difficulty for us either in making the choice or in

answering the question. It is very largely in this manner that we

have to learn the difference between the promptings of prakriti and

the promptings of kama. It is always possible for us to obey the

dictates of nature without wishing to acquire more and more of

pleasure or to avoid more and more of pain. It is perfectly possible

to live a completely healthy life chiefly on rice and water as we would

say, or on bread and water as some others might say ; and nature is

in no way responsible for our love of syrup or of the spiced delicacies

of the culinary art. So long as it is possible for us to supply all the

normal needs and obey all the normal promptings of our nature

without having to commit sin for such a purpose so long it cannot

surely be nature that compels us to sin. Let us calmly retire for a
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moment into tha secret confidence of the truth-ieflecting interior of

our own hearts, and from there endeavour tojindout whether sinning

is at all necessary for living the wholesome life of normal nature. If

there we succeed to any noticaable extent in catching the image of

truth, which the heart correctly reflects, we may easily find out thereby

the limiting boundary of the sphere within which the normal forces

of nature propel all our healthy and inevitable life-activites, and

beyond which the abnormal forces of the unwholesomely wishful will

operate so as to befoul our lives with sin. As soon as we know this

limit beyond which nature ceases to be responsible for the quality and

the character of our life-activities, we know also how, whenever we

know the better and do the worse, it is indeed never in spite of our-

selves that we do so, and how therefore we are ourselves responsible

for all the sins we commit under the influence of our own unwhole-

some and wishful will. Now in concluding our work for to-day let

me request you to remember well that what prakriti demands is

mere bread and water, and that the demand for syrup and for spiced

delicacies does not come from nature but comes from kdma.

xvii

The last subject that we were dealing with in our last class

was in reference to the question of how far the character of our

life-activities is determined for us by nature and how far we are

ourselves responsible for it. For the purpose of understanding well

where the impulse of svabhdva ends and the impulse of saiikalpa

begins in our lives, we took up for consideration the appetites of

hunger and thirst and the unavoidable need to satisfy them, so

that we might definitely arrive by means of them at the required

differentiation between the operations of those impulses. And we

arrived at the conclusion that bread and water give a true measure

of the responsibility of really natural necessity, and that spiced

delicacies and syrup denote the responsibility of our wishful will.

Nature compels us to seek bread and to eat bread ; but she certainly

does not compel us to seek and to enjoy all the various delicacies of

the culinary art. Similarly nature compels us to seek and to drink

water; but she does not compel us to seek or to taste any kind of

delicious syrup as a necessary adjunct to the water that we have to

drink. It is the love of pleasure and the abhorrence of pain that
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make the weak will wishful : and it is the wishfulness of will so pro-

duced that makes mankind stray beyond the boundary laid down

by nature. We sin only when we stray beyond this boundary and

wander about in the limitless fields of pleasing fancy and sense-

allurements. The ill-led life of the person, who thus strays beyond

the limit of nature, is sure to cause his soul to become more and more

subject to the bondage of karma, unless through bitter disappoint-

ment he learns in time that the endless pursuit of pleasure and power

is a mere vanity of vanities, and gives it up so as to keep himself fully

within the sphere of operation of the normal forces and influences

of kindly nature. To illustrate well this highly important lesson of life,

there is an interesting story given in the Hahabharata itself. I refer

to the story of Yayati. He was a great king of the lunar race and is

said to have been one of the early ancestors of the Paridavas and the

Kauravas. How far he is a historical personage, or how far he is a

cunning creation of the mythical imagination of ancient poetry, we

need not discuss now, as such a discussion has really no bearing on

the subject of our immediate study. We are now more concerned

with the exposition of the moral of his life than with the valuation

of its historicity. He is said to have married two wives and to have

lived happily with both of them, commanding for a long time their

love and their confidence. Each wife then bore two sons for him,

and in time this happy fahhar of the four sons began to become old.

The coming on of old age evidently made itself manifest to him by

the gradual toning down of his own physical vigour and physiological

vitality ; and as a consequence of such physical enfeeblemeot and

physiological over- ripening, his capacity to enjoy the pleasures of

life necessarily became markedly less and less. This old age,

however, was not able to produce in him a proportionate decrease in

the longing for those pleasures. Indeed, it often happens in the life of

those, who are fondly attached to pleasures, that the greater the

enfeeblement of their capacity to enjoy them happens to be, the

greater becomes the inner intensity of their longing for enjoying

them. So an insurmountable dread of old age began to torment poor

Yayati. Then, in a state of mind characterized by deep selfishness

and deeper desperation, he went to his eldest son and begged him to

exchange his youth in return for his dear father's dreaded old age.

That son at once and unhesitatingly declined to comply with the
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father's unnatural request. Then the father approached his second

son with the same request and found him not in the least willing

to be more obliging. Similarly the third son also proved unobliging

to the poor disconsolate father. At last, however, the fourth son

agreed to oblige him, and the father's old age and this son's youth

were readily exchanged. We are not told how this extraordinary

exchange was actually effected. That, of course, is a minor matter

in so far as our present purpose in concerned. Soon enough the

father with his borrowed youth began to live his former life of

pleasure with his wonted zest. But unhappily for him even this

borrowed youth showed unmistakable signs of gradually growing

into old age ;
and before it was really too late he became convinced

through repeated experience that youth cannot be ever-lasting and

that old age is inevitable. He then gave back with a blessing to his

kind and obliging last son the unexpended remainder of his youth,

and in re-taking his own old age from him he declared

In this manner he was enabled to arrive at the conviction that
'

desire is never appeased by the enjoyment of the objects of desire,

but is made to increase all the more as fire is through sacrificial

offerings '. When love of pleasure finds its way into the will and

holds it in subjection, as it happened for a long time in the case of

Yayati, then kama or the wisbfulness of the will soon becomes un-

bounded. Much like fire, the more that wishfullness is fed the more

it burns. Experience, however, may teach wisdom, as it did unto

Yayati ; and then the living of the unselfish and sinless life may

easily be found to be well accordant with nature. Accordingly,

Yayati's life, as described in the Mahdbhdrata, is appropriately

illustrative of the ethical teaching that it is no part of man's

inevitable nature to burn with passion, and that indeed he never

sins under what may be called natural comnulsioa, but does so

only when his own wishful will through its weakness leads him

astray. How the weak will with its irrepressible wishfulness tempts

men to sin, may be learnt from the first two among the slokas

which we have to study to-day. Those two are
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38. In the manner in which fire is covered over

by smoke and a mirror by dirt, in the manner in which

the foetus in the womb is covered over by the sac, in

that (same) manner is (the whole of) this (world) covered

over by that (Jcama).

39. Arjuna, (all) wisdom (here) is covered over

by this constant enemy of the wise man (the enemy)
in the form of the kama, which is indeed an insatiable

flame.

When fire is covered over by smoke, the very luminosity of

the fire becomes hidden therein. When a mirror is covered over

with dust and dirt, it loses the power of producing reflected

images and thus ceases to be a mirror. So long as the foetus

in the womb is within the embryonal sac, it cannot as yefc be said

to have made a beginning to live its own independent life, as then

its life still forms a part of the mother's life. Moreover, we have

to note in connection with such a fostus that it is quite completely

covered over by the membrane of the sac. This completeness of the

covering is surely a noteworthy point in relation to the way in

which the whole of this world is conceived to be covered over by

kama. The essential virtue of fire is made useless by the darkening

envelopment of smoke, even as the very character of a mirror as

mirror is undone by a coating of dust and dirt ; and the foetus within

the sac has no independent life of its own. Now, when the world,

which is enveloped in desire and wishfulness, is compared to

these, what does the comparison imply? It seems to me that,

what is intended to be brought out by this comparison is that

whatever happens to be the virtue of the essential life of

37
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reality in this world of ours, that is apt to be fully obscured by the

opaque and unilluminable covering of kdma. In other words,

this comparison means that the desire-prompted wishfulness of

the will leads the life of the spirit to become wholly buried

beneath the heavy load of the mis-guiding life of the flesh, so

that men are thereby led to forget that they have such a thing

as a soul at all to save. This very unwholesome result is accom-

plished by the wishful will preventing the free play and the easy

spread of the light of wisdom. The idea here seems to be that true

wisdom and the wishfulness of the will cannob co-exist in the same

person. We have learnt to see how that wisdom alone is true which

makes the salvation of the soul shine out as the highest and the

worthiest object of attainment. It is always an essential part of

such a wisdom to see that unselfishness is the only means by which

it is possible to accomplish the salvation of the soul. The life of

selfishness and worldly attachment can never be the proper life for

the spiritual aspirant ; and the pleasure-prompted wishfulness of

the will cannot make life anything other than selfish and worldly.

It is for this reason that kama happens to be the constant enemy of

the wise man. It displaces his wisdom and fills the vacated heart with

selfish and worldly longings, which grow the more in volume and in

intensity the longer they are allowed to remain therein. And the

displaced wisdom very soon finds it exceedingly hard to return to the

heart from which it was forced out. for the simple reason that in that

heart there is no longer any room available for the accommodation of

wisdom and righteous unselfishness. You see how all this amounts

to saying that selfishness is at the bottom of sinfulness. Selfish

love of pleasure and power gives rise to the wishful will. This

undermines the wisdom of even the wise man, so as to make him

ignore the life of the soul in his /3al for living freely and fully the

ever tempting and never blessed life of the body. Since nature does

not irresistibly compel people to be selfish, she cannot be held res-

ponsible for their tendency to sin. We have therefore to make out

the basis of their common propensity to selfishness before deciding

finally who is- really responsible for the sinfulness of their lives.

This knowledge of wherein their selfish propensity is really rooted,

is further calculated to be helpful to us in enabling us to learn how

we may withstand tho tendency to sin in life. Accordingly, the
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basis of ktima and the manner in which it works mischief are both

explained in the next sloka thus :

*RT

* N

40. The basis of this (kama) is said to be the

senses, the manas and the intellect. With the aid

of these it envelops wisdom all around and thereafter

deludes the soul.

The senses are, as you know, the organs of perception. I have

already drawn your attention to the fact that the Sanskrit word

manas is not always equivalent to the English word 'mind', and

that in connection with the theory of perception known to ancient

Hindu psychology it means the internal organ or faculty of atten-

tion. For this reason manas is often spoken of as the antarindriya

or the inner organ of perception. And buddhi is the faculty of

intellection. Thus the faculties of sense-perception, mental atten-

tion and intellection are here declared to form the foundation of

kilnta. The meaning of this statement is simple enough. It is

when the senses perceive their objects that the sensations of pleasure

and pain arise. We become cognisant of the perception-side as

well as of the sensation-side of the functions of our senses only when

our attention is internally directed to them. Inattention and

absent-mindedness on the part of the perceiving person make the

senses fail as instruments of knowledge and experience. Therefore

the senses require the co-oparation of the manas before they give

rise to pleasure or pain. The experience so produced and the per-

ceptions so gathered in have all to be well pub into shapa as an

ordered whole before they may produca kdnut, and make the will

wishful. If each of our sensations remained a completely isolated

factor in our entire experience, it would be impossible for us to arrive

at anything like a law of association between them and their objects,

and we would not surely be able to know beforehand whether the

sensory perception of a particular object such, for instance, as a

crystal of sugar would give rise to pleasure or to pain. The tasto
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of sugar once experienced would be of no use to indicate to us what

that taste would be like on another occasion ; and hence it would be

impossible for us to conceive the general idea that sugar is sweeb as

forming a part of our assured knowledge. For the purpose of

moulding sensory experience into such knowledge, the intellect has

to sift and to sort all our sensations and perceptions so as to enable

us to arrive well and easily at all those laws of association, in

accordance with which the mind usually operates in the process of

acquiring well-formed knowledge. Without the conception of

generalised ideas, that is, without the ability to know, for in-

stance, that sugar is in general sweet and that quinine is in general

bitter, wishfulness in the will cannot certainly arise. Unless

the faculty of intellection performs its function, experience can

never be put into shape as an ordered whole, but will ever have

to be in a state of chaotic confusion. When we do not know

beforehand which concourse of experiential occurrences is calculated

to give rise to pleasure and which to pain, the will has no means

whereby it may contract and give direction to wishfulness. An

undirected wishfulness of the will is clearly a contradiction in terms,

in so far as all sanely psychological lives are concerned. Therefore,

without the due exercise of the faculties of sense-perception, mental

attention and intellection, it is never possible for the will to become

wishful. Hence it is thasa faculties that constitute the basis of

kama, that is, of volitional wishfulness. Thus the very origin of

the wishfulness of the will is dependent upon these faculties,

although it is true enough that, even in spite of the normally full

and free exercise of all these faculties, it is quite possible for the

will not to become selfishly wishful. After all, it is the will that

determines the aim of life whether that aim is to be the securing

of personal advantages in the form of pleasure or power or profit, or

whether it has to be the service of man and the salvation of the soul.

There can be no doubt as to which of thesa two alternatives the

wise man will elect in choosing his own aim of life. He will

certainly prefer, I believe, the service of man and the salvation of

the soul to pleasure and power and profit. All his faculties will

become effective aids to him in carrying out well what his own

chosen aim of life is, namely, the service of man for winning thereby

the salvation of the soul. Indeed it is therein that the true power
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of his wisdom lies. He does nob forget that moksha alone can be his

parama-purushartha. Nor is he ever apt to ignore the well esta-

blished efficiency of the loving service of man as a means for the

attainment of this supreme purpose of the salvation of the soul.

Whoever disregards the salvation of the soul as the true aim of life,

and thereby disregards also the service of man as the means best

suited to secure that aim, he surely cannot be a wise man. Such

a man is apt to make pleasure, power and profit serve as the aims

of his life. We know now how, in so doing, he is only strengthen-

ing his bondage of karma and putting off indefinitely the day of the

deliverance of his soul. The unwisdom of this course of life is as

patent as the wisdom of that other course of life, which aims at

securing the deliverance of the soul by means of the unselfish

service of man and the unattached performance of duty. We may
thus see how kama prevents wisdom from directing life aright along

the path of unselfish service to the goal of the soul's salvation. I

believe I have made it sufficiently clear to you how the faculties of

sense-perception, mental attention and intellection constitute the

combined source from which this kama arises so as to despoil the

power of wisdom to serve as the true guide of life. When these

faculties are allowed to produce kama, and when the kama, so

produced, envelopes the light of wisdom all around so as to make

life itself miss its true aim, what then happens in reality is that

the soul is deprived of its chances of salvation. It is in this

manner that kama deludes the soul with the aid of the faculties

of sense-perception, mental attention and intellection. After thus

pointing out how kama acts as the cause of sin, Sri-Krishna went

on naturally to teach to Arjuna the way in which this sin-engen-

dering kama might be conquered ; and that is what we find

mentioned in the next sloka,

II tf
r

< 1 1

41. Therefore do you, O Arjuna, control the senses

in the beginning, and destroy this sinful thing which

is the destroyer of (all) knowledge and wisdom.
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Since kama is the cause of sin, Arjuna was asked to cast it off,

so that he might thereby get rid of the tendency to sin. Please

observe that kama, which is the cause of sin, is itself spoken of here

as papman, that is, as a sinful thing, This transferred application

of the attribute of sinfulness to kama, which is the cause of sin, is

natural enough, inasmuch as the operation of the cause is ever

responsible for the production of the effect. This characterisation

of kama as a sinful thing is also meanb to convey to us the inten-

sity of Sri-Krishna's disapprobation of it ; and the reason why he

so very strongly disapproved of it is evidently because it is apt to

destroy all knowledge and wisdom. How kama destroys both

knowledge and wisdom, we have already bean given to understand.

You all know that the wishfulness of the will is markedly prone to

fill the mind with bias and with predispositions of all sorts ; and

the fact that wish is father to the thought is a matter of daily

observation in human life. Can the mind which is swayed by pre-

judices and predilections get at the transparent and absolutely

colourless impartiality of the truth as It really is ? Can knowledge,

which is not based on the apprehension of such truth, be called

knowledge at all V Surely that knowledge, which lies and misleads, is

no knowledge ; and hence kama is undoubtedly a destroyer of know-

ledge. Although the possession of knowledge may not always give

rise to true wisdom in the possessor, still there can be no doubt

regarding the incompatibility of wisdom with ignorance. Of course

the man of knowledge may not always be a man of wisdom ; but

the man of ignorance is generally bound to be a man of unwisdom.

The selfishly wishful will, which aims at the acquisition of pleasure

and power, makes the very purpose of life deviate from the right

path of truth and wisdom to the path of untruth and unwisdom. No

unwisdom can indeed be more harmful and unwise, than that which

makes an unworthy aim take the place of the supremo purpose of

life. We can no longer have any doubt as to the very great un-

wisdom of losing the soul, evea though in losing it one may gain

the whole world. What kama does is that it stimulates the foolish

endeavour to gain the world at the certain risk of having to

lose the soul therefor. That is how kama destroys wisdom. There

is therefore no room for vvo'nder in thinking or in speaking of that,

which thus destroys both knowledge and wisdom, as a sinful thing.
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Please note that we are informed here that this kama may be cast

off by controlling the senses in the beginning. It is easy enough to

understand why this controlling of the senses is recommended to

be practised at the very beginning. We have seen that, in regard

to our living the higher life of the spirit, the greatest obstacle arises

from the tendencies of the flesh, and that these tendencies have

their root in the pleasures of the senses. We have also seen that

the only means, by which we can baffle the allurements of the senses,

is a truly wise and well-guided exercise of our will-power. Thus the

struggle between the lower life of the flesh and the higher life of the

spirit resolves itself into a trial of power between the tempting senses

on the one hand and the resisting will on the other. It is a very widely

known experience among men of all countries and of all classes that,

the more they give way to their enemies, the more do those enemies

take advantage of them. It is indeed a common law of nature that,

when one out of two opposing forces begins to yield in the stress of

mutual opposition, it is steadily overpowered more and more by the

other force till at last the opposition itself is vanquished altogether.

The senses have a tendency to pull down the life of man to the lower

level of the flesh ; and it is the will that has to pull it up to the higher

level of the spirit. Here are therefore two opposing forces, to which

human life is subjected owing to the very necessities of its constitution;

and as soon as the will shows signs of giving way, the senses are sure

to begin to be effectively aggressive. Then in no very long time it

becomes the habit of the will to yield and to retreat and of the senses

to be aggressive and assertive, so that in the end the will almost

ceases to exist, and the man is made into a bond-slave of the senses.

Accordingly it is clear that, unless the power of the will is safe-

guarded from the very beginning in the contest between it and the

senses, it is apt to be weakened so as almost to he destroyed. The

destruction of the sin-engendering kama is possible only through the

effective exercise of the power of the will ; and the very effectiveness

of man's will-power is, as we have seen, dependent upon its steady

and wakeful control of the senses from the beginning. But are tha

senses constitutionally capable of being controlled by the will? Is the

natural relation between the will and the senses such as makes the

control of the latter by the former actually possible ? These are

certainly very proper questions to ask in this connection. And if
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the answer to them be in the negative, the sinful thing kama would

be quite unconquerable. Here in the next sloka we have, however,

a descripton of the gradation, so to say, of the seats of power as

they are found within our psychological domain ; and a careful study

of it will enable us to see what position the will occupies in that

gradation, and how it is naturally possible for the will to control

the senses.

42. They say that the senses are supreme. But

beyond the senses, the manas is supreme. Beyond
the manas, the intellect is supreme. But what is

(even) beyond the intellect is 'that'.

In our endeavour to understand well the meaning of tbis slo

we cannot afford to lose sight of the fact that it is intended to

demonstrate to us the possibility of that sense-control, which has

been declared to ba the only means by which men may conquer

their sin-engendering kama. The relative position of superiority,

which is assigned to the senses and to the other things mentioned

in this sldka
t is obviously in reference to their controllability. The

thought contained in this sloka is, as some of you may know, express-

ed in two different contexts in almost the same language in that very

interestingly psychological and metaphysical Upanishad known as

the Kafhopanishad. And in a commentary on this Upanishad, the

relative superiority of the various things mentioned in those two

passages is explained to rest on the controlling power, which each of

them possesses in relation to some other thing that is shown to be

psychologically connected with it. Accordingly the supremacy of

the senses is based upon their commonly apparent uncontrollability.

The statement, that the senses are supreme, does not mean here that

they are absolutely uncontrollable; for we are told immediately that

the supremacy of the manas transcends that of the senses. This supe-

rior supremacy of the manas which we have understood to be the

faculty of attention implies that the senses are controllable by the
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manas. When again the supremacy of the faculty of intellection

is said to transcend the supremacy of the faculty of attention, the

meaning likewise is that the faculty of attention is controllable by

the faculty of intellection. Similarly it is conceived that, as men-

tioned in this sloka, there is a certain something denoted here by the

word that, which is in its turn capable of controlling the faculty

of intellection. If we bear in miad that the supremacy of the

controller transcends the supremacy of the controliei, and that

it is possible for what happens to be the controlled in relation

to some one thing to be at the same time the controller in relation

to some other thing, there will be no great difficulty in under-

standing that gradation of superiority which is describei in this

sloka. We have already seen how the senses are effectively

controlled by the faculty of attention. Without the co-operation

of the manas, the senses can neither perceive objects nor produce

the sensations of pleasure and pain. When, with the aid of the

manas, they give rise to perceptions and sensations, they so over-

power the miad of the weak man as to appear to be uncontrollable.

Still, no sooner do we take away the manas from the senses, than

they cease to be suitable instruments of knowledge and experience.

Accordingly the manas can and does control the senses ; and its

supremacy therefore transcends that of the senses. Now, is it equally

true that the faculty of intellection controls the faculty of attention ?

Otherwise, the supremacy of the buddhi, that is, of the faculty of

intellection, cannot be said to transcend the supremacy of the

manas. The one fact, which at once unfolds for us the relation

between the manas and the buddhi, is that it is in the very nature

of attention to be ordinarily purposive. Such a thing as undirected

attention is in general a psychological impossibility. It is the will

that directs the attention ;
but it is the faculty of intellection

that points out to the will the object towards which it has to

direct the attention. Consequently the manas cannot co-operate

with the senses, unless it is itself directed by the intellect first

and is then stimulated to act by the will next. If the intellect

does not operate upon what the senses and the faculty of

attention have together produced in us in the form of ex-

perience, then all our experience can really be of no use to us

in giving direction or guidance to the psychological life of our

38
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consciousness. To illustrate bow this is, let us take the example of

an ordinarily insane man. The mental defect in his case is not

generally in conneation with his sensations and perceptions. His

senses are usually normal in their operations. He sees and hears

and smells and tastes as most sane people do. Since in this manner

his senses are seen to give rise to normal sensations in him, his

manas or faculty of attention must be also normally active in him

in connection with the production of his sensations and perceptions.

What he sees or hears at any moment, he realises well enough

during that moment. But be cannot well classify and retain his

sensory expariences ; he can neither associate nor dissociate them

with all such things as are for such a purpose suitably related to

them. There is rarely anything in the whole field of the experience

of the mad man which is uniformly calculated to make his life

normally purposive and useful. Although attention and mental

concentration are directly under the control of the will, still it is the

intellect which makes the operation of the will rational and con-

sistent with all the ordinary laws of nature. We may indeed say

that the faculty of attention is subject to a sort of double control,

seeing that it is dependent upon the will for motive force and upon

the intellect for rational guidance. It must be now clear that, so

long as our attention is apt to be led or guided in any manner by

our intellect, the faculty of intellection is bound to transcend in

respect of supremacy the faculty of attention. In other words,

beyond the manas the buddhi is supreme.

And what is that other thing, which is in this sldka denoted by

the Sanskrit word meaning that, and is declared to be even beyond

the buddhi in point of supremacy ? The first idea that naturally sug-

gests itself to us in this context as an answer to this question is that

the will is in aU probability what is intended to be denoted here by

the word that. In so understanding this thing, which is said to be

superior to buddhi, there is nothing which is in any way inconsist-

ent with truth ; for the will is in fact the one main channel

through which the power of the mind is let out and made to

flow in various directions. It is thus the will that stimulates

attention and sustains mental concentration. Moreover, attention

is needed for the production of perceptions and sensations, quite as
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much as mental concentration is required for the work of recollec-

tion. Thus our memory and our perceptions and sensations are all

made alive and active by means of the will ultimately. Indeed it

must be self-evident to most of you that the operations of the

intellect are always prevalent in relation to both directly experienced

and remembered sensations and perceptions. Consequently the life of

the intellect also is notably dependent upon the power of the will.

We know that careful and impartial observation bears out very well

the old and oft-repeated proposition that in human experience the

wish is too often father to the thought ; and this shows to us

another manner in which also the intellect is apt to be controlled

by the will. Accordingly, it is the will that ultimately electrifies

every limb of the mind into lively and energetic action ; and

henca it may very well be held to be supreme even beyond the

buddhi. But, in the light of the sloka here, that thing, which is

declared to transcend the intellect, is evidently a certain some-

thing, which is incapable of being transcended ; and the transcend-

ence of the will cannot surely be said to be so supreme. I have

advisedly spoken of the will as the main channel of mental power,

in as much as the whole of the conscious flow of that power takes

place through it. A channel of power necessarily requires a fountain

of power above its origin, as otherwise there can be no power at all

to flow through the channel. So long as the power flowing through

the channel is dependent upon the power springing up from the

fountain, we cannot say that the transcendence of the will-channel

of power is so supreme as to be incapable of being excelled. Such

transcendence can be attributed only to the fountain of power, even

though it happens to ba hidden bahind what may ba conceived as

the plane of our awareness. We may be unaware of its existence ;

still it must be there as certainly as we have the will. There can

and need be no channel of power, if there be no fountain of power.

Who that knows can deny that the channel of power is bound to

be under the control of the source of power ? Since such a source

of ultimate power in the sphere of our mental life can alone be the

absolutely uncontrollable controller, as we may so very well make

out by personal experience and by reasoning, the word that in this

context can denote nothing other than such a source of power.

Moreover, in tho two passages in the Kathopanishad, to which
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your attention has already been drawn, that thing the supremacy

whereof is said to transcend that of the intellect is distinctly

declared to be the soul. In one place in this Upanishad (III. 10.)

we find the statement ^g^TcTT *fi[T^ <TC:
;
and in the other place

(VI. 7.) the same idea is expressed as 3rT5r[^r'q' JTfRRJTT, wherein

^T=T is interpreted to mean the same thing as
j^fij*.

In both these

instances *R[H^ STRflT naturally means
'

the great soul
'

; and the

greatness which is attributed here to the soul is explained to be due

to its being the uncontrollable controller in the whole sphere of man's

mental experience. When, according to the Kathopanishad, it is

this uncontrollably great soul that transcends the intellect in point of

supremacy, it is rather strange to have to believe that, according to

the Bhagavad-glta, which in more than one place is very closely

similar to that Upanishad in thought as well as in language, some-

thing else may be conceived to be that principle which transcends

the intellect in power. Consequently that which transcends the

intellect in point of power and supremacy cannot indeed be any thing

other than the soul. This interpretation of the word that is, as we

shall soon sea, in very good agreement with the true meaning of the

next sloka, also. Indeed it would be hard to make out the meaning

of the next sloka rationally, if it be not granted that what transcends

the intellect in point of power is really the soul.

Just as I am finishing the exposition of the meaning of this very

meaningful sloka, I am reminded of a statement, which I made to

you in one of our previous classes, that the reality of the soul is

proved in the Glta by means of the two processes of psychological

experimentation and analytical reasoning. The experimental process

is in the practice of what is often called ashiahgayoga. In the Cilia

this seems to be denoted by the name of dhyanayoga, probably

for the reason that dhyana or meditation is the most important

among the eight requisite elements of this process of psychological

experimentation. It is also often spoken of simply as yoga. The aim

of this experiment is to make the experimenter get into that state of

extreme mental concentration which we know by the Sanskrit name

of samadhi. The ydgin in the state of samadhi is not at all responsive

to stimulations from outside; he is, as it were, dead to almost all

external influences. Yet this irresponsiveness of his does not justify
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us in coming to the conclusion that he has become so absolutely

mindless as to be unconscious even of his own existence. On the

other hand, the result of the experiment is shown to prove that, in

spite of this irresponsiveness, his consciousness even then not only

continues unimpaired as consciousness, but also exhibits anew certain

latent supra-normal powers. Such an apprehension of pure conscious-

ness and its exalted powers.in association with a low state of physio-

logical vitality and an almost absolute irresponsiveness to outer stimu-

lations, is well calculated to establish the independent reality of

whatever happens to be the basis of the mind in the inner life of all

human beings. In other words, the crucial test of the reality of the

soul is to be found in the successful practice of yoga so as to arrive at

the state of samadhi. Yamunacharya, otherwise known in Tamil as

Alavandar, has in fact declared in his Siddhitraya that the reality of

the soul can be moat incontrovertibly established only with the

aid of the practice of yoga. Since this Yamunacharya was a well-

known teacher of Vedaatic Vaishnavism in Southern India in the

early days of the great Bamanujacharya, we may safely come to the

conclusion that the old position of the Kathopanishad and of Patan-

jali, regarding the value of the practice of ycga as affording the best

proof of the soul, has been held to be absolutely true and has hence

been honoured in this country for hundreds of years. The other

process, by which we arrive at the proof of the soul, is dependent upon

psychological analysis and reasoning ; and that is evidently given in

the slcka, the full import of which we have now been endeavouring to

understand. It is easy to see that, when our sense-organs feel and

perceive, when our faculty of attention is steadily attentive, when

our intellect classifies and generalises our mental contents actively

and effectively, even then something more is wanted to integrate and

account for our experiences satisfactorily in all their varied aspects.

We all feel, for instance, that our experiences are really ours. I have

certainly no doubt that my experience is actually mine. In fact

this sense of mineness in relation to my experience is something

without which I cannot at all conceive myself as a being.

Similarly every one of you has, I am sure, such a sense of mine-

ness in relation to your own experiences. Moreover, I feel that my
personality that which is denoted by the word 'I' in relation to

myself is not different to-day and in this place from what it was
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yesterday and in another place. Again many such things as

were experienced by us at other times and in other places are

generally ssen to form part of our knowledge now and here. Can

the senses, the faculty of attention and the faculty of intellection

severally or together account for this aspect of our experience?

When the senses and the faculties of attention and intellection

perform their functions fully and in due harmony, all that we can

have is only that kind of experience which is directed and ration-

alised from moment to moment. To unify these various momentary

experiences, which are thus directed and rationalised, we require

first of all the faculty of memory and also the instinctive conviction

of self-evident certainty in regard to the rememberer of past ex-

periences being in each of us the same as the enjoyer of present

experiences. It is in no way inconsistent with reason for the re-

ceiver of the impressions of experience to be the same as the reviver

of those impressions, in as much as the revived impressions are all

felt as such by the receiver himself, who is at the same time con-

scious that he is himself their reviver also. It is in fact this unify-

ing foundation of consciousness which forms the true source of our

sense of individuality and of all our inner power. We have all along

been calling it by the name of the soul. It is the supremacy of this

soul that has been declared to transcend even the supremacy of the

intellect. You know, as wall as I do, that there are certain well-

known schools of philosophy which deny altogether the existence of

the soul. It has been, however, an old contention in Hindu philo-

sophic thought that, without the postulation of the soul as the founda-

tion of the underlying unity of man's mental life, the psychological

process of recognition becomes inexplicable. The sentence ^fis4

^^tT:
'

This is that Davadatta
'

is the commonly given illustra-

tive example of the process of recognition ; and here the Devadatta

that was seen on a former occasion in a different place is identified

with the Devadatta who is being seen now and here. The senses

and the faculties of attention and intellection are quite capable of

accounting separately for each of these two cognitions of Dovadatta.

But they cannot in themselves account for the identification of the

object of the earlier cognition with that of the later one. The very

possibility of this identification implies an enduring permanence

as well as reality in relation to what may aptly be conceived as the
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mental canvas on which all our cognitive pictures are painted ; and

recognition further requires that this enduring mental canvas should

be endowed with self-consciousness so as to be able to cognise and to

compare all those cognitive pictures. To grant these things is

obviously the same thing as to grant the existence of the soul.

Even that interpretation of this sioka, which makes the will that

gives lodgement to kama transcand the buddhi, may well be shown

to be fully capable of offering a real proof of the soul, since the will

merely makes manifest the hidden power of the soul within. If, as

I have onca before declared, a thorough examination of the nature

as well as of the basis of memory is in itself abundantly capable

of demonstrating the reality of the soul, a similar examination of

the will, as the innermost faculty of mental initiative and control, is

even better calculated to give us the same demonstration of reality

in relation to the soul. The popular identification of the visible

head-channel of power with the invisible source of power, of which

it is such a channel, is neither strangely uncommon nor entirely

unintelligible. In any case it is evident that we have in this sloka

such a proof of the soul as rests on logical reasoning and psychological

analysis. The next sloka, which is the last one in this chapter,

tells us how the knowledge of this process of reasoning and analysis

may be utilised by us in conquering the inimical kama so as to

make our lives perfectly pure and sinless.

43. Thus realising that which is (supreme) beyond
the intellect, and (then) steadying the soul by means

of the soul (itself), strike down, mighty-armed

Arjuna, the enemy in the form of kama that is difficult

(even) to be approached (in conflict).

It clearly comes out from this sloka that the realisation of

that which is beyond the intellect is helpful to us in the endeavour

to steady the soul by means of the soul. To steady the soul is

evidently to prevent it from wavering, when it is subjected to the

trial of the alluring temptations of the senses ; and this work of
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steadying the soul is here conceived to be possible only by means of

the power of the soul. Let us in passing observe that this fact of

the realisation of what is supreme beyond the intellect being con-

sidered to be helpful to us in the work of steadying the soul by
means of the soul, is of itself calculated to point out that the thing,

which is supreme beyond the intellect, is no other than the soul itself.

If the senses are controlled by the faculty of attention, and if the

faculty of attention is in its turn subject to the control of the faculty

of intellection, and if again there is a certain something which trans-

cends this faculty of intellection in point of supremacy so as to keep

even that under control, then this something must necessarily be, as

we have already seen, an uncontrolled controller. Very naturally such

an uncontrolled controller has, whsnever it may happen to be neces-

sary to control it, to be controlled by itself. That is evidently why we

are tc!d here that the soul has to be steadied by means of the power

of the soul itself. The knowledge of these graded centres of control

in our mental life, as they have been stated in the previous sloka,

makes it evident that the failure of man's spiritual self-control is

invariably due to such centres of control failing to exercise their

power aright. When the master is indifferent regarding the

assertion of his own authority, the servant is sure to usurp it quite

freely and fearlessly. This, almost every one among us knows.

Such an occurrence is not impossible or uncommon in the

psychological world of human life. When manas, the faculty of

attention, neglects to exercise its due control o/er the senses, what

happens is that the senses become so powerful as often to force this

faculty to work as a slave. In effect the manas comes to be con-

trolled by the senses. Such an enslavement of the manas leads to

the enslavement of the buddhi or intellect also, in as much as the

mental material which the buddhi has to handle is supplied to it

through the alreidy enslaved manas. This degradation of the buddhi

is notably analogous to the moral degradation which comes upon all

those who are fated to be masters of slaves. A master of slaves

may be so very rigid and inflexibly formal in what he considers to be

the firm exercise of his authority as to deserve very well the reputa-

tion of a tyrannical task-master ; and yet even in his case it surely

cannot fail to be as true as ever that at heart the tyrant is indeed

in no way better than the slave. The buddhi of a man may very
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well operate firmly according to strictly logical laws and regulations.

Still it cannot of itself keep him from the clutches of the enemy

kama, so long as his manas happens to be enslaved by the senses.

The result in the long run is that the natural gradation of the centres

of psychological power in man becomes thereby reversed. Then,

instead of prestige and power rising step by step from the senses to

the faculty of attention, from bhe faculty of attention to the faculty

of intellection, and then from the faculty of intellection to that

which is supreme even beyond it, this last thing itself, which is the

highest centre of power, becomes subject to the intellect or buddhi

which is enslaved by the manas, which again is in its turn enslaved

by the senses. Thus the insurmountably supreme mastery of mental

power is made to pass away from the heart of the soul to the

senses. When a man's mind has come to this pass, there need be

no wonder that in relation to him the enemy kama becomes too

dangerous even to approach in conflict. When the mechanism of

mental control becomes disorganised thus, who can withstand the

strong enchantment of the alluring magic of kama ? All those, into

whose heart kama is making its way, are sure to be overpowered

more and more by its magic spell, as its approach to the heart

becomes nearer and nearer. It is therefore that there is more danger

in trying to meet the enemy kama in conflict, than in working to

see that such an enemy does not arise at all. To prevent the very

birth of this inimical kama in us, we have to take care that our

mechanism of internal mental control is not in the least disorganis-

ed. That is, we have to see that our senses are kept completely

under the control of our faculty of attention, that the faculty of

attention is fully obedient to the faculty of intellection, and that this

latter faculty is itself well controlled ultimately by the will-power

of the soul. Otherwise our spiritual strength to resist the prompt-

ings of the flesh cannot be safe-guarded, and our endeavour to live

the sinless life is certain to prove futile. Even as the way to

self-realisation is through self-conquest, the way to self-oonquesfc

is through self-control. It is undoubtedly in this light that the

practical aspect of the philosophy of conduct, as taught by Sri-

Krishna, presents itself to all sincerely earnest and enquiring

students ; and it is worthwhile to observe how the exposition of this

practical aspect of Sri-Krishna's philosophy of conduct, as taught

39
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to Arjuna in this third chapter of the Gltd-, shows that that practical

aspect is itself eminently fitted to serve as a means for verifying the

ultimate speculative basis of that same philosophy of conduct.

The whole theory of His ethical philosophy is based, as we have

learnt already, on the undying reality of the soul ; and the living of

the ethical life, which is in consonance with this theory and is in

fact deducible from it, has now been shown to be also well capable

of demonstrating the reality of the soul. Thus is the truth of Sri-

Krishna's philosophy of conduct verified by a double test
; and there

can therefore be no real justification of any kind for any faltering of

faith on our part in respect of the value and worthiness of the

important ethical and religious lessons which were so kindly and so

earnestly taught by Him to Arjuna.

Here ends the third chapter of the Bhagavad-glia. This chapter

goes by the name of Karma-yoga, which implies that in it there is

to be found an exposition of the nature and the value of karma or

work, as an essential element in all well-lived lives, and as an

efficient and appropriate means for the attainment of that emancipa-

tion of the soul which has already been shown to us to be the

highest good. Yamunacharya, to whom I have already referred,

thus summarises the teachings given in this chapter :

II

This means that we are taught in the third chapter the necessity for

the doing of work without any selfish attachment to results, but

so as to secure the welfare of the world, it being understood that

the required freedom from such attachment has to be obtained from

realising that true agency in relation to all work belongs either to

the
'

qualities
'

of prakriti or to God Himself. We have already

seen how well such a conclusion comes oufc from this chapter. You

may remember bow, in giving a summary of the teachings contained

in the second chapter of the Glta, I pointed out to you that in it we

have the presentation of the ground-plan of the whole work. In that

chapter the great problem of the philosophy of conduct is examined

from the speculative as well as from the practical standpoint. The

speculative and theoretical aspect of the philosophy of conduct has
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been, as you know, denoted by the word saiikhya, while its practical

aspect has been named yoga. The saiikhya analysis of the problem

of conduct led us, you may remember, to the position that the libera-

tion of the soul from the bondage of matter is indeed the highest good

at which all ethically directed conduct has to aim. The bondage of

matter limits the freedom as well as the power of the soul ; and

this bondage is itself due to the transmitted internal impress of

bondage-compelling karma, which is the outcome of the acti-

vities of the embodied soul in its previous states of embodiment.

Accordingly, it is the samskara of karma, that is finally responsi-

ble for the imprisonment of the otherwise free and unlimited

soul in matter
;
and the soul's imprisonment in matter is therefore

frequently enough spoken of rightly as the bondage of karma. The

pollution of the soul by the samskara of karma being in this way the

cause of its imprisonment in matter, it follows as a matter of course

that the liberation of the soul from the bondage of matter can be

most effectively accomplished by getting rid of this samskara of

karma altogether. That state in which the embodied soul may well

be seen to be wholly unaffected by the samskara of karma, and which

has necessarily to precede the bound soul's final liberation from the

bondage of matter, that state goes by the name of naishkarmya. To

reach this state of naishkarmya is thus the preliminary step by

which the desired end of moksha has to be climbed up to ; and so the

practical part of Sri-Krishna's philosophy of conduct consists first in

our learning how this needed state of naishkarmya may be attained

and then in actually attaining it. Since the activity exhibited in the

form of work by the embodied soul is the real source of its samskara

of karma, it may be easily and at once argued that the readiest way
of becoming completely free from the bondage of karma is to adopt

the life of absolute inaction. Although there is indeed very straight

logic in this position, there is in it also much want of wisdom and

want of insight into truth. It is with the object of enabling Arjuna

to avoid safely this logical pitfall, that Sri-Krishna laid special

emphasis on the fact that, in so far as the creation of the samskara

of karma is concerned, the motive of the worker is a more potent

factor than the work that he does. The attached mind with

the inactive body is in fact as apt to create the binding samskara of

karma, as the active body with the unattached mind is capable of
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removing all such impressed influences of karma as tend to prolong

the imprisonment of the soul in matter. This greater potency of

motive as the creator of karma can in no way weaken the absolute

obligatoriness of the duty of work. Arjuna's failure to grasp this

truth well is at the bottom of the digression which makes up the

whole of this third chapter of the Gltd. He obviously thought

that, by merely taking care of the motive so as to make it unattach-

ed and unselfish, the goal of the soul's salvation could easily be

reached, whether the life lived happened to ba one of work or of no

work, and whatever might be the nature of the work, which, if at

all, was therein performed by the worker. It is therefore no

wonder that Sri-Krishna's insistence on Arjuna doing a particular

kind of duty and living the life of a particular form of activity

appeared to him to ba inconsistent with what be had wrongly under-

stood toba the trend of Sri-Krishna's teaching. Where the unselfish

and unattached purity of the motive is conceived to be in itself com-

petent to justify either absolute inaction or the entire absence of all

choice in relation to the work that has to be done in life, it is

there utterly impossible to have any idea of obligation in relation to

the living of the life of work, or in relation to particular duties having

to ba performed by particular individuals. It is in this light that

Arjuna evidently requested Sri-Krishna to make His teaching clearer

and less confusing.

In complying with the request of Arjuna, the first thing that

Sri-Krishna did was to point out to him that it is inadmissible to

judge the conduct of men either from the standpoint of motive alone

or from the standpoint of action alone ; because motive and action

are, in respect of the conduct of embodied beings, incapable of being

so isolated in practice as to permit their separate valuation. It is

impossible for any embodied being to live the life of absolute in-

action, for the very prakriti of his embodiment compels him to live a

life of work. The life of work being thus inevitable, the idea that

the state of worklessness gives rise to freedom from the bondage

of karma ceases altogether to have any practical value. So long

as the condition of absolute worklessncss is impossible in rela-

tion to embodied beings, the most important problem of practi-

cal ethics can be nothing other than to see how the life of work
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may be freed from its common tendency to produce the bondage of

karma. It is in tnis connection that we have to bear in mind that

such forced physical inaction, as is all along associated with selfish

longing and attachment in the mind, gives rise to the bondage of

karma, quite as fully as a life of selfishly directed vigorous activity

does. We have therefore to conclude that absolute inaction is

impossible in life, and that forced inaction to whatsoever extent

practised is utterly useless for the purpose of winning the much

desired freedom from the bondage of karma. Hence the only course

that is open to us is to endeavour to make the life of work itself

succeed in overcoming and exhausting the samskara of karma ; and

it may well be said in favour of this course that it is in no way

impossible to follow it. We have already become familiar enough

with the Upanishadic teaching that work in itself cannot cling to

man, and that what makes it cling to him and give rise to the bondage

of karma is the mental disposition of selfish attachment to the results

of work. It is in fact for this reason that the motive has been

declared to be more potent than the work in achieving the liberation

of the soul from the limitations of material embodiment. Accordingly

one has, while living the inevitable life of work, to be wholly free

from all selfish attachment to the results flowing from one's own work.

Moreover, it is taken for granted here that the work, which one has

thus to do unselfishly, cannot be anything other than what one is

by nature specially fibted for doing, in as much as it is only such

work, as one is well fitted for by nature, that really becomes one's

obligatory duty in life. When absolute inaction is impossible and duty

cannot be indeterminate, and when the effacernent of the samskara

of karma has to ba effected entirely by the unattached unselfishness

of the mind, chen the only means by which the salvation of the soul

may be attained is to live strenuously the life of active and unselfish

duty. Whether the living of such a life is at all easy is quite a

different matter. We have already learnt that it clearly seems to

have been Sri-Krishna's belief that the living of such a life is

perfectly possible. And although Arjuna's doubt in regard to the

true bearing of Sri- Krishna's teaching must have been well

enough removed, as soon as he was given to understand that it laid

stress neither on motive alone nor on work alone, but on the unselfish

and disinterested performance of all obligatory duties in life. still,
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Sri-Krishna kindly proceeded further in the spirit of the true and

loving teacher and unfolded to His earnest disciple the way in which

men had learnt in the past and might yet learn in the future the

sublimely noble art of living such a pure life of unselfish duty.

The true teacher has always and everywhere to be both philosopher

and guide to his trustful disciples.

After discharging the philosopher's part of His function as a

teacher, Sri-Krishna next addressed Himself naturally to the guide's

part of that same function. As a guide it became His duty to place

before Arjuna the means whereby real unselfishness may be first

implanted in men's lives and then encouraged there to grow well to

full stature. We may say that it is evidently for this purpose that He
laid down the important proposition that all work, which is other

man what is intended for a sacrifice, is apt to subject people to

the bondage of karma. This, of course, means that no work,

which is intended to sarve the ends of a sacrifice, can cause the

soul to become subject to the bondage of karma. Accordingly

the best and the most effective means of attaining the state of

iiaishkarmya is not to try the impossible iask of making our lives

absolutely free from all work, but to make the whole of a naturally

busy and fruitful life subserve the ends of a great sacrifice by

completely dedicating that life with all its endeavours and all their

results to God, who is the home of all good and the source of all

power. We have seen how in the history of man the religious

institution of sacrifice has been one of the most powerful means in

enabling him to rise from the life of self-love to the life of unselfish

duty. Even he, who begins to worship God through mere self-love, is

sure to reap the reward of selfless blessedness in the end, by slowly

freeing himself from all taint of selfishness. His blessedness of peace,

contentment and joyfulness is the same as is invariably born out of

the blessing of self-realisation ; and a fruitful course of strenuous life

is thus not at ail incompatible with the possession of such blessed

peace and joy. That a man has no selfish ends to accomplish, need not

prevent him from living an unselfish life of work. On the other

hand, such a life of work is known to have proved an effective

means of salvation in the case of Janaka and other devoted

servants of God, who knew well that He is always most effectually
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served by serving His creatures with true and unselfish love. Devotion

to the service of man being thus equivalentto devotion to God Himself,

the life of work is not only a means of salvation to the unselfish sage,

but is also an example of worthy guidance to all those who have not

yet become good enough sages to be really unselfish. We shall learn in

the next chapter what the purpose of divine incarnation is. But here

it is well to remember that we have already been told that God Him-

self, when incarnate upon earth, has to live the life of work, if through

His incarnation the intended salvation of mankind is to be really

accomplished. If God becomes man to make man become like unto

God, and if for this purpose even God has to live the life of work upon

the earth, it is impossible to mistake the value of such a life either in

itself or as an example which is always fit to be followed by all. There

is a difference, however, between the truly selfless sage, who takes work

to be worship and looks upon the whole of his naturally active and

fruitful life as a suitable means to serve God, and the common man,

who also works actively and energetically and lives a life of

strenuous labour with the object of gaining his own selfish ends. The

former knows well that he cannot be in reality the agent of what-

ever work he does in life, and cannot also be therefore entitled to be

the owner of whatever results accrue from that work. The latter does

not possess such a power of philosophic discrimination ; and hence

he mistakes himself to be the true agent of all that he does in life

and also to ba the owner of all the fruits tbat grow out of whatever

he does in life. The immediate propeller of all work is prakriti

material nature ; and the ultimate source of all power for the perform-

ance of all work is God. Therefore neither physically nor meta-

physically is any man entitled to be looked upon as the true agent of

work or to be the rightful owner of the fruits of work. Such ownership

belongs only to God ultimately and in reality ; and we have there-

fore no other alternative than to delicate our Iive3 entirely unto

God. If we do not do so, we cannot be true to ourselves ; and the

attainment of naishkarmya is impossible except through the active

life that is dedicated to the Power Divine. To work and to be free

from sin is possibla only thus. Therefore work and the appropriate

mental disposition are both of value in securing to man what

happens to be the supreme good in relation to his divinely ordered

mundane existence.
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This process of practically achieving the state of naishkarmya,

as a preparation for the attainment of moksha, consists therefore

in realising, with firm faith and with unerring wisdom, that God

alono is entitled truly to be the agent of all the work that is done

in His universe, and that He alone can hence rightly call anything

His own by the title of agency and production. Ic is through the

effective acquisition of such faith and such wisdom that man can

conquer his misleading anti-ethical feelings of i-ness and mine-ness,

and thereby manage to rise well above all the stainful promptings of

selfishness and sensuality. In fact the central teaching given in

the third chapter of the Bhagavad-glta is that man should so dedicate

his life unto God as to be able thereby to lose completely the ideas

of i-ness and mine-ness in relation to himself, that he must so discipline

his mind as to feel quite spontaneously that, because God is in reality

the only independent worker in the universe, God Himself is the

only owner of all the things that may ever be owned. It is possible

that, when a man thus loses his sense of agency in relation to all

that he does in life, he may thereby become free not merely from

the selfish ideas of authorship and ownership, but from the needful

sense of his own moral responsibility as well. If men lived wholly

under the settled guidance of the forces of nature and thus sinned, it

would be very right not to make them responsible at all for their sins.

But all those, who sin, may easily be seen to be doing so, either

because they have mistaken their natural vocation, or because they

have consciously or otherwise overstepped the bounds of the requisi-

tion of nature. Understanding that the responsibility of nature

for the life of man is representable in other words as the responsibility

of God himself therefor, we cannot fail to see that, when sinning is

possible only through the transgression of nature, the sinful man

has no means of transferring the blame of his sinfulness elsewhere,

but has patiently to bear it all himself. It is through inordinate

and unnatural desire that men sin ;
and the first duty of the aspi-

rant consists therefore in quelling all such desires. He who really

seeks salvation must free himself beforehand from the bonds of sin ;

for the sinful life can never at all be worthy to be in any manner

dedicated unto God. Unless a man successfully overcomes his

susceptibility to be prompted by all such desires as are not normally

natural, even his faith and wisdom in relation to God, as the source
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of all power and the home of all good, cannot prevent him from

straying into the life of sinfulness and from thus becoming subject

to the unceasing bondage of karma. That which moat strongly and

readily leads man to stray into the life of sinfulness is the temptation

of the senses ; and this temptation has to be conquered by such true

discrimination and knowledge as are well supported by a strong and

unyielding will. The culture and the invigoration of the enlightened

will which is in fact the most immediate instrument of the power

of the soul are thus the most important things that the aspirant

has to aim at and to accomplish ; and it is only when he has

succeeded well in such an endeavour that he really becomes fib to-

live that life which may wholly be dedicated unto God. An aspirant

of that kind will rarely, if at all, sin ; and when he sins, he will not

fail to know whom to blame for it and also how to lessen the chances

of his ever sinning so again. While sincerely attributing the agency

of all that he does to God Himself, to whom alone in reality such

agency belongs, he will also see clearly enough that he is himself res-

ponsible for whatever sensuality and selfishness and sin may be found

in him, and then endeavour earnestly to live such an active and sinless

life as is in every respect worthy ho be dedicated unto God, and is

in consequence well fitted to enable him to obtain the undeniably

supreme bliss of the final emancipation of the soul and the conse-

quent attainment of God.

Such is a brief and running summary of the contents of the

third chapter of the Bhagavad-gita. To all those among you, who

may have felt doubts and difficulties, similar to those that Arjuna

felt in connection with the teaching of Sri-Krishna, regarding the

great value and the inevitable needfulness of the life of unselfish

work as a means for the attainment of salvation, this chapter cannot

fail to be reassuringly instructive and positively helpful. Let us

begin the study of the fourth chapter in our next class.

40
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xviii

CHAPTER IV.

We concluded the study of the third chapter of the Gltd in our

last; class, and to-day we begin our study of the fourth chapter. I

have already pointed out to you that the third chapter comes in as

a digression intended to meet those doubts and difficulties, which

Arjuna, as an earnest lover of truth and goodness, felt in relation

to the instruction and advice he had already received from Sri-

Krishna. We have therefore to understand the fourth chapter to be

really a continuation of the second, wherein we found a clear and

comprehensive statement of the basic principles of Sri-Krishna's

philosophy of conduct. It is in fact in reference to that teaching

that Sri-Krishna appears to have made the following declaration

given at the very commencement of the fourth chapter:

SRI-KEISHNA SAID :-

1. This imperishable teaching (of the philosophy
of conduct), I gave out to Vivasvat

; (then) Vivasvat

gave it out to Manu, and Manu gave it out to Ikshvaku.

2. Royal philosophers (of old) came to know
this (teaching first), which was in this manner
transmitted from generation to generation. (But) that

teaching, foe-foiling Arjuna, has been lost in conse-

quence of the great (lapse of) time.
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3. Seeing that you are devoted unto Me in love

and are also my friend, that very same ancient teach-

ing has now been proclaimed to you by Me. This is in

fact the highest mystery (in religion).

I have already pointed out to you that the word yoga, which

has many meanings, is frequently enough used in the sense of a

reasoned exposition or argumentative teaching of any religious or

philosophical doctrine. It is indeed in that sense that the word is

used more than once in the three slokas which I have just read and

translated. There are a few points of great interest in connec-

tion with what is expressed here in these slokas. On one of those

points Arjuna himself is declared to have questioned Sri-Krishna,
s

as we shall learn presently ; and this point is as to how Srl-

Krisbna, who was born so late in history as to be a contemporary

of Arjuna, could have expounded any mystery or secret doctrine of

philosophy and religion to Vivasvat, who is declared in the Puranas

to be among the first of the gods that were created long before ever

man came into existence. We need not now be in a hurry to anti-

cipate SrI-Krisbna's answer to this question of far-reaching religious

and philosophical significance, since we have, as a matter of course,

to study it very soon. Before I draw your attention to what I con-

sider to be the other points of interest here, please let me mention

to you that by Vivasvat we have to understand the sun-god, that

Manu, who is conceived to be the original progenitor of mankind, is

taken to be the son of Vivasvat, and that Ikshvaku, who is regarded

as the earliest human king of the famous solar dynasty of Hindu

sovereigns, is conceived to be a son of Manu. The transmission of

that teaching, which is referred to here as having been passed on

from generation to generation, was thus evidently from father to

son ; and Ikshvaku must have in his turn passed it on to his

son, and he in his turn to his son, and so on. The later kings of

the solar race had obviously become more and more indifferent

to safeguard well the inestimable treasure of this teaching and to

transmit it in good condition to their successors!. That is how the need

arose for Sri-Krishna having to teach it anew to Arjuna at a time so

late in history. We thus see that the early recipients of this valuable

mystery relating to the philosophy of conduct were all rajarshis or
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royal philosophers ; and Sri-Krishna, who so kindly expounded it

again to Arjuna, was Himself a rajarshi. The statement made here

implies clearly that wise and thoughtful Ksbatfcriya rulers were for

long in India the custodians of the highest and the most universally

applicable doctrines of Hindu religious philosophy and ethics.

In fact there is ample evidence in the Upanishads to show that the

all- comprehensive universalism of the Vedanta is to a very marked

degree due to the liberal catholicity of more than one Kshattriya

teacher of ancient days ; and some modern students of Hindu thought

and civilisation are also of opinion that the wisdom and influence of

Kshattriyas have contributed more to true religious and ethical

progress in India than the wisdom and influence of Brahmins. It

is, however, commonly accepted by even purely Indian students of

Indian thought that both brahma and kshdttra as the contributions

to thought and life made respectively by Brahmins and Kshattriyas

are called are necessary for the steady, secure and even develop-

ment of progress. Here we may take it that kshdttra represenls

sovereignty and statesmanship, while brahma represents religious

authority and the wisdom and work of the priest as used in behalf of

the welfare of society. I am sure many of you know how statesman-

ship ceases to be statesmanship as soon as it abstains from looking

ahead. Similarly religious authority becomes injured afe its very core,

if it ignores tradition altogether and fails to be wisely conservative,

What J. mean is that the very nature of the life of the ancient

Kshattriya was such as tended to make him a liberal force in society,

even as the nature of the life of the ancient Brahmin was calculated

to make him a conservative force. Now who is there that does not

know that the passage from the religion of the Vedas to that of the

Vedanta must have been the result of a great liberal movement in

thought as well as in life in India? So long as it was the duty of

Kfihattriya rulers to look after the general welfare of society, and to

see that every member in it was enabled to make the best of himself

for the good of himself as well as of society, or, in other words, so

long as they were the guardians of the corporate welfare of society

as well as of the welfare of all its individual members, they would

naturally see much sooner than others what changes society required

from time to time in its plan of life and in the conception of its ideals.

It thus seems to be quite reasonable that Kshattriyas have been the
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real authors of more than ore important progressive innovation in

Hindu life and civilisation ; and ancient Indian history even the

little of it that can at all be made out satisfactorily goes to confirm

this conclusion. But this same history confirms another equally

natural conclusion also ; and that is that, when the new dispensation

of the Vedanta became authoritative enough to be superposed upon the

old dispensation of the Vedas, the Brahmins as a body neither opposed

it nor rejected it, but went on utilising well its new authority for the

spreading of purity and enlightenment in society. Even Buddhism

has had, as we know, many able and distinguished Brahminical

followers and Brahminical supporters. The contrast between the

historic attitude of the Jews towards Christianity and that of the

Brahmins towards the religion of the Vedanta is fully worthy of

consideration in this connection. The position I have been endea-

vouring to maintain does not mean that no Brahmin in India has at

all worked for progress on the lines of liberalism ;
nor does it mean

that all Kshattriyas of culture and power have always worked for

progress on liberal lines. What we have really to take note of is

the distinction between the contribution of the philosophic states-

man and sovereign on the one hand and that of the cultured and

pious priest on the other to the advancement of true progress. In

the manner in which the priest sanctifies authority, so as to make

the people spontaneously amenable to its due exercise, the philo-

sophic sovereign and statesman guides and controls its actual

exercise, so as to make it serve the higher ends of civilisation in the

constantly varying environment of the steadily advancing social life

of mankind. That is evidently what must have taken place in the

past history of India also.

Another point of interest here is that Sri- Krishna has spoken of

His teaching bearing on the philosophy of conduct as the highest

mystery, and has declared that He imparted it to Arjuna for the

reason that he was His friend and was devoted to Him in love. Did

Sri-Krishna mean thereby that this highest secret of religious and

philosophical wisdom should not be taught to those who were not

devoted to Him and were not His friends '? Is not this highest secret

of wisdom such as everybody ought to know ? If the wisdom of this

teaching is really calculated to make men live their lives in the
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way in which they ought to live, there is surely no reason why such

a wisdom should be imparted only to some select persons. The

spread of the democratic spirit in modern civilisation has led to a

very wide acceptance of the opinion that, whatever is possible and

desirable for any one man to know, must be equally possible and

desirable for any other to know. Those, who hold that, what is

good for one man in the way of religious and moral instruction,

must be good for every other man also, are certain to fail to see

the meaning of making any truth such a secret mystery as is fit

to be imparted only to a few chosen persons. Sri-Krishna Himself

is not really against such a democratic view. A reference to the con-

cluding part of the last chapter of the Glta will show how anxious

Sri-Krishna must have been regarding the extended propagation of

His religious and philosophical doctrines. It is emphatically declar-

ed there that it is highly meritorious to teach those doctrines and

equally highly meritorious to learn them, and that both the teacher

and the learner become, through their meritorious work, well fitted for

the attainment of salvation and fully worthy to be blessed with God's

gracious love. From this, it ought to be quite clear that Sri-Krishna

did not at all want the light of His teaching to be hidden under a

bushel, but that He wished it to be openly spread abroad so that it

might dispel all religious and moral darkness from everywhere. He,

however, saw at the same time serious danger in the indiscriminate

scattering of His highly important religious and philosophical

doctrines among those that were not really fit to receive them well

and to benefit by them. The idea that it is undesirable to throw

pearls before swine is certainly not confined to Hindu religion and

civilisation ; it is known to almost all ancient religions and civilisa-

tions of importance ; and such a widely current idea cannot surely

be altogether unmeaning. If we take into consideration Sri-Krishna's

injunction also given at the end of the last chapter of the Glta

about who they are, to whom His doctrines should not be taught, we

may arrive at the meaning of the limitation imposed upon the univer-

sal desirability of spreading the knowledge of those doctrines all over

among mankind. This injunction is to the effect that the religious and

philosophical doctrines contained in the Glta should not be taught

to such persons as are lacking in self-control or in faithful devotion

to God, or are not quite anxious to know those doctrinos, or are
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envious of the greatness of the teacher who is known to have taught

them. When we shall study the eighteenth chapter of the Glta, we

might try to examine and understand in detail why persons of this

description are considered to be ineligible to receive instruction in

that philosophy of conduct, which was expounded so freely and so

willingly to Arjuna by Sri-Krishna. Now it is enough for us if we

see that the man without the power of self-control is unfit to be

entrusted with the responsibility of self-guidance in the matter of his

conduct in life, and that the man, who has no religious faith and is

not devoted to God, cannot well utilise the teaching given in the

Glta, owing to his inevitable inability to dedicate his life to God.

Similarly, if we force any religious teaching on those, who are not

anxious to receive it and hence see no good in it, the value of that

teaching itself is apt to suffer in popular estimation. This means a

diminution of what may be called the efficiency of truth ; for, the

power of truth to appeal to the heart of man and win his acceptance

is as much dependent upon the truthfulness of truth as upon its

reputation to be true and fully worthy of acceptance. Lastly, preju-

dice injures the efficiency of truth even more than want of interest.

Uninterestedness injures the spread of truth only negatively; but

prejudice and envy against the teacher positively disfigure the fair

face of truth. And disfigured truth what are its chances of accept-

ance and success ? I leave it to you to answer the question for

yourselves.

The restriction thus placed on the teachers of religion and

philosophy is not therefore intended to shut off any worthy person

from the spiritually beneficent and invigorating action of the light of

truth. And the argument, that it is only by receiving the teaching

of truth that men learn to love and appreciate truth, cannot certainly

be lightly discarded. That we have to love in order that we may
know, is evidently not much more true, than that we have to know

in order that we may love. And yet we have to guard truth against

the danger of its being vulgarised and victimised. No thoughtful

man can ever afford to deny that there is great danger to society and

civilisation in allowing truth to become vulgarised ; because the

vulgarisation of truth inevitably leads to the decay of the glory of

the ideal life, and thus tends to make the actual life much less
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worthy than it might otherwise be. It is of course in no way true

that truth becomes vulgarised by the mere fact of its being widely

propagated ; what really valgarises it in the world is the endeavour

to spread it among those who, for good and obvious reasons, are not

yet worthy to receive it. The position of the religious teacher is

therefore one of very serious responsibility. As a teacher he has his

obligations in relation to humanity on the one hand, and in relation

to iruth itself on the other. He cannot in any light-hearted manner

withhold the teaching of truth from any person ; nor can he freely

teach it to those who are certain to cause a depreciation in its

deserved dignity or power. We have therefore to see that it is not

out of purely personal partiality to Arjuna that Sri-Krishna taught

him this
'

highest mystery
'

relating to the philosophy of conduct ;

and there is no reason at all to think that He was unwilling to have

it taught to others also. On the other hand we are bound to see that

He has enjoined it as aduty on all those, who are sincerely willing to

own Him as their Master and to follow Him, that they should spread

as freely and as widely as possible the knowledge of all those doctrines

of religion and philosophy, which, though taught immediately to

Arjuna, were in fact expounded by Him for the benefit of mankind

as a whole. When He told Arjuna that He taught him this
'

highest

mystery', because he was His friend and devotee, He must have

meant that as His friend and devotee Arjuna was found to be free

from all such disabilities as would take away from him the title to

discipleship and to the knowledge of truth. Let us note chat, in this

context also, Sri-Krishru must have spoken to Anuna with the full

consciousness of His own divine nature. Indeed in the following

slokas He may be seen to be declaring Himself to be God incarnate.

Hence to be devoted to Sri-Krishna meant the same thing as to be

devoted to God ; and Arjuna as a friend of Sri-Krishna could not be

envious of His greatness as a teacher. He was thus clearly free

from faithlessness in relation to God and from envy in relation to

the teacher of truth. In regard to the other two disabling qualifica-

tions, namely, want of self-control and want of real earnestness, we

know that Arjuna had neither of these disabilities in the composition of

his character. How well he possessed the power of self-control comes

out from the fact of his having firmly made up his mind to give up

the glory of military achievement and political power and to adopt
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instead the trying and humiliating life of a mendicant ascetic. It

may be that he was not wise in using his strength of will and power

of self-control in the manner in which he proposed to use it ; but

there can be no doubt at all that he had the power. Moreover, none

of us can deny the fact that he was in earnest to receive lessons of
/

wisdom and guidance from the hands of Sri-Krishna. This earnest-

ness of Arjuna shines out markedly throughout the whole of the

Glta. He was accordingly free from all the four disabling qualifica-

tions, which we noted as such a little while ago, and so made a most

excellent disciple to receive the teaching of even this highest

mystery of religion and philosophy. It seems to me that this is

what is really meant here. Now let us proceed.

SFfT T

u v n

ARJUNA SAID :-

4. Your birth is recent
;
the birth of Vivasvat is

of old. How am I to understand that You taught (this)

in the beginning ?

I have already drawn your attention to the point in this question
of Arujna. When Sri-Krishna said that He Himself taught to

Vivasvat that same philosophy of conduct, into which Arjuna was

just then being initiated, it was quite natural for Arjuna to feel

that the statement was chronologic illy inconsistent and therefore

untenable. Any one of Arjuna's contemporaries might well enough
teach anything to Arjuna, but; not to on a who preceded him by the

duration of ages. So far as purely hum in conditions, as commonly
known to us, are concerned, the objection taken by Arjuna to the

statement made by Sri-Krishna, that He was Himself the teacher of

Vivasvat, is a perfectly legitimate one. But we have to remember
here that from the very beginning Sri-Krisbria, while giving out His

teaching to Arjuna, was declaring Himself to be a person who was
essentially divine in nature. Indeed, it may be seen throughout tha

whole of the Bhagavai -tjit.a that Sri-Krishna thinks and speaks of

Himself therein as uo other than God. Arjuna was not unaware of

41
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his divine teacher's greatness. Even before the commencement of

the great war. Sri-Krishna is said to have given ample proof of His

greatness to the Pandavas, so as to lead them often to conclude that

He was most probably God Himself in human form ; and yet fami-

liarity made them still more frequently forgetful of His wonderful

power and greatness. Most men are apt to be too human to perceive

God even in the best and the noblest of their fellows ; and we shall

see as we proceed how Sri-Krishna found it necessary to manifest

Himself in what is called the Universal Form in the Glta, before

He could convince Arjuna that his familiar friend was indeed so

very remarkably more than human in essence as to be altogether

divine. Thus the question of Arjuna is quite natural; and in what

follows Sri-Krishna not only answers it, but also goes on developing

His teaching in other directions.

SRI-KRISHNA SAID :-

5. foe-foiling Arjuna, many of My births have

passed away, and (many) of yours also. I know them

all
; you do not know them.

6. Though I am unborn and am essentially im-

perishable in nature, though I am the Lord of all beings,

I get into My own praJcriti and am born through My
wonderful power.

In these two slokas, which answer the question raised by Arjuna

and at the same time dispose of his difficulty relating to chronological

inconsistency, we have a statement of two very important doctrines

of the religion of the Veddnta. The first sloka here refers to the doc-

trine of human re-iacarnation, according to which it is quite possible
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and generally very necessary for one to be born not merely once but

many times. The second sloka, however, deals with the doctrine

of divine incarnation. I am sure all of you remember how, in the

course of our study of the second chapter of the Gitd, we learnt the

great distinction between the body and the soul, that is, between

prakriti and purusha. Wa then understood that immateriality,

immutability and immortality constitute the essential characteristics

of the soul, evan as materiality, mutability and mortality constitute

the essential characteristics of the body, and that one's own indivi-

duality is therefore naturally dependant upon one's immutable soul

but not upon tha mutable body. In the light of this knowledge, the

meaning or any man being born is the sama as his immaterial,

immutable and immortal soul oorning into association with a material,

mutable and mortal body, so as to abide in it for a longer or a shorter

period of time as the case may be. If by birth we have to understand

the beginning of this kind of temporary abidance of the soul in a

material body, and if a soul may, under the influence of karma,

temporarily and for varying periods of time, abide, as we have seen, in

a long series of bodies coming one after another, there can be nothing

strange or unintelligible in the idea of an embodiel soul having had

many births. Any immortal soul, that has bean in existence from

beginningless time and has had to got itself embodied in matter time

after time on innumarable occasions, miy wall ba conceived to

have lived contemporaneously with any other similarly immortal

soul that has had to live the embodied life at various times in

the past. Tnus even tha soul of Arjuna might have baan in a body

contemporaneously with the birth of Vivasvat ; and there need surely

be no manner of chronological inconsistency in Srf-Krisbria having

taught the true philosophy of conduct to Vivasvat. Although Arjuna

and Sri-Krishru may so far appear to us to ba similar to each other

in respect of the possibility of our conceiving them to have liva.l at

all times in the past, still the position of Sri- Krishna is not entirely

the same as that of Arjuna. Oiie difference betwean them is pointed

out in the first of the two siokas we are now trying to understand ; and

that is that Sri-KrLshru kne\v that He had had many births before,

while Arjuna had no knowledge at all of any such thing having taken

placa in relation to himself. It. is indeed this ignorance on his part

that made him observe inconsistency in the statement of Sri- Krishna,
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which, on a closer and more careful examination, could turn out to be

almost as true as an axiom. In Indian literature, yogins are credited

with this power of knowing the nature of all their previous births
;

and certain modern psychological experiments connected with the

hypnotic trance are reported to be able to confirm the possibility of

acquiring such knowledge under specially favourable circumstances.

The yoyin, who has acquired this power of knowing the nature of

his many previous births, is called AJatismara in Sanskrit ; and many
of the world's great teachers of religion, such as Gautama Buddha,

for instance, are declare! to have been such jatismaras. I believe

there is evidence enough in the Bible to show to us that Jesus

Christ also must have been a jcitismara. Between a human yogin,

who is a knower of his past births, and God incarnate as man, who is

also a koower of His past births, there is a difference which we ought

not to miss to observe. Human and all other individual souls become

embodied in matter under the influence of bondage compelling karma ;

and hence in their case material embodiment cannot but impose

limitations on their freedom and on their power to know and to

grasp the reality. But that Man, who is in essence an incarnation

of God Himself, is spiritually too strong to have any such limitations

imposed upon Him so easily ; and so He may be a jatismara from

His very birth quite naturally and without any yogic effort on His

part. Tue freely confident manner, in which Sri-Krishna is said to

have declared that He knew, not only His own previous births, but

also those of Arjuna, cannot fail to show to us here that Sri-Krishna's

knowledge of past births was indeed like that of one who was no

other than God incarnate.

The second of the two siokas we are now studying gives us

clearly the distinguishing characteristics of divine incarnation.

When God becomes incarnate as man, it is the Supreme Soul that

comes to live within a human body ;
and this Supreme Soul is in

more than one respect different, as you know, from the common

individual soul. The Supreme Soul is here declared to be aja or

unborn, the idea being that it has not been produced out of anything

which existed before it in time. This idea is often expressed in

another manner by saying that the Supreme Soul is that which has

itself for its producer ; that is, it is self-born. In other words, this
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Supreme Soul is the self-existent being. The common individual soul

is not so said to be unborn, although it ig often said to be anadi or

beginningless. Imperishability belongs, it is held, as much to the

individual soul as to the Suprme Soul. But the latter alone is and can

rightly be the Lord of all beings. Moreover, prakriti or the whole of

nature can be owned as His own only by God, who is the Lord of all

beings. It is an instrument in the hands of God, who uses it in His

work of world-evolution for the purpose of testing and strengthening

the spiritual power of all weakened individual souls. Thus God alone,

who is Himself both unborn and imperishable, is the Lord of all beings.

This means that He is ultimately responsible for the birth as well as

the death of all embodied beings. Notwithstanding these essential

characteristics, the Supreme Soul is also
'

born' sometimes. That

is, the Master of prakriti allows Himself to be embodied in prakriti.

In other words, it is altogether out of His own free choice that God

becomes incarnate. In the case of individual souls, however, the

position is very different. They too become embodied in matter

from time to time. But their embodiments are, as you know, forced

on them by karma. In respect of the re -incarnation of individual

souls, they really have no option at all. It is karma that compels

them to get into an embodiment, and it is karma again that every

time determines for them the very nature of their embodiment.

Moreover, embodiment necessarily implies limitation in their case

very much more than it can do ia the case of a divine incarnation.

That is why, when God incarnates as man, He is said to enter into

His own prakriti and to be born through His own wonderful power,

Thus the complusion of karma is not in any way necessary for God

to become embodied in matter ; and when He becomes so embodied,

He is far from being imprisoned in matter or subjected to the

bondage of karma. This idea of divine incarnation, it is very neces-

sary for us to distinguish from the other important idea of the

immanence of God in the universe. It is an essential part of the

teaching of the Upanishads that the created universe is the cosmos

that it is, because God pervades it and has penetrated into it as its

Supreme Soul. We shall learn soon enough from the Glta itself that

God, as the Ruler of the Universe, is seated near the heart of all beings

therein, and from there causes, by means of His wonderful power,

their revolution in life, as if they had been mounted to be so revolved,
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on the mighty machinery of the universe. To say, that Gad has

penetrated into all beings and abides near their heart for the purpose

of bringing them within the control of cosmic order and making

them work well in harmony with the universe, is not exactly the

same thing as saying that He hag, out of His own free will, chosen

to appear like a particular embodied being in the universe. From

this we ought to see at once that the omnipenetrative immanence of

God neither overlaps nor contradicts the free and voluntary incar-

nation of God. Such is the true meaning of the doctrine of divine

incarnation as given here in a nutshell.

This doctrine of divine incarnation is not common to all

religions. It, however, forms a fundamental part of the Vedantic

religion of the Hindus. Without it, that religion not only loses

much of its value and significance, but is also apt to become

inconsistent with itself. Christianity also cherishes this doctrine

as one of prime consequence. The Semitic mind seems to have,

however, failed to grasp the truth underlying this great idea of

divine incarnation. Judaism does not seem to have been aware of

it in any noticeable manner. According to Islam it almost amounts

to blasphemy to thick of the Creator incarnating Himself as a

creature. The Semitic consciousness of the transcendental distinct-

ness and apartness of God from the created world has been evidently

too strong to make it think favourably of even the possibility of

divine incarnation. The Jews did not and even now do not look

upon the prophets of Israel as incarnations of divine power. They

are only God's favoured seers and messengers, who owed their

insight and their spiritual power to the blessing of God and to their

own fervour of unselfish goodness. In spite of their well recognised

greatness and extraordinary wisdom, they are to the Jews no

more than human in their essential nature. Similarly Islam

has accepted Mahommed to be only a messenger of God. He may

be seen to correspond largely to the Jewish prophet. He is not

to the Mahommedans what Christ is to the Christians. Indeed

it is on the question of the divinity of Christ that the Christians

differ so markedly from the Jews as well as from the Mahom-

medans, although Jesus was a Jew in descent, and although

both Christianity and Islam are very largely indebted to Jewish
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tradition and Jewish culture for the foundations of their sacredness

and authority as revealed religions. It is thus quite clear that

Christianity does nob owe its doctrine of divine incarnation to

any Semitic source ;
and it certainly does not appear to be easy

to maintain that such a doctrine may well have been self-evolved

in Palestine. Surely, no one can gainsay that the title to discover

truth belongs alike to all nations and to all persons ; and there

are instances of the same truth having been independently dis-

covered by different persons belonging to different nationalities.

Nevertheless, we cannot afford to be blind to the great fact that all

forms of truth become revealed unto man only step by step, and

that the truth that has already been known is always the forerunner

of the truth that has next to be known. I need not tell you how

this implies definitely that strange doctrines of religion or philosophy

or science cannot be expected to sprout up suddenly out of historical-

ly unsuited soil. Any aspect or element of truth discovered in one

place at one time may well be transmitted to any other place at any

other time. Indeed one of the happiest results of the intercourse of

civilisations consists in increasing the volume of known truth in ail

places by such a process of transference and superposition. What

they call eclecticism is a very common feature of the growth of human

knowledge ;
and God Himself seems to have ordained that all

parts of mankind as differentiated both by time and space should

be able to make cotable contributions to the growth of the grand

and wonderfully illuminated edifice of the revelation of God to man.

Eclecticism in religion or philosophy indicates weakness of thought

and research, only when the superposed parts of what is accepted

as truth do not so harmonise as to make it a congruent whole.

Why, I have even heard it said that the eclecticism of a religion like

Christianity is in fact one of its many merits. Whatever may be the

proper conclusion regarding that point, I have seen the authority of

Cardinal Newman quoted to support the fact that Christianity

borrowed the doctrine of divine incarnation from the Hindus even as

it borrowed the doctrine of the logos from the Greeks. Anyhow,
this much is evident that, among the great religions of the world,

Hinduism and Christianity alone have accepted and given currency

to this highly important and interesting doctrine of divine incar-

nation.
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In Hinduism, however, this doctrine appears to be of purely

intrinsic origin and to have been at the same time quite naturally

evolved. The Veddnta looks upon the universe as a manifestation of

the wonderful power of God, or as an inexplicable embodiment of God

through which He becomes at least partially knowable to man. The

idea, that the whole universe constitutes the one stupendous whole

whose body is nature and God the soul, is held by many Hindus to

be one of the central conceptions of the Veddnta. The universe, which

forms the body of God, may ba as real as God, who forms the soul

of it. Or it may be that the universe is not real in exactly the same

sense in which God is indeed real. Questions like these are ardently

discussed by the various Veddntic schools known to us in this

country, some maintaining that the universe is real even as God is

real, others maintaining that the universe is only phenomenally

real and therefore not real in quite the same sense in which God is

real. It is, however, a well known and widely established fact that no

Veddntic ochool of Hindu philosophy holds that God is not real. The

reality of God is indeed the bed-rock on which the many-mansioned

edifice of the Veddnta so securely rests. Although there is difference of

opinion among the various Veddntic schools as to the exact nature of

the relation between God and the universe, as to whether we have

to look upon the universe as an indescribable manifestation of the

wonderful power of God, or as the embodiment of God, or as the domi-

nion of God, still, all the schools agree in looking upon nature as the

true revealer of God, and upon God as the immanent and omnipenetra-

tive controller of the created universe. When the unlimited, absolute

and transcendental God becomes immanent in the phenomenal

universe so as to be its internal controller, He thereby spontaneously

subjects Himself to numerouslimitations and conditions, which do not

at all appertain to Him intrinsically but appertain only to the pheno-

menal world. The very name, which the Veddnta gives to God as

Paramdtman or the Supreme Soul of the universe, implies all this.

Even as the body limits the soul in the case of any ordinary

embodied being, so may nature imposa limitations upon God as em-

bodied within and hence as apprehended through nature. The word

Brahman, which gives expression to another aspect of the Veddntic

conception of God, is derived from a root meaning
'

to grow
'

or
'

to

increase
'

; and the word itself signifies unlimited bigness. Moreover,
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this word is very frequently associated with the epithet para, when

it has to denote God ;
and the compound word Para-Brahman thus

formed indicates the supreme transcendence of the unlimitedly Big

Being, who can ideed be no other than God Himself, This use of the

epithet para, meaning
'

supreme', is clearly intended to distinguish

God from all the other things which may also appear to be infinitely

big. Thus the two most important Veddntic names of God as

Paramatman and Para- Brahman obviously denote two truly different

aspects of His essential nature ; the former points distinctly to His

immanence in the universe, while the latter draws attention parti-

cularly to His supreme transcendence. And yet it is indeed the
'

one

only
' God of the Veddnta who is thus held to be both transcendent

and immanent. His all-pervading immanency does not at all limit

His transcendency, nor does His transcendency contradict His

immanency in any manner. In other words, the transcendent God

makes Himself immanent, and yet continues to be transcendent at

the same time. The moment He chooses to make Himself immanent

in matter, the cosmos comes into existence, and He becomes

incarnated in His Universal Form known in Sanskrit as His

Visuarupa.

Thus is the idea of incarnation at the very root of t.he Veddntic

conceptions of God and the universe. How the Sanskrit scriptures

of the Hindus endeavour to give expression to these conceptions is

in itself a very interesting study. In our Purusha-sukta the Supreme

Being is conceived as having sacrificed Himself and as having then

evolved the created world out of Himself. In this Vedic hymn the

Supreme Being creating the universe goes by the name of Purusha ;

and the first four stanzas of the hymn seem to have a clear bearing

on what we are now considering. They are

42
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Let me now translate these Vedic verses :

1. The Purusha has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes and a

thousand feet
; He has enveloped the earth all around, and has risen

beyond by ten inches.

2. All this whatsoever has been and whatsoever shall be

is Purusba Himself. Moreover He is the Lord of Immortality, in

that He grows beyond limitation by what He feeds upon.

3. His greatness is indeed of this measure ; and Purusha

Himself is even greater than that. All beings are a quarter of Him,

and His three quarters are immortal in heaven.

4. The three-quarters-Purusha who is above He has gone up ;

and His one quarter, however, has come to be here below. Having

then become all-pervading, He has penetrated inio the living and the

non-living.

Here the Supreme Being is called Purusha, and is accordingly

conceived to be within an embodiment. The word purusha itself

means, by derivation, he who abides within an embodiment ; 5^ ^"

fTcf JJ^ : is its generally accepted orthodox derivation. Hence the

word has come to denote the individual soul as well as the Supreme

Soul, in as much as both of them may be conceived to be embodied.

The embodiment of the individual soul is generally a mortal body

of some kind, while the embodiment of the Supreme Soul is invariably

the infinite universe itself. And this Purusba, who has thus the

universe itself for His body, is declared to have a thousand heads, a

thousand eyes, and a thousand feet. This is an effective way of

telling us that His power to know, to see, and to move is so great as

to be infinite. To eay that He envelops the earth all around and

rises beyond by ten inches is clearly an endeavour to give expression

simultaneously to the ideas of His immanency and transcendency.

That His transcendency in relation to the universe implies an essential

difference in nature as well as a greater and more comprehensive

greatness, is brought out by the statement that He is the Lord of
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Immortality and that His growth is not limited by the food wherewith

He feeds Himself. He is greater than the universe, and is at the same

time essentially and absolutely other than the universe. Such is His

transcendency. Further the intensely intimate character of His

immanency is pointed out distinctly by the predication of what may
be called all-pervadingness and omnipenetrativeness in relation to

Him
;
and this intimacy of His immanence is emphasized by the

declaration that one quarter of Him actually constitutes the whole

universe here below, even as His transcendence is emphasized by the

other declaration that the three quarters of Him, which are up in

heaven, do not come down into this phenomenal world at all.

Thus, according to the Purusha-siikta, creation itself is an act of

divine incarnation ; and yet it imposes no limitation of any kind

upon the self-incarnating Purusha, whose supremacy and trans-

cendence are thus altogether unaffected by His work of creation and

self-evolution.

There is an exceedingly interesting passage in the Brihaddran-

yakopauishad, which also tells us in a very striking manner that,

in the process of primal creation, the absolute itself becomes the

conditioned, and yet does not cease to be the absolute. That

passage is as follows :

*. ipr

This passage has been variously interpreted by commentators of

various schools ; and we may also try to understand it in our own

way in this connection. The word purna, which is used here so

frequently as to make the whole passage read like a riddle, means

ordinarily the same thing as tbe English word full ; but the fullness,

which is intended to be understood by it here, is evidently the

fulness of infinity. Indeed no other fulness can really be so

fully full. Therefore we have to translate pttrna here as 'infinite' ;

and in English the passage will read thus : "That is infinite; this

is infinite. The infinite rises above and beyond the infinite. On

taking the infinite out of the infinite, the infinite itself remains".

There can be no doubt whatever that clearly there is reference here
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to a nearer visible infinite and a farther invisible infinite. The former

is obviously the visible universe, and the latter the invisible God. Or,

using the language of the Purusha- sukta, we may say that the former

represents that one quarter of Purusha, which has come to be here

below, while the latter represents those three quarters of Him, which

have gone up and are immortal in heaven. If we understand that

this Purusha as a whole is infinite, His one-quarter here below

has also to be infinite, much like His three quarters above and

beyond. Nevertheless, we cannot easily ignore that the three

quarters must exceed the one quarter. In other words, although

it is God Himself who becomes incarnated as the world, still it

cannot at all cease to be true that God is greater than the world.

Accordingly the invisible infinite rises above and beyond the visible

infinite. You must all be able to see at once how this means the

same thing as saying that God's intimate immanency in the world in

no way contradicts His sublime transcendency in relation to the world.

The possibility of this non- contradiction is brought out very well in

the statement that, when the infinite is taken out of the infinite, the

infinite itself remains. Even mathematicians know that what they

call infinity is quite apt to play many such parts ; and the philo-

sopher's infinite need not be conceived to be in this matter in any

way less able than the mathematician's infinity. When out of

Purusha, who as a whole is infinite, His one-quarter, which is also

infinite, is taken away to make up the created world, the remaining

three-quarters of Him must also be infinite. Thus God does not

cease to be God by somehow becoming the world, and even the

infinitude of the world can take away nothing from His absolute

transcendence and complete infinity. So also, when God becomes

man, God does not cease to be God.

Such is the philosophic foundation of the theory of incarnation

as known to Hindu scriptures. I have already drawn your attention

to the fact that the avaiara or the descent of God into the visible

universe in the form of a created being is in fact very different from

His antaryamitva or internal controllership in relation to all created

things. The Creator, who is immanent in the creature, cannot

obviously be the same as the Creator, who has voluntarily chosen

to become a creature. If it is reasonable to believe that the creating
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God has somehow become the created universe, so that this universe

itself happens to be a proof of His reality as well as of His power,

then surely there can be nothing impossible or unreasonable in God

choosing to become and accordingly becoming man. In the matter

of God's incarnation, we have to bear in mind another differentiation,

which is also generally accepted ; and this is the distinction which is

made between what is called a purndvatara and what is only an

amsdvatara. The former of these expressions literally means' a full

descent
'

and the latter a
'

partial descent '. Where we have the
'

full

descent
'

of the Creator into the creature, there the creature is wholly

divine. Where, however, the divine descent is partial, there the

creature cannot of course be wholly divine. Most of you must have

heard of how, what is commonly spoken of as the divine afflatus, is

often declared to have moved great men to truly great achieve-

ments in great crises in history. The Christian idea of what is

called the descent of the Holy Ghost is very much like the Hindu

idea of amsdvatdra. Although it is quite strictly true that, without

the power of God, even the end of a blade of grass does not move

here upon the earth, still we know well that all things are not alike

in this world of ours in respect of their excellence or power or glory.

Among men, for instance, some few are
'

heroes
'

as Carlyle would

say, while others are more or less common-place creatures : and we

may well look upon the
'

heroism
'

of the
'

hero' as a special addition

of power to his particularly favoured life, which would otherwise

have had to be on the same level as the common life of the common

man. In one of the later chapters of the Gltd we find a sloka

(X. 41) which gives us the clue to this question of amsdvatdra ; and

that is

According to this sloka all such things, as are possessed of any

special excellence or glory or power, are to be understood as having

been particularly produced out of a part of the power of God. In other

words, we are to see that such things have in them more than that

usual fraction of the power of God which is at the root of the very exis-

tence and life of every one of the innumerable beings in the universe.
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When in this manner we learn that all extraordinary manifestations

of power, glory and excellence among created beings are due to a

special
'

descent
'

of divine power into them, that is, when the

heroism of the hero is seen to be an index of the divinity that is at

work within him, our mind gets hold of a means, whereby the

invisible God is made visible to it through the apprehension of the

way in which He works among His created beings in the universe

itself. If the possession of power and excellence in a peculiarly

high degree is a proof of the divinity that is inherent within a hero,

then the higher the measure and value of that worthy possession

in him, the greater must have been the natural in-flow of the life of

God into him. Thus the idea of a person, who is a man to all appear-

ance, being fully divine ceases to be startling or inexplicable ; for,

where the possession of glory and power and excellence is almost

transcendantally supreme, there the divinity within must be equally

supreme also. Accordingly, the knowledge of the amsavatara is one

of the means to know the purnavdidra ; and the fairly common

and often observed possibility of the amsavatara is in itself a proof

of the somewhat rarer possibility of what we call a purndvatdra.

I have thus placed before you a brief exposition of the principles

underlying the Hindu doctrine of divine incarnation. There are

certain other things in relation to this doctrine, which we have still

to take into consideration, such as the purpose of divine incarnation,

for instance. This and some other connected questions, we shall

take up for study in our next class.

xix

In our last class we began the study of the fourth chapter of

the Bhagavadgttd, and learnt that the philosophy of conduct, which

Sri-Krishna taught to Arjuna, was even in those days nothing new,

but that it was almost as old as creation itself. This kind of

immemorial antiquity attached to the teaching is sure to enhance

the high measure of its authoritativeness ; and if we further remem-

ber, that we have been told that the first teacher of this immemorially

ancient philosophy of conduct has been none other than God, we

cannot fail to recognise that this divine origin thereof confirms very

considerably its time-established authoritativeness and tends to
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prove at the same time its universal applicability. The statement

made by Sri-Krishna in this connection, that He was Himself the

first teacher of this philosophy of conduct, led us, as you know, to an

examination of the doctrine of divine incarnation ; and in the course

of our examination thereof we were able to learn that, of all the

great religions known to history, Christianity and Hinduism alone

have accepted it openly, and that in the former it is obviously a

borrowed element, while it is a naturally self-evolved and logically

consistent doctrine in the latter. We made out further that the

very process of creation by God implied, according to the Veddnta,

His own incarnation in some manner or other, and that He who could

incarnate Himself as the created universe might as well become

incarnated in the form of any particular created being. This pro-

cess of the
'

descent
'

of the Creator into the creature may be, as we

saw, either complete or partial ; and God's incarnation in any man-

ner whatsoever cannot impose limitations upon Him, so as to affect

injuriously either His unbounded infinity or His supreme transcen-

dency. Now we have to take into consideration the great question

of the purpose of divine incarnation ; and that purpose is described

thus in the Glta :

*t 3<t II t u

7. Whenever the exhaustion of righteousness

takes place as also the rising up of unrighteousness,

then surely do I create Myself (in the world).

8. For the protection of the good and the destruc-

tion of evil-doers, for the firm establishment of righte-

ousness, am 1 born from age to age.

In this sloka we find n'rst of all a statement of the exact nature

of the occasions when God finds it necessary to become incarnate as

man. And there is also mentioned here the motive of all such 'divine
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incarnations. God creating Himself and God being born these

mean, as we have seen already, the same thing as the Creator spon-

taneously descending into such a material embodiment as is generally

seen to belong to a creature. When God comes down to live as a

man among men, the spiritual constitution of that divinely incarnated

God-man has necessarily to be different from that of the common

man, into whom there has been no special or extraordinary descent

of the divine principle. From what we have already learnt regarding

the nature of divine incarnation, we cannot have failed to make out

that the appearance of ihe God-man in history is not intended to be

confined either to a particular place or to a particular time. And

here we are distinctly told that God incarnates Himself, whenever

the world really stands in need of His incarnation. Accordingly

we have necessarily to believe in more than one incarnation of God.

The position here stated requires as a matter of course that there must

have been many divine incarnations in the past, and that there might

very well be many more incarnations in the future. In so far as this

philosophic theory of divine incarnations is concerned, it is altogether

unreasonable to hold that it permits of only one divine incarnation.

If one incarnation is philosophically possible, many more ought to

be surely possible also in an exactly similar manner ; and hence it is

perfectly right that Hinduism believes in many incarnations. But

Christianity, which is the other important religion that has adopted

the doctrine of divine incarnation, considers that there has been only

one incarnation of God in the past, and that there can never at all be

any other God-man than Jesus of Nazareth Such at any rate seems

to be the orthodox opinion of the Christian Church today in regard to

the doctrine of divine incarnation, although Christianity itself, in its

modern enlightened condition, shows signs of its having latterly

begun to grant freely enough that all lands and all ages have bad

their witnesses of God and might yet have them more or less

abundantly in the future. It appears to my mind that the belief in

the narrow dogma of a singular divine incarnation is incapable of any

very satisfactory explanation. Such a narrow dogma of singularity

has therefore to rest mostly on what is mere unreasoned faith. We
have seen that, according to Hinduism, creation itself has to be looked

upon as a process of divine incarnation, that in consequence no

mafj is or can be purely man without some amount of the hallowing
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admixture of God within him so to say, and that every man is there-

fore both God and man, the God within being predominant in some of

them, while the man without may be predominant in others. There

is divinity in all men ; and even in the best and the most exalted of

God-men there is and must of course be a certain amount of the human

element. Accordingly, it is the power of the God-element that really

exalts and glorifies the life of the God-man, even as it is the pressure

of the man-element that keeps the life of the common man at its

usual low level and feeble illumination. Such is the Hindu idea

regarding the necessary numerousness of divine incarnations.

Although in this manner innumerable God-men must have been

born and must have lived well their diviue lives in history, still it is

clearly evident that their advent from time to time has not anywhere

taken place in a haphazard manner. It is only under certain cir-

cumstances in history that we notice men of extraordinary power

and excellence coming to play their part here on earth ; and it is

desirable to try and make out as far as possible the nature of the

occasions when they come. I am sure you can all see at once that

the occasion for a divine incarnation is generally determined by the

purpose which it has to accomplish. Indeed the advent of the God-

man never takes place unless some great purpose is really to be served

thereby ;
God need not

'

descend 'to be a man among men merely to do

that very work which man himself as man can do. And creation itself

having to be conceived in the light of the Vedanta as a process of

divine incarnation, the beneficent object of this process of God's uni-

versal incarnation has ordinarily been understood to be to test and to

improve the spiritual strength of individual souls by placing them in

this great and wonderful material world, which, while affording unto

them ample scope for the manifestation of the power of love and of

goodness, is also full of severe temptations and trials and difficulties,

which those souls have to get over by means of honest and earnest

striving. In the manner in which we lead our boys into water

so that they may therein learn to swim and thus become able to

guard themselves against the danger of getting drowned, God baa

introduced souls into the world of matter to enable them by due

training and exercise therein to overcome its innumerable temptations

of unspiritual worldliness. It is obvious that some such spiritual end

43
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is really in view, because history is seen to encourage goodness and

strength in general, while it suppresses badness by force and drives

weakness invariably to the wall. The relation, which, as we have

seen, exists between the incarnation of God as the universe and

His incarnation as a God-man, makes it evidently necessary for

the aim of the latter also to be the same in character as the aim of the

former. Accordingly, we have it distinctly declared to us here that

the protection of the good and the destruction of evil-doers constitute

the purpose for which God
'

descends
'

upon the earth from time to

time as a God-man. Although this great work of protecting the good

and punishing the wicked has always to be very carefully carried

out in every well regulated community of human beings, still there

arise occasions in history, when the performance of such work

happens to be hard and urgent and more than usually needed. Since

it is a well-known fact of history that the greatness of a civilisation

depends mainly on the strength and effectiveness of the moral

power which sustains it, the occasion for the beneficent inter-

ference of the God-man in the historic work of the world arises very

naturally when the moral power of a society or of its civilisation

becomes enfeebled to an alarmingly dangerous extent. The timely

advent of the great God-man on such an occasion is either intended

to help the morally enfeebled civilisation to regain its lost power or

to make it give way to a purer and more virile civilisation. This

is in fact one of the most evident lessons of history. And another

lesson which is also equally evident is that wealth and industry and

war-power, although generally very necessary for the keeping up of

physical vigour and social order in all organised civilisations, cannot

very well enable any civilisation to live on either enduringly or effect-

ively to good purpose, if the moral power of justice and character of

love and of sacrifice is not sufficiently available for quickening and

ennobling it adequately from within. It cannot be bard to see that

wealth and industry and war-power are themselves in this way so

largely dependent everywhere upon character and justice as almost

to dwindle away into mere nothing in their absence. In the absence

of justice and character, they very often become, as you know,

festering sores or centres of rottenness, on the features, if not within

the very heart, of even the mightiest of civilisations. Surely nothing

saves or sustains a civilisation so well as true righteousness. To
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say that it is righteousness alone which exalts a nation is surely

nothing more than a strictly accurate and wholly unvarnished state-

ment of a very extensively established fact of history. The common
toilers in life, who form everywhere the bulk of all the living

labourers in history, may not themselves be aware of this great fact.

Why, they are only too often unaware of it. That is why it has

become such a strong and unconscious tendency of the common man
to be so very selfish. When, through the unchecked assertion of the

common man's tendency to be selfish, unrighteousness grows with wild

vigour and at the same time righteousness withers away too much,
then arises the greatest of all possible dangers to society and civilisa-

tion, and also as a matter of course to the attainment by man of the

soul's salvation. Hence it is on such highly critical occasions that

the God-man comes down to the world of history to avert such an

undeniably fatal danger by duly bestowing protection on the good and

by dealing out at the same time deserved destruction to the wicked.

Let us now try to understand what is further implied in these

two slokas. We have already made out that we are given to under-

stand here that, in the world's history, there have been many God-

men born appropriately at various times and in various places, and

that many more of them are certain to be similarly born hereafter,

whenever indeed such occasions arise in history as really require their

beneficent work and influence. We have further seen that the object

of the well-timed advent of the God-man is primarily to strengthen

the moral vitality of human life, and thereby to sustain the purity

and to stimulate the progress of human civilisation in all those critical

periods in history when the reforming and restorative work of all

such men, as have no specially divine power or endowment within

them, turns out to be inadequate to counteract effectively the

aggressive assertion of man's low animalism and selfishness over his

higher humanity and spiritual purity and freedom. The endowed
God-man comes down to live and labour among mankind in all

the great moral crises in history, and then by his telling work
and influence prevents the degradation of man by encouraging in

him the uplifting of the spirit. Although the crisis which calls urgently
for a God-man is determined by the decay of righteousness and the

simultaneous growth of unrighteousness, still we have no means of
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making out the nature of that exact moral balance between decaying

righteousness and growing unrighteousness, which definitely fixes

the exact hour of the God-man's very urgently needed advent. You

may have heard students of history and of the progress of civilisa-

tion discuss about what they commonly speak of as the problem of

the hour and the man. The great man, or the hero or the God-man,
as we should now say why does he come at the particular hour

when he comes, but neither a little before nor a little after ? This

question may be answered in two ways. There are those who

think that the hero is called into existence by the historic forces

of his environment, even as the very nature and manner of the

internal moral life of the average individual are everywhere ordi-

narily determined by the character of the civilisation wherein he

is born and brought up. There are, however, others who do not

fully accept this view to be right ;
and according to these, it is surely

not the hour that always makes the hero, but it is the hero that

often makes the hour. Some of you may probably know and

remember how Carlyle, referring to this very question in his Hero-

worship, has called attention to the fact that many an hour in

history has cried aloud and yet in vain for the hero to come. If it

be the hour that makes the hero, it would be really unintelligible

why he does not come whenever he appears to be so very much

wanted in history by the current conditions of human life
;

and it would be equally unintelligible why, when he comes, he does

not come as one out of a large company of heroes like himself,

but comes as if almost uniquely all alone and only in picked

places. The position here maintained is that the hour happens

only to need the hero, but does not and cannot make the hero.

The God- man's endowment of power is not held to be derived

from nature, but is considered to be sent down as a divine gift from

above. That explains why there is always such a personal mag-

netism about the hero, and why, almost as soon as he wishes to

lead, he succeeds in commanding a following. There are leaders

whom merely their followers have managed to make into heroes.

But there are also leaders, who have, as a natural gift in them, the

power to lead, and are for that reason freely and spontaneously

followed by a large body of honest and intelligent and faithful

followers. True heroes, who are true God-men, are everywhere seen
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to be real and gifted leaders of this latter kind ; and that is why

they leave their mark upon the hour of their work in history, so

that for long after them the influence of their life and thought

tends to make the path of progress both smooth and clear. In

these days, when so many of us wish to be leaders in our country

in so many ways, and so few of us succeed at all in commanding

anything like a worthy following, it is good for us to learn that our

failure to achieve for ourselves the very highly coveted position of

leadership is much more largely due to want of power and want of

fitness in ourselves than to any outside cause. The true God-man,

as a moulder of history, is always well endowed with the power of

leadership; and he neither comes too soon nor too late. It is altogether

impossible for him to be out of time. It, however, may appear to

us common men at times that he does not come quite as soon as

he is wanted. That is evidently because it is so very hard for so

many of us to get rid of what may be called our personal parallax

so as always to look at things with the completely comprehensive

vision of time and of history. We have, however, Sri-Krishna's

assurance here that, whenever in fact such an occasion arises in

history as really needs the help and guidance of the gifted God-man,

then he is invariably born to give effectively to the world the required

help and guidance. If he comes too soon, man's capacity for self-help

is apt to be seriously injured thereby ; and if he comes too late, the

car of civilisation becomes easily liable to be forced to move back-

wards. Moreover, when he comes, he has to protect as well as to

destroy, in as much as the very destruction that be deals out is

calculated to promote the fulfilment of the beneficent aim of his

divine advent. I have already explained to you the position of Sri-

Kyishna in relation to the doctrine of the non-resistance of evil ; and

you know that He certainly did not consider this doctrine to be one

of universal applicability. Even Jesus, who came not to destroy

but to fulfil, and is further supposed by some few among his followers

to have taught this doctrine of non-resistance unreservedly, even He
is known to have declared that He had nevertheless brought a sword

with Him. After all, is there no meaning at all in poetry placing a

shining sword in the guiltless hand of the Goddess of Justice ?

Ordinarily, the protection of the good is not possible without the

destruction of evil-doers ; that is, to save righteousness from
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becoming exhausted in society, unrighteousness has certainly to be

suppressed by force. A rule of life, given for a peaceful and perfected

sdttvika saint to adopt, cannot, with any real propriety or advantage,

be at all utilised in controlling the mixed moral life of a complex

society, so as to guide it safely towards the assured attainment of

true progress and freedom.

Such are some of the important implications in these two slokas,

which tell us of the proper occasion as well as of the true aim of

divine incarnations. In the next sloka we have a statement of the

great importance of the knowledge of the nature of divine incarnation,

and also of the very great usefulness of such a knowledge as a

means for the attainment of salvation and spiritual emancipation.

9. He, who truly knows thus My divine birth and

work, (he) does not happen to be born again after

relinquishing the body, (but) comes to me, Arjuna.

Please note how a true knowledge of the nature of divine

incarnation as well as of the work of the God-man in history is here

declared to be in itself fully capable of relieving the person, who

has acquired such knowledge, from the troublesome necessity of

having to be born again, such knowledge having also the power

to enable him to obtain after death the salvation of God-attain-

ment. It is not intended to point out here that the mere intel-

lectual realisation of the Ved antic theory of divine incarnation

is capable of producing a result of this kind. We have, on the

other hand, to understand the statement in this sloka to mean that

a true knowledge of the theory of divine incarnation, as explained

here by Sri-Krishna, is well calculated to teach us certain valuable

lessons in regard to our own conduct in life. It is an approved principle

of ethics among many orthodox Hindus that the philosophically

accepted character of the life of God determines in its turn the

character of the ideal life of man ; or, as it is commonly expressed,

bhagavad-dharma is determinative of bhagavata-dharma. We have

already tried to understand how God, in becoming man, freely and
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of His own choice imposes limitations upon Himself. In undergoing

the process of incarnation as man, the omnipotent God becomes for

most practical purposes a man of more or less limited power, the

unchangeable and everlasting God becomes a mortal mac characterised

by a limited duration of life. Who can indeed deny that in this there

is involved a great sacrifice of freedom and power on the part of God '?

That the loss of freedom here is due to spontaneous and self-imposed

restrictions, or that the loss of power is due to similarly imposed and

voluntarily accepted limitations, does not in the least alter the situa-

tion. Surely it makes the sacrifice all the more meaningful. Now,

for what purpose does God make such a sacrifice ? We have just

been told that it is for the purpose of establishing righteousness by

bestowing protection on the good and by dealing out destruction

to wicked evil-doers. Such an establishment of righteousness is not,

however, held to be an end in itself ; and so it cannot be the ultimate

motive of the great God- man's generous 'descent
'

upon the earth. It

is righteousness alone which really feeds and fully fosters the spiritual

power of any person, even as it is righteousness alone which exalts a

nation. Consequently the God-man's work of establishing righteous-

ness upon earth is nothing less than helping men with the means,

whereby they may release their captive souls from the bondage

of the flesh, so as to enable them to obtain assuredly the divine bliss

of spiritual salvation. Hence we have to understand that it is the

emancipation of enslaved souls so as to fit them for the attainment

of the final salvation of God-attainment which forms in reality the

ultimate object of the God-man's generous descent upon the earth.

In other words, the motive-power of the God-man is love. Accord-

ingly, love and sacrifice are seen to be the two things which most

prominently characterise the willing incarnation of God as man.

Having
'

descended
' down to the earth, how does the God-man

live his life among men ? The God-man is in reality purnakdma like

God Himself, and has no selfish object to aim at or to strive for in

his human life. He is one, whose desires are all already fulfilled
;

because, being what he is, he can in fact have no unfufilled desires.

The motive of his life of incarnation is therefore altogether altruistic,

and can indeed be nothing other than the salvation of embodied

souls. Nevertheless, he too has to live like all other men the normal
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human life the life of work and accomplishment, of labour and

achievement. Otherwise the very purpose of his conjointly divine and

human life is apt to be missed entirely. If, for the reason that he has

no selfish objects to win, he declines to live the life of work, others will

naturally begin to imitate his example of inaction, and will thereby

lose hold of work itself as a valuable means for the attainment of

the salvation of moksha,. The true object of work is not to serve

selfish ends, but to create as well as to sustain the naturally twice-

blessed quality of unselfishness. I believe I have already drawn

your attention to the fact that most men guide their lives more or

less by the process of imitation ; and since the God-man happens to

be an extraordinarily endowed personage, his lead is of course certain

to be followed by many, whose intellectual inertia is as great as their

will-power is weak. Like the motive of the God-man's life, its

manner also is determined by his dominant resolve to help and

to do good to others. We have seen that God, in becoming man,
in no way ceases to be God. Similarly the God-man, by living

the normal life of man as man, does in no way become less than

a God-man. When God becomes incarnated as man, what really

happens is, as you know, not that God is brought down to the

level of man, but that man is lifted up to the level of God. Such an

elevation of man is made possible by the God-man Himself living

that normal human life, which all such men have to live as hold

spiritual progress and freedom to be the aim of life. If we grasp

well the meaning of divine incarnation as explained here, and thus

come to understand that all great men, who have appeared in well-

known crises in history in all the various parts of the world, have

really been God-men more or less, and that their work in history

has uniformly tended to elevate man more and more to the lofty

level of the divine, we are sure to admire and to appreciate most

warmly the greatness of all historic heroes, and to feel at the same

time that man is not after all a miserably weak and low and fallen

being, but that he has in him the latent capacity to rise up to the

plane of the throne of God Himself. Speaking of poets, who are

among the best of constructive philosophers known to history and

are the most successful architects of some of the noblest of human

ideals, Goethe is known to have declared that they make for man his

gods, bring them down to him, and then raise him up to them. Most
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God-men do not write poetry, but all of them live poetry. Therefore

they all bring down our God unto us and also lift us up unto Him.

This they do by setting for us the example of the ideal life that we

ought to live. For this purpose the God-man has evidently to live

the life of the ordinarily typical man who is in no way unnatural or

abnormal ; and we in our turn have to follow the God-man's ideal

example of purity and unselfishness. Otherwise, our own elevation

becomes impossible, and the advent of the God-man turns out to be

unfruitful. Our examination of the nature of divine incarnation and

of the life of the incarnated God-man has so far shown to us that

love, sacrifice, and work without any selfish attachment to results

are the most notable characteristics of the God-man's
'

descent
'

into

the world of men and of his career therein as a man among men.

We have accordingly to lay to heart that, if we desire spiritual freedom

and seek the salvation of the soul, we have to make our lives resem-

ble the life of the God-man by an equally notable manifestation of

love and sacrifice and an equally strenuous performance of unselfish

work. The sanctification of work into duty first, and then into

worship, can very well take place in all spheres of human life, when

men understand the meaning of the divinely endowed life of the God-

man, and through that knowledge succeed in their endeavour to

follow that life so well as to make its motive and manner become,

as far as possible, the motive and manner of their own lives.

Please note that the birth of Sri-Kviehria and His work in life

are both appropriately characterised here as being divine. Indeed

they cannot have been other than divine, seeing that there are

reasons to believe that Sri-Krishna was a highly gifted God-man.

We have been already informed that His birth was not due to the

compulsion of any inherited karma, and that His life could not

create for Him any thing like the bondage of karma. We may easily

gather from this that it is within the power of God and possibly also

of certain individual souls to become embodied in matter even

otherwise than through the compulsion of karma. But it is of much

greater importance for us to know how the human life of the God-

man does not in any way subject him to the bondage of karma. In

this respect the life of the gifted God-man is fully demonstrative of the

truth of the teaching given in the Isavdsyopanishad which says

44
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T ^5*T fcJ^n *Tt work in itself does not cling to man. Moreover,

what that thing really is, which, on the other hand, makes his work

cling to man so as to subject him to the bondage of karma, is also

capable of being made out definitely from the study and contempla-

tion of the free and unenslaved life of the God-man. That is, while He
too has to live, and does accordingly live, the life of well-conducted and

well-aimed work, what really distinguishes Him from others, who may
also live such a life of hard work in full subjecbion to the enthralling

influence of karma, is the abolutely unmixed altruism of His divinely

endowed life. Hence it must of course be this unique feature of

His life, which is really responsible for His work not clinging unto

Him, that is, for His active life of steady labour and achievement not

producing for Him the bondage of karma. Our very theory of divine

incarnation has made it plain to us how any thing like egoism is

utterly incompatible with the life of the God-man. It will obviously

take away much from the graciousness of God's love to declare that

He is not selfish, simply because He has no need at all to be selfish.

Although it is quite true that He has no need at all to be selfish,

being the omnipotent God that He is, still our study of the nature

and purpose of divine incarnation cannot but convince us that gracious

love constitutes the very essence of His existence. Such being the

case, the unmixed altruism of the life of the God-man receives a

perfectly rational explanation ; and no one has therefore any right to

say that such an absolutely altruistic life is either unnatural or im-

possible. That it is this kind of unmixed altruism, which is responsible

for the life of the God-man not becoming subject to the influence of

karma, is in complete correspondence with the Upanishadic teaching

regarding how a man may free himself from the thraldom of karma.

We have it declared in more than one Upanishad that, when the

heart becomes free from all the desires that are usually lodged there-

in, the mortal man becomes immortal and attains the Brahman even

here below in this world. Indeed from what we have already studied

in the Gita, we know how important it is for every aspirant after

salvation to quell the kama in the heart. In fact we have been told

that, in so far as both self-realisation and God-realisation are con-

cerned, there is no greater enemy for man than wishful kama. Love

and labour, sacrifice and service, and absolute freedom from all

selfish wishfulness in the heart are exactly the things, which impress
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themselves strongly upon our minds as the most notable charac-

teristics of the extraordinarily endowed life of the God-man. And

if our knowledge of these characteristics of the life of the God-man

happens to be so real and effective, as to powerfully impel us to

imitate such a life, that is, if these characteristics become, as it were,

the very breath of our lives, then surely unrighteousness can never

come to be associated with us either in relation to our thoughts or in

relation to our deeds ; and we shall then, as a matter of course, step

easily into the state of naishkarmya, and thereby accomplish the final

release of our souls from the sorry and sin-sullied captivity.of karma.

The soul that is thus freed from the thraldom of karma is no longer

prone to be imprisoned in matter ;
and when it in this way acquires

freedom from the limitations of material embodiment, it becomes itself

so that there comes to it the highly luminous experience of self-

realisation almost immediately. When the nature of the relation

between God and soul, as acceptable to all the schools of the Vedanta,

is well borne in mind, we cannot fail to see how very natural and

reasonable it is for the liberated soul to go to God and attain Him.

That self-realisation naturally and necessarily leads to God-realis-

ation is a position which is distinctly maintained in the Gltd ; and no

philosophy, which is not aggressively atheistic, can or will contend

seriously against such a reasonable position. Hence it must be in

this way that the knowledge of the nature of divine incarnation and

of the work of the God-man in history is calculated to release men

from the recurring necessity of undergoing reincarnation. It is

indeed only thus that most men have to win their salvation and go to

God as their final refuge.

The way, in which the true knowledge of the nature of the God-

man and of his work here upon the earth makes it possible for men

to achieve their salvation and become blessed with God-attainment

is brought out clearly in the next sloka. In fact, it enables us to see

that the efficacy of such knowledge, as an unfailing means of salva-

tion, is determined entirely by its being honestly and earnestly put

to use as a sure practical guide of our own conduct in life.

ITHdMUT ^ 4J.&|c|4JHMr: II
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10. Many, who have been purified by the austerity

of thought and have got rid of desire and fear and

anger, and have become quite full of Me and are depend-

ing upon Me, (many such) have come to (attain) My
condition.

What I have translated here as
'

the austerity of thought
'

is the

expression jnana-tapas. The word tapas is derived from a root which

means
'

to be hot
'

; and it has come to denote the practice of religious

austerities with a view to self-purification through the acquisition

of the power of self-control. All the processes connected with the

practice of tapas are suoh as tend to curb by force one or more of

man's natural unethical propensities. To compel the appetites to

remain unfed, or to force the body and the mind to undergo pain of

various kinds, is generally looked upon as constituting tapas. Even

this is certainly capable of making people insensible to .pain and

free from too much relish for pleasure. Among the tribulations, to

which all those who practise tapas subject themselves, the tribulation

of thought and meditation is surely not the least trying. I have,

I believe, spoken to you more than once of the common propensity

of man to be unwilling to think, and called it by the significant name

of intellectual inertia. It must be surely a matter of common experience

that we are all naturally apt to
'

feel hot
'

within, whenever any of

our common propensities are forcibly counteracted either from within

or from without. And the counteraction of mental inertia of ten make

us markedly
'

hot
'

within. The austerity, which is denoted by jnana-

tapas here, means in fact even more than the overcoming of the

common propensity to be unwilling to think. For, when true thought

is exercised'strictly and well in relation to the great problem of conduct,

as viewed from the stand-point of the reality and the immortality of

the soul, it is sure to lead us logically to the conclusion that desire,

fear and anger are antagonistic to the attainment of the salvation of

the soul, and that devotion to God and dependence upon God are

highly helpful to the attainment of that same salvation. If thought

establishes that the salvation of the soul is the true summum bonum

of life, and if things like desire, fear and anger are truly not conducive

to the attainment of that summum bonum, while devotion to God and

dependence upon God are conducive to its attainment, it follows as a
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matter of course that the aspirant after salvation should give up desire

and fear and anger altogether, and should at the same time become

absorbingly devoted to God and entirely dependent upon Him in love

and faith. These are the positive and the negative requisitions, which

such true thought commands in relation to life. And now, is the giving

up of desire and fear and anger in accordance with man's natural

propensities ? Is man naturally and of himself prone to be whole-

heartedly devoted to God and to be always and entirely dependent

upon God? It does not require much knowledge of human nature and

human experience to answer these questions ;
and the truest answer

to both of them is, as almost all of you will readily grant, in the

negative. Therefore there is certainly tapas in overcoming desire and

fear and anger : and there is tapas as well in the practice of self-

surrender and devotion to God. Accordingly, what I have spoken of

as the austerity of thought cannot mean merely the overcoming of our

very common and widely natural intellectual inertia; it also means the

hard practical enforcement of those lessons of life, which are logically

derived from the right and active exercise of thought. Those that

know the nature of divine incarnation, and are able to make out the

meaning of the life of the God-man well, cannot therefore be mere

thinkers of thoughts ; they have also to be the livers of the heroic and

saintly life. Thought dissociated from life is apt to prove futile, and

life dissociated from thought is certain to become notably erroneous.

Hence the austerity of thought implies, according to this sloka, the

efficient exercise of thought as well as the firm maintenance of purity

and unselfishness in association with a noble purposefulness in

practical life.

If, as we may, we broadly understand by tapas the discipline

of self-control through self-restraint, it cannot be hard to make out

how such a discipline is well calculated to work out the purification

of human life. It is not quite right to suppose that tapas means

merely the assuming of various difficult physical postures, and

sitting for long in sun and in rain, irrespective of the pleasure or the

pain that may be caused to one thereby. Even'these things are, no

doubt, well capable of dullening the edge of man's sensitiveness to pain

and pleasure : indeed they may also help him in avoiding'desire, which

is after all nothing other than the tendency to seek more and more of
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pleasure and less and less of pain. But this kind of largely physical

tapas does not and cannot strengthen the inner will-power of the

aspirant to any very marked extent. Nevertheless, it has been

practised for long in many places by many persons as an aid to religious

discipline. Fasting and vigils, as religious exercises, come under this

category. Such physical tapas forms, as you know, an element in the

practice of yoga also. The discipline of life generally connected with

many such religions as are technically known to be 'legal' religions

like Judaism and ritualistic Brahmanisrn for instance is full of

numerous restrictions which are imposed upon the conduct of the

individual with all the authority that belongs to revealed religions.

Restrictions thus imposed in relation to almost every kind of human

activity, such as eating, drinking, sleeping, dressing, and so on, often

appear to us to ba vexatious and meaningless. And yet they are of

value in equipping us with the power of self-restraint, without which

it is absolutely impossible for any man to live a morally pure life.

The inner purity of the soul cannot at all be well maintained with-

out the exercise of abundant self-restraint on the part of the

individual; and the practice of steady and willing obedience in

relation to externally imposed restraints gives rise in time to the

power of self-restraint and helps it on gradually to become more

and more potent and telling. Domestic discipline, school discipline,

church discipline, as well as state discipline are all aware of this

great fact of human nature that the power of self-restraint has

invariably to be acquired through continued submission to external

restraint. There seem to be, as I have after some thought learnt

to believe, three stages in the discipline needed to strengthen, to

the fully required extent, man's inner power of self-control. The first

of these three stages is that one in which the individual is controlled

by the commands of those persons who are in a position to effectively

exercise authority over him. Here it is the fear of direct and

immediate punishment which compels obedience. In the next

higher stage, the control of the individual is carried out not by

means of direct personal commands, but by means of certain

authoritatively imposed and more or less intelligently accepted

laws. There is, however, a still higher stage, in which a man

may very well become a law unto himself. This last stage is that

in which the fully well-disciplined man has within himself an
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adequately strong will-power to overcome all the temptations of life

both easily and effectively. Such a man's self-mastery is built upon

the sacredness of an unerring conscience, and his righteousness is

therefore entirely determined by himself. This sort of passage from

external restraint to self-restraint, and from self-restraint to spon-

taneous self-control, is very common and natural ;
and we may see

it in operation not only in the life of individuals but also in the life

of organised human societies. I am sure you know that despotism

also has its place in the development of human civilisation. In a

society, wherein the individuals have not as yet generally acquired

enough of the power of self-restraint but have to be controlled largely

by external restraint, and wherein they have not as yet learnt to

distinguish their own personal interests from the larger interests of

society as a whole, and are moreover incapable of acting together

harmoniously so as to serve well the larger interests of the corporate

life of the community even at the sacrifice, if necessary, of the

smaller and more limited interests of particular individuals, in such

a society democracy has no place and despotism alone is bound to be

of service. Similarly it may freely and fearlessly be asserted that

even that social ideal which they call anarchism can do no harm of

any kind to a society, the members of which have all become perfected

saints through self-discipline and self-control. On the other band, it

may even be urged that anything other than anarchism, that is, that

ideal organisation of society which is so extremely individualistic as

to discard all government as unwanted, is certain to act injuriously

on a society of such saints, who obviously stand in no need at all

of any control by any government. Thus an examination of the

progress of the individual as well as of society, in the direction of

first deserving, and then of obtaining, more and more freedom,

tells us distinctly that the purifying power of tapas is always very

real and of great value.

It is Sri-Krishna's opinion, as given in this sloka, that he, who is

purified by the austerity of thought, attains what is here in Sanskrit

called madbhdva. This word means
'

my state
'

or
'

my condition'.

Understanding Sri-Krishna to be an incarnation of God, we ought

to see at once that the purification produced by the austerity of

thought is here declared to be fully capable of making the earnest
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aspirant attain the condition of God. But what is it for one to

attain the condition of God ? In regard to this there is a difference

of opinion among the Indian followers of the Vedanta. According

to some, the attainment of the God-condition means nothing more

than becoming like unto God, while according to others it means

nothing less than becoming one with God Himself. The latter

position is maintained by the monistic Vedantins whom we cad by
the name of Advaitins ; and such Vedantins, as are not Advaitins,

do not believe in the possibility of an individual soul becoming

essentially identified with God. All Hindus agree in maintaining

that the attainment of the God-condition can take place only in the

state of moksha, wherein the soul becomes finally liberated from the

bondage of karma and thereby wins back its own natural and unlimited

freedom. The question of controversy, therefore, is whether in that

free state the liberated soul is characterised by samya or aikya in

relation to God. that is, whether it is characterised by
'

similarity
'

unto God or by
'

oneness
'

with God. Without dilating upon this

controversy and without taking up any side therein, we may very

safely arrive at the conclusion that jnana-tapas, or the austerity of

thought, if well carried out, so purifies a man and frees him from sin

and selfishness as to make him fully worthy to attain the salvation

of moJcshd, after attaining which he either becomes God Himself

or certainly becomes God-like in nature. To know well the nature

of the life and work of the God-man cannot obviously be any thing

less than a jnana-tapas of this kind
; and that is why such austerity

of thought is declared to be fully capable of relieving men from the

necessity of undergoing re-incarnation under the coercion of karma.

You know how we have been told that that kind of knowledge takes

men to God so as to make them attain at once the supremely covetable

God-condition as their final salvation. The austerity of thought,

which thus enables a man to know the truth and leads him thereafter

to live up to it ever unfalteringly, is not of course practised without

difficulty ;
there are in fact so few among us who are really fit for

so hard an effort. Although it is unquestionable that this kind of

austerity of thought is well suited to serve as an efficient means

for the attainment of salvation, still it ought not to be treated as the

only means for attaining such an end. For, if it were indeed so,

salvation itself would become altogether unattainable to many.
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Moreover, we have been already told that there are other means

than the austerity of thought, by which also it is possible for men

to free themselves from the bondage of karma and thus become fit

for the attainment of what we have now been speaking of as God-

condition. Devotion to God and dependence upon God, are, as we have

already seen, well able to kill our selfish feelings of i-ness and mine-

ness, so as to make it quite easy and natural for us to get out of the

bondage of karma. Devotion to duty has also been shown to be

equally capable of producing the same result. Thus any one of

these means may be adopted for the attainment of final emancipation

and its attendant God-condition. He, who is fit for the austerity of

thought, may not be equally fit for the ecstasy of divine devotion.

Similarly he, who is fit for either of these, may not be fit alike for the

all-absorbing self-dedication to duty as duty. The mental constitution

and the moral temperament of individuals determine their fitness

for the appropriate adoption of one or other of these means for the

attainment of salvation; and so long as each of these means is capable

of taking us to the same goal, it ought to make no difference which

of them we adopt, provided that what we adopt is in true accordance

with our own natural and constitutional fitness. That is, all these

roads lead to God equally well ; and we are in fact told so here in

the next sloka.

11. Whoever in whatsoever manner resort unto

Me as (their) refuge, them do I receive in that very
same manner. In all manner of ways, men follow My
path, Arjuna.

Here the expression mama vartma, which has been translated as
'

my path ', is capable of being understood in two ways accord-

ing to the force we give to the genitive inflexion in the word mama
meaning

'

my
'

;

'

my path
'

may therefore mean either the path

planned out and prepared by me, or the path which leads to me. Ifc

is the latter of these two meanings which is evidently intended here.

The former meaning, however, is not in any way incompatible with

45
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truth ; and it is also well enough applicable in the context here. As a

matter of fact, we cannot fully make out the correct significance of

this important sloka, unless we take both these meanings into our

careful consideration. If we accept freely that all roads of unselfish

righteousness lead to God, how can we thereafter, with any semblance

of logic, decline to accept that every one of those roads has the

authoritative sanction of His approval? And does not this sanction

of His approval mean further that every one of those roads has, in

reality, been planned out and prepared by Him ? I am sure you know

how the idea of evolution has been applied systematically to the study

of religion and ethics in these modern days in Europe. Neither the

idea of evolution nor its application to the problems of religion and

ethics is, however, new to the history of philosophic thought in India.

Still I am not quite suVe, if it has been as widely enough recognised

among us, as among some others, that this conception of evolution has

really a wonderfully hallowing influence on thought, and makes every

stage of advance in every line of progress in relation to all the institu-

tions of civilisation correspond to the several steps that lead up to the

top of the holy altar of truth, whence alone may the unspeakable

effulgence of the glory of God become so visible to man's mortal eyes

as to cause him at once to be divinely transfigured. If we do not forget

that there are numerous religions known to the science of comparative

religion, and that every one of these many religions shows clear signs of

its having passed through comparatively earlier stages of growth and

development, we are sure to grasp comprehensively how very true

it is that there are many variedly arranged flights of steps which lead

up from various positions to the top of che holy altar of truth. To

realise this is the same thing as to come to know that there are many

paths that lead to God, all of which are indeed wanted and are hence

included in God's omniscient plan of the government of the universe.

The many paths leading to God are in this manner not only representa-

tive of the various stages of progress in the history of various religions,

but are also illustrative of how those ways are numerous in which any

religion may at any time be understood and acted up to by people

who are possessed of different degrees of capacity and culture. That

the .Gltd takes cognisance of at least three ways of attaining salvation

and God-realisation, as contemplated in the Vedantic religion of the

Hindus, is a point about which Hindu orthodoxy may be seen to be
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generally unanimous ; and these three ways are commonly spoken of

as jndnamdrga, bhakti-mdtga and karma-mdrga. The first of these is

'

the way of knowledge ', and requires the practice of what we have

called the austerity of thought. No other than a saintly philosopher

is fitted to walk along that path so as to reach the goal assuredly and

in full safety in the end. The second is
'

the way of loving devotion ',

and requires the aspirant's rapture of the ecstatic love of God to be so

intense as to make it impossible for him to consider anything other

than God to be worthy of his love and attachment. To be able to

reach the goal of salvation by moving along this path, one ought

to be blessed with an appropriately attuned emotional temperament

and a lovingly warm heart. The third way is 'the way of work'.

This
'

way of work ', however, is capable of being understood in two

ways, aud appears to be really meant to be thus understood. By
karma-mdrga we may understand either the path of duty done for

duty's sake, or the path of religious ceremonialism and rituals. In

dealing with the question of the value of the ritual of sacrifice as an

element of almost all religions, we saw, in the course of our study

of the third chapter of the Gltd, that the moral conception of doing

duty for its own sake is almost invariably a later development

resting upon the earlier idea of legal obligatoriness in relation to

the performance of sacrifices and other such religious rites and cere-

monies. These two meanings of
'

the way of work
'

represent merely

two different stages of advance along the same path; and the one name
of karma-mdrga may therefore very well indicate either or both of

them as the case may be. The life adapted to the way of work has in

any case to be one of steady striving and successful accomplishment.

It requires an active and energetic temperament on the part of the

aspirant a temperament, which spontaneously seeks work and feels

very unhappy when there is no work at all to do. Accordingly, as we

say in Sanskrit, each mdrga has its own adhikdrin; that is, each of

these three paths has its specially worthy and qualified aspirant.

The man of thought is generally seen to be unfit to be characterised

either by highly accentuated emotion or by very energetic action,

since both emotion and action are very often apt to act as hindrances

in relation to calm meditation and deep thought. Similarly the man
of emotion cannot easily manage to be either a man of thought or a

man of steady and purposeful action. And the man of action is
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generally so taken up with what he has to do, that he finds next

to no time to bestow on thought or to spend in the experiencing of

any emotional excitement. Therefore each of these typical religious

pilgrims must have his own road for travelling towards the common

goal of salvation and God-attainment ; and we have now been assured

that there are such special roads meant for the use of such special

pilgrims. How all these roads are capable of leading the various

kinds of aspirants to the same goal of God-attainment, we have in a

way endeavoured to understand already. This will of course become

clearer to us as we proceed.

The other meaning of karma-marga as the path of V'edic

ritualism has also to be taken into consideration here. Is that also

a path which is capable of leading men to the goal of God-attain-

ment ? I am sure you cannot have forgotten Sri-Krishna's opinion

regarding the value of this Vedic path of ritualism. According to

Him, those, who follow this path of ritualism and more or less fill

their lives with the performance of Vedic sacrifices, are persons

that are actuated by selfish desires aiming at the enjoyment of

pleasure and prosperity, and cannot therefore rise above the influence

of the three
'

qualities
'

of nature so fully as to become fit at once

for securing the salvation of self-realisation and God-attainment.

Clearly then Sri-Krishna does not seem to have held this old

Vedic path of rituals and sacrifices in as high an esteem as the

Veddntic path of self-realisation and God-attainment. The Vedic

path evidently seemed to Him to be not quite worthy of being

adopted by aspirants after the salvation of moksha. And when we

were studying bow Sri-Krishna estimated the value of the religion of

Vedic rituals and sacrifices, we arrived at the conclusion that He
did not think of it highly, but that He did not algo discard it

altogether. The question of Vedic sacrifices and of their discipli-

nary value as aids to right conduct is taken up again here in this

context, wherein we are told that all religious roads are capable of

leading true and earnest worshippers to the goal of God-attainment.

Whether the religion of Vedic ritualism is also fit to be one of such

roads, and under what special circumstances it would be so fit, are

questions that are dealt with in some of the following slokas; and

with a view to begin the discussion about them, the next sloka gives
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expresssion to the nature of the motive which is ordinarily behind

the sacrificial worship of the Vedic gods. Let us try and make

out what that sldka means.

u U II

12. Wishing to obtain the fruition of (ritualistic)

works, (they) worship the gods here (in this world

through sacrifices). Indeed, in the world of man, the

fruition, that is born out of (ritualistic) works, is produc-

ed (quite) quickly.

That we have a clear reference to ritualistic works here is

evident from the use of the Sanskrit word yajante in the sldka.

That karma or work, which consists of the worship of the gods

through sacrifices, cannot be anything other than ritualistic ; and all

Vedic sacrifices have a phala or desired end in view. Such an end

may in fact be long life, or wealth, or progeny, or power, or paradise,

or any other such thing. The motive of the performers of Vedic

sacrifices is generally to obtain one or more of these desired objects ;

and the fruition of a ritualistic work consists therefore in the per-

former of the sacrifice obtaining the object for which he undertakes

its performance. Since these objects are all worldly in character,

their attainment is accomplished sooner than the attainment of the

salvation of moksha. Who does not know that the acquisition of

the discipline of unselfishness is harder than the religious search after

the objects of worldly enjoyment ? Since Vedic ritualism merely tends

to sanctify selfishness, so to say, and since the objects that men

selfishly aim at are all generally of a worldly character, their attain-

ment is quite possible within the course of even a single embodied life

of an individual soul. A poor man may in this manner soon enough

become rich, or a childless man may have children born to him,

through the grace of the gods who have been propitiated by means

of sacrifices. But a selfish man can neither so easily nor so quickly

be convened into an unselfish aspirant after the salvation of final

emancipation and God-attainment. Indeed, we all know very well

how difficult it is to overcome the wishfulnsss of the will ; and
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unless a man's heart is freed from the wishfulness of the will so

completely as to make selfishness become utterly incompatible with

his mental constitution, he cannot hope to win such salvation. To

win the salvation of the soul by liberating it altogether from the

bondage of karma is undoubtedly a much worthier and decidedly more

valuable achievement than to obtain long life or wealth or children

or power or even paradise itself. Nevertheless, the common man's

tendency generally is to seek and to obtain the more immediate

advantage, although it may be much less valuable than another

advantage for which he has to strive longer and also to wait longer.

Such is the incompatibility between the aim of Vedic ritualism and

that of Vedantic self-liberation ; and yet the path of Vedic ritualism

may also be made to lead one to the goal of the Vedanta. How this

can be done, we shall learn as we proceed. If this, however, cannot

be at all accomplished, then the statement, that all religious paths

lead ultimately to the same God as their goal, ceases to be true. To

consider such a statement to be untrue is in fact nothing short of

giving up our faith in the oneness of God and in the reality as well

as the wisdom of His loveful government of the universe. How the

ordinarily selfish Vedic ritualism may be transformed into an effective

instrument of self-realisation and God-attainment must therefore be

a question of more than ordinary interest to all students and followers

of the Hindu religion. Before we actually take up this question into

our consideration, we have to study with some attention the Indian

institution of the four castes, as it is known to have a close relation

to the religion of Vedic ritualism, and is accordingly dealt with in the

very next sloka. This question of caste we shall study in our next

class.

XX

The last subject, with which we were dealing io our last class,

related to the value of ritualistic works as a means of divine worship.

We took this into our consideration in connection with a brief

examination of hew the comparatively low estimate given by

Sri-Krishna of the religion of Vedic ritualism may be reconciled with

the broadly catholic doctrine that all religious roads lead to God.

Religions like Judaism and the older Brahmanism of the Hindus are

known to be 'legal' or nomothetic as some students of comparative
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religion call them. They are limited in their range by considerations

of birth and nationality, and are largely based on status and priestly

rules of conduct and of divine worship. In their very design they

are lacking in what is spoken of as the spirit of universalism. There-

fore how can they be as good as other and more universal religions ?

And what is after all the meaning of the differentiation of status in

relation to religion ? Why need there be any connection between a

man's social position and his religious function in life ? Such are

some of the questions which naturally rise in our minds, when we

examine the details of the srauta-smarta religion of Vedic sacrifices ;

and the sloica with which we begin our work to-day is intended to

throw some light on those questions.

13. The system of the four castes was created by

Me in accordance with the divisions of 'qualities' and

works. Know Me to be its maker and also (its) non-

maker.

This sloka has been interpreted by a well known commentator

so as to make it refer to the creation of the whole universe by God,

who may well be conceived to be both its maker and non- maker at

the same time. But the word chaturvarnya definitely means the

system of the four castes, and cannot without too much straining

be made to include the whole of the universe within its significance.

It is therefore right and proper to hold that this sloka relates,

primarily at all events, to the organisation of society on the basis of

the caste-status. To all those, who know the difference between

Vedic Brahmanism and Vedantic Hinduism, it will be very easily

intelligible bow this xloka about castes comes in quite appositely in

the context here. The legal ritualism of Vedic Brahmanism takes

the caste-organisation of society for granted and has all its varied and

innumerable details arranged accordingly. It is surely not amiss to

say that at a particular stage in the development of civilisation almost

all human communities happen to be organised more or less on the

basis of status, and have therefore to be familiar enough with the
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institution of caste or its equivalent in some manner or other. Moreover

societies built on the old basis of status have almost invariably the

authority of religion enlisted in behalf of their class-divisions and

caste-institutions ; and when, with the help of the progressive forces

of advancing civilisation, such societies rise above the rigid control of

settled status, it is seen often enough that the very same religion is used

to help on their advancement towards a fuller recognition of popular

equality and personal freedom. This kind of added helpfulness ; which

religion manifests under such circumstances, is invariably the result

of infusing a new spirit into it first and then interpreting the old rule

of life given therein in a fresher and freer light. But, as we have

seen already, every step in the advancement of civilisation has to be

in place as well as in time, and cannot therefore be other than right

in so far as its own place and time are concerned. Although the old

order incessantly changes giving place to a new one, it does not follow

that the former is always altogether wrong or that the latter altogether

right so as to be incapable of any further change for the better. In

the time and the place suited for the new order, the old order

would surely be very inappropriate and even harmful. Of course this

has to hold true vice versa also. Consequently anything like a too rapid

displacement of the unwanted old order is almost, if indeed notquite

impossible, and it is moreover utterly undesirable. Accordingly the

caste-organisation of society which is referred to here as chdturvarnya

has to be interpreted in two ways. Indeed the word varna under-

stood as caste denotes two different kinds of caste, namely, caste by

birth and caste by quality. The former of these two kinds of caste

is sometimes spoken of in Sanskrit; as janma-krita-varna and the

latter as guna-krita-varna. In India, as elsewhere, it was perfectly

natural for caste by birth to come into vogue in society long before

such a thing, as caste by quality, could even be thought of under the

stimulating influence of the progressive advancement of politics or

philosophy or religion. I remember having once before spoken to you

about the influence of heredity in determining men's character and

their capacity for culture ; and you know that education also has at

least an equally strong influence in moulding human character and in

strengthening and improving human capacity. If heredity alone had

such an influence, society would always be immobile and status for ever

and altogether unchangeable. If, however, education alone had such an
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influence, society would be too restless and too laxly bound together,

and tbe authority of age and rank and tradition would therein obtain

no recognition whatsoever. Therefore all progressive societies have to

take note of both these influences and to guide themselves so as to be

securely in line with both of them as far as possible. Nevertheless,

there are different stages in civilisation which compel society to rely

more largely either on the influence of heredity or on the influence of

education as the case may be. The stage of relying more on heredity

precedes generally that of relying more on education ; and the sloka

that we are now dealing with has to be interpreted in relation to both

these stages of social advancement, as otherwise its significance is apt

to be incompletely understood.

The divisions of qualities and works, in accordance with which

the system of the four castes is declared to have been created, are

those that have been referred to already in our class-lectures more

than once. The qualities here mentioned are of course those, which

Hindu philosophy attributes to prakriti or material nature ; and

there are, as you know, three of them, namely, sattva, rajas and

tamas. It is conceived that each of these qualities gives rise to a

particular type of activity ; and the types of activity due to sattva,

rajas and tamas are respectively called sdttvika, rajasa and tamasa.

What the nature of these qualities is, and what those types of activity

are to which they are naturally related, will become plain to us when

we shall study some of the later chapters of the Glta. Let me, how-

ever, state here the important conclusions regarding these points

briefly. It is through the operation of these three qualities of prakriti

that the embodied soul continues to be confined in its material embodi-

ment. Among these qualities, that which is known as sattva is

purifying, illuminating and wholesome ; and it binds the soul to

matter through the bonds of blissfulness and of thought. The quality

of rajas is of the nature of attraction and acquisitiveness, and is the

source of all covetousness and selfish attachment ; and it binds the

soul to matter through the bond of work and achievement. Similarly,

the quality of tamaa is of the nature of non-luminous ignorance, and

is ever the source of delusion to all embodied beings ; and it binds

the soul to matter through inattention, sloth and sleepiness. The

production of wisdom and internal illumination is accordingly

46
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conceived to be the result of the dominant operation of the quality of

sattva. When, however, the quality of rajas is dominant, it manifests

iteelf in the form of covetousness, endeavour, activity, passion and

a nbition. The absence of internal illumination as well as of external

endeavour, and the presence of inattention and delusion are invariably

the results of the dominant operation of the dark quality of tamas.

We thus see that the physical, mental, and moral temperaments of

embodied beings are held to be determined by the dominance of some

one or other of these three
'

qualities
'

of prakriti. The fitness of

men and women for living any particular kind of life and for perform-

ing the corresponding function in society is evidently determined by

their natural temperament, which is in fact the same as their inborn

endowment. And the dominance of this or that particular quality

of prakriti in a man's constitution is in its turn the result of the life

lived by him in previous states of embodiment. Using the Sanskrit

terms, we may well say that the guna of a man's prakriti determines

his fitness for the living of a particular kind of life, that is, for the due

performance of particular forms of karma or work. The work for

which the man of sattva is fitted is different from that for which the

man of rajas is eligible ; and the work for which the man of tamas

is fitted is different from both of these. Still it is the karma, which

is really due to a man's previous state of embodiment, that deter-

mines the dominant guna of the prakriti constituting his present

embodiment. Accordingly, we are led to see that guna determines

karma, which again in its turn determines guna. Each of these is

thus capable of acting both as cause and as effect. The divisions of

qualities and works mentioned in this tidka are therefore of this

nature ; and in as much as
'

qualities
'

are divided into sattva, rajas

and tamas, works are also similarly divided into sattvika and rdjasa

and tdmasa. The creation of the system of the four castes is hence

declared to rest on these divisions of guna and of karma, that is, on

this doubly current relation of cause and effect which has been

shown to exist between these two things. Let us now try to under-

stand this somewhat more fully.

In the concluding chapter of the Gltd it is stated that that work

is sattvika, which is obligatory as duty and is free from all selfish

aims, and is at the same time well performed neither with desire nor

with hatefulness in the heart by one who is not covetous of reaping
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any advantage as the reward of the work done : and we are also told

there that accordingly that worker is sdttvika, who is free from

selfish attachments and the feeling of i-ness, and is further so

possessed of resolution and enthusiasm as to be wholly unaffected

by success as well as by failure. Similarly that work is said to be

rajasa, which is full of hard and trying difficulties and is done

through covetousness or selfish egoism ; and hence that worker ia

said to be rajasa, who is actuated by strong desires and is anxious

to obtain for himself all the fruits of his own work, and is besides

ungenerous, troublesome, impure and apt to be very freely swayed

by joys and sorrows. Further that work is declared to ba tdmasa,

which is done under the influence of delusion and ignorance,

without taking consequences and loss and capacity into considera-

tion ; and that worker is hence supposed to be tdmasa, who is

inattentive, unskilled, dull, deceitful, vindictive, lazy, woe-begone

and procrastinating. Moreover, that same chapter of the Gltd tells

us that the work of Brahmins, Kshattriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras in

life and in society has all been properly regulated in accordance

with their natural qualifications ; that peacefulness, self-control,

austerity, purity, forgiveness, wisdom, insight and faith in God are

characteristic of the life which is taken to be naturally Brahminical ;

that valour, heroism, courage, skilfulness, generosity, masterfulness

and fighting to the bitter end, without running away from any battle,

constitute the essential characteristics of such a life as naturally

belongs to the true Kshattriya ; that agriculture, cattle-breeding and

commerce make up the natural occupation of the Vaisya in life ; and

that the work of physical labour and personal service is that for

which the Sudra is understood to be naturally qualified. A little

thought will clearly show to us at once that, in this apportionment

of work to varna or caste, we have it evidently implied that the life

of the Brahmin has to be almost absolutely sdttvika in character,

the life of the Kshattriya to be dominantly rajasa and much less

strongly sdttvika, the life of the Vaisya to be largely rajasa and very

feebly sattvika, and the life of the Sudra to be dominantly tdmasa

and only slightly rajasa on occasions. Accordingly, the prakriti of

the Brahminical body must be conceived to be such as is imbued

markedly with the
'

quality
'

of sattva and possesses as little as possible

of the
'

qualities
'

of rajas and tamas ; and the prakriti of the body of
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the Ksbattriya is supposed to be dominantly endowed with the
1

quality
'

of rajas, while the 'quality
'

of sattva is notably much less

dominant therein and the
'

quality' of tamas is almost as absent as in

the prakriti of the Brahminical body. Similarly the body of him,

who has to be Vaisya, has to be made up of such prakriti as is pre-

vailingly rajasa in character, having the 'quality' of sattva even less

markedly and th>3 quality of tamas somewhat more markedly than

in the case of the body of tha Kshattriya. The most assertive 'quality'

in the case of the body of the Sudra cannot of course be anything

other than tamas, the two other
'

qualities
'

of sattva and rajas being

quite as insignificant in the composition of his body as the 'qualities
'

of rajas and tamas are in the prakriti of the Brahminical body. Such

is the logical conclusion, we have had to arrive at, in regard to the

typical constitution physical, mental and moral belonging to the

various divisions in the system of the four castes, as determined by
'

quality
'

and work. Please do not fail to bear in mind that we have

so far been dealing with the theoretical position of how 'quality
'

and

work are determinative of varna or caste.

This does not of course maan that caste-distinctions, as they are

current now in India, are all in actual accordance with this theoretic-

al position. We cannot say that the 'quality
'

of sattva is preponderant

in the prakriti of every Brahmin now ; for the life of many a Brahmin

is sure to contradict quite openly any such statement. In the same

way the actual conditions of the life of many, who are known to be
f j /

Kshattriyas or Vaisyas or Sudras, do not agree with what theory

postulates as their characteristic
'

qualities '. In the existing state of

Hindu social organisation, we may easily observe Brahmins character-

ised by such 'qualities
'

as rightly belong to the prakriti of Kshattriyas

or Vaisyas or Sudras. We may similarly come upon Kshattriyas

whose
'

qualities' are those that ought to characterise the Brahmin

or the Vaisya or the Sudra. And again Vaisyas with noa-Vaisya
/

qualities
'

are common enough, even as there are Sudras with non-

Sudra 'qualities' in them. The reason for the theory of caste, as given

here, disagreeing with the current practical conditions of Hindu society

is, that, in practice, caste is still determined by birth but not by the
'

qualities
'

of a person's prakriti. The history of the origin of aristo-

cracies all over the world is of great interest to us here in this
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connection. Everywhere we notice that the original founders of aristo-

cratic families were men of distinction in the olden days, famous for

character or ability or prowess. At first it is the true nobility of the

father's qualities that deservedly bestows the honour of nobility on the

descent of the son, who is naturally apt to be endowed like the

father and is prone to emulate as well as to imitate him. The

power of heredity to make the children resemble the parents in

character and temperament must, to a great extent, have helped on

the transmission of the original founder's aristocratic qualities from

generation to generation. Thus the regime of status begins in society

through the early and effective operation of certain human qualities,

and is then kept up by means of the power of heredity. However,

there soon comes a time when the privileged classes and families either

forget the responsibilities corresponding to their privileges, or become,

through degeneracy, incapable of bearing well the burden of those

responsibilities. It is in the very nature of the protected monopoly
of privileges, which the regime of status provides, that it should

in time undergo deterioration in this manner ; and unless great care

is taken, no protected aristocracy in any society can fail to degenerate

sooner or later into a body of pampered pretenders. Side by side

with this decay of the ancient aristocracy dependent upon birth and

hereditary status, we may observe the influence of hard experience

and suitable education tending to improve the quality of the common

people gradually, so as to make the privileged position of the protected

aristocracy both anomalous and unjust as time proceeds. Soon after

this condition of affairs is reached in any racially homogeneous society,

the regime of status inevitably begins to disappear therefrom, and the

organisation of that society ceases to depend upon any system of caste

by birth. But even then the power of pedigree cannot be altogether

extinguished : and the result is that both caste by birth and caste

by quality the latter more than the former come to be operative

in the life of such societies as are sufficiently well advanced in the

manner I have indicated.

There is, however, a special situation wherein caste by birth may
be seen to acquire a somewhat extraordinary amount of the power

to endure ; and that situation arises in those societies, which are

racially composite and are therefore intercrossed by racial barriers.
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If the plebians of Rome had been of a decidedly different race

from the patricians, their social equalisation would not have taken

place as easily as it did
; and I remember that we have the authority

of the historian Mommsen in support of the view, that, if the

Roman slaves had been quite different in colour from their masters*

Rome too might have had a social organisation similar to the Indian

caste-system. When even such communities as have been racially

homogeneous are known to have had distinctions of class and status

based on heredity and on the legal regulation and]control of marriage-

relations, it is no wonder that in the midst of the racially hetero-

geneous population of India, even now characterised by dissimilar

degrees of culture and capacity for improvement, the institution of

caste by birth continues to command currency as well as respect.

To some it may appear that India knows only caste by birth, but is

unaware of caste by qualities. But they should know that the

Mahdbhdrata upholds throughout caste by qualities as opposed to

caste by birtb ; and the spirit of the Bhagavadgltd also is in this

respect the same as that of the Mahdbhdrata. I drew your attention

to the fact that in the Bhagavadgltd the Brahminical life, for instance,

is declared to be that which is characterised naturally by peaceful-

ness, self-control, austerity, purity, forgiveness, wisdom, insight and

faith in God. If we, however, refer to Manu-smriti, which is the

most important among the legal books appertaining to the srauta-

smdrta aspect of our religion, often spoken of as
'

Vedic Brahmanism',

we find that there are six well known functions allotted to the Brahmin

therein. These functions are sacrificing to the gods, officiating as a

priest at sacrifices, learning the Vedas, teaching the Vedas, the

giving of religious gifts, and the receiving of religious gifts. Out of

these the Kshattriyas and the Vaisyas are entitled to perform only

the first, the third and the fifth functions ; and the Sudra is declared

to be fit only for the performance of personal service to Brahmins and

Kshattriyas and Vaisyas. Here I ask you to observe that, according

to Manu-smriti, he who is born a Brahmin is entitled to perform

certain functions in society'; while, according to the Bhagavadgltd, he,

who is in possession of certain specified qualities, is entitled to be a

Brahmin. That ib is desirable on the partlof all those who are born as

Brahmins to possess these Brahmin-making qualities comes out well

enough from the Manu-smriti also. Nevertheless, there is no doubt
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that, according to Manu, caste is based altogether on birth. The study

of the Indian institution of caste, as it is now in operation among

us, enables us to see easily that racial, tribal, vocational, and even

geographical differences have contributed to make the caste-divisions

of the people much more numerous than the theoretical four ;

and Manu attributes even this multiplication of divisions to birth, it

being due according to him to the permitted as well as the prohibited

sexual relations of the men and women of each of the four theoretical

castes with those of the other three. Modern research does not bear

out this view of making inter-caste sexual relations wholly responsi-

ble for the manifold multiplication of caste-divisions in India. Hence

we may see the more distinctly the importance which Manu attached

to birth as the one determining factor of caste-status. I have already

spoken to you in some detail about the evils of varna-sankara or of

the mixing up of castes as determined by race and by the inherited

capacity for moral and intellectual culture. It is, as you know, with

a view to guard Indian society against the danger of social and moral

degradation, that varna-sankara through marriage has been prohibit-

ed ; and hence, in so far as marriage is concerned, caste by birth

continues uncancelled in India even to-day, in spite of the free and

universal dispensation of the Vedanta having in many other respects

superseded the dispensation of the Vedic religion of race and birth-

status.

Thus the later Vedantic ideal of caste by quality has had to be

limited by the necessary prohibition of unwholesome varna-sankara:

and the necessity of this prohibition is due to the heterogeneous

complexity of the composite social life which Hinduism has had to

regulate and to guide along the lines of peaceful progress. The

religion of the Hindus recognises fully in theory the spiritual equality

and brotherhood of man in respect of all other relations in life than

the one relation of marriage. In respect of marriage alone caste by

birth and status has not been abrogated, as indeed it safely could not

be. It is no doubt true that even this limited sanction bestowed on

caste by birth and status has tended to give it a much larger vogue

than is allowable in accordance with the strict interpretation of the

theoretical position of the Vedanta in this matter. But it cannot be

denied without violating truth that India has known centuries of
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earnest religious endeavour, during which innumerable Hindu

reformers have laboured with heroic ability and earnestness and sacrifice

to work out more and more largely the practical enforcement of the

ennobling and enfranchising ideas of the fatherhood of God and the

brotherhood of mao, The Dpanishadic proclamation of the spiritual

equality of man to man necessarily knocked away the bottom of

the institution of caste by birth and status ; and since, as you know
>

even bottomless institutions manage sometimes, through their very

inertia, to drag on in history for some length of time, outside on-

lookers are apt to consider that in Hindu society caste by birth and

status has not as yet been in any manner superseded by any thing

like caste by quality. But Sankara, Ramaouja, Madhva, Chaitanya

and all the other well known Hindu religious reformers, and the whole

host of our famous Saiva and Vaishnava saints and devotees, belonging

to all castes and to all parts of India, did not live and labour in vain

in what to them was undoubtedly the holiest of all holy lands.

Although it is true enough that changing social conditions sometimes

compel the progress of thought in the direction of sanctioning greater

freedom and fuller equality, still such an advancement of thought

more often precedes the progressive reformation of social institutions.

Indeed this latter order, namely, that of thought preceding practice,

seems to be the rule ; and in respect of societies which are not demo-

cratically organised, this rule invariably holds good. Thus the inequa-

lity, which is current in practice, takes time to be corrected by the

doctrine of equality, which is sanctioned by thought. And when thought

sanctions equality with a reservation, as it has done in the case of

the heterogeneous Hindu society, all that practical reform can do is

to endeavour to reconcile the inevitable inequality with the larger

and more comprehensive equality. Thus the unity of Hindu society

has had to be like the unity of a federation of more or less self-govern-

ing states ; it has been a unity realised in the midst of much unavoid-

able variety. In most ancient organisations of society, the community

is known to have been all in all, while the individual counted for

next to nothing. This has necessarily to be the case wherever status

rules the social regime. But when the regime of status becomes

weakened, if not exploded, the value of the individual rises, and he

grows to be able to assert himself more and more. The result of

these tendencies in favour of and against equality has been to make
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Hindu society become divided by a number of internal compartments.

The main object of this compartmenfcal construction of Hindu society

is clearly to prevent varna-saiikara through marriage, by permitting

generally what may be called intra-compartmeatal marriages, while

prohibiting at the same time inter-compartmental relations between

the sexes as far as possible. This compartmental division of society,

in so far as it is recognised by the Vedanta, gives no support to the

idea that any compartment therein is superior or inferior to any

other as a compartment. In a bee-hive we do not say that any one

cell is superior or inferior to any other in rank. That such is really

the accepted theoretical position in regard to Hindu society cannot be

gainsaid by us, so long as that society recognises fairly widely even

as it really does now that among Sudras by birth there have been

and may well be Brahmins by quality, or that among Brahmins by

birth there have been and may well be Sudras by quality. In other

words, it is granted by many orthodox Hindu teachers that all

castes by quality may be, and are, found among all castes by birth.

It is evident, moreover, that the ideal to be aimed at by all the

members of all the compartments is to become Brahmins by quality ;

and this unity of what is clearly an ethical social ideal is a powerful

cement which is able to hold together the various compartments of

Hindu society. It is through the spread of this ideal largely that

outer additions are made every now and then to the compartments

of Hindu society ; for, such addition in fact, is the way in which

Hinduism proselytises and spreads purity and morality among the

many casteless communities that are still moving about on the

border-land of well evolved Hindu life.

Having thus understood what caste was in India in ancient days

and what it has come to be now under the influence of the Vedanta,

we may proceed to make out what is implied by Sri-Krishna, as God

incarnate, saying that He created the system of the four castes. Let

us note that He does not say that He created this system to be current

only in India : nor does He say that His creation thereof was in His

capacity as the God of the Hindus. We have already sean that even the

most democratically organised human communities have had to pass

through the regime of status bafore they could well adopt the regime of

contract aud equality ;
and no human society however highly free

47
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and democratic its constitution may be can rise above the distinction

of caste by quality. That distinction of man from man, which is

dependent upon the innate difference in men's temperamental qualities

and endowments, can never be wiped away altogether, so long as man
continues to be a spirit that is clothed in flesh. That is why caste

by birth and status has had to be historically universal among human

communities, and caste by quality cannot well be less widely current

than the very humanity of man is among mankind. Those, who say

that caste is uniquely the curse of India, and that all our weaknesses

ind failings and sufferings and disabilities to-day are attributable to

this accursed institution of caste, will do well to bear in mind the

historical universality of caste by status ancl the physical and

physiological universality of caste by quality, not to mention the

spreading prevalence of the comparatively more modern and very

much less justifiable institution of such a thing as caste by wealth.

The manifestation of inequality in society is therefore natural and

inevitable, howsoever much the manner of its manifestation may vary

from time to time or from place to place. This being the case, there

can be nothing wrong in conceiving God to be the creator of caste.

The famous Purusha-sukta, to which I drew your attention in another

connection, and in which we have what is understood to be the V'edic

authority for the Indian institution of caste, often comes in for a lot

of ignorant and abusive criticism at the hands of prejudiced and

impatient critics, whose chief aim seems to be to malign and subvert

the most highly philosophical and the most comprehensively tolerant

and universal religion of the Hindus. That sublime Vedic hymn deals,

as you are aware, with how God by sacrificing Himself created the

visible universe and all its varied contents, and describes how the

various component parts of the universe arose out of the several

limbs of the Divine Victim so sacr.ficed. It is stabed therein that

the mouth of the Divine Victim became the Brahmana, that His

two arms were made into the Rajanya or Kshattriya, that His

two thighs became what the Vaisya is, and that the Siidra was

born out of His two feet. Please note the functional appropriate-

ness observable herein, as existing in relation to the various

castes and the various limbs of the sacrificed God, out of which

those castes are declared to have arisen. The mouth is the organ

of speech, and speech is the medium for the expression of thought
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and the propagation of knowledge and learning. The function

assigned to the Brahmin in society being largely that of the religious

and philosophical teacher, we cannot fail to make out the mean-

ingfulness of the mouth of the sacrificed God becoming the Brahmana.

In many a language the arm has become figuratively representative

of power, prowess and valorous heroism ; and if we bear in mind that

the function of the Kshattriya in life is to serve society as soldier and

sovereign, we may make out equally easily the meaning of the arms

of the sacrificed God being made into the Kajanya. It is, however,

not quite so easy to understand the naturalness of the relation

between the thighs of the sacrificed God and the function of the

Vaisya in life. If, however, we observe that the Vaisya has to be

society's staying power and seat of wealth, so to say, the statement

regarding his origin in the Purusha-sukta may acquire its due func-

tional significance. It may be that the Vaisya is expected, even as

he is quite comfortably seated at home, to go on acquiring and at the

same time accumulating wealth. This may be the functional appro-

priateness that is meant here. However, I am sure it must be clear

to you that I am now very freely indulging in what is no more than

a mere guess. But in respect of the Sudra, whose function it is ever

to render personal service to others, and who has therefore to

move about hither and thither and often to stand and to wait, his

birth from the feet of the sacrificed God is not without natural and

appropriate significance. Hence, the trend of the thought here is

clearly in the direction of the functional partition of society into

castes, the various functions of the castes being obviously determined

by their fitness to perform them. The caste referred to in the

Purushasltkta is therefore that which I have called caste by quality,

although we cannot well say that the idea of status as high and low

is altogether absent in relation to the four caste-divisions mentioned

therein. The mouth is indeed higher than the arms, which are higher

than the thighs, which again are higher than the feet in position!

Thus, Brahmana, Kshattriya, Vaisya and Sudra come here in the

order of the standing ordinarily assigned to them in society. That

society honours those, who, in the language of Carlye, with heaven-

made implements conquer heaven for us, more than it honours those,

who. with earth made implements, conquer the earth for us, is very

generally observable even among such people as have noticeably set
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aside caste by birth in their practical life. Moreover, this Vedic

hymn, which deals with the problem of universal creation and of the

creation of man as a part thereof, cannot naturally be expected to deal

with caste as an exclusively Indian institution. We thus see that both

the Vedic and the Vedantic scriptures of the Hindus maintain that

social inequality is quite natural and therefore inevitable in all human

communities, and that caste with its many and varied forms of

manifestation is thus evidently God- made.

Objection may well be taken against this position, which

declares God Himself to be the creator of caste ; and critics may
readily point out that it tends to attribute arbitrary and unfair

partiality to God, and makes Him appear harsh as well as unjust in

His government of the universe. It is evidently with a view to

counteract such a possible objection that we have it stated in this

stanza, which deals with caste, that God is the
'

maker
'

of caste as

well as its
'

imperishable non-maker '. A statement like this may

very naturally seem to many of you to be a contradiction in terms.

Nevertheless, it can be shown that, according to the tenets of

Hindu philosophy, it is quite strictly true that God is the
'

maker
'

of

caste at the same time that He is also its ever- enduring
'

non-maker '.

You have been distinctly told already that what a man is born to be

in this life is determined for him by the karma of his previous lives

in fact by that particular portion of his accumulated karma which has

ceased to be purely statical and has become dynamic and oper-

ative, that is, by what in Sanskrit is called his prdrabdha-karma.

If we know that every man ultimately makes and acquires his own

karma, it is easy to see how, what he did before at one time or other

in the course of his previous reincarnations, is responsible largely

for what he now is. Consequently, the inequalities of endowment and

natural environment, which we notice in relation to the component

members of all human communities all over the world, are what

those members have in reality made for themselves. Nobody can

rightly deny that there is absolute justice in one having to reap

whatsoever one has sown. In this sense, God is not the maker of

caste ; He is its non-maker. It is a man's prdrabdha-karma which

operates, so as to make the quality of sattva or rajas or tamas

become preponderant in his nature, and which thereby determines
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whether he is to be by quality a Brahmin or a Ksbattriya or a

Vaisya or a Sudra. It is evident that karma operates thus with

the aid of prakriti. And that prakriti is God's own : it belongs to

Him who is the Lord of all beings. In other words, the laws of

prakriti are as He has willed and ordained them to be. There are

some, who say that the essence of religion consists in understanding

that the laws of nature are what they are, because God has ordained

that they should be so. Whether we wholly agree with them or not,

there can be no doubt that the theistic conception of the universe

necessarily looks upon nature as an obedient handmaid of God. Con-

sequently the ultimate author of the law of karma can be no other

than God. As the author of the law of karma, God is obviously

the 'maker
'

of caste, inasmuch as the inequalities and variations

in the natural endowments and environments of individuals are

mainly traceable to their karma. If, as long as we consider it to be

perfectly just that men should reap what they sow, the justice of

the law of karma can in no way be disputed, then the result follows

that the inevitable incidence of inequalities on individuals in society

cannot indicate in any way that God is either arbitrary or unjust.

This same view regarding God's impartial justice is distinctly given

expression to in the Vedanta-sutras of Badarayana. Now let me

illustrate what I have said, regarding how it is that God is both the

maker and the non-maker of caste, by means of a familiar example.

Take the case of a magistrate who awards punishment to those

criminals who are proved to be guilty. The magistrate guides him-

self in accordance with law, and also inflicts the punishment on the

criminal in accordance with law. And yet it is true that the kind

of crime which any criminal commits is responsible for the kind of

punishment that is inflicted on him in accordance with law. When
a man commits a crime and is then punished by the magistrate, we

say rightly that the punished criminal really brought the punishment

on himself by means of his own culpable misdeeds. If, however,

this same criminal belonged to a society which had no regular

government and no law, and in which therefore there would be no

police and no magistracy, then his guilty deeds would in themselves

prove powerless to subject him to any kind of legally inflicted

punishment. Or, the law might be there : but, if there were no strong

and efficient government, then also the guilt of the criminal would
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in all probability go unpunished. Therefore, in addition to the

criminal dee3 and the law, we require also a magistracy with effective

power, if we wish to make sure that deeds of crime receive their

due punishment. In this way, it is the magistrate who becomes res-

ponsible for the punishment that is inflicted upon the criminal.

When we look upon the criminality of bis deed as the real cause of

his punishment, we do not hold the magistrate responsible for the

punishment that is inflicted upon the criminal. From this stand-

point the magistrate is the non-maker of Ihe punishment, the maker

thereof being the criminal's guilty deed itself. But when we note

that, without the help of an organised government and an efficient

magistracy, the deed in itself would be incapable of giving rise to

the punishment, we are naturally led to declare that the magistrate

is the
'

maker' of the punishment. And in whichever way we look

upon him, whether as the
'

maker
'

or as the 'non-maker' of punish-

ment, it is impossible for him to be unjust, so long as he discharges

the duties of his office conscientiously and in strict accordance with

the law that is fully and finally based on justice and is well designed

to administer justice. If God, after having duly willed the just law

of karma, allowed freedom for embodied souls to make or mar their

own progress towards attaining the goal of self-realisation and God-

realisation, and if this freedom was used well by some and ili by

others among them, so that inequalities thereby came into exist-

ence in connection with almost all of them, then surely He cannot

be blamed as the unjust author of these inequalities. Nor can we,

under such a circumstance, say that inequality itself is injustice.

Surely there are situations in which equality may very well spell

injustice.

Those that are accustomed to strongly democratic ways of

thought, and have had their lot cast in a civilisation which is com-

paratively more democratic in spirit than some others are, such

persons are apt to jump to the conclusion that inequalities belonging

to civilisations other than their own are altogether insupportable and

utterly unjust. They put up easily enough with that kind of caste

which is current in their own society and civilisation, and fail to see

any kind of injustice in its currency in their midst. But, when it is

\ another kind of caste current in another society or civilisation,
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they become easily indignant and vehemently protest against the
|

injustice of its inequalities. I have pointed out to you that in

this country we have, under the influence of the Vcddnta and of

Saivism and Vaishnavism as based thereon, succeeded in making,

caste by quality supersede caste by birth as far as possible. The

adoption of the later ideal of caste by quality has not. it is true,

enabled us to get rid of caste by birth in respect of all our varied

relations in life. The consequence has been that, even among us,

there are some, who see in this imperfection nothing short of hopeless

inconsistency and injustice and an absolute want of equity. When
such persons blame Hindu civilisation for the scope it gives for the

operation of caste by birth in a society declared to be hallowed by the

higher ideal of caste by quality, we may ask them whether they will

freely give their daughters, if they have any, in marriage to men whom

they know to be decidedly of low birth and inferior rank. They will

often enough have no objection to their sons marrying women of

higher birth ; but they are certain to disapprove and even prohibit

their daughters marrying men of lower birth. We almost daily hear

some of the common Christian missionaries from Europe and America

loudly condemning our caste and telling us that all the inequalities

of caste, which are current in our society, are altogether unwarranted

and iniquitous. Let us take a missionary of that kind and ask him

to tell us fairly and frankly, if be will give his own daughter in

marriage, say, to a pariah convert, whom he may himself have had the

great; privilege of bringing into the fold of Christ. Will he do it ? He

may at best say
"
From the standpoint of my religion, I can have

no objection to my daughter marrying a pariah convert of mine, if she

herself likes to do so. Only our social sentiments rebel against it,

and our racial instincts make it almost impossible ". These social

sentiments and racial instincts are not, however, unmeaning; and

there can be no doubt, as I have already told you, that they have

been much more helpful than hurtful to the advancement of humanity

along the path of progressive civilisation and spirituality. If the

European or American missionary's daughter married the pariah,

there would in the end be real degradation and loss of moral power in

relation to the offspring of such a marriage. The offspring would not

be, in point of potency for culture and civilisation, so much above the

father's as below the mother's level. A very wide range of human
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experience shows this to be true, and modern scientific enquirers

also seem to have accepted it as true. Lat us not forget that in this

country we have had for many thousands of years communities

belonging to different races and different tribes, and possessing very

different capacity for culture and occupying very different levels of

civilisation, living side by side in peace and in amity. Such evidently

has not been the case with the homeland of the Christian missionary

from the West. Wherever there is a passably fair racial unity among
the inhabitants of a country, there marriage-relations between men and

women need not be subjected to more than ordinary restrictions and

limitations. Where, however, the peopla are heterogeneous in colour

and race and are mostly composed of communities occupying markedly

different levels of civilisation, there marriage cannot be allowed to be

quite so free and unguided and unrestrained. Otherwise, man is certain

to decay, and his humanity certain to become degraded. Therefore,

where religion does not authoritatively stand in the way of too free

inter-racial and inter-caste marriages, social sentiments and racial

instincts take upon themselves the duty of preventing civilisation

from undergoing decay or deterioration through unsuitable admixture

of blood. And when those sentiments and instincts begin to operate

freely, they invariably do so in a manner, which we, in this country,

cannot even think of without great horror and disgust.

Whether it is better to rely upon religion, or to rely upon racial

and social instincts, to safeguard society and civilisation from that

kind of deterioration, which is certain to arise in consequence of the

unrestricted intermixture of unequally cultivated and ill adjusted

tribes and races and communities, is a question to which the lynch-

law, so freely resorted to by the Whites as against the Blacks in the

southern states of the United States of America, cannot fail to give

an emphatic and adequate answer. When, under the banner of one

of the freest of republican governments, and among a people profess-

ing one of the most cosmopolitan and humanitarian religions in

the world, the barbarities of lynching and such other ugly acts

have to be utilised to protect society from the decay that may arise

from racial corruption, then that religious authority, which prudently

places res trio bio as upon undesirable marriages, cannot certainly be

ridiculed and laughed at with freedom or impunity. The politically
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inhuman and morally unwholesome character of the influence of

racial assertivenesss and isolation is becoming only too plainly

visible now in all those parts of the world, where the lot of the

white man is cast in the midst of those whom he in contempt calls

coloured peoples. South Africa and Australia, for instance, have

only to be mentioned to enable us to see how bitter and harsh and

insolent race-fealing may so very often become. Just as what

may very well be described as inclusive toleration is the underlying

foundation of Hindu religious unity, the policy of what I frequently

speak of as conciliatory co-ordination constitutes the underlying

foundation of Hindu social unity. It is therefore no wonder that

one of the least biassed and most earnest and far-seeing among

thoughtful Christian missionaries in Madras declared some years ago,

that Hinduism recognises the solidarity of man more markedly

than any other religion known to history. In a book written by-

Sir George Campbell who must be known by name to many in

this country as a distinguished European civil servant and as an

anthropologist of some note after he travelled in the United States

of America with a view to study the nature of the relation between

the Whites and the Blacks thera, he has deliberately given it out as

his conclusion that it would indeed have been very good for the

United Stsates to hive adopted a social institution like the Indian

caste-systeoQ. In that book he his siid
"
In India I have had the

experience of how communities of paople, varying in character,

culture and rank and racial qualifications, have lived for centuries

amicably side by side ; and this has been possible in India only

through the organisation of caste". After coming to know this

opinion so assuredly expressed by such a man, who is there among us

that can curse our institution of caste unhesitatingly and altogether ?

It may not be now possible for the United States to organise for

the benefit of the people therein an institution like the Indian caste.

That, however, is not what we are concerned about now. Never-

theless, Sir George Campbell's true insight into the historic aim

and effect of caste in India ought to enable us to set a distinctly high

value on the undoubtedly humanitarian purpose and far-sighted

wisdom of our ancient religious law-givers. Caste has fairly unified

in India such heterogeneous racial and social elements among the

people as have stubbornly resisted all attempts at any kind of

48
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unification elsewhere, Racial and religious animosities can be and

have been in fact appeased nowhere quite so easily as in India. A

little of sincere sympathy and a little of mutual forbearance and

goodwill, becoming visible through a few well-aimed acts of common

kindliness and helpfulness, can soon bridge here all such great moral

gulfs of human separation as are almost unbridgeable in lands which

are swayed by other and less cosmopolitan civilisations. Think of

the crusades and of the fate of the Moors in European history ! Or

think of the persecutions of the Christian Church in its mad and

unbridled frenzy to enforce an impossible and meaningless religious

conformity ! Then bring to your mind how Hindu India has given

shelter and support and encouragement to homeless Jews and Parsis,

and has by the free offer of philosophic friendliness made iconoclas-

tic Islam notably calm and tolerant and philosophic ! The contrast

cannot but be striking and instructive. Some are of course apt to

see mere weakness in this historic spirit of Hindu conciliation. But

we do not generally conciliate those whom we may very well ignore.

Nor do those become easily reconciled to us who feel that there

can be no harm whatsoever in taking no account of us at ail.

Hence conciliation really rests on the recognition of mutual

strength and worth, and has a more becoming moral meaning than

any kind of aggression and continued cat-fight. That any good

man is in his place as worthy as any other good man is in his, is a

lesson that is always and everywhere well worth learning ; and it

is because our ancestors were made to learn this lesson early, our

mother-land has been for so many centuries an unparallelled home of

peaceful avocations and high aspirations, in spite of the storm and

stress of innumerable opposing forces that have long had in it an

abundant play. Therefore our ultimate pronouncement on caste

in India cannot but be that it has indeed helped very much more

than it has hindered progress and civilisation among us, inasmuch

as it has succeeded well in India in producing out of very

heterogeneous elements a quiet, law-abiding and self-respecting

people, whose long and glorious history is remarkably full of so many

things that are true and good and beautiful.

Accordingly, whether we take caste by birth or caste by quality

into consideration, we cannot surely fail to see the justice of making
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the functions of persons in society depend upon the natural

endowment and temperamental qualities with which they are born.

In a society ruled by the regime of status, the differentiation

of men's varied functions therein is necessarily determined by the

position which their birth gives to them. In such a society, birth

gives more often than not, the truest, the readiest and the mosb con-

venient measure of the endowments and qualities of individuals. We
cannot afford to forget how very true it is in history, that whatever

is is right. This of course does not at all mean that history knows

no wrong and no injustice. It would be altogether untrue to say so.

But what it really means is that whatever endures for a fairly long

time in history serves during that period some definite and naturally

requisite purpose. Otherwise there would assuredly be no need for

its enduring so at all. And such things, as are not really wanted,

arise rarely, if ever, in history. If we keep this great fact of history

in mind, we are sure to see at once that the regime of status in

society wherever and whenever such a regime actually comes

into existence is like all other events and conditions in history the

result of the operation of natural causes. Therefore, as such a result,

it cannot surely be out of due normality in its own time and in its own

circumstances. Students of geology often say that, in the geological

procession of the successive evolution of animal life, fish life, for

instance, preceded reptile life, and that amphibian life manifested

itself naturally in the interval and served as the required inter-

mediate step in helping on the progress of the evolution. Zoologists

tell us that reptile life represents a higher stage of animal evolution

than fish life does. But it does nob at all follow from this that the

lower fish life deserves in any way to be called wrong, simply

because it is the lower. All later regimes of social life are every-

where seen to be evolved out of more or less different earlier regimes :

and what we ought to say therefore is not that all the earlier regimes

are wrong, while the later ones are all right, but that the earlier

regimes were also right in their respective times and places and

circumstances, and have benoe bean useful as the necessary basis of

later and higher developments. Viewe.i in this light, caste by birth

cannot be said to be wrong, nor caste by quality to be absolutely right.

There is no doubt that caste by quality represents a higher stage of

social development than oaste by birth ; and social progress very
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often means the passage of a society from conditions that require,

and are favourable to, caste by birth to conditions that are agreeable

to caste by quality. Nevertheless, we must not forget that, in the

regime of caste by birth, status is not altogether undetermined by

quality. So long as heredity happens to be a channel for the descent

of endowment and temperamental qualities from generation to genera-

tion in a family and education is neither sufficiently widespread nor

sufficiently effective to modify markedly the influence of heredity with

appreciable rapidity so long, caste by birth is certain to continue

to flourish in society and to be fairly accurately determined and con-

trolled by inherited endowments and innate temperamental qualities.

Accordingly, in the case of caste by birth also wherever it has not

lingered too long through inertia to be any more helpful to progress

the functions of individuals in society may happen to be related

appropriately to their qualities. Even their religious functions and

privileges may be different, if only all those functions harmonise

together so well as to serve the general good of the whole community.

Where, however, society has acquired more of what they in these days

call individualism, and men are allowed freedom to choose that kind

of life and that path of religious discipline for which they feel they

are most fitted, there, it is quality which directly and immediately

determines function. So, in this evolution also, all roads lead to God.

In concluding the study of this important sloka, which has

taken up all our time to-day, let me briefly point out to you that it tells

us that the logical relation, between men's endowments and tempera-

mental qualities on the one hand and the functions for which they

are naturally fitted on the other, determines for them their duties in

life, even as it may indeed determine for them the nature of their

religion itself. We may quite appropriately say that all men and

women are in fact born to do duty ; and the duty, which each of

them has to do, is not left to be determined by his or her own whims

and fancies, but is imposed upon that person with incontestable

authority by nature, whose aim has been shown to be nothing other,

or less kindly, than to help on the final liberation of all those souls

which have through their own karma become entangled in matter.

Accordingly, as long as there" has to be any kind of differentiation

of duty in society, the extremely democratic ideal of absolute social
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equality in life cannot surely be anything better than an irrational

and impossible dream.

xxi

In our last class we dealt with the rationality and meaning and

aim of the division of human society into four typical castes. We
saw that such a division is very natural among mankind, and that

almost all human communities have had a stratified structure, the

strata being in some cases somewhat more unchangeable and more

rigidly fixed in position than in others. Hence the open recognition

of the spiritual equality of all human beings need not be inconsistent

with such social inequalities as are natural and are due to the very

constitution of the various inherited bodies of embodied souls ; and

this kind of naturalness and universality in relation to these in-

equalities justifies us in maintaining that they also must be God-made.

Where social inequalities are inevitable, one of the ways in which

they may be made to be ungalling and harmless is by adopting the

policy of conciliatory co-ordination and arranging the unequal com-

munities in collateral compartments in the same plane, so to say,

so that each such compartment may feel a pride in its own history

and progress. This has in fact been the long established Indian

plan, as you know. Nevertheless, the inequalities are there inevitably,

as they have been produced through the operation of the just and

God-ordained law of karma. Since, according to this universal law, the

kind of life, that one lived before in previous conditions of embodiment,

is really responsible in every way for the kind of life for which one is

now fitted, it follows necessarily and as a matter of course that, in

spite of God, as the omnipotent ordainer of the law of karma, being

Himself the ultimate originator of inequalities in all human societies,

we are ourselves the makers of what happens to be our lot in the

world wherein we are born. Therefore, beyond ordaining the just

law of karma and setting it in operation, He does, out of partiality or

prejudice, nothing which influences for better or for worse the lot of

any individual embodied soul in His universe. Thus He, as the Divine

Sovereign, fulfils, without partiality and without prejudice, His high

function as the incorruptible fountain of justice in His noble and

righteously ordered government of the universe. That is how He is
'

the imperishable non-maker
'

of all those inequalities which are
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found in the life of embodied souls. The universe is ruled by law

and justice, but not by any sort of arbitrary and despotic discre-

tion ; and God, who is the Supreme Ruler of the Universe, is there-

fora altogether untainted by the unjust bias of partiality or of any

selfish attachment. Otherwise, He also would have had to become

subject to the limiting bondage of karma. Such indeed is the universal

prevalence of this God-ordained law of karma. Even the omnipotent

ordainer of that law of karma has accordingly to act carefully up to

all its altruistic requirements, if He wishes to be really free from

the penalties which it imposes on all those, who do not carry out

its requirements well and wisely. We ought to see from this that

the potency of justice is, according to the teachings given in the

Glta by Sri-Krishna, even higher than that of divine omnipotence.

And now let us proceed with our study of the Glta for today.

14. Works do not cling to Me
;
I have no desire

for the fruit of works : (he), who makes Me out to be

such, he does not become bound by karma.

We have seen how, although God is ultimately the creator of

caste, He cannot rightly be held to be responsible for the inequali-

ties which are naturally and unavoidably current everywhere in all

human societies. Surely none who is biassed, owing to the influence

of the forces of interest and attachment, can- manage to uphold

absolute justice unerringly and to bring it well into effective working

order irrespective of consequences. Therefore, whoever upholds

justice absolutely and sets it freely and fully in operation, he must

be altogether free from all bias and interest and selfish attachment.

God, as the ordainer of the just law of karma and as the impartial

dispenser of justice according to that law, is evidently bound to be,

and is, free from all such vicious bias and interest and attachment.

This kind of freedom from attachment is itself due in His case to

His having no selfish desire of any kind. Although He is, as the

fountain-source of all power in the universe, the most unceasing and.

the most efficient among the workers therein, still His freedom

from all selfish desire makes it wholly impossible for any taint of
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karma to cling to Him. It is obviously for this reason that works

do not cling to Him. That God has in this manner allowed justice

to work out its own course is true, not only in relation to the mani-

festation of inequalities in human societies, but also in relation to

the entire work of creation as it has all along gone on in His created

universe. You have already learnt that the Vedanta considers the

purpose, with which God has in His wisdom created the universe, to

be the strengthening of the spiritual power of embodied souls, so as to

make it more and more easily possible for them to win back once

for all their final salvation of emancipation and become free from all

imposed disabilities and limitations. So far as God is concerned,

this aim can in no way be selfish ; evidently it is altogether altruistic.

Therefore, even in spite of the existence of such a purpose in the mind

of God, He can ba, and is really, free from all forms of selfish desire

in relation to everything that goes to make up His grand work of

universal creation. It is in this way that He may be said to be the
'

maker
'

and at the same time the
'

non-maker
'

of the whole of the

created universe. Here in fact is to be found the justification for

interpreting the expression chaturvarnya in the previous slokaiu so

comprehensive a manner as to make it include the whole of the

universe within its significance. Anyhow, it has to be distinctly

understood by every one of us that, by ordaining the just law of

karma and allowing it freely and effectively to operate in the

universe, God, who is Himself its creator and protector, has succeeded

in making it impossible for the bondage of karma to impose limitations

upon Him. We are in consequence told here that to make out that

God works in this manner in His own universe in guiding it to the

goal, which He has Himself appointed for it, is well calculated to

enable us also to get out of the necessity of becoming subject to

the bondage of karma, even though we unceasingly live the life of

willing labour and active achievement.

Here also we have distinctly to bear in mind that it is not a

merely intellectual realisation of the manner of God's work in His

universe that is thus calculated to bestow on men and women such

freedom from the imprisoning influence of karma. You may remember

we had to understand in one of our previous classes the statement how
that a knowledge of the nature of divine incarnation and of the life
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of the incarnated God-man is well suited to make us rise above the

tendency to re-incarnation, so that we may, after acquiring it, go as

a matter of course to God, who is the ultimate home of all embodied

and enfranchised souls. We then made out clearly that that liberating

knowledge had to be more than merely intellectual, that it had to

embrace within the compass of its meaning such practical conduct

in life as is in complete harmony with the well ascertained nature of

the birth of the God-man as well as of the life of the God-man.

Similarly, that sort of practical realisation in life is obviously required

here also. Therefore we have not only to know intellectually how and

why it is that the binding taint of karma or work does not at all cling

to God, but have also to adopt well in our own active lives that plan or

manner of doing work which is in fall agreement with His supremely

benevolent purpose and infallibly unselfish and entirely altruistic

conduct. Most of you, I am sure, have already learnt that to work

through the agency of a just law is in this connection the chief

practical lesson we have all to gather from our knowledge of God as a

typical worker. The law through which God works is the indubitably

just law of karma ; and the law through which man has to work is

indeed nothing other than the equally just and blameless law of duty.

So long as our duty is determined for us by our natural fitness, and

so long again as this fitness of ours is determined for us in accordance

with the law of karma, which is in itself absolutely just, it is impos-

sible for any of us not to see that the law of duty is indeed no less

just than the law of karma. If wa really do all our work in life in the

manner in which it has to be done, whenever the doing of it happens

to be our duty, then it is our serene sense of moral obligation that

becomes really the most important motive fores in the guidance of our

lives. If we do at all times whatever we do in life, simply because

we know that we ought to do it, then surely there can be no selfish

motive of any kind behind anything that we may ever happen to do.

It is in this manner that the law of duty saves all those, who have to

live the life of work, from the otherwise inevitable contamination of

karma. Therefore to know, how and why it is that God is free from

selfish desire and the consequent contamination of karma, is really

helpful in enabling all people to learn bow they may make themselves

also so fully free from selfish desire as to be no longer apt to be

subjected to the bondage of karma.
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15. Knowing (it to be) thus, even ancient aspirants

after deliverance did work. Therefore, do you (also)

assuredly do work (as ordained) of old long ago, and (as)

done by the ancients.

Why Sri-Krishna should have drawn the attention of Arjuna to

the fact, that even ancient seekers after the salvation of the soul

understood the nature of good and righteous conduct in this light

and did their duties in life accordingly, is a point which seems to me
to be worthy of some attention here. You know how already in the

Bhagavadgitd the authority of antiquity and old usage has been

more than once adduced in favour of the philosophy of conduct that

is taught therein. What may be the meaning of this appeal to the

authority of antiquity and old usage ? I believe I have once before

pointed out to you that the authority of antiquity and continued usage

has a tendency to add to what may be called the mystic dignity and

the approved credibility of every religious and philosophical teaching,

which may well happen to be in a position to claim such authority

in favour of itself. According to the opinion of Sri- Krishna, as

given in this sloka, His teaching, regarding how the life of work has

to be lived, may be seen to be fully entitled to claim the support of

such authority. If a particular path of wisdom or course of life,

followed by ancient seekers of salvation, appears to have been

capable of bestowing on them the deliverance, for which they were

striving, how does it follow from this that that path of wisdom and

that course of conduct are right ia themselves and are therefore

worthy to be adopted by all? No religious or philosophical teach-

ing can be conceived to be right and worthy, simply because it

rests on traditional antiquity and has the authority of old usage to

support it. Indeed nothing can become true or right or worthy,

merely on account of its being very old. The value of any particular

path of life, that may have been taught with due authority in any

religion, is dependent upon how far that path is conformably related

to truth, and upon how far it is in consequence right and worthy

49
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and calculated to give satisfaction and strength and encouragement

to the sincere aspirant, who honestly and earnestly endeavours to

follow that prescribed path. Still, we are, I believe, bound to see that

all such paths of religious and moral conduct and realisation, as have

the support of great antiquity and long usage, deserve on that very

account to be at least presumed to be fairly worthy and right, till

the contrary is distinctly proved in relation to them. The reason

for this is, that such paths are certified to us to be right an 3 worthy

by the accumulated experience of a long line of earnest aspirants,

who walked before our days along those same paths. How can it

be denied that much of our wisdom in many spheres of life has come

down to us as the sustained result of the thought and experience of our

ancestors ? A religious path that does not lead to the goal of truth

and salvation, and is not helpful to man in enabling him to perfect his

purity and strengthen his spiritual power, is apt to be quickly found

out to be unworthy by every one, who is really an earnest aspirant

after spiritual deliverance and final freedom. Accordingly, the

experience and approbation of a long line of worthy aspirants should

certainly be able to testify to the true helpfulness and worthy right-

eousness of the course of religious and moral life that has been so long

followed by them. This of course does not mean that it is good for us

to take our religion altogether on trust, so as to surrender'completely

our reason and conscience to the authority of ancient "tradition and

long continued usage. We are certainly in a position to say that

such an idea must have been far from the mind of Sri-Krishna, in as

much as we find, almost at the end of the Gltd, that Arjuna, who

was the disciple in the situation, was asked to consider carefully

all that he was taught and then to do whatever seemed to him to be

right and proper. Personal conviction is undeniably the best basis

for a man's religioua belief and for the guidance of his|conduct in life.

But unfortunately personal convictions are very frequently apt to be

erroneous. The belief in the infallibility of personal conviction turns

out to be frequently as wrong as the belief in the absolute authorita-

tiveness of old usage and antiquity. The guiding right ',
of personal

conviction can never be wholly free from the deviation due to man's

mental refraction ; and in a matter of such great importance as the

attainment of the supreme good of life, faulty steps, though based

on personal conviction, deserve to be very seriously^ deprecated.
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After all, our salvation depends as much upon what we think as upon

what we do. A man's conviction may often be wrong, as I have

just now told you ; even then the sincerity of his conviction ought to

be quite enough to acquit him of the guilt of having had any motive

to do wrong. Nevertheless, a wrong deed does not cease to be

wrong, simply because there has been no evil motive behind it. We
know well enough how so very many men do wrong so very fre-

quently with such very good intentions. Therefore the best guidance

for conduct is to be found neither in reason alone nor in authority

alone. On the other hand it has to be found in the harmonious

blending of both reason and authority. That is why Sri-Krishna,

as an ideal teacher, quotes the authority of usage and antiquity, at

the same time that He earnestly appeals to the reason of His

sincerely anxious and earnest disciple.

Arjuna was accordingly commanded to learn that it was quite

imperatively obligatory on his part to live the life of work, firstly

because such life alone was logically consistent with his essential

nature as an embodied soul, and secondly also because the life of

work had behind it the authority of great antiquity and high and

continued usage. An examination of how God lives the life of

incessant and stupendous work, and is at the same time free from

the binding thraldom of karma, should have enabled Arjuna to see, as

indeed he was called upon to see, that the life of earnest work, when

lived in accordance with the divine law of duty, is altogether incap-

able subjecting man to the bondage of karma. The law of duty does

not only impose on man the obligation of living the life of work, but

also specifies with authority the kind of work which it is obligatory

on his part to do well in life as occasions arise. It was therefore

that Arjuna was wrong in proposing to get away from the work of

giving battle in the impending great war and to adopt the life of

retirement and mendicant asceticism, although he certainly made such

a proposal with very excellent intentions. And if we wish to live the

life of
'

work
'

well, so as to make it equivalent to the life of
'

no-

work
'

then we have to know the exact nature of the circumstances

under which
'

work
'

rnay be made to become equivalent to 'no- work '.

How valuable this knowledge is, and how difficult it is to acquire

it, are both pointed out in the next xfcka :
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16. In this respect of what '

work '

is and what
k

no-work
'

(is), even sages have been deluded. Therefore

I shall teach you (what)
'

work
'

(is), by knowing which

you will become free from (all) evil.

You may remember my having once before drawn your atten-

tion to the fact that the aim of the Bhayavadglta may well be taken

to be the reconciliation of pravritti with nivritti in the matter of

our conduct in life. To some it may seem to be naturally evident that

human salvation does not depend so much upon what men and women

do as upon what they are and what they think. Such people base

moksha on jnana and maintain that it is the wisdom in the heart of

the aspirant which is really responsible for his deliverance and salva-

tion. But there are others to whom it may equally positively appear

to be certain that life is essentially made up of work. According to

these, mere wisdom in the heart, howsoever true and excellent it may

be, cannot give rise to salvation. It is this kind of antithesis between

work and wisdom, as suitable means for the attainment of the soul's

salvation, that underlies the contrast between pravritti-marga and

nivritti-marga in Hindu religion and ethics. The former of these is,

as you know, the path of work and activity, while the latter is the

path of retirement in which men are expected to turn away as far as

possible from work and activity and achievement. Thus most men

are apt to feel that, in their endeavour to seek and find salvation,

they are called upon to choose either the life of action and achieve-

ment or the life of renunciation and retirement. Even great

philosophers appear to have been subject to this sort of difference of

opinion regarding the course of life which is best suited for the

attainment of salvation. In most controversies like this, which are

of a markedly long duration in history, it generally happens that

both sides are partially right and neither side is in a position to

show itself to be decidedly more in agreement with truth than the

other. Therefore it is all the more difficult to make out welllthe true

nature of the life of work or of the life of renunciation. This contro-

versy regarding the question as to which of these two kinds of life
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possesses superior moral and religious efficacy whether it is the

life of action and achievement or that of retirement and renuncia-

tion is not peculiar to the religion of the Hindus. It is known

to almost all the great religions of the world. Buddhism and

Jainism know it quite as well as Hinduism does. The holy fakirs

of Islam bear testimony to the approved currency of asceticism

among the followers of the Prophet of Arabia. Christianity also has

had its many monks and nuns ; and Christian teachers are not

unknown who have declared that Jesus was a holy ascetic, who

preached prominently the life of renunciation and asceticism. I am
of opinion that the Bible clearly supports the view that Jesus taught

both pravritti and nivritti. Nevertheless, it is the Veddntic religion

of the Hindus, which is often criticised by certain people as being the

one religion which preaches passivity, inaction, silent contemplation

and ybgic meditation, and thus unfits men to live the vigorous life of

duty and achievement. These critics ask us further
'

What is the

good of such a religion in these trying days of strenuous struggle for

existence and unceasing competition in life ?
' The truth is that the

doctrine of renunciation is common to all the great religions of the

world ; it is one of the bed-rocks on which the edifice of the philo-

sophy of conduct rests. And whether this doctrine is really helpful to

human progress or not, is entirely dependent upon the way in which

people understand it and act upon it. Arjuna misunderstood this

momentous moral doctrine of renunciation, and thought that it

necessarily implied retirement from the battle-field and a complete

relief from the obligation of having to live the strenuous life of work

and duty That the great moral doctrine of renunciation does not

mean this, but requires, and is fully compatible with, the life of work

and duty, is what Sri-Krishna endeavoured to teach clearly to Arjuna ;

and in some of the following slokas we are given an explanation of

how it. is that the life of work may itself be made to become the life

of renunciation. When it is seen that the life of renunciation has

itself to be necessarily based on the life of work, it cannot be contended

with any semblance of truth that such renunciation is pure passivity

and inaction. To know well what the appropriate life of work is,

and what that of renunciation is, we have to understand how they

differ from, and are at the same time related to^ each other.

Accordingly we find the teaching here proceed thus :
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17. (The meaning) of
'

work '

has to be understood

and (that) of
'

mis-work' also has to be understood : (the

meaning) of
' no-work '

again has to be understood.

(Indeed) the meaning of
'

work '

is (so) hard to be made

out.

Here, as in the previous stanza, work represents the life of duty

and active achievement, and no-tvork represents the life of renuncia-

tion and retirement. These are apparently contradictory, and are so

only apparently. Nevertheless, most people are apt to look upon

them as being really contradictory of each other. Thus both work

and no-work are subject to be easily mis-understood ;
and often, in

consequence, the true meaning of ivork becomes difficult to be made

out correctly. To understand well the true meaning of work, we

have to make out clearly not only the distinction between work and

no-work, but also the other distinction between work and mis-work.

It is evident that the expression mis- work means wrong work, that

is, that kind of work which is either wrongly elected or wrongly

performed. I have no doubt you remember well that, when we were

studying the third chapter of the Git a, we learnt that one's own

duty, even if ill performed, is indeed better for one than another's

duty, howsoever well performed. Or, as I have more than once put

it to you before, duty is not indeterminate, and is therefore not left

to the free choice of the doer. That work alone is one's duty for

which one is fitted by nature. In other words, the duty of a man

in life is invariably determined for him by the
'

qualities
'

of his own

prakriti ; it is in fact determined by whichever of those
'

qualities
'

happens to be dominant and by how much it is so dominant in his

constitution. Any duty, when it is chosen in careless disregard of the

disposition as well as the effect of the
'

qualities
'

of one's nature, is

certain to turn out to be a wrongly elected duty. It is thus in fact

that wrongly elected work has always to be understood to be mis-work.

One of the characteristic definitions of yoga or the life of earnest

application to work, as we have it given to us in the second chapter

of the (iltu'isydfiah karmasu kauxalam that ijoga is cleverness in
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relation to the performance of works. It is, as you are aware, in calling

upon Arjuna to adopt the life of application to duty, that Sri- Krishna

told him that yoga meant cleverness in relation to the performance

of all those various kinds of work, which it may rightly be a man's

duty in life to do. You know well by this time that the word yoga

has many meanings in Sanskrit. But it is this definition of one of its

many meanings which is of importance to us here. It must be evi-

dent to you all that, though a man chooses correctly such duty as i&

suited for him to adopt in life, still he may fail to perform that duty

well, for the very sufficient reason that he has not the needed skill

or ability for its appropriate performance. In a case like this also,

the work that a man does is apt to become mis-work. To prevent

work from becoming mis-work, one has firstly to choose one's duty

appropriately, and secondly to do that duty well with ability and

cleverness. Accordingly, it becomes evident that all that kind of

activity and achievement, which is not mis-work in any manner,

deserves to be called ivork. Putting it in another v;ay, we may say

that work means that kind of activity in life which is rightly chosen

and well carried out. So far, we have been trying to understand

the difference between icork and mis- work. That work ought not to

be mis-work, and that no mis-work can ever properly turn out to be

ivork, are well worth knowing. But to understand the nature of

work well and fully, we have to learn to distinguish it from no-work

also. What is meant by ST^fT or no-work here is neither the absence

of work nor any thing else which is the very opposite of work. We
shall see presently that, under certain given conditions, work may be-

come equivalent to no-iuork and no-work equivalent *to work. This

equivalence between them cannot be possible, if they really happen

to be wholly incompatible with each other. Indeed what Sri-Krishna

has taught us in His philosophy of work is, that truly ethical ivork,

to be properly such, has to possess notably the characteristics of

no-work, and that no-iuork, so far as such a thing is possible at all, has

to possess unmistakably the characteristics of work, if it is to prove

helpful at all to self-realisation and salvation. In fact we have to

understand by rrork and no-work here what we have so often taken

to be the meanings of the Sanskrit words pravritti and niv>'itti. These

may in a way be seen also to correspond to what, in European ethics,

they call by the technical names of egoism and altrusim. You know
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that pravritti represents the energetic life of active achievement and

acquisition, while nivritti represents the calm life of renunciation

and retirement. There is no philosophy of ethics, which, being

based on religion, does not urge as a matter of necessity the adop-

tion of both pravritti and nivritti at the same time in the ideal

conduct of human life. Absolute nivritti is both impossible and

undesirable : and pravritti, as unqualified by nivritti, is also equally

undesirable, if not more. Hence arises the need for the due com-

bination of pravritti and nivritti, that is, of
'

work
'

and
'

no-work ', in

life. We are accordingly told

18. He, who sees
'

no-work
'

in
'

work
' and

'

work '

in
c

no-work', (he), among (all) men, is possessed of in-

telligence ;
he is the appropriate doer of all

'

work.'

If, as we have learnt, all great religions enjoin the life of work

and duty as well as the "life of retirement and renunciation, what is

particularly pointed out here is that the life of work is not incom-

patible with or antagonistic to the life of renunciation. Indeed, it

reads like a riddle when we are called upon to see
'

work
'

in no-

work' and 'no work' in 'work'; and it really requires intelligence to be

able to solve the riddle. The statement, that be, who succeeds in solving

this riddle, is the man of intelligence among all men, means clearly

that he is in possession of the true secret of what constitutes the life

of wisdom as opposed to the ordinary life of selfish action. I need not

remind you here that it is the life of retirement and renunciation that

which we call the life of nivritti in Sanskrit -which is commonly con-

ceived to be the life fit to be lived by the unworldly philosopher with

his well-established spiritual wisdom. We are further told here that

he, who really succeeds in solving the interesting problem of seeing

'work' in 'no- work' as well as of 'no- work' in 'work', happens to be the

appropriate doer oi all work. In other words, it is only such a man

that can live the life of duty aright. Accordingly, it is in the life of

him, who realises 'work' in 'no-work' and 'no-work' in 'work', that

we have the harmonisation of work and wisdom, of achievement and
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renunciation. You may remember how a king Janaka of Videha

has been already referred to, as a person who was in his days highly

famous for effectively combining in himself the true spirit of nivritti

with an appropriate life of pravritti. He found
'

no-work
'

in
'

work'.

In the same context where this Janka is referred to in the Gitd, we are

given to understand that he was not the only person of the kind known

to Indian antiquity, but that there were others also, who, like him,

saw easily
'

no-work
'

in
'

work '. In fact, all those active and unselfish

benefactors of mankind, who, living in the world much like ordinary

men of the world, have, nevertheless, through their love and their

selflessness and sacrifice, rendered markedly valuable and active aid

to humanity and to civilisation, are. irrespective of their race and

creed and nationality, worthy examples to illustrate the general

possibility of seeing
'

no-work
'

in
'

work'. Similarly history affords

more than one illustrious example to show to us the other possibility

of seeing
'

work
'

in
'

no-work '. Kapiia, Mabavira, Buddha, Sankara,

Ramanuja, and Madhva are a few among the honoured names of

Indian history which come to my mind just now in this connection.

All these adopted the life of asceticism and renunciation as befitting

them best ; and yet they spent themselves in doing good, that is, in

thinking out and working for the welfare of others. This is how

they saw 'work' in
'

no- work', and exemplified in their own lives the

true meaning and the inner purpose of the real life of renunciation.

Accordingly, we have to make out that the ascetic philosopher's life

of renunciation and the active worker's life of action are both fit to

be hallowed equally well by the chastening oower of selfless service.

The benignant light of the service of man makes the life of duty bright

and joyous ; and in the vividity of that light the apparent contradic-

tion between 'work' and 'no-work' disappears altogether. The ques-

tion as to who should adopt the life of
'

no-work' so as to see 'work
1

in

it, and who else should adopt the life of
'

work
'

so as to see 'no-work'

in it, is of course determined aright by the inherently constitutional

qualities of individuals. But whichever life it is, that an individual

adopts in accordance with his own natural fitness, it is impossible

for him to ignore the obligatoriness of selfless service therein, so long

as he wishes to obtain the salvation soul-emancipation. Therefore the

truly wise man is described in the following stanza thus :

50
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19. (He), whose activities are all unassociated

with the volition (that is impelled) by desire, him, the

wise men speak of as the sage, whose karma has been

consumed in the fire of wisdom.

Let us try to imagine a man whose mind is capable of being free

from the volition which is impelled by desire. You know how we have

all to will before we act ;
it is the volition in the mind that deter-

mines the action of the body. And this volition is, in its turn, deter-

mined generally by the desire which from time to time prevails in the

heart. Accordingly, the desire in the heart gives direction to the will,

which in its turn stimulates and sustains the activities of the body

I only mean all such activities as are entirely voluntary. That is the

reason why, when we try to judge men from their actions, we are

often led to go behind those actions and to draw inferences as to their

underlying motives. You know, I believe, that, in doing this, some

selfish desire or other is very generally taken to be at the basis of the

motive to act. In the large majority of instances, the logic that is

involved in this process of reasoning holds good. But there are also

certain cases of an exceptional character, wherein this common logic

fails very badly. This failure in such cases is due to the fact that the

very rarity of the men, who act with disinterested motives, leads most

people to the dismal conclusion that disinterested action is altogether

unnatural and impossible. The desire to acquire pleasure and to avoid

pain need not. and in some cases does not, determine the motive to act ;

and it is, as you already know, Sri-Krishna's opinion that disinterested

action is perfectly possible and not at all unnatural. Unless we

succeed in killing our unethical and unspiritual tendency to be selfish,

we cannot become competent to live the wholesome life of selfless

work and achievement : and fortunately for us, we have aids to kill

this tendency to be selfish. The wisdom arising out of philosophic

self-realisation is one of such aids. Strong faith in God, which is

associated with deep devotion and love and self-surrender to Him,

is another very valuable aid in enabling us to kill our tendency to be
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selfish. An imperturbable sense of duty and of high moral responsi-

bility may also help us in overcoming our common human weakness

of acting invariably with only such self-regarding motives as are based

on desire due to love of pleasure. In whatever way a man succeeds in

subduing his tendency to be selfish, he obtains, as the reward of his

success, full freedom from the bondage of karma. He no longer feels

thereafter
'

I want this, or I don't want that'. Nevertheless, his will

is in operation and makes him work ; and the work which he thus

does disinterestedly cannot cause his soul to become imprisoned

again and again in a succession of physical embodiments. A life of

such work not only creates no new karma to prevent the final release

of his soul from its imprisonment in matter, but also destroys all the

stored up karma due to his past conditions of re-incarnation.

This is, as I believe you already know, the Upanishadic teaching on

the point ;
and according to it the mortal man becomes immortal

and attains the Brahman even here, as soon as all the desires in his

heart are completely removed and overthrown : that is, as soon as his

life turns out to be altogether one of disinterested duty well performed

with cleverness and with ability. It is in this manner that his karma

becomes burnt up and consumed in the fire of wisdom. Please note that

his wisdom consists mainly in his practical realisation that work in

itself is incapable of giving rise to what we have called bondage-compel-

ling karma, and that what makes work give rise to such karma is in

fact the selfishness of the motive leading to its performance. Whoever

in whatsoever manner succeeds in getting rid of selfishness altogether,

he is indeed a wise man ;
and his wisdom certainly deserves to be

appreciated by the wise. There is a Sanskrit adage which says that

it is only the learned who can well appreciate the true worth of the

learned. Similarly it is only the selfless sage who knows how to

appreciate the wisdom of unselfishness. To be known as a wise

person to the selfless sage is therefore nothing less than to possess that

wisdom, which burns up like fire all accumulated karma and thereby

makes the way easy for the attainment of the salvation of soul-

emancipation. Accordingly, what makes
'

work' the same as no-

work', in the matter of the non-production of the bondage of karma,

is surely the freedom of the worker from all selfish motives that are

actuated by desire. Hence the next *l<~>ka emphatically declares that,
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in the case of the worker, who is thu? absolutely unselfish, even the

most strenuously and enthusiastically performed work cannot in

the least tend to make his soul become subject to the bondage of

karma. And it runs thus:

20. Having given up in entirety the attachment

to the results of work, being ever satisfied and depend-

ing upon nothing, even though (a person is) ardently

engaged in (the performance of) work, he surely does

nothing at all.

The question, that is dealt with in the stanza just translated,

is again evidently in relation to how
'

work
'

may really be made to

become altogether equivalent to
'

no-work '. We have already been

told that, by abandoning all selfish motives, a worker may effectively

convert his
'

work
'

into
'

no-work'. But it has to be borne in mind

that this 'no-work
'

is not the same thing as absolutely passive and inert

inaction, in as much as it has really active work performed under a

certain condition for its equivalent. That condition is the worker's

freedom from all selfish desires in relation to the fruits of his work.

That worker, who does not at all feel that all such desirable fruits

as may arise out of his own work, should naturally and necessarily

belong to himself, and that he alone is therefore entitled to enjoy

them. that is the sort of person in relation to whom even active

ardent
'

work' can become equivalent to
'

no-work ', That such a

person is quite certain to be ever satisfied, goes without saying.

None need prove to you that the least selfish man is very naturally

the most contented man. This very contentment of his is certain to

make it impossible for him to feel at any time that, without this thing

or that thing to own and to enjoy, he cannot at all get on and be happy.

Indeed in relation to him there cannot he any object of attainment on

which his sense of happiness inevitably depends. In other words,

there can surely be no object the non-attainment whereof will tend

to mar or to undo his life. He is therefore depending upon nothing.

But this contentment and internal fi'eedom do not in his case act as
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preventives of work and achievement. The common idea, that con-

tentment cripples action and enterprise, does not hold true in his case;

for even the avoidance of the troubles and trials connected with the

energetic life of action and achievement is not to him an object to

be seriously striven for and attained. On the other hand, he is led

to look upon life as a field for service, wherein his own true function

is to do his dur.y properly and irrespective of all consequences to

himself. Can karma cling to such a man '? We know very well, from

all that we have learnt so far, that it certainly cannot. Accordingly,

though ardently engaged in work, he in truth does nothing at all.

That is, in spite of his own ardent employment in work, karma clings

as little to him as if he really did no work at all. It is thus that
1

work
'

is made in his case to become equivalent to
'

no-work '.

How '

no-work
'

can become equivalent to
'

work
'

is pointed

out in the next two stanzas as I understand them. Let us now

proceed to study them.

21. He, who is devoid of desires and has under

control (his) mind and soul, and has given up all (idea

of) property, (he) incurs no sin by performing merely
such work as is required for (the upkeep of) the body.

22. Being satisfied with such advantages as come

of themselves, and having risen above the pairs of

opposites, he, who is free from envy and looks alike

upon success and failure, (he) is not bound down (by

karma), even though (he) has done work.

To understand well the import of these stanzas, we have to bear

in mind what we have been already told in regard to the utter

impossibility of living the life of absolute inaction. As you know, the

very qualities of prakriti compel an embodied being to live the life
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of work. Hence the life of no-work is unnatural, and cannot literally

be lived by any one. Then how is the wise man to see
'

work
'

in
'

no-work "? For this purpose, what we have to do is to take into con-

sideration only that minimum amount of work without which no

embodied being can manage to live at all. It is this minimum work

which is understood by the expression kevala-tarira-karman here ; it

means merely so much work as is inevitably required for the upkeep

of the body. We have also learnt before this that physical inaction

in itself cannot prevent one from becoming subject to the bondage

of karma. Indeed, the mere burning in the mind is, as you have

been taught, quite as harmful as active participation in the lustful

pursuit of pleasure, in so far as the imposition of the bondage of

karma on the soul is concerned. A highly inactive man may thus

tend to become helplessly fettered down by karma. In the case of

such a man it cannot be rightly said that he incurs no sin. Conse-

quently his life of no-work as far as that is really possible cannot

be considered to be equivalent to the appropriate life of work, and he

cannot illustrate how
'

work
'

may be seen in
'

no-work '. On the

other hand, the man, in whose life we may see the equivalence of

'no-work' to 'work', is he, who combines, with the inevitable

minimum of work required by nature, that proper and wholesome

attitude of mind, which is altogether free from cupidity of all sorts and

is ever well under wise control. Hence we have to understand this

inevitable minimum of work as constituting the
'

no-work
'

which

is contemplated in the context ; for that is indeed the only kind of
'

no-work
'

which is at all possible here for man. That the perform-

ance of merely such and so much work, as is required for the upkeep

of the body and its healthy vitality, does not give rise to sin, cannot

be interpreted to mean that the performance of any other or more

work, than that, does give rise to sin. Sri-Krishna, who has enjoined

on all persons the life of duty and of service as highly obligatory,

and has interpreted yoga to mean among other things cleverness in

the carrying out of work, cannot with consistency teach that any-

thing more than the inevitable minimum of work in life is calculated

to give rise to sin. To understand clearly the position taken up in

these two stanzas, we have to see that the ethics of conduct as taught

in the Glta has really two aspects. One of these is purely external

and relates to work. The other is wholly internal and takes account
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of the selflessness or otherwise of the motive with which the worker

does his work. The combined result of the teaching, as comprising

both these aspects, is that appropriate work done well in the appro-

priate spirit of unselfishness can never give rise to sin. Where the

requisite unselfishness is at its maximum, there evidently it does not

matter very much whether the external work is or is not more than

the inevitable minimum. Of course we have to make sure that the

character as well as the quantity of the work done, even under this

trying condition of maximum unselfishness, is in keeping with the

nature and the capacity of the worker. Given this maximum un-

selfishness, the inevitable minimum of work is as good and worthy

in the case of the man that is fitted only for it, as any larger amount

of work would be in the case of another man who is by nature fitted

for that same larger amount. Accordingly, the unselfish man, who

does only a very small amount of work, does not incur any sin on

account of the work, which he does, being very small in amount. I

hope it has now become clear to you how it is that the wise man

may well see
'

work
'

in
'

no-work '.

You have, however, already made out that it becomes possible

for the wise man to realise the equivalence of 'no-work' with 'work',

only when the spirit of the worker is characterised by what I have

called the maximum of unselfishness. This domination of unselfish-

ness in the heart of the worker is, as you know well, necessary even

in relation to that other person in whom the wise man may observe
'

work
' made equivalent to

'

no-work'. It is in association with the

idea of the equivalence of
'

no-work' with 'work', that we have here,

in the second of the two stanzas under consideration, a description

of the characteristics of the person whose spirit may rightly be under-

stood to be dominated by that maximum amount of unselfishness to

which I have just been drawing your attention. An old objection

against the life of unselfishness as taught in the Gltd may be urged

here again ; and it may accordingly be said that such unselfish life is

as impossible as it is unwholesome. Selfishness is, as one may well

point out, so ingrained in human nature, that it happens to be the

most powerful incentive for men to engage themselves in hard and

strenuous work. There can be no doubt that this is only too true

as societies and civilisations are ordinarilv constituted. But it is a
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very different constitution of society, which these stanzas here,

dealing with the equivalence between
'

work
'

and
'

no- work ', have
in view. In the ideal constitution of society contemplated here,

people have to work and to live the life of strenuous labour altogether

without the incentive of selfishness. It cannot surely be said rightly

that such a thing as this is not at all possible ; because, some of the

greatest persons, who are justly famous in history, have amply demon-
strated the full possibility of living a life of useful and unceasing
labour and achievement without the stimulative influence of the

morally poisonous feeling of selfishness. As a matter of fact, their

very greatness may very well be looked upon as being at once both

the cause and the consequence of this strikingly effective combination

of arduous work with unselfish aims in their lives. Moreover, one does

not quite clearly see why such a combination of work with unselfish-

ness should at all be impossible. If we grant that it is not im-

possible, there can certainly be no question as to its being desirable ;

and in a society, which markedly manifests this combination, neither

the interest of individuals as individuals, nor even the interest of

society as a whole, is apt to be injuriously affected thereby. Imagine

a society, in which every member is an ideal person of this kind, in

whom we may see both
'

work
'

and
'

no-work' in their full complete-

ness and wholly harmonious combination. Every member in such a

society is certain to work and to produce valuable results with the

same zeal and devotion and earnestness as characterise the most

prominentlv selfish workers in the commonly current egoistic regime

of human civilisation. Consequently the result turned out by the

work of the society, which is so organised on the basis of unselfish-

ness, cannot be less than or inferior to the result turned out by

another society of the same strength and the same capacity, which is

organised on the basis of selfishness as controlled by selfishness.

The harvest reaped by the former society has to be necessarily quite as

abundant as the harvest reaped by the latter society. Now what

becomes of the harvest which the unselfishly organised society

reaps ? The fruit of the labour of each member of such a society

comes to be owned by all the members thereof ; and from what

belongs to all of them collectively each obtains what he wants

according to his natural needs. A society like this will not surely

die of starvation. In it men and women will indirectly enrich
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themselves by enriching the society as a whole. They have also the

advantage of being morally superior owing to their unselfishness,

and thus happen to deserve well the salvation of soul-emancipation.

From the stand-point of material advantages, this ideal society is

accordingly not inferior to the ordinarily organised selfish society ;

it is, on the other hand, morally very decidedly superior because

of its freedom from the sinful taint of soul-imprisoning selfishness.

If we keep the value of this social ideal steadily in view, we may
quite easily understand what is meant by SR^Sr^W^fS: here. To

be satisfied with such advantages, as come of themselves, does not

here mean anything like the iniquitous and solthful contentment of

the drone, who does not himself toil but grows fat shamelessly on

the produce of the toil of others. The idea implied here is that, in the

ideal society organised on the basis of unselfishness, the unselfishly

working members thereof are not apt to be left in the cold, but that

their wants also will receive due attention so as to be always satisfac-

torily supplied. Advantages of all sorts are thus certain to come to

them also ; and since they are unselfish in their aims and aspirations,

they are sure to feel contented with whatever advantages so come to

them of themselves. It is not easy to be able to command this kind

of worthy contentment and unselfishness. Psychologically consider-

ed, the power to command contentment and unselfishness presup-

poses that the fortunate person, who has this power, is dvandvatlta,

and has accordingly risen above the power of the pairs of opposites,

such as heat and cold, pain and pleasure, desire and aversion, and so

on. For one to rise above such pairs of opposites is, as you know,

to cease absolutely to be a slave of the senses, so that neither plea-

sure has the alluring power to attract nor pain the abhorrent power

to repel one any longer. When a man has thus broken through the

bondage of the captivating allurements of the senses, it is no wonder

that he easily manages to be satisfied with merely such advantages

as may come to him of themselves. And then how can envy find any

room in his heart V The truly contented man cannot be either

ambitious or envious ;
and the man who is truly neither ambitious

nor envious cannot but be well contented. Such certainly is the

mutual relation between true contentment and freedom from envy.

Envy is after all nothing more than that sense of disappointment,

51
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which certain morally weak persons feel on observing that others

have in any matter got on or prospered better than themselves. This

unworthy feeling is evidently incompatible with contentment and

mental peace. Since the contented man of this kind, who has risen

above the disturbance of the pairs of opposites, and is calm and satis-

fied with whatever advantages come to him naturally of themselves,

cannot do any of his duties in life with motives of personal gain or

self-aggrandisement, it is indeed more to him to have the opportunity

to perform a worthy duty than even to succeed in it, so as to reap for

himself the advantages that may accrue from such sucoess. It is

only thus that such a typically unselfish performer of duty can really

look alike uoon success and upon failure. This required equanimity

in relation to success and failure does not mean that our ideal per-

former of duty is at liberty to do with indifference whatever duty he

may have to do in life. You know that cleverness in the performance

of works has been called yoga, and you know further that all such

work, as is wrongly chosen and adopted, or is badly performed owing

to indifference or want of skill on the part of the worker, deserves

to be brought under vikarma or 'mis-work '. You must therefore

see that that equanimity, which is contemplated here, gives no

sanction of any kind whatever to the indifferent performance of work.

Indifference in relation to success and failure does not surely refer

here to the success and failure of the duty in itself, but refers on the

other hand to that other sorb of success and failure which is ordinarily

determined by the accrual or the non-accrual of the expected results

of the work to the worker. This variety of indifference is not merely

justifiable, but is even held to be highly desirable. It is in fact one

of the necessarily associated conditions of that maximum amount of

unselfishness, which has now been seen to be quite fully capable of

making 'work
'

equivalent to 'no- work', and 'no-work
'

also equiva-

lent to
'

work'.

We have so far tried to understand well the complete significance

of
'

work
'

as explained in the Bhagaviidglta. I have no doubt that

you will all agree with me now in holding that it is very true to

say gahana karmano gat.ih that the meaning of 'work' is hard to

understand. To be able to understand well the meaning of 'work', we

have had to understand the meaning of 'mis-work' and 'no-work
'
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also ; for, as you DOW know, it would have been impossible for us to

make out otberwise how
'

work', which ordinarily forges for man the

hard bondage of karma, happens also to be the very means by which

that same bondage has to be broken through by all those who really

aim at the salvation of soul-emancipation. Our comprehension of

the ideas, underlying
'

work', 'no-work', and 'mis-work', baa enabled

us to see clearly that 'work
'

and
'

no-work
'

can be really made to

be equivalent to each other, and that what makes 'work' itself serve

as the means of liberating the soul from the bondage of karma is

the realisation in life of this possible ethical equivalence between

'work
' and 'no-work '. Naturally the next question to be taken up

for consideration is that of the means wheraby people may achieve

this highly important practical realisation in their own lives. We
shall take that up for study in our next class.

xxii

In our last class we were dealing with the true meaning of work

in the light of the ethics of the Veddnta as expounded in the

Bhagavadylta, We then learnt once again that the life of absolute

akarma or
'

no- work
'

is utterly impossible, and that neither karma

(' work ') nor akarma (' no-work ') can cause the soul to become subject

to the bondage of matter, so long as we are able to make sure that

we are not in any way engaged in the performance of vikarma or
'

mis-

work '. In the absence of vikarma, both karma and akarma are help-

ful to all aspirants after salvation, provided their adoption of karma

or akarma is appropriately carried out. Thus, as means of salvation,

'work' and 'no-work' have been shown to be equivalent to each

other ; and it was seen further that this equivalence between them

is dependent upon the integrity of the unselfishness of the worker.

To-day we have to deal with how an aspirant may well manage to

command that kind of unselfishness, without which no worker can

ever make
'

work
'

and
'

no-work
'

become equivalent to each other

in his own life. The acquisition of the power to live the life of

unselfish duty is, as human experience so abundantly shows, very

far from easy. Nevertheless, that same human experience shows also

that it cannot be altogether impossible to acquire that power. The

Glta does not maintain that selfishness alone has to be the motive
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power behind human action, although it recognizes clearly enough
that selfishness does only too often act as a very potent incentive

for human work and achievement. To maintain the energy and

forcefulness of work, and to enhance at the same time its fruitful-

ness, are ever very necessary in the interest of human welfare and

advancing civilization. But, according to Sri-Krishna, these things

have to be achieved without the aid of the stimulus of selfishness.

Such energy and fruitfulness of work, as are to any considerable degree

dependent upon human selfishness, cannot surely tend to promote the

highest interest of man. They cannot make him progress morally

or spiritually in any marked manner, and cannot make his civiliza-

tion more and more effective as a means for the fulfilment of the

God-appointed purpose of universal creation. Therefore selfishness

cannot and ought not to be tolerated as the ideal basis of human

motive and action. Something else, which is really more whole-

some and moro helpful for true progress, has to be found out and

made to serve as the ideal basis of man's motive for action. We
have been already told that yajna, sacrificial worship, is capable of

proving such a worthy basis of human motive, and should therefore

be encouraged to occupy its fundamental position in the moral and

spiritual upbuilding of our lives. You may probably remember that we

bestowed some time and thought on the teaching TiTTSlT^ ^JTWTS^r^
1

^faSTS^ ^JT^R: that people in the world are apt to become

generally subject to the bondage of karma, except in so far as they do

work which is intended to subserve the ends of a sacrifice. We then

learnt that a sacrifice, conducted as an act of divine worship, is well

able to lift a man from the ordinary level of the selfish worker to that

of the unselfish performer of duty, Divine worship may indeed be

conducted in many ways ;
and in whatsoever manner conducted, it

acts as an effective instrument in gradually elevating man morally

from what may be considered to be the plane of unadulterated

egoism to that of a pure and high altruism. We may all observe

how easily, in more than one aspect of life, final disinterestedness

arises out of original interestedness ;
indeed the religious discipline

of human life is particularly well suited to enable men and women

to undergo that excellent and always needed moral training which

evokes unselfishness out of selfishness. We cannot afford to forget

these ideas in relation to yajna, when studying some of the following
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slokas. With this preamble, so to say, please let me begin our work

for to-day.

u

23. In the case of him, whose attachments are

gone, and who is (thus) emancipated and has made his

mind rest well in (philosophic) wisdom, and conducts

his life so as (thereby) to fulfil a sacrifice, (in his case)

the whole of his karma is destroyed.

I am sure you have not failed to notice that I have retained the

Sanskrit word karma in the English translation of the sloKa which

I have just read. It does not appear to me to be right to translate

that word here by tvork or action or any other English word of i\

more or less similar import. I am inclined to understand by that

word in this context what is generally expressed by the com-

pound word karma-vasana in Sanskrit. It means the internal

impress in the form of punya or papa, which every kind of work

that is done in life is apt to leave behind, so as thereby to subject

the soul to the recurring necessity of having to undergo reincar-

nation. It is in fact through such impressed influence that the

bondage of karma is understood to be created. The stanza in the

third chapter, to which I have already directed your attention, tells

us what the exact nature of the circumstance is under which work

may not at all give rise to the harmful bondage of karma. Ifc

tells us that all other work, than what is really performed in

fulfilment of a sacrifice, makes the worker become subject to the

bondage of karma, thereby giving us to understand clearly that

such work as is actually performed in fulfilment of a sacrifice is

altogether incapable of giving rise to that bondage. And the stanza,

with which we are now dealing, tells us further that all such

work, as is done in fulfilment of a sacrifice, destroys completely

the worker's subjection to the bondage of karma. Because human

beings have inevitably and always to live the life of incessant work,
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ib is through the life of work alone that men have to win the salva-

tion of their souls. This evidently means that work, which is

generally the creator of the bondage of karma, has also in itself the

power of destroying that bondage. Indeed it is that life of work, the

activity whereof is all spent in the due performance of disinterested

duty, which proves conclusively both the preventive and the curative

efficacy of work in relation to the common spiritual ailment of man

spoken of as his bondage of karma. A well known sloka, in the third

chapter of the Glta (III. 9.) has the preventive efficacy of work in

view ; the one we are now studying deals with its curative efficacy.

To prevent the creation of the bondage-of-/carma ailment as well as to

cure it completely, it is necessary that all work in life should be done

in fulfilment of a sacrifice, that is, with the singular aim of serving and

worshipping Goi thereby. Who then may well ba the man to whom
work becomes worship thus ? According to what we are told here,

it is the man, whose attachments are all gone, and who is therefore

emancipated and has his mind firmly fixed in true wisdom it is he

to whom the work of life becomes the worship of God. It must be

quite self-evident to you all that freedom from attachments gives rise

to the emancipation of the soul from its slavery to the senses. In

some cas,es, however, it may so happen sometimes that freedom from

the slavery to the senses tends to give rise to a deadening cf sensibility,

so as thereby to make mere misanthropes of many men and women.

But the emancipated parson here thought of is such an one as

has his or her mind firmly established in true wisdom ;
and the truly

wise mind can give no room for either apathy or misanthropy. The

unselfish man, who is possessed of this kind of wisdom, is very

rightly expected to live the life of steady work and loving service ;

and in living such a life he is certain to feel convinced that he is

thereby earnestly obeying the behests of God and worshipping Him

in the most appropriate manner possible. To love and to serve man

is, as some say, even more than to obey God ; it is to be a humble

fellow-worker with God Himself, and in that capacity to honour

and to worship Him even as He expects and deserves to be honoured

and worshipped by all wise persons. Accordingly, it is to the unat-

tached and emancipated man of wisdom that work becomes worship.

So, at any rate, we are told here. I remember to have told you more

than once already that the life, the activities whereof are all directed
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towards the conduct of sacrificial or other forms of religious worship,

is destined to have its fruition in the attainment of unselfishness and

illumined and emancipated spirituality. This is true also. Unsel-

fishness and philosophic wisdom can very well transmute the common

every-day-work of life into divine worship. Similary the life, that is

mainly devoted to the conduct of sacrificial or other forms of divine

worship, may become in due course well infilled with unselfishness

and with the love and wisdom which are characteristic of the saintly

philosopher and man of God. Thus there can be no doubt about the

great value of the life of worship as a means suited to bring about the

destruction of the bondage of karma. But you should nob miss to see

clearly that the life of worship, which leads people on to true wisdom,

cannot in all respects be the same as that other life of worship, which

naturally follows in the wake of true wisdom. In fact the life of wor-

ship may be of various kinds, as we shall learn presently. The exact

nature of every particular form of the life of worship is determined by

the character and amount of the spiritual development of the person

who adopts that form of life. You will soon learn how Sri-Krishna

has classified all such persons as are devoted to God and worship

God with earnestness and sincerity under four heads, consisting,

in order, of those who are in affliction, those who seek knowledge,

those who desire wealth, and lastly those who are so full of philoso-

phic wisdom as to have become divine seers themselves. The life of

worship, which is lived by these different kinds of persons, cannot

of course be all of the same character. In the case of the persons

belonging to tbe first three of these classes, it must be easy to see

that their life of worship is markedly actuated by desire in some form

or other. That life is, nevertheless, capable of offering encour-

agement to the growth in them of truly unselfish wisdom and dis-

interested devotion to duty. But in the case of the persons, who

belong to the last class, it is their established wisdom that impels

them to look upon work as worship and to be ever actively devoted

to duty. Obviously it is persons of this last class that are referred

to in the ildkd now under consideration. Why it is really necessary

that the man, who, being well established in true wisdom, looks

upon all work as worship and lives the life of active duty, why it

is necessary that such a man cannot but be wholly free from the

bondage of karma is pointed out in the next sloka.
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24. The offering (is made) to the Brahman;
the oblation (is] the Brahman ; with the Brahman

(as the sacrificial instrument), it is offered (to be burnt

up) in the fire of Brahman. By him, who has (thus)

concentrated his devoted attention on Brahma?i-worJc,

the Brahman Himself has to be reached.

To understand this sloka well we have to bear in mind certain

details regarding fire-sacrifices, which in fact represent the most pre-

valent form of Vedic worship. In a typical fire-sacrifice we have the

oblation to be offered, the instrument with which it is offered, the fire

into which it is offered, and lastly the process of offering the oblation.

All these necessary elements of a fire-sacrifice are here conceived to

consist of nothing other than the Brahman. Hence a sacrifice of this

description is well entitled to be called 'Brahman-work'. The sacrifi-

cer, that concentrates the whole of bis devoted attention on the proper

conduct of this sort of
'

Brahman-work ', indeed, who may he be?

Imagine a man, whose mind is truly established in the wisdom of the

sages and seers and saints, and who therefore performs all his duties

in life under the belief that in so doing he is simply carrying out the

will of God. In the case of such a man, will nob his whole life be a

kind of religious sacrifice? To him work becomes worship as a matter

of course ; and in his case Brahman happens to be both the means and

the end in respect of the attainment of the bliss of soul-salvation.

The well realised wisdom of this worshipful worker in life makes him

see God everywhere and in everything. Hence God-attainmenb alone

becomes his truly natural goal. We may in this connection take into

our consideration the yathakratu-nyaya, regarding which I remember

having spoken to you once before as the rule, in accordance with which

the reward that one reaps from worship has ever to be in keeping with

the kind of worship that ooe offers. The central idea in this rule may
be taken to be merely this, namely, that comparatively low aims in

relation to worship give rise to comparatively low fulfilments, and high

aims to high fulfilments. None can say, with any semblance of justice,

that such a dependence of the fulfilment upon the aim is in any manner
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wrong or inappropriate. Accordingly, he, who aims at the Brahman

in all that he thinks and says and does, be surely may attain the

Brahman as his final goal. The Pitrva-mimamsa tells us that every

sacrifice has its phala or result, Svarga, that is, the world of celestial

enjoyments, being, for instance, declared to be the result of the per-

formance of the Jyotishtoma sacrifice. The attainment of Svarga is

here the expected result ; and that is brought about through the

adrishta or the peculiar invisible religious influence to which the due

performance of the sacrifice is conceived to give rise. Similarly, in

the case of this other sacrifice, which is specially characterised here as

Brahman-work, the object aimed at is evidently the Brahman ; and

hence the result attained is also the Brahman. It must be easy cow

to see how the karma or work, which is duly performed in keeping

with these conditions, cannot assuredly give rise to the bondage

of the soul that is, to that distressing bondage which shuts it off

from the bliss of final freedom and God-attainment. To attain the

Brahman is possible, as you know, only to him who has succeeded

in destroying the bondage of karma ; and he, to whom work has

become worship, and who therefore lives his life of duty with abso-

lute non- attachment, he can easily destroy the whole of his bondage-

compelling karma-vasana. It is thus that he, who conducts his life

as though he is thereby fulfilling a religious sacrifice, manages to have

the whole of his clinging karma destroyed. All worshippers, however,

are not alike ; nor are all the sacrifices they perform seen to be alike.

Nevertheless, it is true that only such work gives rise to the bondage

of karma, as is not intended for the carrying out of a sacrifice ; and

all work, which is done in the true spirit of worship, can destroy

the bondage of karma completely. Accordingly, it is but proper

that other forms of worship, than the
'

Brahman- work
'

described

in this stanza, should also be taken into consideration here. Hence

we are told

^ 4lPM:

25. Others, who are (also) devoted to duty,

perform such a sacrifice as is intended for the propitia-

tion of) the gods. Others (again) offer the sacrifice
52
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into the fire of Brahman in the manner of the sacrifice

itself.

Evidently there are two kinds of sacrifices mentioned in this

sloka ; and both these are considered to be different from that

other kind of sacrifice which has already been denoted by the name

of Brahma-karma or
'

Brahman-work '. I am sure you will all see at

onca that the former of the two kinds of sacrifices mentioned here is

intended to be representative of the typical srauta sacrifice, as it is

critically expounded in the Purva-mlmamsa. Sacrifices of this kind

are generally intended to propitiate Indra and the other Vedic

gods, and invariably aim at the acquisition of certain desired objects,

such as wealth, prosperity, power, progeny and so on. It is worthy

of note that these sacrifices also are said here to be performed by

ydgins ; by this we have to understand that even those who perform

them are really devoted to duty and religion. We are thus clearly led

to see that even the ritualistic religion of Vedic sacrifices must have

been held in due respect by Sri-Krishna, as a religion that is well

capable of raising the worshipper, who fitly adopts it, from a lower

to a comparatively higher state of moral advancement and spiritual

realisation. The other kind of sacrifice mentioned in this sloka is

somewhat, but not altogether, different from the ordinary xrauta

sacrifice. It is the same kind of sacrifice performed almost in the

same manner, with but this peculiarity, namely, that the whole of

the sacrifice is here conceived to be offered into the fire of Brahman

instead of into the sanctified physical fire. I understand, by this

offering of the sacrifice itself into the Brahman, that the sacrifice

is intended neither to propitiate Indra and the other Vedic gods, nor

to bring to the sacrificer, as its result, wealth or power or progeny or

any of those objects of des-ire which are commonly sought as the

fruit of the performance of sacrifices. The sacrifice, which is offered

in the fire of Brahman, is obviously intended to worship the Brahman,

although Indra and the other Devas or gods are as usual invoked to

partake of it. Here the worship of the Vedic gods is conceived to

be either equivalent to or to culminate in the worship of the

Brahman, who is the Supreme Being of the Vedanta. I believe

some of you repeat after your morning and evening prayers daily

this Sanskrit stanza :
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The meaning of it is that, ia the same manner in which all the

water that falls down as rain from the sky goes ultimately to the

sea, tha pious bow of worship offered unto every one of the gods

goes ultimately to Vishnu. To conceive in this manner all the Vedic

gods as being comprised in the Supreme Being the Brahman is a

well-known Upanishadic idea. So in this sacrifice, which is, as a duly

formal sacrifice, offered into the fire of the Brahman, this Supreme

Being of the Vedanta is worshipped through Indra and the other

Vedic gods. Even such a worship of the Supreme Being, through this

sort of mediate and approved instrumentality of the Vedic gods, cannot

but show to us that in it there really is a higher form of the payment

of man's homage to God, although the older and less enlightened

ritual and its ceremonial procedure are both strictly adhered to

therein. The superiority of this peculiar form of worship consists not

only in the deity ultimately aimed at being the Brahman, but also

in the motive of the worship being thereby changed from interest

to duty. The practice of the old ritual with a new motive and in a

new form is not certainly confined to the religion of the Hindus only.

It may well be observed in connection with almost every great

religion that has had a sufficiently long history to have passed

through all the great stages of a natural and progressive advance-

ment. To give a new meaning to an old institution, so as to make it

fulfil a new function, has in fact been one of the commonest means

adopted by man in achieving the progress of civilisation in almost all

its aspects. It is easy to see that, in so far as religion is concerned,

such a course has been followed, for example, by Judaism, Christianity

and Mahommedaoism as much as by Hinduism. In the case of our

Vedantic progress, the Taittirlyopanishad, for instance, makes it

very clear that, in passing from the old stage of Vedic ritualism to

the new one of Vedantic self-realisation and God-realisation, old

sacrificial ideas and institutions themselves could be utilised to teach

the new purpose. The main reason for adopting such a course in

achieving progress in religion seems to be the maintenance of the con-

tinuity of the scriptural authority on which all revealed religions have
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ultimately to take their stand. Hence the daiva sacrifice mentioned

in this sloka is the sacrifice appertaining to the ditvas, that is, to

Indra and Varuna and the other Vedic gods ;
while the sacrifice,

which is, in the manner of the sacrifice itself, offered into the fire

of Brahman, is obviously this very same ritual of worship directed to-

wards the Brahman and conducted in obedience, not to an impelling

interest, but to the obligatory sense of duty. Moreover, what is not

a sacrificial ceremonial at ail in any manner, may also be considered

to constitute an act of divine worship, provided that thereby man's

life of inevitable work is prevented from creating for him the bondage

of karma. Such an extension in the import of sacrifice may be seen

in some of the immediately following stanzas.

26. Others offer (as an offering) and burn up the

ear and the other senses in the fire of self-restraint.

Others (again) offer and burn up sound and the other

objects of the senses in the fire of the senses (them-

selves).

Here we have two processes of mental discipline compared to

what we call a homa in a sacrifice. The Sanskrit word homa means

the offering of a burnt-offering ; and in this process something which

is offered as an oblation is caused to be consumed in a ceremonially

sacred fire. In the first of the two processes of mental discipline

mentioned in this sloka, the ear and the other senses form the obla-

tion that is to be consumed, and self-restraint constitutes the fire

wherein they are to be consumed. I am sure I need not tell you that

this does not at all imply that those who perform this kind of

sacrifice are to get rid of their senses, and thus lose the power of

hearing, seeing, smelling, tasting and feeling by touch. On the other

hand, what is expected of them is that they should earnestly endea-

vour to keep all their senses well under control. When uncontrolled,

they are strong enough to make the best of us their slaves. The

man, who is a slave of his senses, is apt to be carried away by the

craving to enjoy the pleasures of the senses. He is certain to be as
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averse to the experience of painful sensations as he is fond of enjoying

pleasurable sensations. Thus to seek pleasure and to avoid pain be-

come the chief aims of his life. In his over-ardent pursuit of plea-

sure he is doomed to meet with disappointment sooner or later. But

what is of greater importance for us to know here is, that his life

becomes in consequence notably dominated by sensuality and sel-

fishness, and that his very soul becomes polluted thus with the taint

of sinful karma. If such a man tries to free himself from his very

unwholesome slavery to the senses, and succeeds well in his en-

deavour, he naturally frees himself thereby from the taint of sin, and

becomes worthy in every way to reach the goal of God-attainment.

Consequently, the endeavour to keep the senses well under control

deserves in every way to be looked upon as real divine worship.

This endeavour may either take the direction of not at all allowing the

pleasurable as well as the painful sensations to reach the conscious

mind ; or it may, while freely allowing the mind to become aware of

them, so guide it by means of a firm and forceful will as to make it

impossible for them to give rise to any harm. The burning-up of

the senses as an offering in the fire of self-restraint is evidently the

latter kind of endeavour. This is the first of the two processes

mentioned in this stanza, and is in fact much harder than the other en-

deavour of forcibly preventing the sensations from reaching the mind

altogether. If the sensations are not allowed to reach the conscious

mind at all, they are not likely to prove very strong as temptations.

The second process of mental discipline referred to in this stanza is

that of preventing the sensations from impressing themselves upon

the wakeful mind ; and hence it is that we are told that, in this

process, sound and the other objects of the senses are offered as

oblations to be burnt up in the fire of the senses themselves. The

meaning of this is that the objects of the senses are not allowed to

produce any effect beyond the immediate field of the senses : all their

effect is so completely consumed in the senses themselves. It cannot

be that to do this is impossible ; for you must have known or at least

heard of persons, who, as they say, having eyes, do not see, and,

having ears, do not bear. To keep the knowing mind so completely

detached from the senses is certainly possible. The sensory per-

ception of an external object is generally associated with pain or

pleasure : and all ordinary persons are prone to like pleasure and
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dislike pain, for the reason that pleasure is agreeable while pain is

not. The likes and dislikes so produced give rise to desires and to

selfish attachments in all such persons, and thus bring them within

the clutches of karma. Consequently, if we wish to get out of the

clutches of karma, we have, with our will, so to control the mind as

to quell all the cravings that are caused in it by desire after it has

actually arisen in the heart : or, we may, by stubbornly ignoring our

common tendency to like pleasure and to dislike pain, prevent the very

origination of those cravings in us. Such are evidently the two kinds

of sacrifice referred to in this stanza ; and for the successful carrying

out of both of them, we have in the end to depend entirely upon the

strength of our will. We are, as you know, dealing in this context

with how worship kills selfishness, and thereby makes man's life of

work incapable of producing the clinging bondage of karma for him.

No work of any kind can hinder the final deliverance of the soul of

any earnest worker to whom all work is worship. The practice of this

discipline of seit'-control, by which selfishness and sensuality are, as

we have seen, effectively prevented from asserting themselves in

the life of the aspirant, surely deserves to be looked upon as a form

of divine worship. It is indeed so very true always and everywhere

that the sacrifices of God are a broken spirit and a contrite heart.

27. Others (again) offer and burn up, as sacri-

ficial offering, all the work of (their) senses and of (their)

life in that fire of the practice of meditative self-control,

which is enkindled by wisdom.

This sloka also deals with a kind of psychological self-discipline,

and looks upon it as a form of sacrificial worship. Here, however, we

have a decidedly higher form of self-control brought to our notice than

what we dealt with in the last sloka, wherein the mental discipline

that is thought of, does not seem .to rise above the level of what is

mere sense-control. To make the sensations become extinct in the

senses themselves, so as nob to allow the mind to be touched and

tempted by them into the longing love of pleasure and the hateful
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abhorrence of pain, is the main aim of this discipline of sense-control.

It is largely a process of coercion, and is hence oevoid of natural

spontaneity. Here, in this sioka, the object held in view is, how-

ever, the control of the sensations and the appetites by means of

reasoned thought and steady meditation. By the work of the senses

we have obviously to understand in this stanza the usual production

of the sensations of pleasure and pain. Similarly the expression 'work

of life
'

includes in its import all such activities as are impelled by our

physical vitality which we commonly call life. These activities of

physical vitality naturally give rise to the appetites first, and then

lead us on to the anxious endeavour to satisfy them. Accordingly,

the control of the senses and the control of the appetites are both in-

cluded in the discipline described in this stanza. Moreover, the force

to be used in controlling the senses and the appetites is cot, in this

case, merely that of a stubborn and uodiscerning coercion. On the

other hand, it is the force of meditative mental concentration depend-

ing upon the enlightened wisdom which results from the unerring

apprehension of a great moral truth. And the great moral truth

which has to be well apprehended in this matter is that slavery

to the senses and the appetites is certain to make life sinful, and

the emancipation of the soul very nearly impossible. You have been

told already that the mere forced starvation of the senses cannot

of itself give rise to the absolute abolition of the long-lingering relish

in the heart for the pleasures of the senses. Even such a stubborn

sense-starvation, as is sustained by sheer force, may sometimes prove

somewhat helpful to the earnest aspirant after the freedom of the

soul ; it may enable him to keep in check, at least for some short time,

what may otherwise turn out to he a very viciously and violently

tyrannising master. But meditation and mental concentration,

conducted under the calm influence of the illuminating wisdom,

which is derived from an accurate knowledge of the nature and

the destiny of the everlasting soul, can assuredly make the effort of

the aspirant fully effective in producing in him the very desirable

attitude of non-attachmenfc in relation to all the cravings of desire.

It is this higher form of the discipline of self-control, which is de-

scribed as a yajna in this s/ofca. When a comparatively lower form

of psychological discipline, aiming at self-control, is allowed to have

the credit of being a yajna, much more is a higher form thereof
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entitled to such a credit. Thus divine worship may either take

the form of material offerings offered in a sacrificial ceremonial,

or it may well consist in the steady and earnest practice of various

forms of ethical self-discipline and in the acquisition of spiritual

self-control and self-culture.

28. Similarly (there are) others disciplined aspi-

rants possessed of a well sharpened resolution who are

material-object-sacrificers, austerity-practising-sacrifi-

cers, duty-doing-sacrificers, and scripture-learning and

wisdom-winning sacrificers.

Here we have a kind of classified enumeration of the various

forms which religious worship may assume. By a material-object-

sacrifice we have to understand that form of sacrificial worship

wherein the thing, which is offered as an offering, happens to be a

material object of some kind animal or vegetable as the case may
be. Moreover, all religiously given gifts of money, and of all such

things as may be purchased with the aid of money, come also under

this head. The austerity-practising-sacrifice is, as you know, that

form of religious worship, which consists in the practice of fasting,

vigils, and other such processes of more or less painful physical and

mental discipline, as are likely to be helpful to the aspirant in enabling

him gradually to obtain the precious power of self-control. Those who

perform this kind of religious worship are generally known as tapas-

vins in Sanskrit ; and one of the commonest things they do is to

subject the body to all sorts of pain with a view to deaden it to the

feeling of pain altogether. There can be no doubt that this discipline

also has an ethical aim, and is intended to singe what is perhaps

the most fecund among the seeds of selfishness in human nature.

That it can, in this manner, prove successful, is well borne out by

the life-history of many saints known to the various great religions

in the world. Hence tapas, or the practice of austerity, also deserves

to be called a form of divine worship. Now please observe that

it is the expression yoga-yajndh, which I have translated as
'

duty-

doing sacrificers.' It really means those whose sacrifice consists
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in yoga. Here yoga does not appear to me to maan the ashtanga-

ycga, which aims at the attainment of samadht and self-realisation

and God-realisation. The practice of mental concentration with

the aid of meditation forms in fact an essential part of this eight-

limbed yoga ; and you know that this has already been referred to

as atmasamyama-yoga. The process of controlling the breath

which also forms a part of this same eight-limbed yoga is taken

into consideration in the next sloka, wherein that also is declared to

be a form of divine worship. Consequently the word yoga, as used

in this stanza, has to be understood differently. I am of opinion

that it means here that yoga which has bean contrasted with sahkhya,

that is, the yoga which consists in the appropriate performance of

appropriate duties. Who indeed can or will ever say that the earnest

endeavour to live such a flawless life of earnest duty is not a conti-

nuous offering of true worship to God ? Lastly the scripture-learning

and wisdom-winning sacrificers are obviously those, whose devotion

to religion takes the form of piously conducted theological studies,

with a view to secure thereby that kind of religious knowledge and

philosophical wisdom, by which the true purpose of life may be

correctly comprehended, and the proper plan of life be suitably laid out

for the accomplishment of that purpose. It must be readily granted

by all that a sincerely lived life of this kind of religious study and

philosophical contemplation is a life of divine worship. We may

easily learn from a careful study of modern comparative religion that,

although yajna or sacrifice, as a notable religious institution, originally

consisted, in almost all religions, of an offering of a more or less

valuable animate or inanimate object to the deity or deities intended

to be thereby worshipped and propitiated, still the means, whereby

divine worship may be properly conducted and the moral fruits of such

worship may be more and more adequately reaped, have considerably

varied from time to time in the course of the natural advancement of

more than one progressive religion known to the instructive history of

humanity. The two important lines, along which progress has every-

where gone on in this matter, have invariably been those of a growing

simplification of rites and ceremonials on the one side and a steady

amplification of the contrition of the heart on the other, so as to

make the sacrifice itself become more and more effectively a worthy
means of moral discipline and spiritual self-culture. Thus the very

53
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comprehensive meaning attached in this stanza to yajna as an act

of divine worship appears to be quite fully justifiable : and all the

aspirants, who adopt any of these various modes of divine worship,

are worthy to be called yatayah, inasmuch as every one of them has

to do his work of worship with the needed aid of the mental power

of self-control. In fact it is this mental power which gives to such

aspirants their well sharpened resolution.

29. There are (also) others who are devoted to (the

practice of) controlling the breath, and who (accordingly)

obstruct the course of the in-going breath as well as of

the out-going breath, and offer the in-going breath as

an offering unto the out-going breath, and similarly

(offer) the out-going breath unto the in-going breath.

30. There are others (again), who take (a very)

limited (quantity of) food and offer the in-going breath

as an offering unto the in-going breath itself. All

these are indeed such knowers of the sacrifice, as have

the stain (of their sin) destroyed by means of the

sacrifice.

In these stanzas we ara evidently t9ld that the various processes

of the breath-control, which constitutes a well-known element in the

practice of the yoga leading to self-realisation and God-realisation

in the state of samadhi, are also forms of divine worship, and may

therefore be deservedly looked upon as forms of the religious sacrifice.

By pranaydma, we mean this practice of breath-control. The way, in

which one acquires the power of controlling the breath, is by volun-

tarily varying the normal length of time, during which the processes

of breathing in and breathing out take place under ordinary
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circumstances. In the modern science of physiology they speak of

these two processes of breathing in and breathing out as inspiration

and expiration. Under ordinary circumstances most persons breathe

in and breathe out some fifteen or sixteen times in every minute. In

certain abnormal conditions of the body this rate of breathing is,

however, seen to vary. In certain cases the process of breathing is

quickened, and the number of respirations in a minute is accordingly

increased. In other cases this process is slowed, and the number of

breathings in a minute is hence diminished. Increased respiration

means increased oxidation of the various tissues in the body, and a

consequent increase in the quantity of heat therein generated. As

a result of this the temperature of the body rises, and many of the

organs in the body are forced to do extra work. Where, however,

the process of breathing is slowed, the general level of the vitality of

the body is thereby lowered, and the various organs of the body have

on the whole to do less work. That quicker breathing introduces

more, and slower breathing introduces less, oxygen into the blood, are

both now understood to be easily demonstrable facts in physiology.

Therefore by controlling voluntarily the rapidity of breathing, one

may succeed more or less effectively in controlling the rate of flow of

the energy of one's own physical life. You know that the attainment

of samadhi through the practice of yoga requires that the body

should in that state be kept at the lowest possible level of physical

vitality. The necessity for the practice of prdndyama, as an essential

part of the practice of yoga, must indeed have arisen in consequence.

This manner of voluntarily controlling the breath gives to the yogin

not only the power of either increasing or of decreasing the vigour

and the rate of flow of his vital activities, but also the capability to

possess a resolute and unshaking will, inasmuch as the breath-

exercises involved in the process of pranaydma are very largely

dependent upon the unceasing exercise of a steadily wakeful and

forceful will. Otherwise this very largely involuntary operation of

breathing cannot be brought under voluntary control at all.

These breath-exercises are of three kinds. One of these is to go
on breathing out for a great length of time so as thereby to empty the

lungs of as much air as possible. The lungs cannot of course be

exhausted of all air completely in any case. The second of these
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exercises consists in going on breathing in for as great a length of time

as is really possible, so that the lungs may thereby become filled with

as much air as they can hold under the most favourable circumstances.

The process of exhausting the lungs as far as possible of air by means

of a long process of expiration is called in Sanskrit by the name of

rechaka : and the other process of filling in the lungs with air as

much as possible by means of a long-continued process of inspiration

goes by the name of puraka. The third exercise is, however, known

as kumbhaka : and while practising it, one should neither breathe in

nor breathe out. After going through a prolonged process of expira-

tion and exhausting the lungs of air as much as possible, they are

filled in again with as much air as possible by means of a prolonged

process of inspiration : and then it is that the kumbhaka exercise is

practised so that for a noticeable length of time the lungs are allowed

neither to breathe in nor to breathe out air. It is by the practice of

these rechaka, puraka and kumbhaka breath-exercises that the yogin

obtains the power of voluntarily controlling the rate of flow of his

physical energy, and is thus helped on to get into the state of samadhi,

which appears to be physiologically comparable in many respects with

the commonly known condition of trance. As in the case of the man
in a trance, so also in the case of the ycgin in samadhi, the vitality of

the body is at its lowest ebb ; the pulse slowly beats and the lungs do

not appear to be engaged in breathing at all. This state of low vitality

does not of course mean that life is wholly extinct from the body,

howsoever much it may seem to be so. The man in a trance may,

and often does, get out of the trance so as to live his normal life

once again. So also is the yogin able to get out of the samadhi and

live again his normal wakeful life, if he chooses to do so. Again,

like fche man in the state of trance, the yogin in samadhi does not

require food and is not in need of any large supply of oxygen to

his blood. This means that, since the expenditure of energy in his

body is very small, its supply also has to be equally small in propor-

tion. It is owing to this duly proportionate adjustment between the

supply and the expenditure of energy in the body that life is securely

enough maintained in the state of trance as well as of samadhi.

Otherwise, death through suffocation, or what they technically call

asphyxia, might be the immediate outcome of prdnayama. Since

many yogins are known to have well survived the successful practice
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of prdndydma and to have obtained thereafter the illumination of

self-realisation in samddhi, we have no reason whatever to doubt the

possibility of the results attributed to the practice of pranayama as

an element in the practice of yoga. To my mind science does not

seem to contradict such a possibility.

In the two stanzas which we are now trying to understand, we

are told that some offer the inward breabh as an oblation unto the fire

consisting of the outward breath, that some others offer the outward

breath as an offering unto the fire of the inward breath, and that

others again offer the inward breath as an offering unto the fire of

the inward breath itself. It ought to be at once evident to most of

you, that we have in fact here a clear reference to the three breath-

exercises of rechaka, puraka and kumbhaka, involved in the practice

of pranayama, which are described as things equivalent to sacrificial

acts of divine worship. The offering of the inward breath to be

consumed in the outward breath means naturally the practising of a

prolonged process of expiration, so as to make the expiratory process

take up the whole time of the full inspiratory process also. This is

the rechaka exercise. Similarly the sacrifice of offering the outward

breath to be consumed in the fire of the inward breath must mean

the practice of a fully prolonged process of inspiration, and amounts

to the same thing as the puraka breath-exercise. Again we may, in

the same manner, see that what is really meant by the offering of

the inward breath unto the fire consisting of the inward breath itself

is nothing other than the kumbhaka breath-exercise. The longer

one makes the duration of this kumbhaka exercise, the slower will

of course become the rate of flow of vital energy in one's body. That

is obviously why one has, as we are told here, to live upon a very

limited quantity of food during the steady practice of this kumbhaka

exercise. The reason why these various kinds of breath-exercises

deserve to be looked upon as forms of divine worship is surely

because they are conducive to the attainment of samddhi by the

aspirant striving after self-realisation and God-realisation. The

prdndydma exercise may in itself mean nothing at all, even when it

has been carried out so far as to give to the man who practises it the

power to put himself voluntarily into a state of complete inwardness

and low vitality resembling that of a trance. Indeed, no great moral
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or spiritual value can be attached to this power of voluntarily getting

into a trance condition of low vitality. It is only when this power

is used to win the illuminating and enfranchising vision of the soul

and of God, that it can become worthy to be called a form of divine

worship. Such self-realisation and God-realisation are both declared

to be possible of attainment in the state of samadhi. Unless, there-

fore, this practice of breath -control is carried out with a view to the

ultimate attainment of self-realisation and God-realisation, none of

the exercises constituting prdndydma can well deserve the dignity

of being looked upon as an act of real divine worship. Even the

attainment of samadhi itself, if directed to other ends than spiritual

realisation and inner illumination, is rightly apt to be held in low

esteem. The endeavour, for instance, to attain the occult and

supranormal mental powers, known to be derivable from the practice

of yoga, cannot make its practice equivalent to the conduct of divine

worship. That prdndydma, if properly directed to the attainment of

self-realisation and God-realisatiou, may help man in casting away
from himself all his sinful feelings of sensuality and selfishness,

has certainly to be granted. Accordingly it is also a worthy form

of divine worship.

That even prdndydma has been declared here to be a form

of divine worship is of importance to us in another way also. It

enables us to see that the due offer of worship to God need not mean

always anything like going through a formal religious ceremonial.

Please do nob understand me to say that all those forms of worship,

which consist in going through formal religious ceremonials, are con-

demned in the Gltd as being either useless or unworthy. There is

not one word of condemnation uttered in this context in relation to

what may be called the religion of ritualism. On the other hand,

it is in fact the ritualistic form of divine worship as represented by

the sacrifice, which, being the oldest and the most widely prevalent

kind of worship, is taken to be the characteristically typical form

of divine worship ; and all the other kinds of worship mentioned

here are merely declared to be equivalent to it. We have further

to take note of the important fact that we are told here, that the true

purpose of all forms of divine worship is the washing away of the

stain of sinfulness from mankind. Accordingly, whatever is
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calculated to serve this purpose either directly or indirectly all that

has to be looked upon as a form of divine worship. So there may
well be many varieties in the forms of divine worship conceived in

this light. A man may not go through any kind whatsoever of a

religious ceremonial ;
that is, he may not perform any formal religious

rite of any kind, he may not even go to a temple or a church or a

mosque, he may not bow down to any image of any god or utter any

prayers in any language addressed to any deity ; still it is quite pos-

sible for that man to make the whole course of his life a continuous

process of divine worship. About a dozen different kinds of yajnas

have been thus mentioned here ; and of these only two or three are

formal and ritualistic >n character, and consist in the performance of a

sacrificial ceremonial of some sort. The remaining ones are mostly

processes of physical, mental and moral discipline, calculated to

produce in us the power to withstand temptations and to obtain the

helpful guidance of spiritual illumination through self-realisation and

God-realisation. All these processes of discipline do not operate in the

same way, nor are they all equally effective in removing from us the

stain of selfish and sinful karma. Nevertheless, they can all serve

such an end, often even more effectively than purely ritualistic

forms of divine worship. Hence it is that even those, who do not

perform the sacrificial ceremonial in any manner, but only practise

some one or other of the various kinds of discipline aiming at self-

conquest and self-realisation, are said to be such knowers of the

sacrifice, as indeed have all their stain of sin washed off wholly by

means of the sacrifice. The original aim of sacrificial worship haa

everywhere been divine propitiation with a viaw to have the life of

the worshipper made thereby happier, more prosperous, and more

full of the pleasures of life. But the aim of all worship is here in the

Gltd conceived to be the achievement of soul-emancipation through

self-realisation leading to God-realisation ; and the earlier forms of

sacrificial worship are therefore permissible at a later stage in the

development of religious life, only to the extent to which they may
prove directly or indirectly helpful in enabling worshippers to achieve

the true salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attainment. Hence

we cannot fail to observe here a great change in the position of the

pivot-point of religious life. The more or less selfish pursuit of

pleasure and prosperity, which seems to have formed the first aim
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of religious worship and diviae propitiation, has had to give way to

the unselfish life of love and duty culminating in the achievement of

self-realisation and God-attainment. Gentlemen, please let me
conclude our work here for to-day.

xxiii

In our last class we were dealing with the various kinds of

yajnas, or sacrificial acts of worship, which are specified to be such

in the Bhagavadglta. We then learnt that they are all physical

or mental acts, by performing which one may well expect to become

free from the unwholesome effects of selfish and sinful karma. And
we further endeavoured to understand how, if a man does all his

duties in life with the conviction that, in doing them as he ought

to do, he is simply carrying out the worship of God, his life of work

does not produce in relation to him any such tendency as is

calculated to compel his soul to become imprisoned again and again

in material embodiments. We, moreover, came to know then that

divine worship may be of various kinds. It may be a genuine sacri-

ficial worship offered formally to the gods, or it may be worship

offered to the Supreme Being conceived as Brahman ; it may be

worship in which material gifts are given away either in charity or

as a religious oifering, or it may be worship of ti moral character

consisting of an earnest effort by the worshipper to get rid of some

common human mental or moral infirmity or weakness. In these

and many other eligible ways it is held to be possible for man to

worship God ; and in whatsoever manner we try to worship Him, we

may well be, by means of every variety of our acts of worship, fitted

to become free in due time from the stain of selfishness and sin, so

that we unfailingly obtain in the end the supreme salvation of soul-

emancipation and God-attainment. It is therefore not merely a

ceremonial rite of religious worship and offering that is spoken of as

a sacrifice. By that word we often express, as you know, the

unselfish act of one's giving up one or more of such things as one

is ordinarily apt to call one's own. Thus the getting rid of ahahkara

and mamakara -of i-ness and mine-ness through the simple volun-

tary giving away of gifts may also go by the name of a sacrifice.

Indeed, in every act of worship, in the offering of any gift to any

kind of divine being, there is a transformation of something, which
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was the worshipper's own property, into something which, even

according to himself, can no longer be his own. From the very

beginning of the history of human religion, from the time when man

began to look up to superior divine powers and agencies for help

and guidance, worship has always implied some sacrifice or other

in this sense, and has thus meant all along a more or less effective

endeavour to overcome the selfish feelings of i-ness and mine-ness.

Accordingly, we have to make out the immediate aim of yajna to

be the weakening of selfishness so as to lead to the creation in all

worshippers of a leaning in favour of self-control and moral purity

and unselfish human service. That being so, there can be no two

opinions regarding the truthfulness of what is given in the sloka

with which we commence our work to-day.

31. Those, who eat of the ambrosia, consisting of

the remnant of the sacrifice, (they) go to the everlasting

Brahman. O thou the best of Kurus, for him that

performs no sacrifice, (even) this world is not : how (then

can) the other (be) ?

Most of you may well remember that, while we were engaged in

the study of the third chapter of the Glta, we came upon the teaching

that the good people, who eat of only the remnant of the sacrifice,

become thereby free from all impurities, but that those, who cook

food exclusively for their own sake, feed themselves in fact with sin.

Here in this sloka we have that same teaching given in a more

comprehensive manner, so as to include all the various material and

moral forms of divine worship within the meaning of the word

yajna or sacrifice. Please note that in this stanza the remnant of

the sacrifice is compared to amrita, the ambrosia of the gods. That is

why, in my translation, I have advisedly pointed out that remnant to

constitute the divine ambrosia. I am aware you all know well the

very interesting mythological story given in our Purdnas regarding

how the gods were enabled to obtain their immortalising ambrosia!

What is of real importance to us to note here is the power of this

ambrosia to bestow immortality on all those, who are allowed to

54
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have the great privilege of partaking of it. The gods themselves are

declared to owe their immortality to its efficacy as a producer of

everlasting deathlessness. Therefore the comparison of the remnant

of the sacrifice to the ambrosia of the gods can be truly appropriate,

only when it is possible to maintain that the eating of the remnant

of the sacrifice is also capable of bestowing immortality on all those

who eat it. Obviously this is the motive of the comparison here ;

for, we are told quite distinctly in this same stanza that those, who

partake of this ambrosial remnant, become worthy of attaining the

everlasting Brahman. Please note also that in the stanza of the

third chapter (III. 13), to which I just drew your attention, we have

been told that to eat of the remnant of the sacrifice enables the good

people, who do so, to become free from all impurities. I need not tell

you that the attainment of such a complete freedom from impurities

is a necesssary pre- requisite for the attainment of the Brahman. That

none can go on sinning, and hope to attain salvation at the same time,

is quite a self-evident fact. So long as the stain of karma clings to the

heart of man, it cannot be possible for him to obtain the salvation

of soul-emancipation and God-attainment
;
and the clinging stain of

karma can be got rid of only by living the life of disinterested duty

well and worthily, since it is through unselfish service alone that the

sinful force of selfishness can be effectively counteracted. I have

told you so often that most of us, common men and women here, do

not find it easy to command this kind of true unselfishness in our lives.

We have therefore to seek and find the aid of something which will

induce and sustain such unselfishness in us. A thing of that kind

is yajna or divine worship, which, as you all know, rests ultimately

on the fear of God as well as on the love of God. Therefore, to

worship God and to eab of the remnant of the sacrifice in true

religious devotion and pure piety from day to day is, indeed, to court

consciously, and often even unconsciously, the steady inducement of

enfranchising unselfishness in our own lives. It may, of course, be

taken for granted that the conscious endeavour to kill selfishness

directly has in it more of the virtue of divine worship than any

unconscious adoption of less direct means for the attainment of that

very same end. It is not possible for all people to adopt all forms of

religious worship appropriately. Some are fie to adopt higher and

more direct forms of divine worship than others. There are some, to
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whom the material and ritualistic aspect of religious worship appears

to be highly suitable and important ; they cannot rise easily above

what is called the religion of ritualism. There are others, to whom
the religion of ritualism is likely to appear to be unfit and antiquated :

to them the moral forms of religious worship are sure to be of greater

importance than the material forms. Whichever may be the form

of religious worship that is in a man's power to carry out in earnest-

ness and in true sincerity, if only he carries that out well and heartily,

he is certain to be helped on in his holy ascent to the lofty pinnacle

of spiritual perfection and soul-emancipation. Such seems to be the

broad and universally liberal doctrine inculcated here regarding the

nature and aim of religious worship.

The statement that even this world is not for him, who performs

no sacrifice, evidently means that such a man cannot enjoy the good

things of this world, and cannot make his own life in society happy

and helpful. We bear it said somewhat frequently in these days that

the desire in the heart, which is invariably prompted by selfishness,

is a very strong and truly natural incentive to progress, and cannot

therefore be discarded at all as anything other than worthy. They

say that it is that temperament, which is ambitious and jumps up

with joy and alacrity on seeing really suitable opportunities for self-

aggrandisement by means of struggle and competition they say that

it is such a temperament alone which is always conducive to the

growth of prosperity. They also say further that the man, who

retires from all competitive conflicts in life, and feels that the true

purpose of life is better attained by sacrifice and self-abnegation, is

incapable of achieving any good either to himself or to the community

to which he belongs. But we have seen already how selfishness and

the love of self-aggrandisement need not be looked upon as inevitable

impelling forces even in respect of the acquisition of wealth and

material prosperity. What I mean by this is that in a properly

constituted society, the members whereof know well and do well

their respective duties, the steady growth of wealth and material

prosperity ia quite possible, even if selfishness in no way forms an

element in the motive of the workers to do well all their work in life.

It is of course a very different thing to say that men and societies,

as at present constituted, are mostly dependent upon selfishness
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and the love of self-aggrandisement for the stimulation of their

endeavour to win wealth and to secure prosperity. But this ought not

to deter us from looking up to the higher ideal of unselfish work and

achievement. Moreover, the acquisition of wealth and much material

prosperity does not always mean the same thing as the acquisition

of wholesome happiness. History gives us more than one instance

of how there may be too much of that sort of material prosperity,

whichflows out of thepolluted fountainof selfishness and an inordinate

love of self-aggrandisement ;
in fact this very prosperity has often

turned out to be an incurable and wasting moral disease forming the

source of much fatal weakness and decay. So many individuals and

communities of individuals have often enough been smothered unto

death under the choking burden of the material prosperity that is

the product of selfishness. They may not and often do not, in such

cases, know how their own ruin is slowly and steadily creeping on

to the sad goal of its inevitable fulfilment ; but that only makes their

situation the more dangerous and pitiable. In addition to all this,

we have always to bear in mind that no worthy happiness of any

kind is possible in life without the self-sacrifice which is impelled by

love ; this holds true so much, that we may, without the fear of any

serious contradiction, say that the loveless man, who endeavours to

live his life altogether for himself, fails most miserably in carrying out

his egregiously foolish object. Such a life of unalloyed selfishness

is in fact altogether impossible in the very nature of things ; and

whoever tries to live such a life is certain Co come to know that, on

that condition, life is not worth living at all. It is indeed clear that

the life of the absolutely selfish man does not contribute to his own

happiness or improvement ; and his life is, even at its best, incapable

of helping on any kind of progress in the society, which gives him the

noteworthy advantages of an ordered home-life and all its wholesome

environments. Again, judging from history, we find that the selfish

men and women of all ages have almost completely disappeared from

the memory of mankind, and have left no force of any kind behind

them, which makes for progress and the advancement of the lasting

happiness of humanity. On the other hand, almost all historical

heroes have been highly disinterested workers with a heart filled to

overflowing with love, to whom sacrifice appears to have been, like the

very air of their breath, a natural necessity. If thus we make out
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that selfishness destroys the very purpose of man's life here upon

the earth, we cannot find it hard to see how that same quality makes

it impossible for us to attain the salvation of soul-emancipation and

God-attainment. To the absolutely selfish man, therefore, this world

serves no end and is as good as non-existent. And the other world

is, of course, even more so.

Nddl

32. In this manner various kinds of sacrifices

have been spread out in the mouth of the Brahman.

Understand all of them to be work-born
; knowing

(them to be) such, you will become completely free.

Here, in the statement that various kinds of sacrifices have been

spread out in the mouth of the Brahman, the expression
'

in the

mouth of the Brahman '

is capable of being understood in different

ways, according to the meaning we give to the word Brahman. Some

say that the word Brahman has here the same meaning as the word

Veda, and that therefore what we are told in this stanza is simply

this that various sacrifices have been described and enjoined in the

religious scriptures of the Hindus. Others, however, consider that

the Brahman referred to here is one of the Vedic gods, not indeed

different from the Brahma of the Puranas, who is, as you are aware,

one of the gods of the well known Hindu trinity. If we understand

the word Brahman to represent a god or Deva in this manner, we are

led to the conclusion that what we are told here is that various are

the sacrifices that are offered to the Vedic gods. A third meaning

which is given to the word Brahman here is to make it signify the

Supreme Being of the Vedanta. It is this last meaning of the word

which seems to me to be really appropriate in this context, inasmuch

as that sacrifice, which is here specially characterised as Brahma-

karma, has been seen by us to be a form of worship which is directed

to propitiate the Supreme Being of the Vedanta. Moreover, it is

only in relation to this Supreme Being that we can rightly say that

all worship of all forms is ultimately destined to go to Him. I

dare say you remember bow we have been told already in a sloka
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belonging to this very chapter (IV. 11.) that, in whatsoever manner

people endeavour to approach God, in that same manner they attain

Him, and that therefore all persons in all manner of ways follow the

path, which, in the end, unmistakably leads all of them to Him. It

is this Supreme Being spoken of in the Veddnta as the Brahman

that is alone capable of constituting the true goal of all forms of

worship conducted by all sorts of men and women in all lands and

in all ages. And here, in this context, we are, as you know, dealing

with the effective usefulness of all possible forms of religious worship

as suitable means for the acquisition of the salvation of soul-emanci-

pation and God-attainment. If all forms of worship are in this way

really useful, and if they are all therefore clearly declared to have been

spread out in the mouth of the Brahman, we cannot but draw from

this the inference that the word Brahman here means God the

Supreme Being of the Veddnta. Accordingly the statement, that all

the various forms of religious worshipknown to us are spread out in the

mouth of the Brahman, means that God is the one ultimate goal of

all religions as also of all forms and processes of religious worship.

Permit me to draw your attention once again to this beautifully all-

comprehensive toleration of the religion of the Veddnta. I am
sure you know that such a spirit of comprehensive toleration is not,

at any rate in the Veddnta, the result of any hasty or thoughtless

sentiment of indifference and weak faith. On the other hand it

follows naturally from what is taken in it to be the plan of the divine

government of the universe. If only we succeed in grasping that

plan aright without prejudice and without partiality, I am quite

certain that we cannot avoid pronouncing the vision of every such

person to be truly distorted and defective, as does not see beauty and

sweet reasonableness in this serene spirit of comprehensive toleration

in relation to all forms of religion and modes of religious worship.

The next point requiring elucidation in this stanza is the

meaning of the statement that all sacrifices of all sorts are work-born.

You know how this question of the nature and meaning of sacrifice

has been taken up for consideration here with the object of enabling

us to make out thep ossibility of seeing
'

work
'

in
'

no-work
'

and also
'

no-work
'

in
'

work.' Some sacrifices are of course abundantly full

of various forms of activity on the part of the sacrificer and
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numerous other persons such as the many priests and other func-

tionaries, who are engaged in helping him in the performance of

the various sacrificial rites in the duly prescribed manner. But some

among the many forms of sacrifice, which are described here, do not

certainly appear to be quite so full of work, and cannot therefore be

so accurately described to be work-born. There is, for instance, the

sacrifice consisting of the practice of pranayama ; and in connection

with the performance of this sacrifice, one may well ask "What

work indeed does a man do, who, seating himself erectly and comfor-

tably on an even and somewhat elevated platform, simply goes on con-

trolling his breath?" Whether the man, who in this way simply tries

to control his breath by practising the processes of pranayama, really

does work or is absolutely passive and inert, can be easily enough made

out by us, if only we are prepared to try and go through the experiment

ourselves. The experiment is sure to convince us that the practice

of pranayama means the doing of very hard work indeed. Suppose

again we want to curb well the power of our senses, so as effectively

to prevent them from leading us into temptations, then we have to go

through what may be called the sacrificial worship of sense-control :

and whoever goes through the performance of this kind of religious

worship is certain to find out how much strain is indeed involved in

an effective exercise of rigorous seose-control. The power of self-

control whether it be derived from breath-control or direct sense-

control can never be obtained without adequate effort and abundant

work. In fact in Sanskrit philosophy, as current in India, they do

not think of work as being altogether confined to the body. They

hold that every man has three instruments of work at his disposal,

which together go by the name of tri-karana. The word tri-karana

itself does not mean any thing other than
'

three instruments of

work
'

; and these instruments are declared to be our mind (manas),

our language (vdk), and our body (kayo). This evidently implies that

we can all perform work with the aid of our mind or language or

body as an instrument of work. That there is such a thing as mental

work is widely recognised by all thoughtful people ; and bodily work

actually typifies everywhere the general human conception of work.

And work through language is distinguished, from bodily work on

the one hand and also from mental work on the other, probably for

the reason that in it both mental effort and bodily eftort are together
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involved. Anyhow, if we bear in mind that it is possible for us to

do work by means of one or more of these three instruments of

work, we may afc once see how true ifc is to say thai; all the various

forms of sacrifice here mentioned are work-bora, since no sacrifice

of any kind among them can be carried out without the performance

of the work which is accomplishable through one or more of these

instruments of work. Thus all worshio hag to be of the nature of

work. Although we cannot say that ultimately, in the case of all

persons, all their work in life tarns out to be worship, still we know,

from our knowledge of how work may become worship, that no

work can be other than worship in the lives of those unselfish sages

and saints, who are completely free from all attachment to the fruits

of work. Therefore, even as all worship has to be work, so also

may all work be turned into worship.

How does this knowledge, that all sacrifices are work-born,

enable one to become completely free ? This is a very natural ques-

tion for us to ask here. The freedom which is referred to in this

stanza is of course the freedom of the soul from the bondage of

karma ; and it is this freedom which is said here to be capable of

being won by means of the knowledge that all worship is work-born.

The idea intended to be conveyed by this statement is that that life,

in which all work is made equivalent to worship, is fully calculated

not only to prevent the work performed therein from creating those

tendencies, which lead to the production of the bondage of karma,

but also to break to pieces the fetters that sbill remain as forged by all

the unspent karma of the past. Even as it is work that forges fetters

for the soul of man, even so it is work itself that can really bring about

its final liberation from the fettered bondage of karma. So long as

self-emancipation and the associated God-attainment happen to be

the highest among all the objects of human pursuit, and so long as

these highest objects are capabla of attainment solely through

work, and so long again as we have all inevitably to live in the world

the life of work in obedience to the inviolable mandate of nature so

long it is utterly impossible for any thing other than work to

constitute the chief and immediate function or aim of life. Asceticism,

renunciation and resignation may form only particular aspects of the

mental attitude of the active worker: they do not and cannot authorise
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anything like passivity or absolute worklessness. If they did,

salvation would have to be attained by some means other than work,

whether that means in any manner deserved to be looked upon as a

form of divine worship or not. If the doing of our duties in life well

and with absolute unselfishness is the only means for the attainment

of salvation, at the same time that it is also the means to make our

work in life equivalent to divine worship, we cannot then ignore safely

our obligation to learn to do all our duties appropriately and with

perfect unselfishness. You are aware that karma, jnana and bhakti

are generally accepted among us as the means, which enable us with

greater or less difficulty to acquire thab thorough unselfishness which

must be maoe to pervade fully our life of strenuous endeavour and

steady and successful work. If work or karma is itself to be made

the means for the killing of our tendency in favour of selfishness,

then surely our devotion to duty for its own sake has to become an

over- mastering passion with us. It wisdom or jnana is to make us

altogether unselfish, our realisation of the immateriality, immutabi-

lity and immortality of the soul, as contrasted with the materiality,

mutability and mortality of the body, must be so very strong and

vivid as to make the life of the flesh highly disgusting and wholly

unattractive in the pure white light of the life of the spirit. Again,

if devotion and love to God which we call bhakti is to help us in

acquiring that great moral strength, which is needed to undermine

effectively our almost instinctive love of the low life of the flesh in

preference to the life of the spirit, then this love of God should reign

supreme in our hearts and should spontaneously transmute itself

into the service of man. .-Whether it be the life of duty or the life

of wisdom or the life of love, that life has to be lived actually by

us, so that we may thereby go through the whole range of the steady

performance of work as required fur the attainment of dispassionate

disinterestedness and the fulfilment of the true aim of our embodied

existence. But, in taking work to bo thus the main requisite of life, at

the same time that we happen to look upon it as an inevitable factor

therein, we should not forget that the highest object, which we have

to pursue through work, ought to be nothing less than the supreme

salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attainment. We may quite

easily see that to work is very rightly the portion of all persons in

life : but then we cannot at all forget safelv that work itself has the

55
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soul's salvation for its chief end and aim. In fact it is this that i

brought out in the next xloka.

33. The sacrifice (which is of the nature) of

(winning) wisdom is superior to the sacrifice consisting

of material offerings : all work in its entirety culminates

in wisdom, foe-foiling Arjuna.

It is worthy of note that in this stanza all the various kinds of

sacrifices that have been mentioned in the context here are classified

under the two heads of dravya-yajna and jnana-yajna, which may
with very fair accuracy be rendered into

'

material sacrifice
'

and
'

moral sacrifice'. In the material sacrifice material offerings are

offered to the deity or deities that are worshipped: but in what we

have called the moral sacrifice the thing aimed at is in fact the acquisi-

tion of that wisdom, which may be derived from duly undergoing with

earnestness some appropria
fe form of physical or mental discipline

calculated to strengthen thd pover of the will and to improve the

capacity for self-control. Seeing that all sacrifices, material as well as

moral, are looked upon here as forms of divine worship, and are thug

held to be capable of liberating the soul from the. bondage of karma,

so as to cause it, through the natural attainment of its own intrinsic

and unblemished condition, to become full of the light and love that

are divine, it follows as a matter of course that that form of sacrifice,

which is seen to be more directly conducive to this supreme end. is

positively superior to the other form, which is only less directly help-

ful in enabling one to attain that end. We have seen how the ethical

value of those sacrifices, in which only material offerings are offered,

consists in their power to develop unselfishness slowly and steadily

in the worshipper, although not always without the aid of motives of

selfishness. It is, as you know, in full accordance with the plan of

nature to evolve altruism out of egoism ; but none can therefore say

that egoism, which is much more common, is any the more natural

than altruism. Nevertheless, it must be evident to all observant
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and thoughtful minds that, in the province of man's ethical evolu-

tion, altruism i* the end for which egoism happens to be a more or

less temporarily utilised means. Since it is very generally a common

weakness of man to mistake in many matters the means for the end,

we neel nob at all consider it to be even in the least degree strange,

if many among us are invariably seen to be dominated largely by

egoistic instincts and ideals. And the egoism, which is thus mistaken

to be an end in itself, hinders indubitably the healthy growth of

sympathy and love and charity, which are of necessity the foundation

principles of all altruistically ordered lives. It is this aptness of egoism

to be in this manner misused that makes it often so very dangerous

morally, and compels us to come to the cercain conclusion that it is

always safe and wholesome to burn up the very germa of selfishness in

our nature. Tnat, which is here in this stanza of the Bhagavadglta

called jnanayajna, meaning wisdom-winning-sacrifice, that really

aims at securing the complete prevention of the very germination of

selfishness in our hearts ; and in the case of a man of well endowed

and well arranged mental parts, such a jnana-yajnt need not, and as

a matter of fact does not, giva rise to the obliteration of love. On the

other hand, you will be led to learn by and by that one of the finest

fruits of the successful accomplishment of the jnana-yajna is the

acquisition of samadrishti or the vision of equality through self-

realisation and God-realisation, and that the life, which is founded

on such a vision of comprehensive equality, has to put that very

vision of equality into daily and hourly practice in the way of

manifesting universal sympathy and rendering free and loving service

to all beings. Hence there can be no doubt that jnana-yajna is a

nearer and more direct means for the attainment of the supreme end

of soul-emancipation than dravya-yajna. Thus it is that the former

that is, the wisdom-winning-sacrifice is superior to the latter,

which is, as you know, the sacrifice of mere material offerings.

This superiority of the wisdom-winning-sacritice to the sacrifice

of material offerings is again emphasised in this sloka by the state-

ment that all work in its entirety culminates in wisdom. It is indeed

of great importance for us to know clearly what this statement really

means. It may very well be taken to suggest the rather common idea

that men learn wisdom through experience. It is, however, seen to
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be true in many cases thab experience does not at all lead to the

acquisition of wisdom. What in fact happens in such cases is that,

the temptation to doSwrong being very powerful, the Already experi-

enced evil consequences of wrong-doing turn out to be too weak to

overcome the alluring power of the temptation. It is not that per-

sons of this kind are, even after their experience, altogether unaware of

the evil consequences of wrong-doing. As a matter of fact they know

the evil consequences quite well enough, and yet foolishly run the risk

of courting those consequences again and again. Students of psycho-

logy are aware that it is in the very nature of the constitution of our

minds to acquire experience through our varied intercourse with the

external worl I, and that such intercourse is brought about by every

one of the activities of the life of work that lias to be lived by us. It is

on such experience, so acquired, that almost the whole of the edifice of

human knowledge rests ; and it is largely through the knowledge, so

built up, that man learns the wisdom needed for the ascertainment of

the true summum bonum of life, as also for the shaping of his conduct

so as thereby to attain that summun bonum in the end without fail.

Therefore there can indeed he no denying that ordinarily work is the

natural parent of wisdom. We may, as a matter of fact, go even so far

as to say with certainty that all work is bound to lead to the attain-

ment of true wisdom in the long run. But obviously the statement

made here, to the effect tha^ all work in it* entirety culminates in

wisdom, means something more: and that is that the attainment of

wisdom is the real goal of life very much more than any accomplish-

ment of work. There is a danger of this interpretation of this state-

ment being misunderstood. It does not certainly mean that the life

of thought unassociated with work is in any manner the ideal life.

Nor does is in any way contradict the position that work is so vital a

factor in life, that, without it, life would he in noway any better than

defunct. The real significance of this interpretation is not only to

give due recognition to the place of work in the economy of life, but

also to draw at the same time our attention to the fact that work in

itself cannot be the supreme aim of life. Although the life of every

embodied being has inevitably to be one of work, we ought noc to

commit the mistake of looking upon work, which is merely a means,

as constituting an end in itself. Even the karma-yoytn, who is con-

ceived to ^ve ^e life f duty for its own sake, is expected to rise to a
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higher stage in the realisation of truth and wisdom by the very means

of his life of enthusiastic devotion to duty for its own sake. In the

case of the karma-yog in, work always happens to be in itsalf, as it is so

commonly expressed by our authoritative toachers, both the means

and the end. This sort of idealisation of work, which we call by the

name karma-yoga, is, as you know, well calculated to give rise to that

freedom from covetous attachment and selfishness, by which the

embodied soul is naturally enabled to obtain itsfinal liberation from all

imposed limitations. If, in this manner, we are entitled to look upon

karma-yoga also as a worthily suitable means for the attainment of the

freedom otmoksha, it ought to follow logically from this that all such

work, as is worthily done in the spirit of true devotion and worship,

has its culmination in the attainment of that wisdom and that bliss

which ever bolong to the state of mdksha. It seems to me that it is

this kind of relation between work an 1 wisdom, which we are called

upon to understand from this stanzi. You will see, as we proceed,

how well this conclusion of ours is born-3 out by all the remaining

stanzas in ihis chapter.

: 1 1

34. Do you (therefore) understand that wisdom,

which the wise men, who have seen the truth, will

teach unto you on (your) prostrating (yourself in

reverence before them), on (yoar) addressing questions

(to them), and on (your) rendering service (unto them),

35. (That wisdom), by knowing which you will

not, Arjuna, again get into delusion in this manner,

and through which you will see all beings in (their)

entirety in yourself (first) and then in Me.

We have been told already that all work done in the spirit of

religious devotion and worship culminates in true wisdom in the
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end. And we have also been able to learn that certain forms of the

work of worship are superior to certain other forms, in that they

lead us more quickly and more directly to win that wisdom wherein

all worthy work has to culminate. It may well be conceived that

some may naturally argue that, sines wisdom of this kind is declared

to constitute rightly the culmination of a life of worthy work worthily

executed, such wisdom cannot be acquired except at the end of a

long process of the trying discipline of hard and laborious work

extending over as many re-incarnations of the soul as may be found

to be necessary for the purpose. It may further be maintained that,

since each of us has to live his own life, the wisdom constituting

the true culmination of the righteous life of noble and worthy work

cannot be teachable, and must be obtained by each of us for himself.

We are, however, told here that even this culminating wisdom of

life is capaple of being transmitted from one person to another through

teaching. The wise men, who have seen the truth, may teach this

wisdom to those, who have not themselves seen the truth, and are

not hence blessed with true wisdom. I consider it to be one of the

greatest blessings of man that it is so possible for him to be taught.

If absolute incorrigibility except through unaided self-correction had

been his natural fate, bis life would assuredly have been very much

more miserable and burdensome and very much less animated and

cheered by the prospect of any speedy progress towards the blissful

goal of happy light and love. In these modern days, we all recognise

the advantages of education so well, that we consider it very wrong to

leave an individual wholly to himself in the matter of ncquiring any

kind of wisdom or skill or learning. To let a man alone thus to be

enlightened and improved by his own experiences and efforts is to deny

to him the advantages of the good guidance which methodical educa-

tion is capable of affording so amply. Who, among us, does not know

that the chief value of the guidance, which education gives, is really

due to the accumulated experience of many past generations of men

and women. of such as indeed did, in their days and by their own life

and labour, help forward the progress of true righteousness and pros-

perity in the unceasing march of the world's advancing civilisation?

Even the apprentice under acommon carpenter, for instance, learns quite

easily fromdirectly imparted instruction much that many others before

him must have learnt mainly through laborious personal experience,
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probably as often marked by failures as by successes. Accordingly,

to receive appropriate instruction from one or more duly qualified

teachers in respect of the learning of any science or art is certainly

nothing less than coming easily into possession of the many results

that have accrued to civilisation from the accumulated experience

of generations of past learners and labourers. This way of estimating

the value of education happens to be even more markedly true in the

case of learning that philosophic wisdom of life, which is ia complete

accordance wiih truth and goodness, than in the case of learning

anything else : for the learning of such a wisdom requires, as you

know, the previous killing of all self-love, while in tbe learning of

other things this same self-love is often found to be a very useful and

ready aid. It is hence but right that this wisdom of unselfishness

happens to be such a thing as can be truly taught only by those wise

persons who have themselves positively seen the truth. In regard to

the teaching of this wisdom, none, who is not himself a seer, is entitled

to be a teacher. And when the teacher, who has fully the requisite

title to teach, comes to do his beneficent work among us, we, as

humble learners, are naturally bound to conduct ourselves appropri-

ately in relation to him, so that we may amply convince him that we

are really sincere and in earnest in seeking from him the benefit of

his benignant spiritual light and unerring insight into truth.

To have seen the truth is thus the essential qualification of the

worthy teacher of religion and spiritual wisdom. Similarly the disciple,

who is the learner, is also expected to have his qualifications. They

are, as given here, pranipata reverential prostration, pariprahna

earnest questioning, and seva service. You know how prostrat-

ing one's self before a teacher is considered among us to be the most

respectful way of saluting him and paying homage to him. The

desire to show due respect to the teacher attunes the mind of the

cliscipla properly for the reverential receipt of the precious teaching

to be given to him by his wise master, who has himself had the high

and noble privilege of seeing the truth. We can never learn any
wisdom from those for whom we have no great regard, and to whom
we give no place of honour in the interior of our hearts. Of course

this attitude of reverence towards the teacher is not intended to

enforce on the part of the disciple any thing like the weak spirit of
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unquestioning receptivity and slavish acquiescence : for we are imme-

diately told here that addressing questions to the teacher is among the

appropriate attributes of a true learner of wisdom. It should never be

supposed that to question the teacher freely on points of doubt or

difficulty is to disregard the authoritativeness of his teaching. On the

other hand, the disciple, who does not question and enquire, betrays a

real want of attention and earnestness, which is wholly undesirable.

Only two kinds of disciples do not put questions to their master

those that know well already all that the master teaches, and those

that do not very much care, to know well what the master teaches.

The discinlo, who has become as good a seer of truth as the master,

need no longer continue his discipleship under the master: he has

himself become entitled to hold the honored office of the teacher.

Similarly, the disciple,who does not care to know well what the master

teaches, may also discontinue bis disciplesbip, as, by its formal con-

tinuance, be surely does not obtain any advantage of any kind. Thus

the alert spirit of questioning and enquiry is generally characteristic

of all earnest dieciples who are really anxious to achieve progress in

their pursuit of truth. The third requisite mentioned here, as needed

on the part of the disciple, is service rendered unto the master. This

is obviously intended to be a means for the enforcement of the duty of

gratitude on the part of the earnest learner in relation to his obliging

master. It does not mean that the teacher is entitled to exact such

service from the disciple in return for the teaching of wisdom that he

gives to him. That would make the teaching work of even great seers

morally mercenary. Moreover, the true value of genuine gratitude

is to be found in its altogether uncompelled spontaneity. Indeed,

that gratitude, which is not spontaneous, is no gratitude at all. The

main idea underlying this obligation of service is, that the disciple

should not only derive benefit from the worthy lessons of wisdom

which he receives from his master, but that his whole life as a

disciple should also prove to be a preparation for that larger life of

love and unselfishness, which he, as a really wise man, is bound to

live, so that he may thereby attain unfailingly the supreme salvation

of soul-emancipation and God-attainment. Accordingly, the relation

between the preceptor and the disciple has to be such as makes

the disciple always show sincere reverence to his master and feel

spontaneously grateful to him, as also enables him at the same time
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to maintain well his own individuality of conviction by making him

take care to see that all that he learns from the master is really in

harmonious agreement with his own enlightened reason and exalted

spiritual aspirations.

The second of the two stanzas, that we are now considering,

tells us what that wisdom is that wisdom, which the seer, who has

seen the truth, will teach to such disciples as are in earnest and are

also full of reverence and gratitude to him on account of the inestim-

able good, which he, through his teaching, so very kindly bestows on

them. Please observe that Arjuna was told, in this connection, that,

by obtaining this wisdom, he would not again get into any sort of

delusion. The delusion, which is specially referred to here, is that,

which led Arjuna to say emphatically to Sri-Krishna on the great

battlefield of Kuruk.shetra at the crisis of commencing a great war
"

I will not fight ". The compassion, kindled in him by his love of

his own relations and friends, made him forget for the momenh his

duty to society as a famous Kshattriya princa and mighty warrior.

This desire to run away from the hard and trying post of duty arose

in him, as you all know now so well, really out of his having seri-

ously mistaken the impermanent for the permanent, the unreal for

the real. If only Arjuna bad judged his duty in the situation from

the stand-point of the immortal soul and its high destiny of unlimit-

ed light and freedom, considerations of personal attachment and

family-relation could not have blinded bis spiritual vision to the

extent of making him thoughtlessly ignore the imperative obligatori-

ness of his own larger duties in life as a chivalrous prince and ever

victorious warrior. It is indeed to clear bis mind of this delusion

that Sri-Krishna taught him the sublime lessons of wisdom con-

tained in the Glta. The wisdom, which the holy seera of truth

teach to deserving disciples, has theiefore to be such as will make it

impossible for them to become deluded either in regard to the true

purpose or in regard to the appropriate conduct of life. From all

that we have been able to learn so far, it is evident that such wisdom

is undoubtedly derivable from fully accomplished self-realisation. It

is clearly in consequence of this, that we are told in this context

that, with the aid of the wisdom learnt from the holy seers of truth,

one in fact becomes actually able to see all beings in one's self first

56
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and then in God as well. We are thus given to understand that the

ultimate perfection of self-realisation consists in seeing all beings

in one's self as well as iu God, aud that the appropriateness of the

guidance of conduct consists iu its complete consonance with such

an all-comprehensive self-realisation leading on to an equally all-

comprehensive God-realisation. These ideas are more fully worked

out and explained in the sixth chapter of the Gita ; and at the time

of studying that chapter, we shall have necessarily to deal with them.

Hence we need not now undertake any detailed examination of the

nature of the self-realisation and God-realisation, which enable the

holy seer to see the truth well and thereafter become appropriately the

blessed teacher of divine wisdom to others. There, as we shall see,

the subject of self-realisation aud God-realisation are both dealt with

as arising out of the practice of yoga. And what we have to under-

stand here is that that wisdom, wherein all work in its entirety is

bound to culminate, is indeed no other than what the successful ycgin

obtains and joyously enshrines in his heart as the most valuable result

of his earnest and effective endeavour to attain both self-realisation

and God-realisation. The statement, that all work culminates in wis-

dom, cannot, as you know, be interpreted to mean that the true end

and aim of life is mere thought or any kind of passive mentil medita-

tion. The wisdom, that is derived out of the actual realisation of the

soul and of God, cannot make the life of man become devoid of all

active purpose. On the other hand, what it will certainly do is to make

all the activities of life subserve the supreme purpose of the attain-

ment of what constitutes the true summttm bonum of life. Hence it

fixes the goal of conduct aud gives to it an ever watchful guidance, so

as to make sure that it does not miss that goal. Moreover, we have to

bear in mind that the experiences, which accrue to us from an active

life, are in themselves, except in very rare cases, quite well calculat-

ed to point out to us the true goal of life as well as the manner of

unfailingly reaching that goal. It is of course very possible for all

of us to misunderstand the meaning of our experiences, and thus take

away from them all their potency to teach to us real and lasting

wisdom. Nevertheless, it is undeniable that one's own personal

experience is ever a more potent teacher of wisdom to one than any

outside advice or warning. There is further the fact, that the earnest

living of the righteous life always leads, as a matter of course, to the
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realisation of the great value and woithiness of the noble quality of

righteousness. Indeed if our philosophy of the conduct of life is at

all well thought out, there is certainly hound to be in it a true recipro-

city of relationship between right work and real wisdom. No work,

which is not based on and guided by real wisdom, can be assuredly

right. Similarly, no wisdom, which is not really able to control and

guide conduct aright, can be unfailingly true. Accordingly, you will

see at once that the wisdom, which flows out of self-realisation and

God-realisation, is true, in a<* much as it is well calculated to direct,

control and guide conduct aright ;
and that the conduct, which is

based on and guided by such wisdom is right, in as much as it is

equally well calculated to lead men on to the blissful goal of self-

realisation and God-realisation. Such I understand to be the full

significance of these two stanzas : and the next stanza tells us how

great a purifier of life true wisdom really is. It runs thus

36. Even though you are the greatest sinner

among all those, who are sinful, you will completely cross

over all (your) sin, solely with the aid of the float of

wisdom.

It must be evident to you all that, in this stanza, sin is conceiv-

ed to be something like an immense ocean, which it is very difficult to

cross over, but without crossing which the attainment of salvation

is absolutely impossible. To cross over such an ocean of sin com-

pletely is to leave all sin behind, so as to become perfectly pure and

well fitted for the achievement of the salvation of soul-emancipation

and God-attainment. This crossing over of the ocean of sin is here

declared to become possible solely with the aid of the float of wisdom.

In other words, without the float of wisdom, no one can be free from

the great danger of getting drowneii in the ocean of sin. and of being

thus compelled to miss altogether the supreme bliss of everlasting

life. We have already seen that the wisdom which can ferry a man
over from this shore of sinful mundane life to the other shore of soul-

salvation and God-attainment, is a valuable treasure possessed by all
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holy seers of truth, and that the acquisition of that wisdom is cap-

able of making the aspirant after salvation realise all beings iu himself

and himself and all the other beings in God. You know that the

truth, by seeing which these holy seers come to be in possession of

this valuable wisdom, is none other than the great truth, which is

derivable from self-realisation and God realisation ;
and both these

realisations are possible to all those yogins who are successful in

adequately accomplishing, through the attainment of samadhi. the

fruition of their spiritually aimed practice of yoga. One of the slokas

in this context, which we are going to take into consideration in our

next Glta class, distinctly informs us that this sin-curing wisdom

has to be ultimately derived from the realisations which are the result

of the successful practice of yoga. How then does this wisdom,

which is kaown to result from aelf-realisation and God-realisation,

enable one to become free from sin ? To know this well, we have to

bear in mind what meaning we have to attach to sin. You may
remember my having once before drawn your attention to what we
have to understand by sin, in accordance with the commonly accept-

ed doctrines of the Vedanta. Sin or papa is exactly the same as

what we have so often spoken of as the evil taint of karma the

taint, which compels the soul to ba in bondage and prevents it from

enjoying its own natural blissfulness and freedom from imposed limiisa-

tions. And you all know further that such a taint of karm'i arises

inevitably out of the unrestrained life of sensuality and selfishness.

Understood in this way, sin may well be made out to bo a very

strong impediment; in the way of man winning his everlasting life

through soul-emancipation and the consequent God-attainment. Lat

us not forget that the wisdom which the holy seers of truth teach

to us is such as enables us to see all beings in ourselves and ourselves

and all the other beings in God. In other words, with the help of

this wisdom we come to see distinctly that; we live and move and

have our being in God, and that all the other beings in the universe

also live and move and have their being in God. From this knowledge

there arises quite naturally the sense of absolute equality between

us and all the other beings in the universe, leading us as a matter

of course to the recognition of the ohligatoriness on our part of the

life of love and service. Seeing thac the life of love and service is

by nature incompatible with the life of sensuality and selfishness,
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we make oufc at once that the wisdom, which enforces the living of

the former kind of life, is certain to deal the deathblow to the latter

kind of life. Inneed nothing kills selfishness like Jove : and there

can be no love without self-restraint, self-sacrifice and disinterested

service. The wisdom which impels a man to live spontaneously that

life of samatva, which is based on love and service, cannot but under-

mine his tendency in favour of selfishness ;
and we know that, when

alj selfish desires take their final departure from the heart of man, he

immediately becomes an emancipated being worthy to enjoy all the

high and heavenly privileges of a blessed and everlasting life in God.

It is therefore no wonder at all that this wisdom is said to be capable

of purifying even the greatest sinner so completely as to make him

worthy of immortality and God-afoainmenb. Nor is it any wonder

that nothing other than this wisdom is considered to be capable of

purifying the sinner so well and of fitting him so fully for the

attainment of the everlasting salvation of his immortal soul.

xxiv

I remember that we were dealing in our last class with the

very important question of how the moral wisdom- winning-sacrifice

(jndnayajna) is superior to the material-offering-sacrifice (dravya-

yajna), and how all work (karma)' has necessarily to culminate in

wisdom ijnana). We saw then that this supreme wisdom has to ba

learnt always from holy seers and sages, who gladly teach it to all

really capable and deserving disciples, and that its characteristic

excellence consists in its really remarkable power to enable us to see

firstly all beings in ourselves and then to see ourselves and all other

beings in God. It is this realisation of all beings in one's self and

the further realisation of one's self and all other beinga in God,

which together constitute the very essence of the wisdom wherein

all work has necessarily to culminate. I am sure I need not tell

you that it is quite as true to eay that we are the creatures of our

karma as that our karma is ever the creature of our thoughts. Wise

thoughts have to be the impellers of all righteous work, even as the

righteous life has to be the inevitable pre-requisite for the attainment

of true wisdom. Moreover, karma in itself can neither cling to man

as a
'

binding
'

taint, nor prove of itself an unfailing source of soul-

salvation. Work unaided by wisdom may well create an pnending
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bondage for the soul, so as to keep off ita salvation indefinitely. But

true wisdom will so determine the character and aim of human work,

as to make is morally faultless and spiritually effective in making m^n

and women move on to the goal of soul-emancipation and God-attain-

ment. Hence it is that the purificatory power of wisdom has been

declared to be so very great. Though ib is through work that wisdom

has to fit men for the attainment of salvation, still it is wisdom

alone which can free their hearts from all selfish cravings and make

their work in life altogether pure and unselfish. We h*va been

accordingly told that the wisdom, which enables a man to see all

beings in himself as well as in Go 3, possesses the power of making

him get rid of all his sin, even though he happens to ba the worst

among all sinners. With the aid of the wisdom-float, evea the worst

sinner may cross over the ocean of his sins ; that is how the Glta

describes the largeness of the purifying power of true wisdom. How
completely effective this power of purification is, which is possessed

by the wisdom that arises from self-realisation and God-realisation,

is pointed out in the stanza with which we begin our work to-day.

37. In the manner in which a well kindled fire

burns (all) fuel into ashes, in that (same) manner,

O Arjuna, the fire of wisdom burns all karma into

ashes.

The important point to be noted here is the comparison between

wisdom and the kindled fire. This comparison clearly indicates

that the wisdom mentioned here is not such as may be derived from

mere book knowledge or from mere vakya-jnana as they put it in

Sanskrit: indeed it cannot at all ba any wisdom which is likely to be

obtained from any knowledge that rests solely upoo the satisfaction

of the intellect. It must be obviously reasonable to maintain that the

innate imprint of our pre-natal tendencies due to accumulated karma

cannot he wiped away by the mere operation of the intellect. Hence

the wisdom that can convert all karma into ashes has to be derived

from a direct and full personal realisation of the great truth that all
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beings in the universe are in every one of us, and that at the same

time every one of us and ail the beings in the universe are in Gcd

The idea evidently is that one ought to possess such a direct and

complete personal realisation of this important truth, as is ordinarily

observed to be possible in relation, for instance, to the perception of

a thing that one holds in one's own hands. It is the brilliant self-

luminosity of the well kindled fire of wisdom that successfully over-

powers the darkness of innate ignorance, even as it is ordinarily the

heat of the kindled physical fire which converts all fuel into ashes.

Such a thorough transformation of the inner nature of man, as will

destroy completely the effect; of all accumulated karma in relation

to him, is impossible of accomplishment otherwise. When a well

kindled fire burns all fuel into ashes, it obviously means thai the

process of burning has been quite complete, and that there is no

more of anything combustible which at all remains unreduced into

ashes. Accordingly, when the fire of wisdom converts all karma into

ashes, it means that no trace of it remains undestroyed, and that

therefore all the forces giving rise to the bondage of the soul have all

been successfully overcome and made entirely powerless for producing

any mischief. That such is the nature and such the capability of

this wisdom is further emphasised in the next stanza.

ffR^T

38. Indeed there is here no purifier similar unto

wisdom. He, who has succeeded well in (the practice

of) yoga, obtains that (wisdom) of himself in (due)

time in himself.

The first half of th'is tloka clearly tells us that the purifying power

of the wisdom, which can at once burn all karma into ashes, is quite

unique: we may even interpret it to mean that this power of com-

pletely purifying the soul from the stain of sinful karma belongs

exclusively to the wisdom, by which the aspirant is enabled to see all

beings in himself and himself and all beings in God. The entire

obliteration of the impressed samskcira of karma is suiely never very

easily accomplished. Such an obliteration is not possible without a
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radical change iu the mental and moral tendencies belonging to the

very nature of the aspirant : and this sort of change is here conceived

to be a necessary consequence of the successful pract'ce of yoga.

That is evidently why we are told here that be, who has succeeded

well in the practice of yoga, obtains of hircseif and al?o in himself

that wisdom, which is capable of completely obliterating the innate

impress of all his accumulated karma. The Gltd is, as >ou know,

quite emphatic in declaring that he, who succeeds well in the practice

of yoga, obtains self-realisation and God-realisation as the most

precious reward of his yogic success. Moreover, true self-realisation

ought very rightly to enable the successful ydgin to see all beings in

himself. Similarly, true God-realisation ought to enable him to see

himself and all beings in God. In his case, therefore, the wisdom of

seeing all beings in himself and himself and all beiugs in God happens

to be the natural outcome of his own success in the practice of yoga.

That is the reason why ha obtains this wisdom without any outside

aid, wholly of himself and in himself. In other words, be does not

owe this wisdom of his to any teaching kindly bestowed on him by

any great and holy seer of truth ; for, by the very fulness and reality

of his success in the practice of yoga, he has himself become a holy

seer of truth. The very fact of his having thus become a holy seer of

truth makes it necessary that the wisdom, which is the result of his

blessed spiritual vision, should form an inevitable intrinsic element in

the composition of bis newly enlightened mental and moral nature.

It is in this manner that he happens to find this sin-curing wisdom

arising within himself. Consequently we can have no doubt at all as

to the exact nature of this wisdom. It is further worthy of note here

that this wisdom is declared to come only in due time even to him,

who has succeeded well in the practice of yoga. In a future chapter

(VII. 3 ) we shall see it stated that, out of thousands of persons who

may actually practice yoga, only some one attains success, and that

even among those, who so rarely succeed in their yogic endeavour,

only some one comes to know Gcd tiuly. This evidently means

that God-realis-ation does not come to the ydgin immediately and as

a matter of course after the attainment of samddht in the practice

of yoga. Further perseverance seems to be needed on his part to

enable him to arrive at the true knowledge of God: and without

God-realisation the wisdom of seeing all beings in one's self and
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one's self and all beings in God is of course impossible of attainment.

This is in all probability the reason why it is said that this wisdom

comes only in due time even to him who has succeeded well in the

practice of yoga.

Can wisdom of this kind be teachable '? In fact it must be

teachable. Otherwise, how will holy seers of truth be able, as we

are told here, to teach it to their earnest and faithful disciples ? He,

who does nob, for instance, know the theory of the telescope, may
well be taught how to put to use practically that interesting optical

instrument for seeing such distant objects as cannot be seen by

him without its aid. In the same way, he, who djes not know

how to realise for himself the nature of the truth, which under-

lies the wisdom that destroys karma completely, he also may
be taught well enough how to endeavour to live the life that is

in accordance with the precepts of that wisdom. What people

like us who are not successful yoyins ourselves require is a

truly wise rule of conduct, by which we may practically manage

to live the sinless life : and suuh a rule, if based on truth, becomes,

as I have told you more than once ulready, its own proof in

course of time. A sufficiently long use of the telescope is in

itself enough to enable the person, who has been using it practically,

to make out that the instrument is undoubtedly a revealer of distant

objects. In the same manner the practical conduct of life, in accord-

ance with the precepts of the wisdom that is well based upon truth,

is certain in course of time to enable every earnest liver of such a life

to make out for himself the full truthfulness of the truth on which

the guiding wisdom of his own life is systematically made to rest.

Therefore, although we cannot all of us become holy seers of the

truth ourselves, it is surely possible for most of us to guide our lives

in accordance with that wisdom, which the holy seers of truth obtain

for themselves and for the good of their disciples from their own inner

illumination and informing spiritual vision. Thus it is indeed a

great blessing and a noble privilege to be the disciple of such a holy

seer of truth, in as much as his benevolent gift of wisdom to his

disciple is undeniably the most precious among the gifts that man

can make to man.

57
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TO

39. He obtains wisdom, who holds it to be

supreme, and is possessed of faith, and has the senses

under control. Not long after obtaining wisdom, (he)

reaches surpassing peace.

In this stanza we are given firstly the qualifications of the

disciple, to whom the holy seer's gift of wisdom is calculated to do

good. And secondly we are informed here of the nature of the good,

which results to him from this wisdom, of which he happens to be

the fortunate recipient. Three things are here held to be needed on

the part of the good disciple, who seeks wisdom in earnest from the

holy seer. One of these is that that disciple has to look upon it as

a great possession of supreme value and importance. Otherwise, he

is apt not to seek it, and may even discard it as not wanted to serve

as an aid to the appropriate conduct of life. Another thing, which is

required of him, is that he should be a man of faith. Please under-

stand by this that he should have faith not only in the teacher the

holy seer of truth as a person that is indeed well worthy to be en-

tirely depended upon as his friend, philosopher and guide, but also in

the reality of the entities known as soul and God, from the direct

personal realisation of which alone the teacher himself has had to

acquire that wisdom, which he, out of his spontaneous love and kind-

ness, bestows on his worthy disciples. None of us can learn anything

that is good or true or valuable from any one, in whose insight and

earnestness and sincerity we have no real faith. Similarly, none of

us will at all seriously endeavour to learn from any teacher anything,

which does not really appeal to our hearts as being good and true

and beautiful. In this manner the faith of the worthy disciple

must necessarily have a twofold aspect. In addition to such faith,

the third thing which is required of the worthy disciple is the power

to keep the senses under control. You know how the wisdom

of seeing all baings in one's solf and one's self and all beings in

God has quite naturally to exhibit itself in the form of the practice

of samatva or the principle of universal equality in life, whereby we
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happen to suffer from sorrow on account of the sorrows of others and

feel joyous at heart on account of the joys of others, as though these

others were not different beings from ourselves. The man, who has

not his senses under control, and has not thus got out of the power of

the common craving for pleasure, such a man cannot at all manage
to live well this life of samatva. He may hold in high esteem the

wisdom that the holy seers of truth kindly teach to him, and he

may also have faith in abundance in such teachers and in the genuine

worthiness of the wisdom which they teach. Nevertheless, if he

cannot keep his senses under control, the imparting of the holy seer's

wisdom to him will prove to be all in vain, as he cannot at all put that

wisdom into actual practice in bis own daily life without the power

of sense-control at his command. Consequently this third requisite

is needed to make the imparted gift of wisdom fructify well in the

life of its fortunate recipient. When, however, the wisdom imparted

by the seer is properly received and put to use so as to make it bear

its natural fruit in life, then the fortunate recipient of that wisdom

attains surely the supreme bliss of surpassing peace. This means, I

believe, that he becomes thereby the possessor of an exalted sense of

happy inward peacefulness, which enables his mind to be wholly free

from all worldly anxieties and disturbances. And it is with the aid

of this spiritual bliss of sarene and imperturbable peace that he

learns to realise in practice the truthfulness and the trustworthiness

of the great wisdom of seaing all baings in himself and himself and

all beings in God. As a matter of fact it is by maans of this blessed

peace itself that this wisdom happens to be justified by its fruit.

Even those, who cannot realise the truth for themselves by their own

unaided efforts, are often in this world enabled, with the aid of faith

and hope, to obtain the blessing that comes to all out of the trans-

figuring glory of the vision of truth. It is the possibility of being so

blessed with the vision of truth, which makes life worth living to so

many of us, and takes away from us the pessimistic sense of forlorn

weakness and incurable despondency. It is further worthy of note

here that, in the case of the appropriately qualified disciple, seeking

wisdom from a holy seer, who has himself seen the truth, this

supreme bliss of surpassing peace comes not long after the acquisi-

tion of the precious treasure of wisdom. From this we have to

gather that the appropriately qualified disciple is, as a matter of
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course, impelled to put into immediate practice the wisdom, that he

acquires from the teachings, which, out of his own great kindness,

the holy seer of truth bestows upon him. And it is, as you know,

such a practical application of such wisdom to life which saves

from saddening despair and from irreparable ruin.

40. The man of doubting nature, being ignorant

and unbelieving, goes to ruin. To the man of doubting

nature, this world is not
;
nor is there the (other superior

world) : (to him there is) no happiness.

By the man of doubting nature we have to understand a person

with whom it has become an inveterate habit to doubt all things, so

much so that his mind is actually in possession of no sort of certainty

on which it may comfortably repose. Obviously the doubt", here refer-

red to, relates to the wisdom, which is derivable from the successful

yogin's self-realisation and God-realisation, and enables all such

persons as are blessed with it to see all beings in themselves and

themselves and all beings in God. Traced to its source, the doubt of

the doubter here appertains to the reality of the soul and of God. It

is thus the basis of the sceptic attitude of unbslief in relation to two

the greatest problems of philosophy. So, it is no common doubt

of the ordinary or secular kind that is dealt with in [this stanza.

Consequently we need not feel surprised that the habitual doubter in

regard to these great problems of God and soul is spoken of here

as a person who is ignorant and unbelieving. The Sanskrit word

ajnana, which corresponds to
'

ignorance
'

in English, is generally

understood to signify the absence of knowledge, the opposite of

knowledge, or wrong or perverse knowledge: and that ignorance

of the unbelieving man, which is specially referred to as such in this

stanza, consists, as I incline to understand it, of perverse knowledge.

His unbelief also is of course in relation to the same great problems

of God and the soul. What is evidently intended to be taught here

is that he, who doubts the reality of God as well as of the soul,

possibly on the ground that their existence cannot be proved to the
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satisfaction of his own reason and alert intelligence, is undoubtedly

ignorant and wanting ic faith. In so far as the problem of God is

concerned, it comes to very much the sams as saying that, although
no man has seen God at any time, it is undeniably the fool who says in

bis heart that there is no God. Most foolish doubters of this descrip-

tion are ignorant and unbelieving, for the reason that they cannot

adequately distinguish between the function of reason and the function

of faith in enabling us to obtain the knowledge of truth. It is perhaps

noc always very easy to distinguish between what a man sees with

the eye of reason and what he sees with the eye of faith. Neverthe-

less we have to learn the distinction between them. They say that

reason deals exclusively with such things as fall within the range

of ordinary human experience in so far as it is determined by the

psychology of sense-perception. If we bear in mind the distinction

which they make in European philosophy between the phenomenon
and the noumenon as they call them, then we may say rightly enough

that it is the world of phenomena which forms the proper sphere for

the operation of reason. In other words we may say that reason deals

with whatever happens to be within the compass of nature ; it cannot

transcend nature. Consequently, what may be called the logic of

reason cannot of itself take us from nature to nature's God, who, to

be God at all, has obviously to transcend nature so as to be quite

above and beyond it. In the endeavour to rise from nature to

nature's God, we inevitably find the upward flight of our vigilant

reason stopped suddenly by an insurmountable barrier. If reason

cannot see beyond the limited province of phenomena, if it cannot

pierce into the mystery of what there is beyond on the other side

of the barrier which arrests its ambitious progress, it need not of

course imply that man cannot at all rise rationally from nature to

nature's God. Howsoever learned and full of well ordered knowledge

a man may b3, if he gives to his reason, which cannot at all trans-

cend nature, the final voice in deciding the metaphysical reality or

unreality of things abave and beyond nature, he is there distinctly

misusing his reason by making it perform a function for which faith

alone is properly fitted. This same idea is sometimes expressed in

another way by saying that, while the function of reason is simply
to co-orJiuate the contents of knowledge, the function of faith is to

make knowledge mount up in secure certainty from the physical to
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the metaphyscial. By faith I do not of course mean that blind and

unenquiring credulity of the man of superstition, by which he is led

to believe in the truth and rationality of even such things as are easily

shown to be untrue and irrational. On the other hand I take faith

to be that spontaneously informing instrument of knowledge, which,

through intuition and other such innate psychical faculties and mental

tendencies, makes it possible for us to so rise from nature to nature's

God as to becoma well assured of His proved reality constituting the

basis of our own reality as well as of the reality of every thing

else which really exists in the universe. The unbelieving man is

obviously devoid of this informing instrument of knowledge ; and

all high problems of philosophy are therefore apt to be studied by him

in the insufficient and imperfect light of empirical reason. There-

fore, whatever his frail reason cannot see, that he is apt to deny or

at least to doubt. Hence, there can be nothing strange or inappro-

priate in our characterising as perverse the kind of knowledge, which

such a man may possess in regard to the supra-natural problems of

metaphysics. To him there is nothing worthy to be called knowledge,

which his own limted reason cannot see, for he is so very sure about

the comprehensive and faultless character of the revealing power of

what happens to be merely his regulating reason. Still I cannot say,

whether it is the perversity of his knowledge that is responsible for

his unbelief, or whether it is his unbelief that is responsible for the

perversity of his knowledge. They both seem to act and react upon

each other. Anyhow it is certain that the man, who is of doubting

nature, has necessarily to be both ignorant and unbelieving. The

perversity of his knowledge and his wane of faith in the supersensuous

realities together constitute the basic support of his habit to be ever

in doubt.

Since this sort of doubt in relation to the reality of the soul

and of God is likely to undermine the very foundations of morality by

tending to cause the annihilation of the rationality of righteousness, it

is inevitable that the unfortunateman who is accustomed to be always

actuated by such unworthy doubt should go to ruin in the end. So long
as the appropriately active living of the absolutely unselfish and

unswervingly righteous life happens to be the only true means by which

it becomes possible for any man to save his own soul from ruin, and
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BO long as the loss of the soul implies much more than even the loss

of all things, it cannot but be true that the man of doubting nature

loses altogether that great acquisition, which constitutes the highest

good and also the supreme object of life. It is quite self-evident that

he, who has no faith in the reality of the soul and of God, will seek

neither God-attainment nor soul-salvation : and these things are

not won without seeking them, although it is not at all unimportant to

remember that they are not won as a matter of course by all those

who seek them. Moreover it is said here tbat to the man of doubt-

ing nature even this world is not. I understand that this evidently

means that the loss of this world is necessarily involved in the loss

of the other world, inasmuch as the life that has to be lived in this

world is intended to be only a preparation for the emancipated life

of supreme bliss in the other world. To miss the attainment of

this bliss of the other world is so to misdirect life here as to make

ib lose its aim completely. Lat us, however, note further that even

from the standpoint of mera worldly success, doubt is not conducive

to sure or steady progress. Doubt generally gives rise to hesitancy ;

and hesitancy always makes action dilatory, indecisive and ineffective.

The result of it all is that the man of doubting nature invariably loses

all confidence in himself and begins to see signs of dark suspicion and

vile insincerity everywhere around himself. A person of this descrip-

tion cannot easily command happiness here even from the standpoint

of worldly success. To him, who cannot utilise well the advantages

and opportunities, which the world affords, so as to attain genuine

happiness therein, bis life in the world can indeed be no better than

if it were not : to such a man the world is always as good as non-

existent. Since, as we have already seen, that kind of doubt, which

is nob open to correction and is firmly inclined to be markedly in

favour of philosophic and religious negation, is certain to undermine

all faith in all higher spiritual realisations and in soul-salvation and

God-attainment, the life of the man of doubting nature cannot but

miss its supreme spiritual aim so as thereby to lose every chance of

winning the divine happiness of immortal bliss and everlasting freedom

*n the ever-blessed world of emancipated souls. Ib is for this reason

that this other world also is to him as good as if it were not. You

know that, according to the religion and the philosophy of the Vedanta,

bliss, which is in Sanskrit called dnanda, is an essential element ia
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the very constitution of all our souls, so that, when they come to

themselves and realise what their own pure and unalloyed nature is,

they forthwith become infinitely happy in a manner which is unique
and unparallelied. If doubt deprives a man of the power of attaining

this kind of supreme bliss, ifc is more than abundantly proved that

to the man of doubting nature there can be no real happiness at

all. I find ib unnecessary to tell you that the doub^, which is so

emphatically condemned here, is nob surely that doubt which serves

as the necessary stepping stone to enquiry and conviction and faith.

This kind of doubt is good and ought to ba always welcomed, inas-

much as it makes faith firm and the attainment of true happiness

positively certain.

41. Arjuna, works do not bind him (in bondage),

who has set aside (his) karma through yoga, whose

doubts are cut asunder by means of wisdom, and who

is (accordingly) in possession of (his own) soul.

42. Therefore, Arjuna, cut off by means of the

sword of wisdom this doubt appertaining to the soul

(the doubt) which is born of ignorance and is abiding

within the heart :.and do you thereafter become devoted

in faith to yoga and rise up (to do your duty).

If doubt in regard to the immateriality and immortality of the

soul leads to indulging in selfishness and the consequent ruin of one's

own divine destiny, it must follow as a matter of course that the re-

moval of such a doubt should be well calcutated to enable one to

attain without fail the blessed and everlasting life of the enfranchised

and illumined spirit. To believe in the reality of the soul seems to

be in fact the only way in which people learn to discard the attrac-

tions of the life of the flesh and to seek the blissfulness of the

life of the spirit. It is indeed invaluable wisdom to know that in the
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case of no person the life of the flesh can ever be an end in itself,

and that in the case of all beings life has a really higher purpose

than the mere satisfaction of the senses and the appetites. We can

none of us afford to forget the fact that the life of the body is really

intended to serve as a means for the attainment of the final freedom

and bliss of the soul. To doubt the reality of the soul and the supreme

blessedness of its state of fin vl freedom from all limitations cannot be

consistent with any other ethical doctrine than what is unmixedly

selfish or egoistic as they say. So long as the life of the body it

not understood to bs entirely subservient to tha life of the spirit,

there can be no rational bisis for the inculcation of the noble moral

lessons of service, self-sacrifiie and love. The firmest foundation

of all the nobles'", obligations of morality is undoubtedly metaphysical.

The wisdom, whereby this fast is realised, is certaiu to cut asunder

all doubt in regard to the reality of the soul and the unchangeable

eternality of its luminous life of blissful freedom. And he, whose

doubts ara thus cu. asunder by means of such wisdom, how will

he live his life? H^ has evidently to live a life, wherein in

the language of the Gitd it becomes possible for him to lay aside

all karmi through yoga. By kirma we have to understand in this

context the tendency of works to produce the recurring bondage of the

soul in material embodiments ihat tendency which compels indivi-

dual souls to be born again and again in various embodiments and

environments, and also to die again and again so as to be unendingly

re-born. It is only the effective avoidance of this ordinarily common

tendency that makes it at all possible to prevent works from giving

rise to the bondage of the soul. We have already learnt that the

tendency of works to impose limitations upon the power and freedom

of the soul is always due to our attachment to the fruits of our works,

and that work without such attachment is really equivalent to
'

no-

work ', and cannot therefore force the soul to get into auy bondage of

any sort. Thus the yoga, which helps us in laying aside karma, can

be nothing other than what is implied in our appropriate performance

of appropriate duties without any attachment whatsoever to the

resulting fruits of works. In fact it is only in this way that the

wisdom, whereby our doubt is sundered, can be put into practical

use day after day in our lives, so as to make the attainment of the

supreme bliss of soul-salvation both possible and eaey.

58
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Ib almost requires no explanation to see that he, whose doubt

regarding the nature as well as the reality of tho soul has been

completely cut off, and who has further been able to overcome the

binding influence and tainting tendency of works with the aid of a

life of duty lived without attachment to the fruits of works, he

indeed happens to be in real possession of his own soul. This way
of looking at the situation implies of course that every one, who has

a soul, need not be assumed to be really in possession of it. Although
it is quite true that all of us have souls, it is in no way less true that

we do not know with sufficient certainty that we have souls, in the way
in which the successful yogin knows after self-realisation in samddhi

that he has a soul. Let us suppose that a very rich man has a son

born to him, and that unfortunately this son becomes extremely

insane even when he is a mere boy. Is it possible for him at all to

know well that, if he had not been so insane, he would naturally as the

son of his father be in time the master of all the wealth owned by the

father ? The very raukness of his madness makes it impossible for him

to know this well ; hence his natural and legitimate potentiality to

inherit the wealth of his father has become ineffective and remains

altogether unrecognised by him. You may easily see that this sort of

non-recognition cannot mean the same thing as the non-existence of

such a potentiality in relation to him. The potentiality really exists ;

but it is nevertheless unrealised and unrecognised by him in whom
it so exists. The situation is indeed very similar to this in regard to

the relation between us and our souls. Although we have all souls, we

do not really know that we have them, for the reason that our inner

spiritual vision is very completely clouded by ignorance. And this

ignorance, which in this manner hides our own souls from our view,

,ean be removed only with the aid of that wisdom of self-realisation

and God-realisation, which the yogin obtains as the most precious

reward of his successful practice of yoga. Whoever has this wisdom,

he alone knows really well that he has a soul whether his wisdom

happens to be what he has realised for himself as a true yogin or what

has been imparted to him by a wise seer of truth, playing in relation

to him the nobly benevolent part of an earnest and kindly guide and

preceptor. In fact he, who is himself ignorant and has moreover no

faith in the wisdom of the seer that has seen the truth, he can

never know that he has a soul in reality : for all practical purposes,
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such a man behaves as if he had no soul. Therefore, it is in every

way reasonable to declare that that man alone is really in possession

of his own soul, who has destroyed completely all the doubt in his

heart by means of the wisdom which flows from self-realisation and

God- realisation, and who has moreover been able thereby to set at

naught the binding influence and tainting tendencies of karma with

the aid of the disinterested life of appropriate duty appropriately

lived. If ever any man is really in possession of his own soul, he must

undoubtedly be such a man.

You are sure to see that, so far, I have been trying to bring out,

as well as I can, the full significance of the first of the two stanzas,

which I read and translated to you just a little while ago. Tho

second of those stanzas happens to be the last one in the chapter ;

and in it an earnest exhortation, based upon the natural conclusion of

a well reasoned argument as given in the context here, is addressed to

the faint-hearted and doubting Arjuna, calling upon him to rise to the

occasion and to do his duty as an honourable soldier and chivalrous

prince in the momentous conflicts of the great war that was almost

immediately to commence. It certainly cannot but be quite super-

fluous on my part to tell you now that Arjuna's doubting faint-hearted-

ness in the battle-field then was obviously due to his mistaking the

summum bonum of life, to his looking upon mere mundane happiness

and prosperity as constituting the highest good of life. It is this

mistaken view of the main purpose of life that made his attachment

to his relatives and friends stand in the way of the fulfilment of his

duties as a chivalrous prince and heroic warrior. Selfish attachment

to things and persons is in fact a necessary result of all those secular

views of life, which, as such, do not consider its supreme purpose to be

entirely spiritual and supra- mundane. Hence the argument used here

to convince Arjuna of his error was naturally directed to dispel big

wrong notion, that mundane considerations alone are fully competent

to determine the nature of duty and its obligatoriness. Accordingly,

self-realisation and God-realisation, as means for the final liberation

of the immortal soul from the assuredly unwholesome necessity of

becoming subject to limitations and to the unending recurrence of

births and deaths in succession, are both shown to be things that are

in every way worth striving for, in as much as they are capable of
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giving rise to that wisdom which makes it impossible for any one, who

has it, to mistake in any manner the ideal purpose of his own life as a

human being. When the emancipation of the immortal soul from the

bondage of matter is, through the aid of the wisdom which flows from

self-realisation and God-realisation, understood to form the supreme

purpose and the highest good of life, then all those persons, who so

understand it, are very properly expected to put forth their very best

endeavour to overcome the obstacles that may stand in the way of

their attaining such an emancipation. And it is, as we know, tha

clinging of our karma to us, which happens to be the real obstacle that

prevents the bound soul from attaining its emancipation and final

freedom. The cause, in its turn, of this clinging of karma unto us is

not that all of us are inevitably compelled to live the life of incessant

work, but that we are all very prone to become selfishly attached to

the fruits of whatever work we may have from time to time to do in

life as our duty. To live the life of duty, without this sort of attach-

ment, not only does not give rise to the clinging of karma, but also

removes from us completely all such karma as may have been already

made to cling to us. Not to have known all this, is the ignorance

which was the true cause of the faint- heartedness and doubt that took

hold of Arjuna at such a sublimely momentous crisis. And very

naturally the only thing, with which doubt like this can be cut off and

removed, is the wisdom which knows all these things the wisdom

which knows the reality of the soul and finds it to be in its essential

nature an unlimited and self-luminous spirit and understands at

the same time the salvation of soul-emancipation to be the supreme

purpose and the highest good of life. As soon as the sword of wis-

dom cuts off and removes the doubt in the heart of the sincere and

earnest aspirant, he has, as we may all see at once, no other course

open to him than to follow the active life of yoga, that is, the life of

appropriate duty appropriately performed with no attachment what-

soever to the fruits of works. Hence Sri-Krishn,a's exhortation to

Arjuna here to rise up and to do his duty aright.

Thus ends the fourth chapter of the Bhagavadglta with such

an exhortation so addressed to Arjuna. Yamunacharya, who you

know, is a well-known Srl-Vaishnava teacher of South India, has

summarised the contents of this chapter thus :
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According to this summary there is first of all, as arising out of

the previous context, the statement of his own nature as God-man

given by Sii-Krishna. The next te&ching of importance in this

chapter relates to how
'

work
'

may be made to become equivalent to
'

no-work '; and in this same connection all the various forms of work,

which may be declared to be really equivalent to
'

no-work
'

are also

pointed out very naturally. Then there is the description of the great-

ness of wisdom of that wisdom which fully removes all doubt in re-

lation to the reality of the soul and also its essential nature, and is

thus helpful to the attainment of the salvation of soul-emancipation

and God-attainment. These are in fact the most important topics

that are dealt with in this chapter. Let us now try to see what the

connection between these various topics is, and how the teachings con-

tained in this fourth chapter are related to those that are given in the

third chapter. I am sure you remember well how, after the conclu-

sion of the outline-statement of Sri-Krishna's philosophy of conduct

as given in the second chapter, the third chapter of the Gltd begins

with a digression due to Arjuoa's desire to have a doubt cleared, the

doubt being that, if, as he was taught, the disposition of the mind of

the worker is really more important than the work itself in the deter-

mination of the rectitude and the sinlessuess of conduct, then it is

not at all easy to understand why any particular kind of duty should

become incumbent upon any particular person in any particular situa-

tion. Indeed people may very well be allowed in accordance with this

position to do only such duties as are pleasing and agreeable to them

duties in the performance of which there is neither harshness nor any

cruelty according to their own views provided their intentions are

always absolutely pure and unsullied by selfishness. You are now

well aware how this doubt of Arjuna in regard to the necessity of

having to do even unpleasant duties was cleared by Sri-Krishna, and

how it was pointed out by this divine teacher to his privileged disciple

that men have here really no such thing as an altogether unfettered

freedom in the matter of the choice of their duties in life, and

that their own nature and endowments and opportunities determine
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for them whab their proper duties in life have to be, very much more

than most of them actually know or are willing to admit. Accordingly

it was distinctly taught to Arjuna as in a notable stanza (III. 35.) of

the third chapter that one's own duties, even if ill-performed, are

better to one than another's duties well performed, and that it is

good for one even to be discomfited, if need be, in the doing of one's

own duties, in as much as the doing of other's duties by any one is

almost always certain to prove a painful cause of fear and fall. This

notably non-optional character of duty and the great fact, that duty is

very often determined in life by agencies and circumstances that are

other than the free will of the worker, naturally led Arjuna to put a

searching question to his teacher regarding the moral responsibility of

the worker, whose will is not in this manner wholly free or absolutely

unfettered in the matter of the choice of his own duties. If nature

compels us to do what we do, and to live the kind of life that we live,

then surely we cannot be held responsible for our life being morally

either good and praise-worthy or bad and blame-worthy. Such is tho

logic underlying the question put by Arjuna regarding men's moral

responsibility (III. 36.) for what they do in life; and the answer

given to him is, as you know, that, when men sin, they do so not

under the compulsion of nature but in response to the impulse of

wishful desire. Therefore all those persons, who place themselves at

the disposal of the promptings of their desires, and do all that they do

in life in obedience to those promptings, are themselves wholly respon-

sible for the moral praiseworthiness as well as blameworthiness of

their own lives. After clearing in this mannei tho disciple's doubts,

Sri-Krishna naturally proceeded to emphasise the importance of the

doctrines taught by Him in relation to the philosophy of conduct, by

drawing the attention of His disciple to their divine source and

great antiquity and also to their unbroken traditional transmission

through a famous line of great and noble teachers commencing with

Himself. It is with a statement of things like these that the fourth

chapter of the Gita begins : and such a statement very naturally led

Arjuna to enquire how his own contemporary companion Sri-Krishna

could have been the ancient and original divine promulgator of those

traditional ethical doctrines, those that have been embodied for our

benefit in the Bhagavadglta. It is in answer to this enquiry that

Sri-Krishna revealed His own nature as God-man to his friend and
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disciple Arjuna, and explained to him the meaning and aim of the ever

hallowing and ever beneficent process of divine incarnation, as it takes

place universally everywhere and in all ages in almost all the great

crises in history in the course of the onward march of mankind to that

far off divine event to which the whole creation moves. From such

well-establisbable universality of the process of divine incarnation and

from its ever beneficent aim, it must follow as a matter of course that

all roads of religion and morality, which lead to the firm establish-

ment of virtue and righteousness among mankind, are indeed laid

out by God Himself and have God-attainment for their final goal of

everlasting life and bliss.

After this fairly full explanation of the meaning and aim of divine

incarnation, the thread relating to the naturally determinate character

of men's duties in life and in society was, as you may all remember well,

taken up again in an important stanza (IV. 13.), to the careful study of

which we paid some special attention. This stanza declares that the

division of people in society into classes and castes is natural and

God-ordained, and is due to the fact of their functions in life having

necessarily to vary in accordance with their innate endowments and

natural qualifications. This obviously means the same thing as saying

that it is the physical, mental and moral fitness of persons, which

determines for them the broad outlines of their function and status

in society, so as to make it more or less completely clear to them to

which class or caste they have as a matter of necessity to belong. The

Gltd is not altogether uncognisant of caste by birth : it, however,

recognises it only to that extent, to which it has any bearing, through

the recognised influence of heredity, upon caste by qualities, these

qualities themselves bjing those that determine for man his dharma

or duty in life. Such duty, so determined, is rightly held to be

always obligatory on him. The goodness of his mental disposition,

howsoever excellent it may be in itself, can neither alter the particular

character of'his duty so determined, nor reduce its obligatoriness to

the level of what may wholly be a matter of pure option. Neverthe-

less, the disposition of the mind of the doer of duty is always of

supreme importance, in as much as it is that disposition which

determines whether or not the internal impress of the worker's work

clings to him so as to subject him to the bondage of karma. You
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know bow, as the Isdvasyopanishad says, work in itself does not cling

to man. Work in itself may therefore be either effective or ineffective

as the source of the soul's mundane bondage. The effectiveness of

any work in creating the bondage of karma for the soul is dependent

wholly upon the selfishness of the motive with which that work is

done ; and when the motive of the worker happens to be entirely un-

selfish, his work is seen to be altogether powerless in creating for him

such a bondage of the soul. Ween in this manner work turns out to

be ineffective as the creator of bondage, it becomes equivalent to what

has been called
'

no-work '. It is in this way that, in the exposition of

karmayoga as taught in the Bhagavadglta, the question of the equiva-

lence between
'

work
'

and
'

no- work
'

has bad to be taken up for

consideration ; and we were, as you are aware, told in that context

that he aloae is truly possessed of intelligence among men, who sees
'

work
'

in 'no-work' and 'no-work' in 'work'. Since the mental dis-

position, which truly effects the equivalence between
'

work
'

and

'no- work', is that one. which is calculated to make the worker free from

all selfish attachment to the fruits of work, it cannot but prove to be

a matter of great importance to know how the active doer of duty may
be made to acquire the requisite freedom from such attachment to the

fruits of work. The means suggested here for the purpose of acquiring

this quality of unselfishness has already been, as you know, referred

to in the previous chapter (III. 9), and is hence merely an amplifica-

tion of the well known dictum that only such work creates for man

the bondage of karma as is not intended and utilised for the carrying

out of divine worship. And all forms of divine worship are here con-

ceived to be modifications of the universally typical form of the

religious sacrifice. Thus another thread of the old argument is taken

up for further consideration ; and various material as well as moral

forms of religious worship are declared to be equivalent to the typical

sacrifice, evidently with the liberal intention of enabling every earnest

enquirer to understand distinctly that there is in fact no work which is

incapable of being transformed into divine worship. Indeed it is on this

happily possible transformability of all work into worship that the

equivalence between
'

work
'

and
'

no work
'

is ultimately seen to rest.

Tnerefore it is all the more necessary on our part to make out well

that such transformability is no mere moral fiction, which is unfound-

ed upon philosophic truth and unsupported by established reality.
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XXV

CHAPTER V.

We now begin the study of the fifth chapter of the Bhagavadglta:

and this chapter also starts with a question which Arjuna put to

Sri-Krishna. After listening to Sri-Krishna so far, Arjuna evidently

felt puzzled about what might be the one definite conclusion aimed at

by the Master in His teachings relating to the most appropriate

manner of guiding conduct in life. You may remember that we were

told in the previous chapter that the most appropriate conduct is that

wherein it becomes possible for us to see
'

work '

in
'

no-work
'

and

'no-work
'

in
'

work'. It must be in relation to this combined com-

mendation of 'work' and 'no-work' that Arjuna felt puzzled, not

knowing whether
'

work
'

or
'

no-work
'

is in fact the better of the

two. Accordingly

ARJUNA SAID :-

1. Krishna, you praise the giving up of works

and also (their) adoption. Tell me that quite decidedly

which one of these two is the better.

Most of you know, I am sure, that, at the time when Arjuna

was inclined to get away from the battle-field with a view to adopt the

life of asceticism and renunciation, his mind must have been favour-

ably inclined to the doctrine, which maintains freedom from the bond-

age of karma to be the result of absolute worklessness and inaction

in life. Therefore he was naturally predisposed to understand

akarma or 'no-work' to convey the idea of absolute worklessness and

inaction: and so it is no wonder that he got puzzled, when both 'work'

and 'no-work
'

were simultaneously commended and declared to be

equally worthy of adoption at the same time. We must take care

to see that the doubt, given expression to in this first stanza of the

fifth chapter, is different from that other doubt, with which we dealt

when going through the first stanza of the third chapter. The doubt
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raised and dealt with in the third chapter appertains to the compara-
tive importance of motive in relation to work in determining the

righteousness or otherwise of conduct. When, after having been told

that work in itself is far inferior to the disposition of the mind in the

matter of making conduct righteous or unrighteous, Arjuna was called

upon to kill in battle his friends and venerable teachers and kindly

relatives, he could not understand clearly the obligatoriness of this

kind of cruel and heartless work, and would not believe that the per-

formance of such unpleasant work was really his duty. He was quite

willing to make the disposition of his mind as perfectly faultless as

possible, but wanted at the same time that, with such a disposition,

he should be allowed to perform only that kind of work which was

agreeable to him and was also in complete consonance with the

tender promptings of his own benevolent heart. He had not as yet

learnt that duty is duty, even though it is unpleasant, and had there-

fore to be told that the need for the faultlessly unselfish motive in the

doing of duty could not give him any unrestricted freedom in the

choice of his duty. Every man's duty is determined for him in life by

his own endowments and qualifications, that is. by his own natural

fitness for doing the duty : and it is required of him that he should

do the duty, so determined for him, with a motive that is faultlessly

pure and absolutely unselfish. The unselfishness of his motive and

the determinate character of his duty need not disagree, as they can

well be made to go togather. The specially mentioned superiority

of the disposition of the mind of the worker, in relation to the work

that he does, is due to the fact that it is the motive behind the

work, but not the work itself, which is responsible for the creation

as well as the destruction of the bondage of karma. So we may
see at once that the subject taken into consideration in the first

stanza of the third chapter is very different from what is dealt with

here in the first stanza of the fifth chapter. In this stanza we

have the old question of the reconciliation between pravfitti and

nivritti raised once again of the reconciliation between the life of

active achievement and that of absolute renunciation. If we take it

for granted that the strenuous life of active achievement has neces-

sarily to be ever selfish and worldly, and that similarly the life of

absolute renunciation has to be one of complete inaction and

no achievement, then these two kinds of life become inevitably
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incompatible with each other. Although the current experience of the

world and our common conceptions regarding these two kinds of life

the life of pravritti and the life of nivritti may well justify such

an assumption of incompatibility, there is as a matter of fact no real

incompatibility between them. This had been pointed out clearly to

Arjuna ; but he could not easily get rid of bis confusion due to pre-

conceived wrong notions regarding the life of pravritti and the life

of nivritti, without further effort of thought on his own part and

further help from Sri-Krishna. In thus seeking to obtain more light

and guidance from the Master, the disciple naturally asked Him to

say definitely which is really the better doing or not-doing fighting

bravely in the battles of the impending war, or retiring quietly from

the great battlefield, leaving behind ail its trials and responsibilities

as well as all its temptations and alluring spoils. In the spirit of the

true teacher, with great patience and sympathy and cheerfulness,

Sri-Krishna, as we may see, proceeded thereupon to clear this

latest doubt of His dear disciple thus.

| ^ u

SRI-KBISHNA SAID :

2. The renunciation (of work) and the adoption

of work are both capable of yielding the highest good.

But, of them, the adoption of work is superior to the

renunciation of work.

Please observe that both sannyasa and karma-sannyasa are used

in this sloka in exactly the same sense. That is why I have translated

both of them as
'

the renunciation of work '. Now, that sannyasa,

which is the renouncing of works, cannot be different from nivritti,

which is turning away from work and achievement. Therefore, it ap-

pears to me that it is not quite appropriate to make karma-sannyasa

here equivalent to jnana and sahkhya, and then to interpret it as
'

wisdom '. The renouncing of works may be conceived to be the

direct logical consequence of the endeavour to put into practice the

lessons of philosophy about the great problems of karma, of the soul,

and of its salvation. Although anything like a complete renunciation
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of works is practically impossible, still such a thing may, owing to

its logical relation to those lessons, be made to represent that wisdom

of philosophy of which it happens to be the direct consequence. To

make the consequence represent the cause is not an unknown usage

in language. Nevertheless, I am inclined to attach to the expression

karma-sannyam here its natural and primary meaning, and to under-

stand by it the life of inaction and no achievement. We have been

told already that the life of absolute inaction is practically impossible

and against the very nature of things. But this does not contradict

the position that, if it were possible, it would be the shortest and the

most direct way of accomplishing the required freedom from the bond-

age of karma. Though a complete renunciation of work is practically

impossible, it is of course logically tenable as a mentally conceivable

means for the attainment of the highest good of soul-salvation. This

is probably the reason why both the renunciation and the adoption

of the life of work are said to be capable of yielding to us the highest

good. Moreover, it must have been very natural on the part of Sri-

Krishna to understand the language of Arjuna in the sense in which

he used it ; and according to him karma-sannydsa evidently meant

retiring from the battlefield and living the passive life of inaction and

no achievement. Please note further that I have translated the word

nissreyasa as
'

the highest good '. I am of opinion that this trans-

lation brings out the true meaning of the word ; and there can

be no doubt that the highest good here thought of is mdksha, that is,

the final deliverance of the soul from the necessity of having to go

through the round of samsdra, by liberating it altogether from the

bondage of karma. Accordingly, we are told in this sloka that, as

a means for the attainment of mdksha, the life of inaction and no

achievement might, if it were possible, prove as good as the life of

work and achievement. Nevertheless, it must be true that, as a

means for the attainment of this same highest good, the life of work

is decidedly superior to the life of absolute inaction and no achieve-

ment. What is in any case logically the straigbtest and the shortest

course need not therefore be practically the most expedient or the most

convenient or the most readily available course : and we all know
that it is utterly impossible for any of us to adopt the life of absolute

inaction. We shall see that there are other reasons also to prefer

the life of work to the life of inaction as a means of soul-salvation.
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And the next sloka points out what kind of man may, under the

prevailing circumstances of life, be truly considered to have effectively

renounced all work.

tfa: *T fercFTTtff TT ^ tfe

3. (He), who does not hate and is not impelled by

desire, he is to be understood as one that has for ever

renounced (work). Indeed, Arjuna, he is easily liber-

ated from bondage, who is free from the (influence of

the) pairs (of opposites).

Having mentioned in the previous stanza that although the

absolute renunciation and the ready adoption of work in life are

indeed both capable of being looked upon as suitable means for the

attainment of the salvation of soul-emancipation the latter plan of

adopting the life of work is superior to the former plan of renouncing

work altogether in life, the question of how this superiority comes

about is now taken up for consideration in this stanza. Whichever of

these two kinds of life we may endeavour to live, liberation from the

bondage of karma happens to be the one and the same end to be

attained, in as much as, without winning such a liberation before-

hand, the attainment of the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-

attainment is impossible. Whether the life, that we live, does, or

does not at all, create for us the bondage of karma, is not, as you are

well aware, so largely dependent upon the work which we do in that

life, as it is upon the disposition of the mind with which we do that

work. You are sure to remember that we have been told already that

work in itself is far inferior to the disposition of the mind, in regard

to the creation or the non-creation of the bondage of karma. As be-

tween the work and the mental disposition with which it is done, the

latter is of course the more potent factor in the matter of the creation

as well as the destruction of the bondage of karma. That is why we

are told here that he, who does not hate nor is impelled by desire, is

the person that has in fact for ever renounced work. Please note

that it is the compound word nitya-sannya&l, which has been inter-

preted to mean a person who has for ever renounced work, nitya mean-

ing
'

always
'

and sannyasl meaning a
'

renouncer '. The translation
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of nitya by
'

for ever
'

is intended to convey not only the idea of 'for

all time
'

but also the other implied idea of
'

in all conditions '. In

fact it is this latter meaning which is more immediately aimed at

here in this stanza ;
and we have indeed to understand in this con-

text that he, who does not at any time hate nor is at all impelled by

desire, happens to be a deservedly perfect renouncer of all work at

all times and in all conditions. Whether a man lives the active life

of vigorous work or the passive one of inactive quietism, he deserves

to be looked upon as a really perfect renouncer of works, only when

his mind is not at all actuated either by hatred or by desire. Accord-

ingly, it is clearly possible for one, who lives an active life of work,

to be at the same time a perfect renouncer of works also, even as it

is possible for another, who lives notably, a passive life of inactive

quietism, to be no such renouncer of works at all. How this may be

we hare been told already, as you know. Even absolute physical

inactivity, when in association with a mind that is burning with pas-

sions and desires, cannot at all become equivalent to the truly telling
'

no- work'. On the other hand, strenuous and incessant work, if per-

formed without attachment to results, becomes equivalent to such
'

no-work '. He, whose mind is not actuated either by hatred or by
desire, and who is therefore quite above the influence of the pairs of

opposites like heat and cold, pleasure and pain, and liking and aversion

such a person alone can live the life of active and strenuous

work without any sort of attachment to the fruits of work. More-

over, it is in the case of such a person alone that even the inact-

ive life of passive quietism can become really equivalent to the life

of 'no-work'. It is thus clear that he, whose mind is not actuated

either by hatred or by desire, can well be at all times and in all

circumstances a true renouncer of works.

We see that accordingly there are two ways, in which it is really

possible for a man to be a true renouncer of works. He may live

a life of active and strenuous work without any attachment what-

soever to the fruits of work, and thus prove to be a true renouncer

of all works. Or, he may live a life of inaction and passive quietism,

making sure at the same time that his mind does not burn with

passions and desires, and that he is above the influence of the pairs of

opposites. In both these ways, he may prove to be a true renouncer

of works. I understand that we are taught in this stanza here, that,
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of these two ways, the way of work without attachment is the easier

one for people to follow. To make a man's life entirely free from the

bondage of karma, it is absolutely necessary that his life of whatso-

ever kind it may be should be made to become truly equivalent to

the life of
'

no-work'. This cannot of course be done without the aid

of the appropriate disposition of the mind, that is, a disposition in

which no tinge whatsoever of selfishness is allowed to remain. With

a mind absolutely free from all selfish attachment, a man may liberate

himself from the bondage of karma, whether he happens to live the

life of active work or the life of passive inaction. Such being the case,

we cannot, indeed, afford to forget the great fact that, while the life of

work is common and natural in relation to all living beings, the life

of absolute inaction is both unnatural and impossible. Even after

obtaining well the power to command the requisite unselfishness, it

cannot be wise on the part of any man to attempt to accomplish

what is wholly unnatural and impossible. Regarding this, the Gltd

has left us in no doubt whatever : it has distinctly told us that nature

compels every born being to live the life of work, in as much as

without work life itself would be impossible. Therefore, it is evident

that to live the life of work and to endeavour to infil it with absolute

unselfishness must be easier and more natural for man, than to live

the impossible life of absolute inaction, which has also to be associat-

ed with absolute unselfishness. And he, who is free from the influence

of the pairs of opposites, is evidently not prone to be selfish ; because

in his case the incentive to be selfish has become quite dead and

wholly inoperative. Thus it is that he, who has become free from the

influence of the tempting pairs of opposites. is easily liberated from

the bondage of karma. Accordingly, it becomes clear at once how

that actual life, wherein work is adopted, is really superior to the other

merely conceivable life, wherein work has to be wholly renounced.

4. Children declare that sankluja and yoga are

different
; (but) those (persons), who are possessed of

true wisdom, do not (say so). He, who adopts either

(of these) well, obtains the fruit of both (of them),
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I remember that the meaning of the words sdnkhya and yoga,

as used here, has already been explained in another context. We
had to deal with these words'in their present signification, when we

were in our classes going through the second and the third chapters

of the Bhagavadgitd. In contexts like this the word sdnkyha invari-

ably means speculative abstract thought, while the word yoga means

the practical process of the application of such thought to actual life.

These words respectively denote what we ordinarily understand by
1

theory
'

and
'

practice'. Please try to recollect how we were taught

at the very commencement of the third chapter, that there ia a two-

fold position in this world in regard to the philosophy of conduct,

namely, the position of the sahkhyas, which is determined by specu-

lative and abstract philosophic thought, and the position of the yogins,

which ia determined by the actual practice of concrete work in life

and in society. Since both these positions or nishthds, as they have

beeu called, are stand- points in relation to the determination of the

nature of that form of conduct in life, which is well calculated to lead

to the attainment of the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-reali-

sation, they very naturally indicate that it is quite possible to have

two methods in karma-yoga that is, they show the possibility of two

ways in which the life of work may be lived by those who earnestly

endeavour to attain the salvation of their souls. It is well to bear this

distinctly in mind, as otherwise we are apt to confound what has been

called sdnkhya here that is, the speculative and abstract philosophic

nishthd in relation to conduct with the theory of karma-sannydsa

or complete renunciation of works, as opposed to active karma-yoga

or the willing adoption of the hard life of strenuous duty. Moreover,

the fact that what is called yoga here in contrast with sdnkhya,

that is, the practical nishthd of actual concrete work in life and in

society, as contrasted with the purely theoretical abstract nishthd of

philosophic speculation, the fact, that this same yoga is said to be

intimately related to karma-yoga (III. 3.), may appear to lend support

to the hasty conclusion that the sdnkhya, which is mentioned here

as well as at the beginning of the third chapter, is the same as

karma-sannydsa or absolute renunciation of works. Such an identifi-

cation of the sdnkhya-nishthd with karma-sannydsa seems to me to

be positively wrong ; and I therefore take the liberty of warning you

to guard yourselves against it. The Gitdis quite emphatic in telling

60
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us that the life, wherein all work has to be absolutely renounced, is

altogether unnatural and utterly impossible ; and it tells us also that

the sankhya-nishtha &n&bhQyoga-nishtha are both capable of being

duly adopted in life by persons, who are suitably qualified for their

appropriate adoption. That this is indeed so, will become evident to

you by the time we finish the study of this fifth chapter of the Glta.

Accordingly, in this stanza the words sankhya and yoga indicate

two aspects of the practical conduct of life, two ways in which the

active course and current discipline of the life to be lived by men and

women in this world may be appropriately adjusted. Of these the

sankhya position looks at conduct and examines it from the standpoint

of philosophic speculation and abstract reasoning. According to this

position, the chief object of the life of work which is after all the only

natural and possible life for all mankind has to be the endeavour to

realise forone's self the truth of theconclusions of abstract philosophic

thought, as they bear upon the ever- important problem of conduct.

From the exposition of this speculative sankhya position, as given

in the second chapter of the Glta, we have been able to gather

the following notable conclusions : that the soul is immaterial,

immutable and immortal, while the body is material, mutable and

mortal ;
that the association of the soul with matter is due to karma

and gives rise to limitations which restrain the freedom and lessen

the power of the soul ; that this karma, which cripples the power of

the soul by bringing about its imprisonment in matter, is produced as

well as maintained by selfish attachment and fond clinging to the

pleasures of the senses and to the results of works ; and that the

enforcement of non-attachment in relation to these things gives rise

to that vairagya or dispassionate disinterestedness, which is capable

of destroying the bondage of karma, so as to enable the soul to realise

in full its own power and freedom and innate blissfulness. These

conclusions of the speculative philosophic view of life naturally give

great importance to the attainment of vairagya as an appropriate

means for the liberation of the soul from all its imposed restrictions

and limitations. The sankhya plan of operation for the attainment of

such valuable vairagya consists in the practice of tapas and dhyana,

that is, in the practice of austerities and meditation and mental con-

centration. Tn other words, the philosopher, who is desirous of
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directly working out in life the conclusions of his philosophy, has to

endeavour to bacome a person, whom we may appropriately call a

sthita-prajna, that is, as you already know, a seer of steady wisdom.

I am sure you all remember well the characteristics of the seer of

steady wisdom, as those characteristics are all explained so fully in

the second chapter of the Gitd. His aim is to see whether it is true

that the soul is real and enduring, and whether it is indeed possible for

the embodied soul to be completely free from all attachments and to

live its own life of unlimited light and happy inborn blissfulness. For

this purpose he undertakes the practice of austerities and meditation

and mental concentration, and goes on persevering in the practice,

till ultimately he becomes, as it were, dead to all sorts of external

influences and is turned into an absolute dtmdrdma into a spiritual

seer whose entire delight is in the realisation of his own soul, that is,

in making his soul perceive itself, so that for the time being both this

perceiving subject and the perceived object become unified within

himself. The spiritual delight and peace and blissfulness of such an

dtmdrdma are evidently so marked and so very strong as to make it

impossible for him to be tainted by any kind of base attachment to the

pleasures of the senses or to the results of works. To him nothing in

the outer world can be really so attractive as to make him selfish. He
cannot be swayed by desires and aversions ; and in his case the attain-

ment of vairdgya has inevitably to be an already accomplished fact.

But this course of life according to the sahkhya-nishtha, which

is calculated to make one become a steady seer of wisdom or sthita-

prajna, is not obviously suitable to be freely and fearlessly adopted

by all. Just as the sdnkhya-nishthd is rightly intended for the

philosopher, so is the ydga-nishthd intended for the guidance of the

common practical man of the world. He too has to win vairdyya,

as otherwise his life is certain to miss the final goal of soul-salvation.

It is not given to all persons to succeed in the austere practice of

meditation and mental concentration, so as to bring about the uni-

fication of the subject and the object within themselves. Nor can all

persons succeed easily in the endeavour to win the supreme internal

peace and joy of the true atmarama, whose whole delight is ever

unmistakably centered in self-realisation and God- realisation. There
can surely be no doubt as to the possibility of the seer of steady
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wisdom and spiritual delight living any kind of life with absolute

unselfishness. Since vairagya happens to be the very breath of his

life, so to say, he is cartain to feel like fish out of water, when he is

in any manner forced to live in an atmosphere of selfishness. The

common practical man of the world can also, as we know, win

vairdgya, if he lives well the life that happens to be his portion, taking

care to see that his own strong and unfailing faith in God enables

him to feel fully convinced that all that he does in life is indeed done

by him in the way of worshipping his God, who is always and in all

situations his great Lord and Master. You may remember further

that wa have been told that the common practical worker in the

world may prevent his life from becoming tainted with selfishness and

bound in the bonds of karma, by realising that, in relation to all that

he does in life, it is impossible in the very nature of things for him

to be the ultimate and truly responsible worker, and that he cannot

therefore have any valid title to own and to enjoy the fruits of his

work as his own. He may sea that all power in the universe comes

from God, and that his own power to do and to achieve is hence in

reality the power of God. Or he may make nature entirely respon-

sible for all the activities of his life, and thus dispossess the soul of

the attribute of agency in relation to his own work in life. In either

of these ways he may manage to kill the selfish ideas of i-ness and

mine-ness so as to come into full possession of the noble feeling of

vairagya. Whichever of these happens to be the means adopted,

by the practical man of the ordinary life of work, for the attainment

of unselfishness and complete non-attachment to the fruits of work, it

is necessary that his life must be uniformly employed in the doing

of those duties which fall to him in accordance with the peculiarities

of his natural endowment and the conditions of his social environ-

ment. In other words, the life that has to be properly guided and lived

according to yoga-nishtha cannot in any way be peculiar : it must be

in its outer form like the ordinary life of men and women in society as

ordinarily lived. But the philosopher's life of sahkhya-nishtha has

necessarily to be peculiar and uncommon, in as much as the aim of

such a life is to make the liver thereof a true seer of steady wisdom.

The life of austerities and meditation and mental concentration is

undeniably helpful in freeing men from the bondage of karma, and

enabling them to obtain the salvation of soul-emancipation and
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God-attainment. But such a life is only for the few elites. Accord-

ingly, it is the easier stand-point of yoga-nisht.ha, which shows for

the majority of mankind the way they have to travel along to reach

the holy goal of the divine pilgrimage of life.

Such being the nature of stthkhya and yoga as understood in this

context, it is no wonder at all that it is mentioned here that only

children declare that sdnkhya and yoga are different, and that wise

and learned people declare, on the contrary, that they are both the

same, for the reason that, if rightly chosen and suitably adopted, they

both lead to the same goal. This one goal is the attainment of soul-

salvation and God -realisation, through the acquisition of vairdgya,

which is always a requisite mean 3 for that end. That the sankhya-

nishthd is well calculated to lead the appropriately qualified aspirant

directly to this goal of soul-salvation and God-realisation, must be

evident to you all from what you have already learnt regarding the

nature of this saitkhya-nishtha. And in the course of our study of

this chapter, we shall learn more about it, which will surely go to show

how well it is capable of leading the earnest aspirant to the goal of soul-

salvation and God-attainment. Obviously the statement, that he,

who adopts either sdnkhya or yoga well, obtains the fruit of both of

them, means really something more than that both of them are well

able to lead all worthy aspirants on to the same goal of soul-salvation

and God-attainment. The idea implied seems to refer evidently to the

natural relation which ought properly to exist between true theory

and appropriate practice. At the time of concluding our study of the

second chapter of the Gltd, I remember to have dealt at some length

with the nature of this relation, and to have pointed out to you that

what is taken to be correct practice must be capable of being readily

demonstrated to be such, with the aid of what happens to be the

true theory, and that what is held to be the true theory must be

capable of being actually realised to be true, with the aid of the

correct practice that is conformably related thereto. Please allow me
to illustrate my meaning by means of an analogy. Let us take two

telegraph signallers, each of whom is given what they call a
'

Morse

Instrument
'

to transmit messages with : and let us suppose that one

of them knows the theory of the instrument well, while the other

knows only how to put the instrument to its practical use. You can
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easily see that to the trained electrician, who knows the theory of

this signalling instrument well, it cannot at all be hard to under-

stand the manner of its practical use and to put it, after due prac-

tice, to such use with unerring accuracy. Similarly, in the case of

the other sigaaller, who u in no serious sense a trained electrician

but has learnt only empirically the art of signalling, the knowledge

of the theory of the instrument in all its completeness cannot be

said to be unattainable so long as he has an inquisitive and intelli-

gent mind. Indeed his practical knowledge of the use of the instru-

ment may well create in him the curiosity that will lead him on step

by step to investigate the whole science of electricity, so as to make

him also become in time a trained electrician. In the manner in

which theory and practice are seen to be related to each other here,

in that same manner are sdnkhya and yoga related to each other in the

great field of study and thought to which we give the significant nauie

of the philosophy of conduct. Consequently, even as the adoption of

the sdnkhya-nishtkd makes it possible for the sage of steady wisdom

to live the ordinary life of labour and effort in society with absolute

non-attachmant to the results of works, even so the adoption of the

yoga-nisht.hd may make the earnest, aspiring and unselfish practical

man of the world come by the realisations of the philosopher regard-

ing the world, the soul and God. Thus the adoption of the sdhkhya-

nishthd may give rise to its own results as well as to the results of

the adoption of the ycga-nishthd ; and in the same way the adoption

of the yoga-nishthd may give rise to its own results as well as to the

results of the adoption of the sdhkhya-nishthd. Accordingly, he, who

adopts either of these well, obtains the fruit of both of them. How
then can any truly knowing and reasonable person say that they are

really different and distinct, that they are unrelated to and incom-

patible with each other ? Only ignorant children may say so.

5. That position, which is attained by those who

adopt the sanJchya (stand-point), is also attained by

those who adopt the yoga (stand-point). He, who
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sees the sahkluja and the yoga to be one, (he indeed)

sees (truly).

This stanza simply gives expression in a somewhat different form

of language to the ideas contained in the previous stanza. We have

already learnt that both the sahkhya-nishtha and the yoga-nishthd

lead to the same goal, and that each of them is equally well calculated

to make the suitable aspirant win the salvation of soul-emancipation

and God-attainment. And we have been further told that he, who

lives well according to either of these standpoints in the philosophy of

conduct, obtains the fruit of both of them. The fruit of acting in life

according to the speculative philosophical standpoint consists in ac-

quiring certain spiritual and divine realisations. These realisations

are therefore within the reach of even such persons as act according to

the practical standpoint of unselfish duty duly done. And the fruit of

acting in life according to the ordinary, normal, practical stand-point

is the unselfish acquisition of worthy power and also the unattached

accomplishment of real good for the welfare of society and the advance-

ment of civilisation. This fruit of the yoga-nishthd may also be seen to

be well within the reach of the philosophical seer of steady wisdom.

The goal to which the path according to the saiikhyi-nishthd leads is

also the goal to which the path according to the yoga-nishthd leids :

and the path by which the philosophical seer of steady wisdom goes

to the goal is as available to the unselfish and unattached practical

worker, as the path by which such a worker goes to the same goal

is available to the philosophical aspirant after the attainment of soul-

salvation. Thus it is doubly true that the position, which is attained

by those who adopt the sdnkhya stand-point in the philosophy of

conduct, is also attained by those, who adopt the yoga stand-point.

Consequently, in the philosophy of conduct, the speculative sdnkhya

and the practical yoga are not so different as to be incompatible with

each other. The two disciplines have indeed to be looked upon as

one, in as much as their material, moral and spiritual results are

seen to be capable of being the same in all respects. Thus he, who
sees both these disciplines to be one, he alone understands their

true nature.
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6. Renunciation is hard to attain, Arjuna,

without the adoption of the practical life of work.

The thoughtful sage, who has adopted the life of work,

attains the Brahman soon.

7. He, who has adopted the life of work, who is

pure in nature, has complete self-control and has

overcome the power of the senses, (he) whose self has

become the self of all beings, (he) does not become

smeared (with the stain of Jcarma), even though he

happens to be doing work.

In these two stanzas and a few following ones we are given in brief

outline an evaluation as well as a description of the life according to

the standpoint of yoga-nishtha. The very first thing we are told here

is that it is not easy to succeed in the practice of renunciation without

the full aid of the actual life of steady work. This may mean that true

renunciation cannot be attained merely by living the passive life of in-

action. We have seen how, when the body is entirely passive and

doing no work at all, it is possible for the mind to be actively engaged in

forging the fetters of karma for the unoffending soul. The life of abso-

lute inaction being impossible, a man may make himself as inactive

as possible. But this cannot guarantee that he will not in the end

turn out to be a mithyachcira, or a false person of insincere conduct.

Therefore, it is not at all safe to maintain that a minimum of activity

in life necessarily implies a maximum of true renunciation. It is

indeed possible for the case to be quite otherwise also. In fact a maxi-

mum of activity may well be associated with a maximum of true

renunciation, even as a minimum of activity may be associated with a

bare minimum of renunciation. True renunciation can be achieved by

all earnest aspirants only by means of the practice of self-sacrifice.

Sines the inactive man is apt to achieve nothing, his self-sacrifice can
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at its best be a mere virtue of necessity : be can only sacrifice what he

has not achieved and won, that is, what has never appeared to him to

be in any sense his own. Surely vairdgya or dispassionate disinter-

estedness cannot be attained through such a process. Most ordinary

people like us can obtain freedom from selfish attachments only by

means of a slow and steady struggle. Unless we try to live our common

human life in society with all its numerous temptations to induce

selfishness and sinfulness in us, and manage at the same time to over-

come slowly and little by little those very temptations, so as to achieve

at last the pure and sinless condition of unselfishness in relation to our-

selves, we surely caunot acquire vairdgya. If we live our lives from

day to day, performing actively and efficiently all our duties therein

without the least attachment to the results of our works, we are in

time enabled to acquire the needed vairdgya and thereby become truly

unselfish workers. Let us earnestly try to-day to sacrifice just a little

of what we selfishly consider to be our own
; let us do the same thing

to-morrow also, and again do likewise the day after as well. The

result is that, if we really go on consciously practising self-sacrifice

steadily in this manner, we learn in due time that we have as a matter

of fact acquired the power of sacrificing more and more of what is

ordinarily understood to be our own. This is the only way in which

the power of true renunciation will come to us ; and that is exactly

the reason why we are told here that the power of renunciation is hard

to acquire without the adoption of the life of work. From this, we

should not, however, commit the mistake of supposing that all those

who freely adopt the life of work are certain to become blessed with

the power of true renunciation in the end. Such a thing like this is

really impossible, because all those, who are subject to temptations in

their lives, do not earnestly endeavour to overcome tliom, and also

because even among those, who earnestly and honcntly endeavour to

overcome temptations, all those that strive do not achieve real suc-

cess. Consequently, it is tho thoughtful sage alone, who, by adopt-

ing the life of active work, attains the Brahman soon. In his case the

experiences of the active life of work are not apt to be disregarded

and thrown away uselessly. His sane thoughtfulness will induce him

to learn wisdom from thosj experiences unfailingly. To him even

temptations prove to be a source of strength, inasmuch as he is

always bent upon overcoming them and at last overcomes them with

61
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noteworthy success. This
'

at last
'

need not imply any very unduly

prolonged period of trial. On the other hand, the thoughtful sage

may learn wisdom quite quickly ;
and his deliverance from the bond-

age of karma is certain to take place as soon as he obtains the needed

wisdom and puts it effectively into practice. With the deliverance

from the bondage of karma comes moksha, which, as you all know,

is the same thing as the attainment of the Brahman. Indeed, such

a thoughtful sage, even while he is devoted to the active performance

of all his duties in life, cannot but be pure in heart : his power of self-

control and sense-conquest becomes drilled and disciplined into great

effectiveness day by day, and the wisdom of his accomplished unsel-

fishness is sure to make him feel fully convinced at heart that there

can be no real or lasting difference between himself and all the other

beings in the universe. When, in this manner, his self becomes the

self of all beings, how can it at all be possible for him to be in any

way selfish, or how can the sinful stain of karma have the power to

pollute bis pure soul ? It is in this manner abundantly demonstrable

that the adoption of the life of work is after all the safest means for

the attainment of moksha; and it may therefore be adopted by all with

great advantage to themselves and beneficent helpfulness to others.

8 9. Even though (engaged in) seeing, hearing,

touching, smelling, eating, walking, sleeping, breathing,

talking, discharging, receiving, opening out the eyes and

closing the eyes, the truth-knowing person, devoted to

the performance of duty, should think
'

I do nothing

at all ', bearing in mind that the organs of sense (as

well as of action) operate (of themselves) in relation to

the objects of (those) organs.

Here it is clearly evident that the word indriyani is used to

denote the organs of sense jnan'endriyani'&s well as the organs of
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action karmendriydni. It may also be noted further that the

word yukta, found in the first of these two stanzas, means such a

person as has adopted the rule of life known by the name of karma-

yoga, or often merely by the briefer and simpler name of yoga, which,

as you know, has been explained to mean firstly unselfish equanimity

and secondly cleverness in the devoted performance of one's own work

in life. In this way yukta may very well denote the person who is

duly devoted to the performance of duty. The expression yoga-yukta

is also often used in this sense, as you may easily remember. In these

two stanzas, we are taught one of the ways, in which the free adoption

of the life of active work may well be made to be helpful to the attain-

ment of God and soul-salvation ; and that way is in fact none other

than what has been already pointed out to us in the third chapter of

the Giia (III. 29.) in the statement 3^ ?pnj ^Nf ^f% *Tc37 ^ SHct.

You know that, in this statement, we are in fact given the well-known

sahkhya position, that 'qualities
'

operate ever in relation to 'qualities
'

in respeot of the performance of all work by all beings in the

universe, and that henca the true agent of work in the world is

always prakriti but never the pitrusha. When a person, who has

succeeded well in discriminating between the functions of prakriti

and those of the purusha, that is, between the working of nature

and that of the soul, sees any visible object, for instance, his truly

philosophic conviction is certain to lead him to say
"

It is obviously

the eyes that see ;
I do not see ; my soul is certainly not the

seeing agent here". Indeed in relation to the natural work of

every one of his organs of sense as well as of action, he is bound to

feel that he is not the worker, and that his soul can be in no way

the responsible agent of the work done by the organ. I am sure

you can all easily sae how this amounts to the sama thing as coming

to know that
'

qualities
'

always operate in relation to
'

qualities'.

If, in this manner, the idea of a man's agentship, in relation to the

work that he does, is understood to be distinctly unfounded, there

can then be no justification at all for his allowing himself to be

actuated by the unethical feelings of i-ness and mine-ness. And

with the disappearance of these undesirable bondage-compelling feel-

ings, the much needed enfranchising feeling of dispassionate disinte-

restedness in relation to the skilful and effective discharge of duty
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comes in naturally and becomes securely well established in the

heart. In other words, vairdgya happens to assert itself well and

spontaneously in the mind of all sucli persons as have their

feelings of ahahkara and mama-kara killjd completely. Whoever

manages to live by really breathing the serene and unpolluted air

of ample vairagya, he surely cannot become subject to the bondage of

katma, howsoever active anl energetically acquisitive his actual life

of work may prove to be.

Can we really convince ourselves that, in connection with all the

various kinds of work that men and women generally do in life, the

final truth is that only
'

qualities
'

ever operate in relation to
'

quali-

ties ', and that in consequence the organs of sense as well as the

organs of action always operate of themselves in relation to their

respective objects ? It is, as you may know, a very common feature

of our experience that, in regard to certain particular kinds of work

ia our lives, all of us ordinarily consider that we are ourselves

truly their actual agents, while, in regard to certain other kinds

of work, we do not at all feel in that manner that we are the

agents. When for instance, we see a strikingly beautiful picture

before us and realise its artistic excellence, do we not then feel

positively that we are the agents of the action of seeing? But let

us take into consideration the arduous and incessant work, which

the heart within us is doing in causing the circulation of our blood.

Do wa feel here in this case also that we are ourselves the agents

of the heart's action ? Many of us may not even know that the

heart is really doing such work. And how can we, in the circum-

stance, feel at all that we are the agents of its work ? There is

thus, in so far as our idea of agentship is concerned, a difference

between the work of seeing done by the eye and the work of

pumping out the blood done by the heart. Of the former work, we
are generally conscious : but of the latter work, we are unconscious

altogether. It cannot be argued from this that of the conscious work
here we ara ourselves bound to be agents, while of the unconscious

work we need not be agents at all. The mere association of our con-

sciousness with the natural action of an organ of ours cannot surely
entitle us to trace the work of that organ to the soul as its source.

The conscious a.ction of seeing with the eye is as much physical and
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physiological as the work of the heart, of which we are unconscious.

Therefore in neither case is the soul the agent of the work : it is as

ittle responsible for the eye seeing its objects as for the heart pump-

ing out the blood for free circulation in the body. It is in this way

quite possible to realise that, in relation to every kind of work that

a man may be engaged in doing, his soul need noi at all be the agent

of the work. Our physical and physiological activities can in no

way be said to be spiritual in their origin : they belong entirely to

the material nature of the composition and constitution of our bodies.

If I ami, because of the enduring reality of my soul, and if all my
activities in the embodied condition are due to the material nature of

my body, it is evident that I cannot be the agent of any work which

my body does. Since, in this way, I am never the real worker, I

can never rightly feel that I have any title to the fruits of any work.

The contemplation of such a philosophical detachment of the soul

from the work of the body and all its fruits is therefore certain to he

highly helpful to all earnest aspirants in enabling them to live the

life of vigorous work, and he at the same time entirely free from the

proneness to become subject thereby to the bondage of karma.

10. Whoever, having made over (all) works unto

the Bralun'an and having given up (all) attachment,

performs work, he is not stained by sin, (even) as the

lotus leaf is not (wetted) by water.

In this stanza the word Brahman has been interpreted by some

to mean the same thing as prakriti or material nature, on the groucd

that the visible universe also is an iuQnifely big thing. If Brahman

has to be understood as prakriti here, the true import of this stanza

cannot be made cut to be in any way different from that of the

previous stanza. To make over all work to the Brahman turns out

thus to be really nothing other than making ifc over to prakriti ; that

is, it comes to the same thing ns believing that
'

qualities
'

operate in

relation to
'

qualities', or that the various organs of the body op< rato

naturally of themselves in relation to their respective objects and

functions. But Brahman here may also bo interpreted to mean that
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other infinitely big Being, who happens to be the true foundation and

support of the universe and of all the numerous beings that live and

move therein. If we interpret Brahman in this stanza to mean thus

the one only God of the Veddnta, it may ba seen that there is very

great appropriateness in making over all works to Him : indeed they

really can belong to none other. You know how the Veddntic con-

ception of God makes Him the final source of all life and power in

the universe, inasmuch as we are taught in clear and unmistakable

language in the Veddnta that, without Him, even the end of a blade

of"grass does not move. If all the power for doing work comes ulti-

mately from Him, then He has to be the agent of all work done by

all beings in the universe, and to Him alone can belong the title to

enjoy the fruits of work. To know that God is the one Agent in the

universe is also to know that therein He is the one only Enjoyer.

Therefore, the making over of all works to God, who is the Brahman,

is also well calculated to produce in those, who do so, freedom from

all kiuds of selfish attachment to the fruits of work. In fact both

these methods of doing work and living the life of active duty, so

as to be at the same time fully frea from the bondage of karma,

have been, as many of you know, pointed out to us already. We saw

in the course of our study of the third chapter that, after Arjuna was

taught how the knowledge and the belief that
'

qualities
'

operate in

relation to
'

qualities
'

can keep an active man of work free from the

bondage of karma, Sri-Krishna, wishing to mention to him another

suitable creed of true wisdom to follow, declared (III. 30.)
"
With a

mind fixed on accomplishing the good of the soul, make over all

works unto Me, and become free from desire and from the selfish

idea of ownership ; and then fight without the fever of doubt

and anxiety ". This process of freely making over all works to Sri-

Krishna appears to me to be in all respects exactly the same as mak-

ing them over to the Brahman, understood rightly as the One Great

Divine Being constituting the life and foundation of the universe,

in as much as Sri-Krishna, being an incarnation of God, may well

be identified with that Brahman. In whatever way we interpret

this stanza, there can be no doub!; that it tells us how men may make

it possible to live in the world and yet be not of the world. I am

sure many of you have seen how the velvety surface of the lotus

leaf is not wetted with water, although the lotus plant itself grows
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in water. Wo may pour water fraoly on that surface of the leaf ;

and what happens is that the water becomes broken into a number

of small round drops which do not at all adhere to the leaf. When
these drops are cleared out, they leave no trace of water behind

them, the non-attachment between the water and the velvety surface

of the lotus leaf being indeed so complete. The relation of the soul

of man to the life of work that he lives has to be of such a character

in its ideal condition. The soul has to be brought, as it were, into

constant contact with karma ; and even as the water drops on the

lotus leaf do not at all cling to the leaf, even so this karma should not

cling to the soui with which it is closely brought into contact. Such

a non-adherence of karma to the soul of the man of work is perfectly

possible, as long as he does his duties well in life without any selfish

attachment to the fruits of his work. It is found, in the case of

a man of that kind, that his life of strenuous and unceasing work

can give rise to no taint of sin in relation to his soul : that is, no

work can creito in him any latent tendency calculated to compel

his soul to undergo ag*in the material imprisonment implied in the

process of re-incarnation.

11. With a view to attain self-purification, the

yogins give up all selfish attachment, and perform work

by means of the body, the mind and the intellect, as

also by means of the senses merely.

The first point, to which I wish to draw your attention in this

stanza, is that the word yoginah is therein used to denote those, who

have adopted in life the yoya-nisht.ha in preference to the sahkhya-

nishthd. Hence this word must have the same meaning as karma-

yoginah, and should denote those persons who are devoted to the

performance of duties and live an active and unselfish iifo of work

in society, as distinguished from those other persons who live the

ascetic life of extreme unworldliness and full philosophic renuncia-

tion and meditation. Another point worthy of note here is the widely

comprehensive sense in which work is understood. It is evidently

implied in this stanza that the body in itself may perform work, that
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the faculties of attention and intellecticn may also perform work,

and that again the senses also in themselves may very well do

their work. Accordingly, our bodily activity may or may not be in

association with our mental activity ; and similarly our mental

activity may or may not bo in association with our bodily activity.

Moreover, this stanza evidenly makes it necessary for us to see

distinctly that what really deserves to be called absolute workless-

ness cannot be other than a completely effortless and do-nothing

passivity in relation to the body as well as the mind. It is well

known that, as long as human nature continues to be human nature,

such a thing as absolute inaction is incapable of being practised

by man. But why should men for this reason become karma-yogins

and adopt the yoga-nishtha in their lives? The answer to this ques-

tion may be found in the fact that work done as duty, wilhout attach-

ment to the fruits thereof, possesses the great virtue of producing the

self-purification of the unselfish worker. A man's self-purification

really consists in his successfully removing from himself all the latent

impulses and bondage-compelling tendencies of accumulated karma. It

may look like a contradiction in terms to declare that every work gives

rise to its own samskara or latent impulse and tendency, and that it is

nevertheless work alone which can really enable us to free ourselves

from the influence of such samskaras. If we bring to our mind that

the tainting samaskdra of work is due nob to the work itself, but to

the selfish disposition of the mind with which the work is done by

the worker, the seeming contradiction in the statement vanishes at

once. The adoption of the direct path of the renunciation of works,

which we know by the name of karma-sannyasa, is in the case of

most of us so hard as to be almost impossible. A hasty and incautious

adoption of the path of karma-sannyasa, without our being beforehand

in full possession of the pro-requisite vairdgya, is certain to make

us apt to live such a life as has in it only a hollow insincere show

of renunciation. A life, in which one is thus forced to be false to

one's self, cannot surely give rise to that self-purification which is

conducive to the attainment of the salvation of moksha. On the

other hand such a false life is certain to endanger the progress of the

soul and to drive the insincere and over-hasty aspirant farther and

farther away from the goal of soul-salvation. But the life of karma-

yoga is never indeed so risky, and can always enable all earnest
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aspirants to attain by degrees that self-purification, which, in its

fulness, may be seen to be nothing less than complete freedom from

the taint of karma. The life of karma-yoga can very well enable us

to acquire step by step the power of making ourselves free from

sensuality and selfishness. Both purity and moral strength come to

the heart of man only through the struggle to overcome effectively

the temptation to be sensual and selfish. He, who runs away from

temptations, can never hope to acquire the strength needed to over-

come temptations. It is only the struggle against temptations that

can endow our will with the power required to withstand them. This

of course does not mean, as I have already pointed out to you, that

we should needlessly court temptations. If we do so, we are often apt

to be led to go beyond our depth and to become hopelessly drowned

in an ocean of suffering and sorrow and sin. We have therefore to

endeavour to overcome gradually and little by little our innate

unspiritual tendencies in favour of selfishness and sensuality. It will

not do for us to believe that we are strong enough to be pure and

unselfish, when we are not really so strong ; it is indeed dangerous to

act on that wrong belief and adopt all at once the life of unworldly

asceticism and renunciation. In fact it is only by the slow and steady

practice of the unselfish life of work that we can assuredly free our-

selves from the taint of karma. The proper performance of fruit-

yielding work, as duty and without attachment to the fruits produced,

gives rise gradually to self- purification, even as the performance of

work, with attachment to the fruits thereof, gives rise to the impurity

of soul-pollution due to the taint of the evil of karma. Accordingly,

karma-ycgins do their duties in life without any attachment to the

fruits of their work. In this way alone do they manage successfully

to free themselves from the taint of karma so as to become fitted

for the assured attainment of the soul-salvation of moksha.

xxvi

Last time we took into consideration the answer of Sri-Krishn%

to the question of Arjuna as to whether it is in fact karma-sannyasa

or karma-yoga, which is decidedly good and worthy to be adopted by

all those that are anxious to live their lives aright. You know that,

when briefly stated, Sri-Krishna's answer to the question is that both

are good and worthy or rather that each is really good in its own

62
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place. If, as I have tried to explain to you once before, both theory

and practice have to be so completely consistent with each other as to

make them appear to be one in reality, then the adoption of the prac-

tical path of karma-yoga has to produce the same moral and spiritual

results, as the adoption of the less active course of conduct denoted

by karma-sannyasa may do. In fact they have both to serve as suit-

able means for the attainment of soul- salvation through tha previous

achievement of complete freedom from the bondage of karma. When

he, who aspires to become a good karma-yogin, succeeds in acquiring

such power of self-control and such freedom from selfishness and

sensuality, as enable him to do his duties well without attachment to

the fruits of work, and feels further in the innermost depth of his own

heart that, in relation to every work done by him in his life, he is not

the real worker, and that therefore he can lay no claim to any sort of

ownership in respect of the fruits growing out of any or all of his deeds

in life, then, he is certain to be unceasingly swayed by the unshake-

able conviction that the only thing for which he has any title at all in

life is his obligation to do all his duties well and without flaws. When
such a conviction holds sway in his heart, he is of course fully prepared

to endeavour effectively for the accomplishment of his own freedom

from the bondage of karma. Accordingly, in addition to its own suit-

ableness to lead one to the goal of soul-salvation, the path of karma-

yoga may be seen to be fully helpful in guiding aright the faithful God-

ward traveller in the preliminary journey needed to lead him safely

on to the more direct and also more difficult path of karma-sannyasa.

Thus we see that karma-yoga is not only an effective means in itself

for the attainment of moksha, but abo serves as a suitable course of

preparation for the adoption of the life of karma-sannyasa by such

as have the natural fitness and qualification for it. This is due to the

fact that this life of renunciation and unworldliness presupposes per-

fect purity and strong unselfishness in the heart of him, who is rightly

eligible to adopt it, and that such purity and unselfishness can be only

gradually gained with the aid of the completely disinterested life ofduty

honestly and earnestly lived and ever held in view as the ideal life.

We may take it to be Sri-Krishna's opinion that, the greater the ease

and naturalness, with which ordinary aspirants adopt any path of self-

realisation and God-realisation, the higher must be the excellence and

superiority of that path. Viewed in this light, the path of karmayoga
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is decidedly superior to the path of karma-sannyasa. And in the

last sioka we did on the last) occasion, we were told, as you may

remember, that the life of karma-yoga has the power of giving rise to

what has been called atma-suddhi therein, which, you know, is indeed

the same thing aa self-purification. Ibis for the attainment of this

self-purification that all active yogins undertake to live the life of work

and self-denial. Indeed, without the due practice of work, there can

be no scope at all for self-denial, as many of us know so well. He,

who has nothing to sacrifice, can never learn the supremely moral art

of self-abnegation. Surely we have all to work and to labour before

we can hope to reap ; and what we have not reaped, it is impossible

for us to renounce. Without sacrificing what one is ordinarily apt to

look upon as one's own, there can be no practice of self-denial ; and

without the incessant practice of self-denial, there can be no self-

purification. Here we have the key which unlocks to us the secret

of the obligatoriness of our doing what it is naturally fit for us to do as

duty ; and we thereby see why it is that in the case of the vast majority

of men the adoption of the active path of karma-yoga is more condu-

cive to their good than the adoption of the other path of karma-

sannyasa. In the stanza with which we begin our work today, the

ultimate result of the life of karma-yoga, duly lived, is quite distinctly

stated first ; and this result is then contrasted with the result of the

life which is not characterised in any manner whatsoever by a truly

disinterested devotion to duty. The stanza runs thus

12. Whoever is (disinterestedly) devoted to duty,

(he) gives up the fruits of work and (then) attains

everlasting peace: (but) he, who is not (so) devoted to

duty, becomes attached to the fruits (of work) owing
to (his) being impelled by (wishful) desire, and is

(thereby) subjected to bondage.

Here in this stanza the karmi-yogin, who has adopted the path

of duty and self-denial in life, is evidently understood to be a yukta.

Whoever has adopted yoga is a yukta ; and where yoga means,
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disinterested devotion to duty, the yukta very naturally happens to

be the person who is disinterestedly devoted to duty. But who is the

a-yukta ? It may be said that whoever is not a yukta is of course an

a-yukta. This we all know well enough. . But what we have to make
sure of now is, whether this word a-yukta indicates a person, who,

instead of following the active path of karma-yoga, has adopted the

passive path of karmz-sannyasa, or whether it indicates a person,

who, while living the life of work, does not at all look upon it as a

continuous course of disinterested devotion to duty, but is led away

by the desire to seek objects of enjoyment and to become attached

to them in selfishness. Careful thought inclines me to hold that the

a-yukta referred to in this stanza cannot be the person, who has

chosen karma-sannydsa as the means for the attainment of mdksha.

If, as we have been told, both karma-yoga and karma-sannyasa are

equally efficient as worthy means for the attainment of moksha, it

follows as a matter of course that he, who adopts the life of karma-

sannyasa duly, becomes thereby fitted for mdksha and for the attain-

ment of everlasting peace. But the a-yukta here is declared to become

subject to the bondage of karma, which means that he is by his life

disqualified for the attainment of mdksha. Evidently the word a-yukta

here denotes the interested worker, whose work is impelled by desire,

and who is himself attached in consequence to the fruits of work.

Therefore the distinction, which is drawn here, is thafc, which may be

made out to exist between the interested selfish worker and the truly

disinterested doer of duty as duty in life. Accordingly, it is clearly not

the distinction between the person, who has appropriately adonted the

life of karma-yoga, and the person, who has, without such aopropria^e-

ness, adopted the life of karma-sannyasa. We have to see that this

stanza is the last one dealing with karma-yoga in this chapter ; and

all the remaining stanzas herein deal with karma-sannyasa. Ik is also

good to note that we are told, in the very last stanza of the chapter,

that even he, who adopts the life of unworldliness and renunciation,

is enabled to attain supreme spiritual peace. The everlasting peace

which comes to him, who gives up the fruits of work and is disinterest-

edly devoted to duty, cannot be different from the peace which comes

to him, who adopts the life of unworldliness and renunciation. The

peace ;which comes to both is obviously the same peace which passeth

all understanding; and each of them therefore gets the same reward
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for living his own appropriate life in the appropriate way. Let it be

observed that the goal of attainment happens thus to be the same

in both of these cases. This must prove to us conclusively that, as

we iave been told, the path of work and the path of wisdom are in

fact one and the same, that to follow either of those paths well leads

truly to the attainment of the fruit of both of them, and that in conse-

quence only ignorant and foolish people maintain that the path of work

is in reality different from the path of wisdom. The life which rightly

follows the path of worthy wisdom is, as you must all be aware, the

life of jndna-yoga ; and this life is very much the same as the life of

karma- sannydsa rightly understood. With the next stanza we have

to begin the exposition of the life of karma-sannydsa.

13. Inside the city of nine gateways, there abides

happily the soul possessed of self-mastery, having, by

means of the mind, renounced all works, and neither

doing (anything) at all nor causing (anything) to be

done.

What has been translated here as 'soul' is the Sanskrit word

dehin ; and you are well aware that it literally means the possessor

or the owner of the body. From the fact that this name dehin is

given to the soul, we are naturally led to draw the inference that

the body is, as it were, the instrument of the soul, whereby the soul

may either find its freedom or go on forging its own fetters for ever.

SKfaJTlSI *3s5 *=rJRrn=R*Jb
jg> aa you may know.a very common Sanskrit

adage, and it means that the body is in fact the very first instrument

for the accomplishment of duty. Since the accomplishment of duty in

the true spirit of the karma- yogin is calculated to make one attain the

salvation of soul-emancipation, there can be no difficulty in making

out how the body has to perform on our behalf the functions of a very

necessary and very useful instrument in enabling us to realise the final

freedom of the soul. Moreover, the use of the word dehin here to

represent the soul suggests to us clearly what we have to understand

by the
'

city of nine gateways'. The most common name by which
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the soul is denoted in the Sahkhya philosophy is pururha ; and the

word purus>ha is often derivatively interpreted to mean a being who
has lain down to sleep inside a city. The city thought of here is the

body, which happens to be the soul's abode. It is therefore quite

clear that the city of nine gateways mentioned in this sloka must

mean the body looked upon as the abode of the soul. The nine gate-

ways of this city are none other than the nine markedly observable

openings to be found in association with the huma-n body. Please

note that we are told here that, in order to be able to abide happily

in this city of nine gateways, the soul has to be in full possession of

the quality of self-mastery. That is, it has to be a vasin, as we say

in Sanskrit. Toe enfranchised soul, when in the enjoyment of its

natural heritage of inborn light and uolimited freedom, must obviously

be of its own nature in full possession of the power of self-mastery.

But the case is different in relation to the embodied soul. Since, in

the case of all souls, embodiment is in fact equivalent to imprisonment

in matter, it cannot at all be easy for any embodied soul to command

well the precious power of self-mastery. However, there seems to be

no doubt whatever that it can be sometimes commanded even by an

embodied soul. It should be distinctly understood that, in the case

of the embodied soul, the acquisition of self-mastery becomes possible

only with the fall aid and complete co-operation of the mind. The

man, who is truly a vasin, must necessarily have himself entirely

under hisown control: his will-power must be strong, and the strength

of his soul must be decidedly great. Such a man cannot be tempted to

turn away from the correct path of duty and righteousness by any

kind of allurement. As against the strong and determined power of hia

unshaking will, all temptations are certain to prove weak and futile.

The idea is that such a man may very well succeed in making his

soul, even when it happens to be embodied, conform to its original

condition of blissful freedom, the condition which it had before it

became imprisoned in a material embodiment. It is a well estab-

lished conclusion of the Sdnkhya philosophy that the soul, in its

own natural, unpolluted and unembodied condition of happy freedom

and illumination, neither does work nor causes any work to be done.

The most essential thing in that life of wisdom, which is fully in

keeping with the requirements of the jnana-marga, consists in

working out this possible conformity into an actual reality. What
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we have here is not a reasonably easy and ordinarily workable

adjustment of practice to theory, as it happens to be the case in

living the life of karma-yoga, but a forceful transformation of the

theory itself into actual practice. ^This of course canoet be achieved

quite absolutely without any reservation, for the reason that practical

conditions are invariably so very different from purely theoretical

considerations. Theory generally views the soul as untouched by all

its limitations, and also as unembodied and free and full of innate

bliss and illumination. But practice is bound to take note of the

embodied soul as it is, that is, with all its superposed limitations

and imperfections. It is quite true that the unembodied soul neither

does work nor causes any work to be done ; but it is utterly impos-

sible for the embodied soul to ba in that manner absolutely uncon-

cerned with work. We have been emphatically told already that

no embodied being of any kind can continue to live without work

even for a moment, and that all embodied beings are inevitably

compelled to do work by the very
'

qualities
'

of the prakriti making

up their embodiments. Consequently, even that fortunate person

who is a true vasin and whose soul is therefore in full possession of

the mighty power of self-mastery, cannot literally give up work

altogether. On the other hand, all such persons may renounce all

work only mentally, that is, by means of their minds. This means

that, even while they are doing all such work as happen to be naturally

inevitable, they can manage to feel convinced that their soul is not the

worker, and that the work done by them has really been done by their

embodiment under the impulse of its own physical and physiological

tendencies. The strength of this conviction is dependent upon the

clearness of their intellect, upon the vividness of their imagination, and

upon the unyielding power of their will. Hence they cannot renounce

work except with the aid of the mind : and when the mind is really

helpful, they may well feel that the soul, though embodied, is quite

as absolutely unconcerned with work of all sorts as if it were really

unembodied. The soul in itself is always unengaged in work : as we

say in Sanskrit, it is nishkriya, whe'.her it happens to be embodied

and bound, or is unembodieH and free. Accordingly we are told
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14. In the case of people, the master (soul) does

not give rise to (the idea of) agency ;
nor (does it give

rise) to actions, nor to the attachment to the fruits of

actions. But (only) nature operates.

In this stanza we have the word prabhu used to denote the soul ;

and prabhu in Sanskrit generally means
'

master
'

or
'

lord '. I have

therefore translated it here as the
'

master soul '. How the soul is

master may ba well enough made out from its common designation as

dehin, that is, as the owner of the body. It must be evident from this

point of view that, as between the soul and the body, the owner soul

is indeed the master and the owned body the servant. This does

not and of course cannot mean that, in the case of every embodied

being, we always observe the body playing the part of the servant in

relation to the soul. On the other hand, we may very easily point to

many instances wherein life is so badly lived as to compel us to come

to the conclusion that, in so far as those unhappy instances at any

rate are concerned, the master soul is really subordinated to the

servant body. Nevertheless, careful and comprehensive observation

and thought are certain to enable us to see that such instances only

illustrate an abnormal condition, and that intrinsically and in the

normal state the body is created to be the servant of the soul. Who
indeed does not know among us that, in the usual struggle between

the spirit and the flesh, which is always going on in every one of

us, the spirit is certainly intended to be, and can also well manage

to be, the master of the situation ? In spite of this fact, are we

not aware of saddening moments in our own lives, when we feel that

the spirit is really too weak and the flesh too strong ? This sort of

predominance in relation to the tendencies of the flesh in our lives on

occasions cannot logically give rise to the conclusion that the spirit is

in itself and of its own normal nature designed to be always weaker

than the flesh. Therefore there assuredly ought to be no difficulty

whatever in understanding how, as between the body and the soul, the

soul is indeed the master, and how all the activities of the body are so

planned and ordered as to aim at an i subserve the fiual liberation of

the soul from its imprisonment in matter. Another thing, which

we may even more easily understand, is that all the activities of the
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body are ultimately physical in their character, and can perfectly

scientifically be accounted for in accordance with the laws of matter

and of energy. Early in the course of these lectures, I remember

having drawn your attention to the fact that the physicist's analysis

of the universe gives rise to the ultima'e principles of matter,

energy, space and time, while the psychologist's analysis thereof

gives ri&e, in addition to these principles as bjlonging to the objective

world, to the principle of consciousness as a thing constituting the

substance and root-reality of the life of the subjective world. This

principle of consciousness is, as we have already learnt, in intimate

association with the matter constituting the external world, but is

nevertheless essentially different from it. There have been certain

attempts made by certain philosophers to see if matter and mind, as

they generally understand them in English, can be identified, either

by making the mind to be a product of matter or by making matter

to be a product of the mind. But it may be said without any unfair-

ness to any one of such thinkers that these attempts have not really

succeeded, and that the essential distinction between matter and mind

remains altogether unaffected even yet. Therefore, we may safely

maintain that, although the bo3y is invariably seen to be the instru-

ment of the mind, the activities of the body are all physical and

chemical, and hence belong only to matter but not to the principle

of consciousness. It is indeed this idea, which is given expression

to in this stanza. It is a fundamental idea belonging to the Sahkhya

philosophy, and is consequently an ancient acquisition in the history

of higher Hindu thought. The essential distinctness of consciousness

from matter, in spite of their intimate and widely prevalent association,

makes it incumbent upon us not to attribute directly the activities

of the material embodiment to the soul itself. In fact it is impossible

for us to conceive how any of the activities of the body may be

directly attributed to or derived from the soul. The soul cannot

therefore be the agent of the activities of the body : in other words,

the soul of itself cannot, in relation to embodied beings, give rise to

the idea of agency, because it cannot give rise to their actions. Since,

in this manner, the responsibility for the activities of embodied beings

and for the idea of their agency in respect of those activities does not

belong to the soul, it cannot beheld to be answerable for the attach-

ment which such beings feel for the fruits of their action so as to

63
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claim them all to be their own. Work, its agency, and the attachment

to its fruits all tbese belong ioprakriti, to material nature. So, in

producing these things, only nature operates.

IR *

15. The master (soul) does not accept any one's

papa, uor even (does it accept any one's) punya. Know-

ledge is covered over with ignorance ; (and) thereby (all)

born beings become deluded.

The word which has been translated as
'

master soul
'

here is

vibhu, but not prabhu as found in the previous stanza. In Sanskrit

philosophic language the word vibhu generally has a peculiar technical

significance. It means generally
'

all-pervading ', as opposed to anu,

which means atomic in the sense of being 'spacially limited '. God,

for instance, is recognised to be vibhu in almost all schools of Hindu

philosophy, while the individual soul is considered by some schools

to be vibhu and by other schools to be anu. The pantheistic monism

of Sankaracharya, which identifies the individual soul with the

Brahman, who is held to be the Supreme Soul and the Only Reality

in the universe, looks upon both God and soul as being omnipresent

and all-parvading, that is, as vibhu. But Ramanujacharya's quali-

fied monism ho ds God to be vibhu, and the individual soul to be

anu. From this you may gather what the technical philosophic sense

of the word vibhu is. But it is not in this technical sense that the

word is used in this stanza,. It is used here so as to be synonymous

with prabhu ; and this usage is common enough in non-technical

liteiary San*kri&. You ciunot fail to see that the context offers a very

strong justification for adopting this latter interpretation of the word

vibhu here. Another point to which I desire to draw your attention

is that I have left the word papa untranslated, and have translated

the word sukrita, as punya. The reason for this is that the words

papi an! puni,a are so very familiar to so many of us, and also that

it is f<ir from easy to find exact equivalents for them in English.

You know that these words denote what we have become accustom-

ed to speak of as the internal imprint of work the imprint which
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is responsible for all the inborn tendencies and potentialit'ei which

living beings exhibit. Tne word punyi represent* the imprint left by

gx>d and worthy deads done in life ; and ib is some'imes translated by

the English word 'merit '. Tne word papa, on the other hand, repre-

sents the imprint left by bad and unworthy deeds, and is in this sense

translated by the English word
'

demerit; '. As you are aware, papn

is also trinslatable as 'sin'. It must be evident to you that these

words, as used in this stanza, are intended to d3note the bondage-

compelling taint oikarma. And it is well to remember thatp>/nz/i is

as much calculated to give rise to the bondage of karma as papa is.

And now the question is whether these bondage-producing

effects of work in the form of punya as well as of papa apper-

tain to the soul or to the body. If really the soul were the responsi-

ble agent in relation to the activities that embodied brings go through

in life, if the soul were, in other words, the source of all their action in

living beings, it would of course ba responsible for the clinging attach-

ment which almost all such beings feal for the fruits of work. Please

remember again that work in itself is incapable of giving rise to the

bondage of karma, and that it is therefore the clinging attachment to

the fruits of work which stands in the way of the liberation of the

soul. We have been told in the previous stanza that the soul is not

responsible for any such clinging attachment to the fruits of work.

This implies that the soul itself is not in any way answerable for the

production of either punya or papa in the case of any embodied being.

The statement here that the master soul does not accept either any

one's papa or any one's punya gives expression to this very idea.

It must be clear to you that, as long as the soul is not responsible for

work, it can lay no claim for the fruits of work : and when it has no

title for the fruits of work, it cannot he held to be responsible for any

one's clinging attachment to the fruits of work. Thus the soul in

itself is ever free from all the tainting effects of work from punya

as well as from papa. Sbill the svnskara or the internal imprint of

work in the form of punya and papa is understood to cause the soul

to becoma subject to re-incarnation. How this takes place is a very

different question, from whether it is the body or the S3ul. which is

responsible for the production as well as the retention of that sams-

kara t which compels the soul to undergo re-incarna'ion. In the way
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in which a free man, when put into gaol for some adequate reason

becomes naturally subject to all the current prison rules and regula-

tions, even so the free soul, when confined in material embodiments,

becomes equally subject to the restricting influences and limitations

appertaining to the prison-house of matter. It is thus that knowledge

comas to be covered over with ignorance. Tbe soul is held to be

chinmaya and svayam-prakasa in Hindu philosophy, which means

that itis essentially of the nature of consciousness and is self-luminous.

Evidently the idea conveyed by this is that the soul knows itself and

also makes other things known. Thus its essential characteristic is

knowledge, so much so indeed that it may itself be well spoken of as the

principle of knowledge. Hindu philosophy, it has to be said, considers

prakriti to bejada, that is, it holds material nature to be devoid of the

power of knowing, which belongs only to consciousness. Matter or

external nature can become the object of knowledge, but knowing

forms no part of its function. If thus the soul may be appropriately

conceived as
'

knowledge ', its vestment of matter may equally appro-

priately be conceived as
'

ignorance '. Accordingly, the reason, why
all born beings are deluded into believing that the soul is responsible

for the activities of the body and all their effects, is that
'

knowledge'

is covered over with
'

ignorance '. In other words, this false belief is

due to the fact that in all embodie 1 being3 the soul happens to ba in

very intimate association with matter, and that this association has

placed limitations upon the luminosity of the soul and thus made it to

become subject to delusion and ignorance.

16. But in the case of those, in respect of whose

souls, this ignorance has been destroyed by wisdom,

(in their case) wisdom, like the sun, illuminates (all)

that to which it relates.

The supreme object of the wisdom here referred to is to know

that the soul is in no way the responsible ag^nt in relation to the

activities of emb}died beings, and that it is not therefore answerable

for the attachment which such baings feel in relation to the fruits of

work. Most of us do not ordinarily understand this, as it is so hard
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for us to distinguish between the body and the soul. We are all prone

to be swayed by the feelings of i ness and mine-ness ; and we do not

see that for the production of these selfish feelings our souls are not

responsible. Our incapacity in relation to this matter is due to the

knowledge of the truth regarding it being shrouded in ignorance, to

our mistaking what happen to be the promptings and the tendencies of

the body as the natural results of conscious and voluntary impulses

proceeding from the soul itself. Let us imagine a truly wise philoso-

pher. who has, in his own case, actually succeeded in realising that the

body is different from the soul, and that the selfish feelings of i-ness

and mine-ness are due to unwholesome influences proceeding entire-

ly from the body. If his realisation is at all as actual and lively as

it ought to be, will he any longer allow himself to be swayed by the

old delusion of selfishness, or will he speak of himself as before in the

same old language of ignorance ? It cannot but be evident to you

that such a thing is in his case utterly impossible. In the manner in

which ignorance shrouds and covers up wisdom, in that same manner

wisdom exposes as well as destroys ignorance. In any case the know-

ledge of truth, as it is, is naturally bound to destroy the wrong appre-

hension of truth, otherwise than as it is. Hence, the real possibility of

the full destruction of ignorance by wisdom, it is altogether impossible

to question. Accordingly, the power of wisdom to disclose the truth

of things is undoubtedly unquestionable. The wisdom, which effect-

ively discriminates the soul from the body, cannot fail to discrimi-

nate the tendencies of the spirit from those of the flesh. The light

of wisdom, even more than the light of the sun, dispels darkness and

makes reality not only visible but also approachable with informing

knowledge and unfailing confidence.

II ^ ii

17. Having that in mind, making that their self,

abiding in that and holding that as the supreme goal,

those, whose impurity has (all) been washed away by

wisdom, attain (that state) wherefrom there is no com-

ing back again.
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The tat which occurs four times in this stanza and has been

translated by the English word
'

that ', denotes the same thing as the

tat in the tat-para in the previous stanza. In other words,

the antecedent of the tat here in this stanza is nothing other than

what happens to be the object, of the illuminating wisdom mentioned

in the previous stanza. What that illuminating wisdom brings to

light is the thing, which, on being well held in mini andc'osely acted

up to, enables one to get rid of all the impurity that is due to ignor-

ance, so as to make the attainment of the final freedom of soul-salva-

tion easy as well as certain thereafter. That is what this stanza

evidently says. To understand well what it really is, which the wise

man's illuminating wisdom brings to light, we have very naturally to

take into consideration what that thing is, which the deluded man's

ignorance is declared to hide from his view. We have been just

now informed that the ignorance, wherein wisdom becomes enshroud-

ed, prevents us from realising the essential distinctness of the soul

from the body, and thereby causes us to become so deluded as to be led

to believe that the soul is responsible for all the tendencies and activi-

ties of the body. He, who has in himself wisdom enough to discrimi-

nate effectively the soul from the body, he surely cannot make the

spirit answerable for all the various promptings and faults of the fl^sh.

Accordingly, what the wise man's illuminating wisdom generally

does is, that it enables him to discriminate the soul from the body

so well as to make him attain thereby an actual realisation of their

essential distinctness and separable responsibility. If the wisdom

of thus discriminating the soul from the body is to be put into

practice in life, we have first of all to bear steadily in our minds the

well-proved distinction between the body and the soul. Our mind,

in other words, has to be completely concentrated on the idea of

the utter distinctness of the soul from the body. Such a strong

concentration of the mind on this idea is certain to make us feel

that the very reality of our existence rests upon our apprehension

of the essential distinctness of the immortal soul from the mortal

body. To those, who are not well convince! of this distinctness in

their heart of hearts, to them it is wholly impossihle to become

convinced of the enduring reality of thoir own souls. It may he very

probably for this reason that we are called upon, in the practice of the

life of jnana-yoga, to strongly concentrate our mind on the essential
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distinctness of the soul from the body, so as to make the apprehen-

sion of that distinctness become, as it were, our very self. Earnest

and continued concentration of the mind on any idea makes that idea

an essential part of the mental life of the person who practises such

concentration ; and he becomes thereby apt to feel that that idea is

his very self, so that without it be cannot conceive how he may live

at all. It is not enough for the jnana-yogin merely to feal convinced

that the apprehension of the distinctness of the soul from the body

forms the very essence of his life : he has further to abide steadily in

that idea of distinctness. That is, the concentration of his mind on

the essential distinctness of the soul from the body has to bo not

only intense and earnest, but also unceasing and unchanging : and

when, as required, it becomes unceasing and unchanging, he becomes

unaware of the fact that this felt distinctness of the soul from the

body is an idea entertained by him an idea which abides in him

but on the contrary begins to feel that he himself abides in it, so that

it forms his very support and source of sustentation. When in this

manner the sense of the real separateness of the soul from the body

becomes such a dominating factor in the life of the jnana-yogin, is

it any wonder that he will then whole-heartedly look upon the actual

realisation of that separateness as the very goal of his life, as indeed

the highest good of his existence ?

Such are the four stages in the mental discipline of jnana-yoga,

as adopted by the Sdnkhyas. And the question now is, how this

mental discipline is calculated to give rise to the salvation of moksha.
'

That state, wherefrom there is no returning again ', is, as you must

all be well aware, nothing other than this salvation of eoul-liberation.

You are also aware that all embodied souls are conceived to be, as it

were, imprisoned in matter ;
and this imprisonment naturally subjects

such souls to limitations of more than one kind. To make them

attain their natural and intrinsic freedom by ending for ever their

connection with imprisoning matter is to bestow upon them the s-al-

vation of final liberation. As it is well known that what keeps them

confined in the prison of matter is karma, we can certainly make out

that the salvation of soul-liberation may be attained only through

the exhaustion of karma. In regard to the jnana-yogin, who has

successfully adopted in bis life the discipline that has just been
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described, we have already been given to understand that therein all his

impurities are sure to be washed away by his true wisdom. The

impurities here referred to are those which arise out of the tainting

tendency of karma. But for such tainting impurities, no soul need

ever be under any kind of compulsion to be imprisoned in matter.

We have therefore fco understand chat, in the ca*e of the person, who

goas through this discipline of jnana-ydga effectively, his realised

wisdom is well able to bring about the exhaustion of all his 'karma.

The basic principle, on which this wisdom of his is built, is, as you

know, the conviction of the essential distinctness of the soul from

the body. The natural corollaries that follow from the truth of this

basic principle ara also, as a matter of logical necessity, included with-

in the scope and compass of this wisdom of the jnana-yogin. Hence

the following conclusions become part of his living faith : that, as

between the body and the soul, the body is the servant and the soul

the master ; that, nevertheless, owing to their essential distinctness,

the soul is not and cinnot be responsible for the tendencies and acti-

vities of the body ;
and that attachment to the fruits of work and the

consequent feelings of i-ness and mine-ness are due to the operation

of the power and the influence of the body. In consequence, he is

impelled to make it certain in his own life that the servant body

does not dominate over the master soul, so as to manage to hold it

in subjection. And you know that it is generally in the power of

the master to see to it, that the servant duly serves the master and

works well for the accomplishment of the master's good. To make

the master soul see to this in relation to the servant body is in fact

the main endeavour in the life of the aspiring jnana-yogin : and when

he succeeds in this endeavour, it becomes utterly impossible for him

to be attached to the fruits of work and to be swayed by the feelings

of i-ness and mine-ness. The immediate result of this is that his

bondage-compelling karma is thereby altogether destroyed. It is

thus that his wisdom washes away all his impurities. Please

remember here that we have been already told that, in the manner

in which a well kindled fire converts all fuel into ashes, even so the

fire of wisdom converts all karma into ashes. When, through his

wisdom, the jnana-yogin becomes freed from the bondage-compelling

influence of karma, then his soul becomes fit to acquire and to enjoy

the blessing of final freedom : and when this final freedom is won,
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then there is no necessity for that soul to become reincarnated, that

is, to be again imprisoned in a material embodiment. The attainment

of such final freedom which we call moksha is in fact the attain-

ment of that state wherefrom there is no returning again.

18. Wise sages look alike upon the Brahmana, who
is well possessed of learning and humility, upon the

cow and the elephant, and also upon the dog and

the chandala-

We may well ask here what the nature of the wisdom possessed

by these wise sages is, which enables them to look alike upon all

sorts of embodied beings, and to observe in relation to them none 6f

those distinctions, which generally catch the attention of persons,

who are iu no sense really wise sages. The answer to this query may
easily enough be gathered from the definition of a pandita, or wise

sage, as it is found given in a stanza in the previous chapter (IV. 19.).

There, we are told, that he is the true pandita, whose activities are

not impelled by tha selfish promptings of dasire, and whose karma has

been completely consumed in the kindled fire of wisdom. Therefore,

the wisdom possessed by those panditas, who command the sense of

equality in relation to their true perception of all embodied beings,

must be such as is capab'e of destroying all the promotings of desire

within the human heart, and of consuming the karma of men and

women and all its polluting effects into ashes. You may now see at

once that this wisdom is the same as that of thejndna-yogin, which

is built upon the fundamental recognition of the essential distinctness

of the soul from the body and upon the natural and necessary corol-

laries of that well established distinctness. Accordingly, the panditas

mentioned here are in fact successful jnana-ydgins. It is worth observ-

ing that, among the instances of various embodied beings given in

this stanza, we have the cultured Brahman i of due humility on the one

hand, and the outcaste chandala on the other : and so also we have

the sacred cow and the royal elephant on the one hand and the

polluting untouchable dog on the other hand. The vision of moat

64
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ordinary persons in the world cannot be generally uncognisant of the

distinction which is observed commonly between the Brahmia and

the ch indala, or between the cow and the dog, or again between the

elephant and the dog. It is, however, different in the case of the vision

of the jnana-yogin. In his case, these distinctions, being dependent

upon accidents connected with the material embodiment of beings,

are certain not to be taken into serious account at all. He always

sees the reality of an embodied being not in the material embodiment

but in the indwelling master soul, because it is the soul which owns the

body as its working instrument. In the same manner, he further

realises from his personal experience that all souls possess, like his own

soul, the eelf-lumioosity of consciousness, and that all embodiments

are.like his own body, material and non-conscious in their essential

character. One embodiment may be different from another in point of

its configuration and impressed internal tendencies and potentialities.

But no two pure enfranchised souls can really differ from each

other in their essential characteristics.

Such is the Sankhya view regarding the nature of the soul.

Except in regard to the question of the ultimate unity or multiplicity

of souls, about which there is difference of opinion among Veddntins

of the different schools, the Vedanta also maintains that, in the

state of final freedom, all the liberatei individual souls havo to be

alike in nature as well asin essence. It does not evidently require much

thought to make out from this that all souls, as they are in them-

selves, are absolutely alike. Therefore, from the stand-point of the

jnana-yogin's soul-realization.it is a matter of logical necessity for him,

to look alike upon all embodied beings ; and the degree of his success

in living the life of supreme philosophic wisdom is measured by the

degree of the thoroughness of his sense of equality in relation to all

embodied beings. I remember having heard once a punctiliously

orthodox Brahmin woman, asking a pariah woman, who was passing

by, to keep at a distance from her in language which was in no way

kindly or conciliatory. On being so spoken to, the pariah woman very

naturally became irritated: and turning to the Brahmin woman, she

said in an angry tone
"

If your boiy is scratched, will anything

other than mere blood ooze out from that scratched part? Think

of that, before you talk to me thus any more". This at once put
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me in mind of thab incident on the bank of the Ganges, which,

according to tradition, led Sankaracharya to give out his beautiful

and heart-enthralling Manishapanchaka. The story is that, on one

occasion, when Sinkaracharya was returning with his disciples

from his bath in the sacred Ganga, there appeared near them Siva

Himself in the guise of a chandala, with the object of testing how

firm and sincere the faith of Sankaraaharya was in the philosophic

conviction of the oneness of the Greab Spiritual Keality constituting

the universe. His disciples of course asked the chanrjala to move

away from their holy guru ; and strangely enough the chandala put

to the Brahmin, who directly ordered him with authority to move

away, a puzzling question thus :

1%

On listening to this question of the chandala, who so cunningly

wished to know whether it was the food-made body that had to be

removed to a distance from another food-made body, or whether it

was the all-pervadiog principle of consciousness that had to be moved

away from another such principle of consciousness, Sankaracharya

at once understood that chandala to be a really wise seer and fell at

his feet, declaring emphatically at the same time his own faith in

the oneness of Raality and in the spiritual equality of all embodied

beings of all sorbs and conditions. The culmination of the wisdom of

the jnana-yogin is, therefore, to know the truth' regarding the sou 1

and to pub thab truth into practice in his daily life. It consists in fact

in his practical realisation of the spiritual equality of all embodied,

beings, and in his adjusting hisowa conduct of life so as to give therein

a full and open expression to such a realisation. Evidently this ex-

pression of his inner realisation of spiritual equality in the external,

form of concordant conduct has to be quite spontaneous and natural;

and it is in the spontaneity of this co-ordinated external expression,

of spiritual equality that we really have the means to understand as 1

well as to measure the greab ebhical value of self-realisation. The

effort of the successful jnana-yogin does not, however, stop with;

the achievement of self-realisation and the consequent sense of
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equality in relation to all sorts of embodied beings : it must indeed lead

him to higher results. And we are in fact told so in the next stanza.

19. Here, in this very (life), those have conquered

samsara, whose mind is established in equality. Indeed,

the Brahman is blemishless and the same (to all) ;

therefore are they established in the Brahman.

I have here translated the Sanskrit word sarga by another

Sanskrit word samsara, for the reason that this latter word is more

widely in use and is capable of being very much more easily under-

stood. The primary meaning of sarga is creation ; and creation may
mean manifestation, that is, the presentation of the unembodied in

the embodied condition. From this it must be clear enough that we

may appropriately apply the word to the process of the soul's recurring

re-incarnation, which process, you know, is generally represented by

the word samsara. Therefore to conquer sarga is to conquer samsara :

and to conquer samsara is to become free from the necessity of having

to be born again and again and to die again and again. Thus you may

see how the conquest of samsara is the same thing as the attainment

of moksha. The statement, that those, whose mind is established in

equality, conquer samsara in this very life, means that the sinful

blemish and binding taint of their karma are destroyed at once through

their established sense of equality based on their self-realisation arising

out of their faultless and enlightened spiritual vision. Ordinarily all

embodied beings have to work out their karma slowly and step by

step. In each life they work out, as you know, only the prdrabdha-

karma; that is, only that portion of the totality of their accumulated

karma, which has just begun to be operative. But in the case of the

jnana-yogin, who has succeeded in achieving self-realisation and

has his mind established thereby in equality, all his accumulated

karma becomes burnt at once iato ashes in the fire of his well-kindled

spiritual wisdom. It is on account of this that we have been told

that, in the case of the successful jnana-yogin, all his impurities are

removed wholly by means of bis wisdom. This is simply another form
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of expression to convey the same idea. Since the practical manifes-

tation of the spiritual wisdom derived from self-realisation consists in

the free and fearless application of the sense of equality to life and

conduct, it follows as a matter of course that those, whot-e mind is

seen from their conduct to be well established in equality, are indeed

spiritually wise and have their soul-enslaving karma completely

consumed into ashes. In fact that is how they conquer samsara

here and now in this very life.

Now let us take into consideration the latter half of this sloka.

You may remember that we found it distinctly declared, in a stanza in

the previous chapter (IV. 35.), that that wisdom, which a person may
learn from the wise seers of truth, enables him first of al) to see all

beings in himself and then to see himself as well as all beings in God.

This evidently means, as you may know, that success in jnana-yoga

immediately gives rise to self-realistion and then to God-realisation.

How the jnana-yogin, who has seen the truth and is therefore

abundantly blessed with spiritual wisdom, may, after he hag attained

self-realisation, come to know that he is established in God Himself, is

pointed out in this half of the stanza. With the attainment of self-re-

alisation, two things happen to the jnana-yogin; he becomes free from

all the impurities due to karma first, and is also blessed thereafter with

that spiritual vision, which enables him to see that all beings are in

reality like unto himself and like unto one another. The Brahman,

you know, is the Infinite Being constituting the Supreme Soul of the

universe, and forming as such the very foundation of its reality and

life. This same Brahman may, if you like, be spoken of in ordinary

English as God ; and according to the philosophical ideas underlying

Hinduism, it is not possible to think of any being as God, who is not

purnakama as well as satya-sanJcalpa, as they express it in Sanskrit.

This means that the God, whose will is not law and is not seen to be

at once and of itself worked out into fact, is no God at all ; and con-

sequently God can never have any unfulfilled desires. His satya,-

sankalpatva implies his purna-ku.mo.tva ; that is, since His will

happens to be always so effectively operative as to find expression

at once in law and in fact, no desire of His can ever remain unful-

filled. Since He is, moreover, the All and the All-in-All in the

universe, it is not at all possible for Him to be selfish in relation
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to any being that is not comprehended within Himself. If all

things in the universe are but parts of one stupendous whole, as an

English poet has said, and if, of this one stupendous whole, God is in

reality the soul, how then can God be selfish ? In its very nature the

life of God is the life of the All. Therefore, if ever the mind of any being

happens to be altogether incompatible with and absolutely free from

selfish desires, it must be surely that of God by its own nature. Thus

it must be quite evident to you all that God cannot be polluted by

karma ; indeed He is altogether untouchable by its taint and is en-

tirely free from all blemish. The purity and holiness of God are, as

you may now see, the necessary concomitants of the all-including

universality of His life and love. When we succeed in making out

how all things in the universe live and move and have their being in

Him, and how again He is immanent in all things in the universe,

so as to control all of them from within and make every one of

them what it really is , when, in this manner, we come to realise

fully that He lives in order that the innumerable millions of beings

in the universe may live, each to play its appropriate part in duly

hastening the coming on of that far off divine event to which the

whole creation moves, then, we cannot fail to see that His love is

quite as universal as His omnipresent life. What wonder that we

find it stated in this sloka, that the Brahman is always the same to

all ? This equality in the relation of the supreme Brahman to all

the innumerable beings in the universe is so very obvious, that ifc is

impossible for even the least thoughtful persons among us not to

consider it to be an essential element in our conception of the divinity

of God. Accoidingly, we see that the soul of the successful jnana-

yogin, in becoming free from all impurity and also becoming equal in

its relation to all embodied brings, acquires two very important

characteristics that are essentially divine.

Therefore it is that all such successful jnana-yogins are said to

be established in the Brahman ; that is, by their becoming like unto

God in respect of these two notable characteristics, their abidance in

the Brahman turns out to be abundantly well assured. There is ample

room, as you must be aware, for difference of opinion regarding the

exact nature of this abidance of released souls in God, who is indeed

their finalhome. This abidance is considered by some thinkers to be the
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same as absorption and essential identification ; and all hallowed and

liberated souls are hence conceived to become wholly absorbed into the

essence of the one only God of everlasting holine-s. Others consider

that the abidance of hallowed souls ia God means that they come into

close and intimate association with Him and find their immediate

support and everlasting life of bliss in Him. We need not now enter

into any discussion regarding the question as to which of these two

views about the abidance of souls in God is strictly true ; because such

a discussion will inevitably impose upon us the necessity of having to

decide whether absolute monism, or qualified monism, or real dualism

represents rightly the true conclusions of the Vedanta philosophy, I

confess that I am unable to decide with certainty how this sublime

philosophy, which is embodied in our Upanishads, is to be labelled

whether it is to bo looked upon as absolutely monistic, or qualifledly

monistic, or unqualifiedly dualistic. Moreover, I have been, from the

very beginning, trying to steer clear of sectarian differences in inter-

preting the Glta and expounding its lessons in our classes. From the

stand-point of the study of what some metaphysicians call ontology,

these sectarian differences regarding the nature and the naming of our

Upani&hadic philosophy are ceitain to prove to be highly interesting.

But from the etand-point of the divinely ordered course of human

conduct and morality taught in the Bhagavadglta, they seem to me to

be very unessential. Anyhow, what we have particularly to bear in

mind here in this connection is the very great moral and spiritual and

religious value attaching to our having the mind
'

established in

equality '. You know that the dawning of the spritual sense of equality

in the mind of the wise seer is the result of the inner illumination of

self-realisation culminating in the great glory of God- realisation. And

yeb the living of the life that is markedly dominated by the sense of

equality is indeed far from impossible to those who are not successful

Jnana-yogins. Consequently, even though we have not all of us

acquired the sense of equality as the natural result of an already

achieved self-realisation, we are nevertheless bound in duty to live

our lives so as to make the observance of the rule of equality

decidedly dominant therein, since by means of such conduct self-reali-

sation and God-realisation are capable of being well accomplished in

the end. Who indeed does not know that differentiation really

forms the basis of egoism in ethics, and that the sense of equality is
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the sustainer of altruism '? To me it seems that egoistic ethics simply

regulates selfishness, while altruistic ethics positively encourages

self-sacrifice and is well able even to destroy selfishness altogether.

The aim of the ethics of the Bhagavadgita is evidently the absolute

annihilation of selfishness, in as much as it is declared therein that

its annihilation is the only means for the attainment of the supreme

good of soul-salvation. Accordingly, all those, whose mind is really

well established in universal equality, may, here and now in this very

life of theirs, destroy their bondage of karma and conquer samsdra

so completely as to find at once their blissful home and everlasting

refuge in God Himself.

xxvii

In our last class we were dealing with the great moral value of

the sense of equality in the conduct of Ufa. We learnt then that, if

we look at man, not from the standpoint of his physical embodiment

and social environment, but from the inner standpoint of the essential

nature of his soul, we cannot help arriving at the conclusion that

equality is the natural birth-right of all mankind, inasmuch as all

souls are equal for the reason that they are all wholly alike in their

essence. Nay more : souls embodied in forms other than human are

also all alike in essence, and similar as well as egual unto those that

are embodied in the human form. Our observation of equality has

thus to run throughout the whole range of sentient existence. Some

even maintain, owing to their belief in the all-pervading character of

the soul, that this sansa of equality has to include within its sphere

of operation even inanimate and apparently non-sentient existence.

Moreover, we have had to sea at the same time that the embodiments

of all beings are ultimately material in their essence. Therefore,

neither from the standpoint of the essential characteristics of the

soul, nor from the standpoint of the essential characteristics of the

ma f eriil of its embodiment, can any one being be really distinguished

from any other. It is in fact the feeling of i-ness and mine-ness the

ahahkara and mama-kara of beings which makes them believe that

they are different from one another; and it is also this same feeling

which makes them seem so different and varying to our ordinary

vision as yet unblessed with the gift of comprehensive spiritual insight.

If, in the case of all embodied beings equally, we take into our
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consideration only the essential nature of their souls as well as of

their embodiments, we cannot help coming to the conclusion that all

souls are alike and that all bodies also are similarly alike in essence.

In this way it may be seen that we have naturally to arrive at the

conclusion that all beings are ultimately equal. To the wise man,

who has achieved self-realisation and is in consequence well able to

distinguish directly the soul from the non-soul, it must be very easy

to perceive this equality. He sees it, even as clearly and as com-

pletely as we may see a concrete object held in our own hand.

However, even to those, who have not actually achieved such self-

realisation, it need not at all be impossible for any reason to arrive

at the conclusion that there is really true wisdom in cherishing this

idea of equality and also in acting in life in complete accordance wibh

it. Logical analysis and rational speculation are both certain to give

rise duly to the conviction that the idea of the universal equality of all

beings rests ultimately on reality, and has therefore to be always the

necessary ruling factor in the conduct of human, life. Consequently,

the more we people put this idea into actual practice, the more shall

we be able to succeed well in realising for ourselves the truth and

the reasonableness on which it rests. If it is as true, tjhat to know

the truth impels men to live their lives aright, as that to live the

life aright enables them to know the truth, then surely it is .fully

justifiable to maintain that the actual working out in life of this

idea of the equality of all beings is one of the most effective means

by which it becomes possible for all of us to obtain the highest good

of self-emancipation and God-attainment. That man, who has in

this manner, through his free practical use of the spiritual sense of

equality, come to know God and to perceive his own abidance in

Him, what kind of life should he, does he, live ? This is a very

natural question to ask in this connection ; and
,
the answer to it

is, as it seems to me, given in the stanza with which we have to

(Cpmmence our work to-day.

c fifrr

20. He, who, having known the Brahman, is

abiding in the Brahman and is undeluded and of firm

65
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intelligence, (be) should not feel elated with joy on

obtaining that which is pleasing, nor should (he) feel dis-

tressed with grief on obtaining thatwhich is not pleasing.

We have already seen how the realisation of the distinction of

the soul from the non-soul is well calculated not only to produce the

sense of equality in all seriously thoughtful and earnest persons, but

also to impel them to pub into practice in life their sense of equality

so obtained. Using the requisite Sanskrit words, we may say that

what is called atmanatma-viveka gives rise to the sense of samatva

and tends to enforce it in life. When, through this viveka or spiri-

tual discrimination, a man has been enabled to live the life of equality,

and has thereby been led to realise distinctly his own abidance

in God, then, as we may well gather from this stanza, vairdgya or

dispassionate disinterestedness comes to him as a matter of course.

You know now that the fortunate spiritual aspirant, who has in

practice realised fully the life of universal equality, becomes conscious

of his own enduring abidance in God, by knowing that his own

nature has, like that of God Himself, come to be blessed with

perfect purity and with the unfailing and ever present apprehension

of universal equality. That is what we learnt from the instructive

stanza, with the study of which we closed the work of our

last class. Accordingly, we ought to be able to see how he,

who knows the Brahman, endeavours naturally to become full

of purity and equality like the Brahman, so that he himself may
thereby become established in the Brahman. The spiritual wisdom,

which enables a man to distinguish clearly between the soul and the

non-soul, takes away from him all the delusion which is due to the

confounding of the non-soul with the soul. Who does not know that

it is a delusion of the worst kind to consider the promptings of the

flesh to be the promptings of the spirit? And in the case of the man,

who is so deluded, ib is obviously impossible for his intelligence to

be firm and unyielding. That is, he may occasionally have glimpses

of the truth, so as to be able for a few moments at least to discri-

minate the flesh from the spirit. But since he has not fully and

effectively realised the distinction between the soul and the non-soul,

his occasional glimpses of the troth are apt to become enshrouded

in the thickening darkness due to the tendencies of the flesh. In other
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words, that man, in whom the flesh is almost invariably stronger

than the spirit, cannot always be undeluded regarding the true

foundations of the appropriately established ethical conduct of life.

But the seer of steady wisdom, in whom the spirit is necessarily

stronger than the flesh and has in fact subjugated it completely, can

never have his spiritual vision clouded. He cannot misunderstand

either the true course or the true goal of conduct. It is in fact in the

very nature of things that the folly opened eye of the spirit should

never fail or falter in recognising the truth. Thus it is that the in-

telligence of him, who knows the Brahman and is abiding in the

Brahman, is seen to be firm ; that is, it is thus that his mind turns

out to be unchangeable and unsbakeable. Therefore, it is perfectly

natural that the possession of the power of spiritual discrimination

makes the owner thereof undeluded and enduringly intelligent in

regard to the true meaning of life as well as in regard to the real

nature of its goal.

You are sure to remember how, on various occasions, we have

had to observe that it is very necessary for the man, who wishes to

live the life of righteousness and absolute unselfishness, to rise above

the influence of the pairs of opposites, such as pain and pleasure, and

desire and aversion. What we know as vairagya,ov dispassionate dis-

interestedness, is not possible of attainment in the case of any person,

who is prone to he easily influenced by these pairs of opposites, so

as to feel that one of the two opposites in each pair is agreeable and

hence desirable, and that the other is disagreeable and hence undesir-

able. Ordinarily, in the case of most people, pleasure is agreeable and

pain is disagreeable ; hence arises their desire to seek pleasure and to

avoid pain. Such is in fact the origin of rdga and dvesha, that is,

of desire and aversion. The power of desire and aversion to pollute

our nature with selfishness is so palpably evident, that it does not

require any explanation of any kind to make ib clear. Imagine this

trinity, made up of desire and aversion and their offspring selfishness,

operating upon human conduct, and see if their operation can at all

tend to give rise to the large and liberal sense of unity and equality in

the normal life, which we all, as human beings, have to live in society.

There can be no doubt about the tendency of desire and aversion

and* selfishness being invariably in the direction of encouraging
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differentiation and inequality : and these three qualities of the mind

are therefore quite incompatible with the realisation of the sense of

equality and its practical application to life. Thus arises the neces-

sity that the knower of the Brahmin, whose abidance is always in the

Brahman, should not feel elated with joy on the attainment of what

is pleasurable, and should not be agitated with grief on the attain-

ment of what is painful. Indeed, in the case of the true knower of

the Brahman, neither such elation of joy nor such agitation of grief

is considered to be at all possible ; the reality of his viveka assures

the certainty of his vairagya, This necessary and inevitable associa-

tion of vairagya with viveka tells us nob only that the dispassion of

vairagya is a natural consequence flowing from the discriminating

viveka, which distinguishes the soul from the non-soul, but also that

the practice of vairagya will of itself, under normal conditions, fill the

heart with a real andliving sense of universal equality, so as to cause

the actually unselfish and dispassionate person to become such a true

knower of the Brahman as always has his abidance assuredly in the

Brahman. That conduct of life, which comes naturally and as a

matter of course to the seer of steady wisdom, may not be capable of

being easily imitated by those, who are weaker and less gifted with

spiritual insight and mental firmness. Nevertheless, the endeavour to

imitate such conduct is worth making by all ; for undoubtedly in that

way lies success in securing salvation.

Please let me tell you here very briefly a story which I heard,

when I was a young lad, regarding a sagacious guru, who very cleverly

managed to correct the vicious ways of a young disciple of his. who

had till then been considered by almost every one to be incorrigibly

bad. This disciple was a young man given to wicked ways of life,

and all advice and admonition had proved utterly futile in putting

even the smallest amount of rectitude or righteousness into his life.

His parents, however, had noticed that he had an amount of very real

respect for the holiness and religious piety and imperturbable calm-

ness and wisdom and sincere good will of their family'guru. They

naturally wanted to bring the influence of the guru to bear upon the

conduct of their wicked and recalcitrant son. Soon enough, the guru

came to them on their earnest invitation ; and tbelcase of their son

was duly represented to him in full in private, with the request that he
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should do his best to correct the young man's conduct in life. The

guru agreed to do his best, but did not begin the business at once in

the usual manner of preaching hasty sermons on the indubitable

sin fulness of sin and on the inevitability of all its ultimately sorrow-

ful consequences. He stayed on in the house of the parents of the

young man for some time, and took advantage of every opportunity

to pour his genuine and warm love into the heart of his new disciple,

who was very soon to be formally initiated by him into the religion of

his parents. Thus the personal magnetism of the guru was induced to

grow steadily in strength in relation to the young man, whose conduct

in life stood in need of much correction and moral guidance. At last

the ceremony of initiation was performed duly, and it was arranged

that the guru was to start for his own village the next day. The

original feeling of respect, which the young man had for the guru on

account of his great reputation for holiness and spiritual wisdom,

became very considerably strengthened by the new bond of love,

which held in firm and agreeable union the hearts of both the holy

preceptor and the admiring disciple. Then came the occasion for leave-

taking before parting ; and the disciple was sincerely affected with

grief because the good guru was going away. When it came to be

the turn of the young man to bid adieu to the guru, he took him aside

for a few brief minutes and made him promise that, as surely as he

had love and respect for his guru, he would under no circumstances

tell anything like a lie. Thus was the axe laid at the root of all his

misconduct in life. The young man, out of his sincere love and true

respect for the guru, took very sedulous care to fulfill bis promise to

the guru, and was indeed in a very short time a prefectly reformed

man. Vicious life can at no time and in no place flourish comfortably

without the aiding and abetting alliance of sinful untruth in thought

as well as in deed. To all thoughtful and observant persons this ought

to be indeed as clear as day -light. Thus even this young man's moral

incorrigibility wore away owing to its having had to rub against the

unyielding adamantine rock of unswerving truthfulness. More than

one lesson may very well be learnt from this story. But what I

particularly want to draw your attention to now is, how it illustrates

the inviolable correlation of the various moral qualities, which go to

make up virtue and righteousness in the conduct of life. Well may
we fasten our life to any one cardinal moral quality among them, and
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thus secure the support of all of them to make our life completely

pure and worthy of its high spiritual destiny. And how can anybody

deny that vairagya is one such cardinal moral quality ?

21. He, whose nature is such as is unattached to

external contacts, and who, therefore, finds (his) pleasure

in (his own) self, (he) has (his) soul devoted to the

attainment of the Brahman and enjoys ever-lasting

happiness.

How that sort of disinterested dispassion, which is altogether

unmoved by pleasures and pains, may really enable one to attain the

supreme bliss of soul-salvation and God-attaimenb, is, I believe, very

clearly pointed out in this stanza. From it we may easily learn that

vairagya is indeed a noteworthy cardinal moral quality, which is quite

capable of making the aspirant attain by means of its power that

salvation, which he is certain to aim afc in the light of bis truly dis-

criminating spiritual wisdom. In fact, this quality of vairagya is, as

we shall soon see, mentioned in the very next chapter as an essential

requisite for the successful practice of yoga, whereby self-realisation

and God-realisation may both be actually achieved by all worthy

aspirants. According to Patanjali also, as we may well learn from his

Yoga-sutras, this quality of disinterested dispassion is a very necessary

pre-requisite for the attainment of true success in the practice of that

known process of meditation and mental concentration which goes by

the name of yoga. Before proceeding to pointouthowuazragf^ais really

conducive to the attainment of success in the continuous practice of

meditation and mental concentration aiming at self-realisation and

God -attainment, please let me draw your attention to what is meant in

this stanza by a person being attached to external contacts. By the

expression 'external contact
' we have to understand here the contact

of the perceiving mind with the external objects of perception. In

the psychology, accepted by most old Hindu philosophers, perception

isdeclared to betheresultof the contact of the perceived objectwith the

perceiving sense, and then of this sense with the manas or the faculty

of attention. Thus in every case of ordinary perception, the manas
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has to come into contact with external objects through the senses.

If there is any truth in the idea that all our other senses are simply

modified forms of the fundamental sense of touch, there is indeed

very great appropriateness in denoting the sensations due to all our

senses by the expression
'

external contacts '. To be unattached to

external contacts, therefore, means the same thing as to be unattach-

ed to the sensations of the senses ; that is, to make the will entirely

independent of the pleasures and pains which are invariably associat-

ed with those sensations. It must be within the experience of all of

you, that ordinarily the will is so determined by pleasure and pain as

to be very often nothing other than an inner mental impulse to seek

pleasure and to avoid pain. To have the mind actuated by the idea

of desirability in relation to pleasure, and by that of undesirability in

relation to pain, is to be attached to the sensations of the senses, or to

external contacts as they are called here. The state of the mind,

in which it is unattached to external contacts, appears to me to be

somewhat different from that other mental state, in which neither the

experience of pleasure gives rise to an exaltation of joy, nor the experi-

ence of pain to an agitation of grief. This latter state fully presup-

poses the contrary conditions of the former state. What I mean is,

that, if pleasure were not felt to be desirable, there would be no

possibility of any exaltation of joy on our experiencing it. Similarly,

if pain were not felt to be undesirable, there would be no possibility

of any agitation of grief on our experiencing it. Nevertheless, the

feeling of non-attachment to external contacts has to be slowly

acquired in actual life, by means of the steady endeavour not to allow

one's self to become elated with joy on the attainment of pleasure, or

to become distressed with grief on the attainment of pain. Anyhow,
it must be evident that, with the acquisition of the feeling of non-

attachment to external contacts, one's vairdgya becomes fuller and

more completely effective than ever before ; and when such a feeling

is, through the force of consciously and carefully guided habit, made

to become the characteristic feature of a man's nature itself, then

no external object will be capable of giving him any delight, and the

outer world will have no attractions at all for him.

Therefore the man of fully perfected vairdgya, the operation of

whose will is not at all determined by the influence of pleasures and
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pains associated with sensations, such a man may easily cause the

introversion 'of his perceptual faculties, with a view to secure thereby

the great spiritual blessing of self-realisation and God-realisation.

In his case the established ineffectiveness of the influence, proceed-

ing from the 'external world, in commanding his attention makes his

mind absolutely free froni all undesirable distraction ; and it therefore

becomes quite easily possible for him to turn his faculties of percep-

tion and attention inwards. When he does this, he really under-

takes the practice of that yoga of meditation and mental concent-

ration, which is assuredly calculated to give rise in the end to

self-realisation and through it to God-realisation. Even when the

mind of the aspirant is made to be absolutely unattached to external

contacts, as they have been called here, even then it is necessary to

make a steady endeavour to turn its faculties inwards, if he wishes

to practise the yoga of meditation and mental concentration. Indeed,

without the steady exercise of strong will-power, the introverted

concentration of the mind cannot be carried out for long ; and without

effectually carrying out such a concentration for long, self-realisation

is generally impossible of attainment. If, however, success is attained

in the endeavour to turn the mind inwards, it need not at all mean

that life is thereby made into something which is altogether devoid of

pleasure^ We may gather from this sloka that all our pleasures of

life are not altogether derived from external contacts, and that the

introverted vision of the mind is also capable of giving rise to a pecu-

liar kind of highly enjoyable pleasure. This is in fact the pleasure

which one may find in one's own soul. It is very often said that the

spiritual delight of soul-realisation is quite unique and incomparably

superior to even the most exquisite pleasures that are derivable from

external contacts. And obviously it is this experience of the delight

of soul-realisation, which has made all our great Indian seers and

sages predicate in their philosophies blissfulness as an essential

characteristic of the soul, a characteristic which is wholly intrinsic

to the soul and is hence entirely independent of extraneous causes

and conditions. Such a realisable intrinsic blissfulness of the soul

naturally contradicts the view that there can be no pleasure or happi-

ness in the mind which has nob been introduced into it through the

senses ; and it is worthy of note that even modern European philo-

sophy has begun to discard this view as defective and insupportable.
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That fortunate aspirant, who, having acquired the power of being

unattached to external contacts, alights upon the blissful experience

of that rare and supremely delightful spiritual pleasure, which is

derivable altogether from self-realisation, is indeed on the way to

become still more fortunate and to acquire the peaceful beatific

joy of infinite and everlasting happiness. He is undoubtedly pro-

gressing along the road which assuredly leads to the goal ; and his

experience of the supreme delight of soul-realisation is clearly indi-

cative of his having reached, in his holy journey, a stage of advance,

which is very near to the final destination of God-attainment. We
may therefore say rightly that such a person has his whole soul

devoted to the attainment of the Brahman. And when success crowns

his efforts and he attains the Brahman, then the perception of the^

intrinsic blissfulness of his soul becomes infinitely exalted and

altogether unchangeable. The pleasures of the senses are always

apt to change and to pall ; and even the great delight of soul-realisation

may sometimes prove unenduring owing to the possible retrogression

of the self-knowing aspirant in the hard and trying journey to the

higher goal of God- attainment. But when this goal itself is reached,

there is no returning therefrom ; and the infinite spiritual delight

then arising out of soul-realisation and God -realisation together has

therefore to endure unchanged to the and of time. In other words,

the happiness, which results from the attainment of the Brahman,

has to be necessarily everlasting. By setting aside and discarding

the changeable and unenduring pleasures of the senses thus, the

successfully striving aspirant after sajvation wins the everlasting

happiness of soul-emancipation and God-attainment..

^ f| ^RT^RfT WTT

22. Those enjoyments, which indeed result from

(external) contacts, (they) are undoubtedly sources of

misery, and have a beginning and an end : (therefore),

the wise man, Arjuna, takes no delight in them.

The superiority of the enduring and unchanging pleasure, derived

from self-realisation and God-attainment, to the pleasure that is born

of the senses is clearly pointed out in this stanza. Since the pleasures

66
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of the senses are due to the contact of external objects with the

senses, it follows as a matter of course that no such pleasure can be

had in the absence of the contact which gives rise to it. When the

causal contact comes into existence, then the corresponding pleasure

also comes into existence as its effect. Similarly, when the causal

contact ceases, the corresponding pleasure also has to cease. The

fleeting character of our sensations is very well known to all of us ;

and this is due to the fact that the objects, which come into contact

with our senses, change rapidly from moment to moment. Accord-

ingly, old contacts are broken quite as quickly as new ones are made

in the rapid career of our evanescent sensations ; and the enjoyments,

which result from external contacts, happen thus to have a begin-

ning as well as an end. This means that they are neither unchanging

nor enduring, and are therefore inferior to the enjoyment of that

spiritual bliss which results from the attainment of God. There is

also another reason, as we are told here, why they are inferior to this

enjoyment ;
and that is, that they are invariably seen to be sources

of misery and unhappiness. Various indeed are the conditions that

have to be taken into account in ascertaining whether, in any given

case, the pleasures of the senses are actually enjoyed by a person,

such as the .afcnessof the object as a source of enjoyment, the physical

health and capacity of the enjoyer to enjoy it, his mental attitude

towards the enjoyment, and so forth. Even when all these conditions

are favourable for a vigorous enjoyment of the pleasures of sense-

contact, what happens is that, through their very continuance, they

soon cease to jjlease and give rise thereafter to all those sufferings

which are the inevitable consquences of over-indulgence. Moreover,

when the power to enjoy sense-pleasures wanes with the coming on

and the gradual ripening of old age, then the poor personage, to whom
their enjoyment formed, as it were, the highest good of life, gets into a

very pitiable condition. His mental craving for them is certainly apt

to continue unabated, even when his capacity to enjoy them is almost

completely crippled. The torture of this unsatisfied and unsastisfiable

hunger for the pleasures of sense-contact must surely be miserable

beyond description. Nevertheless, there are those, who urge that life

is short, and that, during its brief course, wise people must make the

best of it by concentrating in it as much enjoyment of sense-pleasures

as possible. Those, that live their life according to this ideal, rarely
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manage to live long. And if those few rare persons among them, who

have somehow succeeded in living long enough to attain old age, are

induced to give us the result of what may be called their autobio-

graphical self-analysis, so that we may ascertain from them their own

estimate of the value of the life lived by them, then their description

of their own biographical retrospect is certain to be so very full of sad

heart-ache and sorrowful repentance as to make us gather easily there-

from that they consider their life to have been almost entirely wasted

in the pursuit of painfully disappointing phantoms. It will thus be

abundantly clear that the enjoyments, which result from external

contact, are undoubtedly sources of misery.

From this we should not draw the inference that the enjoyment
of pleasures is always bound to be a snare and a delusion, and that

therefore it is necessary for us to keep back from it altogether, even at

the risk of catching thereby the serious moral ailments arising out

of cold apathy and callousness. Forced insensitiveness to pleasures

and pains often tends to benumb the soul of human sympathy and

charity, and cannot therefore be conceived to be capable of serving in

any manner as an aid to the moral life of equality and loving service.

It is surely not this kind of heart-hardening asceticism that is preached

here. Sri-Krishna has distinctly taught us that forced repression of

normally natural propensities can do us no good ; and we shall see,

when we take up the seventh chapter of the Gitd (VII. 11.) for study,

that therein He has actually identified Himself with such desire for

pleasure as is unopposed to virtue and accords with the rule of righte-

ousness. Consequently, the statement, that the wise man takes no

delight in the pleasures of the senses, means, that he does not at any

time look upon the enjoyment of those pleasures as constituting the

supreme purpose of his life. It cannot and does not mean that he is

bound to deaden his heart and repress by force all his natural feelings

so as to become in consequence thereof an insensible and immobile

misanthrope. Moreover, we have clearly to bear in mind that, in this

context, we are as a matter of fact dealing with the relation of pleasure

and pain to the successful practice of the yoga of meditation and

mental concentration with a view to attain self-realisation and God-

realisation. In the case of the aspirant, who undertakes the practice

of such meditation and mental concentration, the tendency to take
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any delight in any of the pleasures of the senses is certain to act as a

troublesome source of distraction highly hurtful to the course of his

steady meditation and well- sustained concentration of attention. In

his case therefore it is a matter cf very great necessity that he should

not in tbe least be influenced by the common human tendency to take

delight in the pleasures of the senses. It has, however, to be clearly

borne in mind at the same time that success in the attainment of

self-realisation and God-realisation, achieved through the practice of

meditation and mental concentration, is certain to provide him with

a joyous and invigorating internal delight urging him on to live the

life of service and sacrifice and love. To discard the common

pleasures of the senses, with the spiritual object of attaining self-

realisation and God-realisation, cannot, therefore, produce in the end

anything like the drying up of the fountain of love in the heart of

the earnest aspirant, inasmuch as the natural effect of his achieving

self-realisation and God-realisation is to open out a deeper and fuller

fountain of sympathy and charity and love in his newly emancipated

and illumined soul. There is in fact no danger at all of our ever

seriously mistaking the callous and insensitive misanthrope to be

a loving seer of superior spiritual culture and insight. It is evident

that the light of self-realisation and God-realisation is not in any

way sense-born ; it is on the other hand seen to be purely soul-born

and spiritual. Being such, it is certain to be experienced as an infinite

and unending joy. To the sear, who has really acquired tho power

of experiencing this infinite and supreme joy of the spirit, the fleeting,

finite and palling pleasures of the senses can surely bring no joyous

satisfaction. That is why the wise man takes no delight in them.

23i (He), who, before giving up (his) body, is, here

(in this very life) itself, able to withstand the forceful

impulse that is born of desire and anger, he is (the man)
of yoga, he is the happy man.

The wise man, who takes no delight at all in the pleasures of

tbe senses, is, of course, not apt to be tempted by them ; nor is he
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prone to suffer from any disappointment on account of not securing

them. In other words, he is not actuated by any desire for any

of the pleasures of the senses, and is not for that very reason likely

to be made to grow angry through disappointed desire. In the

ordinary life of mankind, the pleasures generally associated with

sense-enjoyment make most people anxious to have more and more

of those pleasures ; and when the desire so roused in them is made

to remain unfulfilled, they become angry with those whom they

understand to be really responsible for its non-fulfilment. I am sure

you all know very well with what great force desire impels most

ordinary people to acquisitive action, and how terrific the explosive

and aggressive manifestation of anger frequently is. That the impulse,

which is born of such desire and such anger, is forceful, who indeed

can seriously doubb ? Do we not all of us know more or less from sad

experience that it is indeed next to impossible to effectively withstand

that highly forceful impulse ? When, however, the final dissolution of

the body takes place in due time, with the consequent disappearance

of the senses, sense-pleasures also have inevitably to vanish. Then

there can of course be no desire for them, no disappointment or anger

in consequence of them. But in the embodied condition of the soul,

sense- pleasures are not non-existent, and their power to despritualise

life and make it sinfully selfish is in no way small or unaccountable.

It is therefore a very great virtue to be blessed with the power to

withstand the forceful impulse of desire and anger even when one

is in the embodied condition. And whoever possesses this power may
rightly be looked upon as a man of yoga. Let me explain how. You

are all aware that the most common meaning of yoga is the practice

of meditation and mental concentration with a view to enter into

the state of samddhi and attain therein the valuable blessings of self-

realisation and God-realisation. To the ycgin or the man of yoga,

the reality of the soul and its distinctness from the body become

thus matters of actual personal experience. He perceives directly

in samddhi that the body is only an incidental appurtenance of the

soul, and thereby becomes well convinced that it is material, mutable

and mortal, while the soul which constitutes his basic reality is imma-

terial, immutable and immortal. When, after having acquired such a

notable personal experience, he gets out of the state of samddhi, what

kind of life is he apt to live in the midst of all our ordinary worldly
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surroundings ? So long as the outer worldliness of his surroundings

cannot blot out from his mind the inner impression of his noteworthy

experiences in the state of samadhi, it is impossible for him to get rid

of the great conviction that his own essential reality is founded entirely

upon the reality of his soul. Therefore, in the matter of regulating his

conduct in society, we may well imagine him to say to himself
"
My

reality is in my soul. Accordingly, whatever is not good for my soul,

that must I not do. The good of the soul consists in liberating it

from the bondage of karma and the limitations of matter. Desire

and anger are born out of the attachment to the pleasures of the

senses, and are calculated to thwart the liberation of the soul. Hence

I am bound to resist their impulse, however forceful it may be. Indeed,

the strength of my soul is not certainly inadequate for the effort". So

saying, he exerts aright the proved strength of his soul; and the result

is that the stormy stress of desire and anger does not at all arise in

his hallowed heart.

We may thus safely come to the conclusion that the heart,

which is free from the stormy impulses of desire and anger and is in

the enjoyment of the delightful repose und the serene calm of internal

peace, is in itself quite worthy to be a true index of the really success-

ful man of yoga. In saying this, I do not intend to convey to your

minds the impression that, among those, who do nofc practise yoga,

and do not through it attain the state of samadhi, there can in

fact be none, who is at all able to withstand the forceful impulses

of desire and anger. I am well aware that it is sometimes fully possi-

ble to enforce, empirically from outside, the reign of calm peacefulness

in the human heart, and that even such empirically enforced heart-

calm may become, through continued maintenance, the strong basis of

supreme spiritual blissfulness and also of that triumphant self-sacri-

fice, which is implied in universal love. I remember my having on a

former occasion drawn your attention to the meaning of the life-story

of Yayati. That story shows the tendency of worldly desires to grow

by indulgence, so as to become ultimately unsatisfiable altogether.

The more a man nurses worldly desires in his heart, the greater is

his liability to suffer from the painful sense of unsatisfied want.

This sort of suffering is generally very keen, and gives rise to much

unhappiness even in persons who are not of an extraordinarily
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sensitive nature. In hot-blooded people, with a vigorous and actively

agressive temperament, such a sense of unsatisfied want gives rise to

anger. The greater the keenness of the suffering due to this sense of

unsatisfied want, the more turbulent and aggressive does the anger

become. And who does not know it as a fact of common human

experience that anger does not and cannot help the wheel of life to

move forward even by one inch ? It is love that greases the wheel

of life and propels it smoothly and noiselessly onward in the direction

of that divine attainment which forms the true goal of all life. Anger

is generally twice accursed ; it always hurts him who is angry, and

frequently enough hurts him also who is made to be its butt. Indeed

the harm it does to the angry man himself is very serious and uni-

formly unfailing. Giving vent to anger poisons the very atmosphere

of the mind, so as to make it impossible for any serene sense of

undisturbed happiness to sprout up and grow therein. The man of

yoga succeeds, as we have seen, in creating and sustaining within

himself the power to withstand the very origination of the forceful

impulses of desire and anger ;
and even he, who, not being a man of

yoga, endeavours to cultivate within himself by enforced imitation the

serenely imperturbable heart-calm of such a man, may succeed in

making his mental atmosphere wholesome enough for the free growth

of true and lasting happiness. Consequently, we have to gather

from this stanza, that the best thing in the life of jnana-yoga is to

attain that self-realisabion, which naturally tends to annihilate,

spontaneously from within, the forceful impulses that are due to

desire and anger, and that the next best thing is to strive, with

the aid of the unyielding power of a strong and well-disciplined will,

to live our lives as if we had fully attained such self-realisation, and

thus withstand with calm courage and unbaffled effort the forceful

impulses of desire and anger ; for only in that manner can true

and lasting happiness be won.

24. (He), whose pleasures and sources of delight

are within (himself), and whose illumination similarly
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is all from within (himself), he is the yogin, who, becom-

ing the Brahman, attains the bliss of the Brahman.

You may remember that, in a former stanza (V. 21.), we found it

declared that the person who, being unattached to 'external contacts',

obtains all his pleasures from within himself, is in fact devoded to the

attainment of the Brahman and thus obtains everlasting bliss. The

stanza just translated develops further the ideas contained therein.

When may we say that a man really derives all his happiness from

within himself? When a man's pleasures and sources of delight are

all within himself, then such a man surely obtains all his happiness

from within himself. So long as the idea that happiness is made up

of the elements of pleasure and delight happens to ba incontestable,

there can be no doubt that, wherever a person finds his pleasures and

his sources of delight, therefrom he obtains his happiness To be

able to find one's own pleasures and sources of delight in one's self,

it is not enough for one merely to know that sense-pleasures due to

'external contacts' are fleeting and changeable ; one has to realise in

addition that there are purely internal pleasures and delights plea-

sures and delights which are in no way dependent upon the process of

perceiving external objects with the aid of the manas and its associat-

ed senses. The possibility of our so realising internal pleasures and

delights is taken for granted here. It is evidently intended to be

understood further that, even as it is possible for a man to find his

pleasures and sources of delight within himself, it must also be

possible for him to obtain all his illumination from within himself.

This idea openly contradicts the position that, apart from the sense-

perception of external objects, the mind is bound to ba contentless

and wholly unaware even of itself. You know that the principle of

consciousness, which forms, as it were, the very material of the mind,

is held in Hindu philosophy to be self-luminous. That is, it not only

lights up to the mind che objects of the external world, but also

makes itself visible to itself. Accordingly, even in the absence of

the external world, the mind may very well be aware of itself, having

itself for its own object. When the mind happans to be the knowing

subject as well as the known object, then it is that one's illumination

is altogether derived from within one's self. The chief aim of the true

yogin's practice of meditation and mental concentration is to enable
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him to become aware of this condition of the mind as a fact of his

own personal experience. There is no doubt that such an experience

is both extraordinary and uncommon ; but even the mere possibility

of it cannot but be of very great importance to all thoughtful students

of psychology. Associated with the internal apprehension of the

self by the self-illumined mind, there always comes to the yogin the

delightful experience of an indescribable spiritual bliss, which is

altogether instrinsic and has hence no connection whatever with the

sense-perception of external objects. Therefore, he, whose pleasures

are within himself and whose sources of delight are also entirely

within himself, he is the self-illumined yogin, whose luminous self

has succeeded in having itself for its illuminated object.

Such a self-delighted and self-illumined yogin has been declared

to be capable of attaining indestructible and everlasting bliss ; and

this bliss is mentioned here to be the bliss of the Brahman. It is also

worthy of note that we are told here that one has to become the

Brahman before one really attains the bliss of the Brahman. In other

words, none other than those, who have become the Brahman, are

capable of attaining the bliss of the Brahman. And we are clearly

given to understand here that the successful yogin, who has come to

be entirely self-delighted and self- illumined, becomes the Brahman as

a matter of course. The idea of becoming the Brahman is evidently

expressed here by the word Brahma-bhutah ; and its meaning in the

context is worthy of our careful attention. Sankaracharya interprets

it as f[s[ sft^fa 3Wff : ^C. that is, as
'

having become the Brahman

even while alive here '. Another commentator understands that the

word indicates the unlimited condition of the mind of the yogin,

who has attained self-realisation and God-realisation. It is clear, in

any case, that the word does not in this context refer to the soul in its

condition of final freedom and supreme blissfulness called moksha.

Here, to become the Brahman is to become free, as far as possible,

from those limitations, which are imposed upon the soul in conse-

quence of its being imprisoned in a material body. That the self-

realisation and God-realisation, which 30 give rise to self-delightedness

and self-illumination, are well able to bestow on one this kind of

freedom from limitations to a very large extent, must certainly be

easily intelligible to you all. The Advaitins speak of the person, who

67
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has acquired such freedom from limitations, as & jlvanmukta ; and all

Veddntins believe that the successful yogin, who has attained self-

realisation in samddhi, happens to be, as a matter of necessity, bless-

ed with such freedom. And now what is the bliss of the Brahman,

which such a person is so enabled to enjoy? I conceive that the

most rational interpretation of this bliss of the Brahman is to make

it denote that bliss which one will naturally enjoy through the reali-

sation of the Brahman. That there is such a thing as the joy of self-

realisation, we have been already taught : and we know that the

Veddnta believes dnanda or bliss to be an essential characteristic of

the soul. Similarly, an dnanda, which is in fact intrinsic and absolute

joy, is taught therein to be among the essential characteristics of the

Brahman also. Accordingly, there must be joy in God-realisation as

well. Evidently the joy, which arises from self-realisation, is the

outcome of the bliss, which is thus considered to be an essential

characteristic of the soul itself, even as the joy which arises from God-

realisation is the outcome of the bliss, which forms an essential

characteristic of the Brahman. Hence the attainment of the bliss of

the Brahman may well be the attainment of that joy which naturally

flows out of the realisation of the Brahman. He, who has all his

illumination from within himself, and whose pleasures and sources of

delight are all within himself, has of course discarded the external

world as a source of light and joy. But this does not mean at all

that he is on that account compelled to be lightless and joyless. On

the other hand, his light is the limitless and all-comprehensive light

of the unenslaved soul, and his joy is the all-perfect and holy joy due

to the divine vision of wisdom and truth and love. The power and

the beauty of the spirit make themselves most markedly manifest,

when the force of the flesh is annihilated ; and it is no wonder that,

out of the sacrifice of the pleasures of the senses, there comes into

being that infinite and everlasting joy, which is unmixedly spiritual

and absolutely divine.

25. Those spiritual seers, whose impurities have

(all) been destroyed, who have cut off (all) doubt and
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are characterised by self-control, and who are lovingly

devoted to (the accomplishment of) the good of all

beings, (they) attain the bliss of the Br'aJiman.

Please note that the word rishayah occurring in this stanza is

translated as
'

spiritual seers'. A rishi is a seer of perfected spiritual

vision. The perfection of his spiritual vision and his insight into the

truth of things need not be necessarily the result of his success in

the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration.

Such a vision may in his case be also a natural gift and a divine bless-

ing. In fact it is the gifted seer of this kind of divine inspiration, who
is generally called a rishi. The divine gift of spiritual vision is, as you

may see, apt to be bestowed only on those who are fit to receive it,

that is, on those whose inner light is not at all obscured by the thick

dark veil of karma. In other words, those, whose impressed impur-

ities due to karma are not entirely destroyed, can never become rishis;

the divine gift of true spiritual vision cannot be their natural portion.

To such as are still subject to the pollution of karma, the soul will not

reveal itself, nor surely will God reveal Himself. Accordingly, the

seers, to whom the soul and God come to be spontaneously revealed,

cannot but be absolutely free from the polluting taint of karma. It

is evidently worthy of note here that those, who succeed in the

practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration, so as to

attain self-realisation and God-realisation, may also be very well

looked upon as spiritual seers. But all those, who are blessed with

the gift of seership need not have acquired their spiritual vision

through such ycfja. A successful yogin may well become a rishi ;

and a rishi may have become a rishi even otherwise than through the

attainment of success in the practice of the yoga, of meditation and

mental concentration. Anyhow, the seership of the rishi is, as you

may all make out at once, quite incompatible with the existence of

any doubt in his mind or heart ;
and therefore those that have become

spiritual seers have had, in the very process of becoming such seers,

to cut off all their doubts. This means that the reality of the soul

and the reality of God are both matters of truth and personal experi-

ence to them. Therefore, there is no possibility of their entertaining

even for a moment what may well be called dchdtma-buddhi ; they
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cannot mistake the body for the soul, nor can they ever understand

the tendencies and promptings of the flesh to proceed from the spirit.

The consequence of this is that they are very naturally impelled to

acquire the power of self-control. To thorn the spirit is certain to

appear to be very much more in importance than the flesh. In the

light of the enduring reality of the soul and the consequent urgency

of achieving its salvation, the demands of the body, even if support-

ed by all its possible pleasures, must surely sink into insignificance.

Thus sense-pleasures and the satisfaction of physical appetites cease

to be indulged in for their own sake ; and stern unfailing self-control

becomes a normal factor in the life of all spiritual seers. And there

is another equally natural result of their seership, to which also our

attention is directed in this stanza. That other result is the sense

of samatva or equality in relation to all embodied beings, a sense,

arising out of the realisation of the essential similarity of all their

enshrined souls. This sense of equality imposes on the seers the obli-

gation to be devoted to the accomplishment of the good of all beings.

With the vanishing of the sense of difference between one being and

another, the very foundation of ahankara and mamakara that is, of

the feelings of i-ness and mine-ness is certain to become completely

undermined. More than even this, the sense of samalva, when it

happens to be real and living, irresistibly impels those, who have it, to

engage themselves freely in the service of man and also in the service

of all other beings in the universe. Such spiritual seers, as have all

the natural and necessary qualifications mentioned in this stanza, find

their delight in doing good to others. Their pleasure consists in

seeing others pleased, and their happiness in making others happy.

Hence, in spite of their being self-illumined, they are not exclusively

self-delighted. Anyhow, they are said to be able to attain the bliss of

the Brahman. If so, what does it mean V To my mind it means that

devotion to the service of man is the most natural and the most

appropriate culmination, to which both self-realisation and God-

realisation inevitably lead all those, who have become blessed with

them either spontaneously as a divine gift or through the effort of

yogic meditation. Let us therefore always bear in our minds that

that is a safe and sure road which leads from service to salvation,

but that it is a road along which one's progress becomes seriously

barred, if one gives vent to selfishness, envy, hatred or any other
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similarly harmful feeling. The seer is a seer not only because be

sees, but also because he serves.

^ n

26. To those striving aspirants, who are free from

desire and anger, whose mind is (well) controlled, and

who have attained self-conquest, (to them) the bliss of

the Brahman is close at hand on all sides.

You know that we have been already told in the course of to-

day's lesson that he is indeed the happy man of yoga, who is able to

withstand here in this very life the forceful impulses of desire and

anger. In the stanza, which I have just read and translated, we are told

that to such a man the securing of the salvation of soul-emancipation

and God-attainment is quite easy. This evidently means that such

a happy man of yoga is so happy, because he is, through his conquest

of desire and anger, very well fitted to attain the bliss of the Brahman

We have seen how the conquest of desire and anger happens to bo

an unfailing index of the reality of the self-knowledge possessed by

the successful yogin as well as by the inspired seer. And if, to these

persons, the infinite bliss of soul-salvation and God-attainment comes

as a matter of course, it need not follow therefrom that those persons,

who are neither successful ydgins nor inspired seers, can have no hope

of securing such salvation. It is no doubt true that getting into the

state of samcidhi, either through the successful practice of yoga or

through the divine gift of inward vision and inspiration, is the only

means, by which one may obtain, in the form of direct personal

experience, a positively satisfactory proof of the supreme reality of

the soul. There is, as you know, no other way of proving this so

conclusively to one's complete satisfaction. Of course it is not meant

to convey by this that there is no other proof of the soul at all. You

may remember how, from the last two stanzas of the third chapter

of the Gltd, we were able to make out the outline of an analytical

psychological process of proving the soul, which process led us to gather

quite logically that the basis of the individual's sense of unity in rela-

tion to all his own experiences in life and thought can be nothing othe
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than the spiritual entity commonly denoted by the word soul. Indeed,

if we do not believe in the existence of the soul as a reality, none of

us can unify our experience, or individualise our existence. But no

proof, howsoever highly rational and logically accurate it may be, can

be equal to the proof of direct perception in point of what may be

called its convincing force. To say this is, of course, certainly not

the same thing as saying that, unless one arrives at self-realisa-

tion through direct perception in the state of samddhi or through

the seer's ecstatic vision in his exalted mood of inspiration, one

cannot attain the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attain-

ment. Such evidently is not the opinion of Sri-Krishna. Every one

cannot make of himself a successful yogin, nor is every one born with

the divine gift of spiritual seership. Nevertheless, it is within the

province of all people to strive to attain the salvation of moksha by

living the life of duty without attachment to the fruits of work. What
is therefore naturally expected of all those persons, who are neither

successful yogins nor spiritually inspired seers, is that they order their

lives in accordance with the truth which is realised by those who

are yogins or seers. In fact this stanza tells us this very thing ;

and we are to understand therefrom that he, who can, in this very

life of his, withstand the forceful impulses of desire and anger, is not

only the happy man of yoga, but is also one to whom the attain-

ment of the bliss of the Brahman is easily within reach. His very

title to be looked upon as the happy man of yoga is dependent

upon this easy availability of the bliss of the Brahman to him.

Please let me draw your attention to the fact that I have

translated the Sanskrit word yati, occurring in this stanza, as a
'

striving aspirant '. I am aware that yati is ordinarily understood

to be synonymous with sannydsin, and therefore denotes the person

who has entered into the fourth order of Hindu religious life and has

become a mendicant monk marked by renunciation, unworldliness

and God-ward endeavour. This moaning of yati cannot be adopted

here ; for, if we did so, we would be making the context imply that

the salvation of moksha is available only to successful yogins, to seers

and to sannydsin monks. Placing such a notable limitation upon the

availability of moksha is wholly against the spirit of the Bhagavad-

, and is emphatically contradicted by the views given expression
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to by Vyasa thereon throughout the Mahdbhdrata, from a careful

study of which we cannot fail to learn that, according to him, every

person is entitled to the attainment of salvation, provided he or she

lives duly and well the life of appropriate duty with no attachment

whatsoever to the fruits of work. The idea that a person should

become a sannydsin or bhikshu, before he is actually fitted for the

attainment of salvation, is very probably of Buddhistic origin ; and

though accepted by some schools of later Hindu theological thought,

it cannot be attributed to Sri-Krishna without doing violence to

the all-comprehensive catholicity of the plan of salvation propounded

by Him for the benefit of all mankind. Moreover, in that stanza,

which we went through a little while ago, and wherein it is declared

that that person, who withstands successfully the forceful impulses

of desire and anger, is truly the happy man and the man of ycc/a, we
are not told that, for deserving this privilege, he should be beforehand

a mendicant monk who has renounced the world. Whether a man
is a sannydsin or not, if he is able to withstand successfully the

impulses of desire and anger, he becomes entitled to be looked upon

as a real man of yoga and is certain to become a truly happy man.

Naturally, therefore, all those, who are free from the banefully selfish

feelings of anger and desire, must, irrespective of their being sannyd-

sins or no sannydsins, have it freely in their power to attain the bliss

of the Brahman. Otherwise, they cannot all be the happy men of

yoga they are entitled to be. Further, an authoritative commentator

on the Gltd interprets qcffaT^ here as 2frR3ffcSRTH >
an^ ^n ' s inter-

pretation supports well, as you may indeed easily see, our translation

of yati as a
'

striving aspirant '. The aspirant, who strives well and

succeeds in acquiring mental control and in obtaining self-conquest,

cannot of course be touched even to the slightest extent by the

baneful influence of selfishness, which is invariably engendered as well

as encouraged and fostered by the feelings of desire and anger. The

possession of such self-mastery, as is implied by the complete control

of the mind and the consequent sense- conquest, is utterly incompatible

with the tendency to be carried away by the impulses of desire and

anger : and this kind of self-mastery rarely comes to any one without

strenuous and continued endeavour to acquire it It is therefore

really required in the context that the word yati should denote the

person, who steadily puts forth the needed effort to acquire that
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self-mastery, which enables him to withstand effectively the forceful

impulses of desire and anger. Surely, I need not tell you that the

self-conquest, which contributes to such self-mastery, means nothing

less than coming into full possession of the truly indomitable

spiritual power of the soul. As against this power, well secured and

effectively exercised, no temptation of any kind can assert itself.

And is it any wonder that to him, who has risen above all temptations

thus, the salvation of moksha and the associated bliss of the Brahman

are close at hand on all sides ? Wheresoever he lives, whatsoever

may be the condition or form of life he adopts, and indeed whosoever

he may happen to be by race or birth or creed or colour, to him, on

account of his fully well established power to rise'completely above all

temptations, the bliss of the Brahman is bound to be easily available,

irrespective altogether of the way in which he may have acquired this

valuable'power of making all temptations quite futile. The power

may have come to him through the practice of yoga, or through the

inspired vision and moral strength of the gifted seer, or through the

steady endeavour to attain self-mastery in the normal course of

common human conduct in common human society. In any case

the bliss of the Brahman belongs to him by right.

27 28. Keeping out
'

external contacts ', directing

(the vision of) the eyes to the middle (point) between

the eye-brows, and making the in-going and the out-

going breaths move through the inside of the nose and

be equal (in duration), whoever happens to be a silent

meditator, that has (his) senses and faculty of attention

and faculty of intellection under control, and is devoted

to soul-liberation as the highest object of attainment,

and has got rid of desire and fear and anger, he is

indeed a liberated person at all times.
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In the lecture dealing with the concluding part of the second

chapter of the Glta, wherein I gave a summary of the main teachings

contained in that chapter, dhydtii-yoga or the yoga of meditation and

mental concentration was pointed out;, if my memory is right, to be

an essential feature in the ground-plaa of the philosophy of conduct

taught by Sri-Krishna. I believe I said then that dhydna is not

only helpful to the living of th6 righteous life of self-control and

unselfish love and service, but is also capable of giving rise to the

illumination of jndna, leading to the realisation of soul and God and

truth. The two stanzas, which I have jus!; read and translated, treat

of that dhydna-yoga, as a means for the attainment of self-realisa-

tion and God-realisation. Indeed dhyana-yoga in the Bhagavad-gitd

means the same thing as the ashtdngayoga, or yoga of eight constituent

limbs, which is systematised by Patanjali in his Ydga-sutras. This

same yoga is also spoken of sometimes as Raja-yoga, for the reason

that it is conceived to be the best of the yogas. It may also be that it is

called the 'king of yogas', because it develops certain wonderful occult

powers and happens to be at the same time the most direct means for

the assured attainment of self-realisation and God-realisation. Its

being called dhyana-yoga in the Bhagavad-glta seems to be obviously

due to the fact that dhydna or meditation is in fact the most important

among its eight constituent limbs, which, as you know, are yama

(internal self-control), niyama (external regulation of conduct), dsana

(bodily posture in sitting), prdndydma (control of breathing), praty?

dhdra (withdrawn! of the senses from external objects), dhdrana (fix-

ing the attention), dhydna (meditation), and samddhi (concentrated

realisation). In these two stanzas we are told that, if a man keeps

the perception of external objects outside the sphere of his conscious-

ness, if he directs the vision of his eyes to the midpoint between the

eye-brows, if he makes his breathings-in and breathings -out steady

and equal in duration and takes care to see that they pass through

the nostrils but not through the mouth, if he manages to have his

senses and his faculties of attention and intellection completely under

his control, if he is further a silent meditator devoted to the attain-

ment of soul-liberation as the highest object of human pursuit, and is

characterised by such dispassion and non-attachment (vairdgya)

as make it impossible for him to be influenced by desire or fear

or anger, then we may well take it that he has the salvation of

68
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soul-emancipation and God-attainment always at his disposal. The

idea intended to be conveyed here is evidently that, in the case of

such a man, the endeavour to attain salvation will nevar prove vain

or markedly barren of results. To start on such a road of endeavour

is in fact to make sure that the goal is reached, so that, at whatever

stage of the journey the aspirant may be found, we cannot be wrong
in holding that he is almost as good having reached the goal. I

daresay it is clear to you all that the ahgas or the constituent limbs

of the ashtanga-yoga are all more or less distinctly referred to in

these stanzas. We are moreover told here that, in order that the

practice of dhyana-yoga may assuredly lead to the attainment of the

final beatific freedom resulting from self-realisation and God-realisa-

tion, it is necessary that the aspirant engaged in the practice of this

yoga should be so characterised by dispassion and non-attachment

as to be entirely free from desire and fear and anger, and should also

be devoted altogether to securing the salvation of soul-emancipation

and God-attainment as constituting the highest object of human

pursuit. According to Patanjali, vairagya is an inevitable pre-

requisite for the attainment of success in the practice of yoga ; and the

dispassion and non-attachment implied in vairagya make it impossi-

ble for him, who is well in possession of it, to be actuated by desire

or fear or anger. This is indeed so true that a person's freedom from

desire and fear and anger forms a sure index of his being really

endowed with vairagya. And it is also known that, among those,

who undertake the practice of yoga, there are some whose aim is not

the attainment of salvation through self-realisation and God-reali-

sation, but may be some such thing as the acquisition of those occult

powers which go by the name of siddhis. You are aware, I believe,

that eight siddhis are declared to be capable of being acquired through

the practice of yoga ; and devotion to theseSshunts off the aspirant

to a branching side-line, as it were, on the road of yoga, and makes it

impossible for him to go to the true goal of the journey. The possi-

bility of acquiring these occult powers is indeed a temptation which

besets the aspirant on the way ; and unless he overcomes it and

discards the siddhis, he cannot, as the result of his yogic endeavours,

win the supreme salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attainment.

That is why he is called upon here to be solely devoted to the attain-

ment of this salvation ; and I am sure that none of you have failed
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to make out the great value of this fore-warning which is given to

the aspirant here.

Certain modern physiologists and psychologists are known to

have declared that this dhyana-yoya is merely a process of self-

hypnotisation. The directing of the vision of the eyes to the mid-

point between the eye-brows is generally recognisednow to be a means

of inducing hypnotism by causing the required nerve-strain to the

eyes. Granting that the dhyana-yoga, which really culminates in the

attainment of samadhi, is scientifically a process of self-hypnotisation,

the question we have actually to ask is whether the samadhi state of

self-hypnotisation is in any way calculated to throw any valuable

light on the nature of the mind as well as on the problem of the reality

of the soul. By giving a modem scientific name to this old process of

yoga, we certainly do not take away anything from ibs true import and

value as a crucial psychological experiment. We may easily give a dog

a bad name and then hang it, as they say. But even an effective

scientific name cannot deprive the practice of yoga of its special

psychological value. Some think that the good scientific name often

gives an explanation of the thing to which it is quite scientifically

given. Let it be so : we need not quarrel with those, who hold such

an opinion. Whatever may be the explanation of yoga-samadhi, which

is suggested by calling it a condition of self-hypnotisation, the fact

that, in that condition, the yogin is blind to every external object and

has, as it were, the door-way of his senses completely closed against

the external world, and that, nevertheless, the interior of his mind is

neither dark nor void but is full of the shining light of concentrated

awareness, cannot but tell its own interesting tale regardingtbe nature

of the mind and also the reality of the soul. I believe you know that

even pathological conditions of the mind are considered by psycho-

logists to be capable of proving helpful in ascertaining the nature and

functions of the mind ; and doctors dealing with insanity are known to

have made notable contributions of value to the science of psychology.

Moreover, modern hypnotic researches have themselves opened up
many new and interesting fields for examination by the psychologist ;

and through the results of those researches modern mental science has

had to assume an altogether new aspect. We may call samadhi a

sta^te of trance or a condition of self-hypnotisa,tion, just as we like;
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whichever it is, its very possibility is enough to deal the death-blow

to the school of thought, which maintains that the mind is made

up entirely of sense-perceptions as its ultimate basis, and that in their

absence it would be contentless and unaware even of itself. The

yoga school of thought is very ancient and seems to be peculiarly

Indian in origin ; and it maintains that, in the state of samadhi, the

yogin manages to have his own self as the object of his conscious

mental experience, and thus comes to know himself. This experience

of his, wherein the knowing subject has itself for its known object,

naturally leads him to see what it is that constitutes his basic reality.

His self-realisation so secured fixes for him once for all the goal of life,

and also determines for him the line as well as the nature of the life

which will take him to that goal. More than even this, the light of

self-realisation is understood to be capable of revealing God Himself

to the unobscured inner vision of the yogin. Therefore there can be

no doubt that dhyana-yoga is well calculated to serve as a sure and

helpful means for the attainment of that divine wisdom or jnana,

which delivers the soul from its age-long bondage of karma, conferring

upon it the blessing of final emancipation and God -attainment.

*rt

29. He understands Me to be the Enjoyer of (All)

Worships and Austerities, to be the Great Lord of All

the Worlds (and) the Friend of all Beings, and then

attains peace.

The person, who, being fit for the adoption of the life of karma-

sannyasa or renunciation of works, seeks to attain self-knowledge

and salvation through the inner illumination resulting from the

successful practice of yoga, is, as we have been told, undoubtedly

travelling along the road that unfailingly leads to the goal, And

when he reaches the goal, what does he realise and what does he

attain ? We are told in this stanza that he realises God and attains

peace. By what process and in what manner he comes by God^-

realisation, we shall be able to learn well from the concluding portion

of; the next chapter, Here we are given to know that the peace"
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which comes from God-realisation the peace which, as they say,

passeth all understanding is the supreme good for man to attain,

and that such peace comes to him only through God-realisation.

Hence the culmination of the 7/6<?zrc'sundeviating introspective endea-

vour is not in coming to know che self merely, but in coming to know

God also, who is the Great Lord of All the Worlds and the Friend of

All Born Beings and is also the Enjoyer of All Worships and the

Aim of Ail Austerities. It is well known to students of comparative

religion that this comprehensive conception of God has not prevailed

at all times in all religions. The Jewish people, for instance, looked

upon themselves for long as the chosen people of the Lord, and Jehova

was accordingly only the God of the Jews. Similarly Ahura Mazda

was the God of the ancient Iranians, even as Zeus was the God of

the Greeks, Jupiter was of the Latins, and Indra of the Vedic Indian

Aryas. Such special Gods of special peoples have also had their

geographical limitations. King David of the Jews, for instance, was

prohibited from conducting the worship of Jehova outside the tribal

territory of the Jews ; the worship of Zeus was obviously intended to

be confined to Hellas proper ; and to us India or Bharata-kharida

as we call it is still our karma-bhumi (the land of worship) and

punya bhumi (the holy land), even as Palestine continues to be

the holy land for the Jews and the Christians, and Arabia for the

Mussulmans. But to the jnana-yogin, who, through the appropriate

practice of concentrated dhyana, attaius self-realisation and rises from

self-realisation to God-realisation. God reveals Himself in no such

partial or limited light. He understands God to be the Great Lord of

All the Worlds and the Friend of all Born Beings. A careful study of

the historical progress of religion, as associated with the advancement

of civilisation and of the humanity of man, is certain to enable us to

see that almost every one of the well known great religions of the

world is more or less markedly characterised by the tendency to get

rid of narrow, national and geographical limitations so as to become

a universal religion. And in a really universal religion, God cannot

be anything less or other than the Great Lord of All the Worlds and

the Friend of All Born Beings. Thus we may see that what mankind

slowly learns, through ages of historic struggle and experience, the

successful yogin learns at once through his well-regulated practice

of meditation and mental concentration ; and his God is indeed in no
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way different from the God, whom it is the privilege of the most per-

fected human understanding to comprehend and to worship.

I have no doubt that you will all see at once that such a univer-

sal conception of God cannot be complete and consistent with itself,

unless it is made to include within its range the idea of what may

be called the
'

brotherhood of religions '. The God who is the Great

Lord of All the Worlds and the Friend of All Born Beings cannot

be biassed or exclusive in His revelation of Himself. To him there

can be no chosen people, and His natural and necessary universality

cannot tolerate the claim of any religion to be the only true and

divine religion. Such a universal God, as is thought of here, must

necessarily have His witnesses among all peoples, these witnesses

proclaiming His glory each according to uis own light and also accord-

ing to the needs of the particular situation in history and civilisation

wherein his lot is cast. In other words, the God, who is the God of All,

cannot but proclaim well like Sri-Krishna
'

Men every where and in

all manner of ways follow My path'. I know that there are some

critics, who see in the open recognition of this all-inclusive doctrine

of the brotherhood of religions, and in the spirit of comprehensive

toleration which it involves, nothing more than a mere molluscan

softness and sbapelessness in the religion which adopts that doctrine

as one of its foundation principles. The God realised by the jnana-

yogin being impartially the God of All Beings, the doctrine of the

brotherhood of religions cannot be set at naught without doing vio-

lence to the universal prevalence and pervasiveness of the power as

well as the love of God. It seems to me that to deny the impartial

equality of God's love amounts to denying the very godhood of God.

Therefore, an unchangeable fixity of shape and an unyielding and

unaccommodating rigidity of structure in relation to a religion cannot

make it truer or its God more worthy to be God as He is. If we

understand this well, we may make out at once the meaning of the

statement that the jnana-yogin's God is the Enjoyer of All Worships

and Austerities. The God, who is the
'

Father of All in every age in

every clime adored ', must of course be the receiver of all worship,

whether it be offered to J-ebova or Jove or Alia or Siva or Vishriu.

The enjoyer of any worship is he, to whom that worship is offered,

and who, therefore, forms the intended object of that act of adoration.
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Similarly, the enjoyer of austerities is he, in relation to whom austeri-

ties are practised, and who, therefore, forms the supreme end to be

attained with their aid. It is in this sense that the word bhokta,

meaning enjoyer, is used in this context. Hence, when it is said that

God, as realised by bhejnana-yogin, is the enjoyer of all worships, it

means that all religious worship, conducted in whatsoever manner

and offered to whichsoever deity, is in fact ultimately offered to that

one only God, who is the Great Lord of all the Worlds and the Friend

of All Born Beinga. Such a God has also to be the enjoyer of all

austerities, inasmuch as all those, who practise austerities with a

view to make their lives worthy of the attainment of what they

believe to be the highest good, do in fact aim at attaining Him,

because He alone happens to be the Highest Good. With such a

broad and comprehensive conception of God, the ycgin is bound to

be a believer in the brotherhood of religions ; and from his stand-

point all religions are true, each in its own way, and no religion is

absolutely false or futile. In these modern days it has become a

rather common theological thought to look upon the step by step

evolution of nature, and upon the associated evolutionary develop-

ment of material as well as moral progress, as clear indications of

the method of God's government of the universe
;
and accordingly

all roads of progress religious progress not excepted necessarily

lead to what is, in the beautiful language of the poet, 'that far-off

divine event to which the whole creation moves'.

That such is the import of this stanza is fully borne out by the

comprehensive significance which the Glta gives to the terms yajha

and tapas, interpreted here as 'worship
'

and
'

austerity
'

respectively.

How, by yajna, all forms of worship have to be understood, became

clear to us in the course of our study of the fourth chapter (IV. 23-

33.). Ttjera we learnt that various material, moral and mental forms

of worship deserve to be denoted by the word yajna, so that all forms

of worship belonging to all religions may happen to be comprehended

within its significance. We have a similarly comprehensive expla-

nation of tapas given to us in thj seventeenth chapter of the Glta

(XVII. 14-16.), where there is a classified enumeration of the various

forms of tapas. I believe you know what we ordinarily understand

by trikarana in the Sanskrit language. This expression denotes the
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three instruments of action appertaining to the soul, as understood by

Hindu psychologists, namely, mind, language and body. Though
instruments of the soul, these are capable of often operating wrongly

so as to thwart the fulfilment; of the true destiny of the soul. To

learn to check the unhappy tendency of these instruments to over-

power their owner, so that they may nob cause that same owner to

become bewildered in regard to the aim of life, this is to practise

tapas, as the Gita evidently understands it. Who among us does not

know that the mind, the tongue and the body have all their tempting

tendencies ? To yield to their temptations is to court the corruption

of conduct through the destruction of righteousness consequent upon

the ruin of selflessness. The infelt heat of effort in restraining and guid-

ing aright the mind and the tongue and the body, so as to make them

serve as fit and worthy tools at the disposal of the masterful will,

always intent upon securing the salvation of the soul, is thus the

true meaning of tapas ; and the Gita mentions accordingly all the

various things that may respectively be looked upon as constituting

the
'

austerity of the body,' the
'

austerity of speech ', and the
'

aus-

terity of the mind '. The Gita says
"
Honouring with due worship

Gods, Brahmins, religious preceptors and persons of great wisdom,

purity, straightforwardness, celibacy, and abstention from the inflic-

tion of injury these are said to constitute bodily tapas. The speech

which is unirritating and true, and is at the same time agreeable

and good, and also the recitation and study of the scriptures these

are said to form vocal tapas. Transparent kindliness of disposition,

calm benignity, silence, self-restraint and purity of the heart such

things as these are spoken of as mental tapas". From this classified

enumeration of the various forms of tapas, translated as
'

austerity ',

we may make out fairly well what is intended to be conveyed by that

word tapas as used in the Gita, although its connotation in the Sans-

krit language happens to be large and very varied. And the purposes,

for which the effort of self-discipline implied in tapas may be put

forth, are also equally varied, as pointed out in the same context in

the Gita. Nevertheless, we may gather thence that the best form of

tapas is that, wherein the continued effort of self-discipline is put

forth with a view to acquire that self-mastery, which is the inevita-

ble pre-requisite of self-realisation and God-realisation. Consequently,

we cannot be altogether wrong if we hold that yajna or worship is
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representative of the best aspect of the life of karma-yoga, while

tapas or austerity is representative of the beat aspect of the life of

jnana-yoga. Accordingly, that God, who is the Great Lord of All

the Worlds and the Friend of All Born Beings, is as much the God
of the karma-yogin as He is of the jnana-yogin, in as much as He hap-

pens to be the enjoyer of all worships and all austerities. When the

jnana-yogin has such an all-comprehensive God-realisation, it is but

natural for him to make himself, like his great God, a friend of all born

beings. To know God as He is, is, as you know, to be impelled to

become like unto God ;
and the yogin, who becomes like unto God,

attains the peace which passeth all understanding, the peaca which

is begotten of the supreme bliss of soul-salvation and God-attainment.

Please let me draw your attention here to the fact that the twelfth

stanza in this chapter, which happens to be the last of those that

therein deal with karnia-ycga, mentions the 'ittainment of an enduring

and everlasting peace as the final fulfilment of the aim of that yoga ;

and in this concluding stanza of the chapter, the attainment of a simi-

lar peace is declared to be the goal of jnana-yoga also. It is thus

made evident to us, that the life of unselfish duty, duly done, leads to

the same goal, as the life that aims at securing the wisdom which

results from self-realisation and God-realisation. Therefore, the

true answer to the question, with which this fifth chapter begins,

is that, of the two paths of work and renunciation, the one is quite

as good as the other for the attainment of the final good, provided

that the parson who chooses either of them is by his natural

qualifications fully fit for its appropriate adoption. And now let us

close our work here for to-day ; we shall commence the study of the

sixth chapter in our next class.

69
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xxviii

CHAPTER VI.

To-day we have to begin the study of the sixth chapter. Before

doing so, it is desirable to have a connected idea of the teachings

contained in the fifth chapter, so that we may understand the exact

relation of that chapter to the chapter which immediately follows it.

The fifth chapter, as you know, begins with the request of Arjuna to

Sri- Krishna to make it clear to him which is decidedly the better

path of conduct, the path of karma-yoga or the path of karma-

sannyasa ; and you know also that, in response to this request,

Arjuna was told that both the paths are equally good in so far as

the attainment of the supreme good of soul-salvation is concerned,

for the reason that each of them is equally well calculated to bring

about that attainment. However, we have to bear in mind that the

path of karma-sannydsa, which requires the renunciation of worldly

life and the adoption of the life of complete self-control and medita-

tion and mental concentration with a view to secure self-realisation

and God-realisation, cannot be safely resorted to by all. Only those,

who are, by their natural qualifications, fit for adopting this path of

renunciation, may do so without breaking down badly in the hard

endeavour ; and such as have this fitness are indeed very few. But

the other path the path of karma-yoga, which requires all persons

to do their appropriate duties in life without any attachment what-

soever to the fruits of work, demands no such special qualifications

from those who endeavour to adopt it for guiding their lives aright.

It is fully helpful to them in enabling them to obtain that purity of

soul or freedom from the stain of karma, which is held to be a neces-

sary pre-requisite for winning God-attainment and the consequent

enjoyment of the supreme peace that is divine and everlasting.

In fact, karma-yoga is a morally strengthening process of self-

discipline suitable for all ; its aim is to make life, as it is under

normal and natural conditions, a course of such discipline for all.

In it, life itself is used as an effective means for getting rid of

life's selfishness, and aspirants are trained step by step to become

unworldly, even when they live the life that is to all appearance

worldly. To make life put on an uncommon and extraordinary
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aspect by forcing its psychology to assume a supra-normal con-

dition, so that thereby reality may be experienced as it is and

righteousness may be made to prevail spontaneously, appears to me
to be undeniably a noble effort, in view of the fact that its aim is so

high and its achieved results in history have been so full of untold

blessings to humanity. But only strong spiritual heroes are equal to

this effort ; they alone can turn away from the world and live success-

fully the life of ascetic renunciation, concentrating all their endea-

vour and attention on the accomplishment of soul-salvation through

self-realisation and God-realisation. This harder path of karma -

sannyasa, which is indeed the same as the path otjndna-yoga, is thus

tit for the chosen few ; and they have their salvation always in their

own hands, and are by their wisdom and example of love and service

able to help on immensely the salvation of mankind. Therefore, it is

no wonder that Sri-Krishna praised equally well both these paths

the path of unselfish work and achievement and also the path of

renunciation and realisation. Only, Arjuna did not know that he

was not such a spiritual hero as might appropriately and with true

advantage follow the path of renunciation and realisation. He
mistook his own capacity and fitness, and could not understand at

the same time that the worthiness of a path of life is not determined

by itself altogether, but is intimately related to its suitability for

adoption by those for whom it is intended. I am sure you will all

agree with me, when I say that the spiritual sublimity of the path

of renunciation and self-realisation is strikingly supreme ; and its

fascination for the Asiatic mind at any rate is marvellously mighty.

Therefore, we are all apt to think that the ascetic path of renun-

ciation and realisation is positively and of itself the better of the two

paths. Nevertheless, in so judging it, we invariably ignore an impor-

tant factor, which is necessarily involved in the determination of their

relative superiority ; and that factor is, as I have already told you,

the suitability of the person, who wishes to adopt either of the two

paths, for his doing so with true benefit to himself and advantage to

the society of which he is a member. Therefore, in the case of

some, the path of work and achievement is certain to prove to be the

hatter, while, in the case of others, the path of renunciation and

realisation is apt to turn out to be the better. Thus both the paths

are good, each being good in its own place.
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Both the paths are good, also for the reason that both of them

give rise to the same moral result and lead to the same final goal.

The chief moral result, which the adoption of either of these two

paths gives risa to, is the great lesson of samatva, or the equality of

all beings, which it impresses on the minds of all those who earnestly

endeavour to adopt it as their path of life. In so far as the person,

who adopts in life the path of ascetic renunciation and realisation,

is concerned, his success in the yoga of meditation and mental

concentration makes him alight naturally on self-realisation, by

which he comes to know that all souls are as real as his own and

are essentially alike. Such a knowledge, so acquired, of the simi-

larity of all souls in their essential nature, compels him as a matter

of course to arrive at the conclusion that, between one person and

another, there cannot be anything like a real difference, so long as

the soul happens to be the basic reality of beings and the soul of

any one being is essentially similar to the soul of any other being.

His sense of the equality of all beings is thus a direct inevitable

result of his own personal experience of the essential similarity of

all souls. Unless he contradicts his own spiritual vision of the inner

truth of things, he cannot discard the lesson of samatva as forming

his most appropriate guide of life. And the earnest karma-yogin, who

adopts the active life of work and achievement, as the best means for

the attainment of salvation, has, as you know, to free himself com-

pletely from all attachment to the fruits of work, if he is to succeed

in making the means he adopts subserve the end which he wishes to

attain. In other words, he has to get rid of the feelings of i-mss

amdmine-ness, that is, of ahaiikara and mamakara, altogether, if his

life is to lead him on assuredly to the goal of God-attainment. He,

who gets rid of his own ahaiikara and mamakara thus, sees natural-

ly that the ahaiikara and mamakara of others are as inappropriate

and unjustifiable as his own. When, in this manner, the j-ness and

mine-ness of all beings are driven away from within the horizon of

his mental vision entirely, then the sense of samatva naturally asserts

itself in the sphere of his thought as well as of action. If this

sense of the equality of all beings is the result of the absolute annihi-

lation of the feelings of i-ness and mine-ness, and if, without such

annihilation of these feelings, the life of work and achievement can

not be made to serve as a means for the attainment of the salvation
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tbat happens to be the supreme and ultimate good of life, then

there can be no difficulty whatsoever in making out how the practice

of the rule of samatva is well able to guard the karma-yogin from all

dangerous pitfalls and guide him aright to the true goal of life. The

sincere and earnest practice of the rule of samatva in life is impossible

to the selfish man. Since selfishness happens to be the great obstacle

to salvation, the aspirant may easily remove that obstacle in the way
of his soul by observing in life the rule of samatva in relation to all

beings. In the language of the Gltd itself, the karma-yogin has to

be sarvabhutdtmabhiUdtmd (V. 7.) ; that is, the aspirant, who seeks

to attain salvation through the life of work and achievement, has to

be so completely unselfish as to be able to look upon his own soul

as forming actually the soul of all beings. Similarly, the Gltd de-

scribes the karma-sannydsin, who adopts the life of renunciation and

realisation, as one who is naturally sarva-bhuta-hite ratah devoted

to accomplish the good of all beings. Moreover, we are told that

this same karma-sannydsin, who is, as you know, none other than the

jiidna-y or/in, is, owing to the fullness of his spiritual wisdom, able to

see God as the Friend of All Born Beings (V. 29.). Since godliness

is in fact god-like-ness, the godly jndna-yogin has also to be the friend

of all born beings. Thus we make out that the appreciation of the

great value of the rule of universal samatva, as a guide in life, is indeed

a noteworthy moral result, which it is fully possible to derive as well

from the adoption of the path of karma-sannydsa as of karma-yoga.

Further, the final attainment resulting from the life of karma-yoga

is declared to be enduring and everlasting spiritual peace (V. 12.). This

mean s, as you can see that the un selfishness of the karma-yogin, acquir-

ed by him by means of the persistent practice of the rule of samatva,

enables him to become free from the bondage of karma, and thus

absolves him from the sad necessity of having to be born again and

again so as to die again and again ; the sin and the suffering of samsdra

no longer touch him, and he becomes godlike in point of the pos-

session of the purity, which cannot at all be sullied, and of the peace,

which is absolutely imperturbable and passetb all understanding.

So also is the jndna-yogin, who, after obtaining self-realisation, is

led on to the attainment of God-realisation, understood to win in the

end the divine peace which passeth all understanding (V. 29.). If

you grant tbat it is a natural consequence of God-realisation to make
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those that are blessed with it acquire god-like-ness, and if you at the

sama time see that supreme and unlimited dnanda, which is indeed

heavenly bliss, is an essential element of god-like-ness, then you can

not help coming to ths conclusion that the successful jnana-yogin is

certain to become the happy possessor of such heavenly bliss. Need

I tell you that to become so blessad with heavenly bliss is in fact the

same thing as coming into possession of that serene and everlasting

peace which is altogether divine ? To win this everlasting divine peace

through God-realisation and God-attainment is in this way the goal of

karmi-yoga as wall as of jnana-yoga. Accordingly, to the question

which of them is the better the most; appropriate answer is that

both are equally good, each being good in its own place.

This same idea of the proved equality of these two paths is

viewed from another stand-point at the beginning of the sixth chapter,

wherein the yoga of meditation and mental concentration, as a means

for the attainment of self-realisation and God-realisation, is dealt with

in greater detail than in the fifth chapter. We all know that, when

Arjuna's sympathies and sense of humanity were severely tried by

the heart-appalling crisis of the impending great war, he felt a pre-

ference for the path of karma-sannydsa. To him the path of karma-

sannydsa appaared to be pre-eminently the path of yoga specially well

fitted to enable one to reach directly the goal of soul-salvation, while

the path of karmi-yoga appeared to be simply the way which led to

bhoga or the enjoyment of worldly power and pleasure. That he

was wrong in holding that the path of karmi-yoya aimed at securing

the enjoyment of worldly power and pleasure, was, as we all know,

made clear to him in more ways than one by Sri-Krishna. The

aim of the path of work also is quite as much to kill selfishness as

the aim of the path of renunciation and realisation is ; and if the

path of work and the path of renunciation are both equally good,

then he, who follows well the path of work, must be able thereby to

acquire that same unerring moral guidance in life, which one obtains

through the adoption of the pith of renunciation. It is in fact

this very thing to which our attention is drawn in the first stanza

of the sixth chapter. Indeed, it is maintained here that the acquisi-

tion of the great moral power of unselfishness, through living the

life of disinterested duty duly done, is a necessary preparation
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for the adoption of the bolder life of renunciation and realisation

even by those who possess the required natural fitness for its adoption.

Although the main purpose of the sixth chapter of the Gltd is to

explain the yoga of renunciation and realisation, we find it beginning,

obviously for this very reason, with a consideration of the yoga of

unselfish duty duly done. Accordingly this chapter commences thus:

SRI-KEISHNA SAID-
1. He, who, not depending upon the fruit of works,

does the work that ought to be done, (he) is the sannya-
sin as well as the yogin, (but) not (he) who is devoid of

the (sacrificial) fire, nor (he) who is actionless.

Ordinarily sannydsin denotes in Sanskrit a person who has

adopted the sannydsdsrama, that is, a person who has entered into the

fourth stage in the life of an Indian Arya as ordered and regulated

by the ancient religious law of the Hindus. I am sure you know

that the Smriti law of India divides the life of an Indian Aryan man

into four stages, the first being that of the brahmacharin or Vedic

student, the second that of the yrihastha or householder, the third

that of the vanaprafstha or forest-hermit, and the fourth that of the

sanni/dsin or mendicant ascetic. According to the regulations bearing

upon these stages of life, as given in our sacred law, the Vedic student,

the householder and the forest- hermit are all expected to maintain

the sacred fire and offer oblations to it daily as a part of the religious

worship to be conducted by them. But no such obligation to main-

tain the sacred fire rests on the mendicant ascetic, and he is therefore

devoid of the sacrificial fire. This last stage of sannydsa being the only

stage in the life of the Indian Aryan man, which is wholly unassociated

with the sacred fire, it is very natural to make such want of association

with such fire the index, as it were, of that particular stage in life.

Similarly, the ordinary meaning of yogin in Sanskrit is to denote

a person, who is engaged in meditation and mental concentration, so

as to become completely self-absorbed and entirely oblivious of the
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external world and all its influences. A parson, who is so absorbed

in meditation and is so unaffected by all external influences, is bound

to be physically inactive in an extraordinary degree. Although it is

true that every strikingly inactive person need not be a yogin on

that account, the extreme physical inactivity of the real yogin in

samddhi is a matter which can rarely escape attention ; and it is no

wonder that common people consider such extreme physical inactivity

to be invariably the index of a person who is a yogin. It has thus

come about that to be unassociated with the sacrificial fire is as much

the sign of the sannyasin as extreme physical inactivity is the sign of

the yogin. The sannyasin, as you know, has always been held in high

honour in this country on account of his renunciation and unworldli-

ness ; and the yogin holds here a still higher place of honour for the

reason that, while possessing the renunciation and the unworldliness

of the sannyasin, he must have in addition acquired true wisdom and

also rare powers of realisation. Therefore many spiritually ambitious

persons, whose purpose in life has been to mount up to the pinnacle

of perfection in the pursuit of righteousness and divine reilizabion,

have, among us, endeavoured with zeal to become earnest and success-

ful sannydsins and yogins. Arjuna himself wanted, as you know, to

become a sannyasin, and was ready to turn his back upon the battle-

field. To him and to all like him, the lesson conveyed in this stanza

is, that for ona to do one's duty without attachment to the fruits of

work is to be no less than a true sannyasin and a true yogin at once.

We may say that even more is meant here ; we are in fact taught here

that the disinterested doer of duty is a very much better sannyasin

than he, who is merely marked by firelessness, and a very much better

yogin than he, who is marked by extraordinary aotionlessness. This

means, in other words, that the disinterested performance of duty is

in ibself capable of yielding to the aspirant the moral as well as the

spiritual results of both sannydsa and yoga, and should not therefore

be lightly discarded by any one who seeks soul- salvation and God-

attainment.

There is another interpretation given of this stanza, which is

also worthy of being taken into consideration. According to this

interpretation, the word sannyasin is understood to mean karmasan-

nydsin and the word yogin to mean karmi-yogin : and the effect of so

understanding these words is obviously to make the stanza declare
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that the disinterested doer of duty is both a renouncer of works and

a performer of works at the same time. You may well ask how this

cau be, in as much as the statement, that one and the same person

happens at the same time to be a renouncer of works and also a per-

former of works, is a distinct contradiction in terms. But we know,

from what we have learnt already, what meaning we have to give to

this statement. It must nob be interpreted too literally. On the

other hand, we have to understand here, by the expression
'

renouncer

of works', not the person who has given up the doing of works

altogether and is absolutely passive and actionless, but the person,

who, though engaged in the doing of work vigorously, has renounced

completely all attachment to the fruits of work. His being engaged

in the doing of duby makes him nacassarily a performer of works ;
and

it is held that, by renouncing the attachment; to the fruits of his work,

he becomes a renouncer of works. Since the performance of work

and the renouncing of the attachment to the fruits of work may well

co-exist in the same person at the same time, there can surely be no

contradiction in terms ia the statement that the disinterested doer

of duty is at the same time both a performer of works and a renounc-

er of works. Accordingly, we may interpret the stanza so as to

make it mean that the true sannydsin is not he, who is characterised

by non-association with the sacred fire, but is evidently he, who, while

performing duly all his duties in life, renounces fully and freely all

the fruits of his work, and that, similarly, the true yogin is not he,

who is characterised by extraordinary passivity and actionlessness,

but is he, who, being vigorously active, disinterestedly performs all

his duties well in life. You may remember how, in a stanza in the

fifth chapter (V. 11.) the word yogin is used distinctly in the sense of

the karma-yogin, who, with a view to secure the purity of his soul,

performs his duties in life without any attachment whatsoever to the

fruits of work : and the purity of the soul he so secures is, as you

know well, quite able to lead him on to the goal of God-attainment.

Seeing that Arjuna was called upon to acquire that wisdom, which

would enable him to see
'

work
'

in
'

no-work
'

and
'

no-work
'

in
'

work,' this interpretation of this stanza is not without importance.

As a matter of fact the very next stanza is intended to tell us that in

the
'

work' of the typical karma-yogin there is always
'

no-work.'

And now let us pass on to it.

70
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2. Arjuna, understand that to be yoga, which

they declare to be sannyasa ; for, no one becomes a

yogin, who has not renounced (his) desires.

Here again the question arises as to whether we have to under-

stand by sannyasa the mendicant ascetic's life of renunciation

representing the fourth stage in the legally ordered life of the
'

twice-

born' Hindu, or the path of life known as karma-sannyasa, wherein

the actual renouncing of worldly works as far as possible is the chief

thing to be observed. Similarly, in relation to the word ycga also, we

have to choose between two meanings, these being the practising of

meditation and mental concentration with a view to attain self-reali-

sation and God-realisation and the performing of all the duties in life

duly and disinterestedly. If yoga means the latter of these things, it

becomes, as you know, quite equivalent to karma-yoga. Understanding

the word sannyasa to mean the mendicant ascetic's unworldly life of

renunciation, and the word yoga to mean the life of meditation and

mental concentration aiming at self-realisation and God-realisation,

we may interpret this stanza to mean that the mendicant ascetic's

unworldly life and the yogin's life of the practice of meditation and

mental concentration are in fact so intimately related to each other

as to deserve to be spoken of as being really one and the same. . This

would of course imply that every true sannyasin is bound to become

a ydgin, and that every yogin has necessarily to be a true sannyasin.

Indeed in the ceremony of adopting the life-condition of the san-

nyasin, there is a formal declaration intimating the renouncement

of all desires by the novice seeking to become a mendicant monk
;

and according to Patanjali vairdgya, that is, the dispassion due to the

renouncement of desires, is one of the essential means to be adopted

by the aspirant, whose object is to arrive at self-realisation and God-

realisation through meditation and mental concentration. You may
thus see that this interpretation is not without authoritative support.

But the context really requires that, as in the previous stanza, we

should here also understand karma-sannyasa to be the meaning of san-

nyasa, and karma-yoga to be the meaning of yoga. Etymologically
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sannydsa may signify renunciation, even as yoga may signify applica-

tion. Hence karma-sannydsa is interpreted as renouncement of work.

Anything like total renouncement of work being, however, impossible

of accomplishment by any one, sannydsa, when understood to be

equivalent to karma-sannydsa, can be made to mean only the giving

up of the fruits of work. If, in this way, what they call sannydsa

comes to denote, not the giving up of work itself, but the giving up

of the fruits of work, then it is perfectly right to understand that very

same thing to be karma-yoga or merely yega as it is spoken of here ;

for the active ydgm also has to perform work and at the same time

renounce the desire for the fruits of work. Equating sannydsa and

yoga in this manner amounts to the same thing as calling upon us

to see
'

work
'

in 'no-work' and 'no-work
'

in
'

work'. It, moreover,

must have enabled Arjuna, who, instead of doing his duty in the

battle-field, wanted to get away from there and adopt the life of

the mendicant sannydsin, to see that all the merit of true sanndysa

is really to be found in the life of disinterested work duly performed.

In the very next stanza we are told of another reason, why the life

of work has to be accepted as one of great importance and useful-

ness ; and that reason is that the life of work is invariably seen to

provide the necessary preparation for the adoption of the life of

meditation and mental concentration. This amounts in fact to

Arjuna having been told that, even if he was really in earnest in

wishing to adopt the life of the mendicant ascetic with the object of

attaining self-realisation and God-realisation through the practice of

meditation and mental concentration, he surely could not, consistently

with such intention, run away from the battlefield, leaving all his

duties and responsibilities there as a warrior to remain unfulfilled.

The life of duty has to be lived aright even by those, whose ultimate

aim is the life of meditation and realisation, because it is found that

this latter form of life cannot be. lived to any good purpose, unless,

at least as a preparatory step, the former kind of life has been lived

well and truly without the smallest taint of selfishness. We are

accordingly told
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3. In the case of him, who is desirous of climbing

up to yoga, work is said to be the means
;
and in the

case of that same (person), after he has climbed up to

yoga, tranquillity is said to be the means.

It is obvious that we cannot be right, if we interpret the word

floya in this stanza to mean the same thing as karma-yoga. In

karma-yoga work has to be an end in itself ;
in fact it has to be both

the end and the means. But in relation to the yoga mentioned in

this stanza, work is declared to be the means ; and so what is to

be attained with the aid of work as means has to be that ycga.

Farther, this same yoga, for attaining which work is declared to be

the means, is evidently not looked upon here as an end in itself, in-

as much as we are told that, after one has climbed up to yoga, tran-

quillity which is in fact the same as cessation from work is the

means for attaining that for which one takes the trouble of climbing

up to yoga. In this context kdrana is rightly interpreted to mean

sddkana or the means for the attainment of an end, and work has to

signify all the various activities of all the three instruments of action,

namely, mind, language and body or mano-vak-kaya as they put it

in Sanskrit. Since we are told here that the end, to accomplish

which one climbs up to yoga, has for its means tranquillity or

cessation from work, the yoga so spoken of must clearly be the yoga

of meditation and mental concentration aiming at self-realisation as

well as God-realisatioc. We know that the genuine aspirant, who

practises the yoga of meditation and mental concentration, does so

with the object of attaining self-realisation and God-realisation ; and

for the attainment of these realisations through meditation and

mental concentration, tranquillity is an inevitable requisite. Indeed,

without tranquillity, it is absolutely impossible to practise medita-

tion and mental concentration ; the distraction, which is naturally

implied by the absence of tranquillity, is utterly fatal to mental

concentration of any kind. It is, therefore, evident how, to him, who
has climbed up to yoga, tranquillity is the means for the attain-

ment of the still higher object which he has in view. And let us

now try tc see how, in the case of the aspirant, who wishes to climb

up to yoga, work is the means for the attainment of his immedi-

ate object. It is indeed quite plain that his immecHate object in
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view is to climb up to yoga. It is already known to us that none can

succeed well in climbing up to the yoga of meditation and mental con-

centration without previously acquiring true and genuine vairagya ;

because the qualities of non-attachment, dispassion and disinterest-

edness, which are all implied in it, are inevitably required to make it

at all possible to put forth the needed effort of meditation and

mental concentration. Non-attachment to 'external contacts', freedom

from desira ani aversion, and the possession of absolute unselfishness

are, as we know, among the essential pre-requisites for the practice of

this yoga ; and none can succeed in securing these pre-requisites

without the aid of acoion and achievement and the habitual renuncia-

tion of all the fruits of works. The vairagya, which is caused by a

sudden shock of grief or disgust, is apt to be shortlived and infirm
;

and the oairdgya, which is a mere virlue of necessity, is no vairagya

at all. If, however, the feelings of i-ness and mine-ness are got rid

of by one through continued voluntary effort, so that their absence

becomes one's second nature, the vairagya hence resulting is bouud

to be both real and lasting ; and it may well enable one to climb up

to the yoga of meditation and mental concentration. Therefore, the

discipline of unselfish work, or, if you prefer it, of disinterested duty

duly done, is a necessary means to enable one to undertake the

practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration. Thus

the yoga, for climbing up to whioh work forms the means, is no other

than this yoga of meditation and mental concentration. Accordingly,

there is this further merit about the life of karma-yoga, namely, that it

serves as a necessary stepping stone for the life of karma-sannydsa,

In other words, the life of work is a necessary preparation for that

life of tranquillity, which enables the aspirant to attain self-realisation

and God-realisation, and should not therefore be abandoned light-

heartedly under the impulse of the transient shocks of painful or

disagreeable feelings. After thus pointing out to Arjuna the great un-

desirability of thoughtlessly renouncing and running away from duty,

even though it be under the belief that in such renunciation is to be

found a better means of salvation than in the trying life of dutiful

work and achievement, the next thing that had to be done was very

naturally to give him an idea of the peculiar difficulty of the life of

karma-sannydsa, so as bo enable him to see for himself how unfit he

was to live that life. Accordingly, the next stanza gives a description
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of some of the notable characteristics of the person, who has climbed

up to yoga so as to become a fairly fit aspirant. It runs thus :

4. When one has in fact no lingering attachment

to the objects of the senses and to activities, and has

renounced all desires, then one is said to be a person

that has climbed up to yoga.

To understand correctly the meaning of the word anushajjate

in this stanza, it is desirable that we take into consideration the

difference in meaning between saiiga and anushanga. The word

amishanga may mean that which cloaely follows or goes in the wake

of attachment. If we think of an attachment having been torn away,

then whatever in the form of attachment might linger behind, even

after this tearing away has taken place, that is called anushanga.

Consequently the expression no, anushajjate has been translated here

as 'has no lingering attachment'. Ic is evidently in recognition of

the existence of such lingering attachment and of its ability to vitiate

the value of hastily assumed and inadequately tested renunciation,

that Buddha allowed his bhikshu monks to revert to domestic life, if

they felt that they had nob acquired sufficient mental and moral

strength to overcome effectively the temotations of pleasure and of

power. All of us ought to know, from our own experience, how apt

we are even ordinarily to mistake the actual strength of our own

heart and will ; and when, owing to any special combination of causes,

we become subject to overpowering passions and emotions, our

judgment of our own mental and moral strength is then certain to be

highly partial and incorrect. If, as required here, we understand

that the person, who has climbed up to yoga, is he, who has, through

the carefully controlled discipline of his daily life, acquired the fitness

to live that life of tranquillity, which, by means of meditation and

mental concentration, enables him to airive at self-realisation and

God-realisation, then there can be no doubt that, in his heart, there

ought to be no lingering attachment to the objects of the senses and

to the activities that are impelled by motives relating to those objects.
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Indeed, be baa to be wholly free from all sense-impelled desires and

activities, as, otherwise, be cannot become fit for the successful

practice of meditation and mental concentration. In this connection

let me mention to you once again the nature of the psychological

connection which exists in relation to the objects of the senses and

the activities and the desires of men. The objects of the senses, when

perceived, give rise to the sensation of pleasure or pain as the case

may be ; and these sensations of pleasure and pain determine desire,

which is invariably seen to be an internal impulse directed towards

the seeking of pleasure and the avoidance of pain. And men act

under the influence of desire, that is, their activities are impelled by

their internal impulse to obtain pleasure and to get rid of pain.

Accordingly, it is evident that he, who has been able to renounce all

desires, cannot have any lingering attachment to the objects of the

senses ; for the existence of such a lingering attachment even to the

smallest extent in him implies the existence of desire as its very

natural consequence. The common relation, between desire on the one

hand and attachment to the objects of the senses on the other hand,

is so intimate that it may even be maintained that such attachment

is more the consequence of desire than it happens to be its cause.

We need not now discuss which of these two positions is the correct

one to hold
;
and I believe we may, without doing any violence to

truth, adopt the view that attachment to the objects of the senses is

invariably the cause of desire. Just as lingering attachment to the

objects of the senses gives rise to desire, even so lingering attachment

to activities may also give rise to desire. While it is strictly true

that desire forms, as it were, the very essence of man's motive to

action, we cannot forget the fact that habitual and agreeable activi-

ties have a natural tendency to evoke the desire for their free and

enjoyable continuance. This may be due to agreeable activity being

of itself enjoyable under favourable circumstances. That activity

is capable of giving rise to pleasure and delight cannot surely be

unknown to your own experience. Hence, lingering attachment to

activities also may give rise to desire. Whether it does or does not

give rise to desire, it is in itself quite capable of acting as a source of

harmful distraction to the aspirant, whose aim is to arrive at self-

realisation and God-realisation through the tranquil life of meditation

and mental concentration. In the way of the fulfilment of the objects
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aimed at by such an aspirant, lingering attachment to activities is as

undesirable an obstacle as lingering atbachment to the objects of the

senses ; and unless both these are completely got rid of, he cannot be

free from all desires, so as to be perfectly fitted for the tranquil life

of meditation and mental concentration. How one may obtain this

fitness is the point taken into consideration in the next stanza which

is as follows :

5. One should uplift one's self through one's self,

(but) should not cause one's self to sink down into ruin
;

for, one is indeed one's own friend, (and) one is indeed

one's own enemy.

This stanza has a general application to human life, as you

may easily see ; for it may be understood to denote the well-known

truth that every man is the architect of his own fortune. It may
also be interpreted as having a special relation to the Hindu doctrine

of k:irma, which forms an essential pact of the Veddnta philosophy

and religion ; and we may thus gather from it the idea that, according

to the helpful or harmful character of his kartna, every man makes

or mars the salvation of his own soul. In this context, however, it

cannot be interpreted in either of these two ways. The question

under consideration here is how one may acquire the fitness to
'

climb up to yoga
'

and to live thereafter the serenely tranquil life

of meditation and mental concentration with a view to attain self-

realisation and God-realisation. In so far as the attainment of the

salvation of the soul is concerned, none of us can say, without the

fear of having to miss that very salvation,
'

I have thrown the res-

ponsibility of securing for me my salvation upon the shoulders of

my guru ; and he will bear the burden of that responsibility well

enough for me ; I need not therefore take any particular care of

my conduct in life, but may go on living my life in any manner

that is most convenient and agreeable to me '. Nor can any one of us

say, without having to undergo the same risk,
'

I have my God who

is responsible to bestow upon me my salvation : and He will surely
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bestow it upon me, whatever may be the kind of life I choose to

live '. By saying this, I do not of course mean to declare that

reliance upon nhe wisdom and the guidance of the guru, as well as

upon the grace of God, is of no use whatever in enabling a man to

obtain the salvation of his soul. What I really mean to convey to

you is that, over and above these things, the aspirant stands in need

of much self-control and self-discipline in order that he may' succeed

in the endeavour to secure the salvation of his soul. In fact the

wisdom and the guidance of the guru are expected to be helpful to

the aspirant in enabling him to obtain in the appropriate manner the

required power of self-control and self-discipline ; and it may be

easily made out from the history of many Hindu saints and sages

that the grace of God is as often seen to come to some as the due

reward of their true humility and righteousness in life, as it is

observed in the case of others to be a sweet and unfailing influence

tending to convert and purify their hearts and thus make their lives

full of humility and righteousness. Since this power of self-control

and self-discipline is really at the basis of humility and righteous-

ness in life, we cannot find it hard to see how every man makes or

mars his own salvation. Exactly like this is the case of the aspirant

who wishes to 'climb up to yoga.' There is no denying that he stands

in need of the wise guidance of the guru, and that he equally requires

to be blessed well with the grace of God. Nevertheless, he cannot

become absolutely free from all desires and from attachment to the

objects of the senses and to activities, except through the chastening

discipline of the life of unselfish work, that is, of the life of disinterest-

ed duty duly done. The art of living aright the unworldly life of

unselfish activity has generally to be learnt in an atmosphere of

worldliness, because the power to withstand the attractive forces

and tempting allurements of the life of worldliness can come only

through the continued practice of conscious resistance in relation to

them. And so long as the practice of such resistance on the part

of one man does not put inbo another man the power to live aright

the life of unworldliness the life which is altogether free from all

selfish desires and attachments so long, ifc is perfectly right to

declare that, in the matter of climbing up to yoga, every man has to

uplift himself through himself. Men may throw themselves into

water either so as to get drowned therein, or with the object of
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learning how to swim so that they may thereby become able to

guard themselves for ever afterwards from the danger of getting

drowned. In the same manner men may throw themselves into the

life of worldliness, so as to become hopelessly drowned therein ; or

they may acquire thereby the power to live well the life of unselfish-

ness and non-attachment, so as to be in the world but not to be of

the world. One may uplift one's self thus by one's own life in the

world or cause one's self to sink down into ruin and lose all chances

of speedy salvation. Accordingly, there can be no doubt that, in so

far as acquiring, through the discipline of the life of unselfish work,

the fitness for living the tranquil life of meditation and mental
.

concentration is concerned, one is well able to be one's own friend or

one's own enemy as the case may be. The conditions, which determine

whether one will prove one's own friend or one's own enemy in the

matter of fitting one's self for the peaceful life of meditation and

realisation, are given in the next stanza.

6. He, who has conquered himself, (he) is himself

his own friend
; but, in the case of him, who has not

conquered himself, he himself is apt to be in enmity (in

relation to himself) like a (real) enemy.

Clearly we are told here that, without what we may call self-

conquest, it is not at all possible for any man to become a friend of

himself so as to save himself by means of himself. Indeed a friend's

character as friend is generally understood to be determined by his

ready and willing helpfulness to him whose friend he is. I have

already pointed out to you how man's life in the world and all the

opportunities of achievement it affords may be utilised by him, so as

gradually to acquire the power of self-conquest ; and to the extent, to

which he acquires this power, he becomes helpful to himself in the

matter of the appropriate guidance of conduct and the attainment

of the soul's salvation. The attainment of the salvation of the soul

by means of right conduct is the highest aim of human life ; and I

am confident that none of you, who have entered into the spirit of
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the Glta, will be inclined to contradict this view. Therefore, if any

man happens to be helpful to himself in the matter of the attainment

of this highest aim, then there can be no doubt that be has

thereby proved his title to be his own friend. In fact what is

intended to be pointed out here is, that the acquisition of complete

self-mastery enables a man to obtain his own salvation, while the

absence of such self-mastery makes it utterly impossible for him to

seek and obtain that salvation. That kind of self-masfcery, which

unfailingly enables a man to guide and control his conduct in life,

so as to make it serve as the surest means for the attainment of the

summum bonum of life, is indeed the best index of his self-conquest ;

for, he who has not conquered himself can never command that sort

of self-mastery. The life of the person, who is without real self-

mastery, is certain to drift aimlessly in all directions in obedience

to the shifting impulses of fleeting fancies and exciting emotions.

This makes all the energy of his life become completely wasted :

what is worse still is, that he thereby loses entirely the very

consciousness of his own intrinsic power to keep himself erect and

aright, and is reduced to the condition of one who is an irretriev-

able slave of fanciful desires and passionate emotions. It is in this

way that he becomes an enemy to himself. When any person

becomes, for some reason or other, an enemy to himself, we are

apt to think that the enmity directed against himself by himself

cannot prove to be seriously harmful, as our experience tells

us that very generally in human nature self-love preponderates

over self-hatred. But in this case of the yogic aspirant, who

has not conquered himself, we are told that his own enmity

against himself operates quite as injuriously as the enmity of

another person who happens to be a real enemy to him. The fact is

that, when, owing to the absence of the power of self-mastery,

a man becomes an enemy to himself, he is altogether unaware that be

is himself an enemy to himself, and his natural self-love is thus led

to be off its guard and is even induced to enter quite unconsciously

of course into an unholy alliance with the co-existent enemy.

And the ruin encompassed by such an enemy, so helped, being

nothing short of the frustration of the fulfilment of the divine destiny

of the soul, we may without any hesitation declare that the

worst form of enmity is that whereby one is led to become one's own
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enemy. The next stanza tells us how we may discern the man,

who has achieved self-conquest, and distinguish him from others,

who have not conquered themselves. Ifc runs thus :

RklMH: 4UIMW M<-Hk*TT

7. In the case of him, who has conquered himself

and is highly peaceful, (his) soul is exceedingly well

collected in (conditions of) heat and cold, (of) pleasure

and pain, and similarly (of) honour and dishonour.

Before explaining what the characteristics of the man of accom-

plished self-conquest are, as given in this stanza, let me point out to

you that the expression paramatma found herein has been inter-

preted to mean the Supreme Soul, which is indeed a very possible

interpretation. When it means the Supreme Soul, it- happens to be a

compound word made up of paramo, and atman. The expression

has also been interpreted to mean the individual soul, which is

not the ordinary sense of the term, although it has to be said that

in the context here it is the collectedness of the individual soul which

is obviously intended to be described. Moreover, this expression

paramatma, is capable of being split up according to the rules of

Sanskrit grammar into two independent words, namely, param and

atma. When so split up, param happens to be an adverb meaning
'

exceedingly well
' and atma of course means the individual soul.

You must have already made out that it is this last interpretation of

the expression paramatma, which I have adopted in the translation

of the stanza. Now please notice that the first thing, which is

postulated here as an attribute of the man of accomplished self-

conquest, is supreme peacefulness ; and the next thing so postulated

is the exceedingly good collectedness of his soul, whereby it becomes

impossible for him to be distracted in any manner by any disturbing

causes, by such causes, for instance, as heat or cold, pleasure or

pain, honour or dishonour. I believe you are all very well able to see

easily that the supreme peacefulness of such a man is the immediate

result of the excellent collectedness of his soul
;
and this coilectedness

comes to him as the result of his self-mastery and sustained
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equanimity, which make it easy for him to rise above the tempting

influence of the 'pairs of opposites'. To welcome calmly and with

unflinching equanimity heat and cold, pleasure and pain, honour and

dishonour, each of them as it comes, is not easily possible for the

majority of mankind. You know that it is these
'

pairs of opposites ',

which give rise to desire and aversion in almost all people, and that

both desire and aversion are ordinarily seen to hold the will of man
in complete subjection. We have already seen how the will is the

most potent and the most immediate instrument of the soul, so that

the subjection of the will to desires and aversions produced by the
'

pairs of opposites,' amounts to the subjection and slavery of the soul

itself. Our self-mastery and self-collectedness depend therefore

upon our success in making the power of our will unyielding and

adamantine ; and when the will is truly unyielding and adamantine

and is utilised for the attainment of the spiritual end of soul-salvation,

it is no wonder that it gives rise to such a serene peacefulness in the

heart as can never be disturbed by any distraction. Accordingly,

the self-conquest of the aspirant really consists in his making his

will unyielding and adamantine and in consciously directing all

its power to attain the supreme spiritual end of soul-salvation.

8. (That) yogin, whose nature is (pleased and)

satisfied with knowledge and realisation, who is immove-

ably aloft and has conquered the senses, and to whom
a clod of earth, a stone and gold are (all) alike (in

value), he is said to be (truly) the man of yoga.

We have already had a description of the man who has 'climbed

up to yoga'. Here in this stanza we are told how we may make

out whether the man, who has
'

climbed up to ycga', has actually

progressed far enough to become a true man of yoga. You know

that the yogariidha or the man that has
'

climbed up to yoga
'

has

been credited with two negative qualifications, namely, the qualifica-

tion of being frea from all lingering attachment to the objects of the

senses as well as to activities and also the qualification of having
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renounced all desires. Thus the utter non-existence of attachments

and desires forms the distinguishing characteristic of the yogarudha.

But the yukta or the real man of yoga must have, as we are told

here, certain positive qualifications in addition to these negative ones

needed to enable an aspirant to
'

climb up to yoga.
'

Of the four

qualifications of the yukta specified in this stanza, sense-conquest and

the capacity to consider a clod of earth and a stone and gold to be

alike in value are very much the same as freedom from attachment

to the objects of the senses and freedom from all desires. Indeed,

there can ba no sense-conquest in a person, so long as there is in

him any lingering attachment to the objects of the senses. Similarly,

it is only the man, who has renounced all desires, that can sincerely

look upon a clod of earth, upon a stone and upon gold as things of

equal worth, that is, as things which are all equally of no value

to him. The two other requisite qualifications, which are positive

and which also the true man of yoga should possess, are that he

must be prone to be readily pleased and delighted with knowledge

and spiritual realisation, and that he must be in spirit immoveably

aloft, so as to remain entirely undisturbed by the innumerable

cross-currents of the roaring torrents of wordly life and all its

alluring attractions. The capacity to take delight in the grosser

pleasures of the senses and in the satisfaction of the appetites comes

of itself to all human beings as an outcome of the animal part of

their nature. But the power to take delight in knowledge and in

realisation rarely comes to them in such a spontaneous manner.

In fact, the spontaneously derived power to take delight in the

grosser pleasures of the senses and in the satisfaction of the appetites

tends to suppress the free play of the power to take delight in

knowledge and in realisation, in as much as the heavy burden of

the flesh is invariably seen to prevent the activity of the spirit in

almost all ordinary human beings. Therefore, the power to take

delight in knowledge and in spiritual realisation can come to them

only as the result of long and laborious self-culture, aiming at

the steady weakening and ultimate exhaustion of the opposing

power of the flesh. It is by killing the ape and tiger in man that

the divine angel in him is allowed to come out and show himself.

I am sure that you all know how it is possible, though not always

easy, for man to learn to enjoy the luxury of knowing truth and
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winning wisdom and doing good. Indeed no truly cultured man

can ever rightly deny that there are intellectual and moral delights,

which are infinitely more enjoyable and exhilarating than even the

most delicious pleasures of the senses. In the aspirant, who, after

having climbed up to yoga, has progressed far enough to become a

man of yoga, the power to take delight in knowledge and in

realisation is certain to make itself distinctly visible, because this

very progress implies in his case a more effective subjugation of the

flesh and a fuller enfranchisement of the spirit than was noticeable

before. It must be clear that further progress along this line will

naturally make him feel that the whole of his own reality consists

in his being essentially a spirit a soul, if you prefer that word.

When, in addition to this apprehension of himself as a soul in reality,

he comes to know, as he must, that all other beings are real only

in so far as they are also souls, he becomes spiritually insulated, so

to say, and is thus altogether uninfluenced by the tendencies and

forces of the flesh, which throughout pervade the worldly lifeof selfish

attachment and enjoyment. It is in this sense that he becomes a

kutastha ; for it is only thus that he can rise to occupy bis high

place on the lofty mountain-peak of pure and perfected spirituality,

from whence he may, in his calm serenity and inward illumination,

defy for ever the mutability and mortality that are characteristic

of matter in all its many and varied conditions. It must be borne

in mind that the man of yoga, who has in this manner become a

kutastha and is hence immoveably aloft, is not thereby absolved

from the obligation of having to live and labour among those who
toil and suffer below in the valleys ; in fact he has, to the extent

of his power and opportunities, to endeavour always to lighten their

burdens and disperse their darkness. The acquisition of the power

to have one's delight entirely centred in knowledge and in realisation,

and the possession of the capacity to ascend to the highest peaks

of serene spiritual experience, and internal detachment and aloofness

from all the tempting tendencies of the flesh mark, accordingly, the

person, who truly deserves to be called a yukta or the man of accomp-

lished yoga, as distinguished from the man, who is either desirous

of climbing up to yoga or has actually climbed up to yoga. As in

all matters of human achievement, here also we find that desire,

endeavour and accomplishment represent the three natural stages
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in the progressive advancement of the aspirant aiming at yogic

realisation ; and as a matter of course every later stage implies a

certain amount of accomplished success along the line in passing

onwards from the realisation of the immediately preceding stage.

That the final stage is indeed the best is emphasised, as we shall

see, in the next stanza.

9. He, who is equally disposed towards good-

hearted benefactors, friends, enemies, indifferent persons,

impartial persons, hateworthy persons, relations, virtuous

persons and wicked persons, (he) is specially excellent.

The last stanza gave us an idea of the person, whom we may
look upon as the man of accomplished yoga. We have been told that

he finds his pleasure and satisfaction in knowledge and realisation,

that he is immoveably aloft on the high peak of exalted spirituality,

that he has conquered his senses and looks upon a clod of earth, a

stone and gold as though they were all of equal value or equally of

no value to him. Among these characteristics of his, it is the last

characteristic, which happens to be best suited to serve as an external

index to point out the internal possession of true yogic enlightenment

and realisation by him. The undisturbed disposition of equal evalua-

tion in relation feo objects, which the world holds to be highly valuable

or of little or no value, is in itself a very good proof of the effective

eradication of selfishness from the heart of the true man of yoga.

Still, in so far as conduct in life is concerned, even this entire absence

of selfishness is evidently looked upon as a mere negative virtue,

so that, if, as a yogin, he is desirous of becoming specially excellent,

he has to supplement this absence of selfishness with an equal and

comprehensive manifestation of true love and sympathy towards all

persons, who may come into relation with him in any manner what-

soever. It has to be borne in mind in this connection that indiffer-

ence as to the value of material objects is generally capable of being

more easily acquired than the power to be equally loving and sympa-

thetic to all sorts of persons, who stand in all sorts of relation to us,
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What it is to be equally disposed towards all kinds of persons will

become clear to us in the course of our study of this chapter.

The real meaning of this equality of disposition, as also of the state-

ment samatvam yoga uchyate that yoga is equality, comes out

well from what we are told in a later stanza (VI 32) in this chapter.

From this stanza we shall distinctly learn that the supreme yogin is

he, who looks upon the pleasures and pains of others as though

they were his own, and shows in this respect no difference what-

soever between one person and another. To feel joy in the joys of

others and to feel woe in the woes of others are therefore at the basis

of this equal disposition or sense of equality ; for it is thus that the

yogin gives practical expression to his realisation that all embodied

beings are really like unto himself and are also like unto one

another in their essential nature. It thus becomes his special func-

tion to love them and to serve them ; he can indulge in nothing like

hatred in relation to them. Consequently, it is impossible for him to

make manifest in his own life the distinction of friends and foes or

the distinction of relations and no-relations ; wicked persons have to

form as much the objects of his love and the recipients of his service

as virtuous persons. In fact the attitude and disposition of other

persons in relation to him can have no modifying influence on his

own attitude of spontaneous love and service in relation to them.

This does not mean that the supreme yogin is unware of the moral

distinction between good and evil so as not to know that good is

really good and evil really evil. On the other hand, it has to be

distinctly understood that the appreciation of moral good and the

abhorrence of moral evil constitute the very core of the yogin's life

of self-realisation leading to God-realisation. But to abhor moral evil

is not necessarily to hate the sinner. It surely cannot be impossible

to conceive that the yogin's very abhorrence of the sin of the sinner

may well evoke love and sympathy for the weak and fallen man from

the yogin, who is strong through self-knowledge and lives his lumin-

ous life according to the rule of the equality of all beings. To advise

and to encourage the weak to become strong, the fallen to rise, and

the sinner to sin no more, is as much the work of true and earnest

love as the appreciation and admiration that are sincerely bestowed

upon the goodness of the good. Thus the rule of equal love to all

may imply appreciation and admiration in some cases, quite as much,
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as pity and sympathetic correction and guidance in other cases.

What this rule disallows absolutely is hatred ; even the sinner

ought not to be hated for the sake of his sin, because it is the sin of

the sinner that is hate-worthy, but not the man or the woman that

sins. Let us not fail to bear this distinction clearly in our minds,

whenever we think or speak about the ycgiris equality of disposition

in relation to all beings ; this equality is indeed nothing other than

the equal manifestation of his love, howsoever varied the manner of

its manifestation may be.

Having thus pointed out the high ethical purpose and philo-

sophical value of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration,

Sri-Krishna proceeds to describe in some of the following stanzas

the processes relating to the practice of that yoga, Let us take them

into consideration in our next class.

xxix
In our last class we began, as you know, the study of the sixth

chapter. It commences with an eulogistic description of the great

moral value of karma-yoga or the life of dutiful and efficient work

without attachment to the fruits thereof. Nevertheless, the chapter

as a whole is intended to give an exposition of the nature as well as

the result of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration aiming

at self-realisation and God-realisation. This latter yoga has here the

various names of sannydsa, karma-sannydsa, dhydna-yoga and

jnana-ydga given to it. It is in fact the yoga which is fully elabo-

rated in the Yoga-sutras of Patanjali; and its value is here shown to

consist in its capacity to lead to self-realisation and God-realisation,

both of which give to the doctrine of equality as a rule of conduct its

truth-born authoritativeness and justification. You know that we

have been told that, without the successful practice of karma-yoga or

the living of the life of disinterested duty, it is not possible to win the

realisations resulting from jnana-ydga. Similarly, it is not possible to

justify and establish the ethical authoritativeness of karma-yoga

without the aid of the realisations resulting from jnana-ydga. Such

being the interdependence of these two yogas, the study of jnana-

ydga cannot but be of supreme importance in all investigations re-

lating to the philosophy of conduct. In addition to this, jnana-ydga
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has its own intrinsic value as a unique revealer of truth. Let us

therefore try to understand its nature and object as explained in this

chapter of the Glta. The stanza, with which we begin our work

to-day, tells us bow one should undertake the practice of this yoga

of meditation and mental concentration. It runs thus :

10. The yogin, staying in solitude and being all

alone, should constantly apply himself to (the practice

of) yoga, with his mind and self under control and with

no desire and no (sense of) ownership.

This yoga of meditation and mental concentration is denned

by Patanjali as chitta-vritti-mrodha, that is, as the voluntary

prevention of the outward functioning of the thinking principle

of consciousness. I may say here that it is very necessary on

our part to guard ourselves against the easy tendency to come to

the conclusion that Patanjali is really the original founder of what

is commonly called the Yoga system of philosophy in Indian Sanskrit

literature. Indeed this yoga of meditation and mental concentra-

tion, aiming at the attainment of self-realisation and God-realisation,

is as old as some of the oldest Upanishads ; and in the famous

Kathopanishad (iv. 1.), for instance, we have a direct reference to it.

It is said therein "The Self-born One so made the senses that they

might work from within outwards. Therefore man sees external

objects and not the internal self. However, a certain heroic person,

wishing to attain immortality, turned his eye inwards and saw the

internal self ". Our authoritative commentators on this passage are

of opinion that it refers in outline to the processes making up the

practice of the yogaot meditation leading to self-realisation and God-

realisation. Therefore, Patanjali has to be looked upon as one of

the latest and probably the most scientific expounder of this yoga of

meditation and realisation ; and we need not at all feel surprised if

the Glta turns out to be one of the probable sources, from which he

might have drawn at least a part of his information regarding it.
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A reference to a later (VI. 20) stanza in this chapter will show you

bow, in the GUa also, yoga is understood to be chitta-vritti-nirodha or

the prevention of the outward play of the activities of the mind looked

upon as the thinking principle of consciousness. I believe I need not

remind you here that to prevent the activities of the thinking princi-

ple of consciousness from playing outwards cannot amount to the

absolute annihilation of its functioning ;
on the other hand, it simply

amounts to the withdrawal of the mind from its contact with the

objective world, so that the mind may thereby be enabled to have

itself for its own. object. Patanjali says that this sort of prevention

of the outward functioning of the activities of the thinking principle

becomes possible through abkyasa and vairdgya, that is, through

continued practice and dispassionate non-attachment ; and it is truly

worthy of note that this stanza commac ds the aspirant to apply

himself constantly to the practice of yoga after becoming free from

all desires and from all sense of ownership. We are further told

here that, while endeavouring to practise this yoga of meditation and

mental concentration, he must be in solitude and ail alone. It is

evident that the object of this injunction is to safeguard him from'

the disturbing influence of external distractions hindering his steady

mental application to the practice of such yoga. However, it should

not be forgotten that it is also possible for a man to be all alone in

solitude and have at the same time his mind agitated by all kinds

of desires and aversions. These internal distractions, so to speak of

them, are even more inimical to the successful practice of meditation

and mental concentration than all external distractions. Therefore

he must have his mind and body so completely under control as not

to yield to the temptations of desire and proprietorship. Self-

control and dispassion and non-attachment are in fact very essential

requisites for attaining success in the practice of this yoga. Indeed,

without them, the very practice of it becomes impossible.
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11 12. He should establish for himself, in a

place free from impurities, a firm seat, which is neither

too high nor too low, and is well spread over with cloth,

skin and the Jcusa grass ;
and then, making his faculty

of attention one-pointed and keeping under control the

activities of his mind and the senses, he should sit on

that (seat) and carry on (the practice of) yoga for

(acquiring) self-purification.

The first thing that we have to note here is, that the person,

who wants to practise yoga, should have a seat prepared and fixed

for him in a place which is free from all impurities. It is evident that

the seat is intended to be a comfortable one a sukhasana as they

call it in Sanskrit, for it has to be neither too high nor too low and

has to be covered with cloth, skin and the sacred grass. Sitting on

such a covered seat, he has to carry on the practice of yoga. We shall

soon learn in what kind of posture he has to sit on that seat while

practising yoga. And now we are told that the first mental operation

connected with this practice is to make the manas or the faculty of

attention one-pointed. Let us try to understand clearly what this

means. It appears to be an accepted conclusion among psychologists

that it is in the very nature of attention to be one-pointed, which

implies that it is not at all possible for the human mind to attend to

more than one thing in one and the same moment. The truth of

this psychological position is not in any way affected by the success-

ful performance of ushtdvadhdna and satdvadhdna, which some of

you may have observed. In the exhibition of these feats of multiplex

attention and correct memory known by the name of avadhdna

in Sanskrit, pointed attention is directed to several things succes-

sively, and there is no such thing as the operator attending to more

than ooe thing in exactly one and the same moment of time. It is

therefore perfectly true that, when it is looked at in this light, atten-

tion is naturally one-pointed. But, when the learner of the practice

of yoga is called upon to make his manas one-pointed, his endeavour

has to aim at directing his attention steadily and continuously to

one and the same thing for a long time through a protracted series

of successive moments. Obviously, therefore, this one-pointedness
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of the manas is different from the one-pointedness, which ia

the natural characteristic of the well-known mental operation

that is called attention. How the mind is ordinarily unsteady,.

and attention is apt to flit from thing to thing, must be known to

most of you from your experience. It is for the purpose of pre-

venting this tendency of attention to be flitting and unsteady that

the activities of the mind and the senses have to be kept under

control, in as much as these activities in their uncontrolled condition

form the main cause of the wandering of attention. That no man

with a wandering attention can succeed in arriving at yogic realisa-

tion through mental concentration is quite self-evident. There is

yet one more point worthy of being taken note of in these stanzas ;

and that is, the statement that one should undertake the practice of

yoga for attaining self-purification. This does not indicate that self-

realization in the state of samadhi is not the final aim of the practice

of yoga. On the other hand, what it means is, that, even in cases

where the final result of self-realisation is not yet accomplished, the

result of self-purification is produced as a matter of course. This

self-purification really means freedom from the taint of karma a

freedom which, as you know, can be acquired only through absolute

unselfishness and non-attachment to the fruits of work. I am sure

you can all see at once how the self-control and the dispassionate

disinterestedness, which have necessarily to be associated as pre-

requisites with the practice of yoga, make the acquisition of this kind

of self-purification through that practice perfectly certain. Accord-

ingly, this self-purification may be taken to be one of the immediate

aims of the practice of yoga. By it the power of the soul is rendered

free so that it may duly realise itself and attain salvation.

Let us now take up the next two stanzas :

13 14. Keeping the body, head and neck erect,

unshakeable and firm, and steadily looking at the tip
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of his own nose without casting glances in (all) direc-

tions, with a disposition marked by great peacefulness,

and without (any) fear, and observing (well) the vow
of celibacy, he should hold under control his faculty of

attention and become engaged in the practice of yoga,

having Me in his mind and looking upon Me as

supreme.

Here we have further particulars regarding what has to be

done by a person who undertakes the practice of yoga. The posture

to be assumed, while sitting on the already described kind of seat

with a view to practise yoga, is the first thing to be noted ; and it

is required that this posture should be such as keeps the body and

the neck and the bead quite erect and firm and motionless. The

object in enjoining such a posture is evidently to make the sitting for

the practice of yoga as fully wakeful and as little distracting as

possible. In what is called hatha-yoga, various forced postures of a

difficult and acrobatic character are practised ; and the aim seems to

be mainly to secure physical health and to deaden that sensibility,

which causes the feeling of fatigue and discomfort to come on as the

result of keeping the body in the same physical pose for any long

interval of time. These heroic exercises are not recommended here;

and Patanjali also, in recommending the sukhasana, considers a

simple, steady and comfortable posture to be the best for the purpose.

The next thing that we have to take note of here is the injunction

that, while practising yoga, one should not cast glances in all

directions, but should keep steadily looking at the tip of the nose

with both the eyes. Of all our senses the eye is the most powerful

source of disturbance to the concentration of attention ; and there-

fore to prevent the wandering of the eye from object to object is

calculated to diminish to a very largo extent the natural tendency

of attention to flit and to wander. Moreover, modern students of

hypnotism are of opinion that the straining of the eye, involved in

keeping the vision of both the eyes directed steadily to the tip of

the nose, is helpful in bringing about what they call the condition of

self-hypnotisation ; and concentration of attention and meditation

seem to be easy in such a condition. This is perhaps the reason
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of the injunction to have the vision of both the eyes steadily directed

to and firmly fixed upon the tip of the nose. Then, again, fear and

want of internal peacefulness io the mind may easily be made out

to be strong obstacles in the way of attaining success in the steady

and continuous practice of meditation. Hence internal mental

peace and freedom from fear are both rightly declared to be needed.

Another requisite mentioned here is, as you know, celibacy. This

is required for the purpose of conserving mental energy as well as

for the purpose of checking distraction and ensuring dispassion and

unselfishness. The aspirant, who tries co practise yoga with the

help of all these requisite aids for meditation, has further to exercise

well his will-power to keep under complete control his faculty of

attention, and has also to choose a suitable object for his medica-

tion. Sri-Krishna is Himself such a suitable object, in as much as

we are told here that the aspirant, while practising yoga, should

have Him in his mind and look upon Him as supreme. You know

that Sri-Krishna has already made Himself known as a divine

incarnation to Arjuna. Thus for the yogin to have SrT- Krishna in

his mind and look upon Him as supreme is the same thing as to

have God for the object of his meditation. In this respect also

Patanjali agrees with the Glta, as he says in one of his aphorisms

that the attainment of the realisations in samadhi becomes possible

through profound devotion to, and deep ani steady meditation

upon, God as the Supreme Spirit who is ever pure and ever blissful.

I may perhaps mention here that, whatever may be the

historical origin of the association of image-worship with Hinduism,

there seems to be good reason to believe that the importance of

dhyana or continued meditation as a means for the attainment of

yogic realisation has played no small part in maintaining that

association in the higher planes of Hindu religious thought and life.

Indeed higher Hinduism looks upon religion as realisation, and holds

that the devotee, whose religious devotion has not yet borne the

fruit of self-realisation and God-rfalisation, is still merely on the

way to the attainment of true religion. One consequence of this

has been that worship and meditation have become almost synony-

mous in some of the philosophic schools of Hindu religious thought.

The many dhydna-sldkas known to Hindu religious literature are all
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stanzas intended to serve as aids for that fixing of attention which

is required in practising continued meditation ; and in these stanzas

the divine object of meditation is conceived and described in various

mythical and anthropomorphic ways, although every cultured Hindu,

who knows anything of the philosophy of his religion, readily

subscribes to the statement

5T

" O God, to Thee there is no embodiment, no form, no weapons and

no place of abode. Nevertheless, Thou manifestest Thyself to Thy
devotees in the form of man." According to this well known and

oft-quoted stanza, which I have freely translated, God has neither

figure nor form, has no weapons to wield, and is without any parti-

cular place of abode ; and yet to His devotees He makes Himself

manifest in human form. Here there is an open recognition of the

ultimate necessity of anthropomorphism even in the highest forms of

abstract thought relating to the fundamental realities of religion and

philosophy. So long as human thought cannot get out of its own
natural mould, this kind of psychological anthropomorphism is

inevitable. Nevertheless, material representations of God based on

even such inevitable mental anthropomorphism are looked upon by

some non-Hindus as forming the basis of a low condemnable idolatry.

There may indeed b,e many causes to account for the currency in

certain religions of the worship of material objects and images,

such causes as fetichism, totemism, bloody sacrifices, mytho-

logy and so on. But no serious student of Hindu mythology and

Indian iconography can fail to discover the lofty symbolism associ-

ated with some of the images that are used as objects of worship

and meditation in higher Hinduism. You may, for instance, take into

consideration in this connection that famous dhydnasloka relating

to the worship of Vishnu, which, as you know, runs thus :

73
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Here Vishnu is conceived as the One Lord of All the Worlds

and as the God of Gods, who has the universe for His body and is

infinite and immaterial like the sky. Accordingly, He is declared

to be realisable through concentrated meditation in the heart of the

yogin. Since even suoh an immaterial, all-pervading and all-ruling

God has to be conceived by the yogin in his meditation as having

a markedly beautiful form with lotus-like eyes and an expression full

of love and peace, he is allowed to make his God anthropomorphous,

so as to give Him a dark colour and also a serpent-bed, to imagine a

lotus to be sprouting up from His navel, and to think of Him as the

Loving Lord of Lakshmi, the Goddess of Prosperity and Happiness.

The serpent-bed in the image symbolises in the language of myths the

mastery of God over time and eternity, and the lotus from the navel

indicates that He is the centre and ultimate source of universal

creation. The serpent forming the bed of Vishnu is called ananta,

the endless one, and sesha, the ever-remaining one ; it is sometimes

called ddi-sesha also, which means that it is a certain something

the beginning of which always remains to be found out. It is easy

to see that what is conceived here is time looked upon both as

beginningless and endless. The lotus from the navel of Vishnu is

represented generally as the seat of Brahma, who is, as you know,

the creator in the well known trinity of Hindu Gods. These ideas

so symbolised in relation to God are all highly philosophical ; and

it is under
;
this symbolism that Vishrxu is worshipped in South

India as Padmanabha in Trivandram, as Ranganatha in Srirangam,

and as Govindaraja in Lower Tirupati, for instance. Moreover, this

sleeping God of peace and beauty and love, who is unlimited by

time and space and is the ultimate source of universal creation,

sleeps the sleep, which is often spoken of as yoga-nidrd in Sanskrit,

that is, the sleep which allows Him to be ever wakeful in the work

of protecting and looking after the welfare of all beings in the uni-

verse of His creation. After creating the world and setting it in

working order, He does not unnecessarily interfere with its laws. It

is hard to see anything like low idolatry in this symbolic representa-

tion of God ; and when it happens to be helpful to the yogin in his

meditation and to others also in their divine worship, there is no

reason why it should be condemned r at any rate, I cannot see any
such reason. Now let, us go. on :
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15. By applying himself constantly to the practice

of yoga thus, the yogin with the (well) controlled

mind attains that peace, which is the supreme perfec-

tion of the bliss of soul-salvation and is enduringly

established in Me.

It must be evident to you that this stanza tells us what it is

that the yogin attains as the fruit of his steady practice of yoga, God

being the object of his meditation. In the course of our study of

the fifth chapter of the Gltd, we were able to see that the winning of

everlasting spiritual peace through God-realisation and God-attain-

ment is the goal of both karma-yoga and jnana-yoga. In fact the

last stanza of the fifth chapter gives us to understand that, through

the jnana-yoga of meditation and mental concentration, it becomes

possible to realise God as the Enjoyer of All Worships and Auster-

ities, and as the Great Lord of All the Worlds and the Friend of All

Born Beings, and that the yogin thereby attains through that

realisation the bliss of supreme spiritual peace. And here in this

stanza we are told that this peace is nothing short of what one is

rewarded with, when one attains the salvation of moksha or soul-

emancipation, and that it is divine in character in as much as it is

enduringly established in God. The idea evidently seems to be that,

in that state of the yogin's ecstatic vision, which is brought about by
the practice of extreme mental abstraction and the withdrawal of the

self into the self, there arises in him a divine illumination, in the

light of which the soul may be viewed in the perfect purity of its

complete spiritual integrity, and may thus be ascertained to possess all

those elements of blessedness and peace that appertain to the Divine

Essence. To all those, who can understand the full meaning of the

statement, that it is in this Divine Essence that we have the full

synthesis of Truth, Beauty and Goodness, it must be easy to see

that, in the yogin's ecstatic vision of the soul, he himself becomes

absorbed, as it were, in the consciousness of the harmony underlying

these sublime conceptions of Truth, Beauty and Goodness. In that
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transfigured state of the soul of the ycgin, all limitations and

conflict and inharmony cease, and nothing other than supreme

spiritual peace can then be his peculiar and noteworthy characteristic.

Spiritual peace like this is certainly the peace, which is enduringly

established in God and forms the supreme perfection of the bliss of

soul- salvation.

16. Arjuna, yoga is not (possible) to the person,

who eats too much, nor to him who does not eat at all
;

(it is) not (possible) to him, who is addicted to too much

sleep ;
nor surely to him, who is (ever) wakeful.

17. To him, whose eating and recreation are

appropriate, who is appropriately active in (the perfor-

mance of) work and has appropriate sleep and wakeful-

ness, (to him) yoga becomes the destroyer of (all)

misery.

I am sure all of you know that much effort and exercise of will-

power are involved in the processes of meditation and mental concen-

tration. We have already learnt that it is in the very nature of the

mind to be easily swayed by the objects of the senses, and thus to flit

from perception to perception and be unsteady and hard to control

and to keep under restraint. Since meditation and mental concentra-

tion form the chief means by which yogic realisation is to be attained,

it follows as a matter of course, in consequence of the close natural

relation between the body and the mind, that all those physical

conditions, which are conducive to the putting forth of the mental

effort needed for the practice of meditation and mental concentration,

must be helpful to the attainment of yogic realisation. We may very

well go even so far as to say that, unless the body is carefully kept in

a healthy and manageable condition, it is not possible at all to utilise
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the mind for the attainment of self-realisation and God -realisation

through the practice of yoga. To overload the stomach by eating

too much does not certainly tend to keep the body in a healthy and

manageable condition. Too much food in the stomach acts so as to

draw an abnormally large quantity of blood into that organ,

depriving thereby the brain of its normal blood-supply ; and the

result is that the brain becomes incapacitated to do its work. It is

undoubtedly within the range of common human experience that

over-eating and steady mental effort are incompatible with each

other. Therefore yoga is not possible to the person who eats too

much. Similarly it is not also possible to him who does not eat at

all. When one becomes a prey to hunger or is troubled by the

pangs of starvation, meditation and mental concentration are al-

together out of the question. The weakening of the body caused by

excessive fasting tends to weaken the power of the brain through

which the mind has to work. Temperance in eating neither eating

too much nor eating too little is, therefore, what is wanted for the

proper practice of yoga. Again, we are told that similar temperance

is required in the matter of sleeping as well, since too much sleep

and too little sleep are both harmful for the attainment of success in

the pratice of yoga. This success depends upon continued conscious

mental effort direced towards the practice of meditation and mental

concentration; and the sleeping man, who is unconscious of himself in

consequence of his sleep, cannot put forth such conscious effort.

Although the man in sound sleep and the man in the yogic state of

samadhi are both oblivious of the external world, the latter has to be

intensely aware of himself, while the former loses himself also in the

oblivion of sleep. In addition to this incompatibility between sleep

and yoga, there is the fact that too much sleep is apt to make the

mind dull and incapable of steady and sustained exertion ; and without

such exertion the practice of meditation and mental concentration is

impossible. That too much sleep is harmful to the attainment of

success in the practice of yoga need not mean that too little sleep is

helpful to it. On the other hand we are told here that too little sleep

is quite as harmful to it as too much sleep. Physiologists tell us that

sleep gives rest to the brain and re-invigorates it after exhaustion.

Hence inadequate sleep means inadequate relief from mental

fatigue, with the attendant consequences of weakness and irritability.
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This condition of the mind also tends to prevent, as may be easily

seen, the achievement of success in the practice of yoga. Accordingly

an appropriate amount of both food and sleep is very necessary to

all those who endeavour to attain success in the practice of yoga.

It is further pointed out here that all such persons should have due

recreation and a due quantity of work to perform from day to day.

Work and recreation are known to be very good antidotes to listless-

ness and disheartening pessimism ; and they markedly encourage

good digestion and sound health. Therefore they are also of great

value to those who engage themselves in the practice of yoga. By

taking advantage of all these aids and avoiding at the same time all

hindering obstacles, the attainment of success in the practice of yoga

becomes quite possible ; and on the attainmant of that success, the

peace, which is the supreme perfection of the bliss of soul- salvation

and is enduringly established in God, becomes the highest and the

most valuable possession of the fortunate yogin. And is it any

wonder that to him yoga becomes the destroyer of all misery ?

18. When the well-controlled mind abides solely

in itself, then one, (becoming) free from desire in rela-

to all objects of desire, is called a man of yoga.

Here we have another description of the yukta or the man of

accomplished yoga. You may remember that, from a previous stanza

in this chapter (VI. 8), we learnt that the man of accomplished

yoga is that kind of yogin, whose nature is such as is apt to be

pleased and satisfied with knowledge and spiritual realisation, who is

immoveably aloft and has conquered the senses, and to whom a clod

of earth, a stone and gold are all alike in value. This sort of descrip-

tion of the man of accomplished yoga mainly takes note of certain

comparatively external characteristics that are observable about him.

But the description given in the stanza here goes, as we may say,

to the root of the matter; here we are shown what that internal

psychological condition is, which is in reality responsible for those

external characteristics. By the practice of controlling the mind,
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steadying the attention and concentrating it upon a suitable object

of meditation, what one succeeds in achieving is, as we are told

here, the complete self-abidance of the mind : in other words, the

thinking principle of consciousness, which is usually called chitta in

Sanskrit, functions in this peculiar state of self-abidance entirely in

relation to itself. When the yogin's mind is made so self-abidant,

then he perceives himself from within; and in this perception

there is this great pecularity that the subject of perception is at

the same time the object of perception also. When in this manner

the subject and the object become unified in yogio perception and

the outward functioning of the chitta is altogether obstructed, the

perception of external objects necessarily ceases at once and entirely.

With the cessation of external perception, the common physiologi-

cal sensations of pleasure and pain, which are associated with such

perception, cease also as a matter of course ; and when pain and

pleasure thus cease to fall within the range of experience, desire

cannot be evoked at all in relation to any external object of desire.

Accordingly, it may be taken to be a full and accurate description of

the man of accomplished yoga to say that he has succeeded in

making his chitta or thinking principle of consciousness abide in

itself. The nature of such self-abiding consciousness is explained

by an appropriate example in the very next stanza, which runs

thus :

II ? ^ II

19. The way, in which the lamp-flame, which is

in a (still) windless place, does not shake, that has

been considered to be a thing similar to the self of the

yogin, who has his mind under control and is engaged

in practising yoga.

When a lamp burns in a perfectly still place, its flame is seen

to be unshaking and one-pointed. In the same manner the con-

sciousness of the yogin, who has, through the practice of continued

meditation, succeeded in attaining the state of samadhi, is also

steady and one-pointed and does not flicker or flutter. Indeed the
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comparison given here means more. I may here draw your attention

to the fact, that it is a somewhat common thing in Sanskrit philo-

sophical literature to compare the principle of consciousness to the

flame of a lamp, for the reason that such a flame, by its intrinsic

luminosity, reveals itself and at the same time reveals other objects

by illuminating them with its own light. Oar principle of con-

sciousness also, as we know from our experience, reveals itself to us

and at the same time enables us to become aware of other objects as

well. Even like the English word consciousness, the Sanskrit word

jnana is used to denote the principle of consciousness as well as the

awareness which is its characteristic. To distinguish these two

things which are thus denoted by the same wordjwawa, the former of

them is said to be dharmi-bhuta-jnana and the latter dharma-bhuta-

jnana ; that is, the jnana denoting the principle of consciousness

is that, which is characterized by the characteristic of awareness,

while the other jnana happens to be this very characteristic of aware-

ness. Moreover, the steady, unquivering one-pointedness of the

flame is intended to indicate that, in the condition of internal yogic

concentration, there is no movement of the mind at all, and that,

nevertheless, it is not all darkness within, but is, on the contrary,

concentrated light. The self-luminosity of consciousness and its

self-awareness become intensified by this process of concentration,

and give rise to yogic realisation in the state of samddhi. Some of

the characteristics of the state of samadhi are given in the following

four stanzas ; and they are
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20. That, wherein the mind, restrained by the

practice of yoga, ceases to operate, and wherein (one)

further becomes delighted indeed by seeing the self

through the self in one's (own) self :

21. That, wherein (one) experiences that absolute

happiness, which is supersensuous and (yet) compre-
hensible by the intellect, and, staying wherein, (one)

does not move (away) from the truth :

22. That, on obtaining which (one) does not

consider (any) other gain (to be) superior to it, and on

being established in which (one) is not agitated even

in consequence of great misery :

23. Understand that separation from (all) associa-

tion with pain to be what is denoted by yoga. That

yoga has to be practised with determination and with

a mind devoid of despondency.

In this description of yoga, it is worthy of note that it is said

to be
'

separation from all association with pain '. This evidently

means that the attainment of success in the practice of yoga makes

it utterly impossible for the yogin to come into contact with pain :

in fact he comes to be as uncognisant of pain as if it did not at all

exist in so far as he was concerned. The idea is not that he is

made absolutely callous to pain ; on the other hand, we have to

understand that his mind, having been so restrained as not to ba

allowed to operate from within outwards, ceases to perceive pain-

producing objects. Patanjali's definition of yoga as

as the obstruction of the outward functioning of the thinking princi-

ple of conciousness is worth bearing in mind in this connection ;

and the cessation of the external operation of the mind through the

restraint put upon it by means of sustained will-power is exactly the

same thing. On preventing the mind's function of external percep-

tion in this manner, what happens to the yogin is that he is enabled

to realise within himself his own self with the aid of that very self.

That is, he is led on by his yoga to the achievement of what is

74
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known as self-realisation ; and the state of self-realisation is one

of intrinsic joy and delight. This joy, being independent of the

outer activity of the senses, has naturally to be constant and

unvarying in its nature, and may well form the basis of an absolute

happiness which is supersensuous. It is often said that, if you

take away from the mind such of its contents as are contributed

to it by the various senses, you have still the mind left intact ; and

so long as it is possible to maintain that the essential basis of the

mind is not a product of the senses, it must also be possible to

understand that the state of self-realisation is one of open and

luminous awareness and unconditioned joy. It is almost self-

evident that the yogin, who attains this kind of self-realisation,

comes thereby into close contact with what constitutes the essential

basis of the reality of his own existence : in other words, he comes

to know and to comprehend his own soul and through it the truth

regarding the reality of his being. Since, in this condition, his vision

is altogether in-turned and thrown upon the essential basis of his

being, he is not subjected to any distraction, and the object of his

in-turned vision remains unchanged and ever within the field of his

superconscious cognition. Accordingly, he does not move away

from the truth, so long as he continues to maintain this condition

of self-realisation. To be brought thus face to face with the truth of

the reality of one's own being is of course a gain of supreme value and

importance ; and we have been told already that, through the realisa-

tion of this reality, there arises an intrinsic joy which is absolute

and supersensuous. This joy is rightly conceived to constitute an

element of that cognition of the self which constitutes self-realisation ;

and that is why the self is described to be sat, chit and ananda,

that is, to be existence, consciousness and bliss. In this way, it even

partakes of the divine nature. To so perceive the divinity of one's

own nature is indeed a gain, than which nothing can be greater or

more important. The experience of the intrinsic and absolute

blissfulness of the basic reality of our being necessarily cuts us off

from all contact with the pains and pangs prevailing in the external

world of phenomenal perception. Therefore the seer, who has

succeeded in seeing and knowing his own self and is in the enjoy-

ment of the supreme bliss of self-realisation, cannot be affected by

these pains and pangs of the phenomenal world ; and even such
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things as may cause great misery to common men and women can-

not have the power of producing any trouble or agitation in the mind

of the internally illumined ydgin. When the very contact with the

pain-producing agencies of the external world is cut off from the

in-turned mind of the yogin, it is no wonder that even the most

momentous of such agencies does not affect him in the least. Thus

yoga may well be looked upon as the separation of one's self from

all association with pain, although self-realisation happens to be the

chief thing that has to be accomplished by it. Indeed, the absolute

separation of one's self from all association with pain is a natural

and necessary consequence of yogic self-realisation.

We are further told here that the practice of this ycga, whereby

self-realisation and freedom from all association with pain may be

attained, is a worthy endeavour fit to be adopted by aspirants after

the salvation of soul-emancipation. You may remember our having

been told already that this path of self-realisation through the prac-

tice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration is not suited

for all people to follow ; in fact it is not at all intended for all. Only

a select few are fit to follow it ; and among the few that undertake the

practice of this yoga, all do not succeed in attaining self-realisation

and that blessing of absolute painlessness which comes in its wake.

Success is hard to achieve even by the earnest aspirant, who has the

needed fitness for the practice of yoga. That is why we are told in

this context that yoga should be practised with determination and

with a mind that is devoid of despondency. Without unshaking

determination and unbaffled hopefulness, the attainment of success is

considered to be impossible in the practice of yoga ; and success

therein is so valuable and so inspiring that no trouble or trial for its

sake can appear to be too great to any one who has set his heart upon

achieving it. Please let me close our work here for to-day.

XXX

In our last class we were mainly dealing with what may be

looked upon as the external aspect of how the yoga of meditation

and mental concentration is to be practised. We then learnt about

the kind of place that is to be chosen for carrying on this practice,

about the nature of the seat to be used and the bodily posture to be
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adopted for the purpose. You may remember that we were further

taught that the aspirant, who undertakes the practice of this yoga,

should eat neither too much nor too little, and should in the same

manner sleep neither too much nor too little, and that he should

keep his mind free from contact with all sorts of distracting agencies

and influences. Thus practised, the yoga of meditation and mental

concentration tends to make the mind of the aspirant steady and

one-pointed like the flame of a lamp burning in a perfectly still

place ; and the self-realisation resulting subsequently makes him

absoutely happy and blissful, cutting him off entirely from all

association with pain. In the stanzas, which we are going to study

to-day, the internal conditions required for the attainment of success

in the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration

are mentioned ; and the nature of the bliss associated with the self-

realisation arising from such yogic success is also described. Then

our attention is clearly drawn to the ethical value and usefulness

of this yoga of meditation and realisation, so that we may know

what bearing it really has upon the determination of right conduct.

Let us now proceed to see how these things are all dealt with here.

24. Giving up altogether all desires born of wilful

volition, and controlling well the (whole) collection of

the senses on all sides by means of the manas

entirely,

25. One should very slowly stop the (outward)

working (of the mind) with the aid of the intelligence

that is grasped by (firm) resolve
;
and then, causing the

manas to become fixed within himself, he should not

think of anything whatsoever.
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You know that we have been all along understanding by the

word manas what I have called the faculty of attention, and that

from a stanza in the third chapter (III. 42) we have been able to make

out the nature of the psychological process of perception and also the

relative gradation of the various faculties involved in that process.

To bear these things in mind now will be of help to us in understanding

the details of yogic concentration as described here. The first thing

that the aspirant is called upon to do is to give up altogether all

desires that; are due to wilful volition. As you are aware, these

desires have to be distinguished from those others which are actuated

by felfc natural wants for the necessities of life. The desires that

are produced in us in consequence of the necessity of our having to

satisfy hunger and thirst, for instance, cannot be said to be born of

wilful volition. The desires arising from love of luxury and enjoy-

ment they are born out of wilful volition. It is not in our power

to give up altogether the former of these two kinds of desires : and

the endeavour to give them up is certain to prove unfruitful as well

as unwholesome even in the case of the aspirant who undertakes

the practice of yoga. To such a person it is indeed much more

injurious to give free scope to the desires of the latter kind, that is,

to the desires that are due to love of luxury and enjoyment and are

therefore born of wilful volition. That is why he is called upon to

give up all these desires altogether. Without this preliminary

exercise of will-power, no person can restrain and control the outward

play of his senses by means of the faculty of attention, although in

psychological rank this faculty is, as we have seen, superior to the

senses and may well control them. As a matter of fact, it is our

proneness to love the pleasure and to hate the pain produced by

the perceptive operation of the senses, that is really responsible

for the difficulty we feel in withdrawing the mind from its contact

with the external world ;
and the advice, that the aspirant after the

practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration should

give up altogether all desires born of wilful volition, is therefore

well given and deserves to be well received and duly adopted.

The next point we have to note is that the aspirant has to

control the entire collection of his senses wholly by means of his

faculty of attention, and that this control should be exercised on all
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sides so as not to allow anywhere any weak point, through which

they may break out to indulge in the perceptive experience of the

external world. The object to be kept in view by the aspiring yogin

is that his work should be a fully conscious endeavour on his part

to make himself become uncognisant of the external world ; his

non-cognisance of the external world should not be the result

of the dullening or the deadening of the senses themselves. For

this purpose the fixing of the manas within is necessary ; and

its outward functioning must be stopped. Such a prevention of the

external working of the manas and the fixing of it within cannot be

accomplished, except with the aid of a resolute will guided by good

intelligence. An unintelligent exercise of a stubborn will cannot

lead to the attainment of the object aimed at ; because the absence

of the guidance of intelligence in the determination of the action of

the will is certain to make the means adopted unsuitable for the end

kept in view. Similarly, the will, which is not sustained by firm and

unshaking resolve, howsoever intelligently its action may be guided,

cannot accomplish the mental concentration aimed at by the yogin ;

because the absence of the sustaining resolve is apt to make the will

both weak and wavering, so as to hinder the yogin' s mental concent-

ration. And even when the yogin is in command of the guiding

intelligence and the sustaining resolve, mental concentration of the

kind required for the attainment of samadhi cannot be accomplished

at once, as its accomplishment comes only as the result of repeated

practice, for the reason that the forces propelling the mind outwards

are ordinarily so strong and difficult to resist. Moreover, the special

instruction given here is that the aspiring yogin should fix his manas

within himself and should not think of anything whatsoever.

This clearly means that the object of his meditation during the

process of the practice of mental concentration should not be any-

thing other than the self of the yogin himself ;
all ordinary objects

of attention and thought and desire have thus to be banished from the

field of hie mental activities. This peculiar condition of objectless-

ness in relation to his mind is inevitably needed before his attaining

self-realisation through mental concentration ; and it should not be

difficult for you to see that mental concentration under this condition

of objectlessness is neither quickly nor easily accomplished. The

outward working of the mind can be stopped only slowly ;
and
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therefore the condition of objectlessness in relation to the mind can

also be accomplished only slowly. When the outward play of the

mind is successfully prevented and attention is entirely fixed within,

so that it has nothing other than the self itself for its object, then it

is that self-realisation results.

26. Whithersoever the manas, which is flitting

and unsteady, moves out, he should everywhere there

subject it to restraint and bring it under control (so that

it may be engaged) altogether within himself.

27. Indeed, there comes supreme happiness to this

(kind of) yogin, whose mind is tranquilled and rajas

allayed, and who has become (like unto) Brahman
and is free from (all) impurity.

The first of these two stanzas tells us distinctly that the manas,

or the faculty of attention as we have been understanding it, is

ordinarily flitting and unsteady. We have already seen how difficult

it is to command the ekdgrata or one-pointedness of attention,

that is, how difficult it is to concentrate the attention continuously

for any length of time on one and the same object. It is for acquiring

the power to make attention easily and continuously one-pointed,

that the practice of dhydna or meditation is prescribed as one of the

important processes of yoga, Ordinarily, in dhydna, the attention

is concentrated upon some mentally conceived object ; but here the

teaching relates to the peculiar process of concentrating attention

without thinking of anything whatsoever. We are in fact taught here

how to practise what is in Sanskrit called nirdlambana-dhydna mean-

ing unsupported meditation, that is, meditation in which attention

becomes concentrated in spite of there being no object on which it may
be concentrated. The withdrawal of attention from all other objects,
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so as to concentrate it altogether upon what happens to be the

object of meditation, is what is required in the practice of dhydna

in the ordinary course. But, in the case of tbis niralambana-

dhydna, the yogin has to withdraw his attention from wheresoever

it moves out, and has to keep it under control and wholly engaged

within himself, even when ifc is given no directly perceived or

mentally conceived object to become concentrated upon ; and this

peculiar self-concentration of attention, it is certainly more difficult

to practise than ordinary dhyana. And yet, ib must be evident

to many of you that it is only success in the self-concentration of

attention, which leads to true self-realisation and gives rise to the

spiritual bliss naturally and inseparably associated with it. This

bliss is in fact nothing other than the manifestation or unfoldment

of the intrinsically blissful nature of the spirit, that is, of the dnanda

constituting one of its essential elements. It is, however, to be

remembered that there is a school of thought among Veddntins,

which maintains that objectless meditation is a psychological impossi-

bility ; and such Veddntins interpret this kind of concentration to

mean the mere prevention of the desire hankering after the pleasures

and objects of the senses. What we are here called upon to under-

stand from the second of the two stanzas is, that that success in

concentrating attention, which comes by the practice of nirdlam-

bana-dhydna, granting it to be possible, removes the obstacles, which

ordinarily stand in the way of our realisation of the intrinsic and

infinite dnanda of the spirit. That is why we have been given here

a description of the condition of the successful and perfected yogin,

so that we may infer therefrom the nature of the supreme happiness

that comes to him as the result of his yogic success. That charac-

teristic in the yogin's condition as described here which we may
first take into consideration, is that his rajas is allayed. You all

know that rajas indicates that tendency of prakriti, by which we,

men and women, are impelled to be aggressively active in seeking and

securing pleasure, power and fame and the things that contribute to

their acquisition and enjoyment. The allaying of this tendency is

not possible so long as the mind continues to be freely out-going so

as to come into contact with the objects of the senses ; and so long

as it is not allayed, the mind continues to be storm-tossed, so to say,

by desires and aversions, by attractions and repulsions, and by
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attachments and hatreds. With the allaying of the rajas, however,

comes the tranquillisation of the mind ; it is no longer storm-tossed,

but gets into a condition of self-contained calmness reflecting the

infinite bliss of the self and fully bringing into light its own spiri-

tual essence. This freedom from the disturbance and the unwhole-

some working of the pairs of opposites, such aa desires and aversions,

leads, as you know, to the purity which is the result of the efface-

ment of the internal imprint of karma. You may in this connection

think of the Upanishadic teaching

that, when all the desires which are found in the heart of one are

relinquished, then the mortal becomes the immortal and attains the

Brahman here. The mortal becoming the immortal implies the

effacement of the birth-and-death-compelling taint of karma ; and

the successful ycgin becoming like unto the Brahman means the

same thing as tbat he attains the Brahman here. When the

material and other limitations, to which the spirit is ordinarily

subjected, are reduced to the vanishing point, as is done in the case

of such a yogin, and the spirituality of the spirit is made as fully

manifest as possible, then it is a natural and necessary consequence

tbat he becomes like unto the Brahman in his supremely happy state

of self-realisation. This is clearly brought out in the next stanza.

28. Applying himself always in this manner, the

yogin, freed from impurity, enjoys easily that limitless

bliss, which consists in experiencing the Brahman so

as to be in close touch with it.

We have tried to see how the internal illumination, resulting

from the attainment of success in the practice 'of yoga, gives rise to

supreme spiritual peace and happiness, and how it also frees the

yogin from the taint Of karma, so as to enable him to acquire a true

75
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and well-jreajised knowledge of the essential nature of his own basic

principle as an ever-blissful spirit which is conscious of its own

reality and intrinsic blissfulness. When, through the incessant

practice of yoga,, the yogin becomes free from all the impurities due

to the taint of karana, he nob only acquires true self-knowledge, but

also, in consequence of this very self-realisation, becomes the enjoyer

of the supreme bliss which is infinite and divine. This bliss is de-

scribed here as consisting in experiencing the Brahman so as to be in

close touch with it. Let us try to understand what this means. My
idea is that this manner of describing the spiritual bliss, attained by

the yogin through success in the practice of yoga, amounts to saying

that his bliss is very nearly like the supreme bliss that is attained

in the state of final beatitude or mcksha : it is the highest enjoy-

ment of bliss that one may have in the embodied condition, since

mokaha presumes the disentanglement of the soul from material

embodiment 1 and all its worldly attachments. The bliss of the

yogin s self-realisation is not the same as the bliss of the emanci-

pated spirit in. the state of final beatitude, but closely touches it

and gives the aspirant a foretaste of what it is like, and how peaceful

and illuminating and indeed how blissful it is. The successful yogin's

bliss is nob exactly that of the mukta, but is the bliss of the jivan-

mukta ; >and from what we are told here we have to understand that

the difference between the bliss, realised by the yogin in his embodied

condition, and the bliss enjoyed by him in the state of the soul's

final freedom of salvation, is merely one of degree. Although this

bliss of yoyic realisation is so supreme and of such high spiritual

value, it is said to corne to the ydgin quite easily. Tbis does not

mean that the attalnmept.of the required success in the practice of

yoga is a matter of no difficulty, but implies that all the difficulty,

which is 'involved 1 in 'attaining success in the practice of yoga, is

almost as! nptbihgi when compared with the infinite blissfulness of the

bliss of the spiiifc, which conies as a matter of course to the success-

ful yogin. Please observe how high his privilege is, and how well

illuminated and happy and serene he must be while experiencing

this suprepje bliss. , ;

w^<it*f*iK*ii*t 3Rjjnft mwft i
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29. The person, who has applied himself (well) to

yoga and has (come to be characterised by) equality

of vision in relation to all (beings), sees himself as

existing in all beings and all beings (as existing) within

himself.

The object, with which the aspirant practises meditation and

mental concentration so as to attain success in yoga, is not merely

that he may, even in this embodied life of his, obtain a foretaste of

the bliss of the Brahman, which is the bliss of final beatitude. If

that were the object, the aim of yoga would certainly be to encourage

selfishness of a superior description. To be impelled to seek the enjoy-

ment of the blissful experience, which is consequent upon successful

self-realisation, is not in any way less selfish in its nature than to be

impelled to seek the pleasures and pleasurable objects of the senses.

But I have already pointed out to you that to the ydgin, whose

one aim is to attain the salvation of soul-emancipation, all the

accessory results arising from the practice of yoga are of no conse-

quence, however valuable and wonderful they may be in themselves.

Even as he is known to discard the well-known eight ycgic powers,

he does nob care to make the acquisition of a foretaste of the bliss

of final beatitude the chief purpose of his life of steady and strenuous

application to yoga. The unfoldment of the intrinsic powers and

essential characteristics of the self in the course of the process of

self-realisation is perfectly natural ; without such unfoldmenb the

self-realisation resulting from yoga would be no true realisation

at all. This certainly does not entitle us to mistake any of the

natural consequences of the yogin's self-realisation to be the main

aim of his austere life of well sustained yoga. To commit such a

mis'ake is all the more inexcusable, when we know that the salvation

of the soul is undeniably the supreme end of life, and that this end

can be attained only through the practice of absolute unselfishness.

Nothing should make our seeking of salvation a merely selfish

endeavour ; for, in such a ca?e, the salvation that is sought would

itself become unattainable. If the end and aim of the practice of

the yoga of meditation and mental concentration were to give to

the successful yogin a foretaste, so to say, of the bliss of the soul's

final beatitude, then it would be perfectly right to maintain that this
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yoga simply serves a selfish purpose, and cannot therefore prove to

he a means for the attainment of that salvation, which is achievable

only through absolute non-attachment and entire unselfishness.

The experience of the foretaste of the bliss of final beatitude may
be, and in all probability is, as far as we can make out, very differ-

ent from the experience of the pleasures of the senses. Nevertheless,

we cannot rightly say that the desire to have the former experience

is entirely unselfish, while the desire to have the latter experience is

sordidly selfish. No means, which naturally leads to a selfish end,

can cause the accomplishment of an object that can be achieved

only by unmixed unselfishness.

The solution of this difficulty is to be found in the fact, that

Sri-Krishna has not taught us, that the end and aim of the

practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration is to

make the successful yogin have, through self-realisation, a foretaste

of the bliss of final beatitude. According to this Divine Teacher,

the yoga of meditation and mental concentration is a sure means

for the killing of selfishness, in as much as it gives rise to the

yogin's equality of vision that equality of vision, which enables

him to see himself as existing in all beings and see all beings as

existing within himself. It is to ascertain, to his own satisfaction

and the satisfaction of ail lovers of wisdom, the truth and rationality

underlying this equality of vision and make it practically certain

in its operation in life, that the yogin is called upon to practice the

yoga of meditation and mental concentration. Its aim is purely

ethical, although it gives rise to certain interesting and important

psychological results as it progresses towards its natural culmination

in self-realisation ; and the fulfilment of this ethical aim is depend-

ent upon the acquisition by the yogin of what is mentioned here

as equality of vision. The meaning underlying this expression

corresponds to what has been given in a stanza (V. 18.) in the

previous chapter, wherefrom, you may remember, we learnt that

wise men look alike upon a Brahmin and a chandala, upon a cow

and a dog, as also upon an elephant and a dog. It is the acquisition

of this wisdom of the wise man, which happens to be the ethical aim

of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration. As we have

already seen, the self-realisation, resulting from the practice of this
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yoga, enables the yogin to grasp well the distinction between the

soul and the body. To him the immateriality, immutability and

immorality of the soul which is sat, chit and ananda in essence

becomes as distinctly evident as the materiality, mutability and

morality of the body. The man, who has succeeded in the practice

of the yoga, of meditation and mental concentration to this extent,

will naturally be able to see at once that it is his soul which forms

the basis of his enduring reality, even as it happens to be the enjoyer

of the supreme peace and illumination and happiness that are asso-

ciated with successful self-realisation achieved through the practice of

this yoga. What he thus realises in relation to himself, he will natur-

ally extend to other embodied beings, so as to arrive at the conviction

that the souls, embodied in other embodiments than his own body,

are as essentially spiritual as his own soul, and are therefore equally

immaterial, immutable and immortal. Similarly, be will arrive at

the conviction that, like his own body, all other embodiments are

material, mutable and mortal. Thus the difference between one

embodied being and another embodied being is due not to any differ-

ence between the spiritual entities or souls, which constitute the

enduring basis of their reality, but is dependent upon whatever

difference there is in character and configuration in relation to their

embodiments. This high degree of similarity between souls in their

nature, as learnt from yogic self-realisation, has, as you know, led

some teachers to postulate their essential identity, notwithstanding

the fact that the doctrine of the essential identity and oneness of

souls forms no part of the Sdiikhya philosophy. It is, moreover,

worth bearing in mind that the belief in the doctrine of the essential

identity and oneness of soula is in itself capable of being based on

yogic realisation, and tends to support strongly the truth and value

and need of the great ethical lesson of equality to be derived from the

yogin' s equality of vision in relation to all embodied beings.

Whether it is through the realisation of the essential similarity

of souls, or through the realisation of their essential identity, that the

yogin becomes blessed with the power of equal vision, it cannot but

be evident to you that the very equality of his vision in relation to all

embodied beings will make him see himself as existing in all beings

and also see all beings as existing within himself. I am now iu this
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hall ; a little later I shall be in another building much smaller

and much less majestic than this. Now what difference does that

make in so far as my personality is concerned? Shall I become a

different person, when I go into another building ? Surely not ; no

change in my abode is calculated to bring about a change in respect

of my personal individuality. Even in the other building I continue

to be myself. In the same way we may easily realise that the soul,

which is within one embodiment does not become essentially

changed, when it gets into another embodiment. To believe in the

immortality of the soul and the doctrine of karma is necessarily to

believe also in the doctrine of re-incarnation. It is not required

now to dilate upon the logical integrity of the philosophical position

maintained conjointly by these three important beliefs, as we have

already dealt with them and their inter-relations. In addition to

the knowledge of the essential similarity of the souls, there is the

further knowledge that the soul, which is now inhabiting one body,

may happen to inhabit some other body at another time : and when

a soul passes from one body to another, it in no way becomes

essentially changed. Seeing that all souls are alike in essence, and

that any soul may happen to occupy any embodiment under suitable

conditions, the yogin is bound, as a matter of course, to see himself

in all beings and see also all beings within himself. He may well

say
"
My soul is now within this human body. There are similar

souls in other human and non-human bodies. What is now my
soul, which is at present in a human body, had other human as well

as non-human embodiments at other times and might have such

other embodiments in the future also. Therefore it is really as if I

have been in all other beings ". The soul, for instance, of the dog

and the soul of the man being similar, and merely the body of the

dog being different in configuration from the body of the man, he

who knows this similarity and dissimilarity and is aware that it

makes no difference to the soul, whether it be in a human or in a

canine body, what will be his attitude in regard to the dog ? He

will, on looking at the reality underlying the dog, most certainly feel

"There is a soul within that canine body ; it may have been in the

course of its successive re-incarnations in a human body and may

again resume its abode in such a body. Similarly, the soul, which is

now in my human body, may possibly have occupied a canine body
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at one time and may well do so again. Tfaus when ;I take the soul,

which happens to be the true basis of the -.enduring! reality of all

beings, into consideration, I see at once that the man may become

the dog and the dog may become the man. Indeed, ;poteptially the

man is in the dog, and the dog is in the man ". ThQ.yoqin's self-

realisation is, as you know, intensely real, being based.on his con-

centrated introspection ; and hence his conviction in xespect of the

potential existence of himself in all beings and of all beings in

himself is certain to be equally real and equally strong, i.'

I now ask you the question if it is at all possible for such a

yogin to be selfish? Paradoxical though it may seem, the very

selfishness of such a yogin, as has arrived at the real conviction

that all beings exist in him and that he himself exists in all beings,

is apt to become an altruism of the most comprehensive type. He
cannot think of the good of himself as dissociated;from the good

of all beings ; nor can he think of the good of other beings as

unconnected with his own good. In his case ethical egoism and

altruism become so completely blended and inter-related as to have

the distinction between them almost completely abolished ; and

when, in this manner, the
'

individual
'

bappens-to Demerged in the

'all
'

and the
'

all
'

in the
'

individual ', the absolute preponderance of

altruism 'in the life of the yogin becomes fully assured. It is for

securing this kind of unselfishness, which is well based on personally
'

.

'

.
:

'''
;

'
!

''

cognised reality, that the yogin is called upon to practise meditation

and mental concentration. Every one grants quite willingly and

readily enough the reasonableness of people endeavouring to accom-

plish their own good as they understand it ; but few there are, who

equally readily recognise the obligatoriness of working for the good of

others. Most people are apt to say
"
When I know what is good for

me, it is right and proper that I should try to secure it fully for my
advantage. But when I know what is good for others, how am I

bound to work to secure it for their advantage ?" To such as these,

who recognise the rationality of egoism in ethics but are unable to

see the rationality and obligatoriness of altruism, the self-realisation,

which is like that of the yogin, who succeeds rn the ydga of medita-

tion and mental concentration, is well calculated to bo ;a wonderful

eye-opener. It will show them how the distinction between one self
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and another self is unconnected with the nature of their basic reality.

In the case, where yoqic self-realisation culminates, as it is held by

some, in the apprehension of the essential identity of all souls, the

annihilation of the distinction between individuals, which results

therefrom, is quite obvious : where all souls are ultimately and in

essentiality one, it is impossible to conceive of the good of any on&

soul as apart from the good of all other souls. Thus the readily

accepted rationality underlying egoism in ethics becomes easily appli-

cable to altruism also, and the obligatoriness of our having to work

out in life the good of others stands in no need of any further demons-

tration. In the other case, however, where self- realisation does not

amount to any thing more than the apprehension of the essential

similarity of souls, the obligatoriness of absolutely unselfish and

altog^uhar altruistic life seems to require further proof, even when

through such self-realisation the yogin is enabled to learn that all

beings exist in him and that he also exists in all beings. And we

are told in the next stanza that this further proof also may become

available to the yogin, who attains true success in the yoga of

meditation and mental concentration. Lat us try to learn how this

happens.

30. He, who sees Me in all (things) and sees also

all (things) in Me, to him I do not perish, and he also

does not perish to Me.

It is evident that this stanza, deals with what we may call the

yogin's God-realisation. From a stanza in the fourth chapter (IV. 35.)

we learnt that, with the aid of the wisdom, which the seers of truth

teach us, it becomes possible for us to sea all beings in their entirety

in each one of us and then to see all of them in God. There it is

clearly understood to ba a higher realisation to see all beings in

God than to see them in one's self ; and those, who do not directly

alight upon these realisations, are naturally expected to learn the

wisdom, which is based upon them, from those that have had the

realisations themselves and have thus become saers of truth. God-

realisatioQ is explained here to consist in seeing God in all things and
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all things in God, even as complete self-realisation consists in seeing

one's self in all beings and all beings in one's self. We may gather

from this that to the yogin, who has succeeded in achieving self-reali-

sation, the way to God-realisation is easy, in as much as the manner

of the two realisations is so very similar. However, to those, who

are common persons like us withoub any yogic realisation, there is

a certain amount of difficulty in conceiving that all things are in

God at the same time that God Himself is in all things. When we

say that all things are in God, what do we ordinarily mean ? We
mean that God is the container, and that all things are contained in

Him. When we again say that God is in all things, then the things

turn out to be the containers of God and God becomes the contained

Being. Hence we have to conceive God to be both the container

and the contained at the same time. Here in fact is our difficulty ;

and we can get over it, if we make out that in this description of

God, the relation of the container to the contained is in no way

brought into conflict with the other relation of the contained to the

container. The chief idea, which we have to bear in mind in connec-

tion with this description of God, is, that He pervades all beings in

the universe and through that same pervasion sustains them and the

universe. From our own psychological experience, it is possible for

us to see how every embodied being may have a soul within it,

and how the body of every such being is a material instrument of

the soul and is ultimately supported and sustained by it. Think of

the universe as the body of God, and of God as the Soul of the

Universe. Indeed, the Isavasyopanishad says that all this universe

and all the things that live and move in it happen to be the habita-

tion of the Lord. God, who is thus the pervading Supreme Soul

of the universe, is also its sustainer. Since He pervades the universe,

He is contained in it : and since he sustains the universe, it may be

said to be contained in Him.

To make this relation between God and the universe clear to us,

there is given in the Gltd (VII. 7.) a very interesting and instructive

illustration. Sri-Krishna has declared, as we shall soon learn,
"
The

whole of the universe is threaded through by Me in the manner of

the collections of gems in a necklace." We may easily imagine

how, in a necklace of precious gems, the gems are all sustained

76
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and held in position by the thread that runs through them even

though that thread is actually contained in them. The thread is in

fact the upholder of the gems. While running through them, ife

not only supports them but also helps to keep each of them in its

proper place. When the thread breaks, what happens to the

necklace ? It at once ceases to be itself : it is no longer a necklace.

To fix every gem in its proper place, to maintain it where it is, and

to make, all the gems go together to form a beautiful necklace,

we want a thread- to run through them and to uphold them. The

contained thread is thus the sustainer of the necklace. When
we understand this, we may easily see how apt an illustration

it is to compare the all-pervading God of the Universe to the

thread that runs through a necklace of gems. It at once explains

and gives to us a conception of how God penetrates all beings in

the universe and is at the same time the everlasting sustainer of

all those beings. To be satisfied with the possibility of this concep-

tion may be enough for us and others, who, like us, are not ydgins

of accomplished success. The successful yogin, however, is literally

a seer ; he sees the omnipenetrativeness of God and the consequent

sustentation of the universe by God. The expression used here in the

Sanskrit stanza is pasyati, which means that the yogin
'

sees
' God

in all beings and all beings in God, and that this
'

seeing
'

is with him

a matter of direct realisation through personal experience. The

first realisation, which comes to the successful yogin in the manner of

direct personal experience; is self-realisation ; and the next realisa-

tion, which comes to him, is God-realisation. In more than one

place in the Mahdbhdrata, we find it stated that, from out of the

mind of the yogin, who has attained self-realisation, God flashes

forth before his internal vision, in the manner in which the lightning

flashes forth from out of the rain-cloud. To such a yogin, God-

realisation is in most cases a natural and necessary outcome of self-

realisation, and it happens to be an illuminating revelation of immense

spiritual value. It is good for us to remember here that the self-

realisation of the successful yogin has two aspects one aspect, in

which he realises himself as existing in all beings, and the other, in

which he realises all beings as existing within himself. Similarly, his

God-realisation also has two aspects one, in which he realises God
as existing in all beings, the other, in which he realises all beings as
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existing in God. Thus the two realisations of the yogin may be

practically looked upon as four distinct aspects of his internally

illuminated spiritual experience. However, ib has to be said that there

are some, who consider these to be four distinct yogic realisations.

According to the view, that the individual self is essentially

identical with the Brahman, self-realisation cannot be different

from God-realisation, in as much as this latter has to consist

simply in the perfection of the former realisation. In any case it

is evident that God-realisation is a higher realisation than self-

realisation.

It is believed by some that there may be cases, wherein the

attainment of success in the practice of yoga culminates in mere

self-realisation, and that in such cases the ascent from self-realisation

to God-realisation may not take place at all. So far as the adop-

tion of the rule of samatva or of equality in life is concerned, self-

realisation is in itself fully competent to authorise and uphold it.

God-realisation gives to that rule an undoubtedly supreme authority

and moral value. Nevertheless, it may be contended that the ethical

life, which is supported by the rule of samatva, becomes obligatory

even in relation to that yogin, who has only attained self-realisa-

tion but not attained God-realisation, and that such a yogin also

may succeed in winning the final freedom from the bondage of

samsara and the consequent course of unending re-incarnations.

These are problems, which we need not discuss here in detail in

this context. Bub what we have positively to know in connection

with the stanza under exposition is, that it is at all times absolutely

impossible for the yogin, who has attained God-realisation, to say
41

There is no God". How can he deny the existence of God, when

God Himself has become the direct object of his inner vision and

inmost personal experience ? His God-realisation is bound to fill

him in with God-consciousness ; and he is thereby certain to become

intoxicatad with God, so tbat he can never feel, even for a

brief moment of time, that there is no God. To him God is

never non-existent, never perishes : he always lives in the enjoy-

ment of the transcendental glory of the everlasting presence of,

God. To him the whole of the universe is a holy divine shrine,

and his own heart the holy of holies therein. Such a person,
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living thus in the ever-felt presence of God, becomes dear unto

God, and is always inspired and guided by God. Very often and even

for great lengths of time, many good and earnest men and women feel

in life that they are God-forsaken : during those depressing periods,

their life is so lustreless and uninspired that they vainly sigh for the

guidance of God to enable them to cross safely what then appears to

them to be a shoreless ocean of dark misery and dire despondency.

A feeling of this kind can never come to the yogin, who is always full

of the consciousness of God : he can at no time be God-forsaken,

that is, God will never be non-cognisant or unmindful of him.

Indeed, even as God does not perish to him, ha never perishes to God.

Divine insiprabion and guidance are always certain to be available

to him in all conditions of his life : thus is he privileged to be loved

and looked after by God. Why it is, that he is so highly blessed

with the grace of God, cornea out from the next stanza ; and let us

now turn our attention to it.

31. He, who, having established himself in oneness

is devoted to Me as existing in all beings, that yogin,

although (he may be) living in all manner of ways,

(still) lives in Me.

It is, as you know, in the state of samadhi that the yogin

attains both self-realisation and God-realisation. When, however,

he comes back to the condition of common consciousness, waking up

from what we may call his yogic trance, even then both these reali-

sations of his are apt to be operative upon his mind. One of the

effects of these realisations is evidently to enable him to establish

himself in oneness. What this establishment in oneness means, it

is not easy to make out exactly. About it there is difference of

opinion among the well-known commentators on the Glta. One

interpretation is that the yogin's realisation in the trance of samadhi

establishes him ia the belief that the Brahman is one only without a

second and that all this universe ia indeed the Brahman. Another

interpretation is that he becomes established in the belief that the

God, who penetrates and sustains the multiplicity of all the various
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'forms of beings in the universe, is one and the same. In the way in

which, in relation to the multiplicity of the gems that are threaded

together to form a necklace, we see the unity of the thread that runs

through them, in that same way the yogin sees the oneness of the

immanent and all-penetrating God and becomes thereby established

in the belief that the God realised by him is one and only. There

is a third interpretation in which the oneness mentioned in the stanza

is understood to relate to the yogin's devotion to God, requiring thafc

he should not be devoted to anything other than God. Through
this kind of singularity in his devotion to God, he may become

established in oneness. It may be easily seen that the realisation

of the absolute oneness of God must necessarily give rise to such a

singularity of devotion. Again, to be established in oneness may
refer to the yogin's one-pointedness of attention, requiring that, in

the ordinary wakeful condition also, he should be devoted to God
with the same concentration of attention as during the practice of

yoga. Anyhow, there is no doubt that this establishment in oneness

is one of the important effects of the yogin's God -realisation, an

effect which impels him to see God everywhere and in everything.

That God-intoxicated persons can and do see God everywhere and

in everything is well illustrated by a story, which I have heard in

relation to Kablr, who was, as you know, a Mahomtnedan by birth

and became a famous Hindu saint under the spiritual influence of his

Sri-Vaishnava preceptor Ramananda. Some of you also may have

heard the story ; it is indeed so widely current. Once, when Kablr

went to the Ganges at Benares to have his daily bath, he placed the

bread and butter needed for his day's breakfast on one of the lower

steps of the ghat leading down to the river and plunged into the

sacred water ; and, as he was taking his bath, a dog came near and

carried off the bread, leaving the butter behind. As soon as he saw

this, he became ecstatic, quickly came out of the water, took up the

butter that was left behind and ran after the dog, looking upon it and

crying out in song to it as his God and offering to it the butter also,

so that his God might not have from him mere unbuttered bread

as an oblation. So goes the story. Ecstasy of this kind is apt to

seem strange to most of us ;
but among God-intoxicated yogins and

saints and devotees, Kablr is in this respect no exceptional personage.

To them all, with their perfected God-vision, God manifests Himself
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everywhere and in all beings. Evidently, therefore, it is more than

possible for the successful yogin, who has bean fortunate enough to

attain GoJ-realisation, to be single-mindedly devoted in deep love

to God as the omnipresent Lord and Life of the Universe.

To the yogin, who, in the ordinary wakeful condition, is so-

deeply devoted to the omnipresent God, there are no limitations of

the Taw: in whatsoever manner he may live, he always lives in God.

It makes no difference whether such a yogin lives the life of the

Hindu, or the Mussulman, or the Parsee or the Christian : indeed it

matters not whether he is Jew or gentile, Christian or heathen,

Mussulman or kafer, or Hindu or mlechchha. When the attainment

of God-realisation makes the yoyin so full of God-infcoxication, he

need not bind himself down to any particular plan of life or system

of thought or school of religion and law. The various plans of life

and thought and religion and law, that are adopted by various

human communities, are all of them good, each being good in its own

way and in its own time and place. But the yogin, to whom God

has become an object of direct personal experience so as to enable

him to see God everywhere and in all beings, stands in no need of

any of these plans or systems to regulate his life and lead it along

the right lines ; he becomes, as they put it in Sanskrit, an ativarna-

sramin, that is, a person, in relation to whom the regulations of

caste and order, as found in our various scriptural law-books, have

no binding force whatsoever. It is not meant to convey by this

that he is free to lead a riotous, unlawful, and unrighteous life.

On the other hand, what is intended to be conveyed is that, in his

case, the leading of the selfish and sinful life has become so utterly

impossible, through the reality of his inner God- perception, that no

law need impose any limitation upon his conduct and no regulation

need offer any guidance to direct its course aright. His freedom is

the freedom of the perfected moral man, of the true saint from whose

very nature all tendencies in favour of sinning and unrighteousness

have been completely removed and destroyed. It is of course a

different question to ask, if the man, who has not attained God-

realisation and has not become God-intoxicated, may disregard the

limitations of the law. The answer to such a question is obvious :

since it has not become wholly impossible for him to stray away
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from the straight course of the blameless moral life, since he is still

prone to be influenced by temptations encouraging sinful unrighte-

ousness, he cannot safely do away with the control and guidance

which laws and regulations offer. It cannot be said of him that, in

whatsoever manner be lives, he always lives in God. It is surely

safer for him to obey the law than to disregard the law; for it is

only by obeying the law that be may hope to become fit to rise above

the limitations of the law. The freedom of the perfected yogin,

arising from his God-realisation and consequent God-intoxication,

is such tbat, when he discards the regulations of life laid down in

the sciiptural law-books, he cannot thereby be said to transgress the

law. But in the case of all other persons like us, to disobey those

regulations can never be less than the transgression of the law. To

try to be actually free, when one is not fit to be free, can never be

helpful to the healthy growth of freedom either in the individual or

in society. The unique fitness of the God-intoxicated yogin to be

free to live the life he likes is in itself a positive proof of his

accomplished moral and spiritual perfection : and let us make sure

tbat there is no misapprehension about it in our minds. Because

it becomes, through his God-realisation and consequent God-intoxica-

tion, impossible for him to live at any time otherwise than in God

impossible to violate the moral law or to sacrifice righteousness,

it is no wonder that God is particularly gracious to him, loves

him and is always mindful of him ; and his well established

spiritual freedom to live the life of his own choice can never give

rise to any undesirable or harmful consequences.

32. O Arjuna, he is understood to be the highest

yogin, who looks at the happiness, or, it may be, the

misery of all (beings), with equality (of vision) and in

similarity with himself.

This stanza brings to light what ought to be the most important

aim of the yogm in practising yoga. We have already seen that

neither the acquisition of extraordinary yogic powers nor the
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opportunity to have a foretaste of what ia like the bliss of

beatitude can be such an aim. Even the self-realisation and

God-realisation, which he attains, are looked upon as worthy and

valuable, because they serve to authorise and enforce the great moral

law of equality in the life of the yogin and through him in the life

of all human communities. Since to know the better is not always

and necessarily to do the better, it is quite possible for a yogin, even

after the attainment of self-realisation and God-realisation, not to

be able to follow the rule of samatva or of equality in life. The yogin' s

realisations in the state of samadhi are certain to produce in him a

strong intellectual conviction upholding the appropriateness and

obligatoriness of the rule of equality in life ; but it is further

needed that that conviction should find a full and free expression

in his conduct. Till this happens, the yogin's discipline cannot be

supposed to have been completed, because a yogin with dormant or

undeveloped sympathies is practically no yogin at all. What it is

to follow the rule of equality in life, and how important it is to

follow that rule, both these things come out well from the sloka I

have just read and translated. Tha adoption of the rule of

equality in life by a person clearly implies that he has the power

to realise that all beings in the universe are similar to himself

and also equal to one another, and that their happiness and misery

are in fact his own happiness and misery. Unless a man instinct-

ively feels happy in the happiness of others and miserable in

the misery of others, he canaot be said to be fit to adopt the

rule of equality in life ; and so long as the practice of yoga does

not put into the heart of the yogin the power to feel and to act thus, to

practically sympathise thus with all the beings in the universe, so long

in spite of all his other realisations and acquisitions of power he

cannot be said to have become the highest yogin. This shows to

us the great importance which is attached in the Glta to the rule of

equality as a rule of life. According to Sri-Krishna the culmination

of yoga consists in the fulfilment of its ethical aim as embodied in

this rule of equality forming indeed the rule of life which rests upon

reality and well-proved truth. Hence another interpretation of this

stanza is made possible. We have taken it to mean that the yogin,

who, though blessed with success to the extent of arriving at self-

realisation and God-realisation, has not as yet acquired the power
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to feel spontaneously and in an overpowering manner that the

happiness of others is his own happiness and the misery of others

is his own misery, has still to make progress to attain the highest

perfection of yoga. But it may also be made to mean that whoever

has acquired the power of universal sympathy, so as to be able to

adopt the rule of equality well in life, is the highest yogin, whether

he has or has not himself gone through the practice of yoga. The

usefulness of the yogm's practice of yoga lies partly in the demons-

tration of the ensured rationality of the ethical rule of equality in

life, but even more largely in its helpfulness to enable people to

acquire and cultivate that power of universal sympathy and love,

which is required to set that same rule in actual operation fully and

freely. It is therefore doubly true to say that he alone is the highest

yogin, who is able to look at the happiness or the misery of all

beings with an equality of vision arising out of their essential simi-

larity to himself ; and it will do us all good to learn from this, that

the highest aim of each of us in life ought to be to relieve the

misery of others and thereby feel that his own misery has been

relieved, and to work for and achieve the happiness of others and

feel that the happiness, which he brings to others, is really happiness

brought to himself.

Let us here close our work for to-day.

xxxi

On the last occasion we were dealing with some of the important

results arising from the successful practice of the yoga of meditation

and mental concentration. After learning that strong resolve,

steady attention and complete freedom from all desires are among
the essential requisites for the attainment of success in this yoga,

we made out that, when an aspirant's efforts in this direction begin

to bear fruit, he alights upon a peculiar peace and a peculiar bliss,

both of which are unparalleDed in ordinary human experience.

Above and apart from this peace and this bliss, he first attains, as

we saw, self-realisation and then God-realisation. Each of these

realisations has in fact two aspects, so to say. Accordingly, he is

enabled to see, as a consequence of his self-realisation, himself in all

77
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beings and all beings in himself ; and similarly, as a consequence of

his God-realisation, he becomes blessed with the power of seeing

God in all beings and all beings in God. These four results are all of

course of great value to the yogin. There is also another result of

no less importance, which flows directly from his God-realisation ;

and this is the freedom he acquires to live the life of bis own choice

without any fear at all of transgressing the law, since, in whatsoever

manner or in whatsoever creed or no-creed he lives, he always lives

in God. Another and the last result of yoga mentioned by Sri-

Krishna in this context is one of very great practical importance

and ethical valuo, and consists in the rational justification and

actual impetus which the yogiris realisations give to the great moral

law of equality in life, enforcing upon him that form of conduct

wherein he has almost spontaneously to feel that the happiness of

others is his own happiness and the misery of others is also his

own misery, and then has equally spontaneously to endeavour to

advance that happiness and to remove that misery as far as it is in

his power to do so. It is well to bear in mind that Sri-Krishna

considers this last result to be indeed the most important ;
it is only

on attaining it that the yogin becomes perfected and manifests his

moral and soiritual supremacy as a true exemplar of the holy and

helpful life of God-intoxication and human compassion and love.

On receiving these teachings given by Sri- Krishna regarding the

nature of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration, the

manner in which it should be practised, the results which arise from

it, and also the rule of conduct which it authorises and enforces,

Arjuna wished to have some of his doubts cleared ; and with that

object in view he put two questions to Sri-Krishna. With the con-

sideration of the first of these questions we begin our work to-day.

** cn^rrffr
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AEJUNA SAID-

33. This yoga, which has been declared by you,

Krishna, as consisting in (the conviction of) equality,

I do not, owing to (my) unsteadiness, see its endur-

ing stability.

34. Surely the mind is, Krishna, unsteady,

harassing, powerful, unyielding. I consider its subjuga-

tion (to be) very difficult like (that) of the wind.

The expression of Arjuna's doubfc, as given in these stanzas, is

not in the interrogative form. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that

they raise a question. And that question is evidently to know
what good there is in giving a teaching, which it is impossible to

carry out and live up to in a satisfactory manner. The conviction of

universal equality, which the yogin obtains through his self-realisa-

tion and God-realisation, is not in accordance with the ordinary

outer perception of things by man. The common experience of man
in regard to the world of his perception is that it is full of dissimilari-

ties and inequalities. What we, who are not yogins always see, and

what the yogins themselves see, when they have risen from their

yogic trance and have got into the ordinary condition of outwardly

wakeful consciousness, are in fact these dissimilarities and inequali-

ties. It does not follow from this that the yogin' s realisations in

samddhi are unrelated to truth, and that his conviction of equality

is therefore truly baseless. We have already seen that his experience

in the state of samddhi brings to light the nature of the ultimate

facts and phenomena that go to constitute reality. That experience

is therefore based on truth and reveals the truth. The dissimilari-

ties and inequalities observed by the outwardly wakeful conscious-

ness are merely apparent, while the underlying similarity and the

consequent equality, as perceived by the yogin's inwardly wakeful

introspective consciousness, are real and well related to truth.

Hence such conduct in life, as is based on the underlying similarity

and equality of all beings in the universe, is ethically both rational

and appropriate. Nevertheless, it requires no small effort of will to

ignore the readily apparent dissimilarities and inequalities, and
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to be always attentive to the hidden underlying similarity and the

consequent equality, in conducting our lives aright from day

to day and hour to hour. That is why Arjuna says that, owing to

his own unsteadiness, he is unable to see the enduring stability of

that yoga, which consists in the firm entertainment of the unshaka-

ble conviction of universal equality. This means that, although this

conviction may come to a person strongly enough now and then, it

is not easy for him to maintain ib firmly and continuously in his

mind so as to make it stable and enduring and always operative.

Whenever there occurs, owing to inattention or forgetfulness or the

temptation of some momentary advantage, a break-down in the

secured conviction of universal equality, then conduct is apt to become

vitiated owing to the resulting neglect of the obligation of living the

absolutely altruistic life of ethical perfection and faultlessness.

This unsteadiness of man, which thus makes it bard for him to

follow well in life the great moral law of equality, is dependent upon

the unsteadiness of his mind. In our experience the mind appears

to us to be, as if by nature, unsteady and in consequence harassing

leading us from desire to desire and object to object and subjecting

us thus to an endless series of trying temptations. In respect of

this harassment, which the mind causes, it is seen to be powerful and

unyielding ; and to curb it effectively, so as to bring it under control,

is no easy thing to accomplish. In regard to its unsteadiness and

uncontrollable wantonness, it is very rightly comparable to the wind,

which bloweth where it listeth, and which indeed there is no

restraining or controlling. The subjugation and control of the mind

being as hard as the subjugation and control of the unsubduable

and uncontrollable wind, to teach the great moral law of universal

equality, as the law by which thought and conduct are to be guided

in life, is no less than preaching an impossible ideal for practical

adoption by man. That is why Arjuna with due humility raises here

by implication the question 'What is the good of teaching a lesson,

which it is so difficult as to be almost impossible to follow '?' It is

in answer to such a suggested question that Sti-Krishua points out

in the following two stanzas how it can be made possible to subdue

the mind and keep it under control, and how the yoga, whereby the

conviction of universal equality is secured, can be successfully

practised in life.
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SEI-KKISHNA SAID-
35. Surely, Arjuna of mighty arm, the mind is

fickle and hard to restrain. But it is brought under

control by repeated practice and disinterested dispassion-

36. It is my opinion that yoga is difficult to be

attained by a person of uncontrolled nature
;
it is, how-

ever, possible to be attained, through (suitable) means,

by him who strives (for it) and is possessed of a con-

trollable nature.

It is worthy of note that Arjuna is here addressed as a person

of mighty arm. It is implied thereby that he is fully capable of heroic

endeavour and achievement, and that it is, nevertheless, very natural

even for him to feel baffled by the ungovernable unsteadiness of the

mind. The reference to his heroic capability in this context is also,

as you may see, calculated to pub courage and hope into his despond-

ing heart, so that be may not abandon, as altogether impossible of

accomplishment, the yoga that leads to the assured apprehension and

authoritative enunciation of the obligatoriness of the great moral

law of universal equality in life. After granting freely that the mind

is ordinarily both unsteady and ungovernable, Sri-Krishn.a virtually

tells Arjuna that it is not right to bold that the mind cannot at all

be brought under control, by pointing out to him that, with the aid

of repeated practice and disinterested dispassion, it is quite possible

to bring the mind under control so as to correct well its unsteadiness

and ungovernability. I believe you know that Patanjali mentions,

in his famous work on the yoga of meditation and mental concentra-

tion, that practice and disinterested dispassion are the most suitable
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means for attaining success in that yoga. Indeed the unsteadiness

and ungovernability of the mind are as inimical to the processes of

meditation and mental concentration as to the enduring maintenance

of the conviction in support of the great moral law of universal

equality as the most appropriate law of conduct in life. Moreover,

a yogin may be supposed to have attained complete success in the

yoga of meditation and mental concentration, only when he has

secured this conviction and is further able to keep it up always and

act up to it unfailingly. Therefore, the power to control the mind

and keep it under restraint and due guidance is always necessary to

the yogin, and it goes without saying that, to those also, who, not

being yogins, wish to live the life of equality, this very same power is

at least equally necessary. It can be acquired by repeated practice

and dispassion, as we are told here. Let us now see what this

means. The Sanskrit terms used to denote practice and dispassion

here are abhydsa and vairdgya respectively. The word abhydsa

means repetition ; that is doing or saying a thing over and over

again : and vairdgya means the absence of all attachment due to

desire. If, owing to the unsteadiness of the mind, an idea, which you,

for some good reason, wish to retain in the mind, slips away from

the mind, and if you try again and again to bring it back to the mind

and retain it therein, then there is abhydsa. A repetition of this

kind of endeavour is called practice ; and it is in the constitution of

our nature that power comes through practice. Dispassionate dis-

interestedness or the spirit of renunciation and non-attachment takes

away from the mind all its inducements to be unsteady and ungovern

able. It is under the influence of desire and hatred of rdga and

dvesha, as they are called io Sanskrit that the mind becomes subject

to all sorts of temptations and is tossed about in this direction and in

that, so as to become agitated and unruly. If, however, you are domi-

nated by the spirit of renunciation and non-attachment and are really

in possession of vairdgya, you can use the force of your will and

effectively prevent the mind from being tempted and tossed about in

that manner. Let it be noted that even vairdgya comes through

practice and is capable of being strengthened and confirmed by

practice. In the endeavour to keep the mind under control and

overcome its ungovernable unsteadiness, you may not appreciably

succeed in the beginning; and even after a number of trials your
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success may not be quite adequate to the efforts you put forth.

That does not matter much, and cannot justify despair. Try over

and over again undauntedly with the determination to go on trying

till you succeed ; and in the end, as Sri-Krishna says, the realisa-

tion of all the results of yoga becomes surely possible. Therefore

to teach the great moral law of universal equality as the most

appropriate rule of conduct in life is not at all to teach an impossible

lesson. Obviously the lesson amounts to this
'

Do unto others as

you wish that they should do unto you, because the others are so

very like unto you as to be yourself '.

Thus in the possibility of controlling the mind rests the possi-

bility of attaining success in the yoga of meditation and mental

concentration, as also in the endeavour to live the life that is regulated

and guided by the great moral law of universal equality. If most

of us know the better and do the worse, it is because we give a free

and unrestrained scope to the unsteadiness and ungovernability of

our minds. That is, we do not earnestly try to control our minds,

but allow our nature to continue mostly unguided and uncontrolled.

That the man of uncontrolled nature cannot become a yogin must

now be to you all quite a self-evident proposition ; and it cannot

but be equally self-evident to you that self-control is indeed the best

and the most effective form of control that may be exercised on

one's nature with a view to correct all its shortcomings. Externa

control may be sometimes effective enough in checking the undesirable

tendencies of the unsteady mind, which is tossed about by all sorts

of alluring temptations ; but its effect is necessarily apt to be tem-

porary and thus unfit to bring about desirable changes in the grain,

so to say, of one's nature. Therefore, he, who has not, by the

steady and unwavering practice of voluntary self-control, obtained

adequately the power of self-control, can never hope to become an

accomplished yogin or to succeed, without actually becoming

such a yogin, in the endeavour to live his life according to the

great moral law of universal equality. The acquisition of the power

of self-control is never an easy matter ; and from our knowledge

of the weaknesses, which men and women are apt to betray in all

human communities in all the various parts of the world, we are

perforce led to conclude that among those, who possess this rare
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and precious power, there are always some who use it wrongly to

serve unethical and unspiritual ends. It is quite as possible to

make this power subserve selfishness and sensuality as to make it

encourage and uphold self-lessness and spirituality : almost all

human potentialities are capable of being utilised either for the

evolution of good or for the evolution of evil. Consequently some-

thing more than the mere acquisition of the power of self-control

hard though it is to acquire it is wanted on the part of the person

who wishes to become an accomplished ydgin. He has to strive to

attain success in the yoga of meditation and concentration ; that is, he

has to utilise fully his power of self-control so as to be able to reap

well thereby the results of this yoga. This striving, if it has to cul-

minate in success, should be carried on with the aid of suitable

means, that is, with the aid of such means as are rightly calculated

to bring about the fulfilment of the object in view. So, even after

the acquisition of the power of self-control, one has to direct that

power aright and strive well to attain the appropriate end, and has

also to adopt therefor the most suitable means, if one really wishes to

secure success in the yoga of meditation and mental concentration.

The endeavour of the aspirant after this yoga is accordingly beset

with more than one kind of difficulty ; and failure to achieve the

end cannot therefore be uncommon or unexpected. Hence arises

the next question that Arjuna puts to Sri-Krishna.
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AEJUNA SAID-

37. Krishna, without attaining success in

yoga, what state will he go to, (he), who is possessed

of faith (but) is devoid of self-control and has (in

consequence) bis mind turned away from yoga?

38. Without any firm stand and bewildered on

the way leading to the Brahman, and having (thus)

fallen off from both (supports), will he not become

annihilated, Krishna of mighty arm, like a (piece of)

broken cloud ?

39. It is proper that You should cut off this doubt

of mine completely. Surely, other than You, no remover

of this doubt is available.

These three stanzas do not require much in the way of explana-

tion. They raise the question in regard to the fate of the person, who

though faithful, fails in the practice of ycga owing to want of due self-

control. His faith in the efficacy of yoga as a means for obtaining

the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attainment is good and

strong, and so he readily takes to its practice. But his power to

control himself is too poor ; and the ungovernable unsteadiness of

his mind asserts itself as against his resolve to practice the yoga of

meditation and mental concentration. In consequence, he finds

himself unequal to the trial of mental strength involved in its

practice, and turns away from it. As it is put here, he fails in spite

of himself ;
and naturally, therefore, there is room to think that

much blame cannot be ascribed to him. Nevertheless, his is not a

position on which he may well be congratulated. With the idea of

arriving at the realisations of yoga and obtaining through them the

salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attainment, he has had to

give up the ordinary life of work the life of disinterested duty duly

done, and engage himself in the practice of meditation and mental

concentration : and unfortunately for him, he has had to break

down and fail in this more ambitious endeavour. Having given

up the old position of comparatively greater security, and being

78
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discomfited in the ambitious endeavour to become a successful

yogin, he may indeed be said to have lost his firm ground and to

have gained nothing more than mere bewilderment in his earnest

pursuit of the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attainment

through the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental con-

centration. Thus he has had to lose his old support, and has failed

to get hold of the new one he had in view : he having fallen off

from both supports thus, his unsupported life can only drift along

in an absolutely aimless fashion. Now, the question is will he

not go to ruin and become annihilated like a niece of broken cloud '?

You have probably observed what happens sometimes to a small bit

of a broken cloud on a warm day, a bit torn off from a large parent

mass of cloud on the one side and moving towards a similar large mass

of cloud on the other. The small bit floats along for some distance

away from its parent mass and goes on becoming thinner and

thinner, until at last, long before it may possibly reach the other

mass, nothing of it remains to be seen. The whole of the broken

bit disappears ; it becomes non-existent as a bit of cloud ; and thus

it is annihilated. Will the fate of the weak but faithful aspirant after

yoga be like this ? Is this kind of ruin the lot which he is destined

to attain ? Such is the question here asked by Arjuna ; and you all

know well what abundant justification he must have had to tell Sri-

Krishna that He alone was competent to clear the doubt, and that

no other teacher was available, who was in any way like unto Him
in respect of the capacity to clear this doubt. In undertaking any

trying task, the fear of failure very naturally arises in the mind

of the anxious aspirant ; and his desire to have an idea of the effect

of that failure is also equally natural. The remaining stanzas in

this chapter give a complete reply to the question, so anxiously

raised here by Arjuna.

srn^ff:

'it
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SBI-KBISHNA SAID-

40. Arjuna, ruin will riot befall him either here

(in this world) or there (in the other). Surely, O
dear (Arjuna), no one, who does what is good, will (ever)

come to a sad fate.

41. 42. He, that has fallen off from yoga, will

go to the world of those, who have done meritorious

deeds, and live (there) for long-continued years, and

then be born (again) in the house of pure and pros-

perous persons, or come into existence in the very family

of such yogins as are possessed of (true) wisdom. That

birth, which is of this kind, is indeed very difficult to

be obtained in (this) world"

Here Sri-Krishna assures Arjuna that the man, who has, in

spite of his faith and effort, fallen off from yoga, will in no way go

to ruin either here in this world or in that other world, wherein he

may have to live after his death and departure from here : and it is

worthy of note that He bases this assurance on the general proposi-

tion that no one, who really does what is good in itself, will ever

come to a sad fate. Evidently this means that, if we make sure

that what we endeavour to do is good in itself, it is of no serious

consequence whether we succeed or fail in the endeavour. Even

our failure in the endeavour to do good enables us to reap some

worthy reward, provided our endeavour is honest and earnest and is

devoted to a good cause. That good comes out of such failures

may be seen to be true in the case of individuals as well as in the

case of human communities. Let us take any great and beneficent

movement in history into consideration, and we are sure to find

that, in the early stages, it has had to meet with failure after failure,

so much so that the very abundance of such failures has oftentimes

disheartened some of the greatest heroes known to human history
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But, in spite of all those failures and their disheartening effects

from time to time, the movement itself is ultimately seen to suc-

ceed ; and in its final success we cannot hut notice how great is the

educative value as well as the constructive power of failure in the

endeavour of man to march onwards along the road of progress and

civilisation. In face the failures of previous generations build up

gradually that strength which accomplishes success later on in due

time. Such indeed has been the case in connection with every

great and good movement of note in history- In as much as failures

educate and build up power in human communities, they produce

good in every generation, although success comes only in the fulness

of time. In the case of individuals also, failures in noble endeavours

have always a similar educative and power-producing value. That

the steady and repeated practice of mental concentration as well as

of renunciation leads in the end to the attainment of success in yoga

is in fact dependent upon this sort of value possessed by failures :

here there is a tacit recognition of the important fact that on the

foundation of failures success may very well be built up. Failures

in themselves can never surely mean, in the case of any worker in

any good cause, that he is not to reap any reward and that he is

not destined to succeed at all. Even as in history the failures of

previous generations in any noble endeavour to achieve progress

conduce to the success, which a later generation achieves in relation

to that endeavour, even so the failures of an individual aspirant for

the attainment of yoga, occurring in the course of one or more of

his previous lives of re-incarnation, are apt to be conducive to the

production of conditions, which, in a later life of his, enable him to

attain success as a yogin : and we are told here how this may take

place in accordance with the law of karma as the determiner of re-

incarnation.

Most of you may know that in Hinduism there are two ideas

current regarding the nature of the life that comes after death. The

earlier of these two ideas may be said to be Vedic in origin, and

very closely resembles the conceptions of heaven and hell, which are

so very largely current among numerous communities of mankind.

Hinduism has its Svarga and Naraka corresponding to the heaven

and hell of other religions. The other idea which is the later in
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regard to the life after death is Upanishadic in origin ; and it con-

siders moksha or the salvation of soul-emancipation and God-attain-

ment to be the final destiny of the soul and its everlasting life of

infinite bliss. Freedom from the soul-enslaving bondage of karma,

achieved through living the life of absolute non-attachment and

unselfishness, is, as you are aware, declared to be the means for the

attainment of moksha. Such a life is generally lived either under the

directing influence of a strong sense of duty done for its own sake,

or under the illuminating inspiration of a constantly guiding omni-

present and all-loving God. While the disinterested and unattached

life of this kind is rightly conceived to be indeed the very best life to

live, because of its fitness to serve as a means for the attainment of

the everlasting bliss of soul-salvation, it is granted at the same time

that the attached life of interest and self-love may also be good or

bad morally. The efcbics of absolute altruism, in which there is an

utter absence of self-love, is the higher ethics of Hinduism ; and a

life lived in accordance with the sanctions of this higher ethics can

give rise neither to punya nor to papa. You know that both punya
and papa can accrue only where the agent of an action is actuated

by attachment to the fruits of his action : the disinterested life of non-

attachment is too good to produce these binding effects of karma.

But the other ethics of combined egoism and altruism which is

the comparatively lower ethics permitted in Hinduism is always

apt to give rise to punya as well as papa, the former of these result-

ing from the good life and the latter from the bad life, as judged by

the standard of right conduct sanctioned by the code of this mixed

ethics of self-love as moderated by the obligation of having to love

and serve others than one's self. The faithful aspirant, who fails in

spite of himself in the endeavour to attain success in yoga, is put

into the class of those who live the good life in accordance with

this comparatively lower ideal of moral sanction. Since it is quite

obvious, that his life is not free from attachment to the fruits of

work, punya accrues to him as a matter of course ; and thus his life

deserves recognition as one of meritorious deeds.

Another conception to be borne in mind here is, that accrued

punya entitles one to enjoy after death the blessings of paradise ;

and you know that paradise itself is looked upon among us as a
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world of the gods, Svarga, for instance, being the world of Indra and

his celestial sovereignty. Other such worlds of the gods are also

conceived to exist ; and it is to these that the winners of punya as

doers of meritorious deads in life are led after their death, so that

they may in proportion to their x>unya enjoy therein the happiness,

which forms the due reward of their meritorious life lived here upon

the earth. Evidently Svarga and other such worlds of the gods are

worlds of enjoyment ; and Naraka or hell is the world of punishment

and suffering intended for the expiation of the papa accruing from

the doing of unrighteous deeds. It must be clear from this that

both Svarga and Naraka are worlds from which it is not possible to

work out the soul-salvation of moksha ; they are worlds specially

fitted to be utilised in arranging the just distribution of the fruits of

karma. It is in this earthly world of ours that we make or unmake

our karma ; and the actual accomplishment of the salvation of soul-

emancipation and God-attainment is therefore possible only from

here. The duration of one's life in a world like Svarga, which is thus a

world for the enjoyment of the happiness consequent upon the

acquisition of punya, is very naturally determined by the amount of

one's punya itself: and the commonly quoted scriptural statement

$ft^T 3^ JTc^NsT^
1

f^rf^f distinctly tells us that, as soon as a man's

punya is exhausted through enjoyment in the world of Svarga, he

is sent back to this earthly world again, there to work out his

life under the full control of the law of karma, either in the direc-

tion of seeking and finding the salvation of soul-emancipation and

God-attainment, or in the direction of securing once again punya

or papa, as the case may be, so as to be thereby enabled to enjoy the

pleasures of paradise or to suffer the pains of hell.

Thus the aspirant, who, in spite of his faith, fails for want of

self-control to attain success in the yoga of meditation and mental

concentration, goes after death, to those worlds of the gods, to

which all doers of meritorious deeds are generally destined to go, lives

there for as many years as necessary, and then when the enjoyment

of all the various celestial pleasures fully proportionate to bis punya
has been duly finished he is re-born again in the earthly world of

mortal mankind so that he may endeavour once more therein to fulfil,
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as far as he can, the divine destiny and God-appointed purpose

of his mundane life. Please observe that the punya, accruing from

the work relating to the practice of the yoga of meditation and

mental concentration, is, in all those cases where the practice

is not crowned with true success, enough not only to enable the

aspirant to enjoy for long-continued years the celestial pleasures

of paradise but also to introduce him into a favourable environment

in his next; re-birth in this world. From the stanzas, immediately

following those that we are now considering, we shall make out that

the same punya further tends to endow him in his re-birth upon tha

earth with such potentialities as are helpful for the attainment of

success in yoga. The environment, into which the aspirant, who

has fallen off from yoga, is led at his re-birth, is accordingly deter-

mined by the meritoriousness of his karma : and he is therefore

made to be re-born either in the house of those who are pure and

prosperous or in the family of wise yogins themselves. It is declared

that birth in such an environment is indeed difficult to be had ; and

hence it deserves to be looked upon as a very high privilege. The

privileged character of such a birth consists mainly in its offering

facilities for living the unselfish life of duty, and also, if so desired,

for working to attain success in the yoga of meditation and mental

concentration. To be born in the house of those who are prosperous

and pure is to have worthy and suitable opportunities to live the

life of helpful service for the good of others. How those opportunities

are utilised is. however, a different matter : the privilege is in having

the opportunities for service and sacrifice. When these are properly

utilised, they help on the growth of dispassion and non-attachment

to the fruits of work, so as to enhance one's fitness for the successful

practice of yoga. To be born in the family of those, who are them-

selves wise yogins, is to have the benefit firstly of such a note-worthy

heredity and secondly of the example of their yogic life of spiritual

effort and realisation. This is benefit of no mean order, particularly

to those who are themselves desirous of attaining success in the

practice of yoga.
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43 45. There he recovers the association of that

disposition, which belonged to his earlier embodiment
;

and then, Arjuna, he endeavours again for the attain-

ment of success in yoga, because he is, though

wanting in (the power of) controlling himself, carried

away by the force of that same practice which he had

before. Even he, (who is merely) desirous of knowing

(the nature of) yoga, transcends the verbal BraJiman :

but the yogin, who puts forth effort with deliberate

endeavour, becomes fully free from impurities, attains

success in the course of many births and then goes to

the supreme goal.

The first half of these three stanzas points out the pre-natal

potentialities with which the aspirant, who has fallen off from yoga,

happens to be endowed in his re-birth as man
; the second half

mentions the peculiar value of yoga as a means for the attainment

of moksha, and shows how even the unsuccessful aspirant may,

through repeated effort, attain success and reach at last the supreme

goal of soul-salvation and God-attainment. On being re-born here,

in the family of prosperous persons or of those who are themselves

yogins, the failed aspirant of the former state of re-incarnation comes

again naturally into association with his old disposition in favour of

the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration : that

is, in his new birth he has, as the result of his old practice in the pre-

vious birth, an instinctive bent of mind in favour of this kind of yoga.

Among living beings in the world around us, we can all easily observe

how habit is prone to become second nature ; and this is due to the

fact that voluntary activities are, through constant and continued re-

petition. apt to become involuntary acd spontaneous. The Hindu
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doctrine of karma maintains that this kind of tendency is trans-

missible from birth to birth in the series of one's successive re-

incarnations ; and accordingly the process of re-incarnation converts

activities, which, having been voluntary, have then tended to become,

through practice, involuntary and spontaneous, into pra-natal and in-

sbinctive potentialities in favour of those same activities. Modern

science also recognises fully tha possibility of the conversion of volun-

tary activities into involuntary and instinctive ones through practice

and heredity. Such certainly is the force of practice ; it operates not

only in the course of a single life, bub also produces, in accordance

with the law of karma, its effects in successive lives of re-birth in the

course of one's re-incarnations. This being so, is there anything to

feel seriously sorry for in regard to the failure of the aspirant who has

fallen off from yoga owing to want of self-control ? Since the force

of practice is able to convert voluntary activities into involuntary and

instinctive ones under suitable circumstances, it naturally tends to

make the aspirant's weakness of will-power less and less of an obstacle

working against the accomplishment of the object kept in view

by him. Therefore his failure to accomplish success in the yoga

of meditation and mental concentration can spell no ruin to him ; it

only delays the fruition of his yogic endeavours. If he does not

reap the wished for fruit in this birth, he may reap it in the next

birth or in any one of the many births coming after thai;, so that it

can never be amiss to look upon him as one, who is assuredly

moving along the main road to success. The law of karma is, as

you know, sure and unfailing in its operation ; and as certainly as

it is unfailing in its operation, does it help him on to attain the

desired success in due time.

And what is the goal to which success in the yoga of meditation

and mental concentration leads ? You know already that this goal

is indeed nothing less than soul-emancipation and God-attainment.

This yoga is therefore a highly worthy means for the attainment of

what happens to be the supreme purpose of life. How worthy it is,

we may make out from the statement that even he, who is merely

desirous of knowing the nature of yoga, transcends the verbal

brahman. "What is translated here as 'verbal brahman' is the

expression habda-brahman ; and this is interpreted in different ways

79
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by different commentators. One of them understands it as the big

thing which is describable by means of words, and hence takes it to

mean prakriti or material nature. Another makes it out to mean

the brahman which consists of words. Probably many of you know

that the word brahman is often enough used in Sanskrit in the sense

of the Veda, as, for instance, in the common expression brahmacharin

which denotes a Vedic student. Tha Vedas therefore, may well be

taken to be the brahman which consists of words. To transcend

the verbal brahman is thus either to be frea from the influences of

material nature or to be able to rise above the comparatively lower

form of religion taught in the Vedas. If now you remember that we

have been already told (II. 45.) that the Vedas have the three gunas

of prakriti for their subject-matter, and that those, who follow the

sacrificial religion of the Vedas, are apt to be actuated by desires,

you will at once see that both these interpretations of the expression

sabda-brahman amount to the same thing, in as much as to

transcend it in either sense is nothing other than to seek self-reali-

sation and God-attainment through the adoption of the great moral

discipline of absolute unselfishness and the law of universal equality.

The fact, that an aspirant has truly become desirous of knowing the

nature of yoga, clearly indicates that he has learnt to look upon the

bliss of self-realisation and God- attainment as being undoubtedly

superior to all terrestrial and even celestial pleasures and enjoy-

ments : and it is therefore in this manner evident that he transcends

the verbal brahman. His very desire in favour of the yoga of

meditation and mental concentration shows that he has already

begun to see distinctly that the ethics of regulated egoism represents

a comparatively lower ideal of conduct leading to a less worthy goal,

than the ideal which is based on an absolutely self-less altruism. If

the desire urges him on to practical endeavour and action, as it may

very well do, he will begin the practice of meditation and mental

concentration side by side with the practice of unselfishness, which

is, after all, the same thing as what we have more than once called

disinterested dispassion. By means of such practice he by degrees

gets rid of the bondage-compelling stain of karma, so as ultimately

to become fully free from all impurities. This process of purification

goes on in life after life in the course of his re-incarnations till it

reaches completion; and if throughout he puts forth deliberate
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endeavour, he is certain to secure success and to reach in the end

the goal of self-realisation and God-attainment.

Incidentally in this connection, I wish to draw your attention

to two points of interest. In relation to the moral discipline of

unselfishness involved in the life of disinterested duty duly done, we

learnt, while going through the sacond chapter (II. 40.) of the Gita,

that in that discipline there is neither any loss of effort put forth

nor any reverse through obstruction, and that evea a little of it

delivers one from great fear. The yoga of meditation and mental

concentration in fact gives rise to realisations, which make the life

of disinterested duty and universal equality both logically rational

and morally imperative. So, even here, there can be no loss of

effort put forth and no reverse through obstruction, and that even

a little of it delivers one from great fear. In that other discipline

of life, wherein well-regulated conduct on earth is conceived to lead

later on to the enjoyment of celestial happiness, both loss of effort

and reverse through obstruction are possible ;
it is in the very nature

of interested and egoistiic righteousness that practice tends more

to confirm the egoism than to enhance the righteousness. In

such a life it is very hard to build securely on the foundation of past

failures ; and success comes only when the race is fully run without

deviation and without slackness or backsliding. In transferring our

faith from this ideal of ethios to that of absolutely selfless altruism,

we rise to an entirely different plane of moral li'e ; and in this life

practice perfects the unselfishness of the aspirant, at the same time

that it not only assures but also enhances the righteousness of his

conduct. It is tbus that even a little of this discipline of unselfish-

ness delivers the aspirant from great fear, and that the very desire

to know the nature of the yoga of meditation and mental concentra-

tion is enough to enable him to transcend the verbal brahman.

This similarity between the moral discipline of the life of disinterested

duty and the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentra-

tion is the first of the two points of interest here. The second point

is one that has a bearing upon the doctrine of karma. It may

be known to you that this doctrine is considered by some to amount

to a kind of fatalism, which abolishes the freedom of the will and

kills in consequence all moral responsibility in human life. I h*va
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already tried to show to you that this doctrine inculcates nothing

more than that we ourselves make or mar our own future in respect

of the attainment of the divine destiny of our immortal souls. From

what we are told here in regard to what happens to the aspirant,

who has, through want of self-control, fallen off from the yoga of

meditation and mental concentration, it is easy to gather that the

power of karma lies in determining the natural environments into

which a person is born, as also in defining and fixing the pre-natal

potentialities with which he happens to be endowed time after time in

the course of his career of successive re-incarnations. Even modern

science believes in the power of well regulated and duly sustained

habit in determining the many mental and moral tendencies, which

are serviceable in the building up of character, and grants freely

that heredity is in general largely responsible for much of the native

environments and pre-natal potentialities of all the men and women

who are born from time to time to live in the various human commu-

nities here upon the earth. A belief of this kind in the power of habit

and heredity is not in any manner inconsistent with the belief in

the freedom of the will. It is perfectly right to hold that the scope

for the free working of one's will is in no way injuriously affected

by the previous determination of his native environments and pre-

natal potentialities. Indeed, in this respect karma does nothing

more than habit and heredity, ite determining power also baing

limited to the ordering of the environment and the endowing of

potentialities. The doctrine of karma, as associated with the allied

doctrine of re-incarnation, shows us that the pilgrimage of the soul

to God as its final goal, through the road of justly regulated and

repeated re-birth, is always carried out effectively by the right

exercise of the freedom of the will. It is easy enough to see that

given environments and endowments may be utilised either well or

ill ; that is, either for the attainment of what happens to be the

undoubted summum bonum of life or for securing ends which are

less worthy and less elevating. That;, which determines in reality,

whether the course of conduct in life under given conditions is to

be morally the higher or the lower, is ultimately the will of the

person who lives and works. Ea-incarnation, as guided and

controlled by the supremely just law of karma, offers in fact a greatly

extended scope for the .exercise of tho freedom of the will and helps
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to make it stronger and more and more effective in the progressive

march of humanity towards its God-appointed far off goal of

civilisation and the fulfilment of all its supremely moral and spiri-

tual aims involved in the transcendental conceptions of God-attain-

ment and everlasting life.

The next stanza emphasises the peculiar importance of the

yoga of meditation and mental concentration as a means for the

attainment of self-realisation and God-realisation, and also for the

conduct of the consequent life of absolute unselfishness and universal

equality. It runs thus

I s^ II

46. The yogin is superior to the performers of

austere penances, and is considered to be superior even

to those who possess (much) knowledge. The yogin
is superior to the performers of (religious) rites also.

Therefore, Arjuna, do you become a yogin.

Going through austere penances, acquiring the knowledge of

truth and performing various religious rites are all looked upon as

means suited for the attainment of piety, purity and all the other

moral and spiritual results arising from deep devotion to religion.

This stanza does not say that things like penances and rites are of

no value as means for the attainment of religious ends ;
it only says

that, as such a means, yoga is superior to everything else. As a

matter of fact, Arjuna himself wanted, as you know, to retire from

worldly life and go away into the forest, there to live the unworldly

life of austere penance and asceticism. That is, he wanted to become

a tavasvin. Fasts and vigils and other such austerities form the

ordinary constituents of the life of penance lived by the tapasvin,

and he subjects himself from time tD time to various courses of

trying bodily pain, so that he may thereby rise above the influence

of pleasures and pains and thus have his will made unshakable

and indomitable. As a means for acquiring an ever increasing

power of self-control, the life of austerities is not without its value
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and usefulness. The strengthening of the power of self-control in

this manner represents only a preliminary stage in the larger and

more comprehensive and illuminating discipline of yoga. Moreover,

the effect of the penances performed by the tapasvin is largely

confined to himself. His penances may chasten him and may also

strengthen his determination, and give him the power to live a life

that is altogether untainted by sensuality and selfishness ; but

they cannot in themselves lead to the larger realisations that are

achievable through yoga. A mere tapasvin as such cannot through

his tapas attain self-realisation and God-realisation
; nor can he,

through his own personally realised conviction, come upon the rule

of universal equality as the truest and the most appropriate guide of

conduct. It is thus evident that the yogin is superior to the lapas-

vin. The ycgin is again superior to the jnanin, who is the man of

knowledge. Elsewhere in the Gita the word jnanin is, as you know,

used to denote the man, who is possessed of supreme wisdom and

has arrived at the realisations derivable from success in the practice

of yoga. It is evident that it cannot be so understood here ; the

word here means simply a man of knowledge. It is a well-known

fact that much knowledge does not always imply much wisdom, and

learned fools are not certainly too rare in any part of the civilised

world. It is also an equally well ascertained fact that for any one

to be too much overborne by thought is to be unfit to work out the

practical problems of life and conduct After all, the knowledge,

that one obtains by means of study and thought and consistent

philosophising, gives rise at best to a mere intellectual realisation of

truth and reality, as forming the foundation of faith as well as of the

ethics of right conduct. But, as we have already learnt, the yogin's

realisations in the state of samadhi are all matters of direct personal

experience to him, depending, as they do, on his inner perception

of the ultimate reality and the basic truth of things. His wisdom

is therefore sounder, surer and more readily capable of being put into

practice than that of the mere man of knowledge : hence the yogin

serves his own good and the good of society aright more assuredly

than the man of mere knowledge can ever do. Thus the yogin may

be seen to be superior to the jnanin also. The next comparison here

is that of the yogin with the karmin, or the performer of religious

rites. The karmin is the man, who regularly goes through all the
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religious rites and ceremonies prescribed by the sacred laws, perform-

ing every one of them with the greatest care and the most scrupu-

lous attention to details. In that way he may live a very honourable

life, a life of piety, purity and absolute harmlessness. The discipline

of the ritualistic life, lived well under the guidance of the sacred laws,

may certainly do him an immense amount of good ; it may improve

his power of self-control and enable him to acquire and sustain the

faith, which teaches that life has a higher purpose and a nobler

destiny than the free and full satisfaction of the unceasingly urgent

demands of the senses and the appetites. Nevertheless, it is easy

to see that this life, lived under the guidance of the sacred laws

ordaining the ceremonial observances of Vedio and domestic ritual-

ism, does not directly aim at moksha, which, as you know, is the

salvation of soul-emancipation and God -attainment. The religion of

Vedic sacrifices and other similar ceremonial rites has the three

'qualities' of prakriti characterising its objects (II. 45.); and therefore

it gives rise to punya, when well observed, and is calculated to secure

for one the opportunity of enjoying the pleasures of paradise as its due

reward. It is believed that it cannot do more than this. But yoga

does more, as you are aware ; it enables the yogin to rise above

the three known
'

qualities
'

of prakriti, and to obtain self-realisation

and also the power to live the life of universal equality. Thus

it is almost self-evident that the yogin is superior to the karmin

as well. Now the meaning of the injunction
'

Therefore, Arjuna,

do you become a yogin
'

must be easily evident to you all. You

know that Arjuna's sense of duty, in relation to his having earnestly

to fight out the battles of the great war of the Mahabhdrata, was

not strong enough to enable him to rise above the ideas of
'

I
'

and
1

mine '. The trouble with him at the time was that he could not

bring himself to kill in battle his own kindred and revered preceptors ;

and this weakness of his due to the felfish feelinps of i-ness and mine-

ness could be corrected only with the aid of yoga. Without over-

coming well these unwholesome feelings, it was impossible for him

to live the life of disinterested duty, as based on self-realisation

and God -realisation and on the consequent ethical law of universal

equality and entire unselfishness. This is why Arjuna was called

upon to become a yogin, that is, to conduct himself in the situation

in the manner of a yogin.
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47. Even among all the yogins, he, who, being

possessed of faith, is devoted to Me, with his inner self

directed towards Me, (he) is deemed by Me to be the

best among accomplished yogins.

At the beginning of this chapter, we had to arrange, under three

heads, all those who undertake the practice of the yoga of medi-

tation and mental concentration. We looked at them first as those

who were desirous of climbing up to yoga ; then as those who had

climbed up to yoga : and lastly as those who had accomplished

success in their practice of yoga. These last, as you know, have in

Sanskrit been called yuktas ; and the expression yukta-tama oacurr-

ing in this stanza has therefore been translated by me as
'

the best

among accomplished yogins '. You may remember my having told

you already that self-realisation constitutes the first step in the

success, which theyukta or the man of accomplished yoga achieves,

that God- realisation is the next higher step therein, to which some

successful yogins may not rise at all, and that each self-realisation and

God-realisation is separately capable of giving to the ethical law of

universal equality and absolute unselfishness its truth-born authori-

tativeness and unquestionable justification. In the case of the

yogin, who proves fortunate enough to have both self-realisation

and God-realisation included in his yogic success, this same ethical

law naturally rests upon a double sanction ; and his faith in it is

therefore certain to be even more intense and real. It is but

right therefore to look upon him as a higher type of yogin. We saw

further that the yogm's self-realisation has two aspects, that his

God-realisation also has two aspects in the same manner, and that

he, who, through self-realisation, has been enabled to see himself in

all beings, may be different from him, who, by that same means,

has become able to see all beings in himself, even as he, who, through

God-realisation, has been enabled to see God in all beings, may be

different from him, who thereby sees all beings in God. Accord-

ingly it is conceived that there may be four varieties, among those

that deserve to be called accomplished yogins. Moreover, the man
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of austerities, the man of knowledge and the man of religious rite?,

who are all referred to in the previous stanza, are also considered

to ba worthy of being looked upon as yogins, for the reason that

they also practise self-control and endeavour to live a higher life

than that of the senses and the appetites. It is therefore not at all

bard to think of different kinds of yogins with varying attainments

and different degrees of perfection ; and we are told here that,

among all such yogins, he, who is faithfully devoted to God and

has his inner self directed towards God, is indeed the best and the

most highly perfected yoqin.

Please note that the requirements to be fulfilled by this best

of yogins is that he should have faith in God, should have his

inner self directed towards God, and should be devoted to God.

These things will quite naturally come to a yogin as the result of bis

God-realisation in his yogic state of samadhi. To be able in the state

of samadhi to perceive God, and then to have no faith in God, is

ordinarily impossible. From this, I do not want you to draw the

inference that it is only the successful yogin, who has achieved

God-realisation, that can command a real and intense faith in God.

It is known that such faith is capable of being won by other suitable

means as well. The reality and the intensity of a man's faith in God

in whatsoever manner it may have been derived direct his inner

self necessarily towards God. When the inner self of a man is not

directed towards God, his faith in God is apt to be merely superficial

and not deep-rooted in the heart. To be devoted to God, with the

inner self turned towards God, is to have God as the only object

of love and worship and devotion. Such a faithful and real lover

and worshipper of God, says Sri-Krishna, is the best and the most

perfect among accomplished yogins. A God-loving, God-worshipping

and God-devofcad yogin of this kind cannot live his life otherwise

than in full accordance with the ethical law of universal equality

and absolute unselfishness ; and while so living his life, he will

never be tempted to feel that, for the goodness of it, he is himself

responsible and has to rely upon himself, as his reliance is in fact

known to be always aud entirely upon God. You must bo able to see

that in reality there is much difference between the goodness, which

is thus God-reliant, and the goodness that is solely self-reliant. One

80
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point we have to note in this difference is that self-reliant goodness is

apt to be egotistic ; that is, it is quite capable of subjecting the

person, who lives the life of self-reliant goodness, to the taint of the

feelings of i-ness and mine-ness at least in some small measure.

Unless he gets rid of even this tinge of egotism and self-regard, no

yogin can hope to become the perfect man of purity he ought to be.

Indeed, the perfection of the yogin finds its consummation, only when

even the smallest tinge of self-regard does not pollute the purity of his

moral selflessness ; and until this consummation of perfection is

attained, he cannot be the best of yogins. To know God, to have

faith in Him, and to be whole-heartedly devoted to Him, are indeed

the things which build up the perfection of the yogin ; and these are

certain to make him feel that, in all that he thinks and feels and does,

he has to serve merely as the instrument of God and carry out His

will. Even his own realisations he attributes to the love of God, and

makes the grace of God responsible for whatever good there may be

in that life of universal equality which he so very naturally lives.

Thus the absolute moral selflessness of this best of yogins may be seen

to be the result of his complete self-surrender to God.

This stanza, which I have thus far and in this manner explained,

brings the sixth chapter to its close ; and in so doing, it introduces

quite aptly the subject-matter of the next six chapters. The first six

chapters, it may be said, deal mainly wibh self-realisation, and the

second six chapters with God-realisation ; the third six chapters aim at

pointing out the practical application of these realisations to indivi-

dual and social life in human communities. It is maintained by

almost all the well-known commentators on the Gltd that, in the light

of the subject-matter dealt with, this whole work of eighteen chapters

is in reality divisible thus into three large parts consisting of six

chapters each. The proper time to survey and study in full the

complete plan of the Glta is after we have carefully gone through the

whole work and understood the import of all its contents well. Let

me, however, before concluding our lecture to-day, draw your atten-

tion to the fact that, throughout the Glta, conviction and conduct are

looked upon as being more important than the means by which the

conviction is arrived ac or the manner in which the appropriate

conduct is sustained. What I mean to say is this that the
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injunction here intimated to Arjuna, to the effect that he should

endeavour to become a God-knowing, God-believing and God-devoted

yogin, need not necessarily imply that he was called upon to give up

his immediate duty of giving battle to the enemy and to enter instead

upon the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental concentration

at once, so as to achieve self-realisation and God-realisation by getting

into the supra-normal state of samadhi. On the other hand, what

really appears to be the intended aim is, that he was asked to conduct

himself in the manner, in which the yogin, who has arrived at God-

realisation and has become God-knowing, God-believing and God-

devoted, would conduct himself in the situation, surrendering himself

entirely to God and making of himself no more than a ready and will-

ing instrument to carry out the will of God. It was evidently required

of Arjuna that he, in living his life of strenuous duty, should always

have an attitude of mind, which, in relation to the great question of

conduct, would be similar to that of the yogin, who has succeeded in

attaining both self-realisation and God-realisation ; and the command

given here to Arjuna is indeed a command given to all men and

women in all ages and lands. This view, that the ethics of conduct

is in fact the main topic, which is dealt with in the Glta throughout,

and that the psychological and metaphysical foundations of that

ethics are taken into consideration in it to prove that the absolutely

altruistic morality of the conduct commanded therein is entirely

rational and rests unshakably upon the impregnable foundation

of truth, is capable of being gathered from both the first and the

last stanzas of this chapter. The first stanza, as you know, attaches

importance to the doing of duty without attachment to the fruits of

work ; and the last stanza says that the best and the most excellent

yogin is he who knows God, believes in God and is so whole-heart-

edly devoted to God as to find it quite easy and natural to live the

life of duty without attachment to the fruits of work. Nevertheless,

the study and examination of the psychological and metaphysical

foundations of the ethics taught in the Glta cannot at all be con-

sidered to be unnecessary or unimportant. There are indeed many

students of the Bhagavadglta, to whom the study of the psychology

and tbe metaphysics taught therein appears to be more important

than the examination of the ethics of conduct evolvable from that

same psychology and metaphysics. But, as many of you are aware,
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we have been all along trying to learn mainly what guidance the

Glta gives to us to build up our character well and to conduct our

lives aright. Accordingly, we have been all along attaching greater

importance and paying greater attention to the ethics taught.

by Sri-Krishna in it than to the psychological and metaphysical

foundations of that ethics. The yoga of meditation and mental

concentration being the means by which it is possible to get at these

foundations, it is intelligible why Sri-Krishna bad to explain its nature

and its results at some length to Arjuna, as is actually done in this

chapter which is almost wholly devoted to its consideration. Yamu-

nacharya, whom I have already quoted more than once, sums up

thus under five beads the teachings contained in this chapter :

Those five heads are (i) the procass of practising the yoga of

meditation and mental concentration, (iij the four varieties of

successful yogins, (iii) the means to ba adopted for attaining success

in the practice of this yoga, (iv) the certainty of the achievement of

that success sooner or later by all those who earnestly endeavour to

attain it, and (v) lastly the superiority of the yoga of divine devotion

to all other forms or aspects of yoga. Here we have a comprehensive

description of the contents of the sixth chapter, which tells us how

and by whom and under what conditions the yoga of meditation

and mental concentration is to be practised, what the results are of

attaining success in the practice of that yoga, and how these results

tend to ratify and aphold the ethical law of universal equality as

the most appropriate guide of conduct in life. To know the self, to

know God, and then to guide our conduct with the aid of such know-

ledge, these things become possible through the attainment of

success in the practice of yoga; and I now leave it to you to judge its

value as a means of discovering truth and of supporting justice, purity

and goodness in life. With the next chapter, we begin, as you know,

the special study of the great question of God-realisation.
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A GLOSSAEY OF THE SANSKEIT WOEDS
OCCUEEING IN THE LECTUEES

(Arranged according to the English alphabet).

A
Abhyasa=YQvetition. t continued practice.

Achintya = unknowable or unthinkable.

Adhikarin = & worthy and qualified aspirant.

Adhyatmachetas=ihe mind that is fixed on the soul.

Adisesha = B, certain something the beginning of which remains to be

found out : the name of a mythical serpent.

Adrishta=the invisible religious influence proceeding from the

proper performance of a sacrifice and other such

religious acts of worship.

A dvaita = non-duality ; one-ness; the monistic school of the Veddnta

philosophy.

Advaita-vedanta = bhe system of monistic philosophy founded upon
the Upanishads.

Advaitin = one who upholds or follows the principles of the Advaita

philosophy.

Aham = i>he ego, I.

Ahampaddrtha = bhe ego, the entity denoted by the pronoun
'

I '.

Ahankara = i>h&b modification of the principle known as mahat, in

which the tendency for individualisation in mattei

makes its appearance for the first time in the evolution

of nature according to the Sankhya Philosophy : i-ness ;

the idea that one is the agent and therefore the owner

of the fruits of ihe work done by one ; egotism.

Aikya == one-ness.

Aitareya-brahmana = al brahman i relating to the Rig-veda.

Aja = unborn.

Ajada- non-inert, conscious, alive.

Ajnana = ignorance, as indicating the absence of knowledge, the

opposite of knowledge or wrong or perverse knowledge.
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passivity.

Akshauhinl^&n army-corps consisting of 21,870 chariots, the same

number of elephants, 65,610 horses, and 109,350 foot-

soldiers.

Amrita=>ThQ ambrosia of the Gods conceived to be capable of

bestowing immortality on all those who taste it.

Amritatva = deathlessnass, immortality.

Amsdvatara = partial descent; partially descended God, or a partially

divine incarnation.

Ananda= bliss ; joy.

Ananta = \>he endless one ; the name of a mythical serpent.

Anga=i\\Q body ; a constituent limb.

Antariksha=the middle region or the mid-world which is situated

between the earth and the heaven.

Antarindriya = thQ inner organ of perception generally called

manas.

Antaryamitva = internal controilership.

.4wtt=atom ; atomic ; spacially limited.

Anubhava= experience ; actually experienced pleasures and pains.

Anushaj]ate = haLB lingering attachment.

Anushanga = that which closely follows or goes in the wake of

attachment.

A paryaptam=* insufficient, inadequate; unlimited.

Aranyakas = si portion of each of the Vedas, considered to have been

given out by certain sages living in the forest and

conceived to be fit to be studied in the forest.

Arjuna-vishada-ydga = blae first chapter of the Bhagavadgita the

chapter wherein sorrow and sadness may be seen to

have overtaken Arjuna.

Asana = bodi\ly posture in sitting; a seat.

Ascharya - marvel ; wonder.

Ashtahga-yoga=*ihe yoga of eight constituent limbs ; the practice

of concentrated meditation made up of the eight

processes, known as yama, niyama, dsana, pranayama,

pratyahara, dharana, dhyana and samadhi.

Ashtavadhana = tihe feat of memory wherein attention is directed to

eight things at the same time.
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Asmatprapancha =
'

my-world
'

as opposed to
'

your-world
'

; the sub-

jective world as opposed to the objective world.

Asramadharma = duties appertaining to all men and women in the

various legally ordered stages of life.

Asiiyd = euvy ; incapacity to put up with the superiority of others.

Atatdyin = & felon engaged in a murderous deed.

Atiratha=& warrior who is capable of fighting well against many
samarathas.

Atman-the soul or self ; one's self, himself or herself.

Atmdndimaviveka= spiritual discrimination ; the discrimination of

the soul from the non-soul.

Atmani yat chetas ta = tnat mind which is fixed on the soul.

Atmanyevdtmand tushtah=* satisfied in his own heart with him-

self.

Atmdrdma = tihe spiritual seer whose delight consists in the realisa-

tion of his own soul.

Atmaratih = one whose delight is in his own self.

Atma-samyama-ydga = tbQ practice of mental self-control.

Atma-suddhi = self-purification.

Atma-tnpta = onQ who is satisfied with himself, or one who has

acquired spiritual satisfaction.

Atmavdn = one who is well capable of being master of himself ; the

possessor of self-mastery.

Avadhdna = attention ; multiplex attention aided by correct memory.

Avatdra = descent ; descent of God ; incarnation of God as man.

A vindsin= having no destruction ; indestructible.

Avyakta = non-manifest.

Avyaya = uo\> subject to change ; indestructible.

Ayukta = he who has not practised the yoga of concentrated attention ;

the interested worker without the yoga of self-lessness.

B

Baddha-jiva = t>he bound soul tied down to live in matter.

Bhagavad-dharma = the characteristics of God.

Bhagavad()ltd = Divine Song: the famous name of the well-known

dialogue in the Mahdbhdrata between Sri-Krishna

and Arjuna treating of the philosophy of conduct : it

consists of 18 chapters and forms part of the
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Bhishma-parvan, which itself is one of the 18 parvans

or books into which that great epic is divided.

Bhdgavata-dharma = the characteristics of the godly man.

Bhakti = loving devotion.

Bhakti-mdrga = the way of attaining salvation through loving devo-

tion to God.

Bhakti-yoga = i,be practice of loving devotion directed towards God.

Bhdvand = i>he internal mental impression forming the basis of

conceptual knowledge.

Bhikshu=& mendicant ;
an ascetic ; a monk.

Bhishma-parvan=one of the eighteen books of the Mahdbhdrata,

the book that gives an account of the battles fought

between the Kauravas and the Pandavas during the

ten days when the Kaurava army was led by Bhishma

as its generalissimo.

Bhoga = enjoyment of worldly power and pleasure.

Bhcktd-thQ enjoyer.

Bhutas = t>1aQ elements ; elementary matter ; beings.

Brdhma = tbe religious authority as well as the wisdom and work

of the priestly class.

Brahma-bhutah = he who has become the Brahman.

Brahmachdrin=the Vedic student.

Brahma-karma =*' Brahman-work' ;
a form of worship which is

directed to propitiate the Supreme Being of the Veddnta.

Brahman = the Great Being ; the Supreme Being or the Infinitely

Big Being ;
the Veda : the universe as the visible

infinite.

Brdhmana = t>hQ aristocratic priest ; a member of the Brahmin caste ;

an appendix to a Veda, being a kind of commentary

thereon.

Brahmdnanda-ihe bliss of the Brahman.

Brahmanirvdna = the beatific bliss of the Brahman.

jBra/iwzi = that which appertains to the Brahman and is divinely

philosophical.

Brdhml sthitih = ihe divinely philosophical state.

Brihaddranyakopanishad^one of the well-known ten Upanishads.

Buddhi=bhe faculty of intellection : intelligence.
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C

Chaitanyasvarupa=ihe nature of consciousness ; a thing which is

of the nature of consciousness.

Chanddla = a:n out-caste; a man of horribly wicked life.

Chdrvdkas = a, class of Indian philosophers who are atheistic

secularists and materialists.

Chdturvarnya = bhQ system of the four castes.

Chinmaya = essentially of the nature of consciousness; consisting of

the principle of consciousness.

Chintya = cognizable ; capable of being thought of.

Chit = consciousness ; the principle of consciousness.

Chitta=*tfae mind looked upon as the thinking principle of con-

sciousness.

Chitta-vritti-nirodha = voluntary prevention of the outward

functioning of the thinking principle of conscious-

ness.

D
Daiva = appertaining to the gods, such as Indra, Varuna. &c.

Danda = t>be power of punishment.

Dehatmabuddhi^the wrong knowledge of mistaking the body for

the soul.

Dehatmaviveka = t,he knowledge of the essential difference between

the body and the soul.

Dehin = t,he owner of the body ; the embodied soul.

Dhdrana = tbe fixing of the attention.

Dharma= justice and righteousness; virtue; religion; morality;

righteousness and duty ; characteristic quality.

Dharma-bhu,ta-jndna = the characteristic of awareness as appertain-

ing to the principle of consciousness.

Dharmaksketra = a, holy plain whereon the Brahminical life of

exemplary righteousness and piety is lived.

Dkarma-sammudha = perplexed as to what duty is.

Dharmasaiikara = confusion of duties.

Dharma-sankata = conflict of duties.

Dharmi-bku,ta-jndna = the principle of consciousness as characteris-

ed by the characteristic of awareness.
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Dharmya= virtuous, just.

Dharmyatva^rigbteousness, virtuousness.

Dhydna - meditation.

Dhydna-slcka= & stanza intended to serve as an aid for that fixing

of attention which is required in practising continued

meditation.

Dhydnayoga = t,he practice of meditation and mental concentration

for attaining self-realisation.

Dravya-yajna= material sacrifice.

Dushkrita = evi\ deed; tendency impressed upon there-incarnating

self by evil karmas.

Dvandvas = physical or psychological pairs of opposites, such as heat

and cold, pleasure and pain, desire and aversion.

Dvandvdtlta^he who has risen above the power of the pairs of

opposites, such as heat and cold, pleasure and pain,

desire and aversion.

Dvesha - aversion ; hatred.

E

.E7&a0raa = one-pointedness of attention.

Ekatattvdbhydsa= continued meditation of some one thought, idea

or experience.

G
Gahand karmano gatih=the meaning of work is hard to understand.

Ghatdkdka=tihe spacial expanse limited by the earthy walls of a

pot.

Cr^a=song ; the Bhagavadgltd.

Grihastha-ihe house-holder.

Guna-knta-varna = c&ate by quality.

(ruwas = the three 'qualities
'

of prakriti, viz., sattva, rajas and tamas.

Guru=B, teacher or preceptor.

H
Harih = & name of God Vishnu.

Harih Ow = a formula of prayer and salutation repeated at the

commencement and conclusion of a formal recitation

of the Vedas.
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Hatha-yoga=tihe practice of forced postures of a difficult and acro-

batic character.

Homa = a> fire-offering, a sacrifice.

I

Indriya-jaya = sense-conquest.

Indriydni = tiie organs of sense or action.

lsavdsydpanishad = the first of the well-known ten Upanishads ; it

belongs to the Vajasaneyasamhitd known as the

White Yajur-veda.

Ishta = desirable.

Ishtatva = desirability.

J

Ja^a = devoid of the power of knowing ; inert ; unconscious.

Janaka = a, father; the title of the kings who ruled in Mithila in

ancient times.

Janma-krita-varna = cglBie by birth.

Jatismara=thQ person who has acquired the power of knowing the

nature of his many previous births or states of

re-incarnation.

Jatyekavachana = tbalb use of the singular number by which the whole

of a collection of things of the same kind happens to

be denoted.

Jlvanmukta = one who has acquired, even while alive here, large

freedom from the limitations imposed by the body

upon the soul.

,77jawa=knowledge ; wisdom ; theory.

Jnana-marga=>t>hQ path of knowledge or of wisdom for attaining

salvation.

Jnana-tapas = bhe austerity of thought.

Jnana-yajna = a, moral form of sacrifice; mental worship.

Jnana-yoga=t>he practice of meditation and mental concentration

for the acquisition of self-realisation and God-realisa-

tion.

Jndna-yogin=t>hQ person who has attained self-realisation and God-

realisation by means of the acquisition of true wisdom

throughomeditation andimental concentration.
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Jndnendriydni = the organs of sense.

the man of knowledge ; the man who is possessed of

supreme wisdom and has arrived at the realisations

derivable from success in the practice of yoga.

Kdma = desire ; an object of desire ; wishful will.

Kamatmdnak = those who are acbua'ed by desires and whose nature

is made up of desires.

Kamya = desire- im polled.

Karma = work ; act; action done in the previous states of the embodied

existence of the soul ; the impressed tendency generat-

ed in relation to the soul in consequence of acts done

in the previous states of its re-incarnation.

Karma-bhumi = the land of work and worship.

Karmakanda = tha,b part of the Veda which deals with sacrifices

and the rules and rituals connected therewith.

Karma- kausala = cleverness in work ; cleverness in performing well

one's duties in life.

Karma-marga = bhe path of work and duty; the Vedic path of ritua-

lism.

Karman = work ;
action ; deed.

Karma-pravdha = the stream of karma.

Karma-sannydsa = renunciation of works.

Karma-sannyasin = one who has renounced works.

Karma-vdsand = tbe internal impress left behind by every kind of

work so as to determine the potentialities and environ-

ments of a soul's coming condition of re-incar-

nation.

Karma-yoga = the doctrine of work ; the right practice of duty.

Karma-yogin = ore who successfully follows the doctrine of work by

the due performance of disinterested duty.

Karmendriydni = tbe organs of action.

Karmin = tbe man of work ; the performer of religious rites.

Karund = merciful sympathy.

Kathopanishad = one of the ten well-known Upanishads ; it is

attached to the Yajur-veda.

Edya=bhQ body.
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Kevala-sarira-karman = merely such work as is required for the

up-keep of the body.

Klrti=i&mQ; good name; reputation.

Kfipa = mercy.

Krodha = anger.

Kshattra = what appertains to the Kshattriya ; valour; sovereignty

and statesmanship.

Kshattriya = t>he aristocratic military caste in the Aryan organisa-

tion of Hindu society.

Kshema = the safe-guarding of the good that has already been

obtained ; order as contrasted with progress.

Kula-dharma = family- virtue ; the virtues of family-life.

Kulakshaya = destruction of the family or family -life.

Kumbhaka = bhe process of keeping the lungs fully filled in with air

by refraining from breathing out after taking a deep in-

spiration.

Kutastha = he who is immoveably aloft ; the spirit that is uninflu-

enced by the tendencies and forces of the flesh.

L
Lawfo'H = tbat which appertains to the world and is worldly.

Loka-sahgraha = acceptance of the world ; guidance and control of

the world.

M
Madbhdva =my state or my condition.

Mahabharata= tbe great Indian national epic of 18 books known to

have been composed by Vyasa.

Mahdkdsa = the great expanse of space which is unlimited.

Maharathas = warriors of the great chariot, i.e., warriors who fight

their battles from within a great chariot : technical-

ly, a mahdrathd is a warrior who, riding in a great

ohariot in the battle-field, is capable of attacking

successfully 10,000 foot-soldiers fighting with bows

and arrows.

Mahat = ouQ of the principles forming a link in the Sdiikhya chain of

universal evolution ; that evolved condition of prakriti

in which it is first made manifest and able to produce

the many material things making up the universe.

U
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Maitrl = friendly love and satisfaction.

Mamakara=
l

mine-ness '; the idea of ownership in regard to the

results of one's work.

Mama vartma =my path.

Manas = the internal organ of sense or the faculty of attention;

mind.

Manlshdpanchaka = & small poem of five stanzas by Sankaracharya.

Mano-gata-kama= desires entertained in the mind.

Mano-vak-kaya=mmd, language and body, making up the three in-

struments of the soul called tnkarana.

Mantras -Vedic hymns; charms ; spells ; prayer-formulas.

&n important work on the sacred law of the Hindus

attributed to the ancient law-giver Manu.

, path.

Mata = teaching ; doctrine; opinion.

Mithyachara=>& false person of insincere conduct.

Mlechchha^a, barbarian; an out-caste.

salvation of soul-emancipation; the blissful beatific

freedom arising from perfected self-realisation.

appreciation.

who has attained the salvation of soul-emancipation >

one who is liberated from the bondage of samsara.

Mulaprakriti = bhe same thing as prakriti conceived to be the root-

source of all the material things found in the universe.

Muni = & seer ; a sage ; one blessed with the intuitive vision of inner

inspiration.

N
Na anushajjate = ba.s no lingering attachment.

Naishkarmya=tine state of being unaffected by karma.

Naraka=he\\.

Nigraha= forcing ; coercion.

Niralambana-dhyana= unsupported meditation ; that kind of medita-

tion in which attention becomes concentrated in spite

of there being no object on which it may ba

concentrated.

Nirdvandva = free from the domination of certain pairs of opposites-

such as heat and cold, pleasure and pain, desire and

aversion.
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Nirvana= salvation ; the bliss of soul-emancipation.

Nirydgakshema = onQ who is regardless of both kshema and yoga ;

a person who does not endeavour either to maintain

intact the good things that he has already acquired or

to obtain more and more of such good things for himself.

Nishkriya = whatever is unengaged in work.

Nishthas=*ponitions or stand-points in the philosophy of conduct as

applied to life.

Nissreyasa=t>he highest good; the bliss of soul-emancipation.

Nistraigunya-hee from the mixed influence of all the three gunas

or
'

qualities
'

of prakriti.

Nitya= ever-enduring, eternal.

Nitya-sannyasin = & person who has for ever renounced work.

Nitya-sattvastha = Qver well-established in sattva ; a person or a being

in whom the quality of sattva is so preponderant that

the other qualities of rajas and tamas may well be

conceived to be almost absent.

Nivritti = withdrawal ; renunciation.

Nivritti-mdrga = \ihe path of renunciation and retirement.

Niyama = external regulation of conduct.

Niyata = determined by the sense of obligation.

O

Ow = tho syllable called pranava and understood to denote the

Supreme Being ; it is usually uttered in association

with the recital of V'edic hymns and religious prayers

and formulas, and is conceived to have a mystic

significance of groat value.

Om Bhurbh2ivassuvah = a, religious formula wherein the Supreme

Being is conceived as pervading and controlling the

three worlds, the earth-world, the heaven-world and

the intermediate world of antariksha.

P

Pandita=& learned person ;
a wise sage.

Papa = sin ; sinful action ; tendency impressed on the minds of

people by their evil deeds.

Papman = & sinful thing.
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Parabrahman = ihe supremely transcendent and unlimitedly Big

Being ; God.

Pardkprapancha = the objective world.

Param=&u adverb meaning exceedingly well.

Parama = supreme.

Parama-Purusha=the Supreme Person; God.

Parama-pmushartha-i\\Q supreme purpose of human life; the

salvation of soul-emancipation.

Paramatman = bhe Supreme Soul of the Universe ; God.

Pariprasna = earnest questioning.

Parjanya=*a, Vedio deity understood to be the god of rain ; rain.

Parotkarshasahishnutva = incapacity to put up with the superiority

of another in any matter.

Paryapta = adequate ; limited.

Patita=a1 fallen man ; a parson who has failed to observe the religious

rules of restraint, and has not performed the duties,

appertaining to him and his ordered station in life.

fruit ; result ; desired end in view.

lord or master ; the master-soul.

Prakriti = nature ; the material of which the embodiment of the

soul is composed ; the primordial substance from which

all the material things in the universe are evolved.

Pranayama = kbe control of breathing ; the practice of breath-control.

Pranipata = reverential prostration before worshippable persons and

objects.

Prdrabdha-karmi = t,\}&t, impressed tendency of work which has

become operative and kinetic in actual life.

Prasdda = clearness ; freedom from mental distractions.

Prasanna-chetas=onQ who has a clear undistracbed mind.

Pratyahara^the withdrawal of the senses from external objects,

being one of the eight processes involved in the prac-

tice of yoga.

Pratyakprapancha = thQ subjective world.

Prav)'itti = activity ; the active Ufa of aggressive achievement.

PravriUi-mdrga = t,he path of the active life of aggressive achieve-

ment as opposed to the life of retirement and renunci-

ation,
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Punya = merit ; meritorious deed; tendency impressed on the minds

of people by their good deeds.

Punya-bhiimi = the holy land ; the land of meritoriousness.

Puraka=the process of filling in the lungs with air by means of a

long-continued process of inspiration.

Purdnas = & class of Hindu sacred writings containing the myths
and legends ami traditional history of the ancient

Hindus.

Pftrna = full; fulfilled.

Purnakdma = onQ whose desires are all fulfilled.

Purnakdmatva=kh& state of having no un-fulfilled desires.

Purnavatara = Qi full descent; a complete incarnation of God as

man.

Purusha = he who abides within an embodiment ; a soul; a person.

Purusha-siikta = t>hQ Vedic hymn which describes the creation of the

universe from the Supreme Person (R.V. X. 90.)

Piirva-mlma,rhsd=the earlier enquiry, so called in relation to the

later Veddntic enquiry regarding Brahman ; one of

the six systems of Hindu philosophy dealing mainly

with the question of Vcdic sacrifices and their results.

Purva-paksha = \he statement of the preliminary position in an

argument, this position being invariably that of an

opponent who has to be attacked and defeated.

Pushpita ua&=flowery language; vainly flowery language.

R

.R<z<7a = desire, longiug ; longing for pleasure and pleasurable objects.

Rdjarshis^ royal sages and philosophers.

Rajas = kh&b
'

quality
'

of prakriti which represents its highly active

condition full of enlivening and aggressive energy.

Rdjasa^ pertaining to that
'

quality
'

of prakriti which is known

as rajas.

Raja-yd(,a = bhQ king of yogas ; the beat of the yogas ; the yoga of

meditation and mental concentration aiming at self-

realisation and Goi-realisabion

Rajd-guna = the
'

quality
'

of rajas.

Rdmdyana = tbe celebrated Sanskrit epic of Valmiki dealing with

the story of Rama and his wife Sita.
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Rechaka-^\\Q process of exhausting the lungs of air by means of

a long-continued act of expiration.

Rishayah = sages; spiritual seers; seers of perfected spiritual

vision.

S

Sabda-brahman = bhQ verbal brahman; the big thing which is

denoted by words, i.e., prakriti or nature ; the brahman

which consista of words, i.e., the Veda.

Sabha = &n association ; an assembly.

Sadhana=bhe means for the attainment of an end.

Samadhi = concentrated attention and mental realisation ; the last

stage of mental concentration in the practice of yoga,

the stage, in which the parson, practising it, is so fully

absorbed in self-awareness as to ba altogether unaware

of the outside world.

Sama-drishti = ticiQ vision of equality.

Samaratha = a, warrior, who, being himself within a chariot, is capa-

ble of fighting effectively against another warrior, who

also has the advantage of being seated within a chariot.

Samatua = evenness ; equality; evenness and impartiality of disposi-

tion in relation to pleasure and pain, to success and

failure ; equality of sympathy and love in relation to all

beings.

Samatvam yoga uchyate= equality is called yoga.

Samsara=kbe course of the soul's recurring re-incarnation.

Sdmskara = impression left upon the mind by previous acts and

experiences ; internally impressed tendencies ; agreeable

and disagreeable mental effects which good and evil

deeds respectively produce.

Samvada=*a, dialogue.

Sdmya=* similarity,

Samyamin = the self-controlling sage.

Sanatana = everlasting.

Sanya = attachment, attachment to the experiences and the objects

of the senses.

Saiikalpa^vfill-] thought ; desires of the mind ; fancied desires.

Sahkhya = knowledge ; theory ; the philosophy expounded by Kapila.
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Sdnkhyakdrikd = tbQ name of a work by Isvarakrishna which

expounds the Sdnkhya philosophy of Kapila in a small

number of mnemonic stanzas.

Sdnkhya-nishthd=t>h&k philosophic position in the theory of con-

duct which is determined by speculative and abstract

thought.

Sdhkhya-yoga = tihe theory of conduct arrived at in accordance with

speculative reason.

Sannydsdsrama = ihe fourth stage in the life of an Indian Arya ; the

ascetic order of life.

Sannyasin = one who has renounced all worldly attachments and

desires ;
an ascetic, a mendicant monk.

Sdnti = tranquillity, peace ; a prayer of peace ; blissful peace of mind.

Sarga = creation ; manifestation.

/S'annn = the owner of the body ; the in-dwelling ego-ised principle

of consciousness ; the soul.

Sarva-bhuta-hiteratah = devoted to accomplish the good of all beings.

Sarvagata = bh&b which has pervaded all things in the universe so as

to be found in every one of them.

Sat= existence ; that which exists.

Satdvadhdna = the feat of multiple attention and memory directed

to note one hundred things at one and the same time.

/Sa^va=that
'

quality
'

of prakriti which is observable in the steady

condition of balanced motion and calm conscious life.

Sattvaguna = bhe
'

quality
'

of sattva.

Sdttvika = pertaining to or characterised by the sattva-guna.

Satya=*tiue ; truth.

Satyasankalpatva=i,he power of making all, that one wills, come out

true.

&esha = tiie ever remaining one ; a mythical serpent.

Sevd = service.

Siddhi = attainment of the end ; acquisition of occult powers.

Siddhitraya = the name of a work by Yamunacharya in which he tries

to prove the reality of God, of the soul and of experience.

Simhanada = lbe lion's roar; roaring out like a lion in duels and battles

for indicating a challenge or the feeling of triumph.
'

lokas = stanzas ; especially stanzas composed in that variety of

the anushtup metre which is called sloka.
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Smdrta = relating to the smritis ; religiously legal or legally religious.

S?nnta'=remembrance ; memory, the internal mental impression

which forms the basis of memory ; a class of Hindu

sacred writings dealing with their social, moral and

political laws, so called because they are held to have

been re-produced from memory by the ancient sages

of India.

Srauta-smarta= relating to the Vedas or Srutis and the Smritis.

Sri-Parthasdrathi-svdmi-sabha = lhQ name of an association

in Triplicane, Madras, which periodically holds meet-

ings to bear lectures on religious subjects and to

enjoy musical entertainments, often of a religious

character ;
so named after God Pdrthascirathi, that

is, Krishni as the charioteer of Arjuna, worshipped

in the Visbriu temple at Triplicane.

Srishti = creation ; manifestation.

Sthd = & root meaning to stay.

Sthcinu = & pillar; that which is firm.

Sthitaprajna = iihe man of firm mind and established wisdom.

Sukha = pleasure, happiness.

Sukhasana = a, comfortable seat; a comfortable posture in sitting.

Sukla-yajurveda = the White Yajurveda, a name of the Vajasaneya-

samhitd of the Yajurveda,

Sukrita=good. deed
; the impressed tendency due to good deeds.

Svabhava=n&bure, natural impulse, instinct, one's own character-

istic temperament.

Srar0a = the celestial world of the Gods, the heaven of Indra and

the other Vedic Gods.

Svargarohanaparvan = tfn&t book in the Mahdbhdrata, which treats

of the ascent of the Pandavas to heaven.

Svayam-prakd sa = self-luminous.

T
Taittirlyopanishad=one of the ten well known Upanishads.

Tawas = that 'quality' of matter which makes it dull, immobile and

inert.

Tdmasa = pertaining to or characterised by the tamo-guna.

Ta>mo-guna=KhQ quality of tamas.
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Tanmatras = kbe subtle bases of the five bhutas or elements of matter.

Tapas = i,be heat felt in consequence of self-restraint and mternal

effort ; the practice of religious austerities.

Tapasvin = one who practises austerities ; one who lives the unworldly

life of austere penance and asceticism.

Tasmadyuddhyasva = do you therefore fight.

Taf = that ; the Brahman.

Tatpara=--th&t to which it relates.

Traigunya = t>he three gunas or 'qualities' which are conceived to

belong to the primordial matter known as prakriti.

Trailokyarajya = the title to exercise kingly sway over the three

worlds, the earth- world, the heaven-world and the

intermediate world.

Trikaranas * the three instruments of work owned by the soul, viz.,

mind, language and body.

U
Upanishad = a class of Vedic works which contain the fundamental

thoughts and teachings of the ancient sages of India as

bearing on Hind a religion, philosophy and metaphysics.

Upekshd = conscious indifference.

Y
Vaidiki = appertaining to the Veda ; that which relates to the religion

that has no higher object of human pursuit than the

attainment of power and enjoyments by performing

Vedic sacrifices.

Vairagya = freedom from desire; dispassionate non-attachment;

dispassionate disinterestedness.

Vaisya = (\iQ third caste in the typical Hindu organisation of society ;

a member of the trading class ; the common free man

of the ancient Aryan community.

Vak= speech ; language.

Vdkya-jndna^ sentence-knowledge; that kind of knowledge which

is derived from a study of sentences ; unrealised book-

knowledge.

Vanaprastha = tt\e forest-hermit; the person whose life is in the

third stage, out of the four stages, in the legally ordered

typical Hindu life,

iii
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Varnadharma = duties appertaining to men and women of the

various castes in respect of their particular castes.

Farwn = colour, race, caste.

Varna- sankara = the mixing up of colours
; the mixing up of races

through unwholesome inter-crossing between persons

of different race-colour ; the mixing up of castes by

means of indiscriminate marriage.

Varnasrama-dharma^the duties, responsibilities and obligations

attaching to the various castes'and the various stages

of life as promulgated in the Hindu sacred law.

Q who has control over his senses ; a person possessed of

self-mastery,

main scripture of the Hindus, consisting of hymns in

praise of Gods, sacrificial formulas, prayers, &c.

bhQ concluding portion of the Veda ; the Upanishads ; the

system of philosophy taught in the Upanishads as

expounded by Badarayana in the Veddnta-sutras.

Veddntin = & follower of the Vedanta philosophy.

Vedckvaaarata- the person who is given to indulge in discussions

about the Vedas.

Vibhu = all-pervading ; lordly ; fche master-soul.

Vidvan=thQ learned man; the man of wisdom.

Vilcara- modification ; change in configuration.

Vikarma - mis-work.

Vidheyatman = one who is possessed of a duly disciplined self.

Vikshepa = mental distraction caused by desire and aversion.

Vishnu-pur-ana=one of the eighteen Puranas, attributed to Vyasa.

Visvar-upa universal form ; the universal form of God.

Viveka= discrimination ; discriminating power.

Vyakta = manifest.

Y
Yaj=a, root meaning to worship.

Yajna=&n act of worship, a sacrifice.

Yajante- offer sacrifice or conduct worship.

Yajur-veda = one of the four Vedas, that which deals especially with

the duties of the sacrificial priests called adhvaryus.
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Yama = internal self-control, being one of the eight processes in

the practice of the yoga of meditation and mental

concentration.

Yatayah = ascetics ; aspirants who possess the power of self-control
;

those who are devoted to divine worship with a view

to attain salvation.

Yatha-kratu-nyaya = khe law or principle which declares that the

kind of religion and worship adopted by one here in

this life invariably gives rise to an accordant reali-

sation in the course of one's progress in religious

thought and spiritual life hereafter.

Yati = a> striving aspirant; an ascetic.

Yoga = practical application ; concentration of the mind ; the practice

of mental concentration ; the system of Hindu philo-

sophy expounded by Patanjali ; practice or practical

application of a rule of conduct established by specula-

tive or theoretical reasoning ; a reasoned exposition ;

the acquisition of such good things and advantages

as have not been yet obtained.

Yogah karmasu kausalam = cleverness in relation to the performance

of works is yoga.

Yoga-nidra = meditative and contemplative repose ; the sleep which

is slept by the ydqin in his inwardly conscious state

of samadhi ; externally unconscious but internally

wakeful sleep.

Ydga-nishtha = t>h&b position in the philosophy of conduct which is

determined by the actual practice of work in life and

society.

Yogarudha = lhe man that has climbed up to yoga.

Yoga-samadhi = the state of extreme mental concentration brought

about by the practice of yoga ; concentrated realisa-

tion attained by the practice of the yoga of meditation

and mental concentration.

Y5ga-sutras = bha,t body of aphorisms by Patanjali which expounds

the Yoga Philosophy.

Yoga-yajnah = duty- doing sacrifices ; those whose sacrifice consists

in doing their duties aright in life.
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Yoga-yukta = he who is engaged in the practice of yoga and has his

attention concentrated ;
the unselfish worker.

Ydgin=one who has practised yoga and attained self-realisation in

the state of samadhi.

Yukta = & person who .is duly devoted to the performance of duty ;

the man of accomplished ycga.

Yuktatama = he who is the best among accomplished yogins.

Yushmatprapancha = your-world,
1

that is, the objective world.
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